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ABSTRACT 
PHILIP RHYS MEGICKS 
Market Orientation, Competitive Strategy Type and Performance in Independent 
Retail Businesses: A Contingency Analysis in a Market Town Context 
In recent years there has been significant interest in the performance of independent retail 
businesses located in UK market towns as they face up to new patterns of competition and 
demand. However prior to this study there has been only a very limited understanding of 
the factors that contribute the success and failure of these individual small businesses. 
This thesis fills a gap in the literature relating to the performance of these small firms 
through empirical analysis and the application of management research methods in a 
contextual setting. Based upon a comprehensive review of relevant literature spanning the 
boundaries of marketing, retailing and small business research a model is developed that 
identifies relationships between independent retailer performance, market oriented 
behaviour, competitive strategy and prevailing environmental contingency variables. 
Relationships in the model are tested using valid and reliable measurement constructs for 
market orientation and performance, which are based upon data collected from a postal 
survey of owner-managers and qualitative interviews. Findings suggest that the extent of 
an independent retailer's market orientation is significantly and positively associated with 
its performance, which concurs with extant studies of small businesses. Results also 
identify that the effects of market orientation on performance outcomes are in certain 
circumstances dependent upon environmental contingencies, which adds weight to theory 
positing moderated effects. The findings of the research contribute to retail management 
theory by distinguishing variations in competitive strategy types in the independent sector 
and associating differences in strategic posture with performance. The results of 
contingency analysis in the model framework identify interactions between the variables, 
which suggest that market orientation contributes to strategy selection and implementation, 
and consequent performance outcomes. The research concludes with a series of 
implications for both theorists and practitioners. In particular it suggests that promoting a 
market orientation culture and related activities in a judicious manner can promote 
strategic behaviour, which enhances performance. Issues associated with the 
implementation of market oriented behaviour are discussed and recommendations for 
owner managers and advisory bodies proposed. 
. .. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
Introduction to the Study 
1.1 OUTLINE 
George Day (1999) poses the question: 
"Why should organisations strive to become market-driven?" 
He responds: 
" ...... that in an era of increasing market turbulence and intensifying competition, a 
robust market orientation has become a strategic necessity. Only with superior 
skills in understanding, attracting and keeping customers can finns devise 
strategies that will deliver superior customer value and keep this strategy aligned 
with changing market requirements". 
Day (1999:ix) 
This study considers how being market-driven, through the adoption of a market 
orientation affects the strategic positioning and consequent performance of a particular 
type of business in a contemporary environment of fierce rivalry and rapid change. The 
business form under investigation is the independent retailer, which has symbolic 
connotations both as a label of national endeavour, and as the epitome of a business ethos. 
The intention of this brief preliminary chapter is to set the scene for this study which 
adopts contemporary management research methods to provide a more detailed 
comprehension of the performance of retail independents. It is particularly concerned with 
independent shops located in British market towns, which as centres of retail and 
community activity have themselves come under the spotlight of press and government 
during the course of the 1990s. Of key importance in this debate has been the role of the 
ubiquitous, 'all-conquering' superstore, which has marched into the countryside and settled 
on the fringes of many rural small towns. The major multiple retailers have developed 
strategies to grow their business in rural areas, but it is argued, that small indigenous shops 
are incapable of responding to this threat in a strategic way. Moreover, protagonists of the 
"death of the market town" syndrome propose that a vicious spiral of decline has set in 
from which there is no way back. They suggest that the damage done by the laissez fa ire 
planning policies of the 1980s and early 1990s, which led to the growth of out-of-town 
superstores, is irretrievable. This research addresses these issues in an objective manner by 
considering the factors that influence the performance of individual independent retailers 
from the point of view of their business orientation, their strategic positioning and the way 
that they behave under particular market and competitive conditions. In order to achieve 
this, the introduction to the study will initially present an overview of the dimensions under 
investigation. This will be followed by a concise justification of the research, and 
subsequently a summary of the structure of the thesis will be provided. 
1.2 THE DIMENSIONS OF THE STUDY 
This study revolves around the independent shopkeeper, but has a number of additional 
dimensions which need to be discussed in general terms at the outset, although a detailed 
examination of their definition, conceptual meaning and measurement wi 11 be undertaken 
at a later stage. 
1.2.1 The Independent Retailer 
The role of the independent shopkeeper in British business and society has been a matter of 
interest for centuries. In the past the economic and cultural history of the country has been 
coupled with the concept of the small shop with both Adam Smith (1776) and Napoleon 
(1822) suggesting that we are a nation of shopkeepers. More recently, Bamfield (1988) 
has also posited the importance of retailing in Britain by proposing that the retail sector 
represents the paradigm of our enterprise culture. The significance of retail businesses to 
the economy is undeniable, however as with all things they have been subject to 
transformation over time. Hallsworth and Worthington (2000:210) suggest that "change in 
retailing is a fact of life", and the main change that has been experienced in British 
retailing has been the decline of the small independent shop and the growth of the large 
multiple. Independent shops still exist in large numbers, but they are fewer than before, 
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and in many cases they perform a different role for their customers and their suppliers than 
they previously did. Particularly apparent is the heterogeneity of the independent retail 
sector, and this has become no more visible than in the market town setting. 
1.2.2 Market Towns 
"In I 285 Edward I expelled markets from churchyards and they set up around 
market crosses. Towns grew up around them and, until now, they have retained the 
same raison d'etre, as the places local people came to buy food" 
(Anon, Independent on Sunday, 1994:1) 
Change is also prevalent in the spatial distribution of shops as well as in the form of retail 
outlet. Market towns, which have for centuries been the backbone of the nation's rural life, 
have experienced a significant shift in their function. Not least of these changes has been 
the diminution of its position at the heart of the British agricultural economy, with a 
dwindling number of livestock markets now existing as a consequence of structural 
change. Furthermore, the impact of large foodstores has in particular been recognised as a 
threat to the long term vitality and viability of market towns (DOE, 1994; DETR, 1998). 
1.2.3 Market Orientation 
Market orientation is a business culture, which espouses that the customer should be at the 
heart of the business planning process. Contemporary management culture uses terms 
such as market-orientated, customer-focussed, market-driven and customer-centric 
interchangeably to represent proactive business strategy. Yet many management theorists 
cite Peter Druker's (1954) statement that marketing is not a specialised functional activity 
but rather "the whole business seen from the point of view of its final result, that is, from 
the customer's point of view" (p.39) as an early indication of the thinking that associated 
the marketing concept with organisational planning. The 1990s experienced a growth in 
market orientation research with the publication of the seminal works of Kohli and 
Jaworski ( 1990) and Narver and Slater (1990). Subsequent scholarly endeavour has 
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instigated a plethora of investigations of the relationship that market orientation, as 
business culture, has with business performance. 
1.2.4 Performance 
Measuring business performance and understanding the factors that determine differences 
in the outcomes that indicate levels of achievement has long been a key pursuit of business 
researchers (Venkatraman and Ramanujam, 1986). The focus of this study is the 
performance of individual retail independents, which requires that the objectives of small 
business owner-managers are understood and assessed (Birley and Westehead, 1990). In 
this context performance is multi-dimensional and covers both commercial and non-
financial motivations for running an independent retail business. Thus, the overall 
performance of the independent sector can be seen as a function of the efforts of a large 
number of individuals operating their businesses to achieve particular goals. 
1.2.5 Strategy 
Such goals may be formulated and achieved by adopting strategies. Chandler (1962: 12) 
proposes that strategy is: 
"the detem1ination of the basic, long-/em! goals and objectives of an enterprise, 
and the adoption of courses of action and the allocation of resources necessary for 
those goals". 
Chandler ( 1962: 12) 
Such a classical view of strategy suggests that businesses can actively shape their future by 
developing an implementing a business proposition, which leads them to the fulfilment of 
their business aims. In so doing they make use of their resources and competitive 
advantage to meet the needs of the market. The relationship between marketing and 
competitive strategy is therefore clear, and the role of a marketing culture in identifying 
and sustaining strategic options for independent retailers is vital. This is made all the more 
significant in the face of changing environmental circumstances. The 'coalignment' or 
'fit' of strategy with the environment is regarded as an essential factor in determining 
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business performance (Venkatraman and Prescott, 1990; Naman and Slevin, 1993) and it is 
generally argued that strategic effectiveness is contingent upon environmental conditions. 
Thus the final dimension of the study is the environment in which retail independents 
trade. 
1.2.6 Environmental Conditions 
Change in retailing is inescapable and, as has already been discussed, the changing 
environment of independent retailers in market towns has been characterised by increased 
turbulence. In particular the intensity of competition has increased as a larger proportion 
of retail business become concentrated in the hands of the national multiple chains, and 
shopper behaviour has evolved in parallel. Shifts in the pattern of demand for goods and 
services, changes the economic circumstances of consumers, increased shopper mobility, 
innovation in marketing, spatial aspects of competition, and constraints of geographical 
location all create a complex set of environmental conditions within which independent 
retailers have to face the challenge of achieving their objectives. Hence the success of any 
strategic initiatives adopted by these small businesses is going to be contingent upon the 
environmental conditions that surround them. A market orientation can assist the 
understanding of such circumstances and enact an appropriate meeting of customer 
requirements. 
1.3 THE RESEARCH JUSTIFICATION 
Although the demise of the independent shopkeeper has been the subject of extensive 
discussion, the extant literature fails to provide a detailed exposition of the specific 
management issues relating to the performance of individual businesses. Moreover, little 
empirical analysis has been undertaken in the domain of the independent retailer in the 
UK, although US studies of this type are much more prevalent. Indeed American 
academics have treated the smaller shop as a specific form of business entity worthy of 
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investigation using advanced management research methods, rather than positing that the 
form is 'obsolete', and therefore by implication suggesting that it does not merit further 
analysis. The independent retailers that provide the focus for the study have been subject 
to little detailed scrutiny in of their marketing and strategic activities in the UK. 
What is more, the small business and entrepreneurship research in the UK is also, with a 
few notable exceptions, much less analytical in its approach and consequently there has 
been a reluctance to apply mainstream management research techniques to specific 
contextual issues such as those discussed in this thesis. In particular, there have been few 
investigations of market orientation in a small business context, and little work of this type 
relating to retail independents. Further to this, the dynamism and hostility of the 
competitive environment presents a serious challenge to owner-managers in these small 
retail organisations, and previous studies which have investigated the effects of such 
environmental conditions on firms may assist in the understanding of their impact in this 
context. 
The proposal of this study is therefore to consider the way that the market orientation of 
retail independents affects their performance. It argues that although the sector has 
suffered general decline, many successful retail independents still exist and their 
performance is attributable to their business culture, which regards the satisfaction of 
customer requirements as pivotal to success. Additionally the thesis contends that 
independent retailers adopt and enact competitive strategies as a result of their market-
oriented activities, and that such strategies are related to performance. Finally these 
relationships are seen as contingent upon the environmental conditions that exist for 
independent retail firms located in a market town setting. The way that this is addressed is 
now considered. 
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1.4 THE STRUCTURE OF THE THESIS 
The research study is presented in twelve chapters with a series of appendices that contain 
the results of supporting data collection and analysis procedures. 
Chapter Two examines extant literature relating to the performance of independent 
retailers located in market towns. It specifically addresses definitional terms and the way 
that the sector as a whole has declined. Business performance literature is reviewed and in 
particular issues associated with measuring performance in the contextual domain of the 
retail independent are discussed. The implications of an evaluation of the existing 
literature for the research process are then identified. 
Following this, Chapter Three explores theoretical and empirical studies of market 
orientation and strategy and their impacts on performance. The relationships between the 
behaviour of firms in managing information to meet customer needs, and developing and 
enacting competitive strategy are considered. This analysis is extended to the retail sector 
and in particular the independent trader. A critical overview of this literature is undertaken 
and issues associated with research design are noted. 
Chapter Four introduces the environmental dimension and exammes the contingency 
theory literature in the fields of both marketing and strategy. Environmental conditions 
pertinent to the retail independent context are considered as potential predictors of 
performance or moderators of the effects of market orientation on performance. The 
relevant literature is then reviewed in terms of its implications for the study's research 
methodology. The chapter then develops, via a synthesis of all the preceding literature, a 
research proposal for further investigation, based upon an integrated framework of a 
model. 
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The research process adopted to address the aims, objectives, and hypotheses contained in 
the proposal are presented in Chapter Five. The integrated research methodology, which 
combines qualitative and quantitative methods to explore the relationships of the study in 
the contextual domain of independent retailers, is outlined. The philosophy of the 
methodology is explained along with details of the data collection and analysis techniques 
utilised. 
The results of two phases of qualitative research are presented in Chapter Six. The 
findings are used at this stage to inform questionnaire design and construct development in 
the subsequent quantitative phase of the study. In addition, results are used to confirm and 
refine the hypotheses emanating from the literature review. 
Chapter Seven is the first of the chapters reporting the results of the quantitative 
investigation of the research questions and associated hypotheses. The relationships 
I 
between the extent and nature of an independent retailer's market orientation and 
performance are examined in this chapter. In the following chapter, Chapter Eight, the 
analysis is extended to consider these relationships in a contingency framework, which 
takes account of the effects of market and competitive environmental conditions operating 
in the market town setting. 
The findings of the quantitative investigation of competitive strategy types are presented in 
Chapter Nine. Differences in the competitive strategies of retail independents are 
identified along with variations in performance between the strategy types distinguished. 
Chapter Ten develops this analysis to take account of differences in market orientation and 
the environmental conditions of competitive strategy types in an integrated contingency 
framework. 
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In the penultimate chapter, Chapter Eleven, the findings of the thesis with respect to the 
research questions and hypotheses are presented. This is followed by an evaluation of the 
research model adopted as the framework for analysis of the research. 
Chapter Twelve, the final chapter, presents the conclusions of the study. Specifically it 
considers a substantive discussion of findings, the ensuing theoretical and managerial 
implications, the limitations of the study, and directions for future research. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
The Performance of Independent Retail Businesses (IRBs) in Market Towns 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
"The wreckage of retailing has piled up so high that you need to check every week 
to see who's in and who's out of business" 
[Caminiti ( 1990) cited in Conant et al., (1993:255)] 
The future of the independent retail business has for many years been regarded as a matter 
of some concern by retail and marketing academics, industry commentators and 
government agencies (Bolton Committee, 1971; Hall, 1973; Dawson and Kirby, 1979; 
Logan, 1994; Smith and Sparks, 2000). Over recent decades the pressures exerted upon 
small independent shops have grown immensely. In particular, increasing concentration 
across a range of retail product markets has created a dynamic and competitively intensive 
environment (Jeffreys, 1954; Stacey and Wilson, 1965; Bamfield, 1980; Davies et al., 
1985; Segai-Horn, 1986; Baden Fuller, 1986; Bamfield, 1988; Ozment and Martin, 1990; 
Femie, 1997; Arthur Andersen, 1997; McGee and Petersen, 2000). The cumulative effect 
of such forces has seen a substantial reduction in the number of independent operators to 
be found throughout the retail sector. The debate surrounding the prospects of IRBs has 
become entwined with the outlook for market towns, which has itself become the focus of 
both press conjecture and government enquiry in the latter years of the 20'h Century 
(McCrystal, 1995; DETR, 1998). Specifically, discussion has centred upon the part played 
by the 'superstore' and associated planning regulations in the hypothesised demise of the 
twin phenomena of the market town and the independent retailer. 
This chapter considers some of the precepts of the study, which essentially addresses the 
issue of small business performance through the application of marketing theory and 
management research methods. The research is however contextualised in the domain of 
the retail independent situated in UK market towns and therefore requires elaboration of 
definitionalterms and the main factors influencing the operation of these businesses in this 
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setting before their performance is considered in detail. Following this the 
conceptualisation and measurement of performance in business is addressed by drawing 
upon the management literature in this field. Reference is made in particular to studies 
relating to small businesses and independent retailers. Finally the literature covered in the 
review is evaluated with regard to its implications for the research process of this study. 
2.2 DEFINING INDEPENDENT RETAIL BUSINESSES (IRBs) 
Arriving at an accurate definition of the concept of the independent retailer is fraught with 
problems and exceptions and unlikely to produce a definitive answer. Although small 
shops are everywhere and most people will use one (Smith and Sparks, 1997), there still 
exists a great deal of confusion as to what a small shop is and especially the difference 
between small and independent retailers. Consequently the issue of definition of both 
'small' and 'independent' shops is something that has been afforded a great deal of 
consideration over a considerable period of time (Bolton Committee, 1971; Dawson and 
Kirby, 1979; Davies and Harris, 1990; Howe, 1992; Smith and Sparks, 2000). The 
problematic nature of this task has been compounded by the extremely poor quality and 
quantity of government statistics on retailing, which can have major implications for 
practical research in the field. Moreover, it has been argued that there are significant error 
margins in government retail data (since the abolition of the Census of Distribution after 
1971 ), and that there is an urgent need to improve its provision, as a basis for formulating a 
more informed debate on the issues associated with small shops (Sparks, 1996). 
Nonetheless there remains a need to research this field and sensible working definitions 
have to be adopted which enable a meaningful investigation to take place. 
2.2.1 Small Shops 
By definition a small shop must be small but how small and by what 
measure? (Dawson and Kirby, 1979: I) 
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The Bolton Committee (1971) distinguishes between an 'economic' and a 'statistical' 
definition of a small firm in retailing and its is in this distinction that the main debate 
occurs. The economic criteria require that a conceptually valid definition is arrived at 
whereas the statistical criteria aim to facilitate analytical enquiry. The difficulty has arisen 
in marrying the two goals. Economic definitions focus upon the entrepreneurial 
independence of the owner-manager as a decision-maker, whilst statistical classification 
requires that boundaries are set according to some tangible measure of size. Thus the 
Bolton Committee's 1971 definition of a small retailer was set at a turnover band of 
£50,000 or less. Additional definitional criteria such as number of employees and asset 
value are employed in the generic small business literature (e.g. Storey, 1994). Building 
on these characteristics, the statistical definition provided in the 1986 Companies Act relies 
on measures of sales (up to £2 million) asset value (less than £175,000), and employment 
(fewer than 50 employees) as factors which determine differences in size; any two of 
which together may signify a small business. Yet exceptions will arise as major 
differences exist between units in this ill-defined sector. As Smith and Sparks (1997) point 
out, variations may occur as a result of the nature of the business activity the function 
performed and the catchment served. They therefore utilise a working definition for small 
shops in their study of Scottish small retailers as indicated below: 
"A retail establishment of any foml of organisation (hut most commonly 
independently owned) with an annual sales figure of less than approximately 
£175,000, and having fewer than 10FT£ employees". 
Smith and Sparks (1997:16) 
However they concede that the turnover figure is an unnecessary limitation upon the true 
unit of investigation, and that exclusion of shops on a strictly financial basis would only 
provide a partial picture of the sector. The disparity between the nature of the market, and 
in particular the price of items sold, makes this an over-restrictive constraint on inclusion 
within the sector. Further to this, price inflation will soon render the maximum turnover 
limit unrealistic and lead to the inclusion of only the smallest of retail entities. Indeed it is 
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clear that their primary concern is with the independent small shop irrespective of its 
turnover, and that in line with previous work in the field a flexible approach to definition is 
required (Davies and Harris, 1990). Yet as a the statistical versus conceptual (economic) 
distinction highlights, it is important to distinguish between the small shop sector and 
independent retailing, as not all independent traders operate small shops (Dawson, 1983). 
2.2.2 Independent Retailers 
Common perceptions of the independent retailer are shrouded in received wisdom relating 
to their market and competitive environments, management motivations, practices and 
limitations. Such matters are at the heart of this thesis and will be explored in detail in 
later chapters. Notwithstanding these observations, there has been little agreement in 
definitional terms as to the meaning of independence from either a conceptual or statistical 
perspective. The Bolton Committee (1971) in its attempt at defining an independent 
retailer specifies that it is the human aspect of a small business that should be the main 
priority, and that true independence is derived from the fact that it is not part of a larger 
business. More importantly it argues that the owner manager should· be free from outside 
control when taking major decisions. Such a definition provides the key to the distinction, 
which is that independence is usually regarded as merely a relative measure of comparison 
with larger retail businesses and is therefore a diverse sector in all but this respect. This is 
apparent in Dawson's (1983) classification of independents, which identifies three distinct 
sub-groups of firms in the IRB sector according to their operational characteristics and the 
problems that they face. Thus he contends that differences exist between family 'single 
shop' firms, 'non-store retailers' and retailers operating within 'contractual chains' (buying 
groups) and that they have experienced variations in their fortunes. Whilst such a typology 
lends weight to the belief that there is a wide assortment of enterprises, it does little to 
validate them in terms of their management effectiveness and environmental circumstances 
and indeed why they should be regarded as independents when others are not. The 
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diversity of the sector is also highlighted by Kirby (1986: 162), who points out that 
independent retailing is a form of business organisation, and the term can relate to a variety 
of different retail types including the traditional corner shop, individual supermarkets, 
department stores, discount stores and multiple chains with up to nine branches. It is not 
clear how the form is defined, but the latter element of his description, which is 
measurable, tends to lend itself to most conceptual and statistical classifications of retail 
independent businesses (Davies and Harris, 1990; Howe, 1992; ONS, 1998; Neilsen, 
2000). The number of outlets is generally regarded as the benchmark that distinguishes 
different types of retail businesses on the dimension of size and independence, and by 
association, their perceived capabilities as business operators. 
Howe (1992), in his comprehensive analysis of small firms in retailing; contends that the 
unit of analysis that categorises the sector should be the single-outlet retailer. However he 
argues that this may be too broad a classification on the one hand because it potentially 
includes large department stores, and too narrow on the other, as it excludes small retailers 
with more than one outlet. In keeping with the belief that some inconsistencies will arise 
whatever the definition that is adopted, a more liberal definition has been utilised in this 
study. Following Kirby (1986), and Davies and Hams's (1990:8) extensive debate, which 
concludes in their definition encompassing both single outlet retailers and independents 
with between 2 and 9 shops, the study will consider the independent retail business to be a 
retailer operating from a maximum of nine outlets. This is essentially as statistical 
definition but it can be justified in a number of respects: 
(i) it includes a wide diversity of retail businesses (Kirby, 1986) which in the 
context of the study's research objectives is regarded as essential to a 
meaningful assessment of the sector; 
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(ii) it excludes multiples which are well-defined statistically as operating ten or 
more outlets (Guy, 1994); 
(iii) it is flexible enough to ensure that arbitrary thresholds for employment and 
turnover do not preclude the inclusion of businesses of an independent 
nature (Bolton, 1971; Smith and Sparks, 1997); 
(i v) it ensures that a working definition is established for the study which 
enables the specification of a sampling frame for empirical analysis which 
has been a deficiency of some notable recent studies in the field (McGee 
and Rubach, 1996; Conant and White, 1999; McGee and Peterson, 2000). 
2.3 TRENDS IN THE INDEPENDENT RETAIL BUSINESS SECTOR 
Limitations in the quality and quantity (particularly frequency of publication) of retail 
statistical data are widely reported (Howe, 1992; Smith and Sparks, 1997), which limits the 
level of detailed analysis which may be undertaken with respect to the general performance 
of IRBs. Yet the evidence that is available from central sources does indeed paint a rather 
gloomy picture of the overall performance of the sector over the past half-century as far as 
the numbers of businesses and outlets operated as independents is concerned. 
Commentators on the decline in the status and presence of the IRB notably Dawson and 
Kirby (1979), Davies and Hanis (1990), and Howe (1992), recognise not only the decrease 
in the number of businesses and outlets, but also in the proportion of total retail sales 
accounted for by independents in an expanding sector. The declining importance of 
independents is summarised in Table 2.1 below which reflects the relative fall m 
importance of the independents in comparison with the multiples. Over the period covered 
by the data it is possible to observe little change in the proportion of businesses accounted 
for by independents (approximately 206,000 in 1996) with in excess of 99% of all 
businesses being of this form. However, the number of independently operated outlets has 
fallen to around three-quarters of the total (approximately 246,000 in 1996). 
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Table 2.1: Relative Proportions of Retail Activity of Independents and Multiples in 
the UK, 1961 - 1996 
Percentage of Activity 
1961 1980 1996 
Number of Businesses 
Independents 99.5 99.4 99.4 
Multiples 0.5 0.6 0.6 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Number of Outlets 
Independents 81.2 78.8 76.9 
Multiples 18.8 21.2 23.1 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Turnover 
Independents 58.0 45.4 33.4 
Multiples 42.0 54.6 66.6 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Independents defined as busmesses wnh fewer than 10 outlets. Mult1ples have 10 or more outlets. Adapted 
from Census of Distribution and Retail Enquiry 1980 and Retailing Sector Review (Formerly SDA 25) 1996. 
Data is not available beyond 1996 as Government collection and classification procedures are currently under 
review. (Conversation with ONS Statistician, March 2000). 
The main change has come in terms of turnover with the share of independents being only 
half that of multiples in 1996 as opposed to the independents accounting for nearly 60% of 
total sales in 1961. Thus in 1996 approximately £65 billion of retail turnover went through 
independents compared with around £129 billion through multiples. Further analysis of 
available data over a longer period reveals some interesting facts that support the 
proposition of general decline in the sector. During the latter half of the 20th Century the 
total number of retail outlets in the UK fell from a total of 586,000 in 1950 to an estimated 
320,000 in 1996 (a fall of approximately 45%), which when put into perspective saw a 
reduction in the number of shops per 1000 people falling from 11.5 to 5.5 (Barclays, 1995; 
ONS, 1998). 
Evidence of the diminishing importance of independents is provided by the declining 
number of outlets and the major fall in their share of total turnover. Nonetheless such 
information does not enable an assessment of the factors which may influence the 
performance of individual independent businesses which clearly are going to be variable 
throughout the sector. Initial evidence of this is provided by the fact that the number of 
outlets in some product market categories has grown while others have declined 
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significantly 1950 [c.f. household goods with food (Barclays, 1995)]. Moreover, as Howe 
(1992) points out, there is undoubtedly a pattern of decline in the small retailer sector 
(evidence indicates a loss of over a quarter of a million shops since 1950), but the overall 
picture is mixed. The rate of decline would appear to be slowing and in some respects the 
independent still plays a dominant role in retailing in the UK. Thus in order to achieve a 
more complete comprehension of the performance of the IRB sector as a whole, and 
individual retail independent in particular, further analysis of the external and internal 
factors at play is required. 
2.4 UNDERSTANDING THE PREDICAMENT OF INDEPENDENT RETAIL 
BUSINESSES 
As David Kirby (1986) points out below, any analysis of the position of retail independents 
tends to focus upon their problems rather than their success: 
"... succes.\:fttl small retailers do exist, though very little is known about the 
conditions necessary for their survival nor about the characteristics of the succes.~ful 
entrepreneur. In contrast, considerably more is known about the problems facing 
the small trader and the measures that might be introduced to aid sun,ival" 
Kirby ( 1986) 
Reasons for the decline of independents are regarded as being multiple and complex and 
no one factor can be seen as dominant which is reflected in the summary analyses 
undertaken by a number of retail academics (Dawson and Kirby, 1977; Dawson and Kirby, 
1979; Kirby and Law, 1981; Dawson, 1983; Kirby, 1986; Davies and Hanis, 1990; Howe, 
1992; Smith and Sparks, 2000). Even though the separate analyses are wide-ranging, it is 
possible to synthesise the main factors into two sets of variables: (i) market and 
competitive conditions and (ii) internal characteristics and capabilities of the business and 
its owner-manager. 
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(i) Market and Competitive Conditions 
In this category of factors it is possible to distinguish separate effects for the growth of 
multiple chains, changing population structure, changes in the technology of retailing, the 
shifting pattern of retail trade across product-markets, increased operating costs from 
outside sources (e.g. local taxation), and changing emphasis in planning regulations. 
(ii) Internal Characteristics and Capabilities 
Summarising the factors in this category leads to the inclusion of a lack of capital for 
investment and access to good locations, low barriers to entry leading to inexperienced 
poorly qualified and unprofessional proprietors, supply and stock handling problems, the 
older age of the entrepreneur, inflexible and operationally focussed management style, and 
low levels of operating efficiency from a small store base. 
Clearly the emphasis of such investigations has been on identifying the extensive 
environmental constraints and general limitations of the independent retai I er rather than 
consideration of those achieving different levels of performance and evaluating the factors 
that may contribute to such achievement. The research undertaken thus far therefore tends 
to reflect the received wisdom that independent retailers are effectively obsolete in terms 
of their trading environment, their retai I form and their managerial form (Dawson and 
Kirby, 1986) without due consideration of the circumstances of individual businesses. 
Notwithstanding this limitation, additional insights may be gleaned from the extant 
literature, which usefully addresses the future of the retail independent from an objective 
standpoint. Two broad themes exist which effectively equate to addressing the problem 
from either an operational or strategic perspective. On the one hand analysis of the general 
fRB predicament results in proposals for the improvement in training and management 
skills development to improve operational effectiveness and decision making (Kirby, 1985; 
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Building Design Partnerships, 1986; Kirby, 1986; Kirby and Turner, 1993; Baron et al., 
2000). On the other there exists a body of literature that identifies that an individual 
independent, like any other retailer, has strategic options that it may pursue in the context 
of its own particular market conditions and capabilities (Hall, 1973; Ford, 1980; Davies 
and Harris, 1990; Jussila et al., 1992; Logan, 1994). 
This study is mindful of the importance of both routes to an understanding of the 
performance of retail independents. From a practical perspective improvement in skills 
and management competencies leading to greater operational effectiveness may enhance 
the performance of IRBs, and indeed feed into the strategic dimension through better 
decision-making. Alternatively an approach, which adopts a more strategic view of 
independents, is likely to provide a strong foundation from which to develop future 
business opportunities for retail entrepreneurs and identify key areas of operational 
significance. This study pursues this latter route and addresses the strategic dimension in a 
number of respects with in particular emphasis on the fact that all IRBs are individual 
business entities with differences in their markets, capabilities and motivations. Hence 
they cannot all be labelled as 'obsolete' and although many may struggle, many will be 
very successful. The ability of their management to adapt to specific environmental 
circumstances will also be variable, and it is proposed that this will reflect their business 
orientation, specifically their market orientation, and its impact on performance. Further, 
the study aims to examine the IRB sector using an empirical approach that is founded on 
the theoretical concepts and analytical techniques of contemporary marketing and 
management research. However before this can be achieved it is necessary to consider an 
additional dimension of the study which sets the independent retailer in the context of a 
market town location. 
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2.5 INDEPENDENT RETAILERS IN MARKET TOWNS 
Much of the recent attention to the problems of IRBs has focussed on their future within a 
market town setting, particularly with regard to the development of grocery superstores on 
rural 'edge-of-town' sites in recent years. Given the widely accepted limitations of the 
retail independent format, the dynamic complexity created by these new retail units has 
been considered by some commentators to be potentially fatal for the indigenous traders of 
market towns. The characteristics and role of independent retail units in these towns, and 
the circumstances within which they operate, clearly need to be explored before a detailed 
analysis of the factors affecting their performance can take place. 
2.5.1 Market Towns 
There is no universally accepted definition of what constitutes a market town, however it is 
often used as a generic term to encompass any small town in a rural area which relies to a 
large extent on food shopping (DETR, 1998). An attempt to clarify what constitutes a 
market town was included in a 1994 report on the vitality and viability of town centres: 
"Market towns have long been places to trade, and though in many cases the old 
agricultural markets are closed, most still retain regular outdoor genera/markets, 
with a strong emphasis on food. " 
(DOE, 1994:97) 
Further debate on the definition has ensued in recent times, which tends to renect the 
multi-functional nature of their existence (RDC, 1996; Hallsworth, 1998). The outcomes 
of the analysis in the context of the study of retail independents are twofold. Firstly in 
terms of defining a sampling frame for an empirical research study of retailers located in 
market towns and secondly in setting the parameters for the investigation with regard to the 
environment within which they trade. For the purposes of this study therefore the 
definition followed that employed by the Rural Development Commission (1996) as towns 
with populations of between 3,000 and 15,000 with either a general retail or livestock 
market. Thus the sample frame can be defined and the study contextualised in the 
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relevant parameters of the environment. These are identifiable from consideration of the 
additional dimensions of the definition that indicates that the function of these towns is 
serving customers in a rural hinterland and the emphasis is given to food and 
convenience retailing (DETR, 1998). Hence the definition requires that further 
investigation of the impact of large food stores on these smaller towns and their 
independent retailers should be pursued. 
2.5.2 The Changing Role of Market Towns 
The importance of market towns as a cornerstone of the rural economy has recently been 
recognised by the government (DETR, 2000). However it has been proposed that the pace 
of change in recent years has presented greater challenges to small rural towns (DOE, 
1994). In particular changes in the structure of agriculture and increased shopper mobility 
through greater car ownership have to some extent undermined the traditional role of these 
towns. Moreover, it has been argued that the increasing incidence of outshopping at larger 
retail centres, satisfying the advancing expectations of customers in terms of choice of 
merchandise, has had a negative impact on market towns and their retail businesses (King, 
1980; Guy, 1990; OXlRIMJBDP, 1992; Seiders and Tigert, 2000). Yet the effect of these 
changes on the populations of the market town catchment will be variable across product 
and service categories as outshoppers are not a homogeneous group, varying with age. 
income, mobility, and place of work (Riecken and Yavas, 1988; Schiller, 1994; Smith and 
Sparks, 2000). 
The growing incidence of outshopping has been heightened by the out-of-town exodus 
which has been a significant feature of the UK's retail structure since the mid-1980s 
(Schiller, 1986, 1987, 1994; OXIRIMJBDP, 1992; Falk et al., 1995). This process of retail 
decentralisation has been conceptualised as a 'wave' paradigm with the progressive 
movement of different types of retailing to out-of-town locations. The sequential exodus 
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encapsulated in three waves initially involved the movement of food to edge-of-town 
superstores, this was followed by bulky goods (household furnishings, electrical white 
goods and DIY) to 'sheds' on retail parks, and finally clothing and quality comparison 
goods moved to regional shopping centres (Schiller, 1986). Further to this Schiller (1999) 
recognises a trend which is bringing shoppers back into towns for leisure shopping and 
tourism rather than routine retailing. The implications of these developments for both the 
small rural town and IRBs are manifest, but none more so than those of the first wave 
which re-launched itself into the domain of the market town in the early 1990s. As 
Schiller (1994:48) suggests " .... until recently, .... the free-standing market town seemed to 
be immune from out-of-town supermarket development", yet the reality of the presence of 
these retail units on the edge of rural small towns is now palpable. In a saturated retail 
grocery market at a time of liberal interpretation of planning guidelines, the growth of the 
market town superstore can probably be regarded as the most significant development and 
potential threat to their position in the hierarchy of retail shopping locations. Nevertheless, 
although the impacts on local independent retailers are numerous, evidence of the negative 
effects of superstores on market town traders is not wholly unequivocal. The ensuing 
discussion considers the growth of the superstore in these locations and the effects upon 
IRBs. 
2.5.3 The Effects of Superstores on Market Towns and Retail Independents 
The argument espousing the detrimental effects of the superstore on market towns has been 
widely voiced by a range of interested parties including government departments, industry 
commentators, pressure groups, and academics (DOE, 1994; Good Food, 1997; Action for 
Market Towns, 1999; Hallsworth and Worthington, 2000). The growing presence of these 
stores on the fringes of rural towns occurred at a time of significant change in the UK 
grocery businesses. After a period of unrivalled growth in superstore development from 
the early 1960s onwards [see Davies and Sparks (1988) for an account of origins and 
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diffusion of superstores in the UK], the late 1980s and early 1990s witnessed a major shift 
in the grocery market and the beginning of so called post saturation competition in UK 
grocery retailing (Duke, 1991). Viewed by some to be the end of the 'golden age' of 
British food retailing (Wrigley, 1991) the nature of the prevailing competitive conditions 
and corporate strategies adopted in the post store wars era have been extensively 
chronicled (Burt and Sparks, 1994; Wrigley 1994, 1998; Guy, 1996; Sparks, 1996; 
Langston et al., 1997, 1998). 
As part of this shift in their strategic behaviour, the major players followed a deliberate 
policy to develop an increasing number of smaller superstores (in the region of 15- 20,000 
sq. ft.), in rural settings normally on the edge of market towns. The growth of superstore 
retailing over the period 1987 to 1996, which saw their share of grocery outlets increase 
from 24% to 39% (Verdict Analysis, 1997), is regarded as precipitating a significant drop 
in the number of grocery outlets generally and specialist food shops in market towns in 
particular. The growing belief that the emergence of large foodstores in non-central 
locations was eroding the traditional functions of market towns and threatening their 
economic health prompted a detailed investigation in the late 1990s (DETR, 1998). The 
study was particularly concerned with the impacts of large grocery stores on the market 
town as a centre of retail activity and the resultant planning policy implications. Planning 
solutions were sought as the ineffective implementation of the relevant planning policy 
guideline (PPG6), was regarded as being at least partly responsible for the growth of 
superstores in these locations. Although an assessment of the impacts of superstores on 
individual stores was not possible, they were regarded as having a generally unfavourable 
impact on town centre IRBs, specifically those directly competing food businesses. Indeed 
a more pervasive negative effect on non-food IRBs was noted in some instances as 
superstores stock a wide range of other convenience and comparison goods. In addition to 
these direct negative effects the positive counter-arguments of retailers and planners of 
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linked trips and clawback from larger centres (Hallsworth, 1982; McDonald, 1987) were 
viewed with caution, although the extent of such benefits are variable in each case. 
Furthermore a more threatening indirect effect on lRBs is likely to be prevalent in market 
towns where existing in-centre grocery stores lose trade to the new out-of-town competitor 
and consequently the footfall diminishes in town and potential passing trade is lost 
(Hallsworth, 1998). Ultimately however, although the general effects are regarded as 
being detrimental to local traders, the effects of superstores on individual businesses will 
vary from one case to another and will be dependent upon a number of additional factors. 
It is evident from the findings of the report that the general impact of the superstore on 
lRBs will be contingent upon the size and micro-location of the store, its merchandise 
range, the composition of the catchment, the spatial dispersion of other large stores and 
centres, the function of the town centre (e.g. tourism), the mix of retail and other services 
in the town and accessibility (notably parking and transport arrangements). The extent to 
which these factors will affect individual retail business will depend upon the 
characteristics of that business, as well as the number of local competing businesses and 
the number of multiple and wider competitors. 
However it should be noted that evidence from the USA which considers the impact of a 
similar, but not identical retail concept [the discount retail chain (DRC)], on rural trade 
communities and small town retailers does not reveal a significant negative effect (Ozment 
and Martin, 1990). The study identifies that the structure of trade changes with in 
particular an increase in service establishments. They in fact conclude that: 
"there are indications that positive benefits accrue to employees and to persons who wish 
to open up businesses that may complement the large chain stores ..... small businesses that 
are unable to compete head-on with the large chains drop out of the market, and new 
businesses emerge that provide either services or products that complement the DRC's 
offerings". 
(Ozment and Martin, 1990:286) 
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Clearly as the above caveat suggests the complexity of impacts is very much a function of 
the characteristics of each individual store and the markets it serves. 
2.5.4 Parking and Traffic Management 
The shift to out-of-town shopping for convenience goods is regarded as a function of 
increased car ownership and the consequent difficulties of parking within town centres 
(URPI, 1979; Hallsworth, 1982; IRS, 1990; DOE, 1994; DETR, 1998). The lack of 
availability of parking in particular market towns is therefore considered to be a factor in 
attracting customers away to off-centre stores. Moreover, it has been proposed that a class 
of underprivileged non-car owning market town shoppers has been created by the growth 
of out-of-town grocery stores (Potter, 1980; Dawson and Shaw, 1986; DTEDC, 1988; 
DOE, 1994; Bromley and Thomas, 1995). The implication for small town retailers is a 
change in the relative composition of the shopping population in the town centres between 
different demographic segments. In particular it is argued that younger affluent car-
owning families move out of town while the poorer older non-car owners remain in town 
to undertake their convenience shopping (Schiller, 1994; DETR, 1998). 
Another transport related effect also merits some consideration, that of traffic management 
and pedestrianisation schemes. Increased shopper and tourist mobility have created 
additional traffic in market towns. By-passes have been used to relieve congestion and 
they have often been accompanied by pedestrian-only zones in the retail area of the town. 
Evidence suggests that such traffic management schemes may be regarded as having a 
detrimental effect upon retail trade, whereas others consider that benefits may accrue to in-
centre retailers from these changes (Hallsworth, 1982; DOE, 1994). 
These factors along with the emergence of large grocery retail units have been considered 
as having a bearing on the success and failure of retail independents operating in market 
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towns. Nevenheless there has yet to be any detailed analytical consideration of the 
performance of individual retail businesses of this type. The evaluation of an independent 
retailer's performance is a complex issue, which needs to be addressed at a number of 
levels and it is to this that we now turn. 
2.6 MEASURING PERFORMANCE IN MANAGEMENT RESEARCH 
The conceptualisation and operationalisation of business performance is regarded as a 
"thorny" issue in marketing and strategy research and has been the subject of some 
considerable debate (Yenkatraman and Ramanujam, 1986). Measuring the outcome of 
management actions and external forces that impinge upon a business in terms of some 
performance criterion is clearly very desirable. However the complexity of the concept of 
performance in different management settings makes the operationalisation of its 
measurement a difficult task. Indeed the multi-dimensional nature of performance is a 
critical aspect of the task, which often leads to the use of multiple criteria or composite 
measures. In the context of this study there is a need to examine performance 
measurement in terms of general business objectives and the motivation of small business 
owner-managers, clearly with a panicular emphasis being afforded to proprietors of IRBs. 
Organisational performance is a key aspect of much management research panicularly in 
the areas of strategy and marketing. Despite the recognition of its imponance, there is 
little agreement about how it should be measured, which has led some academics to 
question whether the construct be abandoned altogether and more fruitful topics pursued in 
its stead (Kantner and B1ikerhoff, 1981; Chakravanhy, 1986). Yet without a performance 
referent, managers cannot objectively and consistently evaluate the quality of their 
strategic and operational decisions and scholars would not be able to assess the 
implications of managerial theories for business success and failure. In panicular 
empirical research studies in strategy and marketing employ the construct of business 
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perfonnance to examine a variety of strategy content and process issues, and its conception 
and operationalisation has therefore been a matter of extensive theoretical and 
investigatory activity. 
The narrowest conception of business perfonnance, which have been the dominant model 
in empirical strategy research (Hofer, 1983), focuses on the use of basic outcome-based 
financial indicators that are assumed to reflect the achievement of the economic goals of 
the finn. In addition to this dimension which may be measured utilising a number of 
financial performance outcomes appropriate to large finns (e.g. sales growth, profitability, 
return on equity, and earnings per share), Venkatraman and Ramanujam (1986) sunnise 
that alternative approaches to assessing perfonnance may be characterised by their 
emphasis on non-financial indicators or operational perfonnance. Such measures (e.g. 
market share, customer satisfaction), they suggest may be consistent with achieving 
financial perfonnance outcomes and are therefore meaningful indicators of performance. 
Notwithstanding the justification of this dichotomous approach, which broadens the range 
of potential variables that may be contribute to the perfonnance dimension of enterprises, 
further complications hinder the fonnulation of a definitive measure of perfonnance. 
Not least of these is the growth of behavioural theories of the finn based upon the notion of 
the divorce of ownership and control in modem enterprises, that requires that the demands 
of multiple constituencies or stakeholders are incorporated into any theoretical and 
practical debate on business perfonnance (Cyert and March, 1963; Simon, 1964). The 
relevance of this new paradigm of managerial economics to marketing and strategy has 
been extensively considered in the context of organisational goals by Anderson (1982) and 
developed in more recent work. While traditional economic and financial theory suggests 
that the objective of a company is to maximise shareholder value, such goals rarely 
dominate the strategic thinking of management (Doyle and Hooley, 1992). Analysis of the 
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practicalities and complexities of pursuing such a goal leads these authors to suggest that a 
conflict may exist in between the different measures of performance and that the different 
objectives need to be finely balanced. Summarising their analysis, they argue that virtually 
all firms search for both long-term market position (through sales growth) and short-term 
profits and that they may not be mutually compatible goals. Moreover, the addition of a 
temporal dimension to the performance construct implies that any trade-off that may exist 
between profit and sales, equates to an emphasis on commercial as opposed to strategic 
performance intentions. A similar outcome resulted in an investigation by Parkhe (1993) 
who identified a duality in performance measures between strategic need fulfilment and 
indirect performance (which included relative profitability). The outcome was achieved 
from a factor analysis of a pool of items relating to financial, operational and effectiveness 
dimensions of performance in the context of in a study of strategic alliances. 
The contention that organisational performance is a multidimensional construct that taps 
financial, operational and customer related performance domains would therefore appear to 
be undeniable (Kaplan and Norton, 1992; Vorhies et al., 1999). In particular growth 
reflects performance in terms of sales and market share gains, which are important to a 
business to ensure long term viability and resource availability (Kaplan and Norton, 1992; 
Varadrajan, 1983; Vorhies et al., 1999). On the other hand profitability reflects an 
efficiency view of current performance (Venkatraman, 1989). Furthermore, a case may be 
made for the inclusion of customer satisfaction which represents the effectiveness of the 
organisation in delivering value to its customers (Day and Wensley, 1988; Day, 1990; 
Kaplan and Norton, 1992). Hence the use of separate multiple measures of performance 
comprising combinations of profit, sales, return on investment/capital employed, is 
commonplace in empirical studies throughout the marketing and strategy literature. 
Additionally market share and customer satisfaction have been used, but less frequently, in 
simi Jar studies. 
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A less common occurrence is the use of a single measure to encapsulate the multi-
dimensional nature of performance. However there are a growing number of instances of 
such a tool being employed, which involves the calculation of an overall measure from a 
number of scale items that represent the various aspects of the performance of the 
organisational units under investigation (Gupta and Govidarajan, 1984; Covin and Slevin, 
1989; Covin and Covin, 1990; Naman and Slevin, 1993; Kotey and Meredith, 1997; 
Kumar, et al., 1998: Menon et al., 1999; Beal, 2000). Such measures, it is argued, should 
be subjected to validity checks through the use of other corroborating measures and 
appropriate psychometric tests (Govindarajan, 1988; Naman and Slevin, 1993). 
Another source of variation m the operationalisation of performance measurement in 
empirical research arises from the nature of performance data used, specifically whether 
the information is accessed from primary or secondary sources. The debate surrounding 
the use of primary and secondary sources tends to focus around the objectivity and 
availability of the resultant data. Both performance data availability and the use of 
subjective, rather than objective, measures are discussed below as they are inter-related and 
considered to be of particular relevance to small business performance measurement. 
2.7 MEASURING SMALL BUSINESS PERFORMANCE 
"It is generally agreed that, for the small business, the objectives of the jinn are 
synonymous with those of the owner". 
(Birley and Westhead, 1990:536) 
Many of the general principles of business performance measurement are also relevant to 
small enterprises although there would appear to be one particular distinction that should 
be made. It is generally agreed that the performance of a small venture is inextricably 
linked to the motivations of the entrepreneur (Stanworth and Curran, 1977; Birley, 1982; 
0' Farrell and Hitchins, 1988; Birley and Westhead, 1990; Chell, 1991; Wynarczyk et al., 
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1993; Storey, 1994; Jennings and Beaver, 1996; Curran et al.,1991; Kotey and Meredith, 
1997; Jarvis et al., 2000). 
Wynarczyk et al., (1993}, building on the observation of Penrose (1959) that small and 
large firms are as fundamentally different from each other as a caterpillar is form a 
butterfly, identify the diversity of objectives of owners of small firms, compared with large 
as a key distinction between the two. In support of this Storey (1994) suggests: 
"Many small businesses owners seek only to obtain a minimum level of income, 
rather than maximising sales or profits. Small business owners do not have to 
concern themselves with reporting their actions to external shareholders ......... For 
a small finn, the relationship between the business and the owner is very much 
closer than it is between the shareholder and the large jirn1. The motivation of the 
owner of the smallfinn is therefore a key influence upon smallfinn perfonnance." 
(Storey, 1994:11) 
A feature of small business performance is therefore the internal consistency of its 
motivations, which in general terms reflect those of the owner-manager. Irrespective of 
such consistency however, the complexity of small business motivations, and therefore 
performance, is marked. In a recent article, Jarvis et al., (2000) used grounded theory 
research (Glaser and Strauss, 1967; Strauss and Corbin, 1990) to expound the view of 
linking the notion of business performance to the objectives of the firm as defined by the 
small business owner-manager. They distinguish between this method of performance 
evaluation and that adopted by more classically minded commentators whose focus is an 
economic one and includes profit and return on investment as key performance indicators 
(Barrow, 1991; Ezzamel, 1992). Notwithstanding the importance of commercial 
performance measures, such an uni-dimensional perspective on small business 
performance ignores many of the objectives of small business owners, which includes both 
financial and non-financial motivations, and therefore precludes a true understanding of 
their assessment of their own performance. This needs to be set into context in terms of 
what small business owners perceive to be their strategic objectives and personal goals 
(Golby and Johns, 1971; Birley, 1982) which it is argued are related to a number of factors 
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including "personal lifestyle and family considerations as well as commercial ones" 
(Birley, 1982:83). This is supported by the recent work of Kotey and Meredith (1997) who 
consider that personal values as well as business strategies are related to enterprise 
performance. 
It has already been noted that small businesses may not st1ive for growth as it may be 
inconsistent with the goals of the owner-manager. The importance of this view in terms of 
measuring performance is expounded by Birley and Westhead (1990:536) who contend 
that: 
.. ... one reason for finns wishing to stay small is that the ownership and the 
management reside in the same person and so future company goals are 
detennined not only by commercial considerations but also by persona/lifestyle". 
Birley and Westhead (1990:536) 
This perspective on owner-manager motivation is again supportive of the classification of 
small business objectives into commercially and personally derived outcomes. 
Nonetheless the literature on small business performance is replete with discussion of the 
growth motive (Stanworth and Curran, 1973, 1976; Curran, 1986; Chell et al., 1991; 
Storey et al., 1987; Storey, 1994; Gibb and Davies, 1991; Keeble, 1993; Wynarczyk et al., 
1993; Smallbone et al., 1995). Much of the work relates to growth and employment 
opportunities in a policy context and thus defines growth in these terms. However for most 
small business owners they seek to grow their businesses to fuel the motives of increasing 
profit, sales and net assets rather than create employment for others (Smallbone and Wyer, 
2000). The association of growth with these financial objectives has been widely 
considered, yet as has been previously expounded, not all small business owners see 
growth as an important businesses objective. The role of growth in overall performance 
measurement must therefore be evaluated in light of a number of considerations 
particularly lifestyle and non-business objectives which may lead to a lack of growth 
orientation (Curran, 1986). In addition this has been viewed as being variable with 
changing goals which may be reliant on such characteristics as the age of the owner 
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(Smallbone and Wyer, 2000), the stage of business development (Churchill and Lewis, 
1983), and the strategic response to the external environment (Gibb and Qavies, 1990). 
The analysis of the personality and characteristics of the entrepreneur and growth 
motivation is further developed in Stanworth and Curran's (1976) typology of small 
business. Based upon a vmiety of reasons why individuals start and run small firms, they 
focus on specific types that are fundamentally associated with personal autonomy goals 
(artisans), entrepreneurial goals (earning and profits) and managerial goals (recognition). 
Growth orientation may be attributable to these types and the strength of the commitment 
to grow that is displayed by the owner (Smallbone et al., 1995). Attitude to risk and the 
emphasis placed on personal autonomy and managerial competencies, particularly strategic 
management skills have also been identified as key drivers of growth motivation (Kets de 
Vries, 1997; Chell et al., 1991 ). Other academics see the pursuit as being linked to the 
personal characteristics of entrepreneurs (previous management experience, family history, 
skills and training, previous knowledge of the business), and additionally, their access to 
resources to facilitate growth (Storey, 1994). Clearly the pursuit of growth as a business 
objective is an important aspect of performance in the small business sector. The fact that 
it is interwoven with so many other motivations of a commercial and personal nature, and 
indeed the strategy goals that it may measure in itself, make it an essential component of 
performance measurement in this context. 
A further set of motivations relates to entrepreneurs in small businesses generally who 
have been found to have a high desire for autonomy (Birley, 1982; Sexton and Bowman, 
1985). Such a need, for control over their time and destiny, is a central feature of 
entrepreneurship as is the need for achievement. Also McLelland (1961), identified 
entrepreneurs as having a high need for achievement, and that such characteristics are of 
benefit in running small business ventures. The need is for achievement satisfaction, not 
pecuniary gain. The money is important however as a measure of how well one is doing in 
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business (Delmar, 2000). In addition to these components of overall motivation, a recent 
study by Besser (1999) found community involvement of small business operators to be a 
significant factor in perceptions of success in a small town setting. Plainly this is highly 
relevant to the research of this thesis. 
In addition to growth and profitability, survival of the firm is one of the main surrogates 
for small business success and is highly relevant in the context in which this study is set. 
A number of authors have recognised the importance of survival as a separate aspect of 
performance (Birley, 1982; Kalleberg and Leicht, 1991; Jarvis et al., 2000; Lemer and 
Haber, 2000;). Indeed it has been argued by Birley (1982), that survival is a key element 
of an entrepreneur's make up and that decisions need to be made with respect to how 
pursuing alternative objectives such as growth may impact upon the ability to survive. 
Despite the fragmented nature of the literature in this field it is essential that it is used to 
provide the basis for a reliable and valid measure of organisational performance in retai I 
independents. The importance of this is professed by Sapienza et al. (1988). However 
undertaking the practical task of collecting appropriate data is, as they state, "difficult even 
in the best of circumstances" (p.45). Thus the tendency has been to rely on almost 
exclusively on a narrow set of accounting measures which, as already been discussed, 
reflect only the economic dimensions of performance and neglect other important goals of 
the firm (Venkatraman and Ramanujam, 1986: Kotey and Meredith, 1997). Further 
criticism of the use of accounting data centres on its accuracy and availability. Often these 
data are unavailable, which is particularly true in small business research (Dess and 
Robinson, 1984). This may be the result of inadequate accounting resources (Gibb and 
Scott, 1985) or the refusal of entrepreneurs to reveals sensitive financial data to researchers 
(Fioritto and LaForge, 1986; Sapienza et al., 1988; Covin and Covin, 1990; Kotey and 
Meredith, 1997; Besser, 1999; Smallbone, 2000). Indeed the use of financial performance 
data may be biased according to (Saunders et al., 1992: 184) "because of the ulterior 
motives for which they are produced". Furthermore it has been argued that absolute scores 
on financial performance criteria are affected by industry-related factors and as such 
comparative analysis between firms in a cross-sectional study could be misleading (Miller 
and Toulouse, 1986; Gupta, 1987; Covin and Covin, 1990). This is of particular 
importance in this study as the IRB population under investigation is wide-ranging in its 
coverage of product markets. 
Given the identified limitations of objective financial data, researchers have focussed on 
subjective self-report data in their analysis of small business performance. Dess and 
Robinson (1984) demonstrated that subjective measures are acceptable indicators when 
other kinds of measures are unavailable or when additional concerns about the validity of 
other measures exist (e.g. non-response bias). They also lend themselves to capturing both 
financial and non-financial performance achievement, and are therefore generally accepted 
as a valid means of collecting business performance data in small business research studies 
that focus on strategy and marketing issues (e.g. Gupta and Govindarajan, 1984; Covin and 
Slevin, 1989; Smart and Conant, 1994; Appiah-Adu, 1997; Pelham, 1999). 
Having considered the wide range of specific and categorised aspects of motivation in 
small businesses, the difficulty of the task of evaluating performance in small businesses 
management research becomes readily apparent. Despite the extensive debate that has 
taken place on performance in this context, there is little general agreement beyond the 
belief that it is a multi-faceted construct and that it is inherently dependent upon the owner-
managers' motivations. Hitherto there have been few empirical investigations of these 
issues in a comprehensive fashion, albeit that they lend themselves to management 
research techniques that have been ex ten si vely employed in other fields. The final level of 
review of extant literature on performance, which considers that relating to the independent 
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retailer, is now addressed and will be used in conjunction with the general and small 
businesses performance literature to address this shortcoming. 
2.8 MEASURING INDEPENDENT RETAILER PERFORMANCE 
Studies involving the evaluation of small retailers' performance have tended to utilise 
similar approaches to those adopted in management research generally and small business 
management in particular. Thus researchers frequently adopt self-report Likert-type 
evaluations of the owner's perception of changes in business performance indicators over a 
given time period. As with most businesses research there is also a tendency to focus on 
multiple assessments of financial measures such as sales and profits. More recent studies 
have widened the range of variables included to address specific multiple performance 
indicators associated with retail business such as sales per sq. ft., and sales per employee 
(e.g. Conant et al, 1993; Litz and Stewart, 2000) and more interestingly, an evaluation of 
overall business performance on a simple Likert-based scale (e.g. Shim et al., 2000; 
McGee and Petersen, 2000). Clearly the latter method is designed to incorporate in a 
single rating a range motivations from an individual respondent. When asked the question, 
the proprietor will presumably come up with an overall score by trading off what he/she 
believes to be the good and bad aspects of their performance. Such an approach is 
consistent with the belief that the proprietors' motivations are key to evaluating success 
and failure in a small enterprise. Yet the use of a single scale does not allow for explicit 
responses which evaluate perceived performance on a particular aspect of the business nor, 
the evaluation of the importance of that factor to the individual owner. This limitation 
could be overcome by the use of a composite multi-item scale measure. The small 
business literature reveals a number of aspects of motivation that could be included in such 
a scale, but specific aspects of independent retailer motivations may need to be 
incorporated. 
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The literature relating to small retailer's motivations is limited with a particular dearth of 
empirical work. There are however a number of studies which can be drawn upon to elicit 
some meaningful aspects of the motivations of the proprietors of retail independents. Two 
particular studies are worthy of attention. 
In an extensive investigation of the behaviour and attitudes of small shopkeepers using 
qualitative interviews, Bechhofer et al., (1974) uncovered the complexity of the 
motivations of these businesses. Topmost on the list of motivations was 'having a job 
where you are your own boss', followed by 'a good income' and 'a job you can get ahead 
in' which led the researchers to conclude that "independence is the dominant motif' of 
small shopkeepers' behaviour (p. 466), being seduced by the prospect of being able to 
make their own decisions and having to answer to no one but themselves. They further 
identified that earning a good living was an important factor in attracting potential entrants 
to the trade, particularly for those with few educational qualifications, and that becoming a 
shopkeeper also offered opportunities to achieve success. In addition to these relatively 
straightforward motivations, their evidence illustrates the intricacy of the milieu of the 
small retailer. They identify that gainful self-employment is a key motivation rather than 
financial independence as many drew income from other sources (particularly women). 
Yet they also reveal that "the great majority of small shops may not be making fortunes for 
their owners but they are at least generating a modest living" (p.473) which suggests that 
both commercial and personal motivations are at play. It is also clear that although 
shopkeepers value their independence, they find themselves tied to the business in terms of 
the number of hours 'working' in the shop. Yet this was perceived as being a necessary 
eo-requisite of independence: "the freedom of opportunity to order their everyday 
worklives, even if it involved very arduous schedules, was greatly prized" (p. 474). 
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Using a similar, but less extensive methodology, over a decade on from the Bechhofer 
research, Armstrong et al., (1987) drew some comparable conclusions as well as providing 
some new insights. The motives of independence and financial security are reaffirmed, as 
is an apparent lack of interest in growth. Moreover, they identify additional objectives as 
providing a service to the public, provision of job security for themselves and the creation 
of jobs for others. They also contend, in line with the small business literature, that the 
proprietors are pursuing both economic and personal satisfaction goals and allude to the 
need for strategic performance measurement in terms of business growth and development, 
and a focus on long-term gain. 
Confirmation of the 'independence' factor comes from two further research projects. In a 
1981 study looking at the birth and death of small retail units Kirby and Law identified 
being "their own boss" and "security" as the main factors attracting prospective purchasers 
of IRBs. Livesey and Nagy (1981), when considering the motivations of independents that 
were not affiliated to voluntary chains, conclude that the strength of the 'independence' 
motivation factor is the overwhelming issue for many small retailers. 
Davies and Harris (1990) highlight a similar themes in their book on independent retailers. 
They comment briefly on the motivations of independents and note that they do not 
necessarily have the same objectives as larger businesses in terms of growth and may be 
happy to remain small and serve the same market as they originally served. Indeed they 
contend that "profitable survival, independence and owning their own business" may be 
the limit of the ambitions of some independents (Davies and Harris, 1990:ix). 
Finally, of particular relevance to this study are the findings of Smith and Sparks, (2000) 
who recognise a social and community role for small shops, particularly providing a 
service to customers in rural communities. This element of the 1RBs' activities may well 
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constitute a motivation for some traders, and increase the breadth and depth of objectives 
that constitute the criteria from which any definition of performance in this context may be 
developed. 
2.9 CRITICAL OVERVIEW AND RESEARCH IMPLICATIONS 
An evaluation of the existing literature relating to the performance of IRBs in market 
towns gives 1ise to a number of issues that need to be borne in mind when designing the 
research process for this study. It is clear that there is an inconsistency amongst 
researchers when defining both small and independent retailers, and some confusion 
between the two often exists. Nonetheless the general consensus of researchers lends 
weight to a definition of IRBs that combines statistical clarity and with economic 
reasoning, and thus excludes all retail businesses that are recognised as being multiples 
(with ten or more outlets). The resultant IRB definition takes account of the key 
distinguishing feature of the independence of owner-managers' decision making (Bolton 
Committee, 1971 ), and also the heterogeneity of businesses within the genre. More 
restrictive definitions such as those proposed by Howe (1992) and Smith and Sparks 
(1997) are unduly narrow in terms of the range of businesses that comprise the sector, and 
would therefore constrain the scope of the study. Hence utilising the independence 
parameter and the nine-outlet ceiling enables an investigation of the full spectrum of retail 
independents to be undertaken. Analysis of differences amongst IRBs is then possible 
beyond the essentially descriptive classifications that have dominated UK studies to date 
[e.g. Dawson (1983)]. Specifically differences in business orientation and strategy can be 
established which may provide insights into differences in performance in the sector. A 
significant limitation of existing research in the UK, unlike the US in particular, has been 
the lack of empirical analysis of independent retai I strategy and performance which has an 
important role to play in influencing overall sector performance. 
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Shortcomings in data availability and accuracy makes it difficult to assess the true level of 
decline in the IRB sector in the UK, however evidence suggests the generally poor 
performance of the sector as a whole. There has been an obvious decline in the relative 
share of outlets and turnover of independents, but the exact nature of such change is 
unclear particularly in terms of the types of business that have discontinued trading and 
those that have continued to trade successfully. What is more, the literature considering 
the reasons for success and failure in small scale retailing has tended to focus on the latter 
and generalised the limitations of the independent form and its management to all business 
in the category (e.g. Kirby, 1986). The failure of academics to address the issue of 
individual IRB performance differences at the micro-level has to an extent therefore 
undermined the macro-analysis of the performance of the sector. In addition to generalised 
assumptions relating to the weaknesses of the independent, research has also tended to 
concentrate on the dominance of the multiple form and competition between the large 
operators (Wrigley, 1988; Duke, 1991). Only limited reference to differences in the 
capabilities of independents to address the threat of their larger rivals, or indeed differences 
in the relative position of multiples across major specialist sectors of retail trade, has been 
made (Segal-Home, 1986). An understanding of the performance of independent retailers 
requires that such factors should be taken into consideration. 
Extending this to take account of the market town context also highlights certain 
weaknesses in the extant literature. Initially however it is essential to recognise that a strict 
definition of a market town does not exist and that the working definition adopted in this 
study includes a wide range of different towns that share the common characteristics of a 
rural location, a relatively small population and the presence of a market. From this 
perspective therefore it is important to identify that the factors influencing the performance 
of retail independents in such locations are going to vary according local market and 
competitive conditions. In particular the impact of the growing incidence of large multiple 
food and grocery stores in rural locations has been difficult to assess in general terms. The 
complexity of the problem of superstore impacts has been recognised (Hallsworth, 1998), 
but the quality of impact studies has been regarded as variable and has tended to focus on 
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aggregate effects (DETR, 1998). As a consequence it has been difficult to establish 
whether the proposed effects of superstores (including associated parking and traffic 
management matters) on IRBs are indeed wholly negative or that there may be some 
positive benefits. Moreover, such impacts relate to both food and non-food retail 
businesses, and most importantly apply in different ways to the individual independent 
retail entities in these locations. The intricacy of the situation facing each business is 
compounded by further issues relating to the extent of clawback and linked trips 
(Hallsworth, 1998), new retail formats [e.g. the fourth wave proposed by Femie ( 1995)], 
the associated spatial aspects of outshopping behaviour (Jarratt 1998; 2000), and the 
growth of leisure over routine retailing (Schiller, 1999). Each of these factors will impinge 
upon the business of an individual independent to a greater or lesser extent and influence 
performance accordingly. Analysis undertaken in research thus far has identified the 
complexity of the issues involved but has lacked the analytical rigor to draw definitive 
conclusions regarding the impact of large food stores and other related factors on market 
town IRBs (DETR, 1998 p. 28). Evidently if a more meaningful understanding of the 
factors affecting the performance of independent retailers in market towns is to be 
achieved then an empirical investigation at the level of the individual business needs to be 
undertaken. The range of factors involved requires that analysis should be undertaken 
from a multivariate standpoint that gives due consideration to both external environmental 
influences and the capabilities of the individual businesses involved. 
Having established that the study should consider factors affecting the performance of 
retail independents it is essential that the concept of performance in the context of lRBs is 
fully understood and that an appropriate measure is adopted. A review of the literature at a 
number of levels identifies that organisational performance is a critical aspect of 
management and marketing strategy research that has been measured in a number of ways, 
and which has been the subject of considerable debate (Venkatraman and Ramanujam, 
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1986: Harris 200 1). Although it has been suggested there is a general agreement amongst 
business academics that objective measures of performance are preferable to those based 
upon subjective manager's perceptions (Beal, 2000) their emphasis has been on the 
narrowly-defined business economic performance construct. In the context of small 
businesses generally, and independent retailers in particular, it has been argued that owners 
hold a more wide-ranging set of business motivations which include a number of non-
financial goals (Bechhofer et al., 1974; Stanworth and Curran 1976; Armstrong et al., 
1987; Storey, 1994). This would tend to support the view expressed by Venkatraman and 
Ramanujam (1987) that no one method of measuring performance should be regarded as 
preferable or superior. 
The received wisdom of small business literature focuses on the use of a subjective self-
report approach to measuring performance as a multidimensional construct (Chakravarthy, 
1986) which should reflect the underlying motives which predispose people to enter self-
employment (Jennings and Beaver, 1996). This is consistent with the original work of 
Dess and Robinson (1984) who point out that ..... "subjective measures may be useful in 
attempting to operationalise broader non-economic dimensions of organisational 
performance" (p.271 ). Indeed, Lump kin and Dess (1996: 149) suggest that "research that 
only considers a single dimension or a narrow range of the performance construct (e.g. 
multiple indicators of profitability) may result in misleading descriptive and normative 
theory building". From the point of view of this study there would therefore appear to be a 
strong theoretical and practical case for the measurement of performance subjectively 
which is further developed below. 
It has been identified that objective data indicating the performance of small firms is 
generally difficult to access because privately owned small firms are reluctant to reveal 
'hard' financial data willingly to outsiders (Fiorito and Laforge, 1986; Robinson et al., 
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1986). Furthermore, they are not required by law publish their financial accounts in the 
public domain and therefore the accuracy of any reported financial performance figures 
could not be checked (Covin, 1991 ). Moreover, when such accounts are available they 
may be inaccurate because they are usually unaudited and may not be "representative of 
the firm's actual performance, as the owner/entrepreneurs for a variety of reasons report 
manipulated pe1formance outcomes" (Sapienza et al., 1988:46). As a consequence it can 
be argued that that the so-called 'objective' data presented in small business financial 
statements is to an extent subjective in its nature due to the range of accounting 
conventions that may be applied. Further, Cooper (1979:326) has posited that, assuming 
that accurate financial data were reported, it is difficult to interpret in the context of small 
firms as low profits may in fact be due to heavy investment in product and market 
development. Finally, absolute scores on performance are subject to industry-related 
effects and as such making a direct comparison between firms in different industries may 
be misleading (Miller and To louse, 1986; Covin, 1991 ). This point is of particular 
importance in this study where retailers are involved in different product markets. 
On the other hand owners and managers of small firms are inclined to provide subjective 
evaluations of their firm's performance (Sapienza et al., 1988). Previous research suggests 
that subjective measures of performance can accurately reflect objective measures, thus 
enhancing validity and reliability (Dess and Robinson, 1984; Venkatraman and 
Ramanujam, 1987; Lumpkin and Dess, 2001). For instance, Chandler and Hanks (1993) 
found that owner-manager assessments of business activities that contribute to 
performance (e.g. sales growth) were highly correlated with archival data. 
In order to ensure a practically sound and conceptually valid approach in the context of this 
study any measure of performance should take account of inextricable link between the 
motivations of lRB owner-managers their perceptions of performance (Birley and 
Westhead, 1990). It is therefore imperative that the sample frame should comprise 
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owners-managers who are familiar with the importance of vanous financial and non-
financial motivations, and the levels of achievement attained for each. Many of these 
motivations are by their very nature qualitative and hence subjective as they are measuring 
perceptions of importance and achievement according to the benchmarks that they set 
themselves. What is more any measure of performance that relates to retail independents 
must be a composite of a number of facets that reflect the multifarious objectives of the 
owners of these small businesses. Thus single key informant self-report responses from 
owner-mangers are the only really feasible data source in a study of this type as most 
businesses are going to be sole-trader proprietorships and partnerships. Past research has 
found that managers' perceptions of performance are consistent with objective 
performance measures (Zahra and Covin, 1993). 
In line with recent developments in the field of small business performance measurement 
an instrument to measure IRB performance is required to capture the importance and 
achievement parameters of each aspect of performance. Following the 01iginal 
development of an instrument to undertake such measurement using 5-point Likert-type 
scales by Gupta and Govindarajan ( 1984), and its application to small business research 
predicated by Covin and Slevin ( 1988), a number of subsequent studies have adopted a 
similar approach (e.g. Covin and Covin, 1990; Covin, 1991; Kotey and Meredith, 1997; 
Beal, 2000). Support for the validity of this type of measure can be found in an article by 
Naman and Slevin (1993) which found a significant correlation with alternative objective 
measurement techniques. Hence when designing the research instrument for this study, it 
is important to incorporate an additional measure of performance as means of 
COJTOborating the weighted-average performance index (Govindarajan, 1988). In addition, 
the resultant composite performance index construct should be subjected to standard tests 
for scale validity and reliability. 
Although there are well-rehearsed limitations to the use of subjective self-report methods 
of evaluating performance compared with objective measures, a critical assessment of 
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relevant literature suggests that an appropriately configured measure based upon owner-
manager perceptions should be developed for the IRB context. In particular recent studies 
that have recognised the complex, multifaceted nature of performance in a small business 
context have adopted this approach. Given the range of motivations that affect the 
decisions of independent retailers examined above, there would appear to be a strong 
argument for the use of a composite index to assess overall performance. Moreover, such 
an approach will enable constituent components of performance relating to the associated 
financial and non-financial of objectives of owner-managers to be developed for retail 
independents. 
2.10 SUMMARY 
This chapter develops the contextual background to the study of retail independents in 
market towns. Evidence suggests a generally poor level of achievement by the IRB sector 
as a whole in recent times. This has been attributed to some significant developments in 
competition and consumer behaviour and the inherent weaknesses of the retail independent 
form. Changes in the market and competitive conditions of small rural towns indicate an 
increasingly more difficult trading environment for IRBs in these locations. Yet only 
limited general empirical confirmation of the decline of traders in market towns is 
available, and little understanding of the factors affecting the success and failure of 
individual retailers has emerged to date. In providing working definitions of the key units 
of the research and the environment in which they operate, the foundations for the analysis 
of their performance have been put in place. 
To this end an extensive review of the business perf01mance literature has been undertaken 
at a number of levels. The multidimensional nature of performance has been established 
particularly in the small businesses where personal as well as economic objectives prevail. 
In addition there is evidence to suggest the duality of these economic objectives which may 
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relate to short-term commercial performance or longer-term strategic performance goals. 
Analysis of motivation in the small business and independent retail contexts has identified 
an extensive number of variables that may constitute elements of these differing goals. 
Approaches to, and problems associated with, measuring performance in management 
research studies have been considered. On the basis of this evidence a valid and reliable 
method of measuring the performance of IRBs will be proposed following the synthesis of 
the literature in Chapter Four. Prior to this however, two principal components of the 
study that are regarded as critical to the performance of independent retailers need to be 
examined. The next chapter considers market orientation and strategy and their 
associations with business performance generally, as well as developing particular 
arguments with respect to their application to the retail independent. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
Market Orientation, Strategy and Performance of Independent Retailers 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
Siguaw and her colleagues ( 1998) define market orientation as: 
"the set of behaviours emanating from the organisation's leadership whose 
primary objective is to acquire and use market information for the purpose of 
satisfying customer needs through superior organisational perfomwnce on an 
ongoing basis" 
(Siguaw et al., 1998:101) 
They suggest that this is a balanced view of market orientation that features concepts that 
have been synthesised from the key literature in the field. The scholarly work from which 
much of this definition is compiled emanates from a period in the early 1990s when the 
process of the enactment of the marketing concept within organisations became a high 
agenda item in the domain of academic research in marketing. (Day, 1990; Kohli and 
Jaworski, 1990: Narver and Slater, 1990; Ruekert, 1992; Deshpande et al., 1993; Jaworski 
and Kohli, 1993; Day, 1994; Narver and Slater, 1994; Hunt and Morgan, 1995; Slater and 
Narver, 1995). In particular market orientation was regarded as having a cultural 
dimension which puts the customer's interests first (Deshpande et al., 1993) and an 
information-based co-ordination and integration process that permits the creation of 
superior customer value (Jaworski and Kohli, 1993). Inevitably the bulk of conceptual and 
empirical work in the field became inextricably linked to a consideration of the 
relationship that market orientation has with organisational performance. At the heart of 
this endeavour was the premise that for an organisation to achieve above-normal market 
performance on a consistent basis, it must create a sustainable competitive advantage 
(SCA) (Porter, 1985; Aaker, 1989), and that the competitive advantage afforded by a 
market orientation culture would produce the necessary strategic and operational 
behaviours to foster superior value (Deshpande and Webster, 1989). Moreover, Day 
(1990, 1994) the main proponent of the strategic benefit of a market orientation recognised 
the supe1ior behaviours associated with such a culture as providing a context that facilitates 
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the formulation and implementation of strategy. It is indeed a key tenet of this study, 
which will be further explored as the research progresses, that a market orientation 
empowers an organisation with the ability to develop strategies appropriate to its 
capabilities and its environment. This chapter builds form a discussion of the meaning and 
measurement of the market orientation construct generally towards its specific application 
in a retail independent context. Consideration is then given to the theoretical and empirical 
relationship linking market orientation with performance. The interface between 
marketing and strategy is then explored and in particular the role of market orientation in 
developing and implementing competitive strategy. Following this theoretical, analytical 
and empirical perspectives on strategy are examined in retailing with a specific emphasis 
being given to independents. Finally the extant literature in all these areas is critically 
reviewed in terms of its implications for research process design. 
3.2 THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE MARKET ORIENTATION CONSTRUCT 
For the most part definitions of market orientation have been derived from 
conceptualisations of the marketing concept. Thus much of the variation in definitions and 
measurements are attributable to the diverse way in which the marketing concept has been 
defined over time. Initially, King (1965:85) defined the marketing concept as: 
"a managerial philosophy concemed with mobilisation, utilisation, and control of 
total corporate effort for the purpose of helping consumers solving problems in 
ways compatible with planned enhancement of the profit position of the firm"'. 
King (1965:85) 
In accordance with this view, Barksdale and Barden (1971) and McNamara (1972) 
identified three components of the marketing concept (i) the customer as the focal point for 
business activities; (ii) the necessity of integrating marketing activities across functions, 
and (iii) the need for a profit orientation (or organisational objectives in a more generalised 
context). 
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These balanced conceptualisations were however opposed by some scholars who viewed 
the satisfaction customer's requirements as the sole, superior component of the concept. 
For example, Bell and Emory ( 1971) argued that profit IS a consequence of customer 
orientation and therefore customer orientation should take precedence over profit 
01ientation. This is consistent with the earlier writing of Levitt (1969) who strongly 
objected to viewing profitability as a component of market orientation. From a contrary 
perspective however, Houston (1986:85) argued that profit should be the reason for 
adopting a customer orientation when stating that: "Satisfaction of the market's demand is 
important to the extent that doing so yeilds profits". 
Day and Wensley (1983) expressed the view that earlier conceptualisations of the 
marketing concept had failed to adequately address the need for a competitor orientation. 
They cautioned against the use of the three-pillar approach to the marketing concept 
arguing that although it may be appropriate for a static market, it was inadequate in the 
dynamic markets of modem times that require firms to also consider competitors' offerings 
and strategies. 
By the late 1980's the term market orientation was becoming synonymous with the 
marketing concept (Shapiro, 1988; Webster, 1988), and the governing determinants of a 
market orientation were identified as market information collection and usage. lt was 
noted by Shapiro (1988: 120) that one of the main characteristics of a market driven 
company was that, ''Information on all important buying influences permeates every 
corporate function". The informational focal point of market orientation as the 
implementation of the marketing concept was the focus of the first of the major literature-
based studies on the subject undertaken by Kohli and Jaworski (1990). Their 
conceptualisation explicitly refers to the process of intelligence management as a means of 
defining specific activities that enable the operationalisation of the concept via the three 
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elements of market orientation that they identify namely intelligence generation, 
dissemination and re~ponsiveness. This is a particular strength of their approach that 
encapsulates intelligence in the broadest sense to include the effects of exogenous factors 
on consumer and customer (retailer) behaviour, and the current actions of competitors. 
Moreover, they posit that "effective market intelligence pertains not just to current needs 
but to future needs as well" (Kohli and Jaworski, 1990:4) asserting that organisations 
should attempt to anticipate customer needs and take steps to satisfy them. The 
organisationwide execution of the process was regarded as being a core aspect of the 
construct that was measurable as a matter of continuous degree, assessing the extent to 
which an organisation could be deemed marketing oriented. 
Shortly after this seminal, conceptually grounded work was published the findings of an 
equally influential but empirically based study of market orientation emerged. In an 
exploratory study, Narver and Slater (1990) undertook to develop a valid measure of 
market orientation and analyse its effect on business profitability founded upon the 
principle of SCA as previously discussed. In drawing together the common threads of the 
literature on SCA and market orientation they proposed that market orientation should 
comprise three behavioural components- customer orientaTion, competitor orientation and 
inter.fimctional co-ordination and two decision criteria - long-term focus and profitability. 
They effectively concur with the contention of Kohli and Jaworski that market orientation 
comprises a market information acquisition and dissemination process and the resultant 
activities throughout the organisation to create superior value for buyers. Customer 
orientation relates to an understanding of the buyer's value chain as it is now and in the 
future, whilst competitor orientation requires an understanding of short and long term 
capabilities and weaknesses of the entire competitive set. Interfunctional co-ordination is 
·, 
the integrated utilisation of resources to provide greater value for buyers. A long-term 
focus in implementing the behavioural components is considered implicit in a market 
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orientation (Anderson, 1982) and profitability perceived as an objective of the business, are 
separated out as the two decision criteria of a market orientation. In a wide ranging 
analysis which considered the relationship between market orientation and performance 
(profitability in this particular instance) which will be further considered below, they 
developed an empirical model of the construct based on multi-item scales to characterise 
the hypothesised five components. 
The two main approaches to defining the market orientation construct are similar in their 
emphasis on behavioural issues (Diamantopoulos and Hart, 1993; Greenley, 1995a; Kumar 
and Suramanian, 2000), and should therefore be viewed as complementary rather than 
competing approaches. Further to this, as Ruekert (1992) suggests when integrating the 
two approaches along with his own, market orientation is characterised by gathering and 
using information from customers as well as developing and implementing a strategy to 
meet customer needs and wants. Although presenting a rather narrow perspective of the 
external domain, this approach provides a meaningful basis for understanding the 
behavioural aspects of market orientation at the business unit level. Additionally, besides 
representing market orientation as an essentially information collection and gathering 
exercise, Ruekert regards it as having a strategic dimension whereby "business units 
develop plans which set objectives, allocate resources and assign responsibility for 
carrymg out the plan ..... the implementation and execution of a customer orientated 
strategy by being responsive to marketplace needs and wants" (p. 228-9). This is 
consistent with the Narver and Slater's (1990) behavioural component of interfunctional 
co-ordination and Kohli and Jaworski's (1990) responsiveness element of their definition. 
This is also supported by Cadogan and Diamantopoulos (1995) in their work integrating 
the two approaches. The emphasis given to the development and execution of business 
unit strategy links the acquisition of market information with changes in responsiveness to 
customer needs (Shapiro, 1988; Kohli and Jaworski, 1990; Ruekert, 1992); acting on the 
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information to provide value for the customer and, thus obtaining a sustainable competitive 
advantage (Kumar et al., 1998). 1n a similar vein Hunt and Morgan (1995: 11 ), found their 
definition of market orientation on the gathering, analysis and use of information to "guide 
strategy recognition, understanding, creation, selection, implementation, and 
modification". 
A comparable strategically founded conceptualisation, based upon the notion that market 
orientation is a strategy used to reach a SCA, is proposed by Rivera (1995). His notion is 
that to maintain a SCA a firm must: (i) analyse its markets, environments and competitors; 
(ii) use that information to co-ordinate all the organisational departments; and (iii) develop 
competitive actions on their markets, environment and competitors. The competitive 
advantage (cost or differentiation based) is assumed to be a variable within the strategy to 
obtain higher performance (Ho fer and Schendel, 1978). This also suggests that the role of 
market orientation is as an information management process to facilitate strategic actions. 
Conceptualised in various ways, as has already been noted above, market orientation can 
be viewed not as a dichotomous either-or construct but rather as a continuum of degree. 
There will always be variations in the extent to which businesses generate, disseminate and 
respond to marketing intelligence relating to the constituents of the task environment 
(Diamantopoulos and Hart, 1993) and exogenous market factors (Pitt et al., 1996). There 
will also be differences in the emphasis that is given to the various behavioural activities 
that comprise market orientation. The need to measure the degree and nature of emphasis 
given to components of market orientation is therefore apparent (Greenley, 1995b) and this 
is achieved by operationalising the market orientation construct as a multi-dimensional 
concept, with each dimension measuring a different feature of market orientation. An 
organisation's magnitude of market orientation is viewed as the sum total of its relative 
emphasis on the different components of market orientation. 
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3.3 MEASURING MARKET ORIENTATION 
Given the pervasive use of the market orientation construct in contemporary research in 
marketing it is imperative that suitable measures are developed. It has been argued that in 
the early stages of research in the field that the paucity of empirical studies may be 
somewhat attributed to the prior lack of a suitable market orientation measure. Moreover, 
as Miles and Amold (1991:52) attest "the psychometric assessment of market orientation 
scales has been typically neglected or not reported by business orientation researchers". 
Reflecting this, it was noted that the market orientation literature tended to be of a 
conceptual rather than empirical nature (Siguaw and Diamantopoulos, 1995), and that 
some of the empirical work required closer inspection. More recent work has however 
attempted to remedy these perceived weaknesses. 
The majority of the empirical research aimed at developing a measure of market 
orientation has occurred within the behavioural context, and has been mainly based on the 
work of Narver and Slater (1990) and Jaworski and Kohli (1993) and Kohli et al., (1993). 
Following the Narver and Slater (1990) study much emphasis was given to the validation 
of their 15-item factor weighted scale, particularly as they did not find evidence to support 
the inclusion of the two decision criteria (long term horizon and profit emphasis) in their 
resultant overall measure. What is more, they encourage further research of these elements 
of the construct by suggesting that future studies may include additional items to represent 
these components, and their relationship with the remaining behavioural criteria and 
performance (Narver and Slater, 1990:33). In one such study Siguaw and Diamantopoulos 
(1995), use exploratory and confirmatory factor analysis to establish the validity of the 
scale and achieve spurious results. In particular they identify the predominance of the 
customer orientation dimension and the combination of the two decision criteria with 
interfunctional co-ordination. They also suggest further research into these elements of the 
overall scale. Yet irrespective of these findings there has been extensive use of the Narver 
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and Slater scale in pure and modified forms including the decision criteria, (e.g. Greenley, 
1995a; Morgan and Strong, 1998; Lukas, 1999), possibly because it provides a "compact 
and appealing measure of market orientation" (Siguaw and Diamantopoulos, 1995:79). 
The work of Kohli and Jaworski (1990) conceptualised market orientation as the 
implementation of the marketing concept and developed a measure (Kohli et al., 1993) that 
focussed on the firm's activities and behaviours regarding customer needs, competitive 
information, market intelligence and the sharing of such knowledge across organisational 
functions. A profitability (objective) component was not incorporated into their 
conceptualisation of market orientation. Their 20 item-scale (MARKOR) was developed 
using factor analytical techniques and the associated psychometric tests for validity and 
reliability. They identified a structure to market orientation, which also provides 
inconclusive results with respect to the hypothesised components of the construct. 
Nonetheless the scale has been utilised in a number of subsequent studies (e.g. Pitt et al., 
1996; Siguaw et al., 1998). 
The frustration associated with the lack of standardisation of the operationalisation of 
constructs, which was regarded as being detrimental to the progress of the discipline, 
prompted a call for an agreement of terms and conceptualisations in two papers by the 
originators of the debate (Jaworski and Kohli, 1996; Slater and Narver, 1996). 
Furthermore, the issue had been compounded by two prominent studies which have created 
alternative scales for measuring market orientation based upon the theoretical emphasis in 
their definition (Ruekert, 1992; Deshpande et al., 1993). Ultimately this led to a number of 
meta-analysis type investigations being initiated in an attempt to establish a more 
consistent approach to the measurement of the market orientation construct (e.g. Wrenn, 
1997). Indeed three such empirically founded studies have synthesised existing scales to 
formulate more reliable and valid and, in some cases, parsimonious measures of the 
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construct (Deng and Dart, 1994; Deshpande and Farley, 1998; Gray et al., 1998). Despite 
the existence of such measures, a number of others have emerged in the recent literature as 
alternative, theoretically anchored and empirically supported perspectives on the construct 
[e.g. Dunn et al., 1994 (effectiveness); Pelham and Wilson, 1996 (small businesses); 
Gatignon and Xuereb, 1997 (innovation); Lado et al., 1998 (strategy); Dobni and Luffman, 
2000 (strategy)]. There is clearly a justifiable reluctance to accept measurement 
techniques amongst some academics, particularly where specific contextual aspects of 
theory need to be incorporated as indicated in the above studies. Their preference is to 
build from a platform of theoretical rationale and adapt and supplement existing measures 
to establish new psychometrically sound measures from empirical analysis. With this in 
mind, the contextual setting of the retail independent requires that any measures of market 
orientation should take account of the size of these businesses, and their function as 
intermediaries. 
3.4 MARKET ORIENTATION IN AN INDEPENDENT RETAILER CONTEXT 
The unique characteristics of retail independents suggest that any measure of market 
orientation should incorporate certain dimensions of their domain. In particular the fact 
that they are essentially small businesses that perform a distribution service function for 
suppliers as well as customers needs to be borne in mind when establishing an appropriate 
measure for market orientation. As a first step in the consideration of market orientation in 
IRBs the size dimension of these organisations will be explored which will be followed by 
a consideration of the retail dimension. 
3.4.1 Market Orientation in Small Businesses 
Literature pertaining to market orientation is primarily concerned with large firms, and 
there is relatively little research in this area that is specific to small businesses, though 
some more recent work has developed the research base in this specific business domain 
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(in particular the work of Pelham and Wilson, 1996; and Pelham 1997a, 1997b, 1999, 
2000). Earlier studies noted the lack of market orientation in small businesses with the 
emphasis being put on a production orientation and also on sales (Peterson, 1989; Sriram 
and Sapienza, 1991). Meziou (1991) considers the areas of strength and weakness in small 
business efforts to adopt the marketing concept and finds it to be part of the managerial 
philosophy of many executives in these firms. However there is a generally accepted view 
that although emphasising customer satisfaction is an area of priority, the weaknesses of 
small firms such as lack of expertise, finance and operational expediency (Carson et al., 
1995), tend to limit their ability to enact the marketing concept effectively. In particular 
there is evidence to suggest weaknesses in marketing research, planning and co-ordinated 
marketing effort (Meziou, 1991) and that market orientation may be improved by the 
participation of managers in marketing training programmes (Shun-Ching and Chenghsui-
Chen, 1998). 
The literature that addresses the market orientation of small businesses directly has tended 
to focus exclusively on the relationship between market orientation and performance in 
small firms (Pelham and Wilson, 1996; Appiah-Adu, 1997: Pelham, 1997a, 1997b 1999, 
2000). The following section develops the whole body of literature on this relationship for 
all businesses and it will not be pre-empted here, however some noteworthy issues will be 
addressed with regard to the applicability and measurement of market orientation in a 
small firm context. 
Pelham and Wilson ( 1996) in an intricate longitudinal study of market orientation's 
impacts on small firms present an equivocal argument. They do nonetheless conclude that 
despite the low impact potential of market orientation in this context, there are likely to be 
significant potential benefits based upon the belief that a small firm's lack of financial 
resource preclude other strategic opportunities such as research and development, 
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competitive advantage, and low cost leadership. Yet they also note that the impact of 
market orientation may be negligible due to the relatively more important influences of 
other internal and external factors. On the other hand they suggest that the characteristics 
of small firms may enable them to more fully exploit a market-oriented culture, 
particularly when implementing strategy. These themes are developed in the later articles 
of Pelham (1999, 2000) who considers the effects of market orientation in a small firm 
context from a contingency perspective. In all of the studies undertaken by Pelham and 
Wilson the scales are developed empirically from a combination of items from the original 
Narver and Slater (1990) and Kohli and Jaworski (1993) studies with a domination of 
items from the Narver and Slater scale and its dimensions. Furthermore, in an empirical 
investigation of market orientation in the small business sector Appiah-Adu (1997) 
replicates a contingency analysis study undertaken by Narver and Slater (1994) using 
Pelham's (1997a) 9-item measure. 
Much of the recent research on market orientation in small businesses reproduces that of 
mainstream marketing orientation research except that the units of investigation tend to be 
smaller enterprises. The analytical methods and measures adopted in these empirical 
studies are closely related to those used in previous investigations of larger firms. 
Especially prominent in the literature is the research question regarding the effects of 
market orientation on small business performance. 
3.4.2 Market Orientation in Retailing 
"Theoretically the triad of supplier, customer and competitor stands at the heart of 
the marketing strategy process". 
(Easton, 1988:47) 
Although the literature on retail marketing issues is well established and extensive (e.g. 
Fram, 1965; Berman and Evans, 1986) it has been argued by Berry et al., (1990) that there 
is a lack of general understanding of marketing in a retail context. They note particularly 
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that little is known about marketing orientation in retailing, yet it has been suggested by 
one of the early proponents of market orientation that in some industries wholesalers and 
retailers have a profound influence on the choices that customers make (Shapiro, 1988). 
Logically therefore, an understanding of market orientation in the context of retailers is 
critical from the point of view of the supplier as they act as channel intermediaries, but also 
to the retailers themselves acting as discrete business units distributing merchandise to 
customers. Indeed the important strategic role of channels has recently been recognised by 
Wensley (2000) by their inclusion in his 'enhanced' strategic triangle; from a retailer's 
perspective this means its suppliers. Thus the inclusion of a supplier orientation 
component of the market orientation construct would appear to have an immediate 
practical appeal, as merchandise is critical to customer satisfaction through integrated 
service and the supplier is critical to its provision (Hummel and Savitt, 1989). The 
conceptual basis for such an inclusion does however require some development, although 
from a behavioural information management standpoint on market orientation, there is 
significant theoretical justification in the enhanced planning outcomes (Gales and 
Blackbum, 1990). 
The inter-relationships between supplying and purchasing organisations in channels has 
been the subject of theoretical and empirical investigation in marketing for some time (e.g. 
Reve and Stem 1979; Anderson and Narus, 1984; Gaski and Nevin, 1985; Gaski, 1986; 
Dwyer et al., 1987; Dwyer and Oh, 1988; Knox and White, 1991; Gassenheimer and 
Calantone, 1994; Juttner and Peck, 1998; Ruiz, 2000). The importance of developing a 
more productive relationship between manufacturers and retailers is also widely 
expounded (Buchanan, 1992; Ganesan, 1994; Smith et al., 1995; Duke, 1998; Murray and 
Heide, 1998; Siguaw et al., 1998). Moreover, the benefits to both parties in the channel 
dyad are regarded as being enhanced by the partnerships forged, particularly from a 
strategic point of view. Smith et al., (1995) present the case for a mutual interdependence 
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model between supplier and retailer in order to compete effectively and propose a retailer-
led model (c.f. Hogarth Scott and Parkinson, 1993). Further to this they propose that even 
in the case of small retailers the strategic thrust of the retailer should be paramount (Dwyer 
and Oh, 1988) and the role of the wholesaler or manufacturer is "orchestrating, enabling 
and magnifying key aspects of the [retailer's] strategies" (p.31). In practice this is 
demonstrated through merchandise procurement which may support a strategy of price 
leadership (low cost merchandise) or merchandise differentiation (unique merchandise). 
The search activities involved in procurement of merchandise fitting the strategic image 
and positioning of the retailer include attendance at trade shows and industry meetings on 
the one hand and trade deals and buying groups on the other. In each instance whether the 
goal is acquiring different or low priced stock, the key to enacting the chosen strategy is 
supplier information. In addition to the enabling benefits of information in strategy 
planning and implementation, the direct benefits of improved information about demand 
for retailers have been identified as increased profits (Chu and Messinger, 1997), and that 
suppliers can facilitate such gains by providing information. 
The importance of supplier information is also forcefully proposed from a customer-led 
retail strategy perspective by Hummel and Savitt (1988). On the premise that information 
interchange is critical for channel effectiveness and that all parties will benefit as a result 
these authors propose that: 
"Both suppliers and retailers need timely infomwtion from each other to provide 
effective customer service ...... The supplier, in addition to regular repons of 
current and expected future availability, should also provide information regarding 
any sudden changes in aggregate demand it faces, product problems, decisions to 
discontinue or modify current prices, or products, etc. With better infonnation 
from the supplier, the retailer can plan and operate more effectively". 
Hummel and Savitt (1988:18) 
Hence it would appear that such supplier orientation may present significant performance 
benefits although the relationship has not been empirically tested. Moreover, there would 
appear to be a dilemma for small retailers in as much as they may gain from reduced 
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uncertainty from the increased information flow associated with better links with suppliers, 
but they may lose in terms of flexibility of actions if such links should become more 
formalised, for example through buying group membership (Gales and Blackburn, 1990). 
The results of their investigation of these alternative views were inconclusive and, it is 
argued, in need of further research taking account of possible market and competitive 
environmental moderator variables. In a recently conducted empirical study Shaw and 
Gibbs (1999) investigated the procurement strategies of small retailers, the closeness of the 
relationship and the search and information activities involved. Their results corroborate 
those of Gales and Blackbum, (1990) with respect to performance, and also provide 
limited support the proposition that the use of supplier information is consistent with the 
procurement of appropriate stock to support retail marketing strategy. Based upon the 
information management principle, there would therefore appear to be sufficient a priori 
and empirical support for the inclusion of a supplier orientation component in the market 
orientation construct of a retail business. What is more, the evidence presented above 
provides interesting insights into the strategic relationships that may exist with suppliers 
that wi 11 be further discussed later in this chapter. 
Given the importance of information relating to all aspects of the task environment (Kumar 
et al., 1998) there is an additional factor that needs consideration in retail business. 
Jaworski and Kohli (1993) find that esprit de corps and commitment are positive 
consequences of market orientation. When assessing the acceptance or rejection of a 
market orientation in practice it has been shown that the motivation and satisfaction of staff 
is a key determining factor in the implementation of a market oriented culture (Harris, 
1998). His research, which is based on a study of retail businesses, highlights the 
importance of staff in this industry and their pivotal role in delivering customer 
satisfaction. The centrality of staff to marketing success in retail business is further 
supported by the views of services marketing academics who see employees as a key 
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component of the retailer's competitive marketing activity (Booms and Bitner, 1981; 
Zeithaml and Bitner, 1996; Gronroos, 2000). This is extended through the notion of the 
'part-time marketer' Gummesson, (1987) whereby all service organisation staff are 
regarded as performing tasks which enable customer satisfaction, and the boundary-
spanning activities of front line staff who through customer contact come to know about 
customer expectations and perceptions (Bitner et al., 1994). In particular it has been 
demonstrated by Sharma et al., (2000) that the knowledge structure that retail sales staff 
have of their customers can improve performance. Employee awareness of marketing 
information from customers, competitors and suppliers may therefore be regarded as an 
integral aspect of market orientation in retailing and the importance of staff in delivering 
retail service cannot therefore be underestimated as Hummel and Savitt (1988: 19) suggest, 
"customer service only happens when people make it happen". 
The unique nature of retail businesses as intermediaries between suppliers and customers 
present an additional dimension to marketing in this context. The crucial importance of 
suppliers in facilitating the implementation of strategy has been demonstrated and should 
therefore be considered to be integral to effecting market orientation in retailing. Similarly 
the pre-eminence of staff in the implementation of retail marketing cannot be denied and 
consequently needs to be taken account of when considering how market orientation is 
enacted within independent retail businesses. Indeed both of these factors would appear to 
be key aspects in delivering customer satisfaction, thus directly influencing business 
performance. The relationship between market orientation and performance is now 
examined. 
3.5 MARKET ORIENTATION AND PERFORMANCE 
Academic scholars and business practitioners have continuously advocated the importance 
of developing a market orientation. Thus in recent years an increasing number of studies 
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have focussed on understanding the effect of market 01ientation as a corporate culture on 
organisational performance (e.g. Jaworski and Kohli, 1993; Slater and Narver, 1994; 
Greenley, 1995a; Hanis, 2001). According to Narver and Slater (1990), market orientation 
is the organisational culture that most effectively and efficiently creates the necessary 
behaviours for developing superior value for customers and, thus, continuous superior 
value for the firm. Market orientation fundamentally establishes principles of 
organisational behaviour associated with a firm's internal and external constituencies that 
unequivocally make an impact on performance. In particular Kohli and Jaworski (1990) 
point out that a market orientation appears to provide a unifying focus for the efforts of 
employees and departments within the firm, thus leading to superior performance. In line 
with this reasoning, researchers have extensively pursued a deeper understanding of the 
link between market orientation and performance. Studies have tended to focus on the 
direct relationship (e.g. Narver and Slater, 1990; Ruekert, 1992; Pitt, et al., 1996; Doyle 
and Wong, 1998; Ngai and Ellis, 1998) and moderated relationships (e.g. Day and 
Wensley, 1988; Diamantopoulos and Hart, 1993; Jaworski and Kohli, 1993; Slater and 
Narver, 1994; Greenley, 1995a; Pelham and Wilson, 1996; Appiah-Adu, 1998; Pelham, 
1999; Hanis, 2001). 
Despite the soundness of the theoretical market orientation-performance relationship based 
upon the principle of SCA, the evidence of a direct positive link is somewhat equivocal. In 
their original study Narver and Slater (1990) found a positive association between market 
orientation and return on assets (ROA), although only one measure of performance was 
used. Whereas in their later study, which incorporated moderation effects, market 
orientation was identified as being positively associated with ROA, sales growth and new 
product success as measures of performance. Jaworski and Kohli (1993) used five 
measures of performance to evaluate the impact of market orientation, also taking account 
of moderation effects. Their findings suggest that market orientation is not associated with 
market share and return on assets (ROA), but is positively associated with organisational 
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commitment, esprit de corps, and overall performance. In another early work, Ruekert 
(1992) found that a high performing SB U had a higher level of market orientation than a 
lower performing SBU. Following a similar methodological approach, but working with 
quadrand data in a business-to-business context with Japanese companies, Deshpande et 
al., (1993) found that there was a distinction between the results of the market orientation-
performance relationship depending on what measure of market orientation was employed. 
Specifically they identified that customer assessed market orientation is a more meaningful 
explanatory factor of performance compared to marketers' own perceptions. 
Diamantopoulos and Hart (1993), using data from a previous study which does not directly 
correspond with that of Kohli and Jaworski (1990), conclude that market orientation-
business performance relationship is weak, situation specific and subject to a number of 
moderating influences. In an extensive UK study Greenley (1995a) used Narver and 
Slater's questionnaire to assess the relationship between market orientation and return on 
investment (ROI), new product success and sales growth. The results indicated no direct 
effects on these dependent variables and the author concluded that the effects were 
contingent upon external environmental factors. 
In a number of subsequent studies the sophistication of the investigation of the relationship 
between market orientation as a determinant of performance has increased. In particular 
there has been a continued consideration of the mediation and moderation effects of other 
internal and external variables on the relationship, a more detailed analysis of the effects of 
various components of market orientation on performance, and specific contextual 
enquiries into the relationship. Consequently there have been redefinitions of the market 
orientation measurement scale, the performance measures and the range of contingency 
variables employed. In many of these studies there has been a generalised acceptance of 
the positive relationship between market orientation and performance using a range of 
dependent measures (e.g. Pelham and Wilson, 1996; Pitt et al., 1996; Appiah-Adu, 1997; 
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Avlonitis and Gounaris, 1997; Bhuian, 1998; Ngai and Ellis, 1998; Doyle and Wong, 
1998;) whilst in others there have been more complex findings (e.g Greenley 1995b; 
Gatignon and Xuereb, 1997; Appiah-Adu, 1998; Appiah-Adu and Ranchhod, 1998; Han et 
al., 1998; Kumar et al., 1998; Kumar and Subramanian 2000; Harris, 2001). 
In a wide-ranging study of large UK businesses Doyle and Wong (1998) utilised and 
adapted version Kohli and Jaworski's measure to estimate the relationship between market 
orientation and return on capital employed (ROCE), market share, sales growth, an the 
manager's assessment of overall performance. The results indicated that high performing 
firms were significantly more market oriented than low performing firms. Pelham and 
Wilson (1996) used a more intricate approach to measure longitudinal effects in small 
firms employing a composite market orientation scale developed from both the Kohli and 
Jaworski and Narver and Slater scales. They conclude that small firms with high levels of 
market orientation are associated with significant increases in performance and high levels 
of performance using multiple performance measures. Further to this they consider 
strategy as a mediating factor along with the moderation effects of the external 
environment. 
Pitt et al., (1996) undertook a study in a European context using the Kohli et al., ( 1993) 
MARKOR instrument to assess the level of company market orientation. In a split sample 
study of UK service firms and Maltese businesses they achieve significant results for a 
positive relationship between market orientation and a composite performance measure in 
both data sets. Three additional studies that took place in particular national contexts also 
identified positive relationships between market orientation and performance. Bhuian 
(1998) using an adapted version of the Jaworski and Kohli (1993) scale found 
organisational performance to be a function of market orientation in Saudi Arabian 
manufacturing firms. Similarly Ngai and Ellis (1998), adopting the 14-item Narver and 
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Slater (1990) measure, identified a positive relationship between market orientation and 
performance in their study of Hong Kong textile manufacturers. Shun-Ching and 
Chenghsui-Chen, (1998) also discovered a positive link between market orientation and 
performance in their study of Taiwanese SMEs using and adapted version of the Jaworski 
and Kohli (1993) and Narver and Slater (1990) instruments. In a fourth study within a 
specific national domain, Avlonitis and Gounaris ( 1997) used an adapted version of the 
Kohli and Jaworski (1990) measure to consider differences in the relationship between 
market orientation and performance in Greek companies. Interestingly they identified that 
it was particularly important to have a market orientation in an industrial marketing context 
for enhanced performance compared with consumer markets. 
In the first of two contextual studies by Appiah-Adu (1997) the relationship in the small 
business sector is investigated. Market orientation was measured using an adapted version 
of Pelham and Wilson's instrument and a positive and significant effect was established 
between market orientation and three performance measures in these small firms: 
profitability (ROI), sales growth and new product success. Additionally a number of 
significant moderation effects of external market and competitive factors were identified. 
Further to this Appiah-Adu and Ranchhod ( 1998) looked at the market orientation-
performance relationship in UK biotechnology firms using a 12-item variation on the 
Narver and Slater (1990) scale and found a positive association with a range of 
performance measures. 
In an alternative contextual domain, that of the health care industry, Kumar et al., (1998) 
found a strong positive relationship between market orientation and various measures of 
organisational performance. Additionally they found, using an adaptation of existing 
scales and a range of context specific performance measures and environmental 
moderators, that the market orientation-performance relationship was moderated by a 
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number of environmental influences. In addition to these effects in studies where positive 
compliance with the hypothesised relationship between market orientation and 
performance is revealed, the same effects emerge as key factors when finding inconclusive 
results on the same relationship. In the second of Appiah-Adu's contextual works (1998), 
the relationship between market orientation and performance is empirically tested in a 
transition economy using an adaptation of an instrument developed specifically for this 
context (Golden et al., 1995). The results indicate that although market orientation does 
not appear to have a significant direct impact on sales growth or ROI, there would appear 
to be indirect effects through moderator variables. 
Harris (200 I), replicating the Greenley ( 199Sa) study using the Narver and Slater (1990) 
IS-item scale in UK organisations, also found that market orientation was not significantly 
related to both subjective and objective measures of business performance. However 
significant moderation effects were identified for both market turbulence and competitive 
hostility. Indeed, the outcomes of this study confirm the contingent nature of the 
relationship, suggesting that market orientation has a detrimental effect on profits and 
growth when the market is turbulent and competition is slack. Based on these findings he 
warns that "Clearly, exhortations to develop high levels of market orientation in order to 
improve company performance regardless of environmental conditions unwise" (Harris, 
2001:36). 
Clearly the role of the moderating effects on the market orientation-performance 
association is of major importance in some circumstances, and is in need of further 
discussion. This is particularly so in contextual investigations in complex environments 
such as that of the retail independent in a market town setting. The general and specific 
principles of contingency effects in the context of this study will therefore be considered in 
the following chapter. 
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Futther variation m the relationship between performance and market orientation has 
however been established from other effects, notably differences in the effects of the form 
of market orientation on performance rather than the magnitude. In a study of different 
forms of market orientation in UK businesses utilising cluster analysis to establish the 
different market orientation 'types', Greenley (1995b) distinguished five clusters of 
businesses with variations in their emphasis on components of market orientation based 
upon the Narver and Slater scale. The findings established some significant differences 
between the groups, particularly with respect to ROI. 
Three recent studies also address differences in the components of market orientation on 
performance. In the first of these Gatignon and Xeureb (1997) develop an additional 
dimension to a business' orientation, that of technological orientation. They use this along 
with the other dimensions of Narver and Slater's market orientation measure to establish 
relationships with innovation performance outcomes. Using complex regression modelling 
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techniques to take account of market conditions, they establish significant effects for each 
of the components of market orientation in different environmental circumstances. Han et 
al., (1998) in a study which considers innovation to be a mediator of market orientation on 
performance within the firm, identify different effects of the components of market 
orientation, using Narver and Slater's construct, on a number of subjective and objective 
measures of performance. The effects of environmental moderators are also entered into 
the model to test the way in which components of the market orientation construct may 
affect performance in particular circumstances. A number of significant effects are found 
between the aggregate market orientation measure and the component measures and 
performance in different environmental conditions. Finally, a study by Kumar and 
Subramanian (2000) extends their previous analysis of market orientation and performance 
in the health care industry to consider differences in performance between groups of 
hospitals differentiated by their degree and fonn of market orientation. In their initial 
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work (Kumar et al., 1998), they established significant relationship between the decision 
criteria components of market orientation (long-term focus and growth/profit emphasis) 
and performance. Similarly in the follow-up work they identified a significant overall 
difference in performance between the groups, and some differences between the groups, 
in terms of specific performance outcomes. 
Summarising these findings it is evident that the initial hypothesised positive relationship 
between market orientation and performance based upon SCA is somewhat simplistic. The 
complexities of the relationships are numerous particularly in terms of the external 
environmental contingency factors that may be present in particular markets. Moreover, 
there are clear pointers to suggest that different components of market orientation may 
effect the relationship in varying ways, again dependent on the prevailing market and 
competitive conditions. An additional factor is the performance measure on which the 
effects occur, with variability possible across a range of different performance outcomes. 
Finally there is the question of mediation of the effects through an additional variable. In 
this study it is proposed that competitive strategy mediates the relationship between market 
orientation and performance in particular environmental circumstances. The next section 
develops an argument in favour of this proposition by considering the interface between 
marketing and strategy. 
3.6 THE MARKET ORIENTATION- COMPETITIVE STRATEGY INTERFACE 
" ...... marketing has three dimensions that must be understood individually and collectively 
to realise marketing's potential value to the organisation. These dimensions are marketing 
as culture, marketing as strategy and marketing as tactics". 
(Slater and Narver, 1995) 
Even though researchers have focussed on the market orientation-performance relationship 
and presented explanations for specific business performance variables, it is notable that 
little reference has been given to the to the nature of the relationship between market 
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orientation and competitive strategy (Morgan and Strong, 1998). This issue provides 
valuable insights because market orientated activities must be articulated by a firm in a 
manner that can lever business performance. It can be argued that this process is achieved 
by strategic means d.erived from the business orientation and sustained by its operations 
(Day, 1992; Slater and Narver, 1993). 
Competitive strategy is synonymous with the term strategic orientation which has been 
defined as "how an organisation uses strategy to adapt and/or change aspects of its 
environment for a more favourable alignment" (Manu and Sriram, 1996:79). Much of the 
research in this area of management attempts to assemble competitive strategy groups 
using classificatory approaches based on either a priori conceptual grounds or derived 
categorisations. These are respectively known as typologies (e.g. Hofer and Schendel, 
1978; Miles and Snow, 1978; Porter, 1980) or taxonomies (e.g. Miller and Friesen, 1978; 
Galbraith and Schendel, 1983; Hawes and Crittenden, 1984), and are indicative of the 
nature of the strategy emphasised by firms within the groups. Such groups are commonly 
referred to as strategy archetypes or 'types' that pursue generic business strategies that 
tend to be closely linked to market orientation (Morgan and Strong, 1998). Moreover, 
"market orientation appears to provide a strong explanation for strategy and strategy is 
related to performance" (Dobni and Luffman, 2000). 
Eminent scholars have proposed that marketing is central to the successful development 
and implementation of business strategy (Day and Wensley, 1983; Webster, 1988) and 
therefore market orientation can be considered to be an essentially strategic process. 
Building on the work of Elliot (1987), it has been suggested by Rueke11 (1992), that 
designing strategies to achieve customer satisfaction should be considered as a key aspect 
of the market orientation concept. This strategic-behavioural approach to explaining 
market orientation also has the support of other authors (Bonoma, 1985; Bonoma and 
Clark, 1992) who emphasise the significance of marketing for the company and in 
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particular its role in designing and implementing strategies. Furthermore, it has been 
contended that market orientation is an important component of organisational culture that 
puts the customer in the centre of the firm's thinking about strategy and operations 
(Deshpande and Webster, 1989; Narver and Slater, 1990), and thus the culture resident in a 
market orientation can trigger behaviour that will ultimately forge the strategy of an 
organisation (Dobni and Luffman, 2000). This is further supported by the view that the 
locus of market orientation can be sourced to top management within an organisation, 
which also provides the form for, or embodies, the formulation of competitive strategy. It 
is therefore likely that the strategy pursued will reflect the extent and nature of market 
orientation exhibited in the business. Mavondo (1999) develops this by positing that 
market orientation will be strongly related to business strategy, as senior managers are 
unlikely to embark on a strategy that is inconsistent with their values and perceptions. 
Additionally as Day (1994) suggests, market oriented firms can be regarded as being more 
strategically capable: 
"Market-driven fimzs are distinguished by an ability to sense events and trends in 
their markets ahead of their competitors. They can anticipate more accurately the 
response to actions designed to retain or attract customers, improve channel 
relations or thwart competitors. They can act on infonnation in a timely, coherent 
manner because the assumptions about the market are broadly shared". 
Day (1994:44) 
Businesses that possess the ability to learn rapidly about their markets and to act on that 
information are best positioned to achieve competitive advantage (Day, 1994; Slater and 
Narver, 1994; Vorhies et al., 1999). The means of achieving this is through internal formal 
and informal methods of managing market information (Day, 1994; Kohli and Jaworski. 
1990) which often relates to its strategic planning process and other means of analysing 
market information (Moller and Anttilla, 1987). Thus both the acquisition of marketing 
knowledge and the effectiveness of marketing programmes can be fulfilled through the 
adoption of a market orientation. When discussing the boundary-spanning role marketing 
plays in organisational adaptation it is recognised that marketing facilitates the 
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interpretation of the environment, the choice of what customers to serve, the competition 
that it faces, and the market offer with which it will compete. Therefore the business 
strategy developed should guide the selection of product markets and result in the 
implementation of coherent functional strategies (Vorhies, 1998). Interpreting Deshpande 
et al., (1993), it has been proposed that organisations displaying a market type culture 
emphasise competitiveness, goal achievement and a strategic focus (Morgan and Strong, 
1998). Notwithstanding this belief, the focal point of this study is an investigation of 
market orientation, strategy types and performance in a given context. Therefore given 
that conceptual wisdom implies that "market orientation would guide strategy selection" 
(Hunt and Morgan, 1995:11 ), it is important to study "the strategic skills and activities of 
market orientated businesses so that we can understand how market oriented businesses 
turn their culture into a competitive weapon" (Slater and Narver, 1995:159). What is 
more, it is particularly pertinent to consider that interfunctional co-ordination may facilitate 
the implementation of strategy throughout an organisation and attain a fit with the 
environment (Walker and Ruekert, 1987). 
It is also suggested that the level of market orientation of a business must be consistent 
with an organisation's strategy, particularly with regard to typological strategy types 
(McDaniel and Kolari, 1987; McKee et al., 1989; Conant er al., 1990). Research on 
market orientation and strategy type especially focuses on the Miles and Snow (1978) and 
Porter (1980) generic business strategies and has concluded that organisations with high 
market orientation tend to be more strategically proactive and 'connected' to their 
customer within their environments than their counterparts with low marketing orientations 
(Walker and Ruekert, 1987; McDaniel and Kolari, 1987; McKee et al., 1989; Matsuno and 
Mentzer, 2000). These studies also provide an understanding of the types of strategies that 
are followed by organisations with differing degrees of market orientation, yet they do not 
specifically address the nature and balance of market orientation between its various 
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components. Given that it has already been established that market orientation is generally 
associated with performance there would appear to be a relationship between market 
orientation, strategy and performance and in particular the delineation of market 
orientation. Further to this there has hitherto been a narrow conceptualisation of strategy 
types, with a concentration on theoretically determined typologies rather than 
taxonomically derived competitive strategy types. The opportunity would therefore appear 
to exist for the configuration of such an analysis, and in particular, an investigation of the 
simultaneous impact of both strategic and operational marketing activities on performance. 
Indeed the evaluation of the role of market orientation and its components in such 
relationships needs to be explored and the nature of competitive strategy defined in terms 
of both the business and functional levels of marketing in a retail independent context. 
3.7 COMPETITIVE STRATEGY AND THE RETAIL INDEPENDENT 
"A competitive strategy specifies how a business intends to compete in the market it 
chooses to serve. This strategy provides the conceptual glue that gives shared 
meaning to all the separate functional activities and programmes." 
(Day, 1990:5) 
Previous management research has indicated that business strategy is not uni-dimensional, 
and any attempt to categorise the complex phenomenon of business strategy into a limited 
number of strategic types will necessarily involve simplification (White, 1986). 
Empirically derived strategy clusters confirm the complexity of the phenomenon yet a 
number of pioneering studies have successfully utilised the strategic and operational 
attributes of businesses to define strategy types (Dess and Davis, 1982; Galbraith and 
Schendel, 1983, Hambrick, 1983; Douglass and Rhee, 1989). This supports Porter's 
(1980) view that competitive behaviour is a key determinant of strategy when positioning a 
business to maximise the value of its capabilities. While these studies have tended to 
reflect in part the theoretical typologies, the results are generally difficult to interpret 
because of the inherent complexity and multidimensionality of real world strategies. 
Despite such difficulties this approach has achieved some degree of predictive validity 
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through identifying relationships between the empirically derived strategic clusters and 
performance (Hambrick, 1983; Dess and Davis, 1984; White, 1986; Birley and Westhead, 
1990; Hooley, et al., 1992; Conant et al., 1990; Slater and Narver, 1993) and is widely 
accepted as adding value to the strategy and performance debate. 
Implementing such an approach in the retail independent sector requires consideration of 
the strategic options available at both business and functional levels and, moreover, an 
acceptance that independent retailers are capable of making strategic decisions. The 
limitations of independent retailers espoused by some academics would imply that they are 
incapable of pursuing strategically sound policies (e.g. Kirby, 1986). However others have 
argued that these businesses have a great deal of flexibility in selecting their target markets 
and their strategies (Berman and Evans, 1989; Davies and Harris, 1990; Conant and White, 
1999). This is supported by the small business literature which suggests that greater 
flexibility is a positive characteristic of small businesses which can enable faster response 
to market and competitive change (Katz, 1970: O'Gorman, 2000). Closeness to the 
customer and an ability to respond rapidly to changing market conditions should therefore 
enable IRBs to sustain a competitive market position that provides a basis for success. 
This contention suggests that a strategic dimension should exist in the domain of the 
independent retailer and that different strategy types are likely to be distinguishable. 
One stream of research has considered strategic groups of large retailers in industry 
structure studies. This concept identifies groups of firms in an industry that compete with 
each other by virtue of similarities in their scope of activities and resources (McGee and 
Thomas, 1986; Cool and Schendel, 1987). The methodological focus of strategic groups is 
the development of post hoc taxonomies derived from empirical investigations. The 
analysis of strategic groups in retailing has generally involved the use of clustering 
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algorithms to establish a classification of firms in specific retail sectors based upon scope 
and resource criteria (Harrigan, 1985; Lewis and Thomas, 1990; Flavian and Polo, 1999). 
However a number of other studies have recognised that business and functional level 
strategies may be important factors in distinguishing groups of generic retail strategy types 
using similar data reduction and classification techniques. A significant amount of 
investigation of similarities and differences in business level strategy in retail research has 
tended to rely on the application of existing strategic models to the retail context. Thus the 
application of Porter's (1980) classification of generic strategies has evoked wide-ranging 
enquiry in retailing. A number of researchers have therefore considered retailers' strategic 
options in terms of cost, differentiation and focus (McGee, 1987; Wortzel, 1987; Dwyer 
and Oh, 1988; Davies and Brookes, 1989). Development of variations on core generic 
competitive strategies in retailing has led to the identification of price leadership, sales 
service differentiation, servtce and personality augmentation, and merchandise 
differentiation being presented as alternative strategies. Other academics have broadly 
adapted the Ansoff (1957) product-market approach to retailing (Doyle and Cook, 1980; 
Miller, 1981; Omura, 1986; Mason and Mayer, 1987; Waiters and Knee, 1989; Park and 
Mason, 1990). As a consequence penetration, market development, productivity 
improvement, integration, consolidation, repositioning, growth, and diversification provide 
further conceptualisations of retail strategy options. Moreover, it is not unusual to find that 
strategy options are specified from a mixed base of theory. For instance, Berry and Bames 
(1987) identify four trends in American retailer strategies differentiating and segmenting 
through off-price (discounting branded goods), time-efficient, high contact (personal 
service) and sensory appeal retailing. In line with Hofer and Schendel's (1978) 
categorisation of strategy, all such specified business-level strategic options have been 
operationalised by accompanying functional-level retail marketing mix strategies, which 
have been further developed by Logan (1994 ). 
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Hawes and Crittenden (1984) pioneered taxonomically derived competitive strategy types 
in retailing using cluster analysis and a combination of retail mix and competitive strategy 
variables. They stress the importance of following this integrated approach, initially 
employed by Galbraith and Schendel (1983), as it enables a more precise understanding of 
competitive business-level strategies and the functional aspects of retail marketing 
(Hambrick, 1980). Furthermore, the research considered the link between strategy and 
performance and found supporting evidence of a difference in the pattern of success across 
the identified strategic groups. Subsequent studies have followed similar approaches to the 
conceptualisation of competitive retail strategy types and variations in performance. Albeit 
that the taxonomies may be derived from different sets of input variables, the same key 
principles apply. Thus Helms et al., (1992) draw conclusions relating to the difference in 
strategies and performance in the mixed retail business sector based upon an analysis of 
Porter's generic strategies and a series of associated functional marketing variables. 
Consistent with the evidence that strategies crossing the boundaries of Porter's generic 
business-level classi.fication may not immediately preclude business success (Miller and 
Friesen, 1986; White, 1986; Hill, 1988), they find that retailers utilising such combination 
strategies outperformed groups of retailers adopting predominantly low cost or 
differentiation strategies. 
Similarly configured studies in the independent retail sector are few and solely located in 
the US, yet present some interesting results with respect to the competitive strategy 
alternatives adopted by these small businesses. When studying the competitive marketing 
strategies of independent retailers, commentators inevitably emphasise the limitations of 
the form, and thus tend to recommend speci fie strategic options as preferable routes to 
success. In particular it has been suggested that small firms cannot be expected to 
challenge the multiples 'head on' through cost leadership and differentiation strategies but 
need to develop a more focussed offer (Watkin, 1986). The generally accepted thinking of 
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small business strategists would also suggest that retail independents should not consider 
low price as a strategic positioning option, but should concentrate their efforts on customer 
service and product specialisation based differentiation, or customisation (e.g. Cooper et 
al., 1986; Sandberg and Hofer, 1987; Covin and Covin, 1990). This notion has been 
developed by Davies and Harris (1990) who propose that independent retailers should 
consider specialisation, service and location as the planks on which differentiated 
competitive strategies are developed. They do however contend that price should be part 
of the small retailer's armoury, although price competition per se is not a recommended 
option. Further to this, they suggest that the critical issue in IRB success is the selection 
and implementation of a clear strategic position. One strategic option that has supported 
the implementation of differentiated strategies by IRBs that may incorporate some cost as 
well as positioning advantage is membership of voluntary buying groups. Voluntary 
groups may be wholesaler or retailer sponsored (Dwyer and Oh, 1988; Stem and EI-
Ansary, 1995) and are regarded as being a means of countervailing the power of the 
multiple. They offer lower costs through joint buying power and promotional, 
merchandising and brand support to independents although there may be some related 
disadvantages in terms of restricted range (Davies and Harris, 1990: Howe, 1992). Finally, 
of particular relevance to this study, is the research of Jussila, et al., (1992) that considers 
business strategies of rural shops in changing market conditions and which re-emphasises 
the options of growth, diversification and adaptation. 
Such a large number of potential options for IRBs suggests that a complex pattern of 
strategy exists amongst retail independents which is reflected in the limited empirical 
investigation of independent retailer strategy types that has been undertaken thus far. 
Fiorito and LaForge ( 1986) identify three strategy clusters in their investigation of small 
apparel retailers. In a study constrained by its small sample size and a limited number of 
strategy variables, they present some interesting findings on competition between different 
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store types (inter-type) and between similar store types (intra-type). They establish 
differences between speciality and non-speciality type clusters and also between larger and 
smaller stores within the speciality cluster. Findings suggest that, even on the basis of a 
limited study, differences in independent retailer strategies are distinguishable. Two 
further studies, utilising more sophisticated taxonomy building procedures present 
empirical evidence of the presence of competitive strategy types in a small retailer context. 
Conant, et al., (1993) undertake an analysis of small retail apparel businesses based upon a 
wide range of theoretically anchored, functional marketing strategies and distinctive 
marketing competencies. They find that five clearly defined patterns of strategic retailing 
behaviour can be distinguished amongst these organisations. They also establish that firms 
that choose to compete in clearly defined ways are associated with superior levels of 
performance. In a similarly constructed study that focuses on small rural retailers, McGee 
and Rubach ( 1996) consider how firms pursuing different competitive strategies perform 
under varying environmental conditions. Their results also indicate that distinct patterns of 
competitive behaviour can be identified and that performance is related to these different 
patterns. Indeed their analysis provides evidence of a range of different strategy options 
being adopted under different environmental conditions, and differences in performance 
being associated with this. 
Taken together the existing literature would suggest that retailers display varying patterns 
of business-level and retail marketing mix behaviour, and that such patterns can be 
associated with variations in performance. Evidence would appear to uphold this for small 
as well as large retailers and that an analysis of strategy types in the context of retail 
independents should reveal differences in strategy and performance. The means of 
distinguishing generic strategy types is rooted in developing a body of strategic options 
from theoretical foundations and their adaptation to a retail context. These alternatives 
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should be extended to include operational aspects of marketing activity that support the 
implementation of chosen strategies in practice. 
3.8 CRITICAL OVERVIEW AND RESEARCH IMPLICATIONS 
Consideration of the extant literature relating to market orientation, strategy and 
performance is clearly of great importance to the configuration of the research 
methodology adopted in this study. In particular recent studies that have set out to measure 
the market orientation construct and investigate its relationship with business performance 
need to be evaluated in terms of their relevance to the contextual research problem that 
understanding the performance of IRBs in market towns poses. To this end summaries of 
studies into the conceptual meaning and measurement of market orientation, and the 
market orientation-performance association have been developed, which are presented in 
tabular form in Appendices AI and A2 respectively. 
The literature pertaining to the measurement of market orientation has evolved throughout 
the last decade with respect to empirical refinement and contextual applicability, yet there 
appears to be little agreement on the most appropriate method to employ (see Gray et al., 
1998). In general however the two original seminal conceptual works of Narver and Slater 
(1990) and Kohli and Jaworski (1990) together with their subsequent modifications, which 
involve the self-reporting of perceived market orientation activities on scales of established 
reliability and validity, have tended to dominate empirical investigations. In many cases 
scholars have revised these scales when undertaking investigations in particular contexts 
(e.g. Pelham and Wilson, 1996; Gatignon and Xeureb, 1997; Appiah-Adu, !998; Bhuian, 
1998; Kumar et al., 1998: Pelham, 1999; Matsuno and Mentzer, 2000). Additionally, other 
researchers have proposed and developed synthesised scales from the two original scales 
(Deng and Dart, 1994; Cadogan and Diamantopoulos, 1995; Gray, et al., 1998) in an 
attempt to bring greater clarity of meaning and practical worth to the construct. 
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Nonetheless little work using these combined approaches has been undertaken and in some 
instances it is only the original authors that appear to have identified merit in using the new 
scales in subsequent studies (e.g. Deng and Dart, 1999). Furthermore little consistency 
emerges amongst researchers as to their own individual selection of the most appropriate 
measurement tool [c.f. Harris and Piercy (1999) with Harris (2001)]. The inference is that 
the process of selecting a market orientation measure on which to base an empirical 
investigation is to an extent a matter of pragmatism, founded on contextual suitability. 
However, the question of measurement is naturally intertwined with the more fundamental 
debate surrounding market orientation. Albeit that researchers tend to find conceptual and 
practical justifications for their selection of market orientation construct measures, there 
still remains a significant amount of difference amongst academic researchers with respect 
to what should be measured and how? Indeed the variation in thinking associated with 
concept is encapsulated in a recent article by Lafferty and Hult (200 I) where five separate 
but inter-related perspectives on the market orientation concepts were identified. 
The pivotal issue of this debate focuses on the degree to which market orientation should 
represent a culture as opposed to a set of activities, and the extent to which such activities 
should focus solely on customers rather than including other market actors, notably 
competitors. Proponents of the former view, which is fundamentally suggesting that 
market orientation should not extend beyond a customer orientation, have argued that 
analysing non-customer related behaviours can detract from the organisation's main goal 
of satisfying customers, and have consequential detrimental effects on performance 
(Webster, 1988; Deshpande et al., 1993; Siguaw and Diamantopoulos, 1995). Indeed the 
latter authors have argued, in their support of a narrowly-defined market orientation 
construct, that the prevailing influence of the customer orientation facet of market 
orientation should be a focal point for future research as the other dimensions are only 
'outgrowths' of a customer orientation that occur simply as and a 'by-product' of this 
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philosophy. What is more, they posit that an organisation would be well served to direct 
"all its efforts at satisfying its customers and avoid expending resources on endeavours 
aimed at directly influencing other dimensions" (Siguaw and Diamantopoulos, 1995:86). 
Further weight is given to this stance in the work Deshpande and his colleagues which has 
taken a truly customer oriented perspective on the conceptualisation of market orientation. 
Their research has significant implications for any further investigation of market 
orientation in a particular contextual setting and this needs to be borne in mind when 
enacting a research methodology. In their 1993 study Deshpande et al., give credence to 
their position from a construct measurement standpoint when they identify that there is 
only a weak agreement between the customers' and the marketer's self-reported 
assessment of customer orientation. In addition they identify a low correlation between the 
marketers' perceptions and performance, which reduces the criterion validity of the 
measure. Plainly their argument is that customers should be the evaluators of an 
organisation's customer orientation and that any self-reported measure by managers should 
be ratified by customers. Notwithstanding these criticisms of the received methodological 
wisdom of managers' self-report measurement, a number of the conceptual· and research 
design issues should be addressed. 
In the first instance it should be noted that the Deshpande et al., study takes place in a 
business-to-business context where the number of customers is fewer than consumer 
markets and therefore the resultant assessment of a firms' orientation should be easier to 
gauge from a small representative sample of customers. However although they state that 
the mismatch between customers' and managers' evaluations are the result of managers not 
being aware of what customers believe, it could equally be argued that customers are not in 
a position to comment on the activities of the providing firm. In the case of the customer 
orientation scale used by Deshpande et al., it can be contended that customers would not 
be in a position to accurately assess the activities or attitude positions of the firm on more 
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than half of the questions on their 9-items scale. Clearly if market orientation is viewed as 
an internal set of activities which are enacted to identify and serve customer needs as 
Deshpande and Farley (1998:226) attest to, then a more a more accurate measure of market 
orientation can be achieved by asking managers. This is consistent with the fundamental 
dimensions of market orientation (Lafferty and Hult, 2001) that focus on the behaviour of 
firms in delivering and sustaining customer value in the market. This unifying view 
involves the management of marketing intelligence from the key players in the task 
environment (Kohli and Jaworski, 1990), the development of a customer-focussed strategy 
(Ruekert, 1992), the co-ordination of resources (Narver and Slater 1990), and the 
implementation of a customer oriented approach to business (Shapiro, I 988). 
Secondly, although Deshpande and Farley (1998) suggest that market orientation should 
focus on customer related activities rather than non-customer related behaviours, other 
critics of the expansive view of the construct (Siguaw and Diamontopoulos, 1995:86) 
concede that future research should aim to capture the competitor orientation and long-
term profitability components of market orientation in a more comprehensive manner. 
A third important factor that affects the research design of this study is the recognition of 
the market orientation-strategy interface (Walker and Ruekert, 1987; Day 1994; Hunt and 
Morgan, 1995; Matsuno and Mentzer, 2000), and the need to encapsulate this within the 
dimensions of the market orientation construct. It is imperative therefore that the strategic 
aspects of market orientation are reported on by the managers that enact them. 
Finally, g1ven that there are conceptual justifications for the internal measurement of 
market orientation from a wider 'market' rather than a restrictive 'customer' perspective, 
there are also practical issues to bear in mind when developing a research methodology. 
Not least of these is the ability to develop a genuine measure of market orientation from a 
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customer perspective, particularly with respect to their understanding of the internal 
activity-based dimensions of the construct. To date there have been no extant studies of 
market orientation outside the industrial marketing context that utilise customers' 
perceptions as a basis for measuring market rather than customer orientation. Indeed the 
only research that has considered market orientation in this way a service setting considers 
the perceptions of commercial clients in the banking industry (Webb et al., 2000). Bearing 
in mind that in this study the intention is to develop a measure that assesses the extent and 
nature of market orientation activities within a small retailer context, it would appear 
justifiable to acquire such information from an assessment of the self-reported perceptions 
of the owner-managers of these businesses. This is consistent with the accepted thinking 
prescribed and justified by of marketing and management scholars (Greenley, 1995a:5: 
Harris, 2001:23). 
Following from this, the question remains as to what instrument should be used to collect 
information to measure the dimensions of the study? As previously noted market 
orientation has been measured in a number of contexts utilising self-report mail survey 
questionnaires, which is the accepted method in this form of research. The implications for 
this study, is to ensure that a random sample of IRBs in market towns is selected and that 
the key informant within each retail firm is identified. In addition, to ensure that 
appropriate analytical techniques can be employed with confidence, tests for non-response 
bias in the sample should be undertaken. 
With regard to the configuration of the market orientation measure to be employed, it has 
already been noted that the majority of previous studies have worked with, or adapted, pre-
existing scales to measure the construct. Inspection and evaluation of the existing scales 
with respect to their applicability to the IRB setting suggests that they may be limited in 
their ability to capture the meaning of the construct in this context. Unfortunately this 
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applies to the only scale that has been developed for small-firm research (see Pelham and 
Wilson, 1996:39) which contains a number of items that would not tap into the behaviour 
of IRBs, specifically in terms of the size variation (their scale was used with a sample of 
firms with average sales of $2.9m and 21.5 employees on average). Moreover, there is no 
pre-existing scale that has been developed specifically to take account of the essential 
aspects of retailing. In particular the preceding literature review has identified the key role 
of suppliers and staff in delivering customer value in this context. There also appeared to 
be a limitation in existing scales in terms of the need to use market intelligence to 
anticipate changes in the behaviour of members of the task environment, which is regarded 
as a key factor in developing strategies to provide superior customer value (Kohli and 
Jaworski, 1990; Morgan and Strong, 1998). It would therefore appear to be justifiable to 
consider developing a contextually applicable measure for the purpose of this study, to 
embrace intelligence relating to competitors and suppliers as well as customers, and to 
include the essential strategic dimensions of interfunctional co-ordination and long term 
objective focus. Undertaking this task requires that specific research methods are adopted 
in line with recommended practice in developing better marketing measures (Churchill, 
1979). Specifically this requires that both conceptual literature and qualitative research are 
used as a basis for item generation, and scale reliability and validity is assessed in the 
prescribed manner. Additionally, previous market orientation studies have identified that 
using multiple measures of the construct as a basis for verifying validity enables better 
constructs to be developed (Deng and Dart, 1994; Harris, 200 I), and that this should be 
built into the research design. Furthermore, given the constraint of using reverse-scored 
items for effective construct development identified by Deng and Dart (1994) it is 
important to remain mindful of this issue when designing the research instrument for this 
study. Their perception that information is lost because respondents are uncomfortable 
when assessing their business in a 'negative' way may be a worthy one when making a 
decision to trade this off against the advantage of detecting the "yea-saying" respondent 
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(Churchill, 1979:68). The additional cognitive challenge for respondents posed by such 
items may also be a hindrance to response rates, and their merit should therefore be fully 
considered in the pre-testing and piloting stages of research instrument design. 
Reflection upon the existing market orientation-performance literature reveals a plethora of 
empirical studies in varying contextual settings over the past decade. The range of studies 
undertaken generally vary in terms of their national location, industry setting or firm 
characteristics. In each instance the purpose of the study is to establish a relationship 
between market orientation and organisational performance in that context, following the 
work carried out in the early 1990s by the pioneering academics in this field. Moreover, a 
number of investigations have built upon the original work of Slater and Narver ( 1994), to 
identify the veracity of the moderation effects of environmental contingency factors on the 
market orientation-performance association. What emerges from an overview of the extant 
literature are a number of different perspectives on measurement and analytical techniques. 
The measurement issues with regard to market orientation have just been addressed and, 
similarly, the measurement of business performance has been considered in the main part 
in the previous chapter. Hence the implications for the research process of this study 
concentrate on appropriate methods of analysis. However it is important to reiterate at this 
stage that a large proportion of prior studies have tended to adopt a self-report 
measurement approach for both market orientation and performance, and also the 
environmental factors considered as possible direct or moderating influences on 
performance. A notable exception is the recent work of Harris (200 l) who undertook to 
establish objective measures of business performance in his study. Nonetheless his 
research was based upon self-report market orientation and environmental variables, and 
the consequent limitations were therefore noted and caveats stated. Indeed the vast 
maj01ity of studies have recognised the limitations of their research method with respect to 
measurement, yet the exploratory nature on these investigations of complex relationships 
inevitably mean that "tradeoffs exist between exploratory research and theory testing" 
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Yorhies et al., (1999: 1195). Such a caveat pertains to this study in terms of the research 
design adopted and in particular the analytical methods employed. 
Examination of the vanous research techniques adopted by scholars in this domain 
indicates a number of different methods of data analysis across the spectrum of 
sophistication. Summarising the approaches employed it is possible to identify relatively 
straightforward bivariate and correlation analysis at one extreme, and complex structural 
equation modelling (SEM) at the other. In the middle ground lies a range of multivariate 
data analysis techniques that include cluster analysis, discriminant function analysis and 
multiple regression analysis. This latter method of identifying significant relationships 
between variables in a multivariate framework predominates this field of investigation. 
Although cluster analysis has been utilised to identify types of business according to the 
extent and nature of their market orientation and recognise differences in performance as a 
consequence, it is limited in terms of incorporating additional environmental factors into 
the analysis. A similar limitation applies to the use of discriminant function analysis as a 
means of classifying high and low performing firms. No such limitations exist with 
multiple regression and it is therefore possible to identify in a multivariate framework the 
amount of variation in a dependent variable that can be explained in terms of a number of · 
independent variables. In addition it is possible to factor in contingency effects by 
employing a moderated form of analysis which builds models that take account of the 
interaction of variables. 
The main limitation of multiple regression lies in the nature of the data that emanates from 
the research design adopted, specifically the use of cross-sectional data at a single point in 
time. A large number of studies that have investigated the market orientation-performance 
link have utilised a cross-sectional research design, and have identified the key limitation 
of such an approach which relates to the association being tested purely in an associative 
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manner. Such an approach precludes any claims of causality and is in effect 'descriptive' 
in nature (Harris, 2001). Nonetheless it has an important part to play in exploratory 
research investigations such as this study of retail independents, and remains the preferred 
option of many scholars essentially from a pragmatic perspective. Indeed analysis of 
previous studies using more sophisticated methods does to an extent uphold the use of 
standard and moderated multiple regression analyses a basis for identifying direct and 
contingency effects respectively. The alternative to cross-sectional design is a longitudinal 
study, which looks at changes in performance as a consequence of changes in market 
orientation over a period of time, and often uses SEM analysis programmes such as 
LISREL. The measurement of variables and data collection in this type of study is often 
difficult to achieve in management research, and this proved to be the case in the main 
study that attempted to apply this method to the market orientation-performance 
relationship. In their 1996 study Pelham and Wilson undertook a longitudinal 
investigation of market orientation and performance in small firms, but difficulties in data 
collection led to too small a sample to employ LISREL and they had to resort to separate 
multiple regression models as a fall-back methodology. Moreover, their research design 
only looked at changes in performance over a short period of time (1 year) and market 
orientation was only measured at one point in time on a cross-sectional basis. The 
difficulties inherent in applying this methodology in an exploratory study of IRBs may be 
particularly apparent as the high rate of closure and opening of such enterprises may lead 
to similar problems in attaining a representative sample and achieving adequate response 
rates. Additionally other studies that have used SEM as a basis for analysing market 
orientation-performance links have been ineffective, and lost predictive power of the 
technique due to small sample sizes, and their cross-sectional design (e.g. Bhuian, 1998; 
Mavondo, 1999; Webb, 2000). 
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Further to this, Matsuno and Mentzer (2000) utilised LISREL to undertake multiple-group 
SEM as a method of establishing relationships between market orientation, performance 
and strategy types. Again, although the method can identify complex relationships 
between variables, there was a causality issue with this work due to cross-sectional data 
collection. It is therefore important when looking at possible research methods for 
analysing data in this study to consider some of the more practical as well as conceptual 
factors in determining the approach adopted. Indeed, even though SEM offers a 
potentially powerful means of analysis, its worth is constrained by the nature of the 
available data. What is more it has been posited that using such a technique in a 
reductionist manner to assess strategy/environment coalignment and its performance 
implications leaves gaps in understanding such relationships, as does a holistic approach in 
terms of hypothesis testing (Venkatraman and Prescott, 1990). Thus the configuration of a 
methodological design for a study incorporating research questions such as those posed by 
an explanation of the performance of IRBs in market towns may require that multiple 
approaches of analysis are adopted (Pelham, 1999). In addition to using a range of 
multivariate techniques, such a methodology can benefit from the inclusion of qualitative 
research methods, which enable contextual meaning from the domain of the retail 
independent business to be incorporated into the process of understanding. Indeed, it is 
noteworthy that a number of recent studies in market orientation and strategy research have 
incorporated qualitative investigation in their research design (Kohli and Jaworski, 1990; 
Harris and Piercy, 1999; Noble and Mokwa, 1999). These researchers have, in an attempt 
to widen their research perspective in an holistic manner, utilised the principles of 
grounded theory (Glaser and Strauss, 1967) in order to achieve greater understanding of 
the contextual domain of their studies. In particular qualitative interviews and case 
analysis can be employed in conjunction with appropriate analysis techniques to generate 
items in construct development which have particular relevance to the organisations under 
investigation, and enable a more complete approach to theory development and 
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confirmation. The role of this mix of research methods will be discussed in detail in the 
subsequent chapter on research process. 
Reverting to the outcomes of the research undertaken thus far, it is difficult to ascertain an 
unequivocal position on the relationship between market orientation and performance. 
There are clear distinctions in the research between those studies that identify market 
orientation as being significantly and positively related to performance (e.g. Narver and 
Slater, 1990; Jaworski and Kohli, 1993; Slater and Narver, 1994; Deshpande et al., 1998; 
Doyle and Wong, 1998; Homg and Chen, 1998) and those that do not find such a link (e.g. 
Diamantopoulos and Hart, 1993; Greenley, 1995a; Kumar, et al., 1998; Harris, 2001). 
Similarly studies investigating the effects of environmental contingency variables on the 
relationship are also inconclusive in their findings, with a number of the same studies that 
did not establish a direct link between market orientation and performance, identifying 
significant moderation effects (e.g. Greenley, 1995a; Appiah-Adu, 1998; Kumar, et al., 
1998: Harris, 2001). In particular competitive intensity, market growth and market 
turbulence appear to have moderating effects on the relationship between market 
orientation and the various performance outcomes that have been used in specific 
contextual studies. The research methodology adopted in this study requ1res that any 
moderation effects of environmental influences that exist should be identifiable usmg 
appropriate analytical techniques. Additionally, it should include means of incorporating 
specific environmental factors that affect the performance of IRBs in a market town setting 
either directly or indirectly. Issues relating to the research design with respect to 
moderation effects will be addressed in the following chapter, which considers 
environmental conditions and contingency effects. 
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The preceding literature in the latter part of this chapter discusses the relationship between 
market orientation and strategy. Specifically it considers the interface between market 
orientation and competitive strategy, and the role of the former in determining the latter as 
a means of levering business performance. An important body of existing marketing 
literature focuses on the part played by a market orientation in developing and 
implementing customer-focussed business strategies (e.g. Walker and Ruekert, 1989; 
Ruekert, 1992; Webster, 1992; Day, 1994; Gatignon and Xeureb, 1997; Morgan and 
Strong, 1998). Indeed this contention is extended by scholars that have explored the 
marketing-strategy interface who argue that the centrality of marketing to the purpose of a 
business closely relates marketing to business strategy in terms of achieving and sustaining 
a competitive advantage in a chosen industry (Wensley and Day, 1988; Day, 1992; 
Varadarajan and Clark, 1994; Slater, 1995; Yaradarajan and Jayachandran, 1999). In 
addition recent research into the relationship between marketing, strategy and performance 
recognises the importance of market orientation as a key contributor to competitive 
strategy selection and the resultant performance outcomes (Hunt and Morgan, 1995; 
Morgan and Strong, 1998; Mavondo, 1999; Yorhies et al., 1999; Lukas, 1999; Pelham, 
1999; 2000; Dobni and Luffman, 2000; Matsuno and Mentzer, 2000). 
The general emphasis of such studies v1ew strategic orientation in terms of typological 
classifications primarily those proposed by Miles and Snow (1978) and Porter (1980). 
However it has been suggested by proponents of the 'new contingency' movement that 
such categorical methods of defining strategy types are inconsistent with the actuality of 
business strategy which tends to be encapsulated as a combination of the different elements 
of strategy that are present in a particular competitive environment. One such researcher 
and supporter of the multivariate examination of strategy Miller (1981:8) states that this 
approach "seeks to look simultaneously at a large number of variables that collectively 
define a meaningful and coherent slice of (organisational) reality". It is therefore 
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important to bear this in mind when designing the research process for this particular 
aspect of this study within the overall framework of analysis. The use of cluster analysis is 
a generally accepted and widely utilised method of distinguishing competitive strategy 
types in marketing and management research. Certainly as the literature in this chapter 
highlights, this method has made a significant contribution to both competitive strategy 
and strategic group research in the general business domain, and has been a particularly 
popular tool in recent retail strategy studies, especially those considering small retailer 
strategy. The advantage of using this method is its ability to develop 'types' of businesses 
based upon a wide range of different strategy variables. Following the pioneering work of 
Galbraith and Schendel (1983) and Hawes and Crittenden (1984) in the general 
management and retailing spheres respectively, this has led to a combination of business 
and functional level strategy variables being employed to distinguish competitive strategy 
types. In the context of retail strategy research, particularly in the UK, this approach will 
provide a basis for undertaking a more rigorous assessment of the strategic positions of 
retailers. Hitherto there has been little substantive empirical analysis of retail strategy 
types in the UK and much of the extant literature has tended to concentrate on the 
conceptual application of pre-determined strategy classifications. Recent studies in the US 
that have adopted such classificatory techniques in determining strategy types in small 
retail businesses can be used as a starting point for a similarly configured investigation in 
the UK (Conant et al., 1994; McGee and Rubach, 1996). 
Despite the significance of this methodology in marketing and strategy research it is also 
important to give due regard to its shortcomings especially the means by which the number 
of clusters is determined. When undertaking any such analysis as part of this study it is 
crucial that the recommended validity procedures are adhered to. Furthermore, similar 
implications exist in the consideration of the measurement of strategy variables in the 
research design as those raised in the commentary on market orientation above. Of key 
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importance is the use of managers' self-reports of strategic activities as the input variables 
that define strategy type taxonomies. Similar caveats apply to those raised previously, 
although in the context of business strategy it is generally regarded as acceptable to use the 
perceptions of a single respondent as the basis for measuring relevant strategic activities. 
Clearly the position of the respondent within the business, with seniority being regarded as 
the main factor, is key to the value of the strategic information provided (Hambrick, 1981). 
In small business research this is all the more pertinent that the owner-manager is the 
informant that supplies the required information (Chaganti et al., 1989; Covin and Covin, 
1990; Beal, 2000). In this study the critical importance of deriving information from the 
proprietors of IRBs who are familiar with the full gamut of their strategic activities at 
different levels should be an essential criterion in the development of the research process 
to be adopted. In addition, prior literature in this sphere of marketing, small business and 
retail research has recognised the limitations that exist with respect to cross-sectional 
research designs and the appropriate caveats that should be expressed in terms of causality, 
particularly with respect to the relationship between strategy and performance (e.g. 
Kallerberg and Leicht, 1991; Kotey and Meredith, 1997; Menon et al., 1999; McGee and 
Peterson, 2000; Lumpkin and Dess, 2001). 
3.9SUMMARY 
This chapter draws together some of the main themes of this study and starts to develop the 
basis for a model that explains the performance of independent retailers. Specifically the 
literature review considers the construct of market orientation and its application to the 
domain of the IRB. Further, its role in influencing business performance is considered 
utilising empirical evidence from a number of studies. There would appear to be some 
foundation for the support of a positive relationship between market orientation and 
performance but the results are equivocal. Apparent in the literature are the effects of a 
number of factors that influence the association between these variables. These include the 
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tools used to measure both market orientation and performance, the constituent elements of 
market orientation in an organisation and in particular both mediating and moderating 
factors. Given the part that market orientation plays in defining and executing competitive 
strategy, the mediating role of strategy in explaining the relationship between market 
orientation and performance emerges from previous literature. Moreover, on the basis of 
the extant empirical studies in this field, it is clear that there is an important direct and 
moderating effect played by a number of external market and competitive factors. Indeed 
there would appear to be key contingency relationships in the way that market orientation 
and performance are related in this study. The conceptual and contextual literature on the 
contingency aspects of this study will now be discussed and the findings brought together 
with the body of the literature review to formulate a model for further investigation. The 
relationships proposed in the model will be developed into research questions and related 
hypotheses that will subsequently be tested using data collected in the study. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
Environmental Conditions, Contingency Analysis and Research Proposal 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
"Firms choose a particular strategy type to excel in particular dimensions of 
peiformance and execute each strategy by the most appropriate marketing 
activities. Business strategy as a general direction of a fiml 's response based on 
the .filtered or distilled environmental information, therefore, can conceivably 
explain the varying magnitude of relationship between perfomwnce measures and 
a finn 's specific marketing response( or conduct) mechanism, such as market 
orientation". 
(Matsuno and Mentzer, 2000:2) 
Much research has delineated specific elements of the environment such as competitive 
intensity (e.g. Porter, 1980; Scherer, 1980) and market growth (eg. Scherer, 1980; Douglas 
and Rhee, 1989) as primary determinants of business performance. In addition to its direct 
effects, the strategic management literature has long espoused support for the environment 
playing a moderating role in the organisation-performance relationship (e.g. Snow and 
Hrebiniak, 1980; Hambrick, 1983; Hrebiniak and Joyce, 1985; Prescott, 1986; 
Venkatraman and Prescott, 1990). The exploration of linkages between the environment, 
organisational characteristics and behaviour, and business performance is termed by 
organisational theorists as contingency theory. This theory postulates that "the 
effectiveness of the organisation depends on the congruence between elements of the 
organisational subsystem and the demands of the environment (macrocongruence) as well 
as the congruence of these subsystem elements among one another (microcongruence)" 
(Burrell and M organ, 1979). In essence it proposes that when a firm's strategy is 
consistent with external environmental conditions, its performance will be higher than 
when the business strategy is not (Miles and Snow, 1978). The conceptual development 
and empirical testing of this line of research has a long history (Bums and Stalker, 1961; 
Lawrence and Lorsch 1967, Hofer, 1975; Schoonhoven, 1981; Gupta and Govindarajan, 
1984) which has developed into the associated specialist areas of management that 
marketing and strategy represent. 
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This chapter explores the way in which environments influence business behaviour and 
achievement not only as direct factors in such relationships but also as joint determinants 
of such outcomes. To this end it briefly considers some aspects of environmental 
dimensionality, which are critical to strategy. The concept of contingency with respect to 
both marketing and strategy and performance is then addressed, along with methodological 
issues. In particular the discussion focuses on market orientation and competitive strategy, 
which have been identified as factors underpinning IRB performance in this context. The 
remainder of the chapter draws together the threads of the literature previously discussed to 
establish the main themes and propositions of the study, and specifies details of the key 
parameters under consideration. The relationships between these parameters are then 
represented in a framework of a model for further investigation. A research proposal 
follows in which the research aims and objectives are stated, the research questions are 
developed and the related hypotheses are formulated for testing. 
4.2 ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS 
The importance of the business environment in marketing and strategy is of paramount 
concern and has been the subject of substantial investigation by business scholars (e.g. 
Bourgeois, 1980; Porter 1980, 1985). The range of external variables considered in such 
studies tends to focus on markets and competition and generally consists of "the 
immediate, or competitive environment and the broader, technological, economic and 
socio-political environment" (Hooley et al., 1988: 131). However it is not only these 
dimensions of the environment that are in need of scrutiny, but also the conceptualisation 
of different characteristics of those environments in the context of strategy development 
(Miller and Friesen, 1983; Mintzberg, 1987; McArthur and Nystrom, 1991). This is of 
particular concern in the context of this study where the performance of small firms is 
being investigated and, it is argued that, due to the limitations of their form, they face 
difficulty in competing in environments of particular types (Miller and Tolouse, 1986). 
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Industrial organisation and marketing strategy research literature places considerable 
emphasis on a number of environmental variables that are regarded as affecting business 
performance. Such factors include, environmental, industry structure, market and 
consumer behaviour, and supplier and competitor variables (Varadarajan, 1985). Drawing 
upon the work of Bain (1959), Porter (1980), Scherer (1980), Aaker, (1988), and Day 
(1994) a range of market level factors have been identified by Narver and Slater (1990) as 
being important external determinants of performance. These factors include buyer power, 
supplier power, concentration, entry baniers, market growth and technological change. 
Notwithstanding the potential effects of these variables, more crucial aspects of the 
influence of the environment have been considered by a number of academics in terms of 
how such factors vary and hence create particular environmental conditions in which 
strategy is formulated and implemented. Such aspects of the environment include 
dynamism, hostility and innovation. Environmental dynamism reflects the degree of 
stability or turbulence in the firm's task environment; it is primarily concerned with the 
extent to which changes are difficult to predict. lt stems from the unpredictability of 
customers and competitors and rates of change in market trends (Miller, 1983; Dess and 
Beard, 1984; Miller and Toulouse, 1989). Environmental hostility is characterised by 
precarious industry settings, intense competition, harsh business climates and a lack of 
exploitable opportunities. (Mintzberg, 1979; Covin and Slevin, 1989; Slevin and Covin, 
1997). This is in contrast to non-hostile, benign, or munificent environments in which 
there is a richness of marketing opportunities (Miller and Friesen, 1983; Miller and 
Toulouse, 1989; Covin and Slevin, 1989). Hostility is typified by competitive intensity 
which leads to price wars and little customer loyalty. Environmental innovation is 
distinguished by new product introductions and sales which is often related to the product 
life cycle concept, and is a specific source of dynamism which may offer positive benefits 
(Lawrence and Lorsch, 1967; Hambrick, 1983; Miller, 1987; Hooley et al., 1988). 
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Thus when Slater and Narver (1994) further developed their original variables, as both 
potential predictors and moderators of performance, they followed the lead of Kohli and 
Jaworski ( 1993) in addressing not only the specific components of the environment but 
their dimensionality. They therefore consider the competitive environment in terms of its 
market turbulence, technological turbulence, market growth rate, buyer power, and 
competitive intensity, concentration and hostility. 
4.3 CONTINGENCY ANALYSIS IN MARKETING AND STRATEGY RESEARCH 
The marketing and strategy literature is replete with studies a theoretical and empirical 
nature that consider contingency effects on business performance. Many investigations 
have concentrated on the separate but inter-related disciplines of marketing and strategy, 
whilst more recently there has been some movement towards an integrated analysis of such 
effects. Empirical developments in the field essentially explore similar relationships with 
congruent methodologies. The interface between and the range of contingency 
relationships that may exist and the methodological approaches adopted has been 
considered in some detail (Schoonhoven, 1981; Amold, 1982; Darrow and Kahl, 1982; 
Harrigan, 1983; Ginsberg and Venkatraman, 1985; Prescott, 1986; McArthur and Nystrom, 
1991 ). The focus of this work has been on the difference between the direct effects of 
environmental factors and their moderating effects, and whether such moderating effects 
modify the strength or the form of the relationship between strategy and performance. 
Such differences in relationships are explained by Prescott (1986:329): 
"If environmellls independently influence perfonnance, then contingency 
relationships do 110t exist. If environments modify the strength of the relationship 
between strategy and perfonnance, the role of colllingency theory would be to 
identify meaningful subenvironments and to detennine the relative strength of the 
effects of these subenviromnents on relationships between strategy and 
perfonnance. Ij; on the other hand, environments modify the fonn of the 
relationship between strategy and performance, the role of contingency theory 
would be to identify key interactions and establish their links to perfonnance. 
Prescott (1986:329): 
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The methods adopted to test for such effects have become generally accepted as involving 
different types of regression modelling. In the case of direct effects additive models are 
employed to identify whether the environmental factor is a predictor in its own right. Sub-
group analysis, where different models are developed in the sub-environments, is utilised 
to test for differences in the strength of the moderation effect of the contingency variable. 
The form of a contingency variable's effect is normally tested by using moderated multiple 
regression, where an interaction term is entered into the model to measure such an effect. 
The adoption of an integrated methodology, which recommends a convention for use in 
identifying the separate effects (Sharma et al., 1981), has become widely adopted in 
establishing contingency effects in marketing as revealed below. 
4.3.1 Contingency Effects of the Environment on the Marketing-Performance 
Relationship 
As the marketing discipline has developed, a stream of research has emerged which 
considers contingency approaches to marketing management issues (Zeithaml et al., 1988). 
This approach emphasises the importance of situational influences on the management of 
organisations and questions the existence of a single, best way of managing an 
organisation. Robinson et al. (1986:7) suggest, "it has become increasingly clear that it is 
difficult, if not impossible, to make broad-based generalisations about management 
practices that are applicable to all situations". The contingency approach has been 
particularly concerned with the effects of marketing attitudes, organisation and actions on 
business performance in particular environmental settings (e.g. Ruekert et al., 1985). 
The body of academic research in marketing based on contingency analysis has swollen 
since the inception of market orientation construct research in the early 1990's. The salient 
role of a firm's market environment in the development of a market orientation has also 
long been established (Levitt, 1960; Kotler, 1977). In fact, Levitt (1960) has argued that as 
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long as the business operates in familiar, stable and predictable markets, it does not have to 
develop a market orientation. However because in the long run most markets do not 
remain stable or predictable, companies have to become more adaptive to market changes 
and, it has been suggested, that those that fail to do so will simply die (Day, 1990). Thus 
when investigating the relationship of marketing orientation with performance further, 
academics often adopt a contingency framework for identifying its effects in particular 
environmental circumstances. In such studies the specific approach focuses on the 
moderating, as well as any direct, effects of environmental variables on business 
performance. 
Based upon the assumption that businesses will adjust their level of market orientation as 
the environment changes, Kohli and Jaworski (1990) predicted that the environment would 
moderate the association between market orientation and performance. Consequently, they 
tested for moderator effects from market turbulence, competitive intensity and 
technological turbulence, but none were identified (Jaworski and Kohli, 1993). They 
therefore concluded that the relationship between market orientation and performance is 
robust across all levels of the environmental variables. Similarly, Diamantopoulos and 
Hart ( 1993) searched for moderator effects, and identified one such effect for competitive 
intensity when sales growth was the measure of performance. 
The potential moderating effects of market turbulence, competitive hostility, technological 
turbulence and market growth were investigated by Slater and Narver (1994) using 
moderated multiple regression and sub-group analysis (Sharma et al., 1981). They found 
partial support for the moderation effects of the variables on the different performance 
measures with three significant effects being revealed from the sub-group analysis as well 
as some direct effects of the environmental factors. However, despite the results, they 
concluded that there was only limited support for the proposition that the environment 
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affects the strength and nature of the market orientation-performance relationship. They 
base their conclusion on the belief that the "market-orientated business should be prepared 
to achieve and sustain competitive advantage in any environmental situation ............. and 
that businesses are more market-oriented are best positioned for success under any 
environmental conditions" (Slater and Narver, 1994:53). Replicating this study in the UK, 
Greenley ( 1995a) uses the same methodology to evaluate the effects of market orientation 
on performance and the direct and moderation effects of market turbulence, technological 
change and market growth. He found that market orientation does not have a direct effect 
on performance, but found a range of direct and moderating effects of the environmental 
factors on the three different performance measures used. The direct effects are variable 
across the performance outcomes, but there is evidence to suggest that all the variables are 
significant predictors of some business performance measures. Moreover, his results are 
interesting from the point of view of identifying that certain counter-intuitive moderation 
effects are apparent. Specifically he suggests that beyond certain levels of the 
environmental moderator the results of increasing market orientation are negative on a 
given performance measure. He argues that this is as a consequence of the costs involved 
in gathering information and implementing a response outweighing the gains from the 
extra customer satisfaction achieved. He further suggests that, in addition to other factors, 
the strategy-environment coalignment (McArthur and Nystrom, 1991; Venkatraman and 
Prescott, 1990) may be a key factor in influencing performance. 
Subsequent studies have replicated these works and have found mixed, but generally 
supportive evidence of the moderating effects across a range of different environmental 
variables and performance measures. In particular Appiah-Adu (1997, 1998) utilising the 
same methodology as Slater and Narver, (1994) investigates the main effects and 
moderating effects of combinations of market growth, market turbulence, market 
dynamism, technological turbulence and competitive intensity in two contextual studies. 
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The results confirm that market orientation-performance relationships are moderated by 
competitive environmental influences at different levels of those variables, which tends to 
reflect the trade-offs that businesses make between the additional costs of enacting a 
market orientation and the potential performance rewards in those circumstances. In a 
further study by Kumar et al., (1998) scales were developed to measure competitive 
hostility, market turbulence and supplier power as moderating environmental factors. 
Using a subjective, weighted-average performance set of measures adapted for the hospital 
sector, they investigated main and moderating effects. No significant main effects were 
found for the environmental factors on any of the five performance measures. However a 
number of significant moderating effects (determined from an interaction term in 
moderated multiple regression analysis) emerged, indicating that the form of the 
relationship between market orientation and performance is moderated by these 
environmental variables. Variations in the results across the moderating factors and 
performance measures illustrate the complexity of the relationships involved in this as well 
as other studies of this type. The outcome shows that the robustness of the market 
orientation-performance relationship is tempered by changes in the competitive 
environment in certain circumstances. Clearly there are inconsistencies in the findings in 
this area of marketing theory and this would tend to reflect a number of factors. Given that 
the methodologies employed involve legitimate and well-tested procedures and that the 
constructs involved meet the required reliability conditions, the main source of variation in 
the results would appear to be the contextual domain of the study. In particular, 
differences in the environmental circumstances of the various contexts, and the 
performance measures employed, suggest that the influence of market orientation will be 
vmiable. The effects involved tend to reflect the reality of the costs and benefits accrued 
from the adoption of market orientation by a given organisation with particular objectives 
under given environmental conditions. What is more, they would appear to be dependent 
on the nature of the emphasis given to the different elements of market orientation. 
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Notwithstanding the impact of these forces, the issue still remams as to how market 
orientation translates into competitive strategy and how this dimension of a firm's 
behaviour interacts with the environment to affect business performance. 
4.3.2 Contingency Effects of the Environment on the Strategy-Performance 
Relationship 
When considered m a strategic context, the contingency approach has been termed by 
some as the concept of 'fit' between a firm and its environment, strategy, structure and 
processes (Donaldson, 1987; Naman and Slevin, 1993). Additionally it has been referred 
to as 'environment-strategy coalignment' (Venkatraman and Prescott, 1990). This body of 
research has its roots in the structure-conduct-performance. paradigm (Vernon, 1972: 
Thorelli, 1977) developed by Porter, (1980). This suggests that the conduct of the firm is 
constrained by the internal and external structure of the firm (i.e. its environments) and that 
its performance is as a result of the response to such environments. The theoretical 
contention is that "if the conduct is right enabling the organisation to fit its environments 
better, it should lead to a better performance" (Matsuno and Metzner, 2000:2). Porter's 
(1980) refinement results from his 'five forces' model providing a framework for 
specifying competitive structure in a more tangible manner and a recognition that the firm 
has a role in formulating appropriate competitive strategy. His suggested generic strategies 
could then be matched against particular industry foci to build competitive advantage 
(Hoskisson, et al., 1999). 
The generic strategies of Porter (1980) in conjunction with the Miles and Snow (1978) 
typology, have been the centre of much attention in contingency research. In particular the 
performance rewards of Porter's strategy options have been reviewed in the light of 
environmental conditions. Indeed it has been argued by several authors including Porter 
(1985) himself, that the efficacy of generic strategy, or combinations thereof, is dependent 
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on the presence of certain external conditions, specifically on industry structures or 
customer characteristics or preferences (Day, 1984; Miller and Friesen, 1986; Hill, 1988; 
Miller, 1988; Murray, 1988). 
The Miles and Snow (1978) categorisation has also been subject to scrutiny from a 
contingency perspective, especially as the authors contend that organisations deliberately 
choose the appropriate strategy to fit their environment. A number of studies have 
empirically demonstrated that the typology is a useful framework for distinguishing 
different strategic orientations in firms (e.g. McDaniel and Kolari, 1987). Developing the 
typology in a contingency framework, the effectiveness of a particular strategic orientation 
under different market conditions has been considered (Hambrick, 1983). In their study of 
the relationship between strategy type-marketing tactics and performance in the US 
banking industry, McKee et al., (1989) identify that the volatility of the environment has a 
moderating effect. In a very recent study Matsuno and Mentzer (2000) explore the effects 
of Miles and Snow strategy types on the market orientation-performance relationship 
rather than the competitive environment. They operationalised market orientation and 
performance using newly developed scales (based upon the Kohli and Jaworski measure 
and existing economic performance measures respectively) and undertook their analysis by 
strategy type using sophisticated path modelling variations on moderated regression and 
sub-group analysis. They find evidence to suggest that the market orientation-performance 
relationship is not monotonic i.e. it varies across strategy type. They explain differences in 
performance in terms of the information management process view of market orientation 
and in particular the need to act on as well as gather market intelligence. More importantly 
they indicate that there may be an additional contingency factor at play, that of 
environmental uncertainty which they suggest should be considered in future studies. 
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In addition to the typological approach to strategy classification there is also a limited 
amount of research on business strategy, environment and performance linkages using 
empirically derived strategy groups. In the studies that have been undertaken usmg 
taxonomical competitive strategy types, coalignment with the environment has involved 
consideration of the effects of a range of different market and competitive factors. 
Douglas and Rhee, (1989:444) using a range of "twelve variables tapping aspects of the 
environment shown in previous studies to be related to competitive strategy and 
performance" established four environmental dimensions from a factor analysis: market 
growth, technological pressure, market concentration and purchase concentration. Using 
routine t- tests they established that market growth conditioned the performance of strategy 
types without having any direct effect. On their own admission their methodology is 
limited in its ability to test for moderation effects and they encourage more extensive 
research of these issues. The study of generic marketing strategies by Hooley et al., ( 1992) 
included a contingency element using discriminant analysis on four environmental factors: 
market growth, diversity of customer requirements, changing customer requirements and 
technological change. Their results identified interesting combinations of strategies fitting 
the environment based upon a product life cycle model. They conclude that their findings 
provide evidence of the inadequacy of traditional structure-conduct-performance link, as 
different strategies were found in a wide variety of environments and suggest that "strategy 
is a key moderating variable and should be central to any specification of causal linkages" 
(p.88.). Hence when specifying a model for analysis of the relationship of market 
orientation with performance in IRBs, competitive strategy should be included as a key 
intermediary variable in establishing effects under different environmental conditions. 
Contingency analysis configured to include a comprehensive investigation of all these 
dimensions is now addressed. 
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4.3.3 Contingency Effects of the Environment on the Marketing-Strategy-
Performance Relationship 
The contingency approach in strategy research generally considers that the appropriateness 
of different strategies is contingent upon competitive settings of businesses. The 
competitive setting is typically defined in terms of environmental and/or organisational 
contingencies. Zeithaml et al., (1988:44) summarise these into three strands of 
contingency relationships: 
I. The appropriateness of pursuing alternative strategies under vanous environmental 
contingencies; 
2. The appropriateness of pursumg alternative strategies under vanous organisational 
contingencies; 
3. The appropriateness of pursuing altemati ve strategies under various environmental and 
organisational contingencies. 
Following the third of these proposals when investigating business performance·, it can be 
argued that consistency between a business strategy and the external environment is only a 
first step. Consistency at the interface does not directly influence the firm's performance. 
The second part of the process of aligning a firm with the environment occurs in the 
implementation of the strategy. It is the enactment of the business strategy, through the 
application of functional strategies, which also determines performance (Hrebriniak and 
Joyce, 1984). Clearly in the context of this study, the functional strategy is relevant in two 
respects. Firstly, and most importantly, that the marketing 'function' (operationalised by 
the extent and nature of market orientation) enacts and implements the competitive strategy 
in the market. Secondly, that the retai I strategy at the functional (operations) level should 
combine with business-level retail strategy to formulate any competitive strategy types that 
are distinguished in the IRB market town sector. Consequently any contingency model 
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measuring appropriateness in terms of some performance outcomes should combine the 
effects of market orientation and the environment on the selection and implementation of 
competitive strategy. 
Very few investigations of these complex relationships exist, although following the work 
already discussed, and in particular the growth of research into market orientation and its 
effects on performance, there has been some recent of interest in examining the range of 
effects involved. Lukas (1999) in a study primarily concerned with determining a 
characteristic association between the Miles and Snow strategy types and market 
orientation, built in a contingency factor to consider variance of the relationship across 
levels of performance and environmental turbulence. His study employed the standard 
three-component Narver and Slater measure for market orientation, the Miles and Snow 
self-typing approach employed by Conant et al., (1990), three self-report performance 
measures (profitability, business growth and market share) and adapted scales to measure 
market turbulence, competitive intensity, and technological turbulence. Utilising a 
combination of ANOV A and MANOV A models his results indicated that the degree and 
emphasis of market orientation varies across strategy type generally. Moreover, he found 
no link between strategy type, environmental turbulence and performance, but some 
differences in market orientation. He argues that this is an artefact of the selected strategy 
and that market orientation is a function of the strategy type even though the methodology 
does not enable causality to be established. Furthermore, he establishes a positive 
relationship between market orientation and performance and found differences in market 
orientation across levels of environmental turbulence, and argues that further research is 
required into the contingency relationships involved. 
In a particularly pertinent investigation Pelham ( 1999) explores the influence of the 
environment, strategy and market orientation on performance m small manufacturing 
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firms. His study adopts an alternative view to competitive strategy types; that proposed by 
Porter (1980), and factors these into the model by suggesting that the alternative strategies 
that may mediate the market orientation-performance relationship m specific 
environmental circumstances are growth/differentiation and low-cost. In particular in a 
small business context the research focuses in on the role of the marketing environment in 
interacting with internal strategic choice processes (market orientation and strategy) to 
influence business performance. From a review of the literature he identifies both 
perceptual and objective measures of the environment that include product/customer 
differentiation, technical/market dynamism, competitive intensity, market growth, 
profitability of the industry, complexity, and munificence. Market orientation was 
operationalised using an adapted version of the Narver and Slater three dimension measure 
and performance was evaluated using four separate measures for marketing/sales 
effectiveness, growth/share, profitability and sales growth. Direct and moderation effects 
were established using moderated multiple regression and sub-group analysis. The main 
finding of the study was the relatively weak effect of the competitive environment on 
performance compared with market orientation. In addition generic strategy also had a low 
influence generally and some weak interaction effects of the environment on the strategy-
performance relationship in small firms are present. Yet in conclusion he supports Miller's 
( 1987) view that: 
" ...... neither strategies nor srructures alone, nor a suitable march between 
environment and strategy or srructure, will be adequate ro ensure good 
perfonnance, unless there is a match between all three. 
(Pelham, 1999:39) 
In this investigation of the market orientation of retail independents, their competitive 
strategy type and performance in particular environmental circumstances is configured 
with this belief in mind. Thus the research proposal that is presented below seeks to 
establish differences in IRB performance within a framework of an integrated model based 
upon the relationships between these variables. However before moving towards a 
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specification of the model a synthesis of the literature will be undertaken. From this the 
parameters of the study will be defined, the approach to measurement clarified and the 
proposed relationships specified. 
4.4 CRITICAL OVERVIEW AND RESEARCH IMPLICATIONS 
The literature relating to the contingency effects of environmental circumstances on the 
relationships between market orientation, strategy and performance is of key importance to 
the design of this research. In particular prior studies can be drawn upon to provide 
insights into the relationships between the factors that affect IRB performance in a market 
town context, and facilitate the development of an outline of model for further 
investigation. Additionally extant literature can provide a basis for identifying the range of 
environmental conditions that may give rise to both direct and indirect effects on the 
performance of retail independents. A review of previous studies can also facilitate the 
measurement of relevant contingency factors, together with the analytical techniques to be 
employed to distinguish the relationships that exist between variables in the model. 
Following the theoretical propositions of Walker and Ruekert (1987), Day (1994), and 
Hunt and Morgan (1995), a number of recent empirical studies of the association between 
market orientation and performance have extended their conceptual analysis to include a 
strategic dimension (e.g. Morgan and Strong, 1998; Mavondo, 1999; Matsuno and 
Mentzer, 2000). The consensus amongst such authors is that strategy is regarded as having 
a mediating influence on the market orientation-performance relationship. In addition 
further studies have either directly included or noted the importance of the mediating role 
of competitive strategy in the market orientation-performance relationship in a contingency 
framework that takes account of external environmental conditions (Kumar et al., 1998; 
Lukas, 1998; Vorhies et al., 1999; Pelham, 1999; 2000). Although many of these studies 
have included a strategic aspect, this has normally involved its encapsulation through 
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predetermined strategic typologies, rather than empirically derived competitive strategy 
types. Unlike the former, the use of the latter approach, particularly when configured to 
take account of both business and functional level strategies, enables a clear identification 
of the firm's competitive positioning in terms of the way in which it attempts to deliver 
value to its customers. In the context of IRBs it provides a detailed understanding of the 
range of competitive stances in the sector explained in terms of both business strategies 
and marketing operations. Moreover, such an approach is capable of distinguishing retail 
strategy types that pursue combination strategies along the continuums of the 
predetermined strategic options and identifying variations in performance between the 
types. The model can then be developed to take account of effects of the environment on 
the strategy-performance relationships in a fully integrated contingency framework. A 
model configured in this manner is consistent with views expressed in established stream 
of research in strategic management and marketing strategy that the effectiveness of a 
particular strategy is contingent on market environment factors. (e.g. Snow and Hrebiniak 
1980; Hambrick, 1983; Miller, 1987; 1988; Douglas and Rhee, 1989; McKee et al., 1989). 
Likewise recent empirical developments in market orientation research propose that a 
three-way contingency analysis of environment, market orientation, and strategy will 
enhance understanding of organisational performance (Pelham, 1999: Dobni and Luffman, 
2000; Matsuno and Mentzer, 2000). This study extends such research to include 
competitive strategy patterns derived from empirical analysis the rather than genenc 
strategy types set out in a priori conceptual frameworks such as Miles and Snow (I 978) 
and Porter (1980). Defining strategies in the IRB context by identifying generic retailing 
types also provides a means of distinguishing differences in performance based upon the 
extent to which individual small retailers pursue clearly specified strategic options under 
particular environmental conditions (Conant et al., 1994). 
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Given the eclectic nature of the structure and pattern of change in the environments of 
independent retailers in market towns that have already been recognised, the research 
process of this study needs to be configured to include of a range of different external 
influences. The key role of market orientation in the conceptual underpinning of the 
research suggests that prior literature in this area should inform research process with 
regard to the inclusion of environmental factors in the analysis. However the specific 
contextual setting of the research problem requires that additional market and competitive 
conditions should also be incorporated into the research design and their impacts assessed. 
The earliest studies of the effects of market orientation on performance incorporated 
environmental impacts and contingency effects into their analysis in the form of predictor 
and moderator variables. Notably Jaworski and Kohli (1993), Slater and Narver (1994) 
and Greenley (1995a) used regression analysis techniques to explore the effects of a range 
of different environmental factors including market turbulence, competitive intensity, 
technological turbulence, and market growth in their investigations of the market 
orientation-performance relationship. More recent studies have included similarly 
con figured research looking at the effects of the same range of environmental contingency 
factors on contextually determined subjective measures of performance (Kumar et al., 
1998) and objective economic performance outcomes (Harris, 2001 ). However there have 
to date been no empirical investigations of the moderation effects of the environment on 
the relationships between the components of market orientation and performance, which 
would appear to be a shortcoming in the existing research base. Although there has been 
some investigation of the direct effects of the market orientation components on 
performance (e.g. Kumar et al., 1998; Pelham, 2000), sub-elements of market orientation 
have not been incorporated into contingency models. 
Notwithstanding this opportunity to widen the analysis of market orientation effects on 
performance in a contingency framework, the contextual aspects of the study require that 
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careful consideration is given to the environmental conditions at play in this setting. The 
marketing strategy, business policy and small business literature has established key 
environmental dimensions that form the context in which businesses must develop 
strategy. Thus, in addition to those inherent in the market orientation literature, it is 
possible to configure a number of different environmental dimensions that may be relevant 
in the IRB context from extant studies in these fields of academic investigation. Some 
examples include the dimensions of the organisational task environment codified by Dess 
and Beard (1984): munificence, dynamism and complexity; those derived from the PIMS 
database by Buzzell and Gale (1987): structure of competition, customer bargaining power, 
cost and investment structure, and market growth rate; the strategic market environments 
of Hooley et al., (1988): market maturity, diversity and change in customer requirements, 
technological change, degree and change in competition, and barriers to entry and exit; and 
the hostile and benign environments distinguished by Covin and Slevin (1989). The 
plethora of differing perspectives on the make up of market and competitive environment 
is potentially confounding to the research design of this study, thus a number of refinement 
procedures that have been employed in previous studies should guide the selection of 
variables to be included in the analysis. Specifically standardised construct development 
techniques should be adopted which create a set of environmental variables that can be 
included in the research analysis. 
On the basis a review of the literature earlier in this chapter, a number of inter-related 
related environmental conditions have been identified and multiple items designed to 
capture these dimensions in a parsimonious manner should be generated from existing 
literature sources. Additionally further items which relate to the local market and spatial 
dispersion of retail competitors should be developed from the relevant literature, and 
included in the analysis. In keeping with recommended practice (Churchill, 1979) and 
following the example of recent empirical works in marketing strategy (e.g. Homburg et 
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al., 1999), qualitative fieldwork should be used to identify further items and validate the 
inclusion of those generated from literature sources based upon their perceived contextual 
relevance to the domain of the IRB. Drawing upon other studies that have required that a 
number of contextually relevant environmental variables are formed from an original item 
listing (e.g. Douglas and Rhee, 1989; Pelham, 1999) factor analysis is used to reduce the 
data into a number of dimensions. Subsequent validity and reliability analysis is 
undertaken on the resultant variables, including purification of the item pool if necessary, 
before they are entered into the contingency analysis procedures. Mean scores for each of 
the variables are computed based upon the number of items in each environmental 
condition scale. 
Such an approach is generally based upon data gleaned from the self-reports of single 
respondents, which can often be regarded as a limitation in research of this nature due to 
potential bias in the subjective responses of managers (Harris, 2001). From a pragmatic 
perspective the limited availability of contemporary, relevant data on the UK retail sector 
makes the task of measuring environmental conditions in an objective manner extremely 
difficult, if not impossible. However there are explicit justifications for the use of owner-
manger perceptions of the environment in this study. In particular it has been posited that 
in strategy research that perceptions of the environment, rather than objectively measured 
environmental circumstances shape strategy decisions. Such a position is conveyed in the 
work of Day and Nedungadi (1994) who argue that managers' mental models or 
representations of the environment are likely to shape future strategic behaviour. In 
support of this Matsuno and Mentzer, (2000:2) point out " ... it is the perceived 
environment that is the determinant of the response of the firm, and it is the business 
strategy that incorporates, articulates and reflects on management's perceived 
environment". Moreover, this IS the established means of measunng environmental 
variables m small business research (Zahra, 1993), which has for some time been 
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rationalised on the basis that self-reports reflect owner-managers' perceptions of 
environmental complexity and change, which are the primary drivers of strategic decisions 
in such contexts (Specht, 1987). This is particularly valid in this research, as the resource 
base of many IRBs is likely to require that individual owner-managers are heavily involved 
in the intelligence management process of market orientation through personal information 
gathering activities (Daft and Weick, 1984). 
Having established measures for contextually relevant environmental conditions and 
acquired data using a suitably designed research instrument, contingency analysis needs to 
be undertaken using appropriate statistical methods. Prior studies have established 
procedures for modelling contingency effects in strategy research, which involve different 
types of multiple regression analysis. However as McArthur and Nystrom (1991:353) 
point out that contingency theorists often fail to identify the type of effect expected, citing 
the studies of Schoonhoven, (1981) and Amold (1982) as being deficient in this respect. 
Both these studies focus on environmental moderators acting on the strength of the 
relationship between strategy and performance using sub-group analysis, whilst ignoring 
potential interaction contingency effects that can be identified using multiplicative 
interaction terms in hierarchical regression analysis. The latter effects indicate that the 
form of the relationship has changed under different environmental conditions. The 
designated procedure for identifying both sets of effects is expounded in a paper by 
Sharma et al., (1981 ), which recommends a routine for the identification of direct effects 
on performance, quasi-interaction effects, pure interaction effects and homologizer 
moderation effects. Following this approach Slater and Narver (1994) considered 
environmental moderation effects on both form and strength of the relationships between 
market orientation and performance outcomes. Subsequent studies have however tended to 
focus on interaction effects only, where the form of relationship is modified by the 
environmental condition (e.g. Greenley, 1995a; Appiah-Adu, 1998; Harris, 2001). This 
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limits the range of effects identified to those of form and omits the strength effects 
identifiable through sub-group analysis i.e. it precludes the significance of these 
relationships to be established at different levels of the environmental condition. In order 
to ensure that the full range of effects are identified in this study the designated routine 
should be implemented through both moderated multiple regression and sub-group 
analysis. Moreover, in line with the previous strategy research of Prescott (1984) and 
Covin et al., (1994), both techniques will be administered to permit a complete assessment 
of the strength and form of possible environmental contingency effects irrespective of 
whether significant direct or interactive relationships exist. 
Finally, it has been suggested that both the mediating effects of competitive strategy and 
the moderating effects of environmental conditions should be included in the framework of 
a model to explain IRB performance. As pointed out in the last chapter, studies that have 
attempted to use SEM to develop and test such models have generally produced 
disappointing results in terms of explanatory power and (Pelham and Wilson, 1996; 
Bhuian, 1998; Mavondo, 1999; Webb, 2000), and can also be criticised in terms of their 
reductionist perspective (Venkatraman and Prescott, 1990). Thus the full range of 
relationships in the model will be evaluated using multiple analytical techniques as 
proposed by Pelham ( 1999). 
4.5 SYNTHESIS OF THE LITERATURE 
The literature presented above and in the previous two chapters provides the theoretical 
background to this study. The purpose of this section is to draw together the body of 
extant research in a way which facilitates the achievement of the research aims and 
objectives. Two particular issues therefore need to be addressed: refining and measuring 
constructs, and specification of the proposed links between the variables involved. 
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4.5.1 Construct Specification 
The range of variables to be investigated as part of this study have been discussed in some 
detail however the means by which they are to be measured prior to their analysis requires 
definitive consideration. The use of pre-existing tools within questionnaire surveys has 
been advocated because they are likely to have undergone testing and refinement (Bourque 
and Fielder. 1995). During the course of the literature review many methods of measuring 
the various parameters of the study were encountered and considered in the context of the 
IRB. However the unique nature of these businesses and their owner-mangers makes it 
very difficult to apply existing tools to the dimension of theses small businesses. 
Moreover, some limitations were identified in the ways that certain measures have been 
conceptualised and operationalised. When such contextual and conceptual limitations exist 
it is not unusual to find scholars adapting and developing measures to meet the specific 
requirements of their study, particularly in business orientation research (e.g. Pelham and 
Wilson, 1996; Gatignon and Xeureb, 1997: Matsuno and Metzner, 2000). In keeping with 
this approach, guidelines set down to develop measures have been employed for the main 
constructs of this study where appropriate (Churchill, 1979: Gerbing and Anderson, 1988). 
The range of variables to be addressed in the context of the study includes: the independent 
retail business, performance and its modes, the extent and nature of market orientation, 
competitive strategy types, and environmental conditions. 
The Independent Retail Business 
The literature suggests that the retail independent is difficult to define and often confused 
with the small shop concept. It is also subject to both conceptual and statistical 
interpretations. Much of the literature that has adopted measures of the IRB has 
recognised the limitations imposed by such constraints (e.g. Kirby, 1986; Davies and 
Harris, 1990). Thus as already stated the study will adopt an essentially statistical 
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definition which defines the unit of study as a retail business with a maximum of nine 
outlets. 
Performance 
The performance of individual IRBs is a highly contextualised and subjective construct to 
measure given its inextricable link with the proprietor of the business (Birley and 
Westhead, 1990). The literature stresses the multidimensionality of performance in this 
context and in particular the financial and non-financial motivations that are held by the 
owner-managers of small businesses (Birley, 1982; Jarvis, 2000). The limitations of the 
use of objective measurement methods were also identified and the appropriateness of 
subjective measurement approaches confirmed (Dess and Robinson, 1984). It is therefore 
warranted that a multi-faceted, subjective measure should be utilised in this study to 
portray the concept of IRB performance. Following Gupta and Govidarajan, (1984), the 
study adopts a single index measure to encapsulate the overall performance construct 
which comprises the full range of motivations of the IRB owner and their perceived 
achievement of success. Within this measure there is evidence to suggest that personal and 
businesses goals exist, and within the latter category there are short-term commercial goals 
and longer-term strategic goals. Hence items will be incorporated into the measurement 
instrument to account for the full breadth of these dimensions as revealed in the literature. 
Market Orientation 
When conceptualising and operationalising market orientation in the JRB context a number 
of specific issues need to be addressed. In particular the small business, retail and service 
dimensions of the lRB have to be considered when attempting to capture the concept of 
market orientation and its components. The nature of the resource base from which these 
firms operate and their understanding of enacting market orientation as an information 
management process, necessarily limit the scope for the inclusion of items from previously 
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developed scales, even those designed for small businesses (Pelham and Wilson, 1996). A 
combination of items was therefore developed which were based upon some fundamental 
precepts of the construct in context: 
(i) The importance of capturing both the information management approach of Kohli and 
Jaworski (1990, 1993) and the behavioural and decision criteria of Narver and Slater 
(1990, 1994 ). Moreover, the ability of an IRB to formulate and implement strategy should 
be incorporated in the construct via the co-ordination and decision components (Ruekert, 
1992; Hunt and Morgan, 1995). 
(ii) The inclusion of a supplier orientation dimension in a retai I enactment of market 
orientation, as it is undeniably the case_ that supplier links and information transfer are 
fundamental to customer satisfaction and any competitive strategy adopted (Dwyer and 
Oh, 1988; Hummell and Savitt, 1989; Gales and Blackbum, 1990; Shaw and Gibbs, 1999). 
(iii) The role of staff in small service businesses is critical to the provision of customer 
satisfaction (Schneider and Bowen, 1993). Moreover, they are instrumental in the 
marketing and information management process within service organisations 
(Gummesson, 1987). 
(iv) The importance of being responsive to market requirements and anticipating changing 
market conditions in the widest sense across all elements of the task environment (Kohli 
and Jaworski, 1990; Pitt et al., 1996; Day, 1999). 
Items were developed a priori from the literature and from extant studies, which included 
individual measurement scales, and studies specifically undertaken to develop universal 
measurement scales. The resultant selected items were designed to capture information 
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collection, transfer and utilisation across the three sub-sets of the task environment: 
customers, competitors and suppliers. In addition items were included that would measure 
the degree of interfunctional co-ordination throughout the IRB, towards the end of 
developing and implementing marketing activities to meet customer needs. Further, items 
which tapped the focus of the firm on its long term objectives were also added. 
Retail Strategy 
Following Galbraith and Schendel (1983), both business and functional level strategy items 
were regarded as being critical to the identification of competitive strategy types in the IRB 
sector. Thus both sets of items would be entered simultaneously into the taxonomy 
modelling process. The business strategy items were designed to provide an all-
encompassing view of potential business strategy choices, mindful of the research findings 
that combinations of strategies (c. f. Porter, 1980) may prove effective bases for market 
positioning. Thus a full listing of all the various strategy options from the retai I strategy 
literature was included. For the retail operations (functional level strategy) items the 
extensive instrument developed by Conant et al., (1993) was used as the primary source, 
with a small number of items identified as being critical to capturing supplier relationships 
also being included. 
Environmental Conditions 
The range of environmental influences acting either directly or as moderators on the 
performance of IRBs has been considered in both general terms and specifically with 
respect to changes in the market and competitive conditions of market towns. The items 
included were designed to capture the relevant external influences in context. Specifically 
items relating to the local market conditions of retail independents in market towns were 
added to the list of generic items representing the environmental conditions contained in 
the mainstream literature. Thus items for the impact of superstores, parking and traffic 
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management were added to those representing dynamism, hostility and innovation in the 
market. The measures of environmental conditions are based upon perceptual self-reported 
evaluations of the impacts of various factors. This follows the accepted wisdom that it is 
the perceived environment that is the determinant of the response of the firm in the 
business strategy adopted (Miller and Friesen, 1983; Matsuno and Metzner, 2000). 
4.5.2 Proposed Relationships between Variables and Outline Research Models 
From the literature a number of relationships are forthcoming which may contribute to a 
more comprehensive understanding of the performance of retail independent businesses in 
market towns. This section uses a synthesis of the considered literature to specify such 
relationships and present individual models of the proposed associations. Following the 
discussion of each of these separate linkages, a fully integrated framework of a model is 
presented as a basis for the further investigation of the inter-relationships between the 
variables, which is then fully developed into a research proposal. Consistent with the main 
body of extant research on market orientation, strategy and performance, and the use of a 
multiple analytical methods approach to testing relationships in the model, all associations 
between the variables have been depicted as bi-directional. 
Market Orientation and Performance of Independent Retail Businesses 
The literature suggests that market orientation, as an information management and strategy 
development and implementation process, is associated with organisational performance as 
a consequence of enabling sustainable competitive advantage. Recent studies investigating 
this relationship have generally identified a positive association between these market 
orientation and performance (e.g. Pelham and Wilson, 1996; Bhuian, 1998; Kumar et al., 
1998; Ngai and Ellis, 1998; Shun-Ching and Chenghsui-Chen, 1998). Thus it is proposed 
that the extent of market orientation is directly related to performance. Moreover, the 
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various financial and non-financial objectives of IRB owners should be achievable through 
the enactment of a market orientation. The relationship is depicted in Figure 4.1 below. 
Figure 4.1: Market Orientation and Performance 
Market Orientation 
Furthermore, the three-components of Narver and Slater's (1990) market orientation 
construct have been positively associated with market orientation m previous work in 
different contexts (e.g. Greenley, 1995b; Gatignon and Xeureb, 1997; Han et al., 1998). 
Notwithstanding the reservations of some authors (Deshpande et al., 1993; Siguaw and 
Diamantopoulos, 1995), it is proposed that customer orientation, competitor orientation 
and interfunctional co-ordination are positively related to performance. Following the 
work of Anderson (1982), that a long-range perspective is an integral part of market 
orientation, and some evidence from previous research (e.g. Kumar et al., 1998) it is 
proposed that long term objective focus will be positively associated with performance. 
The inclusion of supplier orientation in the market orientation construct for retailers is 
regarded as a positive benefit, particularly through enhanced planning outcomes (Hummell 
and Savitt, 1989; Gales and Blackbum, 1990). Hence it is proposed that supplier 
orientation is positively related to performance. 
Market Orientation, Performance and Environmental Moderators 
Much of the more recent market orientation-performance research has followed the lead of 
Kohli and Jaworski (1990) and Slater and Narver (1994) in studying the potential 
moderation effects of environmental conditions on the relationship between market 
orientation and performance. Figure 4.2 illustrates such a relationship. 
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Figure 4.2: Market Orientation, Performance and Environmental Moderators 
Environmental Moderators 
! 
Market Orientation Performance 
The results of various research findings in this area are equivocal. In some instances the 
relationship is constant at all levels of the external factor (e.g. Slater and Narver, 1994), 
whereas in other studies moderation effects have been identified (e.g. Greenley, 199Sa; 
Harris, 2001 ). Indeed in the former of these studies, although there was some evidence of 
moderation effects, the authors regarded that it was of limited consequence. Thus 
following the general principle of contingency theory, that management practices are not 
applicable to all situations (Robinson, et al., 1986), certain elements of the environment are 
regarded as being potential moderators in the context of IRBs in market towns. Deriving 
some relevant environmental conditions from the general business and marketing 
literature, and others from research of the retail environment, particular local market 
conditions (superstore and transport factors), the structure of competition, the intensity of 
competition, market turbulence, and market development (an extension of market growth 
to include new customers and new products) were all regarded as being possible 
moderators of the market orientation-performance relationship. 
The direction of the moderation effects is generally consistent with the principles set out in 
terms of environmental dynamism, hostility and innovation. The majority of the literature 
argues that greater dynamism and hostility will result in a greater effect of market 
orientation on performance, whereas under less turbulent and competitively intense 
environments it is generally posited that market orientation will be less influential on 
performance (Diamontopoulos and Hart, 1993; Greenley, 199Sa; Doyle and Wong, 1998; 
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Kumar et al., 1998). The competitive intensity, local market conditions and turbulence of 
the environment of IRBs in market towns suggests that these relationships should hold for 
market orientation and its dimensions. Further to this, the level of market development 
(market growth, new customers and innovations) is seen to have an opposite effect where 
market orientation is less influential at higher levels of market development. The 
munificence of the developing markets is regarded as providing marketing opportunities to 
all businesses (Covin and Slevin, 1989), which diminishes the effect of market orientation 
on performance. The underlying principle of such effects is proposed by Slater and Narver 
( 1994:53) that "increasing and maintaining a magnitude of market orientation is a complex 
process that requires a considerable expenditure of money and time", which may detract 
from the achievement of both financial and non-financial business goals. 
Competitive Strategy Type and Performance 
A great deal of the work on strategy types generally, whether it be based on typologies or 
taxonomies, considers differences in performance (e.g. Galbraith and Schendel, 1983: 
White, 1986; Miller, 1988; Conant et al., 1990; Slater and Narver, 1993). Moreover, there 
has been some research into differences in competitive strategy and performance in 
retailing (e.g. Lewis and Thomas, 1990; Helms et al., 1992: Conant et al., 1993; Flavian 
and Polo, 1999). In both the general management research and the retai I research there has 
been evidence to suggest that performance varies across strategy type using a range of 
performance measures, which is consistent with the general principle that strategic choice, 
formulation and implementation determines performance. Following this, it is proposed 
that different competitive strategy types can be distinguished in the IRB sector based upon 
their business and functional level strategies, and that such strategies will be 'combination' 
strategies crossing the boundaries of pre-existing typological classifications (Hill, 1986; 
Helms et al., 1992; Conant et al., 1993). Figure 4.3 presents a model which indicates that 
variations in pe1formance are related to competitive strategy types. 
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Figure 4.3: Competitive Strategy Type and Performance 
Competitive 
Strategy Type Performance 
Market Orientation, Competitive Strategy Type and Performance 
Day (1990) argues that market oriented firms can be regarded as more strategically capable 
due to their ability to anticipate their markets ahead of their competitors. Indeed the thrust 
of the literature on market orientation suggests that it has a strategic role in formulating 
and implementing appropriate strategies based upon the management of information 
process (e.g. Day and Wensley, 1983; Ruekert, 1992; Day, 1994; Hunt and Morgan, 1998). 
Further to this it is generally agreed that the market orientation-strategy link is associated 
with performance (Dobni and Luffman, 2000). Thus the model outlined in Figure 4.4 
proposes that the extent and nature of market orientation is associated with competitive 
strategy, which plays a mediating role in influencing performance in retail independents. 
Figure 4.4: Market Orientation, Competitive Strategy Type and Performance 
Market 
Orientation 
Competitive 
Strategy Type 
Performance 
Market Orientation, Competitive Strategy Type, Performance and Environmental 
Moderators 
Finally the potential moderation effects of market and competitive environmental 
conditions are considered and depicted in the model in Figure 4.5. Previous discussion of 
the literature on contingency analysis in both marketing and strategy has identified that 
environmental moderators may affect the efficacy of strategy in achieving performance. 
Building on the concept of fit and coalignment (Donaldson, 1987; Venkatraman and 
Prescott, 1990) it is proposed that a range of environmental conditions in the market town 
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context will moderate the level of IRB performance associated with competitive strategy. 
Thus the strategy mediating the relationship between market orientation and performance 
is also moderated by the environment, suggesting that performance is determined by the fit 
between the organisation and the environment (Miller, 1987; Zeithaml et al., 1988; 
Pelham, 1999; Matsuno and Metzer, 2000). 
Figure 4.5: Market Orientation, Competitive Strategy Type, Performance and 
Environmental Moderators 
Environmental 
Moderators 
! 
Market 
... ~ Competitive ... 
Orientation Strategy Type +------1~~ Performance 
Summarising all of the above relationships and models into an integrated framework of a 
model, Figure 4.6 represents the basis for the development of a research proposal that will 
underpin the research to be undertaken as part of this study. 
4.6 RESEARCH PROPOSAL 
The integrated model, founded on an extensive review of marketing, strategy, retailing and 
small business literature combines a range of proposed factors that may intluence the 
performance of individual independent retailers located in market towns. The relationships 
between the variables in the model will now be expounded in terms of a detailed research 
proposal. 
4.6.1. Research Aim and Objectives 
The overall aim of this study is to examine the relationships outlined in the integrated 
contingency model presented above between the market orientation of an IRB, its 
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competitive strategy type and its performance. Environmental contingency variables have 
been identified as being potentially influential on these relationships in the context of a 
market town location. The specific aim may therefore be stated as follows: 
To examine the relationships between the market orientation, competitive 
strategy type and performance of independent retail businesses, and in so 
doing gain insight into how these relationships may be contingent upon 
environmental factors that exist in the market town setting. 
Objectives that stem from and expand upon this aim are outlined below: 
I. Identify and appraise the structure of the market orientation concept in the context of 
independent retail businesses, including the components of the defined measurement 
construct. 
2. Develop and assess a measurement construct for the performance of independent 
retailers that takes into account the motivations of owner managers and an evaluation 
of their achievement, including the different modes of performance that may be 
identified. 
3. Examine the relationships between market orientation and performance in independent 
retail businesses. 
4. Explore the extent to which a set of identified environmental conditions in the market 
town setting moderate the relationships between the market orientation and 
performance of independent retailers. 
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Figure 4.6: Integrated Research Model 
Market Orientation, Competitive Strategy Type and Performance: A Contingency Model 
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5. Determine different competitive strategy types of independent retail business and identify 
variations in their performance. 
6. Analyse variations in performance between the competitive strategy types of independent 
retailer in terms of differences in market orientation and environmental contingency 
factors in market towns. 
4.6.2 Research Questions and Hypotheses 
The review of the literature leads to four research questions (RQs) being framed which reflect 
the main objectives of the study set out above. Each question that is investigated is couched in 
terms of a number of associated hypotheses that are to be addressed using data gleaned from 
the research process. Hypotheses will be confirmed and possibly modified using qualitative 
data and will then be tested using quantitative techniques and further analysis of the qualitative 
data. 
The following research questions are proposed: 
RQJ: Js the extent and nature of the market orientation of an I RB related to its 
performance? 
This question relates directly to one of the key objectives, which attempts to establish a 
relationship between market orientation and performance. In particular is seeks to identify 
how the degree and form of an IRE's market orientation relates to its performance measures. 
The literature synthesis suggests that there is a positive association between market orientation 
and performance to encompass all the separate components of market orientation and modes 
of performance. 
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Associated Hypotheses: 
H 1: The extent of an JRB 's marker orientation is positively related to its 
perfonnance. 
H2: The extent of an JRB 's customer orientation is positively related to its 
performance. 
H3: The extent of an IRB's competitor orientation is positively related to its 
perfonnance. 
H4: The extent of an IRB 's supplier orientation is positively related to its 
performance. 
H5: The extent of an IRB 's long term objective focus is positively related to its 
perfonnance. 
H6: The extent of an lRB 's interfunctional co-ordination is positively related to 
its performance. 
RQ2: Is the relationships between market orientation and perfonnance in an IRB 
contingent upon the degree and form of a number of environmental moderator 
variables in the market town context? 
The purpose of this question is to establish whether a range of external environmental factors 
specific to the context of the businesses under investigation, moderate the associations 
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between the degree and form of market orientation and the modes of performance of IRBs. 
The proposed moderation of the relationships derives from an understanding of contingency 
theory, the IRB environment, and previous studies of market orientation and performance 
covered in the literature review. 
Associated Hypotheses: 
H7: The relationships between market orielllation and perfonnance in an IRB 
are moderated by the degree that business's competitive illlensity. 
H8: The relationships between market orientation and performance in an IRB 
are moderated by the degree of the turbulence of the markets of that business. 
H9: The relationships between market orientation and performance in an IRB 
are moderated by the degree of the development of the markets oftlwt business. 
H/0: Tlze relationships between market orientation and perfonnance in an IRB 
are moderated by the fonn of the local market conditions r~f that business. 
H If: The relationships between market orientation and perfonnance in an JRB 
are moderated by thefoml of that business' competitive structure. 
RQ3: Do a number of different competitive strategy types of IRB exist that have 
distinct positioning and vary in perfonnance? 
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The different competitive strategy types that may exist in the IRB sector are directly addressed 
here, as are any differences in perfonnance that may be evident. 
Associated Hypotheses: 
Hl2: A number of distinct competitive strategy rypes can be distinguished in 
the IRB sector in market towm. 
H /3: Significantly differe111 levels of performance are evide111 between the 
identified competitive strategy types. 
RQ4: Is the performance of IRB competitive strategy types contingent upon the 
interaction of the extent and nature of market orientation and the degree and form 
of environmental moderator variables? 
The relationship between market orientation, competitive strategy type and performance is 
examined in this question. Specifically the effects of market orientation and environmental 
moderators operating in the market town setting are explored with regard to the way that 
perfonnance differs between the identified competitive strategy types of IRBs. 
Associated Hypotheses: 
Hl4: Differences between the perfonnance of competitive strategy types are 
associated with the degree and fonn of the environmental moderators 
operating in a market town setting. 
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H 15: Differences between the perfonnance of competitive strategy types are 
associated with the extent and nature of an IRB 's market orientation. 
Hl6: Differences between the performance of competitive strategy types are 
associated with the interaction of market orientation and environmental 
moderators operating in a market town setting. 
4.7SUMMARY 
The content of this chapter initially relates to the role of contingency theory in marketing and 
strategy research. Conceptual and empirical literature of relevance to developing a detailed 
understanding of the effects of environmental conditions on the performance of retail 
independents in market towns is considered. In particular the interaction between the 
mediating effects of strategy and the moderating effects of the environment on performance is 
addressed. ExJant literature relating to this aspect of the study was reviewed and considered in 
terms of its implications for research design. A synthesis of the literature in this and previous 
chapters was then undertaken with a view to specifying the way in which measures of the 
parameters of the study were to be developed and identifying relationships between the 
various factors under consideration. These were then brought together in a framework of a 
model for further investigation. The model was then translated into a research proposal that 
specified an overall aim for the study, a set of objectives and a series of research questions 
with associated hypotheses for further empirical investigation. The next chapter considers 
how these were addressed by explaining the integrated research process that was adopted. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
Research Process 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this chapter IS to present a detailed description, explanation and 
justification of the research process adopted in this study. It specifies the way in which the 
research process has been developed from an exposition of the need for the research 
derived from the synthesis of the literature review and the proposed research model. The 
philosophical standpoint from which the research approach is evolved is discussed and 
stated, and a thorough consideration of the research methodology employed is presented. 
This includes discussion of the procedures adopted in developing constructs, an outline of 
the various data acquisition and analytical techniques included, and an evaluation of the 
range of methods utilised. 
5.2 RESEARCH DESIGN 
The rationale for the configuration of the research process employed in this work is 
founded on its appropriateness to address the specific research questions and hypotheses at 
the centre of the study. Notwithstanding this, the researcher was mindful of other issues 
that would have a bearing on the ultimate research design. Not least of these was the fact 
that the investigation was to take place in the sphere of the small business entrepreneur 
where time is of a premium and hence may affect the willingness to participate. Due 
consideration was given to this when designing the research programme. In addition the 
complexity of some of the conceptual tenets on which the research was to focus required 
that methods which provided sufficient breadth and depth of data were included. Further 
to this it was conceived as a research study that should stand up to the rigours of analytical 
examination from the perspective of statistical enquiry and thus the data that was collected 
should be in a form which facilitated the associated procedures. Finally the limited budget 
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available to fund the study necessitated that cost effective means of data collection should 
be adopted, whilst not compromising the integrity of the research. 
5.2.1 The Research Need Revisited 
The main aim of the research is to establish whether market orientation and strategy within 
independent retailers are associated with performance in a particular set of environmental 
circumstances. It is clear from the evidence of the literature review that even though much 
recent research has been undertaken into the relationships between market orientation, 
strategy and performance, there is no specific extant analysis of the way in which such 
relationships may apply in the context of the independently owned retail business. Indeed, 
although previous research over a significant period of time has provided important 
insights into the domain of the independent retailer, there has yet to be a comprehensive 
analytical assessment of the factors that may explain variance in the performance of such 
business units. Moreover, it is apparent that a distinct study that employs the rigorous set 
of procedures commonly adopted by management and enterprise academics has yet to be 
undertaken in the field of lRBs. Further to the importance of this thesis as a single industry 
study of independent shops, there are potential benefits that can be regarded as applicable 
to strategic marketing management and small business research generally which may 
emerge from the study. 
5.2.2 Research Philosophy 
The positivist and phenomenological philosophies are regarded as the principal, often 
competing, means of conceptual investigation available to business researchers. Each 
epistemological stance is reviewed separately below in terms of its main features, which is 
then followed by a discussion of a complementary, integrative approach to research. 
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5.2.2.1 Positivist Research Paradigm 
Positivism is a philosophical concept which refers to a particular set of assumptions about 
the world and ways of studying it (McNeill, 1990). The philosophy of positivism has 
developed into the distinctive paradigm of research over the last 150 years with its roots in 
traditional empiricism (Compte, 1853). It is linked to scientific method and is described by 
its advocates as the most efficient means of studying human and social behaviour (Aiken, 
1956). The positivist viewpoint is based upon the belief that the external world can and 
should be measured using objective methods, with knowledge only being significant if it is 
based upon the observation of the external reality under consideration (Easterby-Smith et 
al., 1991). Proponents of the positive perspective identify its advantages as being linked to 
its objectivity, generalisability and its causal and scientific approach, with positivism 
largely being associated with quantitative techniques (AIIison, 1993). 
5.2.2.2 Phenomenological Research Paradigm 
The new paradigm of research has arisen over the past half century, largely as a reaction to 
the application of positivism to the social sciences. Phenomenology represents the 
realisation that subjective processes such as intuition, creativity and reflection are as 
important in creating advances of knowledge as the logical, objective perspective of 
positivism. It has been linked with classical sociological approaches such as social 
constructionism (Berger and Luckman, 1966) and qualitative methods (Taylor and Bogdan, 
1984 ), and is based on the assumption that every phenomenon that can be observed is 
unique, and that it is this uniqueness which is imponant (AIIison, 1993). 
Phenomenological research therefore proceeds by assessing peoples' understanding and 
experiences of situations, and in doing so identifies the social and human interactions that 
construct and give meaning to panicular phenomena (Easterby-Smith et al., 1991 ). 
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5.2.2.3 Integrative Research Paradigm 
Clearly the fundamentally distinct paradigms outlined above represent two essentially 
polarised perspectives of the assumptions about the nature of reality (Morgan and 
Smirchich, 1980). In the field of business and marketing research there has been notable 
debate on the best 'way forward' for research from each of these distinct perspectives. 
Whilst some propose the essentially objective, quantitative perspective of positivism which 
is reflected in much current academic work, others consider that social construction 
sustains the key factors in marketing and thus qualitative practitioner oriented marketing 
investigation is of greater value (Mintzberg, 1979; Hirschman, 1986; Hunt, 1990; Brown, 
1995; Robson and Rowe, 1997). 
However although the phenomenological approach is strong within social sc1ences as a 
whole, it has been regarded as being outside the mainstream of acceptability within the 
business research arena. Irrespective of the arguments presented by the supporters of 
ethnographic investigation, the hypothetico-deductive positivist route still tends to prevail, 
particularly in terms of acceptable publication expectations. Yet there is an emerging 
school of thought that heralds the merits of the complementary use of alternative research 
paradigms in management research and recommends that researchers draw upon designs 
from outside their immediate field (McGrath, 1982). This view is developing some 
support amongst contemporary marketing scholars, thus ensuring that the richness of 
phenomenological enquiry is balanced with the ability to have a clear means of testing 
research questions and hypotheses (Marsden and Littler, 1996). By employing an 
integrated combination of data sources the research can check the external validity and 
internal consistency of the information collected (Burgess, 1982). Even though there are 
dissenters to the use of multiple-methods (Jick, 1979; Martin, 1981), there would appear to 
be a strong case for the mixing of methods. In particular the use of methodological 
triangulation, which utilises qualitative as well as quantitative methods, is a generally 
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accepted approach that permits the same phenomenon to be studied using a combination of 
methodologies (Smith, 1975; Denzin, 1978; Todd, 1979). The argument has also been 
made that triangulation permits different kinds of data to be accessed on the same topic, 
which allows the researcher to observe the phenomenon from different perspectives and 
consequently understand the topic in a more rounded and complete fashion (Denscombe, 
1998). Furthermore triangulation methods attempt to analyse and control the quality of 
data collection by assessing "the validity of the overall results through the suitability of the 
results from each method" (Romano, 1989:39-40); findings may be corroborated or 
questioned by comparing the data produced by different methods. The process of cross-
corroboration, it is argued here, is of particular relevance to small business research where 
there is no single, perfect database or methodological procedure and regardless of the 
technique adopted, response rates to research enquiries tend to be low. Hence the use of 
multiples methods and approaches provides a firmer footing from which conclusions can 
be drawn. 
The complementary, multi-methods view of research in marketing is consistent with that of 
'pragmatic pluralism' in inter-disciplinary management research proposed by Watson 
(1997). Both Bryman (1988) and Watson (1997) contend that research into the complex 
and multifaceted issues in management is particularly open to the benefits of combining 
approaches. They suggest that such advantages vastly outweigh the drawbacks that may be 
encountered which can be minimised if the disciplines are not used indiscriminately and if 
the design of the research is sound. To this end the methodological configuration adopted 
must be congruent with the research objectives, be logically defined and have a theoretical 
coherence provided by a framework of assumptions and concepts that has its own integrity 
(DeYaus, 1991). 
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Indeed there is a particular argument in the context of this thesis to adopt such an approach 
which supersedes the epistemological question with the more fundamental 'what is it that I 
want to know?' question (Sussman, 1983). The complexities and ambiguities of the 
phenomena under assessment lend themselves to the pluralistic approach, whereby a 
researcher "in producing an analysis of some aspect of social life, draws elements from 
various disciplines to produce what amounts to their own personal paradigm- with its own 
ontological, epistemological and methodological integrity - to stand as the conceptual 
foundation of that particular piece of research" (Watson, 1997:6). As well as allowing 
integration of ideas from a variety of sources, this approach provides a logical mechanism 
for researchers seeking to identify a clear theory and understanding in fields of 
investigation characterised by a wealth of literature and a range of perspectives. In 
accordance with this, it befits the study of market orientation, strategy and performance in 
a small business context. 
Consequently an integrated, pluralistic research philosophy employing multi-methods is 
embraced to address the investigative challenges of this study. This is wholly consistent 
with the belief that such an approach will lead to greater validity in management research 
outcomes. As Scandura and Williams (2000: 1262) suggest in their recent paper on the 
future of research methodology in management studies: 
"The ability to draw well-informed conclusions from data is central to sound 
research. Therefore, more attention to triangulation and to illlemal, extemal, 
construct and statistical conclusion validity is clearly warranted". 
Scandura and Williams (2000: 1262) 
The precise way in which this is implemented is explained and justified in the following 
section on research methodology. 
5.3 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
The methods, techniques and tools employed to collect and analyse data in the various 
phases of the research process are specified and examined in the subsequent sections on 
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research methods and analysis. Prior to this a discussion of the 'methodology' or rationale 
on which the integrated combination of research techniques are founded is presented 
(Bailey, 1994). In particular the inter-relationships between the activities in each of the 
phases are explained. In addition the essential matter of construct development is 
considered in terms of the various procedures undertaken. 
5.3.1 Methodological Rationale 
As has already been discussed above, the research philosophy that predominates this study 
is one of an integrated pragmatism, which combines multi-methods in a complementary 
manner. The adoption of this mixed paradigm is intended to avoid the study becoming 
method-bound and achieve a unbiased perspective on the research questions by ensuring 
that the weaknesses of each approach is offset by counterbalancing the strengths of the 
other (Abrahamson, 1983). In particular the main concern in this thesis is to ensure that 
meaningful hypotheses are generated and tested in a positivist manner using the 
appropriate quantitative, analytical techniques, which are discussed in some detail below. 
However in order to ensure that the 'correct' hypotheses are generated there is a need to 
utilise qualitative research methods with phenomenological virtues. The latter ensure that 
a quasi-ethnographic perspective is achieved in the context of the independent retailer, 
specifically in terms of the actions and motivations in running their businesses. In a sense 
this is consistent with the understanding that a multi-faceted, almost enigmatic culture 
exists in the small shop world, and that it therefore requires that a view from the inside is 
acquired, which ethnographic inquiry provides (Denscombe, 1998). The way in which 
these different perspectives and methods were combined to provide a comprehensive 
research framework is now described. Specifically the focus is on how qualitative methods 
were used to inform and confirm the conventional statistical hypothesis testing techniques 
adopted in line with the precepts of grounded theory (Giaser and Strauss, 1967). 
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Grounded theorists use the data derived from their qualitative research to recognise what is 
important and give it meaning, ensuring that theory is grounded in reality. Gummesson 
(1991:84) identifies that one of the cornerstones of the grounded method is that "theories 
and models should be grounded in actual empirical observations rather than be governed 
by established, traditional approaches". However, grounded theory in this particular study 
is used as a means of extending existing theory derived from the literature. 
The use of literature is in keeping with both the grounded and positivist approaches. 
Conventionally the positivist, quantitative approach will require that literature relating to 
previous studies is utilised to delineate important variables for study and suggest 
relationships amongst them, formulate hypotheses for detailed investigation and test them 
using appropriate statistical methods. Grounded theorists argue that 'technical' literature 
can be used to formulate more meaningful theory by looking at how it may apply to new 
and varied situations from which it was originally applied. Existing theory will be 
amended, added to or modified according to the results of the data acquired and the 
'emergent' theory (Strauss and Corbin, 1990). The two parallel strands of field research 
from the different paradigms are brought together in an integrative paradigm framework of 
investigation founded upon the initial literature review as depicted in Figure 5.1. 
Literature relating to market orientation, competitive strategy and performance has already 
been considered and inferences drawn into the contextual domain of the IRB. The key 
issues would appear to revolve around the concept of independent retailer performance and 
its association with market orientation in this context. Specification and elaboration of 
both of these constructs needs to be firmly rooted in the qualitative research undertaken as 
part of this study. Additionally the literature on strategy suggests that a range of different 
strategies is likely to be adopted by different IRBs in their competitive positioning; such 
alternatives may be specified through qualitative investigation. All these parameters are of 
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critical importance to the meaning of the study and therefore IS m need of particular 
enquiry through the actors of which it is an essential dimension. 
In addition to this philosophical justification of the research methodology the use of both 
qualitative and quantitative methods in the particular sequence outlined in the diagram 
below is supported by two further lines of reasoning. Firstly there is a convention in 
marketing research to use qualitative methods to overcome the inappropriateness of 
structured questionnaires in 'first-cut' analysis of a problem. Qualitative methods, which 
enable a more detailed and incisive understanding of attitudes, feelings, intentions and 
behaviour are seen as the starting point for such analysis and are used prior to surveys in 
this respect (Lehmann, 1985). Both focus groups and depth interviews are recommended 
methods of generating information that is helpful in structuring questions on research 
instruments designed to collect quantitative data. Furthermore, they are regarded as means 
of generating hypotheses that can be tested in subsequent quantitative research (Kinnear 
and Taylor, 1991). A second reason for the use of qualitative research, particularly focus 
groups, is in the exploratory development of multi-item scale measures of marketing 
constructs (Churchill, 1979). The detail of the use of qualitative methods in constructing 
measures of variables is included in the next section on construct specification and 
refinement. 
In summary, the use of qualitative techniques in the research methodology adopted in this 
thesis is wholly consistent with the approaches proposed for their use in marketing 
research (Calder, 1977). Both the exploratory and phenomenological approaches to 
qualitative research are considered to be valid aspects of the study. On the one hand their 
use can be regarded as generating stimulus material and facilitating a subsequent 
'scientific' approach. This is achieved by identifying theoretical ideas and hypotheses 
from 'prescientific' everyday knowledge, for later verification using quantitative methods. 
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On the other hand the experiences of the subjects are recognised as key inputs to the 
generation and endorsement of theory in their own right. This is achieved through their 
description of the interpretation of reality in their own terms, and its confirmation through 
the intra-subjectivity of the participating individuals. 
Fig 5.1 Research Methodology: An Integrative Paradigm Framework 
Paradigm 
Positivist and 
Grounded 
Grounded 
Positivist 
Positivist 
and 
Grounded 
Research Method 
Literature 
Review 
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Postal 
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Quantitative 
Analysis 
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Recent evidence suggests that the use of 'grounded' qualitative techniques as precursors to 
sophisticated data analysis in academic research studies in marketing are becoming more 
widespread. Notably from the point of view of this study this has tended to occur in the 
field of marketing strategy (e.g. Hanis and Piercy, 1999; Noble and Mokwa, 1999). 
5.3.2 Construct Specification and Refinement 
The utilisation of summated scales "formed by combining several individual variables into 
a single composite measure" (Hair et al., 1998: 116) to represent complex concepts is a 
recent development in academic research. However they have become widely used 
because they have the dual benefit of reducing measurement error and facilitating 
multivariate analysis through the parsimonious representation of multiple measures into a 
single measure. The variable is usually calculated by taking the average of the items in the 
scale with each being equally weighted. A number of sets of variables for analysis that 
represent important constructs are developed using summated scales and are included in 
this study. Specifically, research questions address the nature of market orientation and 
performance, and the relationship between them, therefore requiring that they both need to 
be measured in the context of the independent retailer. In addition a number of 
contingency variables which are constructed from a set of contextual environmental factors 
are seen to affect this relationship and are measured using multi-item scales. Furthermore 
establishing competitive strategy types requires that some analysis of retail operations and 
strategy items should be undertaken prior to using multivariate methods to define the types. 
Churchill (1979) proposes a set of procedures by which measures of interest to marketers 
may be developed. These are adopted in part as a set of guidelines for the development of 
the constructs used in this study, although the exploratory, applied nature of the research 
precludes confirmatory analysis using more than one sample of data. The initial step 
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involves specifying the domain of the construct and its dimensions through a literature 
review, which has already been carried out. As the literature suggests that the existing 
measures are limited in the context being studied, new measures that adapt market 
orientation and performance to the independent retailer's situation are developed. The 
second step is to generate a sample of items that capture the domain of the construct as 
specified. Again the literature plays a significant part in this but as has already been noted 
above, there is also a part to be played by qualitative research methods in conjunction with 
the literature. The qualitative phases of the research undertaken as part of this 
investigation make a contribution to the items that comprise the constructs ensuing from 
this study. The third element of the process requires that data is collected using a 
quantitative research instrument and analysed using methods that are designed to assess 
construct reliability and validity. These are discussed in some detail in the section on 
analytical techniques towards the end of this chapter, and may involve the elimination of 
items to improve the scale's ability to measure the construct. Additionally, there is often a 
final stage in the proposed exploratory process that involves the use of factor analysis. 
Exploratory factor analysis (EFA) can assist in the creation of scales to measure constructs 
by identifying the dimensionality of the variables which can then be linked to the concept 
under consideration. Such analysis in an exploratory capacity is commonly made use of by 
marketing academics attempting to empirically verify the number of dimensions 
underlying a construct that may have been identified conceptually from the literature 
review. 
5.4 DATA COLLECTION 
The sequencing of the three phases of data collection was specifically configured to take 
advantage of the benefits provided by both qualitative and quantitative data gathering 
techniques. As previously stated, the qualitative phases were primarily designed to 
confirm and refine the hypotheses derived from the literature review. Data gathered and 
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analysed utilising these methods was utilised to present specific hypotheses for testing 
using quantitative data within the context of a positivist research paradigm. The use of this 
grounded approach was envisaged to add meaning and detail to the original research 
questions and propositions. In particular it was intended that it should help in formulating 
the questions in an understandable manner and embed them into the specific domain issues 
of the IRB owner manager (O'Brien, 1993). It was however decided that there should be a 
slightly different emphasis given to the two separate qualitative phases with the focus 
groups having a more conventional marketing research, rather than grounded, function in 
comparison to the one-to-one interviews that followed. The reasoning for this is explained 
below and is reflected in the differences in sampling and analysis procedures. 
The outcome of the literature review and qualitative data collection process would be a set 
of constructs developed in line with positivist research requirements that would be 
subjected to testing for reliability and validity. The data relating to the constructs and 
additional dimensions of the sample would then be analysed using statistical techniques in 
order to test the hypotheses under investigation. Further use would be made of qualitative 
findings in support of the quantitative results. 
Each of the three phases is now described in terms of the rationale for its use, the sample, 
and the data collection method employed. 
5.4.1 Phase 1 Research Method: Focus Group Discussions 
Focus groups discussions (or group interviews) are used extensively in research in 
marketing as a qualitative technique for gathering data from a small group of people who 
are brought together to explore attitudes, perceptions, feelings and ideas about a topic. 
Sessions are overseen by the group 'interviewer', called a moderator in such 
circumstances, who is responsible for initiating and facilitating the discussion. The first 
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phase of the research involved conducting a total of three focus groups with owner 
managers of IRBs located in market towns in Devon and Cornwall. This was deemed to be 
a sufficient number in order to establish initial understanding of the IRB perspective and 
study dimensions (Calder, 1977; Kumar et al., 1999). In line with established practice, 
groups comprised between five and eight members, with the total number of participating 
interviewees being twenty. The researcher undertook the role of moderator of the 
discussions that took place at convenient times and locations in each of the towns. 
5.4.1.1 Rationale 
The purpose of the focus groups was to elicit preliminary, exploratory data with regard to 
the identified research questions. They were regarded as a suitable method of achieving 
this, and in particular were used at this stage of the study in preference to individual 
interviews, because they were believed to be a more apposite means of generating a 
relatively large amount of relevant information from a range of sources. Moreover. the use 
of groups is perceived as a more stimulating and secure environment for participants, 
hence encouraging spontaneity and leading to more meaningful and candid comments as 
well as new ideas (Lautman, 1981; Greenbaum, 1991). In addition, as the research's key 
focus was on differences in behaviour amongst IRBs, some preliminary comparative 
analysis amongst the participants could result from the contrasting viewpoint expressed 
(Morgan, 1988). Indeed, the main purpose of this phase was to establish general principles 
for the research in terms of the key parameters of the study and to identify broad variations 
in behaviour, attitude and motivation amongst the IRB owner-managers. Specifically, the 
function of the initial qualitative phase was to elicit differences in the level of 
understanding of the respondents in terms of the business environment at the macro and 
micro levels, including customers, competitors and suppliers; differences in marketing 
information usage; differences in objective focus; differences in interfunctional co-
ordination; differences in strategic awareness, positioning and action; and differences in 
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performance motivations and evaluation of success. In order to achieve this it was 
necessary to establish an a priori understanding of the dimensions of the parameters 
involved. This was to be achieved through the consideration of such issues from the 
standpoint of the informants, which would therefore provide insight into the concepts 
under investigation and a basis for further analysis. Thus they were regarded to be of 
benefit to the development of the later quantitative investigation in by informing the actual 
content of the survey questionnaire including its wording and item development. 
5.4.1.2 The Sample 
As the first phase of data gathering was intended to be principally exploratory in nature, 
with a view to refinement in the later phases, a reasonably flexible although not wholly 
non-probability approach was adopted in informant selection. A key factor in selection 
was to involve a variety of independent retailers and some opinion leaders with known 
views on the situation of independent shops in market towns. Notwithstanding these 
requirements there was a need to balance the prefen·ed sample structure with the pragmatic 
factor of willingness to participate, particularly in the case of shopkeepers: in the main a 
group of small business owner managers with little free time. The device adopted to 
achieve effective selection was to contact local Chambers of Commerce or Traders 
Associations with a view to finding a number of individuals to participate according to a 
brief which stipulated variation in the set criteria, know opinions on the issues of concern 
and consequently an anticipated readiness to make a contribution. Each contact supplied a 
list of potential respondents that formed the basis of selection. The supplied lists were 
regarded as representing a cross-section of retailers from different trades, that had been 
trading for different periods of time, of different size, with identifiable differences in 
performance, and with recognised differing views and opinions on the situation of the 
independent store. Unlike consumer groups it was not identified as critical to the 
successful operation of the group that gender, age or socio-economic composition criteria 
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should be employed (Gordon, 1999), and that being independent retailer in a particular 
market town would provide sufficient cohesion for an effective discussion of mutually 
pertinent issues. Participants in each of the groups were recruited by initially telephoning 
potential respondents and inviting them to a discussion on 'the future of independent 
retailers in market towns'. Measures were taken to maximise attendance by addressing the 
anticipated difficulties in recruiting and attendance at the session (Oppenheim, 1992). 
Hence cash incentives, refreshments and an assurance of confidentiality were provided. 
Furthermore a letter on university notepaper confirming arrangements was sent, and a 
subsequent telephone reminder on the morning of the session was made to participants. 
5.4.1.3 Data Collection 
A discussion outline or topic guide was developed in keeping with standard qualitative 
research practice (Taylor and Bogdan, 1984). Impetus was achieved by providing an 
initial focus for the discussion namely 'the impact of superstore developments on retail 
businesses within market towns'. However the moderator was mindful of the need to 
move beyond this and ensure that wide-ranging and comprehensive discussion of the main 
themes of the investigation took place in accordance with the predetermined discussion 
structure. The duration of the sessions varied between approximately 50 and 90 minutes. 
All sessions were tape recorded with the permission of the informants, permitting greater 
accuracy in data collection (Patton, 1987) and subsequently transcribed for analysis by the 
researcher. 
5.4.2 Phase 2 Research Method: Semi-Structured Depth Interviews 
One-to-one discussions between a researcher and an informant are the most common form 
of interview in management research. Frequently termed depth or in-depth interviews, 
they involve an essentially non-directed discussion in which the respondent is encouraged 
to talk about a subject rather than answer yes or no to specific questions (Chisnall, 1992). 
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However the format of an interview can range from a highly structured and formalised 
procedure through to something akin to a free-ranging conversation (Sampson, 1996). The 
actual type of interview utilised is very much dependent upon the objectives of its use and 
the overall research methodology and philosophy of the study. In light of the intention of 
this study to adopt an integrative approach and to give a grounded perspective through the 
qualitative research, there is a leaning towards a more fluid implementation of the 
interview process in this research phase. Notwithstanding this position, the use of a semi-
structured (or focused) interview (Merton et al., 1990) was regarded to be the most valid to 
the efficacy of the research process. In this format the researcher is armed with a set of 
topics, but is prepared to be flexible in terms of the sequencing of the discussion around 
the issues raised. The answers tend to be open ended and there is an emphasis on the 
informant elaborating their views. 
This phase of field research comprised semi-structured depth interviews with a sample of 
twenty-five owner managers of lRBs located in market towns in Devon and Cornwall. The 
number of participants was regarded as being sufficient to generate the required 
information to address the research questions at this stage of the investigation. 
Convergence was also displayed in the data at this point, the point of theoretical 
saturation, where incremental learning is minimal because the researcher is observing 
phenomena seen before (Giaser and Strauss, 1967; Eisenhardt, 1989). This is consistent 
with the approach of sequential discovery advocated by exponents of this technique 
(Lincoln and Guba, 1985, Miles and Huberman, 1994). All of the interviews were 
conducted by the researcher in situ on the premises of the various participating IRBs 
during normal business hours, thus providing and additional, albeit limited participant 
observation dimension to the study. 
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5.4.2. I Rationale 
The underlying purpose of this phase was to confi1m and elaborate the detail of 
understanding of the main parameters of the research investigation. In particular the 
dimensions of market orientation, performance, business and functional level retail strategy 
and environmental influences were given specific attention as were the previously 
developed hypotheses relating to these factors. However the intention to g1ve more 
grounded insight to the comprehension of IRBs in a market town context was to be 
fundamentally achieved from data collected and analysed in this research phase. The 
method of semi-structured interview was adopted with this intention in mind, and preferred 
to the wholly unstructured, non-directive interview method because it may regarded as 
being a more effective means of generating valid data and forming a clearer picture of the 
interviewee's perspective irrespective of the philosophical standpoint of the researcher 
(Jones, 1985). Indeed it was designed to represent the forum within which the researcher 
could display theoretical sensitivity for the issues at the core of the study (Giaser, 1978). 
The sampling procedure and analytical techniques adopted also reflected this purpose. 
5.4.2.2 The Sample 
A non-probability sampling technique was adopted which is in accordance with the 
principle of 'discovery' proposed by grounded theorist, whereby the sampling process is 
'emergent and sequential' (Lincoln and Guba, 1985). The choice of informant was 
governed by the process of purposejili selection (Patton, 1990), which uses criteria to 
ensure that the individuals selected "can provide you with the information that you need in 
order to answer your research questions" (Maxwell, 1996:70). All of the benefits of the 
approach - typicality, maximum variation, theoretical criticality and controlled comparison 
- were regarded as being of value in forming the sample and were used in determining its 
composition. The view was taken that the size and composition of the sample would not 
be completely predictable at the outset of the research, and although from a positivist 
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perspective this could be regarded as "sloppy and biased" research design (Denscombe, 
1998:27) it was felt that this would not be a justifiable criticism. The benefits of this 
approach were regarded as far outweighing the downside of such an accusation and that 
any perceived shortcomings were more than compensated for by the rigors of the study's 
research methodology in its entirety. Indeed the use qualitative data acquired from a series 
of in-depth interviews using purposive theoretical sampling was a key feature of one of the 
seminal works in market orientation (Kohli and Jaworski, 1990). 
The process of informant recruitment was initiated through visits to a number of market 
towns in Devon and Cornwall to observe the nature of the small shop infrastructure and 
identify potential participating IRBs. Using a theoretical sampling framework to ensure an 
appropriate mix of businesses (by product market, size, location, length of trading period) 
stores were identified as being viable members of the sampling frame. Subsequently a 
number of these IRB owner-managers were contacted by telephone, told about the purpose 
of the study and invited to take part. Procedures for the successful operation of this form 
of research were then instituted. Consenting informants were sent a letter on University 
notepaper confirming arrangements and explaining the study's objectives (Easterby-Smith 
et al., 1991 :78). 
5.4.2.3. Data Collection 
At the outset of the session respondents were asked if they were happy for the interview to 
be tape-recorded and were assured of confidentiality. All but three of the interviews were 
audio recorded, with the others being written up as field notes during the interview and 
immediately afterwards. Additional notes were often made to supplement the recorded 
sessions to take into account observed data acquired during the course of the interview. 
These frequently related to visible aspects of the store for instance, store layout, staff 
dealing with customers and the presence of computers in offices, although whenever 
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feasible it was attempted to include a note of this in the recorded audio material. However 
they also took account of non-verbal communication signs which were more difficult to 
note on tape (Gummesson, 1991 ). 
A framework for the interviews was prepared to facilitate discussion and ensure coverage 
of all the relevant issues; this took the form of a topic guide that was used as a loose 
structure for the questions. Initially however, respondents were reminded of the objectives 
of the research, enlightened as to why they had been selected and reassured of anonymity. 
This is in line with accumulated wisdom as to how subjects can feel most at ease with their 
interviewer (Cannell and Khan, 1966). Following specific research on small business 
owners, informants were initially engaged in a general discussion of their business, being 
the area that they feel most comfortable about and therefore assisting in creating a relaxed 
and trusting relationship (Easterby-Smith et al., 1991 :79). Various probing and drawing-
out techniques were used on occasion throughout the series of interviews to encourage 
response and clarify points expressed by the informants. The duration of the interviews 
varied in length between approximately 20 and 150 minutes. 
5.4.3 Phase 3 Research Method: Postal Questionnaire Survey 
A self-completion standardised postal questionnaire was utilised as the research instrument 
to collect data from a sample of lRB owner managers located in market towns throughout 
Great Britain. 
5.4.3.1 Rationale 
The questionnaire mail survey was regarded as being the most effective and efficient 
means of generating quantitative data for analysis to test the research hypotheses and is 
widely employed in academic marketing studies of this type. The main advantage of mail 
surveys over the alternatives of personal and telephone interviews is cost, particularly 
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when the intended sample frame has a wide spatial distribution. In addition they have 
other advantages such as completion in the respondent's own time, anonymity, and a lack 
of interviewer bias (Hart, 1987). However they are not without their disadvantages, 
notably low response rates and their associated biases, particularly in industrial surveys. 
This requires that they are carefully administered in keeping with the guidelines set out in 
the best practice literature which is well-stated (e.g. Oppenheim, 1992; Fowler, 1993; 
Bourque and Fielder, 1995). 
5.4.3.2 The Sample 
A random sample of two thousand independent retailers in British market towns stratified 
by county was drawn from a Dun and Bradstreet database using the relevant SIC codes for 
retail businesses. The market town location was established using a listing provided by the 
DETR of towns with populations between 3,000 and 15,000 inhabitants (DETR, 1998), 
which also indicated the presence or absence of general retail or livestock markets. As the 
database did not enable sorting by number of outlets the number of employees (set at fewer 
than 50) was used a surrogate method of delineating the sample. Any questionnaire returns 
received from respondents that fell outside the definitional limits of an IRB (i.e. fewer than 
I 0 outlets) were subsequently eliminated from the analysis. 
5.4.3.3 Data Collection 
Two aspects of the data acquisition process need to be specified in order to achieve a clear 
understanding of the nature of the data used in the analysis. Firstly the procedures 
involved in administering the mail survey and secondly the design of the research 
instrument. 
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1. Mail Survey Method 
In order to overcome the disadvantages inherent in low response rates a number of 
techniques can be adopted (see for example Oppenheim, 1992: 104-6; Jobber and 
0' Reilley, 1996). In this instance a two wave mailing was employed using many of the 
response enhancement techniques recommended in the "total design method" proposed by 
Di llman (1978) along with a number of other measures. The first wave consisted of a 
questionnaire and a hand signed cover letter (Dillman and Frey, 1974) explaining the 
purpose of the study, assuring the respondent of confidentiality and offering a repon of the 
findings if they supplied their details with the completed questionnaire. In order to 
encourage response the letter identified that the survey was endorsed by the sponsoring 
organisation, Action for Market Towns, and that the survey was a National Survey of 
Market Town Retailers (Houston and Nevin, 1977). A freepost envelope was included in 
the mailing (Ciark and Kaminski, 1990). Letters were addressed to the named owner or 
manager of the business based upon the assumption that entrepreneurs have the 
responsibility for the venture or, at least, share some of the risks and rewards associated 
with it (Cunningham and Lischeron, 1991). A second mailing, sent out two weeks after the 
initial wave, included a modified cover letter that more strongly encouraged respondent 
panicipation, another copy of the questionnaire and a freepost return envelope. The 
comments of previous respondents that were included in the follow up letter were 
specifically selected to address sources of appeal identified in a recent anicle by Cavusgi I 
and Elvey-Kirk (1998). Overall it was believed that response rate management had been 
more than satisfactorily handled and that this would be evident in tests for non-response 
bias which would be undenaken as pan of the survey analysis. 
2. Questionnaire Design 
The main body of the questionnaire encompassed a number of modules containing items 
relating to the measurement and evaluation of the various concepts under investigation in 
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the thesis. These were entitled 'Your Business Environment' (Environmental Contingency 
Factors: 15 items), 'Understanding Your Business and Market' (Market Orientation: 22 
items), 'Emphasis of Your Retailing Activities' (Retail Operations: 34 items), How You 
Run Your Business (Retail Strategy: 26 items), and 'The Aims' and 'The Performance of 
Your Business' (Performance: 12 corresponding items in each). The detail of the items 
included each of these sections has been dealt with and justified in accordance with the 
literature in the previous chapter, and will not be discussed further at this stage. Three 
additional sections that were designed to gather further information on the characteristics 
of the business and its owner-manager were also included. Some questions to assess 
construct validity were also included. 
As with the survey administration, the questionnaire was compiled in accordance with the 
aforementioned work on best practice in this field of research activity (e.g. Oppenheim, 
1992). The main principles underlying the design of the instrument were to facilitate 
response and minimise response errors. Factors that needed to be taken into account in so 
doing were the nature of the audience and the desire to collect comprehensive, valid and 
reliable data so that the required constructs for the study could be developed. Obviously a 
finely-balanced approach was necessary in managing the process of developing the final 
questionnaire format, particularly as respondents were to be small business owner 
managers. However the qualitative phases had provided insight into the domain of the IRB 
and were therefore helpful in providing guidance when designing the questionnaire, 
especially the use of appropriate language where the avoidance of jargon and abstract 
terms was perceived as important to success (Bourque and Fielder, 1996). Ease of 
completion through maximising user friendliness was given priority as a factor in design, 
particularly as the length of the questionnaire was at the limit recommended for mail 
surveys in research in marketing (Childers and Ferrell, 1979). lt was felt however that the 
format adopted (an eight-page double-sided A4 booklet) and the ordering and wording of 
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the questions would assist in achieving a good return. Ordering of the main construct 
battery modules was regarded as following a logical sequence that would be easy to 
follow. These were preceded and followed by sections on the business itself and the 
respondent respectively. The introductory section was designed to ease the respondent into 
the process of answering and to develop interest, whereas the latter details were regarded 
as being best left to the end as (Oppenheim 1992: 109) amongst others suggests, "personal 
data questions should always come near the end of a questionnaire". Moreover, the 
question on turnover was left to the end for reasons of sensitivity in keeping with accepted 
wisdom on this issue presented in the best practice literature already cited. 
Closed questioning was used throughout to maximise the ease and speed of completion by 
respondents (Easterby-Smith et al., 1991) and, although this approach may lead to 
significant issues being omitted (Henerson et al., 1987), this was regarded as sound as 
previous qualitative phases and later pre-testing should overcome this potential pitfall. The 
standard form of question adopted in the instrument was the Likert-type requiring the 
indication of a level of agreement with a statement. Following the vast body of empirical 
work in marketing and strategy previously considered, the questions in the main modules 
were laid out as batteries of items using I to 5 point scales measuring levels of agreement 
with the statements. There is an argument that overuse of the same question type with the 
same respondent at the same time can lead to common method variance (Campbell and 
Fiske, 1959), described by Parkhe (1993:805) as where "two or more variables are 
collected from the same source at one time, correlations among them may be 
systematically contaminated by any defect at that source". However there was deemed to 
be sufficient variation in the remainder of the questionnaire to overcome this. 
A number of further 1ssues surround the use of this type of data gathering technique 
notably social desirability and acqUiescence. The former IS so called because certain 
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questionnaire items may prompt responses that will present the person in a favourable light 
and there will therefore be a tendency to agree with such statements. Procedures are 
available to eliminate social desirability, but are regarded as inadequate by some experts 
(Podsakoff and Organ, 1986) and were therefore not included, as they would have made 
the questionnaire overlong. Further it was believed that respondents might find it difficult 
to perceive the items that were socially desirable in the context of the instrument 
employed. The latter problem of acquiescence represents a general tendency towards 
assent rather than dissent in answering questions. This can normally be overcome through 
careful questionnaire design and selection of items. One way of achieving this is through 
the use of positively and negatively worded questions in the item batteries. There are a 
number of arguments in favour of this approach (see Friedman, 1988) that have led to its 
usage in research in marketing, particularly market orientation. Yet there are also 
downsides to its use, which led in this instance to it not being adopted, and essentially 
positive statements describing neutral concepts being used throughout the questionnaire. 
As the material under consideration was regarded as evoking a high level of involvement 
in respondents then the safest route was to avoid the excessive use of negatively worded 
statements (Garg, 1996). Furthermore Spec tor et al., ( 1997) present an argument which 
may lead to two rather than one construct being measured when negatively and positively 
worded items are used in the same scale. The perceived greater difficulty that people have 
in interpreting negatively worded items because of lack of understanding or careless 
reading are seen to be the root of this problem (Schmill and Stults, 1985; Cordery and 
Sevastos, 1993; Schriesheim and Hill, 1981; Schreisheim et al., 1991 ). This is especially 
so when completing long questionnaires (DeYellis, 1991 ). Thus in order to avoid 
artifactual factors being derived in this study and in order to overcome potential respondent 
confusion, negatively worded statements were not used. Although the researcher was 
mindful of potential acquiescence in response, better reliability and validity was expected 
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tn the constructs derived in the context of the sample frame under investigation if this 
approach was adopted (Deng and Dart, 1994). 
In keeping with the received wisdom (Fowler, 1993; Bailey 1994: Bourque and Fielder, 
1995) the questionnaire was pre-tested and piloted in order to ensure that measures will 
''work with our population and yield data we require" (Oppenheim, 1992: 47). Pre-testing 
of the draft questionnaire took place using a sample of six informants that had taken part in 
the interview phase of the qualitative research. The structure and length of the instrument 
were deemed to be generally acceptable as did the tone and content of the covering letter. 
Potential respondents regarded this latter point as being particularly crucial to eliciting 
replies as it was recognised as the key factor in establishing commitment to be involved. 
Although there was some belief that the instrument was rather long in terms of the number 
of questions included it was perceived as easy and quick to complete. Some minor 
modifications to ease understanding and typographical errors were .. m·ade to the 
questionnaire as a result of the feedback received. Piloting followed with a sample of fifty 
randomly selected subjects from the main survey listing. Thirteen responses were received 
within a two-week period of the mailing which was considered reasonable and 
"<·· 
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encouraging. Replies were inspected for response errors such as social desirability and 
acquiescence and no apparent evidence of their incidence was visible on this limited basis. 
Interestingly a large number of respondents, eight (61% ), were disposed towards foregoing 
anonymity in exchange for a copy of the report promised in the accompanying letter as a 
reward for participants. This was considered to be a strong vindication of the survey 
procedures adopted. 
When evaluating methods of data collection in management and organisational research, 
discussion of the efficacy and appropriateness of self-reports is as ubiquitous as the use of 
the method itself (Harrison and McLaughlin, 1996). A number of issues have already been 
mentioned, which arc commonly regarded as potential disadvantages of the method. 
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However, although instruments utilising tools to acquire self-reported data are commonly 
maligned, there is clear evidence that they are considered by many to be a pre-requisite of 
research in management, particularly where construct measurement is involved. As 
Podsakoff and Organ, (1986:540) attest "the practical utility of same-source self-report 
measures makes them virtually indispensable in many research contexts". It is therefore 
important that due consideration is given to impending issues, reservations and remedies 
when instrument and survey design is undertaken. A copy of the questionnaire and 
supporting letters are provided in Appendix Cl. 
5.4.3.4 Coding and Data Entry 
Questionnaires were coded and data entered into a database for analysis usmg SPSS 
(Statistics Package for Social Scientists) Version 9.0. The pre-coded values were used on 
scaled questions and numeric values entered where this option was available. 
Questionnaires deemed to hold insufficient data for the case to"make a valid contribution to 
analysis were regarded as 'incomplete' and excluded from the analysis. Wherever data 
were omitted from questionnaires included, the system missing default was used. Other 
data screening procedures were employed as per general practice in the use of multivariate 
statistical techniques (Tabachnick and Fidell, 1996:57-87). Throughout the analysis re-
coding of variables was undertaken using the accepted techniques so as to facilitate better 
description and measurement of concepts, their differences and associations. 
5.5. OVERVIEW OF DATA ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES 
Each phase of the research process generated data that was used to address the aims and 
objectives of the study. Various techniques were employed to analyse the data acquired 
based upon the type of data obtained and the appropriateness of the method to achieve the 
desired outcomes. General details of the analysis procedures are provided below. These 
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will be elaborated upon, where necessary, in the subsequent analysis chapters where the 
particular procedure is utilised. 
5.5.1 Analysis of Focus Group Data 
In accordance with the more conventional approach adopted in the focus group research, 
standard content analysis (Holsti, !969) was utilised as the principal means of analysing 
the focus group data. Arguably, this can be regarded as sitting somewhere between a 
positivist and a more grounded approach (Easterby-Smith et al., !99!). The process 
involves the systematic identification of key phrases or words from the transcribed 
interviews. These are examined for the presence of themes or categories, which are then 
coded to form the units of analysis (Denzin and Lincoln, 1994). Data is then aggregated 
across the series of groups based on a typology to provide the data set. Although the more · 
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phenomenologically inclined researchers would argue that implied meaning may be lost in 
the use of this somewhat unsophisticated method, it was regarded as providing a strong 
foundation on which to base the later research activities. Moreover, some would contend 
that tangible content analysis has the potential to disclose many 'hidden' aspects of what is 
being communicated through the written text (Gerbner et al., !969). Any. shortcomings 
from a grounded perspective or omissions, would be addressed in the next phase where a 
series of individual interviews were utilised to develop a more contextually anchored and 
comprehensive perspective of the business of independent retailers. 
5.5.3 Analysis of Semi-Structured Interview Data 
Unlike the group discussions, the individual face-to-face interviews were analysed taking a 
more grounded view of the research process. Yet there is no prescriptive modus operandi 
in adopting this approach and it is clear that the instigators of this philosophy are very 
much against the imposition of a set of methodological rules, displaying a concern that 
they would prove detrimental to the quality of the research: "a standardisation of methods 
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(swallowed whole, taken seriously) would only constrain and even stifle social researchers' 
best efforts" (Strauss, 1987:7). Undoubtedly the significance of the ideas of grounded 
theory in research such as this are their flexible interpretation and reciprocal influence on 
other approaches to research and theory (Layder, 1993). 
The grounded view that theories need to be based on empirical research, and that such 
theories should emerge and develop as pat1 of the process of research, requires that 
analysis is rigorous; constantly checking the analysis against the findings and refining them 
accordingly. Thus although the main form of analysis is in essence similar to that adopted 
in the focus group phase (categorisation strategies such as coding and thematic scrutiny), 
additional measures are implemented to ensure a sound foundation for the theoretical 
outcomes. In particular the method does not look toward measuring the frequency of 
coded items in categories, but revolves around the contextualisation of data in the text. 
Instead of fracturing the initial text into discrete elements and re-sorting it into categories, 
a contextualising strategy requires that the data is analysed in context and understood by 
identifying relationships among the different elements of the text. Relationships are sought 
that connect statements and events within a context into a coherent whole. In effect the two 
strategies of combine to provide a well-rounded account (Dey, 1993). Nevertheless when 
investigating research questions that ask about connections between factors in an attempt 
to identify relationships an exclusively categorising analytical strategy is inappropriate. 
Conversely, a question about similarities and differences across settings cannot be 
answered by using an exclusively contextualising strategy. As both types of research 
question are included in this thesis the two methods are used in tandem. 
Analysis took place in a manner consistent with the iterative stage process detailed by 
Turner ( 1981 ). This approach involves nine stages of analysis (developing categories, 
saturating categories, developing abstract definitions, usmg definitions, exploiting 
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categories, linking categories, conditions of linkage, connection to theory and testing 
relationships) supported by an iterative review of the analysis at the end of each step. Thus 
the analysis undertaken provides a broad definition and general boundary for the key 
constructs whi 1st identifying and evaluating linkages between such constructs. The 
approach was adapted to take account of the dual use of the data to supplement the 
hypothesis confirmation and refinement process and to add to the theory development. 
Thus each case was considered in a compressed f01m in terms of the categories emerging, 
the addition to categories and the linkages across categories. Analytical procedures 
involved inductive reasoning (naturalistic enquiry) proposed by Lincoln and Guba (1985) 
and comparative methods (grounded theory) suggested by Martin and Turner (1986). 
5.5.3 Construct Validity and Reliability 
The empirical substantiation of measures employed for analysis in this study is critical to 
the credibility of its findings. In particular the composite measures that have been 
developed to fit the context of independent retailers require both conceptual and empirical 
underpinning. Construct validity, which can be broadly defined as the extent to which "an 
operationalisation measures the concept it is supposed to measure" (Bagozzi et al., 
1991:421) has been identified as a central issue in organisational research. Some 
commentators (Scwenk and Dalton 1991; Rajagopalan et al., 1993) found that too little 
attention was given to construct validation in management research and that the 
psychometric properties of multi-item scales were not explored. However, more recent 
work in the fields of market orientation, strategy, retail management, and small business 
performance (e.g. Piercy and Harris, 1999; Noble and Mokwa, 1999; Phillips and 
Callantone, 1994; Lemer and Haber, 2000) would appear to refute this and tend to comply 
with accepted psychometric procedures for assessing scale validity. The importance of 
adopting such approaches have become apparent to business academics, and have therefore 
become the accepted norm where multiple-item scales are used to measure constructs in 
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management research. Thus a number of validation techniques are undertaken as an initial 
analysis in order to address the specific research question relating to the nature of the 
constructs in the study's context and to provide a basis for analysis of subsequent research 
questions. 
Construct reliability is a necessary precursor to validity (Nunally, 1978), and essentially 
concerns consistency; the extent to which a measure gives the same value on separate 
occasions (Oppenheim, 1992). In order to maximise reliability it is important to adopt 
consistent instrument design and administration. Again the reliability of measures is of 
particular importance to this research and is therefore a key element of the early analysis of 
quantitative data derived from the retailer survey. 
The following discussion considers the ways in which construct validity and reliability are 
evaluated in accordance with procedures generally-accepted by marketing scholars. 
5.5.2.1 Validity of Measures 
Various tests of validity should be incorporated into the principles of instrument design in 
order to assess the extent to which a measure actually measures what it is intended to be 
measured (DeVellis, 1991 ). Four different types of validity are generally considered. 
1. Content Validity: A measure can be deemed to have content (or face) validity if the 
items or questions of which it is constituted represent a well-balanced and 
comprehensive coverage of the content domain of the variable being measured 
(Nunnally, 1978). The essence of content validity is that the selection of scale items 
extends beyond empirical considerations to also include theoretical factors and 
practical issues. Such an assessment is necessarily a subjective judgement on behalf of 
the researcher, but can be founded on robust procedures that take account of an 
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extensive review of relevant literature and detailed evaluation by practising managers. 
In particular in the context of this study the latter, instituted through qualitative 
research with participants familiar with the domain of the independent retailer, can add 
to the pool of items generated to be included in the scales (following the procedures 
recommended by Churchill, 1979). 
2. Criterion Validity: Criterion-related validity, also known as predictive or nomological 
validity, is concerned with the extent to which the measure makes accurate predictions 
of other concepts in a theoretically based model. Criterion validity is based upon the 
explicit investigation of hypotheses derived from theory and typically requires that the 
strength of a directional relationship is tested using measures such as correlation 
coefficients (Peter and Churchill, 1986). The researcher should identify theoretically 
substantiated relationship from prior· research and then assess whether the summated 
scale has corresponding relationships. One of the primary aims of this investigation is 
to consider the relationship between the extent and nature of market orientation and 
independent retailer performance. The criterion validity of the market orientation 
measures adopted in this study would be demonstrated if the scores on the measures are 
highly and positively correlated with actual performance (Deng and Dart, 1994). 
Campbell and Fiske (1959) have proposed two additional aspects of construct validity: 
3. Convergent Validity: Also termed concurrent validity, this evaluates the degree to 
which multiple attempts to measure the same concept are in agreement. The notion is 
that two or more measures of the same thing should covary highly if they are valid 
measures of the concept; high correlation shows that the scale is measuring the 
intended concept. Thus alternative measures of market orientation and business 
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perfonnance should correlate highly with those developed as scaled measures through 
empirical investigation if convergent validity is to hold. 
4. Discriminant Validity: This is the degree to which different concepts are distinct. As 
opposed to convergent validity one would expect that if two or more concepts are 
unique, then valid measures of each should not correlate too highly; low correlation 
shows that the scale is sufficiently different from the other concept. In this instance the 
validity of the constructs for market orientation of independent retailers should not 
correlate highly with those of other business philosophies measured in the study. There 
should also be differences between the measures for other key study variables, such as 
business perfonnance, in tenns of their correlation if discriminant validity is to pertain. 
5.5.2.2 Reliability of Measures 
The assessment of the degree of consistency between multiple measurements of a variable 
is termed its reliability. The reliability of empirical measurements may generally be tested 
using one of three approaches: (I) the test-retest method, (2) the alternative form method, 
and (3) the internal consistency method (Nunnally, 1978; Peter, 1979). The most 
commonly used approach in academic research in marketing is the internal consistency 
method, which relates to the consistency among the variables of a multi-item scale. It 
tends to predominate mainly because the other approaches have major limitations, 
particularly in field research studies. 
The internal consistency of a set of measurement items refers to the extent to which items 
in the scale are homogeneous. Diagnostic measures to assess internal consistency tend to 
operate reasonably effectively in field studies as they only require one instrument and one 
administration of the survey. Two sets of diagnostics apply in these circumstances: 
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(i) Measures relating to each separate item, including the item-to-total 
correlation (the correlation of the item to the overall scale score) or the 
inter-item correlation (the correlation among items); 
(ii) The reliability coefficient that measures the consistency of the entire scale. 
The Cronbach's (1951) coefficient alpha test has become the most 
universally adopted and is regarded as being superior to the alternative split-
half test because it provides a direct estimate of the mean of all the split half 
tests (Peter, 1979). Cronbach's alpha is easily calculated for the scores of a 
set of items in a scale using the SPSS reli~bility programme. 
5.5.3 Identifying Relationships between Variables 
In accordance with empirical research methods in management, correlation analysis was 
employed in the first instance to identify associations between variables under 
investigation. Subsequently, more powerful multivariate analysis was used to assess the 
extent and nature of the collective relationships between performance and the vanous 
independent factors. Although the majority of variables are developed from a Likert-type 
set of questions, which many researchers would agree are actually ordinal scale data 
(Fishbein and Ajzen, 1975), it is common practice amongst marketing academics to use 
them as interval scales in analysis (Nunally, 1978; Mclver and Carmines, 1981; Rossi et 
al., 1983; Shim et al., 2000). Hence, as the dependent variables in the study are of a metric 
nature derived from interval scale questions, it is possible to employ parametric statistical 
techniques to evaluate the relationships between variables (Diamantopolous and 
Schlegemilch, 1997). Specifically, as the dependent variable is treated as a continuous 
measure, multiple linear regression is appropriate as a hypothesis testing technique 
(Morgan and Strong, 1998). Multiple regression analysis (MRA) is one of the most 
commonly used statistical procedures adopted in both scholarly and applied marketing 
research. Its popularity is based upon its wide applicability, ease of interpretation, 
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robustness to the violation of underlying assumptions and its wide availability on data 
analysis software packages (Mason and Perrault, 1991 ). Employing MRA perrnits 
conclusions to be drawn about the influence of predictor variables on the dependent 
variable and their relative importance. The focus of analysis when using the method to test 
hypotheses is on the size of the regression coefficients, their estimated standard errors, and 
the associated t-test probabilities; they are also conditional on the statistical significance of 
the overall model. Further explanation of the way that MRA has been applied to analysing 
the range of factors that influence IRB perforrnance including market orientation are 
provided in the relevant analysis chapter. 
5.5.4 Identifying the Effects of Contingency Variables 
As previously outlined in the literature on contingency theory, the use of moderated 
multiple regression analysis (MMR) has become commonly utilised in management 
research to evaluate the effects of moderator variables on a relationship between the 
criterion and independent variables. This technique involves the inclusion of an interaction 
variable in an additive multiple regression model. The analysis of the influence of factors 
on the relationship between market orientation and perforrnance in this study employs 
MMR and also sub-group analysis, following the original work by Slater and Narver 
(1994). The use of the latter technique enables the identification of different types of 
moderator effects which may influence not only the form, but also the strength, of the of 
the relationship between the criterion variable and the independent variables (Sharrna et a/, 
1981). A detailed exposition of the approach, as applied to the context of the market town 
IRB is provided in the later chapter that considers the results of the analysis of the 
contingency effects of competitive market environment variables on the relationship 
between the extent and nature of market orientation and IRB perforrnance. 
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5.5.5. Identifying Competitive Strategy Types 
The formation of conceptually distinct sets of firms that share a common profile was one 
of the key goals of the study. In line with much previous academic investigation of 
competitive strategy, cluster analysis was used to classify IRBs into different types 
according to their strategic actions and the associated operational retail activities. 
Essentially it was used in this study as a procedure for investigating the structure of 
competitive positioning within the sector (Harrigan, 1985). Cluster analysis is a statistical 
interdependence technique that is used as a means of sorting items into a small number of 
homogeneous groups (Saunders, 1994). The general process is based on the principle of 
minimising the statistical variance among elements grouped together whilst maximising 
the between-group variance. Both hierarchical and non-hierarchical clustering algorithms 
are employed in this study following an initial factor analysis of the retail operations and 
strategy items derived from the questionnaire survey (Punj and Stewart, 1983). The use of 
cluster analysis in strategic management research has come under frequent and sometimes 
vehement attack, mainly because the researcher has discretion to make judgements 
regarding the number of groups identified without necessarily having an underlying 
theoretical rationale (Meyer, 1991). Nonetheless, it is still frequently adopted as a means 
of specifying types of business in an industry setting, and has thus been utilised in this 
investigation subject to the recommended procedures for its application and the associated 
caveats. Indeed the key to the successful use of cluster analysis is the use of appropriate 
validation techniques and this can partly be achieved by using criterion-related validity 
measures (Hair et al., 1998) such as significance tests of performance differences between 
competitive strategy types, the procedures for which are now considered. 
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5.5.6 Identifying Differences between Competitive Strategy Types and Contingency 
Effects 
Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) and Multivariate Analysis of Variance (MANOVA) are 
widely adopted analytical procedures for identifying differences in variable values 
(normally the mean) amongst groups of data represented as non-metric independent 
variables. Hence their relevance to measuring differences between competitive strategy 
types, notably in terms of performance. The difference between the two techniques lies in 
the measurement outcome. Whereas ANOVA measures differences in a single metric 
dependent variable between groups, the MANOV A technique enables measurement of 
differences across groups in two or more dependent variables. Thus in the context of this 
study, if multiple measures of performance are of interest, then it is possible to gauge 
whether statistically significant differences exist between groups using MANOVA. These 
factorial design procedures enable comparison of the dependent variable across a number 
of categorically defined independent variables, which have the added benefit of enabling 
the identification of interaction effects on the criterion variable. A less sophisticated 
procedure for making comparison between groups in terms of a single classification 
independent variable also exists. This is termed one-way ANOVA and is equivalent to at-
test of differences between more than two groups (See Tacq, 1997 for an explanation of the 
various procedures and their use in research). 
The use of ANOV A and MANOV A is extremely common in recent scholarly management 
and marketing research, particularly in the area of competitive behaviour where hypotheses 
relating to differences between types of business require testing (e.g. Conant et a/, 1990, 
Smart and Conant, 1994; Dunn et al., 1994; Lukas, 1999). Statistical significance tests 
exist to achieve this which vary between the univariate and multivariate methods. A range 
of post hoc (or multiple comparison) tests exist to accompany ANOV A and MANOV A 
investigations. These methods enable identification of exactly where the differences 
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between groups lie and whether they are statistically significant, and are therefore useful 
for our purpose in determining how one strategy type compares directly with another. ln 
addition to these procedures, there are a number of less powerful tests which are designed 
to identify comparisons between groups in terms of non-metric (nominal and ordinal) 
variables. These will also be used to establish differences in the characteristics of 
competitive strategy types. 
Extensions of the ANOV A and MANOV A techniques to include covariates were 
employed to assess contingency effects. Termed AN COY A (Analysis of Covariance) and 
MANCOVA (Multivariate Analysis of Covariance), these methods follow the same 
principle as the main methods but include a metric covariate in the explanation of analysis 
of differences. Their specific application to contingency effects of the environment and 
market orientation on performance in competitive strategy types is explained in detail in 
the relevant analysis chapter. 
5.6SUMMARY 
This chapter has provided and extensive overview of the research philosophy and 
methodology adopted in this study. It proposes and justifies an integrative approach, 
which involves a number of phases of data collection and analysis using a range of 
methods. Details of the procedures involved have been provided for each of the techniques 
employed. The following chapter provides results from the two qualitative phases of the 
investigation. 
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CHAPTER SIX 
Results of Phase 1 and Phase 2 Research: Qualitative Investigation 
6.1 INTRODUCTION 
The methodological structure adopted in this study uses qualitative research to confinn and 
refine the hypotheses within the context of each of the previously defined research 
questions and the integrated model derived from the literature review. The two phases of 
qualitative data analysis were specifically designed to achieve this using evidence of the 
understanding, attitudes and behaviour of the IRB owner-managers. In a sense the 
qualitative elements of the study can be regarded as acting as a conduit between the 
literature review and quantitative hypothesis testing, within which a much firmer 
understanding of the detail of the concepts under consideration is established. The two 
sequential phases were however regarded as having a slightly different purpose and are 
expected to yield different data in terms of the concepts covered and the depth of 
understanding provided. Moreover, the latter phase was also regarded as providing 
opportunities for eliciting data to support the theoretical conclusions of the statistical 
investigation, whilst the former was essentially exploratory in its design. As a 
consequence of the additional insights provided through the qualitative work, any 
refinements to the original hypotheses are stated at the end of this chapter before they are 
taken through to the quantitative analysis stage of the research. 
Similarly the qualitative phases were also regarded as being a source of added detail for the 
development of the constructs that are used to investigate the relationships in the research 
model. Much of this exercise will, as with the hypotheses, be confirmatory. However 
where further insights add to the components of the constructs or suggest that particular 
items should be included in the construct development process, then they will also be 
stated before moving on to the quantitative analysis. 
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6.2 FOCUS GROUP FINDINGS 
In the main the data obtained from the focus group phase were used to confirm the 
hypotheses and the factors to be included in the survey questionnaire as items that enable 
the development of the constructs under investigation. The data were initially derived 
from a content analysis and were then subjected to a typological analysis process using 
categories developed from the theory considered in the literature and the prevalence of 
emerging factors (Lincoln and Guba, 1985). Each category represents a particular element 
of the dimensions of the research investigation that have been established from the 
literature (using the thematic coding approach of Strauss, 1987). The results relating to the 
individual categories of data are presented below using quotes from the informants to 
express the relevance and detail of the concept in the lRB context. Full transcripts of the 
three focus groups plus a summary of the general content analysis findings are presented in 
Appendix B I. 
6.2.1 Findings on Market Orientation 
In this section the categories considered relate to the five components of market orientation 
emanating from the literature review. 
Customer Orientation 
" .... .just try and keep up with what people want. ... there does seem to be a trend 
with beers at the moment - they seem to go for strong largers or strong ciders, the 
white ciders mainly, are more popular so we try and keep up with them". 
(Li skeard, Off-Licence) 
"When we took over the shop we did a survey on the catchment area, so there's 
quite a fair few really (families on electoral roll) and I think it's just getting them 
back into the town centre, to draw them in". (Callington, Baker) 
" ..... just try and keep on top of current trends, colours, patterns, everything". 
(Liskeard, Hardware and Homeware Retailer) 
" ..... they are looking for fast food, then they are looking at supermarkets, we've 
got to go in that direction because all you want to do is go in there, pack it, and then 
lets get home, cook it sit down and watch television". (Callington, Butcher) 
"People are looking for value for money at the moment aren't they, in everything 
they buy". (Modbury, Trader) 
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Competitor Orientation 
"That's all Tescos are now doing is putting in town stores" (Liskeard, Trader) 
"They (the supermarkets) strategically place certain items near other 
things ... sweets near checkouts .... that's Americanised selling isn't it?". (Liskeard, 
Trader) 
"I know that he (manager of new outlet opening shortly) has been around the town 
for nearly a month, he's talked to me, he's seen what we are all selling, he's seen 
what we're selling it at, he's seen the ones that are busy and they're the ones he's 
going to attack". (Liskeard, Newsagent) 
"They (supermarket) paid £1.12 for that and sold it for 76p. (Liskeard, Trader) 
"I go there to get stuff because I know you won't get it anywhere else, so you pop 
into the supermarket and buy it even though you shouldn't. We're all guilty. It's 
not just buying one specific item ... while you're in there you think well I may as 
well get 4 cans of beans and stuff like this and you get some veg. while you're in 
there, because you walk in and the veg. Is right in front of you. It's all there isn't 
it? Yeah, I might as well have that one to save going up to Chris's. (Callington, 
Butcher) 
" ..... the people like Woolworth and W.H. Smith are more expensive ... they add 10 
to 15%. (Liskeard, Greetings Card and Stationery Shop). 
"They (supermarkets) have researched this so finely ... they've got scientists looking 
at peoples'minds to say what they are thinking ... they've already sent people out to 
say how you feel about chicken, so you shove it in a computer. ... and so in 6 
months time we'll have this big chicken promotion". (Modbury, Trader) 
" ..... you walk in the door, there's the sign and you've got the mincemeat there, you 
walk a bit further up and you've got the filo pastry, everything's convenient". 
(Modbury, Butcher) 
"We are aiming at a different market than they are aiming at. We now find that we 
benefit from Trago and the way that they trade, in as much as that people go there, 
buy something cheap, it goes wrong or it breaks, so they then come into us and say 
that I bought a rotary clothes line at Trago- a load of rubbish- I'm not going there 
again". (Liskeard, Hardware and Homeware Retailer) 
" .... .I know from some of the companies that I deal with that they do enormous 
volume selling and they just scoop our businesses up from underneath us". 
(Modbury, Trader) 
" ..... whichever way you go within 8 miles there's one here, here and here ... we're 
lucky there's not a big one, it's in Launceston, it's not a superstore but rather a 
large supermarket, it's on the edge of town right on the motorway. It's easy to get 
to and from here you just drive straight into it". (Callington, Fruit and Yeg/Off-
licence) 
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" ..... a person came into my shop and said I don't want a chicken, I've just been to 
Safeway. I said how much were they there and he said they were on special offer at 
£4.99. I laughed. He said you're winding me up. Mine were £3. (Callington, 
Butcher) 
"There's a Spar shop that's going to open 24 hours". (Liskeard, Trader) 
Supplier Orientation 
" ..... our reps come to us and give us some good deals .... so that we can match any 
price that the nationals give". (Liskeard, Trader) 
"The Sea Fish Authority are doing a big advertising campaign, making people more 
aware of fish (Liskeard, Fish Shop) 
" ..... a really good example of great feedback I got when I was doing my buying a 
few months ago was that Boots have moved into an enormous range of soft toys, 
they were trying to take a lump out of the Mothercare range". (Modbury, Trader) 
Long Term Objective Focus 
"On certain things, on price you just can't compete, so these are things that have 
gone and we've gone for other markets". (Liskeard, Hardware and Homeware 
Retailer) 
"You've got to be careful what you do try because of the costs". (Callington, 
Butcher) 
"There's no point making fancy bread up if people aren't going to come in and you 
aren't going to sell them". (Callington, Baker) 
I nterfunctional Co-ordination 
" ..... you can't afford to sit back and not alter your stock". (Liskeard, Hardware and 
Homeware Retailer) 
" ..... because I have got a small car park, if I hadn't got that, for me it would be 
curtains .. .I have car after car drawing up in the morning for papers". (Callington, 
Newsagent) 
"We've always had more discerning customers who like their bread, whereas the 
youngsters have got families and tend to buy cheaper bread. (Liskeard, Baker) 
" .... .I get the best. The supermarkets can nowhere near compete with me ... yes 
you get the fish there but you can get it from me when it was caught last night". 
(Liskeard, Fish Shop,) 
" ..... walk into a shop and ask someone and that person will go out of their way to 
find it". (Liskeard, Hardware and Homeware Retailer) 
" ..... you've got to be fair and keep it at a sensible profit margin and they come in 
but they ar~ very price conscious around here". (Callington, Trader) 
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" ..... we bend over backwards to be friendly and nice and one of things that we 
offer which is a good convenience, we gift wrap anything for anybody so it goes 
out ready to be given which is a great asset". (Modbury, Gift Shop) 
" ..... you want a fish pie I won't let them buy certain things, so they take notice and 
they say thank you for your help and come in and buy again". (Liskeard, Fish 
Shop) 
"Last year I had boxes of apples by the door, they were super and I got them at just 
the right money, I did them for 24p a pound and people were walking by saying 
what a gorgeous apple but something's wrong, you know at 24p a pound, so they 
left it. I kept hearing this and I said if I hear this again they are going up and sure 
enough I put them up to 49p and they sold right off. I think if they are too cheap 
then people must think that there is something wrong with the product". 
(Callington, Fruit and Yeg/Off-Licence) 
6.2.2 Findings on Environmental Influences 
A very wide range of factors of influence in the local and wider environments was 
considered to be important to trading by the IRBs. These are summarised into categories 
derived from the literature and the degree of incidence in the focus group discussions. 
Superstores 
The negative effects of superstores on some retailers, particularly those that compete 
directly, was well recognised: 
"But there's been a heck of a drop in trade since the supermarket opened, there's no 
doubt about it". The people just aren't in town". (Liskeard, Fish Shop) 
"We're not getting the customer that comes in now once a week and spends £30 or 
£40 and they've disappeared ... this year its been noticeable, I never thought that 
Sainsbury would affect us, but that's been the only difference". (Modbury, 
Delicatessen) 
However, contrary to this, other traders have identified that their business has benefited 
from the draw of the superstores from the wider catchment: 
" ..... people are actually coming in to shop at Safeway, and then the come on in to 
town". (Liskeard, Hardware and Homeware Retailer) 
"I've seen an improvement in trade (since the opening of Safeway), we are actually 
busier on Saturdays than we used to be ..... people are actually coming into town 
that didn't". (Liskeard, Trader) 
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Traffic Ma11ageme11t 
The impact of short and long term changes in the flow of traffic around towns are regarded 
as important influences on trade: 
"You come over the bridge and the roundabout sign says Safeway, so forget the 
town .... they go straight to Safeway and sod Liskeard". (Liskeard, Newsagent) 
"When they close the road off for repairs it's dead ... what we really want m 
Callington is a one-way system". (Callington, Newsagent) 
"A lot of the time when the roadworks were going on Plymouth sound were putting 
on don't go to Modbury because you can't get through". (Modbury, Trader) 
"They (McKays Liskeard store) are performing particularly badly at the moment 
and she reckons it's definitely since the advent of the roundabouts that Safeway 
were built on". (Liskeard, Trader) 
Parki11g 
The issue of parking convenience for customers and the additional cost of shopping 
incurred in paying a fee is considered highly significant: 
Costs 
"they wanted something quickly and they had to pay to go in the car park and 35p 
is a lot of money". (Callington, Trader) 
"There's treble yellow lines and they are very hot". (Callington, Trader) 
"In fact I've lost 5 customers in less than a month that I know of who came to shop 
at my place, went back and had a ticket". (Callington, Greengrocer) 
"I think for example that the parking is the key issue, you don't pay for parking at 
Tescos, Sainsbury or these other places and yet you have to pay in Modbury so 
immediately the cost of your shopping goes up". (Modbury, Trader) 
"It's pretty nigh impossible to park anywhere but the car park, the official car park 
which is extortionate". (Modbury, Trader) 
Changes in the costs of operation emerges as an essentially local factor perceived as 
relevant to IRB business performance: 
" ..... once the business rates system came m it made it impractical to continue 
trading". (Modbury, Trader) 
" ..... we can never compete with these larger stores and that this is the highest cost 
which is the wages and staffing. (Modbury, Trader) 
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"There's your water, the electric, insurance, refuse bags, phone and bank charges as 
well as the rates ... all going up". (Callington, Fruit and Yeg/Off-Licence) 
"Rents won't come down, this is the problem". (Liskeard, Trader) 
Competitive Structure 
The presence of multiple retailers is recognised has having a negative effect on IRBs: 
" ..... It's all these big shed that are killing everything". (Modbury Hardware and 
DIY Retailer) 
But is sometimes positively regarded with respect to generating trade: 
'The town could use 2 or 3 multiples actually". (Liskeard Trader) 
In addition wider competition is sometimes seen as significant: 
" ..... certainly something that I see is an erosion, certainly in my business is the 
garden centre, garden centres are expanding dramatically, they are becoming 
superstores". (Modbury Hardware and DIY Retailer) 
"Practically every shop in a bigger town centre has always got a sale on" 
(Modbury, Trader) 
"People go to Truro and Plymouth because they think that they've got the choice of 
all the different stores". (Liskeard, Trader). 
The degree of local competition also appeared to be relevant: 
"I think the village shops have closed down ... most of them have gone altogether". 
(Callington, Baker) 
"We are competing against each other to survive .. .4 years ago there was I 
newsagent and 2 outlets now there are 5 outlets". (Callington, Newsagent) 
Competitive Intensity 
The intensity of competition was seen as a critical factor in determining the level of 
business: 
"We say we don't want that supermarket there, they take it to London and what do 
they say? Fine Sainsbury, yeah you contribute to us (Local Council), yeah lovely, 
let them pass, let them go through and this is what's getting up peoples' nose". 
(Modbury, Trader) 
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"We can't compete against them selling at a loss as they did in March". (Liskeard, 
Greengrocer) 
" ..... you have to read the Curry's ad because, whether you like it or not, it's in 
between the TV guide". (Liskeard, Trader) 
" ... we can't compete with their ridiculous special offers to bring the people in". 
(Modbury, Trader) 
"It's all there lock, stock and barrel. More choice, they can go there, they know 
that they will find stuff there that they won't find in the town centre, because 
there's no point in stocking it because you won't sell it. (Callington, Trader) 
"I think choice, the multiples seem to give a good choice ... fill up the boot and 
away you go. Time's about leisure, spare time, they will do it once a week rather 
than come to us every day. Well more and more women are at work as well aren't 
they .... and the supermarkets are open late at night. We do our shopping 5 to 8 
because it's open". (Callington, Trader) 
" ..... you get compost from Trago Mills, 8 litres for £2.99, now I can't buy it for 
that". (Modbury Hardware and DIY Retailer) 
"You get Specsavers on TV offering a free pair of glasses, so they're dragging 
people to Plymouth or Truro" (Liskeard, Trader) 
"do you think it's fair trading this bringing coaches out to Modbury? I hate it 
mainly because they stand in my doorway and I have to sweep up cigarette ends 
and sweet papers most mornings after them". (Modbury, Trader) 
" ..... the people who used to come in once a week and have a big shop, they are the 
ones who seem to be missing - the classic family, couple of kids, good jobs. 
(Liskeard, Trader) 
"Debenhams for instance had these days runnmg up to Christmas where they 
offered a 20% discount across the board on anything bought in the store was 
promptly followed by the Co-Op the following year, and so it goes on and I mean 
to say this is what is happening on a higher plain to us". (Modbury, Trader) 
Market Turbulence 
Market changes in the composition and behaviour of consumers were identified as relevant 
to trading in a number of ways: 
"I don't really ~think that the younger housewife today really knows what an 
article's worth,' d've got another side to my business and I know for a fact that I 
buy a coat that I retail for £39.99 and the same coat in Truro is £59,99. I sell 20 a 
year and he sells 200 a year. And a lot of them are Liskeard people (Liskeard, 
Trader) 
"Because shopping nowadays ..... , you don't go to the shop for necessities, 
shopping is a leisure activity". (Liskeard, Trader) 
"I know people if they haven't got time which in most cases that's life today, my 
carrots are Sp a pound cheaper but if they are 50 yards up the road they will still 
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buy those carrots which are dearer because they don't have to walk any further". 
(Callington, Fruit and Veg/Off-Licence). 
"I feel that it's shopping under and umbrella, they need this umbrella to shop 
because they basically can't be bothered. Plus they think that it's cheaper". 
(Modbury, Trader) 
"I think that basically on the whole of the public is getting very, very lazy". 
(Liskeard, Fish Shop) 
"It's only then that they (younger couples with children) become part of the 
community and start shopping in the town centres". (Liskeard, Trader) 
"I think more so now in this modem day and age people don't want to be shopping 
when they could be going to play on the golf course or somewhere". (Callington, 
Butcher) 
"I've noticed there's a lot more men on a Saturday coming into the bakery". 
(Callington, Baker) 
"Those big weekly shoppers tend to go out of town and park up conveniently in the 
supermarket". (Modbury, Trader) 
"They can do the shopping all together, a family outing, nice 20 minutes and the 
whole shopping is done, 20 minutes, finished, gone for the weekend .... play 
football, rugby, cricket you name it ..... it's easy isn't it?". (Callington, Trader) 
Market Growth/Decline 
The overall development of the market from the perspective of general growth or decline 
in business were seen as important factors in determining the amount of trade undertaken: 
"On Wednesdays they were queuing outside, ..... they used to let them in so many 
at a time". (Callington, Trader) 
"Thursday has changed from being quite a good day ... it was the beginning of the 
weekend, but over the last 12 months it's certainly declined and that goes for most 
days really". (Modbury, Trader) 
"People are definitely not here". (Liskeard, Newsagent) 
"I've found ... this last month since trade has just started to pick up just a little 
again". (Liskeard, Trader) 
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6.2.3 Findings on Strategy 
A range of different strategies were pursued by some of the IRBs, and although it was clear 
that they had a general understanding of their customers and competitors, others had no 
apparent strategic stance. 
Specialisation 
The focus of a business on a particular offer to a specific market segment regarded as being 
one of the main independent retailer strategies: 
"If somebody wants something really, really special they'll come back to us as 
individuals to get it, or if they've got a special occasion, but generally the 
supermarket's good enough". (Liskeard, Trader) 
Differentiation 
Service such as advice is perceived as a means of distinguishing the independent from the 
multiple retailer: 
" ..... oh thank you for your help. This is what they don't get in supermarkets, this is 
what we can offer them, this is where we can outshine the 'girl on the checkout". 
(Liskeard Hardware and Homeware Retailer) 
"It's where the independent trader scores. We can give advice. We sell locks and 
we can advise on which one and how to fit it". (Liskeard Hardware and Homeware 
Retailer) 
Diversification 
" .... we started exporting magazines over the world and we do over 65 countries 
now". (Liskeard, Newsagent) 
"I have a couple of little nursing homes that I bring the catering around ..... which I 
find quite good you know . It's coming slowly, whether you push it any more is 
one of those things". (Callington, Baker) 
"We expanded because many other shops have closed down such as the 
greengrocers which served pet food, the electricians so we took over the electrical 
side". (Modbury, Hardware and DIY Retailer) 
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Wider Range 
"I've done more range in the deli now than we ever did before, we make different 
varieties of sausages, all different things, just to try and keep them in". (Callington, 
Butcher) 
Buying Group 
" ... being part of this dealer-owned wholesaler, they are now so big, so national 
companies when they go to them to buy, they want to see them, they are pleased to 
see them, they are pleased to do business with them which means that we can 
compete on price with a lot of products". (Liskeard Hardware and Homeware 
Retailer) 
Expansion and Reduction of Outlets Operated 
"I've got the shop next door now and I've gone into bread". (Callington, Trader) 
"We've just rented a shop because we had 2 shops and we've pulled back into 
one." (Liskeard, Trader) 
Cost Reduction and Price Competition 
"I have myself over the last 2 years been trying to make myself very cost conscious 
and perhaps when I'm doing my mark up, say something comes out at £5.15, I've 
swung it back to £4.99". (Modbury, Hardware and DIY Retailer) 
"I haven't put my prices up for 3 years". (Callington, Trader) 
6.2.4 Findings on Performance 
Both the identification of motivational factors and the perceptions of achievement are of 
importance in establishing overall performance. 
Motivation 
Different motivations exist across the IRBs represented by informants in the focus groups, 
although they are broadly constituted as being a combination of strategic, personal and 
commercial aims for running the business: 
"I think it's a trend in older people .. .I feel that we're doing a service for them in 
the main". (Callington, Baker) 
"I've given people recipes and told them how to cook things, all sorts, but then 
that's part of the job and all part of the pleasure of it". (Liskeard, Fish Shop) 
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"We feel we've failed if we don't find a gift for somebody and they leave the shop 
in an unhappy way" (Modbury, Gift Shop) 
" .... we are more or less a social service" (Modbury, Trader) 
"From our point of view ..... we are surviving" (Modbury, Butcher) 
"It's becoming a very fine line for us between existing and not". (Callington, 
Trader) 
"I've been going for 3 years and I'm building on my trade. I am still sort of 
growing". (Callington, Trader) 
"As an independent.. .you don't employ somebody to run those extra hours, you've 
got to do it. I don't want to do go in on the 7th day when I've worked my nuts of 
for 6 days, you know". (Callington, Trader) 
Levels of Achievement 
Different levels of performance in terms of various objectives were apparent across the 
responding IRBs: 
" ..... probably this year we find ourselves about 20% down on last year, so far this 
year which we consider is quite a sizeable sum". (Modbury, Butcher) 
" .... .I've been there as I say 6 years and during that 6 years turnover hasn't 
increased significantly anyway, I would have expected it to increased". (Modbury, 
Delicatessen) 
" ... It's probably like the General Patton or the army thing, it's just the last push, 
because where we go from here, I've got nothing else to sell and I'm not continuing 
to finance my business, I say finance it, the bank is helping me finance it". 
(Modbury, Butcher) 
" .... .for the last 3 years we've managed to continue trading". (Modbury, Book 
Shop) 
"It's the only week in the whole of the last 12 months that we've equalled the year 
before's figures". (Liskeard, Trader) 
6.2.5 Findings on Differences in Understanding, Attitude, and Behaviour 
Significant differences exist between IRBs with regard to their perceptions of their 
situation and their activities. 
"I don't change it, its all sorts of ranges ... you can't change the ranges". (Liskeard, 
Fish Shop) 
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"How far can the independent go; how far can the people here go? ..... this feeling 
of how much more, what do you want, what do you want from us as traders, tell us 
what you want and obviously we will provide it up to a point. .. ! should be doing a 
lot more but I don't see the point" (Modbury, Butcher) 
" ..... something that I have done that has proved very successful and I've done it for 
2 years at Christmas time is that I've actually compiled a customer list" (Modbury, 
Gift Shop) 
"I think that you have got to weather it out. . .I think that it will eventually get 
better. You've got to draw them back slowly because the young mums get fed up 
with the supermarkets after a while, they will be fighting each other. I think the 
independent trader can beat this, I think it's just getting the point over to them to 
give us a try" (Callington, Newsagent) 
" ..... you can't afford to sit back and not alter your stock. (Liskeard, Hardware and 
Homeware Retailer) 
"You've got to move with the times". (Callington, Butcher) 
6.2.6 Summary of Focus Group Findings 
The summarised results for each of the categories, along with a brief discussion of the 
overall content analysis are presented here. In many cases there is clear evidence of the 
relevance of the dimension that the category represents to the study which confirms its 
inclusion in the hypotheses. In some instances further investigation is merited and thus it 
was afforded particular attention in the semi-structured interview phase. 
The data presented in the statements above represent a wide-ranging set of factors on 
which to base the development of constructs for the next phase of the study. In particular 
there is strong evidence to support the inclusion of the various categories of the external 
environment as direct determinants or moderators of the performance of IRBs. Much of 
data is congruent with the classifications of environmental factors previously established in 
the literature, and it is clear that certain local market conditions should be included as 
having a bearing on traders' performance. Additionally it was evident that factors 
contributing to the general development of the market in terms of growth or decline were 
in need of further refinement. The preliminary findings on strategy were also fairly robust 
in terms of providing a reasonably comprehensive set of alternative strategies across the 
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range proposed in the literature; yet there was little evidence of a focus (specialisation) 
strategy being adopted by the informants in the groups. There was good evidence to 
support the belief that performance of IRBs is a multi-dimensional concept based upon the 
motivations and perceptions of success of owner-managers. Furtherprobing on the detail 
of the factors to be included in performance measurement was however desirable. The 
extant literature on market orientation does not include supplier orientation and a case has 
been made in the literature review for such an inclusion. Some confirmation is 
forthcoming from the first qualitative phase of the study that identifies how suppliers can 
influence IRB performance; further grounding of this contention is however required. 
Similarly the inclusion of aspects of market orientation relating to the enactment of the 
concept through staff, and the response to and anticipation of market changes were 
regarded as being valid extensions to the construct, but in need of additional verification 
through the contextualised domain of the IRB owner-manager. As the final set of 
comments indicate, there appears to be a great deal of diversity in the attitudes of various 
IRBs towards their situation, with in particular some recognising opportunities to develop 
and others feeling more mundane about their predicament. 
Analysis of the summary table of content analysis supports that of the individual 
statements outlined above. There would appear to be a very strong emphasis on customer 
orientation in the domain of these retailers. There is some degree of focus on competitors 
and variable evidence on the decision criteria components of market orientation. Supplier 
orientation is present, but only to a limited extent and requires further probing. The 
personal performance element of overall performance is very strongly represented in this 
data set, which confirms its inclusion in further analysis. There is some limited evidence 
to suggest that strategic performance is considered and this will be further developed in the 
interviews. Much of the strategy data confirms the literature categories, with some clear 
indication that low cost strategies are used along with differentiation and specialisation. 
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The external environment data reflects its true dynamism and hostility. In particular 
changes in consumer behaviour are evident along with competition. Competitive intensity 
is a strong factor. Wider competition from outside the local catchment is also perceived as 
an important variable along with to a lesser degree the impact of multiple competitors. 
Local market conditions identified in the literature, specifically the superstore factor and 
parking are strongly upheld by this evidence. It is noteworthy that in addition to individual 
differences in understanding, attitudes and behaviour between informants there would 
appear to be clear differences in these characteristics between the group locations. This is 
likely to reflect the perceived importance of the various issues in the context of that 
particular market town and in specific responses to changes in the market and competitive 
environments of that location. With due regard to the findings of this phase, emphasis was 
given to the areas of the key research constructs in need of further refinement when 
implementing the next, face-to-face interview phase of the research process. 
6.3 SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEW FINDINGS 
It has already been explained that the semi-structured interviews were considered to make 
a more significant contribution to the overall study from the point of view of theory 
development. In the first instance however they were employed as a means of re-
emphasising the findings of the Phase 1 qualitative research. Secondly, the data derived 
were used to fulfil the task of supplementing the Phase l findings with a view to 
confirming or refuting the inclusion of factors within the constructs under scrutiny and the 
related hypotheses. Thirdly, they were utilised to feed into the theory development and 
specification process by adding contextual meaning to the results of the quantitative 
analysis. Findings reported here are confined to the two initial pullJOSes, whereas the latter 
is integrated with the results of statistical investigations in the final conclusions chapter. 
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Drawing upon an adaptation of the iterative stage process as explicated by Turner (1981), 
the analysis was undertaken in a number of stages focussing at the outset on the descriptive 
categorisation of data and subsequently on the explanatory use of categorised data to 
delimit and denote theory through the linking of categories. For our purposes at this stage 
of the research process categories have been established in the Phase I research outlined 
above. Data forthcoming from the interviews with IRB owner-managers were therefore 
used in a constant comparison framework (Giaser and Strauss, 1967) to substantiate or 
modify Phase I findings. Results reported below are selective, based upon the need to 
pursue particular lines of investigation identified in the Phase I qualitative research results. 
Results are presented as either quotes or notes relating to statements made by the 
informants. Individual comments are attributed in each case. A summary of each of the 
interviews is included in Appendix B2. 
6.3.1 Findings on Market Orientation 
Customer Orientation 
"I take notes about whether they are going on holiday and then ask them whether 
they had a nice holiday". (Sherry Durrant, Belamarriage, Tavistock) 
"Get across the fact that the customers coming through the door and whatever else 
they are doing that's secondary to helping anybody who comes in the 
shop .. basically acknowledge the fact that they have come in the shop and listen to 
what they say and find out what they really want rather than just stand there .. ask 
what's it for and give advice". (Eiise Jungheim, Country Cheeses, Tavistock). 
"Finding out about your customers is an expensive business, and probably a bit of a 
luxury that we can't normally afford". (Liz Lawson, Lawson's, Tavistock) 
Use staff with children to forecast demand. "I always take notice of what my staff 
tell me about the customers". "Always get them in". (Pat Thompson, Pat's 
Greeting Cards, Launceston) 
"Try and keep ahead of what's going on in the market. We can read our customer, 
and they might not know what they want but we do". (Kathryn Leatherby, Moor 
Silk and Yams, Tavistock) 
"We listen to what they say". "If there is a need then we try and stock it". (Mr. 
and Mrs. Yabsley, Occasions, Liskeard) 
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"We listen to our customers. Customers tell us what other shops are up to. 
Customers come in and tell us about new products." (Tim Legg, Tavistock Cycles, 
Tavistock) 
"Listen to them when they come in. I know what they can afford to spend on 
fabrics". (Helen White, Stitchcraft, Saltash) 
Competitor Orientation 
"''m very aware of the competition". (Bruce Reid, Saltash) 
"I don't like to think that supermarkets are my competitors. Do my own thing, you 
really should go out there and check out what's going on with your products but I 
don't". (Eiise Jungheim, Country Cheeses, Tavistock) 
"Supermarkets have too much wastage- we'll always be cheaper on fruit and veg." 
(Roger Carter, Cornish farm Produce, Saltash). 
"No opposition and prices sky high, see potential by undercutting on price with 
same quality" (John Elford, Elford's Butchers and Delicatessen, Saltash) 
"That's no way to handle a customer". (Mrs. Richards, Marianne's Fashions, 
Saltash), Reflecting on an experience at M&S. 
"Four times as much as we were charging." (Eileen, Eileen's Wool, Saltash) 
Supplier Orientation 
Deals directly with all the different material suppliers. Over 1000 bridal fabrics 
covering all price ranges. Reps visit so see 600 -700 pairs of shoes over 6 months. 
Built up list of suppliers before she left college. (Sherry Durrant, Belamarriage, 
Tavistock) 
Reps, inform her of deals and buys in lower and sells out lower (Pat Thompson, 
Pat's Greeting Cards, Launceston) 
"There's not one cheese, or one item, in the shop that I don't know who has made 
it" (Eiise Jungheim, Country Cheeses, Tavistock) 
"Reps. that come around and advise. Don't touch that, or this is selling well". 
(Eileen, Eileen's Wool, Saltash) 
Strong link with sole supplier (Buying Group). Receives information from NISA 
to help plan. (Clyde Mills, GP Stores, Newton Abbott) 
Hotpoint supply staff training, store design advice and display materials. (Karl 
Hockridge, Hockridge and Stacey, Tavistock) 
"They are not suppliers they are producers. Suggested things to them and they 
make specifically for us." (Eiise Jungheim, Country Cheeses, Tavistock) 
"They can only give you a deal if it's available. Don't always tell you, you have to 
wheedle it out of them." (Kerry, Tamar Cards, Saltash) 
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"Rohan's price structure- for large chains get one price and we get another- give 
me a reasonable margin or get on your bike." Now a Rohan dealer. (Dave 
McDowell, Kountry Kit, Tavistock) 
"Very important part of retailing is your relationship with your suppliers" (Liz 
Law son, Law son's, Tavistock) 
"The buying is the most important thing". (Mrs. Richards, Marianne's Fashions, 
Saltash) 
Long Term Objective Focus 
"It's too time consuming. It's not worth doing them". (Bob, Framer's Corner, 
Saltash) 
"It's more hassle than it's worth". The money's to be made over the counter, cash 
there and then". (Rodney Lucas, Rapson's Butchers, Liskeard) 
"Don't bother with cheap carpet- no money in it". (John Hicks, Hicks and Son, 
Launceston) 
"We take a long term view on the business- going into F&V cost us a lot of money 
but it has paid off." (Roger Bird, Pal mer's, Tavistock) 
lnterfunctional Co-ordination 
"Like their change counted into their hand, this speeds things up". (Pat Thompson, 
Pat's Greeting Cards, Launceston) 
"We don't want them coming back complaining". (Rodney Lucas, Rapson's 
Butchers, Liskeard) 
"Never knowingly undersold - RRPs maximum". (Chris Locke, A Rhyme m 
Thyme, Tavistock) 
"Go out of our way to get anything they want". (Bruce Reid, Saltash) 
"Thank you very much, bye bye now". (Kerry, Tamar Cards, Saltash) 
6.3.2 Findings on Environmental Influences 
Superstores 
Superstore killing the town. A threat that you can't compete with. (Roger Carter, 
Cornish Farm Produce, Saltash) 
"Can't compete with supermarkets, no point in trying to. When Somerfield 
opened it killed the town." (John Elford, Elford's Butcher and Delicatessen, 
Saltash) 
Clawed it back as busy now as we were before Safeway opened. (Rodney Lucas, 
Rapson's Butchers, Liskeard) 
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Safeway drained people out of town. Took over three years to recover trade. (Mr. 
and Mrs. Yabsley, Occasions, Liskeard) 
Out of town shopping hit every business in Tavistock. (Roger Bird, Palmer's 
Tavistock) 
Traffic Management 
Pedestrianisation and the by pass have taken trade away. "Freezing the car out". 
(Chris Locke, A Rhyme in Thyme, Tavistock) 
"Everything's changed since they opened the tunnel". (Roger Carter, Cornish Farm 
Produce, Saltash) 
Have to respond to it. Delivery to homes. (Karl Hockridge, Hockridge and Stacey, 
Tavistock) 
When the road works were going on in Brook Street many didn't come out and 
used mail order. (Kathryn Leatherby, Moor Silk and Yams, Tavistock) 
Parking 
Costs 
No problem whatsoever. Quite inexpensive, long stay and short stay. (Mrs. 
Richards, Marianne's Fashions, Saltash) 
Hiked up charges when superstore built. Big bone of contention, town would 
benefit if they got their act together. (Mr. and Mrs. Yabsley, Occasions, Liskeard) 
Rent and rates are high. (Kathryn Leatherby, Moor Silk and Yams, Tavistock) 
Competitive Structure 
Following the initial focus group findings, the structure of competition would appear to 
comprise the local, multiple and wider dimensions: 
Local Competition 
There were 6 greengrocers in Saltash, now they are the only one left. (Roger 
Carter, Cornish Farm Produce, Saltash) 
No local competition in town. Disappeared. (Bob, Framer's Corner, Saltash) 
6 other newsagent suppliers, I other confectionery shop and I national chain in 
town. (Bruce Reid, Saltash) 
Some stores face direct competition from multiples and symbol group retailers 
(Clyde Mills, GP Stores, Newton Abbott) 
Another wool shop in Saltash with more expensive range- gentleman's agreement, 
help each other. Baby clothes also sold in couple of other shops. (Eileen, Eileen's 
Wool, Saltash) 
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Two other DIY shops in the town (Tan Goldsworthy, Goldsworthy's, Liskeard) 
Multiple Competition 
Local superstores but do not overlap with top up and low price segments. (Clyde 
Mills, GP Stores, Newton Abbott) 
Marks and Spencer in Plymouth and Truro are direct competitors on fashion. (John 
Hicks, Hicks and Son, Launceston) 
Debenhams, the Co-Op they can get away with it. Cut throat, undercutting the 
wholesaler. 
Multiples compete on price. Perceived price advantage. Awareness of threat. (Karl 
Hockridge, Hockridge and Stacey, Tavistock) 
Some national chains, Blacks. (Dave McDowell, Kountry Kit, Tavistock) 
Wider Competition 
Plymouth Co-Op too expensive and not a friendly service. (Eileen, Eileen's Wool, 
Saltash) 
Two shops closed in Looe and now coming to shop in Liskeard. (Rodney Lucas, 
Rapson's Butchers, Liskeard) 
One in Tavistock "very classy". (Helen White, Stitchcraft, Saltash) 
Dingles and Debenhams don't do it any more. Truro, Helston, St. Austell and 
Plymouth market. (Miss Causley, Toddle In, Tavistock) 
3 in Plymouth and 2 in Liskeard and Trago Mills. You can't compete with them. 
It's nearly cheaper to go to Trago and buy what I need rather than get it from the 
supplier. Many competitors around the area. (Bob, Framer's Corner, Saltash) 
All the large multiple sheds in Plymouth. Mail order. Debenhams and Dingles 
stores for kitchenware in Plymouth. Trago Mills. (Liz Lawson, Lawson's, 
Tavistock) 
Can't get things in Plymouth so come here. (Mr. and Mrs. Yabsley, Occasions, 
Liskeard) 
Competitive Intensity 
Newspapers very competitive. Other aspect less so. (Bruce Reid, Saltash) 
Gas is very competitive on price. (Ian Goldsworthy, Goldsworthy's, Liskeard) 
Supermarket has never really bothered me. "Even their special offers are more 
expensive than ours anyway". Four other butchers in town. One closing after 
Christmas- retiring. (Rodney Lucas, Rapson' s Butchers, Liskeard) 
Extremely competitive price matching (Karl Hockridge, Hockridge and Stacey, 
Tavistock) 
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Extremely competitive on price on DIY (Liz Lawson, Lawson's, Tavistock) 
Extremely competitive on clothes and on gifts now threat new chains have moved 
into town in both clothing and gifts. Clothing is fiercely competitive. New gift 
shop is very low on price and have similar lines as they are a multiple and can get 
access to same stock. (Valerie Nerva, Natural Nomads, Tavistock) 
No real competition in the business except mail order is increasing. (Kathryn 
Leatherby, Moor Silk and Yams, Tavistock) 
Post Office just started selling cards. (Pat Thompson, Pat's Cards Launceston) 
Everybody sells cards but nobody competes (Chris Locke, A Rhyme in Thyme, 
Tavistock) 
One card shop just closed. Everybody sells cards (Kerry, Tamar Cards, Sa hash) 
Market Turbulence 
People can't afford it these days- buy less expensive yam. (Eileen, Eileen's Wool, 
Saltash) 
Women want to choose what they want, particularly in late 20s and early 30s. 
Getting married later. (Sherry Durrant, Belamarriage, Tavistock) 
Diets affect us at some times of year. Healthy living doesn't. (Elise Jungheim, 
Country Cheeses, Tavistock) 
People coming back on the high street - like an old fashioned butcher. (John 
Elford, Elford's Butchers, Saltash) 
More people looking for convenience in small towns and on rural fringes. (Clyde 
Mills, GP Stores, Newton Abbott) 
American driven - leads the way. (Kathryn Leatherby, Moor Silk and Yams, 
Tavistock) 
There was a nautical thing going on and we dip into it but it didn't take off. 
(Valerie Nerva, Natural Nomads, Tavistock) 
Kitchenware a very fashionable thing. TV- all hell lets lose. "Grillets, peelers and 
lemon zesters". Everything is dark green at the moment and it's moved on to dark 
blue. Affected by slump in housing market last year. People stay in houses and 
improve. "People making more of their houses". (Liz Lawson, Lawson's, 
Tavistock) 
Mix of population is changing and mix of shops is changing. Professional, 
educated ABCls growing. (lan Goldsworthy, Goldsworthy's, Liskeard) 
Sales indicate that people no longer require British carpets like Axminster, and 
major technical advances in carpet production. (John Hicks, Hicks and Son, 
Launceston) 
Customers are price oriented. Price aware and expect more. (Karl Hockridge, 
Hockridge and Stacey, Tavistock) 
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"Mode of shopping is very much supermarket oriented". (Roger Bird, Palmer's, 
Tavistock) 
People are getting sick of supermarkets. (Rodney Lucas, Rapson's Butchers, 
Liskeard) 
Constant innovation. (Tim Legg, Tavistock Cycles, Tavistock) 
Business is always changing. Go to the fair to see new fashions. (Miss Causley, 
Toddle In, Tavistock) 
Used to be a tremendous trade with the cattle market and now a lot of it has gone, 
but still a good trade. BSE has helped us. "I wish there was a BSE scare every 
week". (Rodney Lucas, Rapson's Butchers, Liskeard) 
Parents more into educational toys and books. (Pat Thompson, Pat's Greeting 
Cards, Launceston) 
The town is changing and consumer behaviour is changing. "It's ongoing, it will 
never stop, because the market is always changing". (Mr. and Mrs. Yabsley, 
Occasions, Liskeard) 
Paraffin was important now it isn't any more, so you bring in new products to 
replace the old. Monitor changes in fashion. (lan Goldsworthy, Goldsworthy's, 
Liskeard) 
Element of fashion in cycling and things go out of date so have to reduce them. 
Have to be very aware all the time - run our stocks down a bit. Keep up to date 
with changes at trade shows and through magazines. (Tim Legg, Tavistock Cycles, 
Tavistock) 
Market Growth/Decline 
Fewer people in town. "Before Safeway, Somerfield car park was full". (Chris 
Locke, A Rhyme in Thyme, Tavistock) 
More people acquiring a wider range of domestic electrical goods. Perceived as 
necessities. Local market buoyant. Driven by technical innovation (Karl 
Hockridge, Hockridge and Stacey, Tavistock) 
Town has grow and changed. Dormitory of Plymouth, now have children and 
spend more money in town. Better quality of life in a market town. (Mr. and Mrs. 
Yabsley, Occasions, Liskeard) 
"It is a falling market, there's no getting away from it". (Roger Bird, Palmer's, 
Tavistock) 
More people walking- more people made redundant gives them more leisure time 
and earlier retirement. Cheap way of keeping fit. (Dave McDowell, Kountry Kit, 
Tavistock). 
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6.3.3 Findings on Strategy 
The range of strategies covered by the sample is extensive with many adopting a mix of 
different strategies based upon the market conditions and the opportunities perceived. 
Specialisation 
People looking for unique designs- looking for something different, whatever the 
price range (Sherry Durrant, Belamarriage, Tavistock) 
Specialise in providing convenience and low cost offer to local customers. Focus 
on price/convenience sensitive segment. (Clyde Mills, GP Stores, Newton Abbott) 
Local customers who are price conscious. (Helen White, Stitchcraft, Saltash) 
Dartmoor walkers and dog walkers. Practical not fashion oriented customers 
looking for good value (Dave McDowell, Kountry Kit, Tavistock) 
Middle to older age group looking for lasting fashion and prepared to pay the extra 
for it (Mrs. Richards, Marianne's Fashions, Saltash) 
Quilters and specialist needleworkers. (Kathryn Leatherby, Moor Silk and Yams, 
Tavistock) 
Differentiation 
"In the delicatessen side we are trying to do what the supermarkets don't do". 
(John Elford, Elford's Butchers and Delicatessen, Saltash) 
Different and interesting. High quality cards. £1.50 - £3.00 cards, paying for nicer 
things. (Chris Locke, A Rhyme in Thyme, Tavistock) 
Unique range of specialist tobacco and confectionery for pipe smokers and sweet 
lovers. (Bruce Reid, Saltash) 
Wide range of stock and old-fashioned courtesy. Personal attention. Staff 
availability. Can't compete on price. (John Hicks, Hicks and Son, Launceston) 
Quality- buy the best quality meat and pay the top price. (Rodney Lucas, 
Rapson's Butchers, Liskeard) 
"We've had to be very careful that we are very different so that on things that we 
may overlap then our range is better". (Valerie Nerva, Natural Nomads, Tavistock) 
There isn't a shop that specialises like this one in Devon and Cornwall. Exclusive 
regional distribution on a lot of the merchandise brands. (Ms. Causley, Toddle In, 
Tavistock) 
"Quality, choice, service. If the customer can't eat it then what's the point of 
getting it cheap. If you sell rubbish to a customer, you are not going to see them 
again". (Roger Bird, Palmer's, Tavistock) 
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Very wide range of greetings cards (50 suppliers), lots of gifts, interesting things. 
Distinctive and unique, based on range. Value for money. Pass on better prices to 
customer. (Mr. and Mrs. Yabsley, Occasions, Liskeard) 
80 to 90 cheeses mostly Devon and Cornwall. Also local complementary foods, 
preserves, juice, ice cream, bread, dairy produce. Personal service- treated as 
individuals. Try to be friendly, encourage them to taste and will go home with 
something that they really like. (Eiise Jungheim, Country Cheeses, Tavistock) 
Diversification 
"I've diversified- all these residential homes, restaurants and hotels in rural areas 
have got to get their stuff from somewhere." (Roger Carter, Cornish Farm Produce, 
Saltash) 
"You either lay down and die or you diversify, which is growing". Diversified into 
catering meat and F&V. Now more important than retail butchery (70% of sales). 
(Roger Bird, Palmer's, Tavistock) 
Training courses. Dealer for high quality sewing machine company- sole agency 
in South West. (Kathryn Leatherby, Moor Silk and Yams, Tavistock) 
Make up curtains and export them by mail order around the world. (John Hicks, 
Hicks and Son, Launceston) 
Wider Range 
Cut back on some lines (books) in response to supermarket entry. But expanded 
into candles and doing very well. (Mr. and Mrs. Yabsley, Occasions, Liskeard) 
Widening range and doing more to expand gift range and choice of cards. (Kerry, 
Tamar Cards, Saltash) 
Widened range. Toy department has grown substantially. Developed range into 
new learning toys. (Pat Thompson, Pat's Greeting Cards, Launceston) 
Buying Group 
"We are in a buying group which helps ... for greetings cards .... better prices and 
stock availability". (Mr. and Mrs. Yabsley, Occasions, Liskeard) 
Low cost positioning revolves around buying group membership. Increase sales to 
get better deals and support. (Clyde Mills, GP Stores, Newton Abbott) 
Involved in a dealer owned wholesaler. Reduced stock holdings, and top up 
weekly. Have an investment in this, which provides marketing and wholesaling 
support. Promotional leaflets 5 seasonal performance year 9,500 leaflets. Leaflets 
are also used to overcome incorrect price perceptions. Also provide training 
courses. (Ian Goldsworthy, Goldsworthy's, Liskeard) 
Keeps them competitive on price and supplies promotional support e.g. offers and 
leaflets. Product knowledge. (Karl Hockridge, Hockridge and Stacey, Tavistock) 
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Expansion and Reduction of Outlets Operated 
Just opened another three stores (Clyde Mills, GP Stores, Newton Abbott) 
Just opened a new store in Exeter, which sells kitchenware only. (Liz Lawson, 
Lawson's Tavistock) 
Opened a shop in Wadebridge, now sold on. Too much to do, kept going for 2 
years. Did it to get benefits of bigger buying deals, but nearly ki lied them. (Mr. 
and Mrs. Yabsley, Occasions, Liskeard) 
Opened new store in Tavistock, in furniture. (Valerie Nerva, Natural Nomads, 
Tavistock) 
Opened an adjacent store selling same merchandise but for larger ladies, and 
another in Looe which has more casual lines for holiday wear (Mrs. Richards, 
Marianne's Fashions, Saltash) 
Cost Reduction and Price Competition 
"It's double the price elsewhere- this is what we work on". (Eileen, Eileen's 
Wool, Saltash) 
Low cost positioning due to low overheads (Roger Carter, Cornish Farm Produce, 
Saltash) 
Can charge 60p per pound less than local competitor. (John Elford, Elford's 
Butchers and Delicatessen, Saltash) 
Price positioning supported by buying policy and promotion. Advertising strap line 
'GP Stores are Cheap, Cheap, Cheap'. Local radio, flyer and local newspaper 
support for image and to attract customers. Cheap and cheerful service policy. No 
frills retailing. (Clyde Mills, GP Stores, Newton Abbot!) 
Can compete on price as well as differentiation due to buying group membership 
and supplier dealership links (Karl Hockridge, Hockridge and Stacey, Tavistock) 
6.3.4 Findings on Performance 
Motivation 
"I'd like another shop. I can see the business growing. In 2 or 3 years open a new 
shop in Newton Abbott, where I come from". (Sherry Durrant, Belamarriage, 
Tavistock) 
"Wanted to be a part of the community in Saltash". (Bruce Reid, Saltash) 
"Laff, bit of fun, something different all the time, different people coming in". 
(Bob, Framer's Corner, Saltash) 
"I think that I've grown up in an established family firm and it's about getting the 
assets to work for us. Bring the business into the 21'' Century". (Ian Goldsworthy, 
Goldsworthy's, Liskeard) 
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"Offer staff a reasonable living and security". (John Hicks, Hicks and Son, 
Launceston) 
"Every business likes growing, if you are not growing you are standing still, and if 
you are standing still, you are going backwards" (Liz Lawson, Lawson's 
Tavistock) 
"Satisfy customers demands". (Dave McDowell, Kountry Kit, Tavistock) 
"I want to be the biggest and the best" (Kathryn Leatherby, Moor Silk and Yams, 
Tavistock) 
"Just doing it and making it work. People of Tavistock are better off because of us. 
We add local colour to the town. If the shop's not making a decent profit then there 
is no point in running it". (Valerie Nerva, Natural Nomads, Tavistock) 
"One of the objectives was that it would be fun. Things to make people laugh, 
people to go out with a smile on their face." (Chris Locke, A Rhyme in Thyme, 
Tavistock) 
"If I was here solely for financial reasons I would have shut down last March when 
I took it over". (Kerry, Tamar Cards, Saltash) 
"Always wanted to have a shop and run my own dressmaking business. That was 
the only thing I knew what to do and I needed to work". (Helen White, Stitchcraft, 
Saltash) 
Levels of Achievement 
"Growth has been good. I need a yardstick to measure performance by. Growth in 
sales and customer now" (Bruce Reid, Saltash). 
"People of Tavistock are better off because of us. We add local colour to the 
town." (Yalerie Nerva, Natural Nomads, Tavistock) 
"Just grown and grown, and I've got older and tireder and never have a holiday". 
(Pat Thompson, Pat's Greeting Cards, Launceston) 
''I'm happy really happy. Fell into this by accident. What do I do if I don't do this. 
I think that I've done alright, bought my house, got nice cars. I love it, just love 
meeting the people, love the gossip. Like a bit of time off. I don't take holidays so 
I take Wednesdays and Tuesday afternoons off. Got to pick the kids up from 
school." (Rodney Lucas, Rapson's Butchers, Liskeard) 
"Earning a decent wage. I think that we will achieve it. Support three workers and 
two children on the business". (Tim Legg, Tavistock Cycles, Tavistock) 
6.3.5 Summary of Interview Findings 
Given the specific purpose of this element of the research at this stage of the study, the 
summarised results will focus upon the areas identified as requiring particular examination 
identified from the focus groups. It is however sufficient to say that results confirm the 
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general and specific findings of the Phase I research. With regard to the first of the key 
aspects of market orientation that were in need of clarification, the importance of supplier 
links and information in affecting the firm's ability to compete would appear to be well-
founded. Significant reference is made to supplier relationships, particularly for the point 
of view of developing and implementing effective price-based and differentiation 
strategies. The role of staff in supporting a market orientation is also apparent in a number 
of respects, specifically collecting and acting upon information gathered from customers, 
competitors and suppliers. Further to this, it is also clear that attempting to anticipate and 
predict changes in consumer, competitor and supplier behaviour is an important aspect of 
the IRB's marketing and competitive strategy process. Discussion with the individual 
respondents also enables a clearer picture of performance to be established, although the 
complexity and individuality of the concept is perceptible. Notwithstanding these 
characteristics, it is evident that IRB owner-managers, have a range of non-financial as 
well as financial motivations. Moreover, the financial or commercial dimension IS 
multifaceted with short term and longer-term strategic aims being expressed by the 
informants. 
The interviews also permit a much greater depth of understanding of strategy to be 
achieved. Substantial evidence is presented on the range of essentially mixed strategies 
being utilised by the retail independents in a market town environment. Having 
established the range of strategies from the literature and the focus groups, the interviews 
indicate the detail of such strategies in an individual business context. These will be 
referred to in the conclusions of the study. However it is clear that differences in 
competitive strategy exist, as do differences in strategic orientation between IRBs. 
Additional evidence was forthcoming relating to the use of both specialisation (focus) 
strategies and range expansion/contraction strategies, which were not well-specified in the 
focus group results. Findings on the environmental conditions of IRBs illustrate its true 
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complexity and the perceived degree of competitive hostility and market dynamism. The 
importance of the extent of market development based upon the changes in demand in 
certain markets, and the number of customers and new products coming on to the market is 
also readily apparent. Yet it is clear that variations in perceptions exist with disparities 
existing across product markets, and also within them in different market town locations 
dependent on competitive and other impacts. One aspect of this is the view taken by 
retailers on the rate of development of their markets which, as the results indicate, can be 
far-reaching in terms of geographical catchment and highly dependent upon competitive 
structure. Thus the emerging dimensions of local, multiple and wider competition would 
appear to be relevant potential environmental predictors or moderators of performance. 
6.4 OVERALL FINDINGS OF QUALITATIVE RESEARCH 
The combined findings of the focus groups and interviews enable some refinement of the 
construct development process to be undertaken and also a minor re-specification of some 
of the hypotheses. The over-riding conclusion of these phases of the study, when being 
used as informing rather than confirmatory evidence, suggest the literature review has 
strong contextual in addition to conceptual validity. 
6.4.1 Construct Items 
Minimal revision of the 01iginal construct items is to be undertaken as a consequence of 
the qualitative results. Nevertheless, in accordance with Churchill's (1979) proposal on 
construct development, and the later work of Gerbing and Anderson ( 1988), the item 
concepts derived from the literature review have been confirmed in the findings of the 
qualitative phases. Thus the theoretical formulation of both the market orientation and 
performance constructs would appear to be valid. In addition the business and functional 
level retail strategy items provide a comprehensive battery of items, capable of defining a 
range of IRB competitive strategy types. Confirmation of the inclusion of items relating to 
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buying group membership is forthcoming from the qualitative findings. With regard to the 
environmental circumstances it is clear that local market conditions items relating to 
superstore, traffic and parking impacts should be included as possible determinants or 
moderators of performance. In addition, there would appear to be some evidence to 
include items that stem from the literature to tap market development through perceived 
growth, the entry of new customers to the market, and the availability of new products. 
6.4.2 Hypotheses 
Although some of the linked category data is to be used later in the conclusions chapter in 
conjunction with results of the quantitative investigation to establish theoretical findings 
and test hypotheses, there is some scope to use the Phase 1 and 2 results to refine the 
hypotheses for further interrogation. Specifically, the opportunity exists to reconfigure 
hypotheses associated with Research Question 2, which considers the moderating effects of 
environmental conditions, in a directional form. Furthermore it is possible to examine the 
hypothesised moderating factor of competitive structure in more detail by defining its 
components as local, multiple and wider competition. Evidence relating to the 
environmental conditions of independent retailers in market towns suggests that the 
original Hypotheses 7 through 11 can be restated as: 
H7: The greater the extent of an IRB 's perceived competitive intensity, the greater 
the positive impact of market orientation and its components on perfomwnce. 
H8: The greater the extent of an IRB 's perceived market turbulence, the greater the 
positive impact of market orientation and its components on perfomwnce. 
H9: The lower the extent of an IRB 's perceived market development, the greater the 
positive impact of market orientation and its components on perfonnance. 
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H 10: The greater the extent of an IRB 's perceived adverse local market conditions, 
the greater the positive impact of market orientation and its components on 
performance. 
H 11 a: The greater the number of /occi/ competitors, the greater the positive impact 
a_{ market orientation and its components on perfonnance. 
Hl1 b: The greater the number of multiple competitors, the greater the positive 
impact of market orientation and its components on perfonnance. 
H 11 c: The greater the number of wider competitors, the greater the positive impact 
r~f market orientation and its components on perfonnance. 
6.6SUMMARY 
The integrated research paradigm adopted in this study requires that qualitative research of 
a grounded nature is undertaken to contextualise the theoretical underpinning of the 
literature review. Moreover, the qualitative analysis will be utilised at a later stage to 
supplement the findings of the quantitative hypothesis testing. This chapter has considered 
the results of two phases of qualitative data collection and analysis, and has used the 
findings to develop a more detailed understanding of the factors that affect the 
performance of retail independents in a market town setting. Findings have facilitated and 
supported the process of operationalising the constructs that are to be utilised in the testing 
of proposed relationships between the variables set out in the research model. An 
extensive exposition of the construct development and validation process is undertaken in 
Appendix C3. The same Appendix (C I) also includes details of the survey instrument 
employed for quantitative data collection, copies of the accompanying letters and a list of 
the market towns from which the sample was drawn. General results of the survey and 
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tests for non-response bias are also to be found in the same location (Appendix C2). The 
next chapter uses data from the survey to address the first of the research questions and the 
hypotheses associated with the relationship between market orientation and performance in 
retail independents in market towns. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 
Results of Research Question 1: Market Orientation and Performance 
7.1 INTRODUCTION 
Having established the dimensional composition and validity of constructs for market 
orientation and performance in the context of the independent retail business, it is now 
apposite to examine the potential associations between the two as predictor and criterion 
variables respectively. The complex nature of market orientation which comprises a set of 
components, requires that each of these should be considered as potential influences on 
performance along with an overall measure for the extent of market orientation within the 
business. Moreover, the effects of these variables need to be evaluated in terms of their 
impacts on the constituent modes of IRB performance as well as the overall level. 
Estimates of these relationships are established whilst also taking account of a range of 
other variables that may be influential in determining the performance of retai I 
independents. 
7.2 REGRESSION ANALYSIS 
Following the previous studies that have investigated the relationship between market 
orientation and performance, multiple regression analysis (MRA) was employed as the 
most appropriate multivariate technique in this instance. MRA is a dependence technique 
that aims to evaluate the total proportion of variance in a dependent or criterion variable 
(DV) which can be explained by a set of independent or predictor variables (!Vs) 
(Tabachnick and Fidell, 1996; Hair et al., 1998). Regression looks for the best fitting 
linear model that predicts the observed data, based upon minimising the sum of squared 
errors between predicted and observed variables. It is commonly expressed as an equation: 
Y' = Bu + B1X1 +B2X2+ ......... + BkXk + E 
where Y' is the predicted value on the DV, 8 0 is the Y intercept (the value of Y when all the 
X values are zero), the Xs represent the various !Vs (of which there are k), the Bs are the 
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unstandardised regression coefficients assigned to each of the IVs during the regression 
(representing the slope of the regression line for each IV) and E is the error term. The 
primary output of regression is a set of B values for the IVs that minimise the sum of 
squared deviations between predicted and obtained Y values and optimise the correlation 
between the predicted and obtained values for the data set (Tabachnick and Fidell, 1996). 
Also reported are the standardised (!3) 'beta' regression coefficients which give the 
regression coefficients that would apply if the IVs were standardised (i.e. if data is 
transformed into new measurement variables with a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 
1). Such a transformation, which allows the researcher to compare directly the relative 
effects of each IV on the DV as the 8 0 term (the intercept) assumes a value of zero. Thus 
the relative as opposed to the absolute slope of the regression line for each IV is identified 
from the beta weights, which give the number of standard deviations change in the DV that 
will be attributable to a change of one standard deviation in the IVs concerned. 
It is also common practice to report the standard errors or estimated distribution of an 
estimated regression coefficient. This indicates the expected range of the coefficient 
across multiple samples of the data and is used in calculating the t value that establishes 
whether it is significantly different from zero. 
The predictive power of the regression model is identified through R (the multiple 
correlation between the obtained and predicted Y values) and R2, the squared multiple 
correlation or coefficient of determination. The R2 represents the proportion of the sum of 
squares for regression in the total sum of squares for Y (in effect the percentage of variance 
in the DV explained by the model). If the regression model is properly applied and 
estimated, the researcher can assume that the higher the value of R2, the greater the 
explanatory power of the regression equation and, therefore the better the prediction of the 
DV. A further measure is the adjusted R2 which is a modified value of the coefficient of 
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determination that takes into account the number of IVs and the sample size. Adding IVs 
to the regression equation will almost always cause the R2 to rise, however the adjusted R2 
may fall if the additional IVs have little explanatory power and/or the number of degrees of 
freedom become too small. 
Regression is used here as an explanatory rather than a predictive tool m order to 
objectively assess the magnitude and character of the relationship between independent 
retailer performance and the other variables involved, particularly the extent and nature of 
market orientation. Thus two separate sets of regression models have been produced that 
address initially the influence of the extent of market orientation on performance (Market 
Orientation Models) and then consider how the nature of market orientation affects 
performance (Market Orientation Components Models). These have been developed as 
discrete analyses that present independently distinct outcomes for the DVs of the overall 
index of performance and its three constituent modes. Data for all of the variables used in 
the regressions were screened for violation of assumptions and outlying observations prior 
to use and the necessary adjustments made to the data set (Tabachnick and Fidell, 1996; 
Hair et al., 1998). This is reported on below for the two separate sets of models 
considered. All of the variables entered into the models were at a minimum measured 
using interval data, which precluded the use of dummy variables. 
Variables identified for inclusion in the regression models were Index of Performance 
(INDEX) and its constituent modes Strategic Performance (SP), Personal Performance 
(PP) and Commercial Performance (CP) of independent retailers as the DVs; market 
orientation and its components (customer orientation, competitor orientation, supplier 
orientation, long term objective focus, and interfunctional co-ordination) as predictor IVs; 
a number of potential environmental IVs on performance identified from the previous 
construct analysis (competitive intensity, local market conditions, market turbulence, and 
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market development); three competitive structure IVs (the number local, multiple and 
wider competitors); and finally a set of control IVs (length of ownership, number of outlets 
and number of staff). 
Prior to running the models the data was analysed to identify descriptive statistics for all of 
the variables under consideration in both sets of regression models and these are presented 
below in Table 7.1: 
Table 7.1 Market Orientation and Performance Regression Variables: 
Descriptive Statistics (n = 406) 
Variable Mean SD 
Index of Performance 0.40 0.28 
Strategic Performance 0.32 0.34 
Personal Performance 0.45 0.30 
Commercial Performance 0.41 0.33 
Competitive Intensity 3.49 0.81 
Local Market Conditions 3.40 1.10 
Market Turbulence 3.65 0.91 
Market Development 3.17 0.81 
Number of Local Competitors 3.89 5.03 
Number of Multiple Competitors l.l5 1.68 
Number of Wider Competitors 15.00 16.66 
Market Orientation 3.91 0.53 
Customer Orientation 4.37 0.49 
Competitor Orientation 3.46 0.89 
Supplier Orientation 3.41 0.90 
Long Term Objective Focus 4.00 0.69 
Interfunctional Co-ordination 4.46 0.58 
Length of Ownership 13.43 0.93 
Number of Outlets 1.30 0.88 
Number of Staff 5.18 4.14 
The number of IVs entered into the Market Orientation models was eleven and the number 
for the Market Orientation Component models fifteen. The total data set comprised 406 
cases with no missing values which was according to Tabachnick and Fidell (1996: 132), 
sufficient to test for both the multiple correlation (n 2: 50 + 8 IVs) and the individual 
predictors (n 2: 104 + IVs) in all of the models developed. 
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7.3 MARKET ORIENTATION REGRESSION MODELS 
Correlations (Pearson' s product moment) between the DV s and IV s are summarised 
overleaf in Table 7.2. From this it can be seen that there are significant positive 
associations between market orientation and the overall index of performance and all three 
of its constituent modes. Results for INDEX (r = 0.295), SP (r = 0.287), PP (r = 0.316) and 
CP (r = 0.185) are all significant at p < 0.001 which indicates that the greater the extent of 
market orientation, the higher is an IRB's overall performance and performance in all its 
constituent modes. All the DVs are also positively correlated with market development at 
the p < 0.01 level or above, INDEX (r = 0.242), SP (r = 0.277), PP (r = 0.143) and CP (r = 
0.214), indicating that it is a significant factor in estimating performance in this context. 
The number of staff are positively related to all aspects of performance except personal 
performance at least p < 0.01, with the latter not being significantly related. Length of 
ownership is positively related at p < 0.01 for both INDEX and commercial performance. 
Significant negative associations are apparent between INDEX and the number of local 
and wider competitors (p < 0.05 in both cases). Stronger negative correlations emerge 
between the same two competitive structure variables and strategic performance (p < 0.01 
in both cases). These results suggest that the structure of the competitive environment, in 
this instance the number of local and wider competitors, has a negative relationship with an 
IRB's assessment of its overall and, in particular, its strategic performance. 
Prior to the regression analyses, screening of the data was undertaken. Examination of 
residuals scatterplots produced by the first model was used as a means of testing for the 
assumptions of normality, linearity and homoscedacitity between predicted DV scores and 
errors of prediction (Tabachnick and Fidell, 1996: 136). 
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Table 7.2: Market Orientation Models Regression Variables: Bivariate Correlations (n = 406) 
Variable 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 IS 
I. Index of Performance 
2. Stmtegic Performance .858••• 
3. Personal Performance .795••• .541 *** 
4. Commercial Performance .907••• .718••• .533*** 
5. Competitive Intensity -.018 -.018 .021 -.041 
6. Local Market Conditions -.059 -.050 -.010 -.082 .351··· 
7. Market Turbulence .052 .015 .069 .046 .352••• .221*** 
8. Market Development .242'*' .277*** .143 .214*** .219 ... -.025 .160•• 
9. Number of Local Competitors -.105• -.135·· -.067 -.080 .243••• .095 .055 -.087 
10. Number of Multiple Competitors -.027 -.070 .008 -.018 .225*** .177••• .081 -.025 .)22*** 
11. Number of Wider Competitors -.106* -.146** -.062 -.078 .158'* .099• .076 -.116* .472*'* .226*** 
12. Market Orientation .295*** .287••• .316*** .185*** .248*** .184*'* .153*' .161*' -.005 -.057 -.050 
13. Length of Ownership .138** .061 .096 .171'* .029 .028 .031 -.054 -.062 -.011 .004 .104• 
14. Number of Outlets .030 .030 .003 .041 .061 .068 .017 .035 .003 .039 .075 .062 .101* 
15. Number of Staff .138•• .129** .022 .184"""* .047 038 .032 .092 -.001 .008 .010 .Oil .068 .355* .. 
*** Correlation is significant at the p < 0.001 level (2-tailed). 
** Correlation is significant at the p < 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
* Correlation is significant at the p < 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
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These were deemed to be acceptable, but there was evidence of some extreme outliers 
observable from the plots. It was therefore considered necessary to delete all influential 
outlying observations before running each model in the overall analysis. The procedure 
adopted for the identification and elimination of influential outliers was based upon the 
Cook's distance measure (Di), following the rule of thumb suggested for a conservative 
threshold in large data set (4/n-k-1) where k is the number of IVs (Hair et al., 1998:225). 
All cases with Di > 0.01 from a first simultaneous running of each model were therefore 
eliminated from subsequent models and the number of cases reduced accordingly. The 
remaining test was for multicollinearity and singularity between the IVs. As none of the 
IVs were correlated at above the recommended level of 0.9 (Tabachnick and Fidell, 
1996:86) there appeared to be no problem with this requirement for the models run at this 
stage of the analysis. 
Separate models for INDEX, SP, PP, and CP were estimated using the same regression 
strategy, which involved a combination of variable selection approaches. Initially a 
standard model in which all IVs were entered simultaneously was developed and outliers 
identified on the basis of the Cook's distance measure. Having discarded outlying 
observations from the data set, the remaining cases were subjected to a dual process of 
formulation and validation in order to find the best model in this exploratory study. The 
mm was to develop a parsimonious model with the minimum number of significant 
predictor variables and yet provide the maximum theoretical understanding and 
generalisability across the population. The principal method chosen was therefore 
backward elimination which is a statistically based technique that starts with all IVs in the 
model and deletes them one at a time if they do not contribute significantly to regression. 
Some statisticians argue that it is preferential in situations where there are potentially 
superfluous IVs, and where it is useful as a first step to look at each IV in the regression 
function adjusted for all other IVs in the pool (Neter et al., 1996; Tabachnick and Fidell, 
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1996). The elimination criterion was liberally set at 0.1 to ensure that variables were not 
prematurely eliminated. Adapting a reliability routine utilised by Covin and Slevin (1989), 
the sample was randomly split in half and the same analyses were run on the sub-samples 
as the entire sample on ten occasions. Retained variables were noted on each occasion and 
subsequently analysed to leave a final set of significant IVs which were then entered into a 
final backward elimination model with a more conservative deletion criterion of 0.05. 
Results of the backward deletion modelling were then subjected to a standard multiple 
regression used in a confirmatory manner, that is ultimately recommended as the 
preferable method for model building in exploratory observational studies (Tabachnick and 
Fidell, 1996: 153). Examination of the col linearity diagnostics for each of the final models 
indicted that multicollinearity was unlikely to be evident. 
Table 7.3: Market Orientation Model: Index of Performance (n = 379) 
Variable B SE Significance 
Market Orientation 0.367 0.020 0.000*** 
Local Market Conditions -0.140 0.009 0.003** 
Market Development 0.187 0.013 0.000*** 
Length of Ownership 0.101 0.001 0.027* 
Number of Outlets -0.131 0.014 0.011 * 
Number of Local Competitors -0.133 0.003 0.017* 
Number of Multiple Competitors 0.179 0.008 0.002** 
Number of Staff 0.213 0.003 0.000*** 
w = 0.266 
Adjusted R2 = 0.250 
R = 0.516 
* = p <0.05, ** = p <0.01, *** = p <0.001 
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The standardised regression beta coefficients (~), standard errors (SE), R, R2, adjusted R2, 
and significance of the variable's influence (based upon the t-test probability) for the 
INDEX model are reported in Table 7.3. In the model the R for the regression was 
significantly different from zero: F = 16.75, df = 8, 370, p< 0.001. The model explains 
27% (25% adjusted) of the variability in the DV. 
Eleven IVs were entered into the model and after undertaking the regression variable 
selection and validation routine, eight IVs remained that made a significant contribution to 
the explanation of an IRBs index of performance. Of these three, market orientation, 
market development and number of staff were highly significant (p <0.001) in making a 
positive contribution to the explanation of the DV. It is also interesting to note that both 
the number of multiple competitors and the length of ownership make significant positive 
contributions to the DV. Three significant negative effects are present via the IVs local 
market conditions, number of outlets and number of local competitors. Competitive 
intensity, market turbulence and number of wider competitors were excluded from the 
model as insignificant factors in explanation. Clearly on the basis of this model there is 
some evidence to suggest that market orientation has a major role in explaining the overall 
performance of an IRB as measured by the INDEX DV. However it must be remembered 
that relationships observed do not imply causation (Wright, 1997) and indeed other 
variables also emerge as significant factors of influence. Moreover, the range of 
significant variables that have been identified as contributing to the explanation highlights 
the complexity of the understanding of IRB performance from both an internal and 
external perspective of the business. Not least of these is the multifaceted nature of 
performance that is now explored using a similar approach to that already employed for 
overall performance. The results of the market orientation models for each of the three 
modes of performance are now examined separately. 
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Table 7.4: Market Orientation Model: Strategic Performance (n = 380) 
Variable 13 SE Significance 
Market Orientation 0.287 0.029 0.000*** 
Market Development 0.146 0.004 0.002** 
Competitive Intensity -0.115 0.019 0.019* 
Number of Staff 0.279 0.019 0.000*** 
RL=0.198 
Adjusted R2 = 0.189 
R= 0.445 
* = p <0.05, ** = p <0.01, *** = p <0.001 
In the strategic performance model, reported in Table 7.4, the R for the regression was 
significantly different from zero: F = 23.19, df = 4, 376, p< 0.00 I. The model explains 
20% (19% adjusted) of the variability in the DV. 
Of the eleven IVs entered in the model only four were retained as explaining a significant 
proportion of the variation in the strategic performance DV. Market orientation was again 
highly significant along with number of staff at p < 0.00 I and market development very 
significant at p < 0.0 I. The positive associations of these I Vs were counterbalanced by the 
significant (p < 0.05) negative influence of competitive intensity. The entry of the 
competitive intensity variable in this model, as opposed to other competitive structure 
variables in the previous model for INDEX, is likely to be indicative of the complex 
pattern of col linearity among variables in the study (Hair et al., 1998:213). Nevertheless, 
given the perceptual nature of the variable's measurement, it may that in the case of 
strategic performance perceived intensity of competition is more influential than the more 
objectively anchored competitive structure variables. 
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Table 7.5: Market Orientation Model: Personal Performance (n = 387) 
Variable 13 SE Significance 
Market Orientation 0.385 0.025 0.000*** 
RL = 0.147 
Adjusted R2 = 0.145 
R = 0.384 
*** = p < 0.001 
The eleven IVs were reduced to a single explanatory variable in the personal performance 
model illustrated in Table 7.5. The model has an R for the regression that was significantly 
different from zero: F = 66.60, df = I, 385, p < 0.001, and explains 15% (15% adjusted) of 
the variability in the DV. Clearly market orientation is a highly significant positively 
correlated (p < 0.001) explanatory influence on an independent retailer's personal 
performance. The exclusion of all other variables is a function of the procedure employed 
to fit the model, which was governed by parsimony, and the likely inter-correlation 
amongst the other IVs. 
In the commercial performance model presented below in Table 7.6 the eleven IVs were 
reduced to seven with four being highly significant explanatory factors. This model has an 
R for the regression that was significantly different from zero: F = 17.63, df = 7, 373, p < 
0.001, and explains 25% (24% adjusted) of the variability in the DV. Number of staff, 
market development and market orientation all make highly significant (p < 0.001) positive 
contributions to the explained variance in the IV whilst local market conditions are 
regarded as being an equally significant factor from a negative point of view. The number 
of multiple competitors and length of ownership are also significantly (p < 0.01) associated 
with commercial performance in a positive way, whilst the number of local competitors 
has a marginally significant (p < 0.05) negative effect on the DV. 
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Table 7.6: Market Orientation Model: Commercial Performance (n = 380) 
Variable 13 SE Significance 
Market Orientation 0.232 0.024 0.000*** 
Number of Staff 0.242 0.004 0.000*** 
Length of Ownership 0.142 0.001 0.002** 
Local Market Conditions -0.166 0.011 0.000*** 
Market Development 0.238 0.016 0.000*** 
Number of Local Competitors -0.120 0.003 0.024* 
Number of Multiple Competitors 0.162 0.009 0.003** 
R" = 0.249 
Adjusted R2 = 0.235 
R = 0.499 
* = p <0.05, ** = p <0.01, *** = p <0.001 
Investigation of the effects of a range of IVs on overall performance and its constituent 
modes in retail independents was undertaken using multiple regression analyses. Separate 
models were produced for INDEX, SP, PP, and CP that contained varying numbers of 
significant IVs below the p < 0.05 level. However all of the models identified market 
orientation as a highly significant factor in explaining the variance in the DV. Clearly 
market orientation and performance have a strong association in this context. Market 
development was an environmental influence that was highly significant in effecting 
performance generally. However in the case of personal performance only market 
orientation could be regarded as having a significant effect. Other significant 
environmental influences on performance generally were a range of competitive factors 
which in the main had a negative impact. It is also notable that the number of multiple 
competitors has a strong positive effect on overall performance and commercial 
performance. The number of local competitors and local market conditions both had a 
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strong negative impact on the same two performance outcomes. In the case of strategic 
performance the competitive intensity variable was negatively associated at a marginally 
significant level. From a personal performance perspective there were no significant 
negative influences. 
The model building strategy adopted in this element of the study was designed specifically 
to include only significant variables in the resultant models and consequently parsimonious 
explanations of DVs have arisen. Furthermore, there are a number of competitive 
variables in the models that may be confounded by collinearity, and which preclude 
significant negative !Vs emerging as having key effects in their own right. Of even more 
importance is the relative simplicity of the model under investigation at this stage, which 
considers main effects only and disregards latent interactions between the !Vs. The 
identification of such contingency effects on performance form the basis of the analysis to 
be undertaken in the next chapter. Yet, at this juncture, there is clear evidence to support 
the contention that the extent of an IRBs market orientation makes a positive contribution 
to all aspects performance. Before moving on to the analysis of more complex aspects of 
the study it is important that the effects of the nature of market orientation on performance 
are investigated. 
7.4 MARKET ORIENTATION COMPONENTS REGRESSION MODELS 
The next stage of the regression analysis involved consideration of the influence of the 
nature of market orientation on performance. This required that models were developed to 
include the five components of market orientation emanating from the construct analysis 
previously undertaken. 
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Table 7.7: Market Orientation Components Models Regression Variables: Bivariate Correlations (n = 406) 
Variable 1 2 3 
I. Index of Performance 
2. Strategic Performance .858*** 
3. Personal Performance .795*** .541 *** 
4. Commercial Performance .907*** .718*** .533*** 
5. Customer Orientation .230*** .160** .273*** 
6. Competitor Orientation .095 .138** .120* 
7. Supplier Orientation .217*** .223*** .200*** 
8. Long Term Objective Focus .322*** .304*** .318** 
9. Interfunctional Co-ordination .280*** .221 *** .362** 
*** Correlation is significant at the p < 0.001 level (2-tailed). 
** Correlation is significant at the p < 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
* Correlation is significant at the p < 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
4 5 6 7 
.164** 
.018 .361 *** 
.153** .368*** .597*** 
.229*** .554*** .416*** .474*** 
.162** .615*** .231 *** .269*** 
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8 9 
.619*** 
The market orientation variable would be withdrawn from the models as the inclusion of 
its components would now replace its measurement of that construct. Pearson's product 
moment correlation coefficients for the relationships between the components of market 
orientation and the various performance measures are presented above in Table 7.7. 
This additional correlation data illustrates significant positive relationships between all of 
the market orientation components and all performance measures with the exception of the 
competitor orientation component, which is not significantly related to INDEX and CP. 
Thus as with the overall market orientation measure there would appear to be some 
considerable evidence to support the contention that market orientation positively 
influences performance. However the different components of the construct vary in the 
extent of their influence as the correlation analysis reveals with many of the associations 
being very significant, others only marginally so and some not at all significant. However 
the magnitude of any of the relationships need to be established in a multivariate 
framework, to include all of the additional environmental and control variables, before any 
firm conclusions can be drawn. Multiple regression analysis was therefore again employed 
to develop models to include customer orientation (CUOR), competitor orientation 
(COOR), supplier orientation (SUOR), long term objective focus (L TOF) and 
interfunctional co-ordination (lFC) as predictor variables of IRB performance. 
In total fifteen IYs would now be entered into the models on each occasion. Identical 
procedures to those used in developing the first set of market orientation models were 
adopted. Thus data screening through the inspection of residual scatterplots was initially 
undertaken, influential outliers were identified and multicollinearity diagnostics were 
consulted. There was no evidence of the assumptions of the model being violated and 
outliers were eliminated from the data sets before undertaking the analysis. The same 
model building and validation techniques were used as in the previous analyses. 
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Table 7.8: Market Orientation Components Model: Index of Performance (n = 379) 
Variable ~ SE Significance 
Length of Ownership 0.104 0.001 0.019* 
Number of Staff 0.151 0.003 0.001 ** 
Local Market Conditions -0.135 0.009 0.003** 
Market Development 0.225 0.013 0.000*** 
Supplier Orientation 0.116 0.013 0.023* 
Long Tenn Objective Focus 0.212 0.020 0.000*** 
Interfunctional Co-ordination 0.179 0.022 0.001** 
Number of Multiple Competitors 0.097 0.006 0.033* 
RL = 0.292 
Adjusted R2 = 0.277 
R = 0.541 
* = p <0.05, ** = p <0.01, "'** = p <0.001 
The index of perfonnance model shown in Table 7.8 has an R for the regression that was 
significantly different from zero: F = 19.16, df = 8, 371, p < 0.001. The model explains 
29% (28% adjusted) of the variability in the DV. 
Of the fifteen IVs entered into the INDEX model for the components of market orientation, 
eight were identified as making a significant contribution to the explanation of the variance 
in the DV. Both market development and LTOF were highly significant in their 
explanatory contribution (p < 0.00 I) from a positive perspective, whilst IFC and number of 
staff were also strongly, positively related (p < 0.01). Three IVs SUOR, number of 
multiple competitors and length of ownership were also significant positive explanatory 
factors at the p < 0.05 level. Local market conditions significantly explained some of the 
variation in the DV from a negative perspective (p < 0.01). On the basis of this evidence it 
emerges that the combined decision criteria component of market orientation (Narver and 
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Slater, 1990) and the co-ordinating and supplier orientation behavioural components are 
the key dimensions of market orientation in explaining variation in the overall performance 
of an IRB as measured by INDEX. An explanation of how the components of market 
orientation affect the various modes of performance is now reported. 
Table 7.9: Market Orientation Components Model: Strategic Performance (n = 378) 
Variable 13 SE Significance 
Number of Staff 0.153 0.004 0.001 ** 
Competitive Intensity -0.116 0.017 0.014* 
Market Development 0.282 0.017 0.000*** 
Supplier Orientation 0.135 0.017 0.010* 
Long Term Objective Focus 0.187 0.027 0.002** 
Interfunctional Co-ordination 0.143 0.029 0.012* 
R1 = 0.262 
Adjusted R2 = 0.250 
R = 0.512 
* = p <0.05, ** = p <0.01, *** = p <0.001 
The model for strategic performance reported in Table 7.9 has an R for the regression that 
was significantly different from zero: F = 22.02, df = 6, 372, p < 0.001. It explains 26% 
(25% adjusted) of the variability in the DV. 
The market development environmental influence IV is the main significant variable in the 
explanatory model. However all three of the market orientation components significant in 
the previous mode are again significant in explaining variation in strategic performance: 
LTOF (p < 0.01); IFC and SUOR (p < 0.05). The number of staff control variable is also 
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significant at p < 0.01. In addition to all of these positively significant factors, competitive 
intensity is significant in its explanatory contribution (p < 0.05). 
Table 7.10: Market Orientation Components Model: Personal Performance (n = 385) 
Variable ~ SE Significance 
Long Term Objective Focus 0.153 0.023 0.006** 
Interfunctional Co-ordination 0.368 0.028 0.000*** 
Market Development 0.107 0.016 0.017* 
RL = 0.238 
Adjusted R2 = 0.232 
R = 0.488 
.. 
* = p <0.05, ** = p <0.01, *** = p <0.001 
The personal performance model in Table 7.10 has an R for the regression that was 
significantly different from zero: F = 39.77, df = 3, 382, p < 0.001, and explains 24% (23% 
adjusted) of the variability in the DV. 
As in the market orientation model, the components model for PP is economical in its 
inclusion of IYs identified as making a significant contribution to the explanation of 
observed variability. Interfunctional co-ordination in particular is highly significantly 
related in a positive way to PP (p < 0.001), as is long term objective focus at p < 0.01. 
Market development also makes a significant positive contribution to explanation at the 
same level. Evidently, from the point of view of achieving personal objectives IRBs are 
strongly influenced by the incidence of the co-ordinating and decision criteria of market 
orientation within their organisation. 
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For the commercial performance model presented in Table 7.1 l below, the R For the 
regression was significantly different from zero: F = 14.86, df = 9, 371, p < 0.001. The 
model explains 27% (25% adjusted) of the variability in the DV. 
Table 7.11: Market Orientation Components Model: Commercial Performance (n = 
380) 
Variable 13 SE Significance 
Number of Multiple Competitors 0.106 0.007 0.022* 
Customer Orientation 0.117 0.031 0.033* 
Competitor Orientation -0.161 0.017 0.006** 
Supplier Orientation 0.138 0.018 0.021 * 
Long Term Objective Focus 0.195 0.022 0.001 ** 
Local Market Conditions -0.123 0.011 0.009** 
Length of Ownership 0.158 0.001 0.001 ** 
Number of Staff 0.216 0.003 0.000*** 
Market Development 0.232 0.015 0.000*** 
RL = 0.265 
Adjusted R2 = 0.247 
R=0.515 
* = p <0.05, ** = p <0.01, *** = p <0.001 
The final components model considers explanation of variation in the commercial 
performance DV and provides some interesting results. Again market development is 
highly significant, as is the control IV number of staff, both at p < 0.001. The length of 
ownership IV is also a strong explanatory factor, p < 0.0 I. Two further environmental 
influences are significant in their explanatory power with the number of multiple 
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competitors being positive (p< 0.05) in its association and local market conditions being 
negative (p< 0.01). 
With respect to the components of market orientation there is mixed evidence of their 
significance of explanation. L TOF is very significant in its positive contribution to 
variation in CP (p < 0.01), and both SUOR and CUOR are significantly positively related 
at p < 0.05. However the CUOR variable at p < 0.01, is very significant in its explanation 
of variance in CP, but displays a negative beta coefficient. Hence it would appear that in 
this model, an increase in competitor orientation would lead to a corresponding fall in 
commercial performance. The complex nature of market orientation and its impacts upon 
IRB performance is therefore inherent in these results. Consideration of the diversity of 
relationships between the sub-elements of market orientation and performance is a central 
aspect of this study which may have important implications for managerial decision 
making and therefore merits some preliminary discussion. 
As with the market orientation models, the four components models vary in the number of 
significant !Vs that they include. The effects of the environment factors remain 
fundamentally constant across both sets of models, as do the control variables. Differences 
essentially occur in the way that the dimensions of market orientation affect performance 
in the various models. Inspection of the results signify the importance of the L TOF 
decision criteria of market orientation in explaining variation in performance in all of the 
models, whereas both IFC and SUOR are significant in all but one of the models. Both 
CUOR and COOR are only significant in the commercial performance model, with the 
latter displaying a negative effect. The composition of the market orientation construct 
with respect to an independent retailer is clearly an important factor in influencing its 
performance. Findings suggest that the emphasis should, in the main, be on the 
implementation of the marketing concept through the management of the information 
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process and the positive orientation of the business towards its suppliers. However the 
degree of emphasis is dependent upon the mode of performance being considered. 
7.5SUMMARY 
Results of the investigation of the first research question, which considers the relationship 
between market orientation and performance, have been presented above. Data derived 
from the National Survey of Market Town Retailers were analysed using multiple 
regression analysis to assess the significance of the extent and nature of market orientation 
in explaining variation in performance. Discrete explanatory models were developed 
separately for market orientation and its components for variations in overall performance 
and its contributory modes. 
Evidence suggests a complex pattern of relationships between the criterion variables and 
the predictors, which include a number of control variables and environmental factors in 
addition to market orientation. However there would appear to be a distinguishable 
positive relationship between the extent of market orientation and performance emerging 
from the multivariate framework of the regression models. Differences between the 
models for the overall performance of retail independents and those for their particular 
modes of performance were evident, although market orientation was significant in all of 
these models. When taking into account the components of market orientation it became 
apparent that there were variations in the effects that the nature of market orientation had 
on performance. Again this was variable across the range of market orientation 
components, although the co-ordinating and decision criteria components of market 
orientation along with supplier orientation were generally significant in their explanatory 
capability. With a view to addressing the specific hypotheses associated with this research 
question, detailed discussion of the relative effects of market orientation on all aspects of 
performance will take place in the final chapter of this thesis. However, given that various 
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environmental variables have been identified as having significant effects on performance, 
it is to the impact of environmental influences on IRB that we now turn. In particular the 
next stage of analysis addresses the issue of the direct and moderation effects of the 
environment on the relationship between market orientation and performance. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 
Results of Research Question 1: Market Orientation and Performance 
7.1 INTRODUCTION 
Having established the dimensional composition and validity of constructs for market 
orientation and performance in the context of the independent retail business, it is now 
apposite to examine the potential associations between the two as predictor and criterion 
variables respectively. The complex nature of market orientation which comprises a set of 
components, requires that each of these should be considered as potential influences on 
performance along with an overall measure for the extent of market orientation within the 
business. Moreover, the effects of these variables need to be evaluated in terms of their 
impacts on the constituent modes of IRB performance as well as the overall level. 
Estimates of these relationships are established whilst also taking account of a range of 
other variables that may be influential in determining the performance of retail 
independents. 
7.2 REGRESSION ANALYSIS 
Following the previous studies that have investigated the relationship between market 
orientation and performance, multiple regression analysis (MRA) was employed as the 
most appropriate multi variate technique in this instance. MRA is a dependence technique 
that aims to evaluate the total proportion of variance in a dependent or criterion variable 
(DV) which can be explained by a set of independent or predictor variables (IVs) 
(Tabachnick and Fidel!, 1996; Hair et al., 1998). Regression looks for the best fitting 
linear model that predicts the observed data, based upon minimising the sum of squared 
errors between predicted and observed variables. It is commonly expressed as an equation: 
Y' = Bo + B,x, + B2 X2 + ......... + Bk xk + E 
where Y' is the predicted value on the DV, 8 0 is the Y intercept (the value of Y when all the 
X values are zero), the Xs represent the various lVs (of which there are k), the Bs are the 
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unstandardised regression coefficients assigned to each of the IVs during the regression 
(representing the slope of the regression line for each IV) and E is the error term. The 
primary output of regression is a set of B values for the IVs that minimise the sum of 
squared deviations between predicted and obtained Y values and optimise the correlation 
between the predicted and obtained values for the data set (Tabachnick and Fidell, 1996). 
Also reported are the standardised (~) 'beta' regression coefficients which give the 
regression coefficients that would apply if the [Vs were standardised (i.e. if data is 
transformed into new measurement variables with a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 
l). Such a transformation, which allows the researcher to compare directly the relative 
effects of each IV on the DV as the 8 0 term (the intercept) assumes a value of zero. Thus 
the relative as opposed to the absolute slope of the regression line for each IV is identified 
from the beta weights, which give the number of standard deviations change in the DV that 
will be attributable to a change of one standard deviation in the IVs concerned. 
It is also common practice to report the standard errors or estimated distribution of an 
estimated regression coefficient. This indicates the expected range of the coefficient 
across multiple samples of the data and is used in calculating the t value that establishes 
whether it is significantly different from zero. 
The predictive power of the regression model is identified through R (the multiple 
correlation between the obtained and predicted Y values) and R2, the squared multiple 
correlation or coefficient of determination. The R2 represents the proportion of the sum of 
squares for regression in the total sum of squares for Y (in effect the percentage of variance 
in the DV explained by the model). If the regression model is properly applied and 
estimated, the researcher can assume that the higher the value of R2, the greater the 
explanatory power of the regression equation and, therefore the better the prediction of the 
DV. A further measure is the adjusted R2 which is a modified value of the coefficient of 
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determination that takes into account the number of IVs and the sample size. Adding I Vs 
to the regression equation will almost always cause the R2 to rise, however the adjusted R2 
may fall if the additional IVs have little explanatory power and/or the number of degrees of 
freedom become too small. 
Regression is used here as an explanatory rather than a predictive tool m order to 
objectively assess the magnitude and character of the relationship between independent 
retailer performance and the other variables involved, particularly the extent and nature of 
market orientation. Thus two separate sets of regression models have been produced that 
address initially the influence of the extent of market orientation on performance (Market 
Orientation Models) and then consider how the nature of market orientation affects 
performance (Market Orientation Components Models). These have been developed as 
discrete analyses that present independently distinct outcomes for the DVs of the overall 
index of performance and its three constituent modes. Data for all of the variables used in 
the regressions were screened for violation of assumptions and outlying observations prior 
to use and the necessary adjustments made to the data set (Tabachnick and Fidell, 1996; 
Hair et al., 1998). This is reported on below for the two separate sets of models 
considered. All of the variables entered into the models were at a minimum measured 
using interval data, which precluded the use of dummy variables. 
Variables identified for inclusion in the regression models were Index of Performance 
(INDEX) and its constituent modes Strategic Performance (SP), Personal Performance 
(PP) and Commercial Performance (CP) of independent retailers as the DVs; market 
orientation and its components (customer orientation, competitor orientation, supplier 
orientation, long term objective focus, and interfunctional co-ordination) as predictor !Vs; 
a number of potential environmental IVs on performance identified from the previous 
construct analysis (competitive intensity, local market conditions, market turbulence, and 
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market development); three competitive structure IVs (the number local, multiple and 
wider competitors); and finally a set of control IVs (length of ownership, number of outlets 
and number of staff). 
Prior to running the models the data was analysed to identify descriptive statistics for all of 
the variables under consideration in both sets of regression models and these are presented 
below in Table 7 .I: 
Table 7.1 Market Orientation and Performance Regression Variables: 
Descriptive Statistics (n = 406) 
Variable Mean SD 
Index of Performance 0.40 0.28 
Strategic Performance 0.32 0.34 
Personal Performance 0.45 0.30 
Commercial Performance 0.41 0.33 
Competitive Intensity 3.49 0.81 
Local Market Conditions 3.40 l.IO 
Market Turbulence 3.65 0.91 
Market Development 3.17 0.81 
Number of Local Competitors 3.89 5.03 
Number of Multiple Competitors l.l5 1.68 
Number of Wider Competitors 15.00 16.66 
Market Orientation 3.91 0.53 
Customer Orientation 4.37 0.49 
Competitor Orientation 3.46 0.89 
Supplier Orientation 3.41 0.90 
Long Term Objective Focus 4.00 0.69 
Interfunctional Co-ordination 4.46 0.58 
Length of Ownership 13.43 0.93 
Number of Outlets 1.30 0.88 
Number of Staff 5.18 4.14 
The number of IVs entered into the Market Orientation models was eleven and the number 
for the Market Orientation Component models fifteen. The total data set comprised 406 
cases with no missing values which was according to Tabachnick and Fidel! (1996: 132), 
sufficient to test for both the multiple correlation (n ~ 50 + 8 IVs) and the individual 
predictors (n ~ 104 +I Vs) in all of the models developed. 
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7.3 MARKET ORIENTATION REGRESSION MODELS 
Correlations (Pearson's product moment) between the DVs and IVs are summarised 
overleaf in Table 7.2. From this it can be seen that there are significant positive 
associations between market orientation and the overall index of performance and all three 
of its constituent modes. Results for INDEX (r = 0.295), SP (r = 0.287), PP (r = 0.316) and 
CP (r = 0.185) are all significant at p < 0.001 which indicates that the greater the extent of 
market orientation, the higher is an IRB's overall performance and performance in all its 
constituent modes. All the DVs are also positively correlated with market development at 
the p < 0.01 level or above, INDEX (r = 0.242), SP (r = 0.277), PP (r = 0.143) and CP (r = 
0.214), indicating that it is a significant factor in estimating performance in this context. 
The number of staff are positively related to all aspects of performance except personal 
performance at least p < 0.0 I, with the latter not being significantly related. Length of 
ownership is positively related at p < 0.01 for both INDEX and commercial performance. 
Significant negative associations are apparent between INDEX and the number of local 
and wider competitors (p < 0.05 in both cases). Stronger negative correlations emerge 
between the same two competitive structure variables and strategic performance (p < 0.0 I 
in both cases). These results suggest that the structure of the competitive environment, in 
this instance the number of local and wider competitors, has a negative relationship with an 
IRB's assessment of its overall and, in particular, its strategic performance. 
Prior to the regression analyses, screening of the data was undertaken. Examination of 
residuals scatterplots produced by the first model was used as a means of testing for the 
assumptions of normality, linearity and homoscedacitity between predicted DV scores and 
errors of prediction (Tabachnick and Fidel I, 1996: 136). 
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Table 7.2: Market Orientation Models Regression Variables: Bivariate Correlations (n = 406) 
Variable 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 IS 
I. Index of Performance 
2. Strategic Performance .858••· 
3. Personal Performance .795*** .541 *"'* 
4. Commercial Performance .907*** .718*** .533*** 
5. Competitive Intensity -018 -.018 .021 -.041 
6. Local Market Conditions -059 -.050 ·.010 -.082 .351*** 
7. Market Turbulence .052 .015 069 .046 .352*** .221*** 
8. Market Development .242*** .277*** .143 .214*** .219*** -.025 .160•• 
9. Number of Local Competitors -. 105* -.135•• -.067 -.080 .243*** .095 .055 -.087 
10. Number of Multiple Competitors -.027 -.070 .008 -.018 .225*** .177••• .081 -.025 .522*** 
11. Number of Wider Competitors -.106• -.146** -.062 -.078 .158•• .099* .076 -.116• .472••• .226*** 
12. Market Orientation .295*** .287*** .316••• . 185*** .248••• .184••• .153** .161** -.005 -.057 -.050 
13. Length of Ownership .138** .061 096 .171 ** .029 .028 .031 -.054 -.062 -.011 .004 .104* 
14. Number of Outlets .030 .030 .003 .041 .061 .068 .017 .035 .003 .039 .075 .062 .101 * 
15. Number of Staff .138 .. .129** .022 .184*** .047 .038 .032 .092 -.001 .008 .010 .011 .068 .355*** 
*** Correlation is significant at the p < 0.001 level (2-tailed). 
** Correlation is significant at the p < 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
* Correlation is significant at the p < 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
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These were deemed to be acceptable, but there was evidence of some extreme outliers 
observable from the plots. It was therefore considered necessary to delete all influential 
outlying observations before running each model in the overall analysis. The procedure 
adopted for the identification and elimination of influential outliers was based upon the 
Cook's distance measure (Di), following the rule of thumb suggested for a conservative 
threshold in large data set (4/n-k-1) where k is the number of !Vs (Hair et al., 1998:225). 
All cases with Di > 0.01 from a first simultaneous running of each model were therefore 
eliminated from subsequent models and the number of cases reduced accordingly. The 
remaining test was for multicollinearity and singularity between the !Vs. As none of the 
IVs were correlated at above the recommended level of 0.9 (Tabachnick and Fidell, 
1996:86) there appeared to be no problem with this requirement for the models run at this 
stage of the analysis. 
Separate models for INDEX, SP, PP, and CP were estimated using the same regression 
strategy, which involved a combination of variable selection approaches. Initially a 
standard model in which all !Vs were entered simultaneously was developed and outliers 
identified on the basis of the Cook's distance measure. Having discarded outlying 
observations from the data set, the remaining cases were subjected to a dual process of 
formulation and validation in order to find the best model in this exploratory study. The 
mm was to develop a parsimonious model with the minimum number of significant 
predictor variables and yet provide the max1mum theoretical understanding and 
generalisability across the population. The principal method chosen was therefore 
backward elimination which is a statistically based technique that starts with all !Vs in the 
model and deletes them one at a time if they do not contribute significantly to regression. 
Some statisticians argue that it is preferential in situations where there are potentially 
superfluous !Vs, and where it is useful as a first step to look at each IV in the regression 
function adjusted for all other !Vs in the pool (Neter et al., 1996; Tabachnick and Fidell, 
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1996). The elimination criterion was liberally set at 0.1 to ensure that variables were not 
prematurely eliminated. Adapting a reliability routine utilised by Covin and Slevin ( 1989), 
the sample was randomly split in half and· the same analyses were run on the sub-samples 
as the entire sample on ten occasions. Retained variables were noted on each occasion and 
subsequently analysed to leave a final set of significant IVs which were then entered into a 
final backward elimination model with a more conservative deletion criterion of 0.05. 
Results of the backward deletion modelling were then subjected to a standard multiple 
regression used in a confirmatory manner, that is ultimately recommended as the 
preferable method for model building in exploratory observational studies (Tabachnick and 
Fidel I, 1996: 153). Examination of the collinearity diagnostics for each of the final models 
indicted that multicollinearity was unlikely to be evident. 
Table 7.3: Market Orientation Model: Index of Performance (n = 379) 
Variable B SE Significance 
Market Orientation 0.367 0.020 0.000*** 
Local Market Conditions -0.140 0.009 0.003** 
Market Development 0.187 0.013 0.000*** 
Length of Ownership 0.10 I 0.001 0.027* 
Number of Outlets -0.131 0.014 0.011 * 
Number of Local Competitors -0.133 0.003 0.0 17* 
Number of Multiple Competitors 0.179 0.008 0.002** 
Number of Staff 0.213 0.003 0.000*** 
R2 = 0.266 
Adjusted R2 = 0.250 
R = 0.516 
* = p <0.05, ** = p <0.01, *** = p <0.001 
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The standardised regression beta coefficients ([3), standard errors (SE), R, R2 , adjusted R2 , 
and significance of the variable's influence (based upon the r-test probability) for the 
INDEX model are reported in Table 7.3. In the model the R for the regression was 
significantly different from zero: F = 16.75, df = 8, 370, p< 0.001. The model explains 
27% (25% adjusted) of the variability in the DV. 
Eleven !Vs were entered into the model and after undertaking the regression variable 
selection and validation routine, eight IVs remained that made a significant contribution to 
the explanation of an IRBs index of performance. Of these three, market orientation, 
market development and number of staff were highly significant (p <0.001) in making a 
positive contribution to the explanation of the DV. It is also interesting to note that both 
the number of multiple competitors and the length of ownership make significant positive 
contributions to the DV. Three significant negative effects are present via the IVs local 
market conditions, number of outlets and number of local competitors. Competitive 
intensity, market turbulence and number of wider competitors were excluded from the 
model as insignificant factors in explanation. Clearly on the basis of this model there is 
some evidence to suggest that market orientation has a major role in explaining the overall 
performance of an IRB as measured by the INDEX DV. However it must be remembered 
that relationships observed do not imply causation (Wright, 1997) and indeed other 
variables also emerge as significant factors of influence. Moreover, the range of 
significant variables that have been identified as contributing to the explanation highlights 
the complexity of the understanding of IRB performance from both an internal and 
external perspective of the business. Not least of these is the multifaceted nature of 
performance that is now explored using a similar approach to that already employed for 
overall performance. The results of the market orientation models for each of the three 
modes of performance are now examined separately. 
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Table 7.4: Market Orientation Model: Strategic Performance (n = 380) 
Variable 13 SE Significance 
Market Orientation 0.287 0.029 0.000*** 
Market Development 0.146 0.004 0.002** 
Competitive Intensity -0.115 0.019 0.019* 
Number of Staff 0.279 0.019 0.000*** 
R''=0.198 
Adjusted R2 = 0.189 
R = 0.445 
* = p <0.05, ** = p <0.01, *** = p <0.001 
In the strategic performance model, reported in Table 7.4, the R for the regression was 
significantly different from zero: F = 23.19, df = 4, 376, p< 0.00 I. The model explains 
20% (19% adjusted) of the variability in the DV. 
Of the eleven IVs entered in the model only four were retained as explaining a significant 
proportion of the variation in the strategic performance DV. Market orientation was again 
highly significant along with number of staff at p < 0.001 and market development very 
significant at p < 0.01. The positive associations of these IVs were counterbalanced by the 
significant (p < 0.05) negative influence of competitive intensity. The entry of the 
competitive intensity variable in this model, as opposed to other competitive structure 
variables in the previous model for INDEX, is likely to be indicative of the complex 
pattern of collinearity among variables in the study (Hair et al., 1998:213). Nevertheless, 
given the perceptual nature of the variable's measurement, it may that in the case of 
strategic performance perceived intensity of competition is more influential than the more 
objectively anchored competitive structure variables. 
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Table 7.5: Market Orientation Model: Personal Performance (n = 387) 
Variable 13 SE Significance 
Market Orientation 0.385 0.025 0.000*** 
R-=0.147 
Adjusted R2 = 0.145 
R=0.384 
*** = p < 0.001 
The eleven JVs were reduced to a single explanatory variable in the personal performance 
model illustrated in Table 7 .5. The model has an R for the regression that was significantly 
different from zero: F = 66.60, df = 1, 385, p < 0.00 I, and explains 15% ( 15% adjusted) of 
the variability in the DV. Clearly market orientation is a highly significant positively 
correlated (p < 0.001) explanatory influence on an independent retailer's personal 
performance. The exclusion of all other variables is a function of the procedure employed 
to fit the model, which was governed by parsimony, and the likely inter-correlation 
amongst the other IVs. 
In the commercial performance model presented below in Table 7.6 the eleven IVs were 
reduced to seven with four being highly significant explanatory factors. This model has an 
R for the regression that was significantly different from zero: F = 17.63, df = 7, 373, p < 
0.001, and explains 25% (24% adjusted) of the variability in the DV. Number of staff, 
market development and market orientation all make highly significant (p < 0.001) positive 
contributions to the explained variance in the IV whilst local market conditions are 
regarded as being an equally significant factor from a negative point of view. The number 
of multiple competitors and length of ownership are also significantly (p < 0.01) associated 
with commercial performance in a positive way, whilst the number of local competitors 
has a marginally significant (p < 0.05) negative effect on the DV. 
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Table 7.6: Market Orientation Model: Commercial Performance (n = 380) 
Variable 13 SE Significance 
Market Orientation 0.232 0.024 0.000*** 
Number of Staff 0.242 0.004 0.000*** 
Length of Ownership 0.142 0.001 0.002** 
Local Market Conditions -0.166 0.011 0.000*** 
Market Development 0.238 0.016 0.000*** 
Number of Local Competitors -0.120 0.003 0.024* 
Number of Multiple Competitors 0.162 0.009 0.003** 
R" = 0.249 
Adjusted R2 = 0.235 
R = 0.499 
* = p <0.05, ** = p <0.0 I, *"'* = p <0.00 I 
Investigation of the effects of a range of IVs on overall performance and its constituent 
modes in retail independents was undertaken using multiple regression analyses. Separate 
models were produced for INDEX, SP, PP, and CP that contained varying numbers of 
significant IVs below the p < 0.05 level. However all of the models identified market 
orientation as a highly significant factor in explaining the variance in the DV. Clearly 
market orientation and performance have a strong association in this context. Market 
development was an environmental influence that was highly significant in effecting 
performance generally. However in the case of personal performance only market 
orientation could be regarded as having a significant effect. Other significant 
environmental influences on performance generally were a range of competitive factors 
which in the main had a negative impact. It is also notable that the number of multiple 
competitors has a strong positive effect on overall performance and commercial 
performance. The number of local competitors and local market conditions both had a 
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strong negative impact on the same two performance outcomes. In the case of strategic 
performance the competitive intensity variable was negatively associated at a marginally 
significant level. From a personal performance perspective there were no significant 
negative influences. 
The model building strategy adopted in this element of the study was designed specifically 
to include only significant variables in the resultant models and consequently parsimonious 
explanations of DVs have arisen. Furthermore, there are a number of competitive 
variables in the models that may be confounded by collinearity, and which preclude 
significant negative IVs emerging as having key effects in their own right. Of even more 
importance is the relative simplicity of the model under investigation at this stage, which 
considers main effects only and disregards latent interactions between the IVs. The 
identification of such contingency effects on performance form the basis of the analysis to 
be undertaken in the next chapter. Yet, at this juncture, there is clear evidence to support 
the contention that the extent of an IRBs market orientation makes a positive contribution 
to all aspects performance. Before moving on to the analysis of more complex aspects of 
the study it is important that the effects of the nature of market orientation on performance 
are investigated. 
7.4 MARKET ORIENTATION COMPONENTS REGRESSION MODELS 
The next stage of the regression analysis involved consideration of the influence of the 
nature of market orientation on performance. This required that models were developed to 
include the five components of market orientation emanating from the construct analysis 
previously undertaken. 
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Table 7.7: Market Orientation Components Models Regression Variables: Bivariate Correlations (n = 406) 
Variable 1 2 3 
I. Index of Performance 
2. Strategic Performance .858*** 
3. Personal Performance .795*** .541 *** 
4. Commercial Performance .907*** .718*** .533*** 
5. Customer Orientation .230*** .160** .273*** 
6. Competitor Orientation .095 .138** .120* 
7. Supplier Orientation .217*** .223*** .200*** 
8. Long Term Objective Focus .322*** .304*** .318** 
9. Interfunctional Co-ordination .280*** .221 *** .362** 
*** Correlation is significant at the p < 0.00 I level (2-tailed). 
** Correlation is significant at the p < 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
* Correlation is significant at the p < 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
4 5 6 7 
.164** 
.018 .361*** 
.153** .368*** .597*** 
.229*** .554*** .416*** .474*** 
.162** .615*** .231 *** .269*** 
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8 9 
.619*** 
The market orientation variable would be withdrawn from the models as the inclusion of 
its components would now replace its measurement of that construct. Pearson's product 
moment correlation coefficients for the relationships between the components of market 
orientation and the various performance measures are presented above in Table 7.7. 
This additional correlation data illustrates significant positive relationships between all of 
the market orientation components and all performance measures with the exception of the 
competitor orientation component, which is not significantly related to INDEX and CP. 
Thus as with the overall market orientation measure there would appear to be some 
considerable evidence to support the contention that market orientation positively 
influences performance. However the different components of the construct vary in the 
extent of their influence as the correlation analysis reveals with many of the associations 
being very significant, others only marginally so and some not at all significant. However 
the magnitude of any of the relationships need to be established in a multivariate 
framework, to include all of the additional environmental and control variables, before any 
firm conclusions can be drawn. Multiple regression analysis was therefore again employed 
to develop models to include customer orientation (CUOR), competitor orientation 
(COOR), supplier orientation (SUOR), long term objective focus (LTOF) and 
interfunctional co-ordination (IFC) as predictor variables of IRB performance. 
In total fifteen IVs would now be entered into the models on each occasion. Identical 
procedures to those used in developing the first set of market orientation models were 
adopted. Thus data screening through the inspection of residual scatterplots was initially 
undertaken, influential outliers were identified and multicollinearity diagnostics were 
consulted. There was no evidence of the assumptions of the model being violated and 
outliers were eliminated from the data sets before unde11aking the analysis. The same 
model building and validation techniques were used as in the previous analyses. 
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Table 7.8: Market Orientation Components Model: Index of Performance (n = 379) 
Variable ~ SE Significance 
Length of Ownership 0.104 0.001 0.019* 
Number of Staff 0.151 0.003 0.001 ** 
Local Market Conditions -0.135 0.009 0.003** 
Market Development 0.225 0.013 0.000*** 
Supplier Orientation 0.116 0.013 0.023* 
Long Term Objective Focus 0.212 0.020 0.000*** 
1nterfunctional Co-ordination 0.179 0.022 0.001** 
Number of Multiple Competitors 0.097 0.006 0.033* 
R1 = 0.292 
Adjusted R2 = 0.277 
R = 0.541 
* = p <0.05, ** = p <0.01. *** = p <0.001 
The index of performance model shown in Table 7.8 has an R for the regression that was 
significantly different from zero: F = 19.16, df = 8, 371, p < 0.001. The model explains 
29% (28% adjusted) of the variability in the DV. 
Of the fifteen IVs entered into the lNDEX model for the components of market orientation, 
eight were identified as making a significant contribution to the explanation of the variance 
in the DV. Both market development and LTOF were highly significant in their 
explanatory contribution (p < 0.00 I) from a positive perspective, whilst IFC and number of 
staff were also strongly, positively related (p < 0.01). Three IVs SUOR, number of 
multiple competitors and length of ownership were also significant positive explanatory 
factors at the p < 0.05 level. Local market conditions significantly explained some of the 
variation in the DV from a negative perspective (p < 0.01). On the basis of this evidence it 
emerges that the combined decision criteria component of market orientation (Narver and 
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Slater, 1990) and the co-ordinating and supplier orientation behavioural components are 
the key dimensions of market orientation in explaining variation in the overall performance 
of an IRB as measured by INDEX. An explanation of how the components of market 
orientation affect the various modes of performance is now reported. 
Table 7.9: Market Orientation Components Model: Strategic Performance (n = 378) 
Variable ~ SE Significance 
Number of Staff 0.153 0.004 0.001 ** 
Competitive Intensity -0.116 0.017 0.014* 
Market Development 0.282 0.017 0.000*** 
Supplier Orientation 0.135 0.017 0.010* 
Long Term Objective Focus 0.187 0.027 0.002** 
Interfunctional Co-ordination 0.143 0.029 0.012* 
R1 = 0.262 
Adjusted R2 = 0.250 
R=0.512 
* = p <0.05, ** = p <0.01, *** = p <0.001 
The model for strategic performance reported in Table 7.9 has an R for the regression that 
was significantly different from zero: F = 22.02, df = 6, 372, p < 0.001. It explains 26% 
(25% adjusted) of the variability in the DV. 
The market development environmental influence IV is the main significant variable in the 
explanatory model. However all three of the market orientation components significant in 
the previous mode are again significant in explaining variation in strategic performance: 
LTOF (p < 0.01); IFC and SUOR (p < 0.05). The number of staff control variable is also 
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significant at p < 0.01. In addition to all of these positively significant factors, competitive 
intensity is significant in its explanatory contribution (p < 0.05). 
Table 7.10: Market Orientation Components Model: Personal Performance (n = 385) 
Variable ~ SE Significance 
Long Term Objective Focus 0.153 0.023 0.006** 
lnterfunctional Co-ordination 0.368 0.028 0.000*** 
Market Development 0.107 0.016 0.017* 
R" = 0.238 
Adjusted R2 = 0.232 
R = 0.488 
* = p <0.05, ** = p <0.01, *** = p <0.001 
The personal performance model in Table 7.10 has an R for the regression that was 
significantly different from zero: F = 39.77, df = 3, 382, p < 0.001, and explains 24% (23% 
adjusted) of the variability in the DV. 
As in the market orientation model, the components model for PP is economical in its 
inclusion of IYs identified as making a significant contribution to the explanation of 
observed variability. lnterfunctional co-ordination in particular is highly significantly 
related in a positive way to PP (p < 0.001), as is long term objective focus at p < 0.01. 
Market development also makes a significant positive contribution to explanation at the 
same level. Evidently, from the point of view of achieving personal objectives IRBs are 
strongly influenced by the incidence of the co-ordinating and decision criteria of market 
orientation within their organisation. 
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For the commercial performance model presented in Table 7.11 below, the R for the 
regression was significantly different from zero: F = 14.86, df = 9, 371, p < 0.00 l. The 
model explains 27% (25% adjusted) of the variability in the DV. 
Table 7.11: Market Orientation Components Model: Commercial Performance (n = 
380) 
Variable ~ SE Significance 
Number of Multiple Competitors 0.106 0.007 0.022* 
Customer Orientation 0.117 0.031 0.033* 
Competitor Orientation -0.161 0.017 0.006** 
Supplier Orientation 0.138 0.018 0.021 * 
Long Term Objective Focus 0.195 0.022 0.001 ** 
Local Market Conditions -0.123 0.011 0.009** 
Length of Ownership 0.158 0.001 0.001 ** 
Number of Staff 0.216 0.003 0.000*** 
Market Development 0.232 0.015 0.000*** 
RL = 0.265 
Adjusted R2 = 0.247 
R = 0.515 
* = p <0.05, ** = p <0.01, *** = p <0.001 
The final components model considers explanation of variation m the commercial 
performance DV and provides some interesting results. Again market development is 
highly significant, as is the control IV number of staff, both at p < 0.00 l. The length of 
ownership IV is also a strong explanatory factor, p < 0.0 l. Two further environmental 
influences are significant in their explanatory power with the number of multiple 
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competitors being positive (p< 0.05) in its association and local market conditions being 
negative (p< 0.01). 
With respect to the components of market orientation there is mixed evidence of their 
significance of explanation. LTOF is very significant in its positive contribution to 
variation in CP (p < 0.01), and both SUOR and CUOR are significantly positively related 
at p < 0.05. However the CUOR variable at p < 0.0 I, is very significant in its explanation 
of variance in CP, but displays a negative beta coefficient. Hence it would appear that in 
this model, an increase in competitor orientation would lead to a corresponding fall in 
commercial performance. The complex nature of market orientation and its impacts upon 
IRB performance is therefore inherent in these results. Consideration of the diversity of 
relationships between the sub-elements of market orientation and performance is a central 
aspect of this study which may have important implications for managerial decision 
making and therefore merits some preliminary discussion. 
As with the market orientation models, the four components models vary in the number of 
significant !Vs that they include. The effects of the environment factors remain 
fundamentally constant across both sets of models, as do the control variables. Differences 
essentially occur in the way that the dimensions of market orientation affect performance 
in the various models. Inspection of the results signify the importance of the LTOF 
decision criteria of market orientation in explaining variation in performance in all of the 
models, whereas both IFC and SUOR are significant in all but one of the models. Both 
CUOR and COOR are only significant in the commercial performance model, with the 
latter displaying a negative effect. The composition of the market orientation construct 
with respect to an independent retailer is clearly an important factor in influencing its 
performance. Findings suggest that the emphasis should, in the main, be on the 
implementation of the marketing concept through the management of the information 
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process and the positive orientation of the business towards its suppliers. However the 
degree of emphasis is dependent upon the mode of performance being considered. 
7.5SUMMARY 
Results of the investigation of the first research question, which considers the relationship 
between market orientation and performance, have been presented above. Data derived 
from the National Survey of Market Town Retailers were analysed using multiple 
regression analysis to assess the significance of the extent and nature of market orientation 
in explaining variation in performance. Discrete explanatory models were developed 
separately for market orientation and its components for variations in overall performance 
and its contributory modes. 
Evidence suggests a complex pattern of relationships between the criterion variables and 
the predictors, which include a number of control variables and environmental factors in 
addition to market orientation. However there would appear to be a distinguishable 
positive relationship between the extent of market orientation and performance emerging 
from the multivariate framework of the regression models. Differences between the 
models for the overall performance of retail independents and those for their particular 
modes of performance were evident, although market orientation was significant in all of 
these models. When taking into account the components of market orientation it became 
apparent that there were variations in the effects that the nature of market orientation had 
on performance. Again this was variable across the range of market orientation 
components, although the co-ordinating and decision criteria components of market 
orientation along with supplier orientation were generally significant in their explanatory 
capability. With a view to addressing the specific hypotheses associated with this research 
question, detailed discussion of the relative effects of market orientation on all aspects of 
performance will take place in the final chapter of this thesis. However, given that various 
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environmental variables have been identified as having significant effects on performance, 
it is to the impact of environmental influences on IRB that we now turn. In particular the 
next stage of analysis addresses the issue of the direct and moderation effects of the 
environment on the relationship between market orientation and performance. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 
Results of Research Question 2: Market Orientation and Performance 
Contingency Analysis 
8.1 INTRODUCTION 
Evidence from the literature suggests that the relationship between market orientation and 
performance may be contingent upon the environmental influences operating in the 
markets of independent retailers. Many of these are general market conditions that relate 
to all business contexts whereas others may be specific to the retail independent and 
market towns. Earlier analysis of environmental influences has identified a range of 
relevant variables and, additionally, a separate set of variables relating to the structure of 
the competitive environment have been recognised as directly influencing IRB 
performance and having potential moderation effects. A consideration of the results of 
both the direct and indirect contingency (or moderation) effects of all of these variables 
upon performance within the context of the study is now presented. Environmental 
contingency analysis is undertaken at the level of the overall market orientation-
performance relationship and also with regard to the associations between the vanous 
components of market orientation and modes of performance. 
8.2 IDENTIFYING CONTINGENCY EFFECTS 
In general, studies can examine contingency effects in two ways. Firstly by including 
interaction variables into a regression model (moderated multiple regression analysis 
[MMR]), or secondly by estimating parameters of a regression model for sub-groups of a 
total sample (Amold, 1982; Sharma et al. 1981, Prescott, 1986; McArthur and Nystrom, 
1991; Covin et al., 1994). The procedures for undertaking such analyses are well-stated 
although the inter-relationships between the techniques have been the subject of some 
debate, notably with respect to the type of direct and moderation effects that may be 
observed. Of particular concern is the distinction between the effect that a moderator 
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variable may have on the degree of the relationship between two variables as opposed the 
effect that it may have on the fonn of that relationship. Moreover, there are certain 
statistical issues associated with the application of these procedures, particularly the 
potential for multicollinearity in regression models that contain multiplicative interaction 
terms, which need to be addressed. 
8.2.1 Procedures for Determining Environmental Moderation Effects 
The moderator variable identification and analysis method advocated by Sharma et al., 
(1981) is generally accepted as being a reliable method of establishing the presence of 
different moderation effects. This approach has therefore been utilised in a number of 
recent studies investigating the moderation of the market orientation-performance 
relationship (e.g. Slater and Narver, 1994; Greenley, 1995a; Appiah-Adu, 1997). 
Sharma et al., (1981) suggest that tests for moderator variables should proceed in a number 
of steps. MMR should initially be used to determine if the theoretically defined moderator 
and the I Vs interact such that they jointly predict changes in the DV. If no significant 
interaction is found, sub-group analysis should then be used to identify whether the 
strength of the relationships between the DV and IVs vary across sub-groups created by 
splitting the sample on the basis of the hypothesised moderator variable. MMR is 
generally regarded as a test of whether the moderator affects the .fonn of the relationship 
between the independent and criterion variables. The sub-group analysis however is 
generally recognised as a means of determining whether the moderator variable affects the 
strength of the relationship between the IV and DV. The use of both techniques in tandem 
permits a comprehensive evaluation of all possible moderating effects and any direct 
effects that may exist between the proposed moderator and the DV. 
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Direct relationships between the hypothesised moderator and criterion variable may be 
established from the MMR analysis. If such effects are evident through their significance 
in the model, and the proposed moderator does not interact with the predictor variable, it is 
likely to be an additional explanatory variable (Sharma et al., 1981:292). Having 
eliminated such variables as moderators, it is then possible to identify two different types 
of indirect contingency effect on the relationship between the IV and the DV from the 
MMR. If the moderating IV "should enter into interaction with predictor variables, while 
having a negligible correlation with the criterion itself' (Cohen and Cohen, 1975:314) then 
it is a pure moderator. Alternatively if there is a significant interaction between the 
proposed moderator and the predictor variable, and it is significantly related to the criterion 
variable its own right then it is a quasi moderator. If no such direct or moderation effects 
are identified, then sub-group analysis is used to reveal a particular form of moderator 
known as a homologizer variable, which influences the strength of the relationship 
between the IV and DV in different environmental conditions. 
McArthur and Nystrom ( 1991) argue that contingency theories fai I to identify precisely the 
type of moderator influence expected and that management researchers frequently adhere 
to the strict use of MMR and sub-group analysis for testing for differences in form and 
strength respectively. Covin et al., (1994) also suggest that the most complete evaluation 
of possible moderation effect models is achieved when both techniques are employed. 
Following these leads, both techniques are used to test hypotheses in this study. 
8.2.2 Statistical Techniques and Issues 
8.2.2.1 Moderated Multiple Regressio11 A11alysis 
MMR analysis is regarded as an appropriate technique for testing hypothesised 
contingency relationships since it allows interaction terms, which are implied m all 
contingency relationships, to be directly examined by their inclusion in the explanatory 
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model (Schoonhoven, 1981, Darrow and Kahl, 1982, Covin and Slevin, 1989). The use of 
this technique is preferable to alternatives such as ANOV A and dummy variable regression 
because according to Amold (1982: 170) it "provides the most straightforward and the most 
general method of testing [contingency based] hypotheses". In addition it is regarded as a 
conservative method of identifying interaction, as interaction terms are only tested for 
significance after other IVs are entered into the regression model. As such, interaction 
effects are only found to be significant if they explain a significantly greater proportion of 
the variance in the DV than the proportion already explained by the other IVs. 
As recommended by scholars of this form of analysis (Zedeck, 1971; Cohen and Cohen, 
1975), the specific technique that is employed in the testing of hypotheses relating to 
environmental contingency influences is hierarchical regression analysis. This involves 
the building of a series of models that sequentially develop by initially adding the 
moderator variable and then the multiplicative interaction term (the cross-product of the 
independent and moderator variable) to the explanatory equation, which already includes 
the predictor variable. Such an approach is illustrated below: 
Model 1: Y' = Bo + B,X,+ ......... + Bk Xk + E 
Model2: Y' = Bo + B ,x, + 82 X2 + ......... + Bk Xk + E 
Model3: Y' = Bo + B,X, + B2X2 + 83 X1X2+ ......... + Bk Xk + E 
where Y' is the predicted value on the DV, 8 0 is the Y intercept, the Xs represent the 
various IVs, and the Bs are the unstandardised regression coefficients assigned to each of 
the IVs during the regression and E is the error term. Specifically in these models X1 
represents the predictor variable (market orientation), X2 (the proposed environmental 
influence being examined in that routine) and X1X2 the multiplicative interaction term 
(market orientation*environmental influence). In order to establish the statistical 
significance of firstly the environmental influence, and then the interaction effect, the 
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change in the R2 is examined between the models as a result of adding these extra IVs 
(Jaccard et al., 1990). This provides a basis for establishing whether the form of the 
market orientation-performance relationship is moderated by the environmental factor 
under consideration. 
The literature on regression with higher order terms contains many warnings regarding the 
problems of multicollinearity as the cross-product terms that ensue from the multiplication 
of two variables are likely to be highly correlated with the variables of which they are 
comprised (Aiken and West, 1991). As a consequence of such collinearity, the conclusions 
drawn about the predictor variables may be misleading because of the potentially 
confounding effects on the size of the regression coefficients, their standard errors, and the 
associated t-test probabilities. Yet it is argued that the major threat of multicollinearity in 
interactive models is not substantive (Cronbach, 1987; Aguinis, 1995) and that its 
incidence does not adversely affect the power of the MMR analysis. It is possible however 
that multicollinearity may cause computational problems and thus it is recommended that 
predictor variables are 'centred' before computing the product term (Jaccard et al., 1990). 
Such a transformation requires that standardised scores (z scores that subtract the mean 
value from each original score) of the IVs are computed and used in the MMR models. 
Further, it is valuable to apply the variance inflation factor (VlF) diagnostic method of 
detecting multicollinearity which it is suggested should not exceed 10.0 if the least squares 
estimates are not to be unduly influenced by this condition (Mason and Perrault, 199 L 
Neter et al., 1996). Nonetheless as Tabachnick and Fidell (1996: 134) point out, the SPSS 
regression programme used in this study has a default protocol for the exclusion of 
variables that are very highly correlated with those already entered in the regression 
equation. Adherence to these procedures and in particular the use of z scores in the 
interaction models was deemed to be an acceptable means of dealing with the potential 
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drawbacks of multicollinearity tn the MMR analysis undertaken to identify moderator 
effects. 
8.2.2.2 Sub-Group Analysis 
Testing for homologizer moderation effects that essentially detect differences in the 
strength of the relationship between the predictor and criterion variables is normally 
undertaken using a split group technique, which splits the sample into groups on the basis 
of the median value for the sample as a whole. The aim is to identify differences in the 
proportion of variance explained by the IV at different levels of the environmental factor. 
For instance, as Slater and Narver (1994) suggest, market orientation might explain more 
of the performance variation in low-growth markets compared with high-growth markets. 
As homologizers affect the proportion of variance explained, the appropriate approach to 
testing for such effects is with partial correlation analysis within sub-groups. A significant 
difference between the partial correlation coefficients (which measure the strength of the 
association between the DV and a single IV when the effects of other !Vs in the model are 
held constant) in the sub-groups, after entering other control and environment lVs, 
indicates the presence of a homologizer (Amold, 1982). The test employed to establish the 
significance of differences between the reported standardised beta coefficients of the 
predictor variable under scrutiny when converted to partial correlations is the Fisher's Z-
test (Hambrick and Lei, 1985). 
8.3 RESULTS OF TESTS FOR MODERATORS 
Following the MMR routine described above, models were developed to test the effects of 
seven environmental factors. The impacts of four market and competitive factors 
developed from the literature and earlier construct analysis (competitive intensity, local 
market conditions, market turbulence and market development) and three competitive 
structure variables (the number of local, multiple and wider competitors) were gauged. As 
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with the previous analysis of the impacts of market orientation on performance undertaken 
in the preceding chapter, separate analyses were carried out for the extent of market 
orientation (Market Orientation Models) and the nature of market orientation (Market 
Orientation Components Models). For each of these discrete models were developed to 
take account of the four separate criterion variables: Index of Performance (INDEX), 
Strategic Performance (SP), Personal Perf01mance (PP) and Commercial Performance 
(CP). The variables in the models included market orientation (overall or components) and 
the control variables (staff, number of outlets and length of ownership) in addition to the 
environmental factors. The full gamut of !Vs was entered in order to ensure that any 
explanation of performance variation should take account of all of the potential 
multivariate inter-relationships. Data for all of the variables used in the regressions were 
screened (via the residuals scatterplots) for violation of assumptions and outlying 
observations prior to use, and the necessary adjustments made to the data set. All of the 
models were adjusted for outliers which were removed on the basis of the Cook's Distance 
computation. In order to reduce the incidence of multicollinearity, all !Vs were centred 
before being entered in the models. The variance inflation factor (VIF) was also calculated 
for all variables in each of the models. 
Subsequently, sub-group analysis was undertaken adopting the approach outlined above 
using the median value of the environmental contingency factor as the basis for splitting 
the total sample into two roughly equal sub-samples. The regression models for the two 
groups were built along the same lines as those for the MMR and subjected to the same 
compliance procedures and outlier identification and elimination process. A total of seven 
sub-group analyses (one for each of the proposed moderators) were undertaken for each of 
the four performance modes. 
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8.3.1 Results of Moderation Analysis: Market Orientation Models 
The routine was enacted to test for the moderation effects on market orientation through a 
hierarchical regression procedure that required that all of the variables except the 
moderator variable under consideration were entered in the first model. A second model 
was then developed which added the proposed moderator. Thirdly a full model to include 
the interaction term between market orientation and the proposed moderator was specified. 
The key reported statistic in all of the contingency effect regression models is the M?2, 
which measures the change in overall explanation of variance in the models by adding an 
additional variable. The outcome is an assessment of whether the environmental influence 
under consideration in each case is a predictor variable in its own right or a quasi or pure 
moderator of the relationship between market orientation and performance. The routine 
was undertaken seven times for each of the performance outcomes to take account of the 
seven identified proposed moderators. The results for INDEX are presented in Table 8.1. 
Reported are the standardised coefficient 'betas' (~)for the proposed moderator variables 
and the interaction terms, standard errors of the coefficients (SE), R2 for the model, the M?2 
resulting from the addition of the extra IV, the significance of the change based upon the 
change in the F statistic for the model, and the degrees of freedom of the model (df). For 
each moderator three models are presented: 
• Model 1 includes all predictor variables (including market orientation) bar the 
moderator variable and the interaction term (ten IVs). 
• Model 2 adds the proposed moderator variable to the existing predictors (eleven IVs). 
• Model 3 adds in the interaction term with market orientation (twelve IVs). 
Inspection of the results in Table 8.1 below indicates that there are a number of significant 
effects of environmental influences upon the overall INDEX but no pure moderation 
effects on the relationship between market orientation and performance emerge. The 
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number of multiple competitors would appear to have a significant positive direct effect on 
overall performance (p = 0.001) but does not moderate the relationship. 
Table 8.1: MMR Analysis: Market Orientation on Index of Performance (n = 379) 
Model and Proposed Moderator IV (3 SE(()) R2 M2 Significance df 
Number of Local Competitors 
Model I (Market Orientation) .382 .011 .275 .275 .000*** 10.368 
Model 2 (Environmental Moderator) -.092 .017 .279 .005 .115 I I. 367 
Model 3 (Interaction with Market Orientation) -.081 .012 .286 .006 .077 12.366 
Number of Multiple Competitors 
Model I (Market Orientation) .368 .011 .259 .259 .000*** 10,368 
Model 2 (Environmental Moderator) .182 .013 .279 .021 .001** 11.367 
Model 3 (Interaction with Market Orientation) .010 .009 .280 .000 .832 12,366 
Number of Wider Competitors 
Model I (Market Orientation) .386 .011 .276 .276 .000*** 10.368 
Model 2 (Environmental Moderator) -.065 .013 .279 .004 .178 11. 367 
Model 3 (Interaction with Market Orientation) -.001 .011 .279 .000 .989 12,366 
Competitive Intensity 
Model I (Market Orientation) .371 .011 .274 .274 .000*** 10.368 
Model 2 (Environmental Moderator) -.091 .012 .279 .006 .086 11. 367 
Model 3 (Interaction with Market Orientation) .411 .091 .282 .002 .305 12.366 
Local Market Conditions 
Model I (Market Orientation) .373 .011 .270 .270 .000*** 10.368 
Model 2 (Environmental Moderator) -.105 .011 .279 .009 .032* 11. 367 
Model 3 (Interaction with Market Orientation) .951 .087 .291 .012 .015* 12.366 
Market Turbulence 
Model I (Market Orientation) .384 .011 .278 .278 .000*** 10.368 
Model 2 (Environmental Moderator) -.038 .001 .279 .001 .433 11. 367 
Model 3 (Interaction with Market Orientation) .569 .080 .285 .005 .108 12.366 
Market Development 
Model I (Market Orientation) .408 .011 .242 .242 .000*** 10.368 
Model 2 (Environmental Moderator) .206 .011 .279 .037 .000*** 11. 367 
Model 3 (Interaction with Market Orientation) .939 .091 .290 .011 .018* 12.366 
* p <0.05. ** = p <0.01, *** = p <0.001. Standardtsed data for I Vs (z scores) 
However two variables act as quasi moderators in as much as they moderate the form of 
the relationship between market orientation and INDEX, but are also significant predictors 
in their own right. Indeed as previous analysis has indicated market development is a 
highly significant factor (p < 0.001) in explaining the variance in overall performance, but 
it also interacts with market orientation on INDEX (p < 0.05). 1n the same vein local 
market conditions also moderate the market orientation-performance relationship (p< 0.05) 
and directly influence the criterion variable at the same level of significance. Market 
orientation is a highly significant positively related predictor variable in all of the models. 
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The quasi moderator effects of both local market conditions and market development 
create an overall positive effect. In the case of the latter moderator this compounds the 
positive impacts of both market orientation and market development and the interaction 
effect can be regarded as of a reinforcement type (Neter et al., 1996:310). Yet in the 
former case, local market conditions, the negative direct effect of the environmental 
variable is transformed into an overall positive effect for the interaction with market 
orientation; what is termed by the same authors as an interference type of interaction. In 
this instance the form of the relationship between market orientation and performance has 
been modified, indicating that the relationship is stronger in the presence of a high level of 
perceived adverse local market conditions. 
Table 8.2: MMR Analysis: Market Orientation on Strategic Performance (n = 380) 
Model, Market Orientation and 13 SE(!)) Rl M2 Significance df 
Proposed Moderator IV 
Number of Local Competitors 
Model I (Market Orientation) .347 .015 .269 .269 .000*** 10. 369 
Model 2 (Environmental Moderator) -.064 .023 .271 .002 .271 11. 368 
Model 3 (Interaction with Market Orientation) -.081 .012 .275 .003 .195 12.367 
Number of Multiple Competitors 
Model I (Market Orientation) .341 .015 .267 .267 .000*** 10.369 
Model 2 (Environmental Moderator) .079 .018 .271 .004 .153 11. 368 
Model 3 (Interaction with Market Orientation) .000 .012 .271 .000 .997 12. 367 
Number of Wider Competitors 
Model I (Market Orientation) .347 .015 .267 .267 .000*** 10.369 
Model 2 (Environmental Moderator) -.074 .017 .271 .005 .125 11. 368 
Model 3 (Interaction with Market Orientation) -.022 .015 .272 .000 .637 12.367 
Competitive Intensity 
Model I (Market Orientation) .331 .015 .264 .264 .000*** 10. 369 
Model 2 (Environmental Moderator) -.099 .016 .271 .007 .061 11. 368 
Model 3 (Interaction with Market Orientation) .268 .131 .272 .001 .529 12.367 
Local Market Conditions 
Model I (Market Orientation) .340 .015 .268 .268 .000*** 10.369 
Model 2 (Environmental Moderator) -.061 .015 .271 .003 .218 11. 368 
Model 3 (Interaction with Market Orientation) .501 .120 .274 .003 .204 12.367 
Market Turbulence 
Model I (Market Orientation) .346 .015 .270 .270 .000*** 10.369 
Model 2 (Environmental Moderator) -.030 .015 .271 .001 .529 11.368 
Model 3 (Interaction with Market Orientation) .338 .128 .273 .001 .404 12.367 
Market Development 
Model I (Market Orientation) .379 .015 .203 .203 .000*** 10. 369 
Model 2 (Environmental Moderator) .280 .015 .271 .068 .000*** 11. 368 
Model 3 (Interaction with Market Orientation) .577 .128 .275 .004 .162 12.367 
* p <0.05. ** = p <0.01, *** = p <0.001. Standardtsed data for !Vs (z scores) 
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Analysis of the moderation effects of the environment on the constituent modes of 
independent retailer performance ts now undertaken commencing with Strategic 
Performance in Table 8.2. Consideration of the effects represented in this table indicates 
that there is only one direct effect on strategic performance with no interaction effects 
being significant. The highly significant direct effect of market development on strategic 
performance is again consistent with previous analysis that identified it as a key factor in 
explaining variation in strategic performance in the non-interaction market orientation 
model. Thus it stands alone as a predictor variable in terms of explaining variance in the 
criterion variable. Moderation effects relating to Personal Performance are presented in 
Table 8.3. 
Table 8.3: MMR Analysis: Market Orientation on Personal Performance (n = 387) 
Model, Market Orientation and ~ SE(~) Rz Mz Significance df 
Proposed Moderator IV 
Number of Local Competitors 
Model I (Market Orientation) .402 .014 .189 .189 .000*** 10.376 
Model 2 (Environmental Moderator) ·.103 .017 .196 .007 .072 11. 375 
Model 3 (Interaction with Market Orientation) ·.039 .013 .197 .001 .463 12. 374 
Number of Multiple Competitors 
Model I (Market Orientation) .395 .014 .178 .178 .000*** 10.376 
Model 2 (Environmental Modera!Or) .156 .017 .196 .018 .005** 11. 375 
Model 3 (Interaction with Market Orientation) .026 .016 .196 .001 .584 12.374 
Number of Wider Competitors 
Model I (Market Orientation) .397 .014 .193 .193 .000*** 10.376 
Model 2 (Environmental Moderator) ·.002 .016 .196 .003 .278 11. 375 
Model 3 (Interaction with Market Orientation) .067 .014 .196 .000 .601 12.374 
Competitive Intensity 
Model I (Market Orientation) .398 .014 .191 .191 .ooo••• 10. 376 
Model 2 (Environmental Moderator) -.079 .015 .196 .004 .154 11. 375 
Model 3 (Interaction with Market Orientation) .460 .11.> .198 .003 .267 12.374 
Local Market Conditions 
Model I (Market Orientation) .401 .014 .190 .190 .000*** 10.376 
Model 2 (Environmental Moderator) -.080 .014 .196 .005 .122 11. 375 
Model 3 (Interaction with Market Orientation) 1.18 .113 .213 .017 .005** 12. 374 
Market Turbulence 
Model I (Market Orientation) .410 .014 .195 .195 .000*** 10.376 
Model 2 (Environmental Moderator) .028 .014 .196 .001 .569 11. 375 
Model 3 (Interaction with Market Orientation) .680 .104 .202 .007 .072 12.374 
Market Development 
Model I (Market Orientation) Al6 .014 .192 .192 .000*** 10.376 
Model 2 (Environmental Moderator) .060 .014 .196 .003 .227 11. 375 
Model 3 (Interaction with Market Orientation) .638 .117 .201 .005 .127 12.374 
* p <0.05. ** = p <0.01, *** = p <0.001. Standardosed data for IVs (z scores) 
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The results of the routine for this DV show two significant effects. The number of 
multiple competitors is very significantly related to PP from a positive perspective in this 
hierarchical model. Hence it can be regarded as a predictor variable. Interestingly 
however, local market conditions again moderate the market orientation-performance 
relationship with respect to PP, but this time in a pure way and very significantly (p < 
0.0 I); the moderator is not significantly related to PP itself. With market orientation being 
highly, positively significant in its explanation of the variance of PP and the local market 
conditions factor having a negative beta coefficient, there is an interference interaction 
effect present. The market orientation-personal performance relationship is stronger when 
local market conditions are perceived as more unfavourable by IRBs. 
Table 8.4: MMR Analysis: Market Orientation on Commercial Performance (n= 381) 
Model, Market Orientation and ~ SE(~) R2 M2 Significance df 
Proposed Moderator IV 
Number of Local Competitors 
Model I (Market Orientation) .245 .013 .257 .257 .000*** 10.370 
Model 2 (Environmental Moderator) ·.102 .017 .264 .007 .070 11. 369 
Model 3 (Interaction with Market Orientation) 032 .Oil .265 .001 .532 12.368 
Number of Multiple Competitors 
Model I (Market Orientation) .231 .013 .243 .243 .ooo••• 10.370 
Model 2 (Environmental Moderator) .175 .015 .264 .021 .001** 11. 369 
Model 3 (Interaction with Market Orientation) .040 .011 .266 .002 .379 12.368 
Number of Wider Competitors 
Model I (Market Orientation) .255 .013 .264 .264 .000*** 10.370 
Model 2 (Environmental Moderator) -.020 .015 .264 .000 .679 11. 369 
Model 3 (Interaction with Market Orientation) .023 .013 .265 .001 .616 12.368 
Competitive Intensity 
Model I (Market Orientation) .240 .013 .259 .274 .000*** 10.370 
Model 2 (Environmental Moderator) ·.080 .015 .264 .005 .130 11. 369 
Model 3 (Interaction with Market Orientation) ·.339 .108 .265 .001 .397 12.368 
Local Market Conditions 
Model I (Market Orientation) .238 .013 .250 .250 .0()(}••* 10.370 
Model 2 (Environmental Moderator) -.131 .013 .264 .014 .008** 11. 369 
Model 3 (Interaction with Market Orientation) .468 .105 .267 .003 .235 12.368 
Market Turbulence 
Model I (Market Orientation) .251 .013 .262 .262 .ooo••• 10.370 
Model 2 (Environmental Moderator) -.052 .013 .264 .002 .279 11. 369 
Model 3 (Interaction with Market Orientation) .332 .095 .266 .002 .365 12.368 
Market Development 
Model I (Market Orientation) .288 .013 .204 .204 .000*** 10. 370 
Model 2 (Environmental Moderator) .259 .013 .264 .060 .000*** 11. 369 
Model 3 (Interaction with Market Orientation) .016 .104 .264 .000 .967 12.368 
* p <0.05. ** = p <0.01, *** = p <0.001. Standardtsed data tor !Vs (z scores) 
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Finally, Table 8.4 considers environmental moderator effects on commercial performance. 
No moderator effects are revealed in the analysis of the data in this table. Yet there are 
three significant predictor variables of commercial performance evident: market 
development (p < 0.001), the number of multiple competitors (p = 0.01), and local market 
conditions (p < 0.01). The two former factors positively influence CP whereas local 
market conditions have a negative effect. 
Following the MMR analysis for the identification of predictor, quasi moderator and pure 
moderator variables, sub-group analysis was embarked upon to reveal homologizer effects. 
Median values were established for the environmental variables and high and low groups 
were defined, split roughly equally on this basis. Simultaneous regression analysis was 
employed to derive explanatory equations for the four performance measures in each sub-
group. A comparison between groups was then made of the partial correlation coefficients 
for market orientation as a predictor of performance in that model. Tests for significant 
differences in the values were made using Fisher's Z-test. The partial correlation 
coefficients for each model (r1 and r2) are transformed into Z values using the Z 
transformation tables (Kanji, 1999) and the difference tested for significance (1-tailed) 
based upon the formula: 
Z = Z1- Zvcr 
Where o = -,Jlf(n 1-3) + (n 2-3) and n1 and n2 represent the number of cases in each of the 
sub-groups. As hypotheses had been set for the moderation effects to take effect in 
particular directions a 1-tai led test was deemed acceptable. 
The results of the sub-group analysis for INDEX and the other modes of performance SP, 
PP and CP are presented for high and low levels of the potential moderating variables in 
Tables 8.5 to 8.8. 
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Table 8.5: Sub-Group Analysis: Market Orientation and Index of Performance 
Moderator Sub-Group Z-test 
Low High 
Variable n r n r value 
Number of Local Competitors 190 .399 189 .402 .035 
Number of Multiple Competitors 202 .364 177 .419 -.063 
Number of Wider Competitors 207 .412 172 .369 .681 
Competitive Intensity 188 .402 191 .388 .159 
Local Market Conditions 195 .365 184 .422 .651 
Market Turbulence 189 .417 190 .385 .693 
Market Development 186 .340 193 .462 1.418* 
* P < = 0.10 (!-tailed) 
Table 8.6: Sub-Group Analysis: Market Orientation and Strategic Performance 
Moderator Sub-Group Z-test 
Low High 
Variable n r n r value 
Number of Local Competitors 191 .362 189 .350 .132 
Number of Multiple Competitors 202 .336 178 .369 -.264 
Number of Wider Competitors 206 .342 174 .368 -.282 
Competitive Intensity 189 .385 191 .320 .716 
Local Market Conditions 192 .388 188 .341 .526 
Market Turbulence 191 .356 189 .353 .029 
Market Development 188 .307 192 .419 1.248 
* P < = 0.10 (1-tmled) 
Table 8.7: Sub-Group Analysis: Market Orientation and Personal Performance 
Moderator Sub-Group Z-test 
Low Hi eh 
Variable n r n r value 
Number of Local Competitors 190 .421 197 .400 .246 
Number of Multiple Competitors 206 .365 181 .425 -.705 
Number of Wider Competitors 208 .463 179 .325 1.608* 
Competitive Intensity 190 .388 197 .396 -.098 
Local Market Conditions 197 .337 190 .444 -1.249 
Market Turbulence 194 .412 193 .372 .472 
Market Development 190 .392 197 .401 .108 
* P < = 0.10 (1-talied) 
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Table 8.8: Sub-Group Analysis: Market Orientation and Commercial Performance 
Moderator Sub-Group Z-test 
Low High 
Variable n r n r value 
Number of Local Competitors 190 .182 191 .291 -1.132 
Number of Multiple Competitors 203 .238 178 .297 -.623 
Number of Wider Competitors 205 .231 176 .302 -.759 
Competitive Intensity 191 .282 190 .251 .322 
Local Market Conditions 198 .202 183 .314 -1.171 
Market Turbulence 193 .248 188 .275 -.283 
Market Development 185 .283 196 .268 .146 
* P < = 0.10 ( 1-tmled) 
The results of the significance tests for homologizer moderation effects reveal extremely 
limited evidence of such effects in the context of this study, taking into account market 
orientation only. There are very marginally significant effects apparent for market 
development on INDEX and the number of wider competitors on PP (both at p < 0.10, 1-
tailed tests). Thus there would appear be very little evidence to support the proposition 
that the strength of the market orientation-performance relationship for retail independents 
is moderated by environmental influences. However the aggregate level of market 
orientation utilised in the analysis undertaken thus far precludes a detailed examination of 
the moderation effects that environmental factors may have on the impact of the various 
components of market orientation may have on the various measures of independent 
retailer performance. The next stage of the analysis therefore requires that the moderation 
effects upon the components of market orientation are evaluated. 
8.3.2 Results of Moderation Analysis: Market Orientation Components Models 
The procedure employed to identify the direct and moderation effects of the environmental 
factors on relationships between the five components of market orientation and 
performance was identical to that used for the market orientation analysis. Moderated 
multiple regression analysis founded on a hierarchical simultaneous routine was adopted. 
Variables were entered into the models according to the effects sought; hence the first 
models contained all of the I Vs except the proposed moderator variable and the interaction 
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terms. These variables were then added sequentially to the second and third models in the 
hierarchy investigating that particular moderator. An investigation of the moderation 
effects of the seven environmental factors was undertaken for each of the relationships of 
the five components of market orientation with the three modes of performance. Thus 
thirty-five models were specified for each of the four IRB performance measures, resulting 
in a total of one hundred and forty regression model routines being estimated. Results for 
the significance of all of the moderator direct effects and the interaction effects are 
summarised in Appendix D. The results for significant effects are now presented in Table 
8.9. 
Table 8.9: MMR Analysis: Market Orientation Components on All Performance 
Measures, Significant Effects Only 
Moderator and Interaction Effects on Performance ~ SE(f3) R' UR' Significance df 
Main Effect Interaction Effect 
Index Of Performance (n = 380) 
Local Market Conditions -.091 .Oil .323 .007 .060 15.364 
Supplier Orientation .464 .050 .331 .008 .036* 16.363 
Market Development .237 .Oil .323 .049 .000*** 15.364 
Competitor Orientation .676 .055 .337 .014 .006** 16.363 
Long Tenn Objective Focus 
.707 .079 .330 .008 .041* 16.363 
Number of Local Competitors -.081 .016 .323 .004 .161 15.364 
Competitor Orientation 
-.125 .012 .337 .014 .005** 16. 363 
Long Tcnn Objective Focus 
-.091 .013 .330 .008 .044* 16.363 
lmcrfunctionl Co-ordination 
-.090 .011 .330 .007 .047* 16.363 
Number of Multiple Competitors .155 .012 .323 .016 .004** 15.364 
Strategic Performance (n = 379) 
Market Development .271 .014 .274 .063 .000*** 15.363 
Personal Performance (n = 386) 
Local Market Conditions -.066 .014 .268 .003 .190 15. 370 
Supplier Orientation .571 .063 .280 .012 .013* 16, 369 
Market Development .094 .013 .268 .008 .047* 15.370 
Number of Multiple Competitors .118 .016 .268 .010 .028* 15.370 
Commercial Performance (n = 381) 
Local Market Conditions -.103 .013 282 .009 .038* 15.365 
Market Development .239 .013 .282 .051 .000*** 15.365 
lnterfunctionl Co-ordination 
-.809 .109 .290 .008 .047* 16.364 
Number of Multiple Competitors .115 .015 .282 .016 .005** 15. 365 
* p <0.05. ** = p <0.01, *** = p <0.001. Standardtsed data for I Vs (z scores) 
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Analysis of the results for significant moderation effects for the overall INDEX in the 
market orientation components models reveals that the number of multiple competitors, as 
in the aggregate market orientation model, acts as a predictor variable at a very significant 
level (p < 0.01). Market development does however act as a moderator, albeit a quasi 
moderator (as it is also highly significant itself in explaining variance in the INDEX), of 
the relationship and between INDEX of performance and both competitor orientation and 
long term objective focus. The interaction effect for the former being very significant (p < 
0.01) and the latter significant at (p < 0.05). As the beta coefficients of both market 
development and long term objective focus are both positive and the interaction effect is 
also positive they can be regarded as reinforcing the positive relationship between the 
market orientation component and INDEX at higher levels of market development. 
However as the competitor orientation effect is negative and the cross-product interaction 
effect is positive there is an interference effect with the negative influence of competitor 
orientation on performance being weaker at higher levels of market development. 
In addition to these quasi effects, two environmental variables also have a moderating 
influence, but of a pure type. The local market conditions factor is not significant in its 
own right, but interacts with supplier orientation to create a significant effect on 
performance. As supplier orientation has a positive coefficient and the local market 
variable is a negative explanatory factor on INDEX, the overall effect being positive also 
creates an interference effect. The explanation of this modification of the form of the 
relationship is that the positive effect of supplier orientation is stronger in influencing 
INDEX at higher levels of perceived unfavourable local market dynamics. 
The number of local competitors creates further pure moderation effects. The forms of 
relationships between INDEX and three market orientation components, competitor 
orientation, long term objective focus and interfunctional co-ordination are all changed by 
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this environmental factor. The negative effect of competitor orientation is reinforced as the 
number of local competitors increases. Yet in the case of both other components their 
positive impact decreases as the number of local competitors increase. These effects were 
not revealed in the market orientation only models. 
Moderation effects do not exist m the strategic performance model with the only 
significant factor being market development which IS a highly significant predictor 
variable. This is consistent with the findings for the market orientation only models. 
In the personal performance model both market development and the number of multiple 
competitors are revealed as significant predictor variables, with the former emerging as so 
in this model but not previously in the market orientation only models. There is also a pure 
moderation effect enacted by the local market conditions variable that interacts with 
supplier orientation. The coefficient of local market conditions is negative whereas that of 
the supplier orientation component is positive. The resultant positive interaction effect 
suggests that the form of the supplier orientation-performance relationship is modified to 
be stronger when local market conditions are perceived as being more unfavourable. It 
appears that the market orientation only model's interaction outcome for the local market 
factor was in fact associated with supplier orientation. 
With regard to the moderation of the relationship between commercial performance and 
the market orientation components, two significant predictors are revealed. Local market 
conditions has a negative explanatory effect at p < 0.05 and the number of multiple 
competitors has a positive direct effect (p < 0.01). These are both consistent with the 
findings of the market orientation only model effects. A further quasi moderator is 
identified as being market development which modifies the form of the relationship 
between interfunctional co-ordination and commercial performance m an interference 
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manner. The negative interaction effect suggests that the positive impact of interfunctional 
co-ordination on commercial performance is less at higher levels of market development. 
Clearly a number of interesting moderation effects have been identified from this analysis 
and, in particular, it has been possible to identify specific components of market 
orientation that have led to the effects that were revealed in the market orientation only 
analysis. Moreover, some additional effects were established using this more detailed level 
of investigation. The true nature of the effects will be considered when conclusions are 
drawn later in the thesis. The analysis of contingency effects of the market and 
competitive environment on the market orientation-performance relationship is completed 
by looking at the extent to which these variables affect the strength of these relationships 
for the market orientation components. A full summary of results is presented in Appendix 
D. Table 8.10 illustrates the significant outcomes of the analysis for homologizer effects. 
In comparison with the prev10us analysis which looked solely at the aggregate market 
orientation effect, there are a large number of homologizer effects apparent when 
differences m the strength of the market orientation-performance relationships are 
examined for the different elements of market orientation. Although a large proportion of 
these effects are of negligible significance (p < 0.1), the remainder merit further 
consideration in the context of the study. 
Looking initially at the overall INDEX of performance it is clear that different strength of 
relationship exists at low and high levels of market development. At low levels of this 
variable supplier orientation would appear to have a stronger effect on performance than at 
higher levels. Similarly the effects of interfunctional co-ordination are stronger at low 
levels of market development. 
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Table 8.10: Sub-Group Analysis: Market Orientation Components on All 
Performance Measures, Significant Effects Only 
Moderator Sub-Group Z-test 
Variable Low High value 
n r n r 
Index of Performance (n = 380) 
Local Market Conditions Long Term Objective Focus 194 .109 186 .246 -1.357* 
Market Development Competitor Orientation 188 -.128 192 .005 1.286* 
Supplier Orientation 188 .210 192 .029 1.781** 
Long Term Objective Focus 188 .035 192 .334 -2.901 **** 
lnterfunctional Co-ordination 188 .212 192 .015 1.934** 
Market Turbulence Supplier Orientation 188 .202 192 .059 1.409* 
lnterfunctional Co-ordination 188 .207 192 .061 1.440* 
Local Competitors Competitor Orientation 189 .028 191 -.127 1.505* 
Wider Competitors Customer Orientation 206 .126 174 ·.007 1.287* 
Supplier Orientation 206 .054 174 .220 1.647* 
Long Term Objective Focus 206 .269 174 .094 1.750** 
Strategic Performance (11 = 379) 
Local Market Conditions Customer Orientation 193 .052 186 -.090 1.371* 
Market Development Long Term Objective Focus 187 .142 192 .034 -1.476* 
Market Turbulence Customer Orientation 191 -.070 188 .067 1.323* 
Interfunctional Co-ordination 191 .169 188 .024 1.419* 
Local Competitors Long Term Objective Focus 189 .051 190 .274 -2.260*** 
Personal Performance (11 = 386) 
Competitive Intensity lntcrfunctional Co-ordination 190 .338 196 .210 1.364* 
Local Market Conditions Customer Orientation 197 -.042 189 .lOO -1.384* 
Long Term Objective Focus 197 -.014 189 .196 -2.504*** 
lnterfunctional Co-ordination 197 .384 189 .210 2.559*** 
Local Competitors Competitor Orientation 190 .112 196 -.044 1.520* 
Supplier Orientation 190 -.021 196 .145 -1.628** 
Wider Competitors Competitor Orientation 209 .114 177 -. I 11 2.185*** 
Supplier Orientation 209 -.071 177 .229 -2.953**** 
Long Term Objective Focus 209 .175 177 -.012 1.836** 
Commercial Performance (n = 381) 
Competitive Intensity Long Term Objective Focus 188 .072 193 .210 -1.365* 
Market Development Competitor Orientation 187 -.202 194 -.025 -I. 740** 
Supplier Orientation 187 .238 194 .009 2.256*** 
Long Term Objective Focus 187 .048 194 .262 -2. 130*** 
Interfunctional Co-ordination 187 .137 194 -.120 2.507*** 
Local Competitors Long Term Objective Focus 191 .076 190 .230 -1.511* 
Wider Competitors Customer Orientation 207 .164 194 -.005 1.640** 
* = p <0.1, ** = p <0.05, *** = p <0.025. **** = p <0.005 (I - tatled) 
Conversely the difference in the strength of the effect of long term objective focus is 
greater in markets with low levels of development compared with those markets with high 
rates; a highly significant difference at p < 0.005. Again the number of wider competitors 
moderates the effect of the same component of market orientation, long term objective 
focus. However in this instance INDEX is affected in the opposite way with a higher 
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strength of effect when the number of wider competitors are low compared with when they 
are high. 
Strategic performance is influenced to a stronger degree by long term objective focus in 
markets with a large number of local competitors compared with those with a low number. 
A similar relationship exists between that component of market orientation and personal 
performance with respect to the local market conditions factor. The strength of influence 
of long term objective focus is significantly greater (p < 0.005) when the local market 
conditions factor is perceived as high compared with when it is low. The same level of 
significance applies to the differences in the effect that interfunctional co-ordination has on 
personal performance in the high and low local market conditions sub-groups. However 
for this component of market orientation the effect is reversed with the low group 
displaying a stronger effect than the high group. 
Complex differences in personal performance are identified in the presence of wider 
competition. At low levels of wider competition, competitor orientation has a positive 
effect whereas at high levels it has a negative effect; a difference significant at p < 0.025. 
The same is true of long term objective focus which is also positive at low levels and 
negative at high (p < 0.05). However the opposite applies for supplier orientation which 
reveals a highly significant difference in the strength of the effect (p < 0.005) which IS 
negative in the low sub-group and positive in the high sub-group. 
The magnitude of market development gives rise to four homologizer effects on 
commercial performance all of which are different in their composition. The strength of 
competitor orientation's negative effect in the low sub-group is much higher than in the 
high sub-group (p < 0.05). Supplier orientation has a much stronger positive effect in the 
low sub-group compared with the higher developing market group (p < 0.025). Long term 
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objective focus has a much stronger positive effect in higher developing markets than in 
low developing ones (p < 0.025). The difference for interfunctional co-ordination is 
significant (p < 0.025) as a result of there being a positive coefficient in the low sub-group 
and a negative one in the high sub-group. 
The intricate pattern of homologizer effects revealed in this analysis adds further weight to 
the belief that the environments of retail independents influence the relationship between 
the nature and extent of market orientation and the different levels of performance of these 
businesses. 
Consideration of the results of the entire analyses undertaken in this chapter suggests that 
four of the seven contingency variables have significant moderating influences on the 
relationships between market orientation and performance. These effects may result in 
changes in either the form or the strength of the relationship, or both. The mode of the 
criterion performance variable subject to such moderation effects is also going to differ. 
Moreover, examining the effects of the components of market orientation has provided 
significant insight into the way in which an IRB may influence performance in particular 
market conditions through the pursuit of various market orientation activities. Clearly the 
degree to which this is taken on by an IRB is, as the literature suggests, a decision for 
proprietors of these businesses to make based upon the perceived costs and rewards of the 
adjustments required. Such decisions are contingent upon the changing environment and 
the nature and extent of a business's market orientation. 
8.4SUMMARY 
The results of analyses to investigate the contingency effects of environmental moderators 
on the market orientation-performance relationship have been presented above. The direct 
and indirect effects of seven influences relating to the IRB in a market town environment 
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have been evaluated using both moderated multiple regressiOn analysis and sub-group 
analysis. Effects have been determined for overall performance and its constituent modes. 
In addition to effects being identified between the extent of market orientation and 
performance, the effects between the components of market orientation and performance 
have also been investigated. Results suggest that a number of the environmental factors do 
have significant moderating effects upon performance as well as in some cases acting as 
predictors in their own right. The use of these results to test hypotheses will be undertaken 
a later chapter that presents the conclusions of the study. The research model developed as 
the basis for this study suggests that the effects that a retail independent's market 
orientation has upon performance is a consequence of how the enactment of this culture is 
manifested through the firm's competitive marketing strategy. Differences in the selection 
and effective implementation of strategy in the market are regarded as being the means by 
which variations in IRB performance occur. Hence it is now necessary to establish 
differences in the competitive strategy types that may exist in the IRB market town context 
and associate these with variations in performance. 
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CHAPTER NINE 
Results of Research Question 3: Competitive Strategy Types and 
Performance 
9.1INTRODUCTION 
Prior discussion of the literature on retail marketing strategy considered that any 
operationalisation of the strategy concept within the retail context should include elements 
of both business-level and functional-level strategy (Hofer and Schendel, 1978). The 
process adopted in this study involves the classification of competitive strategy types of 
retail independent business based upon how the firms enact strategy in the market through 
a combination of strategy variables at these levels. Thus the taxonomy building procedure 
is based upon an input of items that represent strategy at these levels in this context. With 
this in mind, the literature review synthesis specifies a range of alternative retail 
competitive strategies and retail operations activities that should be included in a procedure 
to define strategy types. In addition contextualised data from the qualitative phases was 
used to supplement the theoretical options derived from the literature. 
The items taken forward to the quantitative phase of the research provided data that were 
subjected to detailed analysis in order to attain a taxonomical outcome. A three-stage 
procedure was employed which is consistent with previous investigations in this field 
previously discussed. Having performed the analysis the resultant solution was validated 
using a range of recommended techniques. Subsequent assessment of strategy differences 
amongst the emerging 'types' of IRB was undertaken using parametric statistical methods 
and their non-parametric equivalents where appropriate. This was extended to assess 
whether significant differences in other characteristics were also evident across the groups 
of businesses identified. Finally, Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) and Multivariate 
Analysis of Variance (MANOV A) were used to establish whether significant differences in 
performance amongst types are apparent. · 
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9.2 DEVELOPING COMPETITIVE STRATEGY TYPES 
The items used to develop the taxonomy were derived from the ' Emphasis of Your 
Retailing Activities' and 'How You Run Your Business' sections of the survey 
questionnaire. The former section related to retail operations (mix) factors and the latter to 
retail strategy factors. A total of 34 items made up the item battery for retail operations for 
which respondents were asked to signify the importance each of the activities on a l to 5 
point Likert-type scale measuring the amount of emphasis from no emphasis to major 
emphasis. The battery of items for retail strategy comprised 26 statements which were 
evaluated by respondents stating the relevance of each to the running of the business on a l 
to 5 point Likert-type scale measuring level of agreement from strongly disagree to 
strongly agree. 
The descriptive statistics for the responses to both sets of items are presented below in 
Tables 9.1 and 9.2. Inspection of the retail operations responses evidences a wide diversity 
in the marketing activities across the IRB sector. Although the majority of means exceed 
3.0 indicating their importance across the range of participating businesses, some particular 
traits of behaviour are notable. Stocking different products, carrying a range of high 
quality products and lines appear to be important elements of this form of retail activity. 
The ability to achieve this comes about as a result of having established supplier links. A 
small number of marketing activities would seem to be generally insignificant elements of 
the retail mix in this sector, with large proportions of retailers not emphasising their 
importance. Included in this category are direct mail, advertising on local radio, use of 
computers, offering credit and stocking own brands. In the case of the latter three 
activities, there would appear to be some degree of differentiation between businesses as a 
small, but noticeable proportion put great emphasis on them. This is more apparent in 
offering card payment facilities with approximately one-third of all respondents putting 
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great emphasis on this and roughly the same proportion putting no emphasis on this mix 
element. 
Table 9.1: Retail Operations Item Summaries (n = 406) 
Retail Operations Items Summary Statistics 
NE VLE SE CE ME Mean sd 
Lighting and Sound 10.3 16.3 32.5 28.6 12.3 3.16 1.15 
Stocking Different Producls 2.0 3.9 17.0 36.7 40.4 4.10 0.95 
Carrying a Range of Products and Lines 3.7 3.2 17.2 36.7 39.2 4.04 1.01 
Mainlaining High Stock Levels 5.7 9.4 19.2 37.7 28.1 3.73 1.14 
Layout and Merchandise Presentation 2.0 4.4 22.4 39.2 32.0 3.95 0.95 
Selection of Produc15 Wilhin Range 3.2 3.9 22.7 37.7 32.5 3.92 1.00 
Slorc Location 13.8 14.3 25.6 22.4 23.9 3.28 1.34 
Stocking Highly Recognised Brands 14.0 10.8 23.9 28.3 22.9 3.35 1.32 
SlaffTraining 8.6 8.1 29.1 33.0 21.2 3.50 1.16 
Customer Service Policy 5.9 4.4 22.2 25.9 41.6 3.93 1.16 
Afler Sales Service 17.5 9.6 18.0 212 33.7 3.44 1.47 
Presales Service 18.0 7.9 15.5 23.2 35.5 3.50 1.48 
Es1ablished Supplier Links 1.7 1.7 12.8 33.0 50.7 4.29 0.88 
Carrying Traditional Merchandise 6.1 6.7 26.8 29.3 31.3 3.73 1.15 
Returns and Exchange Policy 10.6 13.1 20.7 28.6 27.1 3.49 1.30 
Carrying Up-to-Date Lines 5.4 5.2 18.5 30.5 40.4 3.95 1.13 
Ordering Service 5.7 9.1 29.3 28.3 27.6 3.63 1.14 
Carrying High Quality Merchandise 2.2 4.9 16.0 28.8 48.0 4.16 1.01 
Carrying Higher Priced Product Lines 11.1 15.3 35.7 23.9 14.0 3.15 1.17 
Direct Mail Advertising 72.9 9.6 7.4 4.9 5.2 1.60 1.14 
Card Paymcnl Facilities 36.0 2.7 6.4 18.5 36.5 3.17 1.76 
Computers to Monitor Sales and Stock 58.4 10.8 13.1 6.9 10.8 2.01 1.40 
Advenising in Local Press 33.5 26.6 23.4 9.9 6.7 2.30 1.22 
Advertising on Local Radio 86.0 5.9 4.9 2.2 1.0 1.26 0.74 
Availabilily of Crcdil Terms 56.4 12.8 14.5 7. I 9. I 2.00 1.35 
Carrying Lower Priced Product Range 12.3 22.7 29.8 23.2 12.1 3.00 1.20 
Pricing Below Competitors 22.2 22.7 31.8 15.3 8.1 2.65 1.21 
Holding Sales 36.5 20.4 24.6 11.6 6.9 2.32 1.26 
Promotional Offers 27.1 22.7 26.6 14.8 8.9 2.56 1.27 
Involvement in the Community '8.1 12.6 38.9 23.9 16.5 3.28 1.13 
Local Sponsorship 25.9 21.9 29.8 12.8 9.6 2.58 1.26 
Stocking Own Brands 64.5 8.1 10.8 6.2 10.3 1.90 1.39 
Stocking Unique Products 20.7 10.6 19.5 21.7 27.6 3.25 1.48 
(%. NE- No EmphoSIS. VLE- Very L1mlled EmphaSis. SE- Some EmphaSIS, A- ConSiderable EmphaSIS. ME= MaJOr EmphoSIS. 
sd =standard deviation) 
The data relating to the retail strategy items illustrates much greater variety in the business 
level strategies of the IRB sector. Fewer than half of the items have mean scores in excess 
of 3.0 with very few of these scoring above 4.0. In this category are the overall strategy 
item, which indicates that the business has a clear view of who its customers are and what 
they provide, and the customer loyalty item. Both of these would appear to indicate that 
IRBs in general believe that they have a 'strategy' and that they can retain customers as a 
result of the service they provide. The two other highly reported items both relate to 
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growth options, suggesting that developing a wider customer base and providing a higher 
quality service are commonly employed strategies. Buying group membership benefits are 
evidenced by responses to two items that signify that approximately two-thirds of the 
sample definitely do not consider that they attain cost and marketing advantages in this 
way. At a business strategy level a small number of options would appear to have a 
limited amount of relevance to the sector with approximately three-quarters of the sample 
in each case strongly disagreeing that they are relevant in to the way that they run their 
business. These factors include consolidation through closing outlets and the growth 
options of opening new stores, introducing mail order and integration. 
Table 9.2: Retail Strategy Item Summaries (n = 406) 
Retail Strateey Items Summary Statistics 
SD MD NAD MA SA Mean sd 
Low Price Competition from Low Cost Base 33.3 17.4 22.9 19.2 7.1 2.50 1.32 
Low Costs from Supplier Relations 26.8 17.9 29.1 20.9 5.2 2.60 1.23 
Low Costs from Low Overheads 34.5 18.7 22.2 18.2 6.4 2.44 1.30 
Low Costs from Efficiency 20.7 14.2 30.3 27.1 7.6 2.87 1.24 
Cut Prices to Improve Competitiveness 28.6 16.3 29.0 18.7 7.4 2.60 1.28 
Clear Positioning Compared with Competitors 4.4 4.2 28.1 34.0 29.3 3.79 1.05 
Clear View of Customers and What is Offered 1.0 2.~ 10.6 47.0 39.2 4.21 0.79 
Changed with Customer Needs 3.7 7.1 18.0 5.05 24.4 3.88 0.94 
Focus on Particular Customers 10.6 9.1 33.5 31.8 15.0 3.32 1.16 
Retain Customer Loyalty Through Service 0.5 1.0 4.4 30.5 63.5 4.55 0.67 
Grown by Servicing New Customers L7 4.4 15.5 49.0 29.3 4.00 0.88 
Grown by Providing Higher Quality Service 1.2 3.0 13.1 41.6 41.1 4.19 0.86 
Grown by Widening Range 6.4 6.9 19.2 47.0 20.4 3.68 1.07 
Grown by Diversifying 22.2 14.0 23.6 26.8 13.3 2.95 1.35 
Consolidated by Closing Outlets 75.6 2.9 14.3 3.0 4.2 1.57 1.10 
Grown by Opening New Stores 75.9 4.1 11.3 4.7 3.9 1.56 I. 11 
Grown by Introducing Mail Order 75.4 4.4 10.3 6.4 3.4 1.58 1.12 
Grown by Integration 78.5 4.2 10.3 3.0 3.9 1.50 1.05 
Compete Through a Specialist Range 15.5 4.4 15.8 26.6 37.7 3.66 1.41 
Compete Through an Unique Range 9.9 6.2 25.4 30.7 27.8 3.60 1.23 
Compete Through Exclusive Distribution 48.8 9.3 21.4 11.3 9.1 2.23 1.39 
Increased Price to Reflect Market Position 31.3 16.0 37.7 11.8 3.2 2.40 1.14 
Lower Costs from Buying Group 68.7 8.1 13.5 6.7 3.0 1.67 1.12 
Effective Marketing from Buying Group 67.0 4.9 18.2 6.2 3.7 1.74 1.17 
Consolidated by Cutting Costs 19.0 14.3 28.8 29.3 8.6 2.94 1.24 
Consolidated by Increasing Efficiency 6.4 7.1 30.5 45.1 10.8 3.47 1.00 
(%: SD = Strongly DISagree: D = Disagree: NAD = Neither Agree or Disagree: A = Agree: SA = Strongly Agree: sd = standard 
deviation) 
Having established the general nature of the data and examined where differences may 
appear across the range of participating businesses it was then necessary to embark upon 
the taxonomy development process using a three-step routine. Proponents of strategic 
group analysis, academics that have undertaken previous strategy type studies, and 
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scholars of applied multivariate analysis in marketing and management recommend this 
procedure (Punj and Stewart, 1983; Douglas and Rhee, 1989; Birley and Westhead, 1990; 
Hair et al., 1998). The data is firstly reduced to a set of factor variables using principal 
components analysis (PCA). The resultant factors, which in this case encapsulate specific 
areas of retail operations and strategy activity in the IRB context, are then used as the input 
variables in a cluster analysis algorithm. Two stages of cluster analysis are then embarked 
upon. Initially a non-hierarchical analysis is used to group similar firms on the basis of 
maximising between-group variance and minimising within-group variance. Having 
established the number of clusters from this approach, the third stage requires that the 
mean values of the variables in this original solution are inputted as the 'seed points' for a 
non-hierarchical cluster analysis. This analysis provides a final solution that has to be 
validated using particular approaches. The use of factor analysis, whilst losing some 
information, is regarded as a means of overcoming interdependence of data input using all 
the variables (Douglas and Rhee, 1989). The use of a second non-hierarchical clustering 
method after the application of the initial hierarchical technique results in a fine-tuned 
solution as cases may switch clusters in the second run. This method also benefits from 
not being as sensitive to the presence of outliers, which due to the nature of the objectives 
of the use of the technique in this study, were not eliminated from the data set after the first 
run (Hair et al., 1998: 498). 
9.2.1 Data Reduction by Factor Analysis 
An exploratory principal component factor analysis using a vanmax rotation was 
undertaken separately on the business strategy and functional strategy items. From this 
analysis six Retail Operations Variables seven Retail Strategy Variables were defined. 
Tables 9.3 and 9.4 present a summary of the solutions of the factor analyses along with 
scale reliability tests for each of the identified variables. Employing Cronbach's 
coefficient alpha as a means of identifying internally consistent scales, all but one of the 
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variables attained a reliability score in excess of the accepted reasonable level of 0.60 in 
organisational research (Finkelstein, 1992). Moreover, all were in excess of the minimum 
achieved in the Conant et al., (1993) study and were notably higher on average than their 
results. 
Table 9.3: Exploratory Factor Analysis of Retail Operations Items 
Retail Operations Items Factor Loadings 
ROVI ROV2 ROV3 ROV4 ROVS 
Cronbach 's Coefficient Alpha U= .85 a =.84 a= .61 a= .70 a= .62 
Lighting and Sound .712 
Stocking Different Products 
.689 
Carrying a Range of Products and Lines 
.680 
Mainuining High Stock Levels .651 
L...ayout and Merchandise Presen1ation .634 
Selection of Products Within Range 
.621 
Swre Location .606 
Stocking Highly Recognised Brands .578 
Staff Training .502 
Customer Service Policy .714 
After Sales Service .679 
Prcsalcs Service .634 
Established Supplier Links .618 
Carrying Traditional Merchandise 
.597 
Returns and Exchange Policy .535 
Carrying Up-to-Date Lines .534 
Ordering Service 
.515 
Carrying High Quality Merchandise 
.510 
Carrying Higher Priced Product Lines .475 
Direct Mail Advertising 
.599 
Card Payment Facilities .566 
Computers to Monitor Sales and Stock .514 
Advertising in Local Press .463 
Advertising on Local Radio .446 
Availability of Credit Terms .396 
Carrying Lower Priced Product Range .776 
Pricing Below Competitors .714 
Holding Sales .539 
Promotional Offers .484 
Involvement in the Community 
.776 
Local Sponsorship .639 
Stocking Own Brands 
Stocking Unique Products 
Percentage of Variance Explained 13.68 13.18 7.93 7.20 5.07 
Ei~en Value 8.31 2.48 2.10 1.67 1.31 
Extract ton Method: Pnnctpal Component Analysts. Rolalton Melhod: Vanmax wtth Katser Normahzallon. 
Total Variance Exlracted 52.05%. Loadings under 0.35 have been suppressed. 
ROV6 
U= .55 
.755 
.664 
4.98 
1.29 
In line with their argument that scale development is not the primary aim of this study, and 
that inherent variability encountered in strategy research leads to less than optimal 
reliability (McDougall and Robinson, 1990), the resultant variables were considered to be 
internally consistent. They were therefore deemed to be a valid and comprehensive set of 
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factors capable of providing a basis for determining differences in emphasis of independent 
retailers' strategic and operational behaviour. 
Table 9.4: Exploratory Factor Analysis of Retail Strategy Items 
Retail Strate~y Items Factor Loadings 
RSVI RSV2 RSV3 RSV4 RSV5 RSV6 RSV7 
Cronbach's Coefficient Alpha a= .83 a= .65 a= .62 a= .67 a= .65 a= .91 a= .70 
Low Price Compelition from Low Cos! Base .848 
Low Cosls from Supplier Relalions .831 
Low Costs from Low Overheads .824 
Low Cosls from Efficiency .815 
Cut Prices to Improve Competitiveness .494 
Clear Posilioning Compared with Competilors .825 
Clear View of Cus10mers and Whal is Offered .633 
Changed wilh Cuslomer Needs .620 
Focus on Panicular Customers .516 
Relain Cus1omer Loyally Through Service .499 
Grown by Servicing New Customers .777 
Grown by Providing_ Higher Qualily Service .730 
Grown by Widening Range .670 
Grown by Diversifying .525 
Consolidaled by Closing Ou!lets .660 
Grown by Opening New Slorcs .653 
Grown by Introducing Mail Order .625 
Grown by lnlegralion .611 
Compete Throu_gh a Specialist Ranoe .730 
Compele Through an Unique Range .717 
Compele Through Exclusive Dislribulion .670 
Increased Price to Renect Market Position .540 
Lower Costs from Buying Group .937 
Effeclivc Markeling from Buying Group .936 
Consolidated by Culling Cosls .821 
Consolidated by Increasing Efr.cicncy .779 
Percentage of Variance Explained 14.99 12.75 8.73 6.94 6.37 5.47 4.73 
Eigen Value 3.90 3.32 2.27 1.80 1.66 
Extracuon Melhod. Pnnctpal Component Analys1s. Rotauon Method: Vanmax wnh Kmser Normahzat10n. 
T01al Variance Extracled 59.99%. Loadings under 0.35 have been suppressed. 
9.2.2 Classification into 'Types' of Firms 
1.42 1.23 
A frequently adopted and efficient method of defining types of similar businesses pursing 
comparable strategies is cluster analysis (Ketchen and Shook, 1996). The retail strategy 
and operations variables derived from the factor analysis were used as the means of 
differentiating business in the data set. The number of clusters and initial cluster centres 
were established using Ward's (1963) hierarchical approach and this then formed the basis 
of a K-means non-hierarchical analysis which provided the final five cluster solution (Punj 
and Stewart 1983). Although establishing the number of clusters is considered to be a 
problematic area in terms of providing a meaningful categorisation of respondents which 
adequately describes both the diversity and similarity of the population (Hooley et al., 
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1992), a number of methods are available. In this instance the five clusters (which is well 
within the acceptable boundary of n/30 specified Lehmann, 1979), were initially arrived at 
on the basis of interpretation of the dendrogram and agglomeration schedules of the 
hierarchical cluster process. (Appendix E presents evidence of all classification and 
validation procedures undertaken). 
Visual inspection of the dendogram identified five clear clusters. Furthermore, the use of a 
'stopping rule' proposed for use in strategic group analysis (Douglas and Rhee, 1989; 
Fingebaum and Thomas, 1993) also resulted in a five-cluster solution. The addition of the 
sixth cluster would have increased the overall fit by less than 5% and the total variance 
explained by the five clusters was in excess of 65%. Subsequently the clarity and 
practicality of the competitive strategy types represented by the derived clusters was 
assessed and a five-cluster solution deemed appropriate (Galbraith and Schendel 1983; 
Manu and Sriram, 1996). 
The robustness of the solution was tested in three ways Klastorin (1983). First, the results 
of a discriminant analysis showed that 94.8% of original grouped cases were correctly 
classified. Second, a two-dimensional scatterplot of the clusters using canonical 
discriminant analysis revealed the clusters occupying distinct positions. Third, both 
multivariate and one way analyses of variance of the differences in the means of the 
clusters for all of the variables employed in the clustering were found to be significantly 
different at the p < 0.001 level. 
9.2.3 The Identified Competitive Strategy Types 
The cluster centres, cluster labels and number of firms comprising each cluster are 
presented in Table 9.5. The centres represent the mean values for each of the retail 
operations and strategy variables for members of each of the strategy types. Each of the 
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retail variables is now labelled to represent its dimension of business-level and functional-
level retail strategy. 
Table 9.5: Final Cluster Centres for Retail Operations and Strategy Variables 
Cluster Means 
Retail Operations I 2 3 4 5 
Buying Full· Specialist Indistinct Free-
& Strategy Variables Group Service Vendors Traders Standing 
Merchants Strategists (n=94) (n=82) Merchants 
(n=71) (n=72) (n=87) 
ROV I: Merchandising and Range 3.797 4.173 3.746 2.831 3.866 
ROV 2: Service and Quality Lines 3.607 4.289 3.980 2.816 3.944 
ROV 3: Active Marketing 1.918 2.762 2.158 1.506 1.990 
ROV 4: Low Price and Incentives 2.750 3.521 1.997 2.082 2.997 
ROV 5: Local Involvement 2.754 3.701 3.154 2.250 2.845 
ROV 6: Unique Products 2.169 3.569 3.543 1.701 1.851 
RS V I: Low Cost Base 2.718 3.153 1.760 2.420 3.131 
RSV 2: Focus 3.949 4.128 4.126 3.500 4.048 
RSV 3: Diversified Growth 3.644 4.104 4.011 3.077 3.678 
RSV 4: Channel Management 1.785 2.073 1.460 1.182 1.379 
RSV 5: Specialist Positioning 2.870 3.378 3.516 2.310 2.761 
RSV 6: Buying Group Membership 3.500 1.785 1.266 1.190 1.138 
RSV 7: Consolidation 3.486 3.778 2.984 2.581 3.339 
Evaluations for each of the retail operations and strategy variables were developed by computing an equally 
weighted composite of the constituent items. 
The resultant groups of firms have been allocated labels as depicted in the table to describe 
the nature of the competitive strategy behaviour of these types of retail independent 
businesses. Overall the number of firms are fairly evenly distributed amongst the five 
clusters. To ease evaluation of the meanings of the results in terms of the retail variables 
those means which are particularly high. (> 3.5) and those particularly low ( < 2.5), have 
been highlighted in bold type. The strategy characteristics of each group is now brieny 
discussed. Types will be profiled further using additional characteristics of the businesses 
and their owner-managers. 
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Cluster 1 (Buying Group Merchants): This type contains members with buying group 
connections, that act as traditional merchants assembling and merchandising stock lines 
and delivering them with a level of service appropriate to their customer base. They 
maintain a strong focus on their customers and have grown by actively developing new 
lines, new customers and general diversification. They are low on active marketing effort, 
which reflects a reluctance to use media and direct mail advertising and offer credit 
facilities. Stable structures are evidenced by the low score on channel management. This 
would suggest very limited growth through opening new stores, diversifying and mail 
order initiatives as well as a limited amount of consolidation through the closure of outlets. 
Cluster 2 (Full-Service Strategists): Finns in this type are identified as being generally 
very strategically aware and active in their retail endeavours. They score high on all but 
one of the operational variables and are generally more active marketers, incorporating 
more advertising and use of non-cash payment methods into their retail mix compared with 
other types. There is a strong customer focus in this group and have grown through 
diversifying their activities into new markets and products as well as servtce 
improvements. They have also been active in improving efficiency and cutting costs to 
sustain their position. 
Cluster 3 (Specialist Vendors): This group of businesses represents the conventional 
vendor of specialist goods with a strong emphasis on merchandising their range, providing 
high levels of service and unique, quality products. They are not active marketers, do not 
involve themselves in price-based initiatives and do not operate from a low cost base. 
Their strategic positioning is founded upon specialist provision with a high level of focus 
and expansion through diversification. They will not normally be members of buying 
groups. 
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Cluster 4 (Indistinct Traders): This strategy type is distinguished by its lack of positive 
distinction from other independents. These businesses, that effectively lack any active 
retail initiative, do not score highly on any of the operations variables and are low on many 
of them. They appear to be strategically deficient although they have a marginal level of 
focus. Unlike all other groups they have not been active in pursuing growth opportunities 
through diversifying their activities, they do not have a low cost or specialist positioning or 
the support of buying group membership. 
Cluster 5 (Free-Standing Merchants): The pattern of strategic and operational behaviour 
depicted in the final type of retail independent is identical to that of the buying group 
merchants except that they are free-standing and therefore are autonomous in their retailing 
activity. They share the non-pursuit of active, essentially media-based, marketing with 
their buying group counterparts as do they similarly not stock unique products. 
This evidence suggests that there are clear differences between the business level and 
functional strategies of independent retailers. In particular it is possible to distinguish the 
vast majority of IRBs that have actively pursued strategic development and positioning for 
their businesses in different ways from those that have not undertaken such actions and 
consequently remain indistinct. It is also possible to undertake further profiling of the 
types by using data that was not used to form them in the cluster analysis. 
9.2.4 Profiling Types through Other Characteristics 
In order to achieve a richer understanding of the strategy types further analysis was 
undertaken of their characteristics. Specifically significant differences in the features of 
the businesses themselves and their owner-managers were sought using appropriate 
methods of enquiry. Initially descriptive statistics were inspected for each of the groups. 
Following this process, tests for identifying significant differences were employed. The 
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three tests adopted were a one-way ANOVA for differences in the metric measures (length 
of ownership, number of owners, number of outlets and staff); the Kruskai-Wallis non-
parametric ANOV A for the ordinal characteristics (turnover, age of respondent and 
qualification of respondents); and, finally chi-square tests for nominal features (retail 
product sector, gender of owner, position of owner, location of outlet within town, and 
whether the owner had retired from a previous occupation). 
Results of the ANOV A tests revealed two significant differences across the types overall. 
Firstly in number of outlets (F = 3.007; p < 0.05) and secondly in number of staff (F = 
3.627; p < 0.01). Further investigation used Scheffe's multiple comparison post hoc test 
which has been widely employed in previous studies of strategic groups/types. This is 
regarded as the most conservative test of this type and also offers the advantages of 
applicability to groups of unequal sizes, and is relatively insensitive to departures from 
normality and homogeneity of variances (Dess and Davies, 1984; Neter et al., 1996). The 
test revealed that significant differences between the groups at the 0.05 level were 
identifiable. Using this method it was apparent that Type 2 (Full-Service Strategists: mean 
= 1.56) operated significantly more outlets than Type 4 (Indistinct Traders: mean = 1.10). 
In addition Type 1 (Buying Group Merchants: mean = 5.92) had significantly more staff 
than Type 4 (mean= 3.74) businesses. 
The non-parametric Kruskai-Wallis ANOVA revealed two significant differences overall, 
between types in terms of age of respondent and turnover band. Further investigation 
using separate Mann-Whitney tests, suggests that Type 4 has a lower turnover than all 
other types and in particular Types 1 and 2 (differences both significant at p < 0.001 ). 
Type 1 's turnover is also significantly different from that of Type's 3 and 5 (Free-Standing 
Merchants), both at p < 0.01. Type 2 also has a significantly larger turnover than Type 3 
(p = 0.01) and Type 5 (p < 0.01 ). Age of respondent differences indicate that Type 2 is run 
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by younger owners particularly with respect to Type 4 (p < 0.05) and Type 5 (p = 0.00 I). 
Type 5 owners are also significantly older than those of Types 1 and 3 (p < 0.05 and 
p < 0.01 respectively). 
The use of chi-square tests for the remaining characteristics identified that the retail sectors 
of the businesses were significantly different overall between strategy types. Inspection of 
the cross-tabulation data for the retail sector by type indicates that Type I is under-
represented in Clothing and Footwear in comparison with expected count. Type 2 is 
under-represented in General Mixed Business and over-represented in Leisure and 
Entertainment. Type 3 (Specialist Vendors) is over-represented in Specialist Food, and 
Gifts, and under-represented in Leisure and Entertainment, and the Domestic Durables and 
Home Improvement sector. Type 4 businesses are over-represented in the General Mixed 
Business category. Finally, Type 5 firms are over-represented in Clothing and Footwear 
and under-represented in the Specialist Food category. 
Clearly there is some important evidence revealed from this analysis which can support the 
strategy taxonomy results. The most revealing aspect of the investigation of differences 
between competitive strategy types of IRB however must be the analysis of differences in 
performance. Not only will such an investigation move the study toward its objective of 
understanding how differences in performance occur, but it will also help substantiate the 
strategy type taxonomy through its predictive validity (Hair, et al., 1998:512). 
9.3 DIFFERENCES IN PERFORMANCE BETWEEN COMPETITIVE STRATEGY 
TYPES 
As metric measures of performance have been developed for use in this study, it is possible 
to use univariate ANOV A to assess the significance of overall differences between groups 
(strategy types in this case) for the INDEX of performance. Similarly it is possible to use 
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MANOV A for the constituent modes of performance: Strategic Performance (SP), 
Personal Performance (PP) and Commercial Performance (CP), that are also measured 
metrically. The distinction between the two techniques is that whilst in ANOV A mean 
differences are evaluated on a single dependent variable (DV), in MANOV A evaluation of 
mean differences takes place for two or more criterion variables simultaneously (Bray and 
Max well, 1985). 
Both techniques are subject to a number of assumptions. For ANOV A the DV should be 
normally distributed, and that variances are equal for all groups to be investigated. 
However there is evidence to suggest that F tests are robust with regard to the assumptions 
except in extreme cases (Winer, 1962, Meyers, 1975). When using MANOV A statistical 
assumptions are independence of observations, equality of the variance-covariance 
matrices across groups and the DVs must be normally distributed. The tests for normality 
of the DVs by inspection of the residual scatterplots was undertaken previously when 
considering the regression models and was found to be satisfactory. The independence of 
the respondents was achieved as best as possible by the use of a random selection 
procedure for the survey (Hair, 1998:359). In the case of both the ANOV A and 
MANOV A equality of variance-covariance considerations, the unequal group size was 
regarded as being unlikely to significantly effect results as the largest group is less than 1.5 
times the size of the smallest group being compared (Hair et al., 1998:348). In addition, as 
previously stated the Scheffe test was adopted for comparison, which is robust in these 
circumstances (Neter et al., 1996:776). Nonetheless Levene Statistics (ANOV A) and 
Box's Tests (MANOVA) were inspected for significance when performing the analyses 
and deemed to be generally acceptable throughout. 
9.3 1 Differences in Index of Performance, ANOV A Results 
Data for INDEX scores between strategy types is presented below in Table 9.6. 
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Table 9.6: Descriptive Statistics for INDEX between Strategy Types (n = 406) 
Strate~y Type Mean Std. Deviation 
1 (n=71) .43040 .25130 
2 (n = 72) .51632 .30750 
3 (n = 94) .43245 .23031 
4 (n = 82) .24763 .28738 
5 (n = 87) .38103 .24535 
Total (n=406) .39862 .27670 
There are clear differences apparent by inspection with Type 2 having the highest mean 
followed by Types 3, l, 5, and 4 respectively. However it is important that the overall 
differences are tested for significance, and any significant differences in performance 
between specific types are recognised through multiple comparison. The ANOV A result 
which is encapsulated in the model F statistic indicated that the differences between the 
types was highly significant [F = 11.029, , (df 4;40 l ), significance, p < 0.00 I]. Further 
analysis was undertaken with the post hoc Scheffe test depicted in Table 9.7. 
Table 9.7: Multiple Comparisons of INDEX between Strategy Types 
SchetTe Mean Difference Standard Significance 
Error 
Retail Retail 
Strategy Strategy 
Types Types 
1 2 -859204E-02 4.4143E-02 0.437 
3 -2.04775E-03 4.1499E-02 1.000 
4 .18277* 4.2786E-02 0.001 
5 4.9365E-02 4.2212E-02 0.850 
2 1 8.5920E-02 4.4143E-02 0.437 
3 8.3873E-02 4.1335E-02 0.392 
4 .26869* 4.2627E-02 0.000 
5 .13528* 4.2050E-02 0.037 
3 1 2.0477E-03 4.1499E-02 1.000 
2 -8.38726E-02 4.1335E-02 0.392 
4 .18482* 3.9882E-02 0.000 
5 5.1412E-02 3.9265E-02 0.788 
4 1 -.18277* 4.2786E-02 0.001 
2 -.26869* 4.2627E-02 0.000 
3 -.18482* 3.9882E-02 0.000 
5 -.13341* 4.0623E-02 0.031 
5 I -4.93646E-02 4.2212E-02 0.850 
2 -.13528* 4.2050E-02 0.037 
3 -5 .14123E-02 3.9265E-02 0.788 
4 .13341 * 4.0623E-02 0.031 
Based on observed means. * The mean difference is significant at the .05 level. 
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The tests show that the differences in overall performance as measured by INDEX between 
types are stark with respect to Type 4 (Indistinct Traders) as they are significantly 
outperformed by all other types using a 0.05 significance level for the tests. Using this 
overall measure the Type 2 (Full-Service Strategists) also significantly outperform Type 5 
(Free-Standing Merchants). There are no further significant results. The next step was to 
consider differences in SP, PP and CP between strategy types. 
9.3.2 Differences in Modes of Performance, MANOV A Results 
Summary statistics for differences between the identified types of IRB are shown below in 
Table 9.8. Similar results to those for INDEX are revealed however there are some minor 
differences in sequencing between the types for the different measures of performance. 
Type 2 outperforms all other types on all three modes, as was the case for INDEX. 
However unlike for the overall measure, the second performing type for both SP and PP is 
Type I rather than Type 3. The sequencing after this is the same as that for INDEX for 
both SP and CP with Type 5 some way ahead of Type 4. Interestingly, a different 
sequence is apparent for PP although Type 2 remains the best performer and Type 4 the 
worst. This measure sees Type 3 as the second highest performer with Type 5 third and 
Type I fourth. Clearly there are some notable variations between the types of competitive 
retail strategy when different aspects of performance are considered which are illustrated 
below in Table 9.8. The overall significance of these was therefore tested using 
MANOVA. The MANOVA results employing the Wilks' lambda multivariate test 
revealed that there was a highly significant difference in the three modes of performance 
between strategy types overall [Multivariate F = 5.386, (df 4;401), significance p < 0.001]. 
The independent main effects for all three performance measures were also highly 
significant at p < 0.001 [SP, F= 12.471; PP, F = 8.996; CP, F = 5.961 (df 4;40 1)]. 
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Table 9.8: Descriptive Statistics for SP, PP and CP between Strategy Types (n = 406} 
Strateey Type Mean Std. Deviation 
Strategic Performance I .37512 .29475 
2 .48657 .36329 
3 .35355 .31999 
4 .13500 .33630 
5 .28621 .30208 
Total .32234 .34141 
Personal Performance I .42289 .28697 
2 .56181 .32243 
3 .50213 .26441 
4 .29830 .33266 
5 .45460 .26119 
Total .44750 .30458 
Commercial Performance I .46958 .29868 
2 .49778 .35373 
3 .42404 .28353 
4 .27466 .32498 
5 .37908 .32755 
Total .40528 .32504 
It is therefore apparent that significant overall differences between the strategy types in 
terms of each of the constituent modes of performance exist. However given that the 
means display a difference amongst the groups themselves, it is now possible to use the 
Scheffe test once more to identify where the significant differences lie, depicted in Table 
9.9. 
For SP there are seven significant differences between the types. Type 2 (Full-Service 
Strategists) achieves superior performance over all other types on this measure, which is 
consistent with it reaping the benefits of strategic and operational endeavours as its label 
suggests. There are no significant differences in strategic achievement between the other 
types except at the other end of the scale where all the remaining strategy types outperform 
Type 4 (Indistinct Traders), which again may reflect its strategic activities and label. In 
terms of PP there are six significant differences between the identified types. 
Again Type 2 is significantly higher on this measure compared with all other types except 
Type 3 (Specialist Vendors). Type 4 again significantly underachieves relative to all the 
other types. With respect to CP five significant differences are apparent. 
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Table 9.9: Multiple Comparisons of SP, PP and CP between Strategy Types 
Scheffe Mean Difference Standard Error Significance 
Retail Strategy Retail Strategy 
Types Types 
Strategic Performance 
I 2 -.Ill" .054 .040 
3 2.157E-02 .051 .672 
4 .240• .052 .000 
5 8.891E-02 .052 .087 
2 I .Ill" .054 .040 
3 .133* .051 .009 
4 .352" .052 .000 
5 .zoo• .052 .000 
3 I -2.157E-02 .051 .672 
2 -.133" .051 .009 
4 .219* .049 .000 
5 6.734E-02 .048 .163 
4 I -.240• .052 .000 
2 -.352• .052 .000 
3 -.219° .049 .000 
5 ·.151• .050 .003 
5 I -8.891E-02 .052 .087 
2 -.200* .052 .000 
3 -6.734E-02 .048 .163 
4 .151* .050 .003 
Personal Performance 
I 2 -.139" .049 .005 
3 -7.924E-02 .046 .086 
4 .125* .048 .009 
5 -3.171E-02 .047 .499 
2 I .139* .049 .005 
3 5.968E-02 .046 .195 
4 .264* .047 .000 
5 .107° .047 .022 
3 I 7.924E-02 .046 .086 
2 -5.968E-02 .046 .195 
4 .204* .044 .000 
5 4.753E-02 .044 .277 
4 I -.125" .048 .009 
2 -.264* .047 .000 
3 -.204* .044 .000 
5 -.156° .045 .001 
5 I 3.171E-02 .047 .499 
2 -.107* .047 .022 
3 -4.753E-02 .044 .277 
4 .156• .045 .001 
Commercial Performance 
I 2 -2.820E-02 .053 .596 
3 4.553E-02 .050 .362 
4 .195• .051 .000 
5 9.050E-02 .051 .075 
2 I 2.820E-02 .053 .596 
3 7.374E-02 .050 .139 
4 .223• .051 .000 
5 .119* .051 .019 
_\ I -4.553E-02 .050 .362 
2 -7.374E-02 .050 .139 
4 -2.820E-02 .053 .596 
5 4.553E-02 .050 .362 
4 I .195• .051 .000 
2 9.050E-02 .051 .075 
3 2.820E-02 .053 .596 
5 7.374E-02 .050 .139 
5 I .223• .051 .000 
2 .119• .051 .019 
3 -4.553E-02 .050 .362 
4 -7.374E-02 .050 .139 
Based on observed means. * The mean d1fference IS s1gmficant at the .05 level. 
There is again a significant difference at the bottom end of strategy hierarchy with Type 4 
being outperformed by all other types. At the top, Type 2 is the only type with more than 
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one significant difference over the others as it also is significantly higher than Type 5 
(Free-Standing Merchants) on this count. 
The results for all performance measures display consistency at both the top and bottom 
ends of the taxonomical hierarchy. Type 2 generally performs at significantly higher levels 
than other types, although there are some differences in its superiority over other types for 
the modes of performance. Its relative strategic performance is stronger than that of its 
personal performance and its commercial performance. However there is no doubt that it 
is the best performing type across the board. At the opposite end of the strategy type 
spectrum, Type 4 is clearly underperforming on all measures in comparison with other 
retail independent business types. No significant differences between the three other 
competitive strategy types are evident. 
9.4SUMMARY 
This chapter presents the results of the taxonomy building process that used factor and 
cluster analysis to establish competitive strategy types of independent retailers. Five 
distinct types of lRB were identified based upon their behaviour at both the business and 
functional strategy levels. The types were validated using a number of procedures one of 
which assessed predictive validity though identifying differences in performance. A range 
of ANOVA and MANOVA investigations was utilised to distinguish differences in 
performance across all of the measures used in the study. Significant differences were 
identified between the types, with in particular, very clear differences in performance being 
evident at either end of the strategy spectrum. 
Having established different strategy types, one final element of analysis relating to the 
research model specified now needs to be addressed. lt has been proposed that 
performance of IRB competitive strategy types is contingent upon the interaction of market 
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orientation and the particular environmental market and competitive conditions operating 
in the market town context. This contention is evaluated using appropriate methodological 
approaches in the following chapter. 
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CHAPTER TEN 
Results of Research Question 4: Competitive Strategy Types, 
Performance and Contingency Effects 
10.1 INTRODUCTION 
This chapter considers the contingency effects of market orientation and environmental 
influences on the performance of retail independents in market towns. The development of 
competitive strategy types within the context of this study suggests that differences in 
strategic behaviour exist between these small firms. The importance of both the business 
culture of the firm and the environment within which it operates are proposed to be factors 
that determine the strategy adopted and consequently the performance of that firm. In 
order to assess the relationships between these factors, the ·analysis presented below will 
initially consider differences in each contingency factor between strategy types. Thus 
differences in market orientation are identified along with differences in environmental 
influences. Subsequently, an examination of how differences in performance may be 
contingent upon both market orientation and the environmental factors is undertaken. 
Finally, the interaction effects between the environment and market orientation on 
performance between strategy types are explored. 
A series of univariate and multivariate models are adopted for the analysis of the various 
effects of the variables under consideration. Following the procedures outlined in the last 
chapter for the testing of the assumptions underlying ANOV A and MANOV A models, it 
was concluded that the survey data set and the relative size of strategy type groups was 
appropriate for their use. In addition Levene Statistics and Box's Tests were calculated for 
each of the univariate and multivariate analyses respectively, and none were found to be 
significant. Thus equality of error variance and covariance in all cases were deemed to be 
acceptable for the application of these methods. 
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10.2 DIFFERENCES IN MARKET ORIENTATION AND ENVIRONMENTAL 
INFLUENCES BETWEEN STRATEGY TYPES 
Prior analysis of differences in performance between the strategy types required the 
identification of differences between these groups of IRBs. However differences in 
environmental variables and market orientation have yet to be established. 
Table 10.1: Differences in Environmental Influences between Strategy Types (n = 406) 
Environmental Variable Strategy n Mean sd 
Type 
Number of Local Competitors (LC) I 71 3.76 3.98 
2 72 4.67 6.74 
3 94 3.13 3.82 
4 82 4.26 6.12 
5 87 3.84 4.03 
Total 406 3.89 5.03 
Number of Multiple Competitors (MC) I 71 1.17 1.80 
2 72 1.33 1.71 
3 94 1.04 1.40 
4 82 1.32 1.94 
5 87 .95 1.57 
Total 406 1.15 1.68 
Number of Wider Competitors (WC) I 71 15.73 12.75 
2 72 14.98 13.08 
3 94 14.24 17.40 
4 82 14.67 19.07 
5 87 15.54 19.05 
Total 406 15.00 16.66 
Competitive Intensity (Cl) I 71 3.522 .821 
2 72 3.644 .745 
3 94 3.270 .858 
4 82 3.422 .736 
5 87 3.648 .807 
Total 406 3.492 .807 
Local Market Conditions (LMC) I 71 3.588 1.024 
2 72 3.685 1.023 
3 94 3.291 1.096 
4 82 3.256 1.190 
5 87 3.264 1.074 
Total 406 3.400 1.096 
Market Turbulence (MT) I 71 3.629 .852 
2 72 3.882 .917 
3 94 3.571 .905 
4 82 3.506 .897 
5 87 3.690 .931 
Total 406 3.649 .906 
Market Development (MD) I 71 3.161 .888 
2 72 3.407 .822 
3 94 3.193 .794 
4 82 2.939 .702 
5 87 3.157 .780 
Total 406 3.166 .805 
s.d. = standard deviation 
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Table 10.1 above presents summary statistics by strategy type for the environmental 
variables that are recognised as being key to an examination of IRB performance in a 
market town context. Examination of the figures suggest variation in the data across the 
groups of businesses but it is not possible to conclude whether these are significant without 
' 
pursing further analysis. Thus a one-way ANOV A was undertaken with the associated 
post hoc Scheffe tests for significant differences between the types the results of which are 
shown in Table 10.2. 
Table 10.2: One-Way ANOVA and Scheffe Test Results for Differences in 
Environment Variable Means between Strategy Types 
Environmental Variable df F Significance Scheffe Test Results 
Statistic (Significant Differences 
between Types p<O.OS) 
LC 4,401 1.094 .359 None significant 
MC 4,401 .822 .512 None significant 
WC 4,401 .113 .978 None significant 
Cl 4,401 3.511 .008** 5>3 
LMC 4,401 2.701 .030* None significant 
MT 4,401 1.942 .103 None significant 
MD 4,401 3.347 .010* 2>4 
** p < 0.0 I. * p < 0.05 
A significant overall ANOY A result is attained for three of the environmental influence 
variables: Competitive Intensity (Cl), Market Turbulence (MT), and Market Development 
(MD). However the results reveal that in only two cases are there significant differences in 
particular environmental variables between the strategy types. Type 5 (Free Standing 
Merchants) report that the competitive intensity of their markets is significantly greater 
than that reported by Type 3 (Specialist Vendors). In addition the perceived Market 
Development of Type 2 (Full Service Strategists) is significantly greater than that of Type 
4 (Indistinct Traders). Further investigation of the variations in the environments of the 
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different types with respect to performance is to be pursued as part of the contingency 
analysis after some preliminary discussion of how strategy types vary in their market 
orientation. 
Statistics for differences in market orientation between strategy types are presented in 
Table 10.3 below. Again there appears to be wide variations in some of the measures 
between strategy types. In particular high levels of market orientation are achieved by 
Type 2, whereas Type 4 is consistently lower on all measures of market orientation 
compared with other types. 
Table 10.3: Differences in Market Orientation between Strategy Types (n = 406) 
Market Orientation Variable Strategy Type n Mean s.d. 
Overall Market Orientation (MKTORTN) I 71 3.919 .424 
2 72 4.211 .611 
3 94 3.933 .490 
4 82 3.505 .440 
5 87 4.014 .421 
Total 406 3.911 .529 
Customer Orientation (CUSTOR) I 71 4.382 .425 
2 72 4.522 .601 
3 94 4.449 .412 
4 82 4.105 .488 
5 87 4.409 .424 
Total 406 4.372 .490 
Competitor Orientation (COMPOR) I 71 3.472 .795 
2 72 3.905 .924 
3 94 3.272 .887 
4 82 3.000 .757 
5 87 3.710 .818 
Total 406 3.458 .892 
~upplier Orientation (SUPPOR) I 71 3.535 .678 
2 72 3.897 .924 
3 94 3.280 .913 
4 82 2.875 .870 
5 87 3.544 .778 
Total 406 3.409 .900 
Lone Term Objective Focus (L TOF) I 71 4.038 .627 
2 72 4.274 .757 
3 94 4.178 .644 
4 82 3.481 .605 
5 87 4.074 .563 
Total 406 4.008 .693 
nterfunctional Co-Ordination (IFC) I 71 4.369 .578 
2 72 4.555 .738 
3 94 4.615 .440 
4 82 4.260 .608 
5 87 4.482 .489 
Total 406 4.461 .582 
s.d. = standard deviation 
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However, as with the environmental variables, it is necessary to carry out further analyses 
to establish whether significant differences exist across types as a whole and between 
specific types of IRB. This is achieved through the application of a one-way ANOV A and 
the associated Scheffe multiple comparison tests illustrated in Table 10.4 below. 
Table 10.4: One-Way ANOV A and Scheffe Test Results for Differences in Market 
Orientation Means between Strategy Types 
Market Orientation df F Significance Scheffe Test Results 
Components Statistic (Significant Differences 
between Types p<0.05) 
MKTORTN 4,401 22.659 .000*** I> 4, 2 >I, 2 > 3, 2 > 4, 
3>4,5>4 
CUSTOR 4,401 9.170 .000*** 1 > 4, 2 > 4, 
3 > 4, 5 > 4 
COMPOR 4,401 14.350 .000*** I > 4, 2 > 3, 2 > 4, 
3 > 4, 5 > 3, 5 > 4 
SUPPOR 4,401 15.813 .000*** 1 > 4, 2 > 3, 2 > 4, 
3>4,5>4 
LTOF 4,401 18.958 .000*** 1 > 4, 2 > 4, 
3 > 4, 5 > 4 
IFC 4,401 5.232 .000*** 2 > 4, 3 > 4 
*** p < 0.001 
The results of the ANOV As for the market orientation means across strategy types indicate 
that there are wide-ranging and significant differences between the different groups of 
firms and the extent and nature of market orientation that they display. The F test statistics 
that measure the overall significance of the differences between the categories of strategy 
are all highly significant at p < 0.00 I. Moreover, there are a large number of significant 
results from the post hoc tests that indicate, as the original inspection of means suggested, 
that Type 4 is significantly less market orientated than the other competitive types; it is 
outscored significantly on the overall market orientation measure by all other types. The 
Indistinct Traders are generally low on market orientation and its components compared 
with other types. Other notable results lead us to conclude that Type 2 is on the whole 
more market orientated than Type 3. This latter type is also relatively low in its competitor 
orientation to a significant extent compared with both Type 2 and Type 5. It would appear 
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that the Specialist Vendors are not as orientated towards their competitors as either the 
Full-Service Strategists or the Free-Standing Merchants. Clearly the issue that needs to be 
pursued is the relationship between these differences and the performance of the different 
competitive strategy types in the retail independent sector in market towns. 
10.3 PRELIMINARY CONTINGENCY ANALYSIS 
The correlation analysis of the relationships between the study variables and performance 
indicated many significant associations in the sample as a whole. Therefore the next step 
in the investigation required that the differences between market orientation and 
performance between competitive strategy types were examined, as were those between 
the perceived environmental conditions of competitive groups and their performance. 
Again the modes of analysis are ANOV A and MANOV A, which in this instance required 
that estimates of the parameters of the within groups regression models were calculated 
(Draper and Smith, 1981). The form of analysis effectively equates to a dummy variable 
regression model (Tacq, 1997:201), which permits the estimation of interaction effects 
between the dummy or 'treatment' (i.e. the strategy type group) and the main effect 
variables. The two sets of main effects relate to market orientation and the environmental 
factors, whilst the interaction effects relate to the effects between these variables and 
strategy types. Analyses were undertaken to establish the main effects of the seven 
environmental factors and overall market orientation and its constituent elements. 
Interaction effects were sought between all of these variables and the strategy types. 
Comprehensive findings were established for the INDEX of performance (utilising 
ANOV A) plus the SP, PP and CP modes (utilising MANOV A). A full listing of the results 
of this analysis along with estimated parameters for all the significant interaction models 
are presented in Appendix F. 
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For the environmental factors limited evidence of main effects and interaction effects 
emerge. Yet there are some noteworthy results that merit brief consideration. For the 
INDEX, ANOVA results indicated that a sole environmental variable was significant 
[Market Development, (p < 0.01)]. Inspection of the parameters for both interaction and 
main effects within strategy type groups revealed no significant effects. The effects on the 
constituent measures of performance based upon the MANOV A similarly revealed MD as 
the only significant variable (Wilks' Lamda = 0.954, Multivariate F = 5.916; p = 0.001). 
As recommended by Hair (1998:380), a more detailed understanding of all the potential 
effects is achieved through instigating an examination of the subsidiary univariate results. 
Consideration of the univariate tests for between subject effects for all environmental and 
interaction effects for the three performance measures resulted in three significant main 
effects and one significant interaction effect as illustrated in Table 10.5. 
Table 10.5: Significant Main Effects and Interaction Effects of Environment on 
Strategy Types 
Variable Effect Performance Mode F Statistic Significance 
LMC CP 4.051 .045* 
MD SP 16.408 .000*** 
MD CP 9.148 .003** 
LC * Strategy Type CP 2.655 .033* 
* p < 0.05. ** p < 0.01. ••• p < 0.001. 
Examination of the within group parameter estimates indicated that there was a further 
significant (p < 0.05) interaction effect with respect to MC (Number of Multiple 
Competitors) for CP in strategy type group 4. It is therefore possible to conclude that in 
Type 4, the number of multiple competitors significantly, and negatively, affects 
commercial performance. There were no further significant effects. 
The second stage of the preliminary analysis considers the main effects and interaction 
effects between strategy type and market orientation. The ANOV A results for the main 
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effect of market orientation between strategy types and its interaction on the INDEX are 
not significant. However using MANOV A to identify main and interaction effects for 
market orientation on the three modes of performance indicates a significant overall 
interaction effect for market orientation and strategy type (Wilks' Lamda = 0.921, 
Multivariate F = 2.201; p < 0.01). Further investigation of the parameter effects for the 
different performance measures signifies that market orientation has a significant positive 
effect on both SP (p = 0.001) and PP (p < 0.001) for strategy Type 3. There is also a 
positive interaction effect for strategy Type 1 firms (p < 0.05) for market orientation on PP. 
Thus it is apparent that for strategy Type 3 both SP and PP are positively influenced by 
market orientation and similarly for Type 1, PP is positively influenced by market 
orientation. 
The final step of the preliminary analysis looks at the effects of the nature of market 
orientation on differences in the performance of independent retailers across strategy types. 
The analysis of effects on INDEX initially considered the ANOV A results for between-
type effects that are displayed in Table 10.6. 
Table 10.6: Significant Main Effects and Interaction Effects of Market Orientation on 
INDEX by Strategy Type 
Variable Effect F Statistic Significance 
COMPOR 5.865 .016* 
SUPPOR 5.681 .018* 
LTOF 7.019 .008** 
SUPPOR * Strategy Type 3.293 .011* 
* P<0.05. ** P<O.OI. 
A more detailed examination of the parameter estimates for interaction effects revealed six 
significant effects for the various strategy type groups. In Type 1, COMPOR significantly 
(p< 0.05) and negatively affects overall performance, whereas SUPPOR (p < 0.01) and 
LTOF (p < 0.05) have positive significant effects on the DV. In Type 5 the effects for 
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COMPOR and SUPPOR are the same as those for the same variables in Type 1 at the same 
levels of significance. A single significant (p < 0.05) interaction effect is evident in Type 3 
with IFC, positively influencing INDEX. 
Following the same sequence as above, the analysis for the three modes of performance 
initially considered MANOV A outcomes and subsequently inspection of the univariate 
effects and parameter estimates. Table 10.7 presents the finding for the MANOV As and 
the univaraite effects on the individual modes of performance. 
Table 10.7: Significant MANOV A and Univariate Results for Main and Interaction 
Effects of Market Orientation on Modes of Performance by Strategy Type 
Variable Effect Performance Multivariate Test F Statistic Significance 
Mode (Wilks' lambda) 
COMPOR All .976 3./00 .027* 
COMPOR CP 8.694 .003** 
SUPPOR SP 4.825 .029* 
SUPPOR CP 4.757 .030* 
LTOF All .978 2.747 .043* 
LTOF SP 7.522 .006** 
LTOF CP 6.372 .012* 
IFC All .954 6.077 .000*** 
IFC pp 12.455 .000*** 
SUPPOR *Strategy Type All .941 /.925 .028* 
SUPPOR * Strategy Type pp 3.119 .015* 
SUPPOR * Strategy Type CP 2.943 .020* 
• p < 0.05 .•• p < 0.01. ••• p < 0.001. 
On the basis of this evidence there are a number of significant effects of the components of 
market orientation between strategy types on the different modes of performance both 
overall and separately. In particular there would appear to be a significant interaction 
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effect between supplier orientation and both personal and commercial performance 
measures. The indication given by these results that interaction may take place between 
strategy types and the components of market orientation in explaining performance 
encourages further investigation. Given that the parameter estimates for the explanatory 
models for each type can reveal further effects, this avenue was therefore explored. As 
eight significant interaction effects were identified the results have been tabulated below in 
Table 10.8. 
Table 10.8: Significant Interaction Effects of Market Orientation Components on 
Modes of Performance by Strategy Type 
Interaction Effect Performance Strategy I Statistic Significance 
Mode Type (direction of effect) 
CUSTOR * Strategy Type SP 4 2.704 (+) .007** 
COMPOR * Strategy Type pp 3 2.122(+) .034* 
COMPOR * Strategy Type CP 3 2.382(+) .018* 
SUPPOR *Strategy Type SP 2 2.263 (-) .024* 
SUPPOR * Strategy Type CP 2 2.957(-) .003** 
SUPPOR * Strategy Type CP 3 2.457 (-) .014* 
SUPPOR * Strategy Type CP 4 2.350 (-) .019* 
IFC *Strategy Type SP I 2.216 (-) .027* 
* P < 0.05, ** P < 0.01. t statiStiCS and s1gn are denved from B parameter estimates of strategy type models. 
See Appendix F. 
Evidence of the contingency of particular modes of performance upon the nature of market 
orientation for strategy types is apparent in these results. In Type 1 Interfunctional Co-
ordination negatively influences SP of firms. Type 2 firms have both their PP and CP 
negatively affected by Supplier Orientation. For strategy Type 3, Competitor Orientation 
positively affects both PP and CP whereas Supplier Orientation negatively influences the 
latter measure. Type 4 IRBs are influenced positively in their SP by Customer Otientation 
and negatively in their CP by Supplier Orientation. 
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The inference of these findings is that some differences between strategy type performance 
can be significantly associated with differences in market orientation. Additionally the 
analysis relating to environmental factors between strategy types suggest that similar, but 
fewer, inferences may be drawn with respect to performance. A discussion of these effects 
will take place in the next chapter, however a final stage of analysis needs to be undertaken 
in order to conclude the investigation of the multiple contingency effects upon IRB 
performance. 
10.4 SUBSTANTIVE CONTINGENCY ANALYSIS 
Analysis of the main and interaction effects of both market orientation and environmental 
conditions upon IRB performance for strategy types have been undertaken separately. 
Results indicate some interesting relationships that contribute to the understanding of the 
performance of retail independents that pursue different strategic options within their 
markets. Nonetheless the integrated research model which has been developed requires 
that a comprehensive assessment of the interaction effects is undertaken. The model 
proposes that performance is a function of the firm's ability to develop and implement 
strategy consistent with its capabilities in prevailing market and competitive 
circumstances. The extent and nature of market orientation is regarded as the vehicle by 
which the strategy process is enacted under particular environmental conditions that may 
exist in the market town setting. Substantive contingency analysis that examines 
interaction effects between both sets of factors is therefore necessary to test the model. 
The techniques adopted to achieve this are Analysis of Covariance (ANCOV A) and 
Multivariate Analysis of Covariance (MANCOVA). These are extensions of the ANOVA 
and MANOV A in which main effects and interaction effects are evaluated taking account 
of one or more metric covariates. These techniques are commonly employed as a means of 
improving the fit of models (through reducing the error term) by extracting the variance 
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associated with the additional variables (Tabachnick and Fidell, 1996:321). However 
where more than one covariate is entered it is possible to identify multiple interaction 
effects between these variable and the treatment effects. Thus it is possible to distinguish 
effects for the interaction between market orientation and environmental factors on 
performance within strategy types. The outputs from AN COY A and MAN COY A permit 
assessment of the main and interaction effects and the formulation of models to explain 
behaviour within strategy types through the estimated regression parameters. Analysis is 
undertaken for the multiple effects sequentially for market orientation only and then its 
components utilising AN COY A for the evaluation of effects on INDEX and MANCOV A 
for the effects on SP, PP and CP. A complete analysis for all of the outputs plus all 
significant interaction models are provided in Appendix F. 
Having already identified main effects for both market orientation and the environmental 
variables, the primary purpose of this aspect of the investigation was to identify three-way 
interaction effects between market orientation, the environment and strategy types, to 
support the proposition of the contingency research model. The routine for identifying the 
covariate interaction effects was the same as that adopted in the previously conducted 
analysis for the separate effects between strategy types. Initially the ANCOV A and 
MANCOVA results were inspected for evidence of either univaraite or multivariate 
interaction significance. Further investigation of all the multivariate effects was then 
undertaken at the univaraite level to establish whether significant interactions were present. 
Finally the parameters of the models developed for each strategy type were considered for 
significant interactions in particular groups of retail independents. 
The appropriateness of the data set for the application of these techniques was investigated 
using the same procedures as those adopted for the previous ANOV A and MANOV A 
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enquiries. The assumptions on which the techniques are based were not violated on the 
evidence of the results of these tests employed. 
10.4.1 Contingency of INDEX on the Extent of Market Orientation and 
Environmental Conditions 
The AN COY A findings were based upon a process that involved the development of 
models sequentially by entering one environmental covariate at a time and inspecting the 
results for a significant interaction between that variable, market orientation and the type of 
strategy. The first stage of analysis led to the discovery of three-way interaction effects for 
two of the environment variables: Competitive Intensity (F = 3.880; p < 0.01) and Market 
Turbulence (F = 2.990; p < 0.05). Secondly, inspection of the parameter estimates for all 
environment variables was undertaken. A total of five significant interaction effects were 
identified in three of the strategy types. The results for these effects are reported on below 
in Table 10.9. The table indicates the relevant effect variable, the strategy type group in 
which the effect occurs, the signs of the main effect parameters (B coefficient), the sign of 
the interaction effect parameter (B coefficient), and the sign and significance of the 
interaction effect parameter (B coefficient). 
Table 10.9: Significant Three-Way Interaction Effects on INDEX: Environment, 
Market Orientation and Strategy Type 
Environment Strategy Sign of Environment Sign of Market Sign of 
Variable Type Main EITect Orientation Main Interaction 
Parameter EITect Parameter EITect Parameter 
WC 4 + + -
Cl I + + . 
Cl 4 + + -
LMC 4 + + -
MT 3 - - + 
* P < 0.05. •• P < 0.01. Models w1th s1gmficant mtcracllon effects arc detailed m Appendix F. 
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Significance 
.039* 
.011 * 
.013* 
.004** 
.017* 
These findings indicate significant interaction effects between all three predictor variables 
and the INDEX performance measure in a number of situations. In Type I businesses Cl 
influences the relationship between market orientation and INDEX through the interaction 
term which is negative. This indicates that the form of the relationship is modified, in as 
much as the positive impact of market orientation on performance is greater at lower levels 
of Cl. In Type 3 firms the interaction effect works in the opposite direction. The positive 
sign of the interaction term results in better returns from market orientation at higher levels 
of MT. For Type 4 there are three significant interaction effects with WC, Cl and LMC. 
Each of the interaction terms is negative with the main effects both being positive in each 
instance. Thus it is implied that market orientation interacts with these three 
environmental factors to have a lesser effect on INDEX at higher levels of the factor. The 
implications of these results for resourcing market orientation under various market and 
competitive conditions when particular strategies are adopted are therefore in need of some 
consideration. These will be discussed in the conclusions of the study in the following 
chapter. 
10.4.2 Contingency of INDEX on the Nature of Market Orientation and 
Environmental Conditions 
The same procedure was adopted as that for the identification of effects of the aggregate 
market orientation measure on INDEX. Initial ANCOV A results established that there 
were four significant three-way interaction effects for market orientation components on 
strategy type in certain environmental conditions. The Competitor Orientation 
(COMPOR) component of market orientation interacted with four separate environment 
factors, WC (p < 0.05), Cl (p < 0.0 l), LMC (p < 0.05) and MT (p < 0.05) across strategy 
types. This encouraged further analysis of the parameter estimates of the ANCOY A 
models from which eleven separate significant interaction effects in two strategy type 
groups emerged which are reported in Table 10.10. In both strategy Types 1 and 4 
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components of market orientation interact significantly with a number of environment 
factors to modify their effect on INDEX. 
Table 10.10: Significant Three-Way Interaction Effects on INDEX: Environment, 
Market Orientation Components and Strategy Type 
Environment Market Strategy Sign or Sign or Market Sign or Significance 
Variable Orientation Type Environment Orientation Main Interaction 
Component Main EITect EITect Parameter EITect Parameter 
Parameter 
MC COMPOR 4 - + - .045* 
WC COMPOR 4 
- + - .002** 
WC LTOF 4 - + - .030* 
WC IFC 4 - + + .042* 
Cl CUSTOR 4 + - + .038* 
Cl COMPOR I + + - .048* 
Cl COMPOR 4 + + - .001** 
Cl IFC I + + - .023* 
LMC COMPOR 4 + + - .004** 
LMC IFC 4 + + 
-
.008** 
MT COMPOR 4 + + - .028* 
*P < 0.05. ** P < 0.01. Models wtth stgmficant mteractton effects are detailed m AppendiX F. 
The effects in strategy Type I involve the impact of Cl and COMPOR on INDEX and the 
impact of Cl and IFC on INDEX. In both these cases the positive main effects are 
associated with negative interaction effects. The result is that the positive effects of these 
two components of market orientation are lower at higher values of Competitive Intensity. 
The effects of the various components of market orientation under a range of 
environmental conditions in Type 4 strategy firms are many and complex. For COMPOR 
the combined effect is that the greater the number of Multiple Competitors, the lower the 
positive impact of that market orientation component on INDEX. The same combination 
of effects also applies to the number of Wider Competitors and COMPOR, and a similar 
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effect exists for LTOF on INDEX as the number of Wider Competitors increases. 
Conversely, as the number of Wider Competitors increases, so does the positive impact of 
lFC on the overall performance index. For CUSTOR and the Competitive Intensity market 
condition, the interaction effect results in the negative impact of the market orientation 
component on performance decreasing at higher levels of Cl. The remaining four 
interaction effects of the components of market orientation on INDEX for strategy Type 4 
all operate in the same way by resulting in a lower impact of the positive effect of the 
market orientation component at higher levels of the environmental contingency factor. 
Thus the positive effects of COMPOR are reduced at higher levels of Cl, LMC and MT, 
and similarly lnterfunctional Co-ordination has a lesser positive effect at higher levels of 
LMC. By implication however the opposite effects also persist at low levels of the 
contingency variable, and resourcing additional market orientation effort can reap greater 
returns in terms of performance. This clearly merits further discussion when drawing 
conclusions relating to this particular area of the research. 
10.4.3 Contingency of SP, PP and CP on the Extent of Market Orientation and 
Environmental Conditions 
MAN COY A was used to estimate the contingency effects for the multiple performance 
measures. A similar procedure to that used for the AN COY As was adopted, however an 
additional step required that both multivariate and univariate effects were explored for 
interaction before the parameter estimates of the models were considered. Initial analysis 
indicated two significant simultaneous three-way interaction effects for the modes of 
performance and market orientation: Cl (Wilks' Lamda = 0.945, Multivariate F = 1.834; p 
< 0.05) and MT (Wilks' Lamda = 0.934, Multivariate F = 2.226; p < 0.01). Examination 
of the effects for the independent performance measures resulted in four significant three-
way effects being identified. For PP, both Cl and LMC were significant across strategy 
type (p= 0.00 l and p < 0.05 respectively). In addition the MT environmental factor 
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interacted with market orientation to a significant degree to influence SP (p < 0.05) and CP 
(p < 0.05). The emergence of such effects led to a more detailed investigation through the 
inspection of the parameter estimates of the interaction effects in the various strategy type 
groupings. 
Table 10.11: Significant Three-Way Interaction Effects on SP, PP and CP: 
Environment, Market Orientation and Strategy Type 
Environment Performance Strategy Sign of Sign of Market Sign of Significance 
Variable Mode Type Environment Orientation 1\tain Interaction 
Main Effect Effect Parameter Effect Parameter 
Parameter 
WC pp 4 + + - .011 * 
Cl pp 1 + + - .003** 
Cl pp 4 + + - .008** 
Cl CP 4 + + - .033* 
LMC SP 4 + + - .040* 
LMC pp 3 - + + .032* 
LMC pp 4 + + - .001** 
MT SP 3 - - + .025* 
MT CP 1 
-
- + .020* 
MT CP 2 - - + .006** 
MT CP 3 - - + .003** 
*P < 0.05. ** P < 0.01. Models w1th s1gmficant mtcract1on effects arc dctalicd m AppendiX F. 
Consideration of the results by type of strategy illustrated in Table 10.11, indicates that 
Type I is subject to two significant interaction effects between market orientation and Cl 
on PP and market orientation and MT on CP. The former effect indicates that the impact 
of market orientation on the performance measure diminishes at higher levels of Cl, 
whereas the latter results in improved performance as a result of the interaction effect as 
the level of MT increases. Examination of the Type 2 three-way effect reveals that it is 
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identical to that displayed in Type I for MT and market orientation on CP. Three effects 
exist in Type 3 the first of which is as those for MT and market orientation on CP in Types 
I and 2 with the positive interaction effect resulting in higher levels of performance as MT 
increases. The same effect is also apparent in Type 3 businesses but on SP. The Type 3 
interaction with LMC on PP indicates a greater positive impact of market orientation at 
higher levels of the contingency variable. Five similar interaction effects are revealed for 
Type 4 businesses with in each instance the effect of market orientation diminishing at 
higher levels of the contingency factor. Thus WC, Cl and LMC affect PP in this way, with 
similar impacts being incurred for Cl on CP and LMC on SP. Such effects illustrate the 
multifarious relationships that exist in this sector between the independent and dependent 
variables under consideration. One such variable, market orientation, is regarded as being 
a function of the resource commitment that an owner-manager dedicates to the collection, 
transfer and use of market information in their business. The findings of this analysis thus 
far suggest that the allocation of resources in this manner should take account of the 
impacts that they may have on the performance of an independent retailer in different 
environmental circumstances. Having considered the effects of market orientation on 
performance for strategy types under various market and competitive conditions, it is now 
timely to embark upon an analysis of the final set of contingency effects, those associated 
with the different components of market orientation on the three modes of performance. 
10.4.4 Contingency of SP, PP and CP on the Nature of Market Orientation and 
Environmental Conditions 
Contingency effects relating to the components of market orientation for the multiple 
performance measures were investigated using MAN COV A. The stages of investigation 
followed the same sequencing as above for the aggregate market orientation effects. At the 
outset multivariate tests were employed to identify the overall significance of interaction 
effects between the market orientation components, the environmental factor and strategy 
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type. This was followed by consideration of the univaraite effects and subsequently the 
parameter estimates for all of the separate strategy types. Six separate instances of overall 
significance of the MAN COY A results were identified along with thirteen separate 
significant three-way interaction effects across the types of business. These are presented 
in Table 10.12 below. 
Table 10.12: Significant MANOV A and Univariate Three-Way Interaction Effects on 
Modes of Performance: Environment, Market Orientation Components by Strategy 
Type 
Environment Market Orientation Performance Multivariate Test F Significance 
Variable Component Mode (Wilks' lambda) Statistic 
MC IFC All .931 2.068 .017* 
MC CUSTOR SP 2.566 .038* 
MC LTOF CP 2.774 .027* 
MC IFC SP 2.849 .024* 
MC IFC CP 2.608 .036* 
WC COMPOR All .829 3.356 .000*** 
WC SUPPOR All .931 2.085 .016* 
WC COMPOR pp 7.010 .000*** 
WC SUPPOR pp 4.569 .001 *** 
we IFC pp 2.462 .045* 
Cl COMPOR All .9/9 2.468 .004** 
Cl COMPOR pp 6.177 .000*** 
Cl IFC pp 2.918 .021* 
LMC COMPOR All .927 2.221 .009** 
LMC COMPOR pp 5.461 .000*** 
MT SUPPOR All .940 /.800 .044* 
MT COMPOR pp 3.075 .016* 
MT IFC SP 2.675 .033* 
MD CUSTOR pp 3.325 .011 * 
• p < 0.05 .•• p < 0.01 .••• p < 0.001. 
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The emergence of these results across the full gamut of potential environmental factors 
suggests that contingency effects are present between groups of independent retailers 
defined by strategy type. The parameter estimates identifying the effects within particular 
strategy types were therefore inspected and models defined for each effect. A summary of 
the significant three-way interaction effects, shown overleaf in Table 10.13, is now 
considered. A total of thirty four significant three-way interaction effects were discovered 
across all the environmental contingency variables. The greatest number of effects were 
associated with competitive factors (MC, WC and Cl) and the local market conditions 
factor, which in itself partly reflects the local competition from multiple operators. The 
effects are widespread across the components of market orientation. Half of the effects 
influence the personal performance outcome with the other effects roughly evenly split in 
their impacts on strategic and commercial performance. Type 4 businesses are subject to 
the majority of effects with over 50% of the total influencing performance in this 
competitive strategy type. No contingency effects emerge with respect to strategy Type 5. 
Type 2 firms' performance is also contingent upon a number of interaction effects between 
the environment and the components of market orientation with over a quarter of the 
effects relating to that strategy type group. A smaller number of significant effects in 
Types I and 3 are apparent. The range of effects on each of the strategy types will now be 
considered separately. 
In Type I (Buying Group Merchants) firms PP is contingent upon three effects. Two 
similar effects for SUPPOR with WC and CUSTOR with MD see the positive market 
orientation effects diminishing at higher levels of the environmental variable. For LTOF 
with LMC the opposite effect occurs with the interaction between two negative effects 
resulting in the benefits of this market orientation component being accrued at high levels 
of the local market variable. The final Type I interaction occurs between CUSTOR and 
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Table 10.13: Significant Three-Way Interaction Effects on SP, PP and CP: Environment, Market Orientation and Strategy Type 
Environment Variable Market Orientation Performance Mode Strategy Type Sign of Environment 
Component Main Effect Parameter 
LC IFC CP 2 
MC COMPOR SP 4 
MC SUPPOR SP 3 + 
MC IFC SP 2 
MC IFC SP 4 + 
MC COMPOR pp 4 
MC SUPPOR pp 3 
MC SUPPOR pp 4 
MC LTOF CP 2 
MC IFC CP 2 
-
WC COMPOR pp 4 
-
WC SUPPOR pp I + 
WC SUPPOR pp 4 
we LTOF pp 2 + 
WC LTOF PP 4 
WC IFC pp 2 + 
WC COMPOR CP 4 + 
WC IFC CP 4 + 
Cl IFC SP 3 
-
Cl COMPOR pp 4 + 
Cl IFC pp 4 + 
Cl COMPOR CP 4 + 
LMC COMPOR SP 4 + 
LMC n·c SP 4 + 
LMC COMPOR pp 4 + 
LMC LTOF pp I 
LMC IFC pp 4 + 
LMC CUSTOR CP I 
LMC IFC CP 4 + 
MT SUPPOR SP 2 + 
MT COMPOR pp 4 
-
MD CUSTOR pp I + 
MD IFC pp 2 + 
MD IFC CP 2 
* P < 0.05. ** P < 0.01. *** P < 0.001.. Models With sigmficant mteracllon effects arc detailed m AppendiX F 
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Sign of Market Orientation Sign of lnteraction Significance 
Main Effect Parameter Effect Parameter 
+ .Oil* 
+ .040* 
+ .024* 
+ .010* 
+ .026* 
+ - .009** 
- + .030* 
- + .023* 
- + .013* 
+ + .008** 
+ - .000*** 
+ - .037* 
+ .004** 
+ .046* 
+ - .030* 
- + .009** 
+ - .013* 
- + .025* 
-
+ .039* 
+ .000*** 
+ .035* 
+ .042* 
+ .044* 
+ .043* 
+ .000*** 
+ .042* 
+ .037* 
+ .046* 
+ - .014* 
+ .026* 
+ .Oil* 
+ .022* 
+ .033* 
- -
.046* 
LMC on CP. Again the interaction term results in positive benefits being gained from 
higher customer orientation at higher levels of the local market variable. 
Nine interaction effects impact upon Type 2 businesses (Full-Service Strategists). Two 
different forms of effect emerge with respect to SP, for the interactions of IFC with MC and 
SUPPOR with MT. The former effect indicates better gains from the market orientation 
component when there are fewer multi pie competitors. The latter shows supplier 
orientation interacting with the level of market turbulence to improve strategic performance 
at higher levels of this environmental condition. For the PP outcome two similar effects are 
apparent for IFC with WC and CUSTOR with MD. In each case the negative main effect 
of Interfunctional Co-ordination leads to lower personal performance at higher levels of the 
environmental contingency factor. Also for PP, the LTOF component interacts with WC to 
provide better returns on this outcome when there are fewer wider competitors. 
Interpretation of the results for CP in Type 2 strategy firms is complex with four different 
effects occurring. The positive effect of IFC is greater when there are fewer multiple 
competitors. The impact of the number of multiple competitors with LTOF results in 
higher levels of performance as the number of multiples increases. Contrary to this, the 
interaction of IFC with the same environmental factor results in better commercial 
performance when there are fewer multiple competitors. The final effect on commercial 
performance in this strategy type reveals that IFC interacts with MD to result in lower 
performance outcomes on this measure at higher levels of the environmental condition. 
Three interaction effects emerge from the analysis of Type 3 (Specialist Vendor) 
businesses, two on strategic performance and one on personal performance. For SP the two 
effects are different with an interaction between SUPPOR and MC resulting in greater 
rewards from this form of market orientation activity as the number of multiple competitors 
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mcreases. The interaction of JFC with Cl on the SP outcome also results in better 
performance at higher levels of the contingency factor, but with negative returns coming at 
lower levels because of the negative effect of competitive intensity. The third effect on PP 
also relates to SUPPOR interacting with MC and indicates that the reward from investing in 
supplier orientation is greater as the number of multiple competitors increases, but may 
give a negative return on this outcome when they are few. 
The contingency impacts of the environment with the nature of market orientation on Type 
4 (Indistinct Traders) firms are manifest. Four effects exist on the SP outcome. In three 
instances IFC with MC, COMPOR with LMC, and JFC with LMC the outcome is a greater 
return from increasing the effort expended on that element of market orientation at lower 
levels of the environmental contingency variable. The fourth effect, COMPOR with MC, 
results in lower returns from this component as the number of multiple competitors 
increases. 
In Type 4 firms there are ten separate contingency effects of the interaction between 
components of market orientation and the environment and personal performance. In four 
instances the impact of the market orientation component is greater at lower levels of the 
environmental condition. This outcome is apparent for the interactions of COMPOR with 
Cl, IFC with Cl, COMPOR with LMC and IFC with LMC. 
Effectively, the positive return on investment m market orientation m these ways 
diminishes in terms of personal performance as the market conditions become more 
unfavourable. The same general principle applies in four additional contingency situations 
where the negative coefficient of the environment impact results in negative returns from 
increasing market orientation in these ways as the magnitude of the environmental factor 
mcreases. Such outcomes occur from the interactions of COMPOR with MC, COMPOR 
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with WC, LTOF with WC and COMPOR with MT. In three such circumstances it is clear 
that increasing the effort afforded to competitor orientation activities will reduce personal 
performance outcomes and in the other the same effect will accrue from increasing LTOF. 
The two remaining effects on PP relate to the interactions of SUPPOR with MC and 
SUPPOR with WC. In both cases the effects result in superior performance being gained 
from increasing supplier orientation at higher levels of these competitive structure 
contingency variables. 
Finally, four more three-way contingency effects are significant in Type 4 in terms of the 
way that they affect commercial performance. Three of these effects have a similar 
outcome, with the interaction term resulting in a reduced positive impact of the market 
orientation element on CP at higher levels of the environmental contingency factor. This 
relationship exists in the interactions of COMPOR and WC, COMPOR and Cl, and IFC 
and LMC. The last effect indicates that the negative impact of IFC on CP diminishes as the 
number of wider competitors increase in number. Moreover, a positive return may be 
afforded from investment in this form of market orientation activity when there are a large 
number of wider competitors. 
Explanation and discussion of theses effects illustrates that the nature of market orientation, 
in terms of the amount of effort expended on its various components, can interact with 
differing environmental circumstances to result in variations in performance amongst the 
identified generic IRB competitive strategy types distinguished in this study. Thus it is 
clear from these findings that the performance of retail independents as measured through 
the constructs developed for this research is contingent upon both the business orientation 
and prevailing market conditions of a particular retail independent adopting a specific 
strategic stance. 
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10. 5 SUMMARY 
This chapter brings to a close the analysis of the relationships between market orientation, 
competitive strategy type and performance in retail independent businesses. The analysis 
initially identifies differences between the strategy type in terms of internal and external 
contingency variables. A number of significant differences are forthcoming from the 
analysis, particularly in terms of the extent and nature of market orientation. Following 
this, the investigation of two-way interaction effects on performance between strategy types 
and each of the contingency variables are examined independently. A number of 
significant effects were identified for the contingency of all performance measures upon the 
environment and market orientation, again particularly with respect to the latter. Finally, 
the three-way interaction effects that directly test the research model are examined. A large 
number of significant effects were identified for the different levels of analysis across the 
various modes of performance, the environmental conditions factors, and overall market 
orientation and its components. These results are taken forward to the next chapter which 
considers the findings of the study in terms of the research questions and hypotheses 
investigated together with an evaluation of the research model. 
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CHAPTER ELEVEN 
Research Findings and Model Evaluation 
11.1 INTRODUCTION 
The penultimate chapter of this thesis examines the outcomes of the study and reflects 
upon the research model adopted as a basis for the investigation of independent retailer 
performance. In the first instance it will specifically address the research questions along 
with the hypotheses presented in the research proposal that have been confirmed and 
refined through the qualitative findings. In order to achieve this the results of the research 
presented in the preceding four analysis chapters will be considered directly in terms of 
their contribution to hypothesis testing. Additionally, when considering some hypotheses, 
supporting evidence of theory building from the qualitative interviews is utilised. 
Subsequently the findings relating to the integrated research model and its components are 
summarised, and then appraised as a framework for enhancing understanding the 
performance of retail independents. 
11.2 RESEARCH FINDINGS 
The structure of this section follows that of the research proposal that has been presented 
earlier and sequentially considers findings relating to the four research questions and their 
associated hypotheses. 
11.2.1 Research Question 1: Market Orientation and Performance (Results presented 
in Chapter Seven and Appendix 82) 
RQJ: Is the extent and nature of the market orientation of an I RB related to its 
performance? 
2R9 
11.2.1.1 Evaluation of Hypotheses 
The literature presents a theoretical argument based upon the principle of sustainable 
competitive advantage that a direct positive association should hold between market 
orientation and performance. Previous empirical studies have largely corroborated the 
proposition that performance and market orientation are positively related. Similarly a 
limited amount of research has proposed that the components of market orientation are 
generally positively related to performance. However variations in the performance 
measures adopted, the scales used to measure the market orientation construct, and the 
contextual setting have sometimes led to equivocal results particularly when studies have 
been configured to include the moderation effects of environmental conditions. 
The multiple regression analysis undertaken in this study developed models specifically to 
consider the independent effects of market orientation on performance in a multivariate 
framework. Thus estimates of the amount of variance in performance directly attributable 
to market orientation are possible without the inclusion of the moderating effects of the 
environment which are addressed separately later. The overall results of the analysis 
indicate a highly significant positive association between market orientation and overall 
IRB performance and its three constituent modes. Investigation of the effects of the 
separate components of market orientation and performance are more variable across the 
range of performance outcomes. It is also evident that some of the environmental factors 
and firm characteristics in the models contribute significantly to the explanation of IRB 
performance. 
H 1: The extent of an JRB 's market orielllation is positively related to its 
perfonnance. 
With respect to performance measured by the index of performance, the evidence indicates 
that this hypothesis should be supported as it is highly significantly related to market 
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orientation (p < 0.001). The contention that market orientation will be positively 
associated with owner-managers' assessments of their overall performance is therefore 
strongly supported. In addition, all three modes of performance are highly significantly 
associated with market orientation (p < 0.001 ). There is therefore substantial evidence to 
support the view that the strategic, personal and commercial performance outcomes of 
independent retailers are directly related to the firm's market orientation. 
Analyses of the effects of the nature of market orientation on performance are achieved by 
exploring the relationships between the components of market orientation and the various 
performance measures. Developing separate regression models for the sub-elements of 
market orientation enables the identification of the direct effects to be established. 
H2: The extent of an IRB 's customer orientation is positively related to its 
per.fomwnce. 
The evidence of the regression analysis suggests that for overall performance this 
hypothesis cannot be generally upheld as the customer orientation component of market 
orientation is not significantly associated with performance. There is however partial 
support for the hypothesis when commercial performance is considered, as there is a 
significant association (p < 0.05). Such relationships do not hold for strategic performance 
or personal performance. Thus it appears that the commercial success of IRBs is partially 
determined by the level of customer orientated information gathering and utilisation 
activity undertaken. However, it is also evident that differences in customer orientation do 
not distinguish successful independent retailers generally. 
H3: The extent of an IRB 's competitor orientation is positively related to its 
perfonnance. 
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There would appear to be no evidence to uphold this hypothesis with no significant 
positive relationships being identified. However the results indicate that far from 
improving performance, competitor orientation is negatively associated with commercial 
performance (p < 0.0 I). The very significant negative effect of competitor orientation on 
commercial performance suggests that a focus on competitors may be detrimental to 
commercial performance in retail independent businesses. The findings of this study do 
not support the proposition that this key behavioural component of market orientation will 
positively effect performance. Indeed results uphold the contrary contention, that focusing 
on competitors may have unfavourable effects on business success. 
H4: The extent of an IRB 's supplier orientation is positively related to its 
peifonnance. 
There is reasonable evidence to support this hypothesis with significant positive 
associations emergmg in all of the relationships between supplier orientation and 
performance outcomes except personal performance. Although the level of significance in 
these cases is not strong (p < 0.05), it is nonetheless positively connected with the overall 
performance of lRBs and their strategic and commercial performance. These results 
suggest that gathering and utilising information from suppliers to make marketing 
decisions pays dividends for the independent retailer by enhancing its performance in all 
respects except personal performance. 
H5: The extent of an IRB 's long tenn objective focus is positively related to 
its peifonnance. 
The results of the regression analysis strongly support this hypothesis across all the 
performance measures. There is a highly significant relationship between this combined 
decision criteria component of market orientation and overall performance (p < 0.001). In 
addition, for all of the modes of performance the relationship is very significant (p < 0.0 I). 
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Thus the positive relationship between the long term goal mientation of an IRB and its 
performance is confirmed by the results of this research. 
H6: The extent of an IRB's interfunctional co-ordination is positively 
related to its performance. 
Results indicate that there is a significant (p <0.01) relationship between overall 
performance and interfunctional co-ordination, which therefore leads to an acceptance of 
this hypothesis. Marshalling the business effort towards satisfying customers would 
appear to be a significant factor in enhancing IRB performance generally. However, it is 
noteworthy that whi 1st both personal performance (p < 0.00 I) and strategic performance (p 
< 0.05) are positively associated with the co-ordinating component of market orientation, 
commercial performance is not. 
Overall there would appear to be generally supportive evidence from the quantitative 
research for the hypotheses that positively relate performance with the extent of market 
orientation in this business context. This upholds the general view of marketing academics 
that business performance is positively enhanced by the allocation of resources on 
managing the information process with respect to the task environment, and implementing 
actions towards particular goals. Nevertheless some drawbacks are apparent in the nature 
of market orientation activities undertaken which will require further consideration. 
Evidence from the semi-structured interviews is now presented, which will be used 
supplement and augment these findings. 
11.2.1.2 RQI: Contextualised Qualitative Evidence 
Further insights into this research question and support for the hypotheses was sought from 
the interview analysis by linking the categories of data. Selected category linkage data are 
presented below. 
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Market Orientation and Performance 
.. "Try and keep ahead of what's going on in the market". "I want to be the biggest 
and the best". "It's the achievement". (Kathryn Leatherby, Quilting Supplies, 
Tavistock). Links market orientation with strategic and personal performance 
"We listen to our customers". "Customers tell us what other shops are up to". 
"Some are price sensitive and others are not". "Customers come in and tell us 
about new products." "Enjoy working on bikes and enjoy talking to people." 
"Enjoy being involved in local bike scene. I like running my own business. In 
control of one's own destiny". (Tim Legg, Bike Shop, Tavistock). Links 
performance with market orientation. 
"I always take notice of what my staff tell me about the customers". "Always get 
them in". "Customer loyalty, nothing to do with money". "I keep saying that I am 
going to sell the business but I couldn't do it to my girls". "Just achieving it". (Pat 
Thompson, Cards and Toys, Launceston). Links staff's customer knowledge 
aspect of market orientation to personal performance. 
Customer Orientation and Perfonnance 
"Finding out about your customers is an expensive business, and probably a bit of a 
luxury that we can't normally afford". (Liz Lawson, DIY and Kitchenware, 
Tavistock). Links customer orientation-performance trade off. 
"We listen to what they say". If there is a need then we try and stock it". "Sense of 
achievement and satisfaction". (Mr. and Mrs. Yabsley, Gifts and Cards, Liskeard). 
Links customer orientation with personal performance. 
Competitor Orientation and Perfonnance 
"I think that I've done alright, bought my house, got nice cars." "Making a bit of a 
profit". "Don't take any notice of each other's prices. All got percentage mark-up 
and stick to it". "If they are going to come here they are going to come here 
anyway. A lot of them just don't like supermarket meats. They won't buy their 
meat there- they don't like the packaging". (Rodney Lucas, Butcher, Liskeard). 
Links not responding to competitors' actions to commercial performance -
supporting indirect relationship. 
"Not worried about it!" "It's taken 8 years to get to a secure position. The stock in 
here would pay off our mortgage". (Mr. and Mrs. Yabsley, Gifts and Cards, 
Liskeard). Links commercial performance with lack of competitor awareness. 
"Not very good at checking out the competition. . ... Do my own thing, you really 
should go out there and check out what's going on with your products but I don't." 
"I don't want to go out and copy what somebody else has done, I want to do what I 
think is right". "As long as I feel that all the customers have gone out happy at the 
and of the week as well". (Eiise Junghein, Cheese Shop, Tavistock). Links 
limited competitor orientation with personal performance (insignificant 
relationship). 
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"Haven't got a very detailed knowledge of competitors". "Earning a decent wage. 
I think that we achieve it. Support three workers and two children on the business". 
(Tim Legg, Bike Shop, Tavistock). Links limited competitor orientation with 
commercial performance, supporting indirect relationship. 
"Phone around asking what other framers charge. Pose as a customer". "It's not a 
great success financially". (Bob, Picture Framer, Saltash) Links competitor 
orientation with poor commercial performance. 
Supplier Orientation and Perfonnance 
"If I get discount from the suppliers I pass it on to the customers". "Satisfy 
customers demands". (Dave McDowell, Outdoor Gear, Tavistock). Links taking 
account of suppliers activities with personal performance. 
"If I get a special offer I pass that on to the customer. Instead of£ 1.35 I do them 
for 99p". "Everything that we get is put straight back in". (Kerry, Card Shop, 
Saltash). Links supplier responses to strategic performance. 
"When I'm buying I often think of specific customers knowing full well that they 
will come in and get that". "Lovely business- wouldn't be any good for someone 
who is dependent on it; it wouldn't keep a family". "Love it- like children. Like 
meeting people. Something to do. Keeping the customers happy". "I wouldn't 
work for anyone else". "Something to keep me occupied." (Miss Causley, 
Children's Clothes, Tavistock). Links acting on supplier knowledge to personal 
performance. 
Long Tenn Objective Focus and Performance 
"Justify the space. Space is at a premium". "Growth has been good" (Bruce Reid, 
CTN, Saltash). Links understanding of contribution of individual merchandise 
items to strategic performance. 
"It's nice to be successful". "The hardest job is getting them in, so new have our 
bread and butter stuff and other stuff we keep the margins down on to bring them 
in" (Roger Carter, Greengrocer, Saltash). Links objectives to personal 
performance. 
"I know what I need to keep the business going". "It's not like ours at all, it re-
emphasises that they are buying a better product from us". (Eiise Junghein, Cheese 
Shop, Tavistock). Links competitive advantage and commercial performance. 
"Constantly reviewing the way we do things". "Every business likes growing, if 
you are not growing you are standing still, and if you are standing still, you are 
going backwards". "We want to be around for another 92 years". "Where are we 
going in 5 years time, growth on an annual basis". (Liz Lawson, DIY and 
Kitchenware, Tavistock). Links strategic performance and planning. 
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lnterfunctional Co-Ordination and Perfonnance 
"I think that I've grown up in an established family firm and it's about getting the 
assets to work for us". "Reasonable shopping environment with a reasonable level 
of service, offer a range of products at low and top ends of quality". (lan 
Goldsworthy, Ironmonger, Liskeard). Links strategic performance with 
satisfying customer requirements. 
"We go out our way to satisfy customers". "I get what I want out of life". (John 
Hicks, Drapery, Carpets and Clothing, Launceston). Links co-ordination with 
personal performance. 
"Boils down to giving people what they want, good quality and reasonable prices". 
"a good living by cutting their prices by up to 60p per pound. "This will be his 
livelihood. I've worked out what money I want to make". (John Elford, Butchers, 
Saltash). Links satisfying customers with personal and commercial 
performance. 
The contextualised linked category data provides substantial confirmation of theory in 
terms of supporting, and in some instances refuting, the proposed relationships between the 
variables. Interestingly, they enable insights into how variations in the use of market 
orientation and its components can contribute to different levels of achievement, and 
provide a platform from which conclusions relating to the factors that contribute to IRB 
performance can be further developed. 
11.2.1.3 Additional Findings 
Before moving on to look at the effects of environmental contingency factors as 
moderators of the market orientation-performance relationship, it is worthwhile noting 
their direct effects in the non-moderated models. It is also possible to comment briefly on 
some of the other characteristics of IRBs that affect performance. The main finding is the 
strong positive relationship between perceived market development and performance 
generally. In all but one of the models for market orientation and its components across all 
the outcome measures, there was evidence supporting the positive link between market 
development and performance; in many cases it was highly significant. The growth and 
development of the market in terms of new customers and products would therefore appear 
to be a significant factor in determining performance generally in all its modes. In addition 
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a number of competitive factors are also identified as having significant effects on 
performance. Competitive intensity has a negative effect on strategic performance, which 
may reflect the firm's inability to grow and achieve a good return on capital under such 
environmental conditions. High levels of adverse local market conditions are significantly 
and negatively related to commercial performance which suggests that superstore, traffic 
management and parking factors may be having a detrimental effect on the business's 
ability to trade effectively and achieve business success. The number of local competitors 
is also seen to have a similar but less significant negative impact on commercial 
performance. The effects of the number of multiple competitors on overall performance 
and commercial performance in particular are of great interest, as the results indicate that it 
is significantly and positively related to these outcomes. Thus it emerges that the greater 
the number of competing multiple chain stores located in market towns, the more the 
performance of IRBs is generally enhanced. 
With regard to firm characteristics, better performing IRBs tend to have more staff and 
have been trading for longer. The number of staff is highly significant in many of the 
models and is of particular importance in its association with overall and commercial 
performance. The regression results show length of ownership to be very significant in the 
commercial performance models. This suggests that these small businesses become more 
commercially successful as they trade for a longer period of time. Although not part of the 
substantive analysis of this thesis the results pertaining to the factors considered in this 
section can make a contribution to understanding the performance of independent retailers 
and consequently they will be interpreted and discussed later. 
11.2.2 Research Question 2: Market Orientation and Performance Contingency 
Analysis (Results presented in Chapter Eight) 
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RQ2: Is the relationships between market orientation and perfonnance in an IRB 
contingent upon the degree and form of a munber of environmental moderator 
variables in the market town context? 
The hypotheses associated with this research question were refined after the qualitative 
phases to posit directional moderation effects of environmental conditions on the market 
orientation-performance relationships. 
11.2.2.1 Evaluation of Hypotheses 
As previously explained, the testing of hypotheses for moderation effects follows the 
suggested approach, which considers moderation of both the fonn and strength of 
relationships between the independent and criterion variables. The former adopts 
moderated multiple regression (MMR) analysis and the latter sub-group analysis. The 
analysis investigated effects for both market orientation and its components. 
H7: The greater the extellt of an IRB 's perceived competitive intensity, tlze greater 
the positive impact of market orientation and its components on performance. 
The body of evidence suggests that this hypothesis should be rejected. There are no 
significant effects of either form or strength for the influence of the extent of market 
orientation on performance under different levels of competitive intensity. When 
considering the effects of the market orientation components separately, there are also no 
effects on the form of the relationship. There are however two marginally significant 
effects of strength at p < 0.01 for a l-way test. Interfunctional co-ordination (IFC) has a 
stronger effect on personal performance at lower levels of competitive intensity than at 
higher levels. This is contrary to the direction of the hypothesis. For the effect of the 
decision criteria of market orientation (L TOF) on commercial performance there is some 
evidence to suggest that it is stronger at higher levels of competitive intensity, which is 
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consistent with the direction of the hypothesis. However the weakness of the directional 
association does not sustain the hypothesised relationship. On balance therefore it is fair to 
surmise that competitive intensity does not act as a moderator of market orientation's 
effect on performance in the case of retail independents. 
H8: The greater the extent of an IRB 's perceived market turbulence, the greater the 
positive impact of market orielltation and its components on performance. 
Results of both MMR and sub-group analyses for the contingency effects of market 
turbulence on the extent of market orientation's association with performance are not 
significant. Similarly when interaction effects are considered for the components of 
market orientation on performance there are no significant effects. Four significant effects 
on the strength of the relationship emerge from the sub-group analysis. For two of these 
effects, those for supplier orientation (SUPPOR) on overall performance and IFC on 
strategic performance, the direction was contrary to that hypothesised with the strength of 
the relationship being greater at lower levels of market turbulence. The effect on the 
strength of the relationship between customer orientation on strategic performance is 
directionally correct, but the significance is low for a 1-tailed test (p < 0.1). For the 
remaining effect, IFC on overall performance, market turbulence moderates the strength of 
the relationship in a way that is contrary to that hypothesised, albeit that it is of some 
significance (p < 0.05). The weight of evidence therefore requires that the hypothesis, 
which posits that market turbulence moderates the market orientation-performance 
relationship in IRBs, should not be supported. 
H9: The lower the extent of an IRB 's perceived market development, the greater the 
positive impact of market orientation and its componellls on perfonnance. 
The results of the MMR for market development on overall performance indicate that it is 
a positive predictor variable, being significant at p < 0.00 I. It also moderates the form of 
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the relationship between market orientation and performance as it displays a significant 
positive interaction effect (p < 0.05). When considering the modes of performance, the 
direct effects are also supported for strategic performance and commercial performance but 
not personal performance. There is also a marginally significant homologizer effect 
present which indicates that the strength of the relationship is greater at high levels of 
market development compared with low. 
When considering the components of market orientation there is again a highly significant 
positive direct effect and two positive interaction effects (for competitor orientation and 
LTOF) with overall performance. The direct effect extends to all modes of performance. 
There is one specific interaction effect with IFC on commercial performance. There are a 
total of nine separate significant homologizer effects for market orientation in the different 
market development sub-groups. Based upon their level of significance, six of these are 
worthy of some discussion with respect to the hypothesis. The effect of LTOF on overall 
performance is very significantly stronger in the high market development sub-group (p < 
0.005), whereas both supplier orientation and IFC have a significantly stronger impact at 
lower levels of market development. Very significant differences in the strength of the 
relationship are also apparent for SUPPOR, L TOF and IFC on commercial performance 
for different levels of the moderator. In addition competitor orientation has a significantly 
stronger impact on commercial performance at low levels of market development. 
Clearly with such a range of effects it is difficult to draw definitive conclusions with 
respect to this hypothesis. It is however possible to surmise that the perceived level of 
development in an IRB's market is a predictor of its performance, which is consistent with 
the non-moderated models. It also moderates the relationship between market orientation 
and performance, acting as a quasi moderator. In all but one case, these significant effects 
on the form of the relationship are positive and therefore contrary to the directional 
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condition of the hypothesis. They suggest that market orientation will have greater impact 
on performance at higher levels of market development. Only in the case of IFC on 
commercial performance, can it be argued that the hypothesis is supported, with a stronger 
influence on performance stemming from IFC at low levels of market development. 
Strength of relationship homologizer effect results are also mixed, but a number of 
significant differences in the effects of the components of market orientation at different 
levels of market development are noteworthy. There is indeed some degree of support for 
the hypothesised moderation effects apparent for the components of market orientation. 
Competitor orientation (negatively) and supplier orientation and interfunctional co-
ordination (positively) have stronger effects at low levels of market development, whilst 
for long term objective focus, the opposite is true. It is therefore possible to conclude that 
moderation effects on the strength of the relationship are apparent but they do not wholly 
support the hypothesised direction. Yet there is partial support for the hypothesis in the 
case of the competitor, supplier and co-ordinating components of market orientation. 
H 10: The greater the extent of an JRB 's perceived adverse local market conditions, 
the greater the positive impact of market orientation and its componellfs on 
perfomwnce. 
Local market conditions, which are perceived as adverse, have a significant direct negative 
effect on overall performance and commercial performance. In addition this 
environmental condition acts as a quasi moderator on overall performance (p < 0.05), and 
as a pure moderator of the impact of market orientation on personal performance (p < 
0.01). When considering contingency effects on the form of the relationship with 
components of market orientation on performance, a significant direct effect is revealed for 
commercial performance. Also two significant (p < 0.05) pure interaction effects exist for 
supplier orientation on overall performance and personal performance. 
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No significant differences in strength are present for the effects of market orientation, but 
two very significant (p < 0.025) effects emerge for the strength of the relationship when the 
components are considered. The effect of LTOF on personal performance is significantly 
stronger when local market conditions are more hostile, whereas the effects of IFC on 
personal performance are stronger when these conditions are perceived as benign. 
Summarising on this hypothesis, it can initially be identified that adverse local market 
conditions is a negative predictor variable of IRB performance. There is also evidence of 
pure moderation effects with the positive sign indicating that the positive effects of market 
orientation on performance are greater under more adverse local market conditions, which 
supports the directional hypothesis. In particular this is true for personal performance and 
for the impacts of supplier orientation. Effects on the strength of the relationship also 
partially support the hypothesis, with the decision criteria component having a stronger 
effect on personal performance at higher levels of the moderator variable. The effects for 
IFC on the same outcome are however contrary to those hypothesised. The balance of 
evidence would indicate that the effects of market orientation on performance are 
contingent upon perceived local market conditions, and that the hypothesis that the positive 
effects of market orientation on performance are greater under more adverse conditions 
should be supported. Three separate hypotheses for the contingency effects of competitive 
structure on market orientation and performance are now considered. 
H 11 a: The greater the number of local competitors, the greater the positive impact 
of market orientation and its components on perfonnance. 
The results of both MMR and sub-group analysis for the impact of market orientation on 
all performance outcomes show no significant direct or contingency effects. However 
there are significant pure moderation effects for competitor orientation, LTOF and IFC on 
overall performance. The sign of the coefficient for all these effects is negative, suggesting 
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that the impact of market orientation is greater when the number of local competitors is 
lower, which is contrary to the hypothesised direction. Sub-group analysis for this 
contingency variable identifies a highly significant (p < 0.025) effect on the strength of the 
relationship between L TOF and strategic performance; the decision criteria component 
having a stronger effect when there are more local competitors. The same is also true of 
the effect of supplier orientation on personal performance (p < 0.05). 
Some of the evidence of the analysis does not support the hypothesis, as although pure 
contingency effects on form are present, they are contrary to the hypothesised direction. 
However the effects on strength are hypothesised correctly for both LTOF and supplier 
orientation, with a greater positive impact apparent when there are more local competitors. 
Thus the hypothesis can be partially supported with respect to the form of the relationship 
of these elements of market orientation on the performance of independent retailers in 
market towns under different levels of local competition. 
H 11 b: The greater the number of multiple competitors, the greater the positive 
impact of market orientation and its components on perfonnance. 
The number of multiple competitors displays no significant moderation effects in any of 
the MMR and sub-group analyses for market orientation and its components. However, 
interestingly, the results indicate that this variable is a significant positive predictor 
variable of performance generally, but does not operate as a contingency variable. 
H 11 c: The greater the number of wider competitors, the greater the positive impact 
of market orientation and its components on perfonnance. 
There are no significant interaction effects of market orientation on performance apparent 
in the analysis undertaken for the number of wider competitors. One marginally 
significant 1-tailed result is forthcoming from the sub-group analysis, which supports the 
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hypothesised effect directionally, but is not sufficiently significant to uphold the 
hypothesis. There are also no significant interaction effects for the components of market 
orientation on performance with wider competition. Yet a number of significant sub-group 
effects emerge for the components of market orientation. The impact of LTOF on overall 
performance and personal perf01mance is significantly stronger (p< 0.05) when the number 
of wider competitors are fewer. Similarly the positive effects of customer orientation on 
commercial performance and competitor orientation on personal performance are 
significantly stronger (p < 0.05 and p < 0.025 respectively) when there are fewer wider 
competitors. There is however a highly significant (p < 0.005) difference in the impact 
that supplier orientation has on personal performance between the high and low sub-groups 
for wider competition, with a much stronger effect being present when there are more 
wider competitors. This result is consistent with the direction of the hypothesis and is 
highly significant which suggests that the hypothesis can be partially supported. 
The wide-ranging outcomes of this phase of investigation are difficult to generalise, 
although there are some significant results, which contribute to the understanding of the 
performance of IRBs in market towns. Notably there is evidence to support the 
moderating effects of some of the contextually specific environmental conditions. 
Moreover, the contingency analysis at the components level of market orientation provides 
a more detailed understanding of the explanation of differences in performance between 
IRBs. Interpretation of these results will take place later in the following chapter. 
11.2.3 Research Question 3: Competitive Strategy Type and Performance (Results 
presented in Chapter Nine and Appendices 82 and E) 
RQ3: Do a number of different competitive strategy types of JRB exist that have 
distinct positioning and vary in perfonnance? 
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The results of the taxonomical procedures for distinguishing competitive strategy types are 
employed at this stage to test associated hypotheses relating to the different types of IRB 
and differences in their performance. The methodology adopted utilised a combination of 
factor and cluster analyses together with analysis of variance techniques. The findings 
have been substantiated using a rigorous set of validation procedures. 
11.2.3.1 Evaluation of Hypotheses 
The literature suggests that IRBs will adopt different strategic positions that represent a 
combination of their business and functional level strategies. Additionally, significant 
differences in performance are proposed between the distinctive strategy types. 
H 12: A number of distinct competitive strategy types can be distinguished in the 
1RB sector in market towns. 
The hypothesis is upheld on the basis that five distinct competitive strategy types were 
distinguished and subsequently validated in the analysis. The types are characterised by 
different combinations of emphasis on the retail strategy and operations variables 
developed. The results are in keeping with previous studies that have established different 
competitive strategy types in the IRB sector. Furthermore, what emerges from the analysis 
is a definitive rejection of the contention of some academics that the IRB form per se is 
obsolete. The findings also support previous research both within and outside the retail 
sector that proposes that strategy types can be defined using business and functional level 
strategy variables, and that such approaches are capable of explaining differences in the 
performance of firms. This in turn supports the taxonomy, as its predictive validity is 
proven by the performance differences that emerge. 
H 13: Significantly different levels of perfonnance are evident between the identified 
competitive strategy types. 
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Clear differences in performance have been established for the competitive strategy types 
identified, which reflect the market positions held and also their strategic orientation. The 
strategy types set apart in the results include those that have been labelled as: Buying 
Group Merchants, Full-Service Strategists, Specialist Vendors, Indistinct Traders, and 
Free-Standing Merchants. Results of ANOV A and MANOY A investigations for overall 
performance and the modes of performance respectively show that significant differences 
exists (p < 0.001 in both cases), and therefore the hypothesis is fully supported. Further 
evidence from the qualitative research undertaken in this study contributes to the 
understanding of the behaviour and performance of the different types of IRB identified. 
11.2.3.2 RQ3: Contextualised Qualitative Evidence 
The detailed categorised and contextualised data obtained from the semi-structured 
interviews undertaken in Phase 2 of the research, makes it possible to distinguish 
competitive strategies pursued by members of the sample in the context of this research 
question. A number of examples will be drawn upon to build on the theory emerging from 
the quantitative element of the study. A brief case outline is provided for each strategy 
type by linking categories of business and functional strategy with performance. 
Additional examples of different types within the sample are also identified that can be 
cross-referenced against the analysis data presented in Appendix 82. Using the interview 
data provides meaning to the theory by depicting the reality of particular IRBs pursuing the 
different strategies with different motivations and different levels of achievement. This 
substantiates the variation in strategies adopted and in particular the strategy types crossing 
the boundaries of pre-determined generic strategies based upon a combination of retail 
strategy and operations variables. It also confirms the different ways in which small 
business owners evaluate their performance in a multidimensional manner. 
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Buying Group Merchant: Goldsworthys, Liskeard (lan Goldsworthy) 
This business is typical of a buying group assembling and merchandising a wide 
range with a traditional DIY store positioning in listed building premises. They 
have a high focus on knowing customer base and understanding needs in terms of 
product quality, value and availability. Low cost base as overheads low due to 
freehold ownership. They have also diversified through a Calor gas dealership and 
display a comparatively high level of channel management, having closed a store 
some time ago and undertaking a small amount of mail order. They have 
consolidated through becoming more cost effective by increasing buying efficiency 
and stock control. They do not stock unique products but have a wide range, and 
they are reasonably price competitive and promotionally oriented. They are high 
on merchandising and range with a reasonable service. !an Goldsworthy is a young 
graduate who has just taken on running the business. He has long term strategic 
goals, but does not operate a highly efficient regime, and is somewhat complacent 
regarding commercial objective achievement. Hence business does not perform 
overly well financially but attainment of personal objectives is high. 
"Reasonable shopping environment with a reasonable level of service, offer a range 
of products at low and top ends of quality". 
Others in th1s category include Hockridge and Stacey, GP Stores 
Full Service Strategist: Lawsons, Tavistock (Liz Lawson) 
This private limited company is part of a small chain of DIY and homeware 
retailers. Is extremely active strategically and is developing its business having just 
opened a specialist homeware store in another location. A very professional 
approach to retailing is displayed and they have brought in an ex multiple retail 
manager to the management team. Meets all the criteria for this strategy type. 
High on merchandise and range. Very high on service and quality lines (staff 
training high priority). Very active on price deals and promotions and active 
marketing through targeted direct mail. Some buying group links support this and 
unique products to the area. Focus on customers and market positioning compared 
with competitors. Cost base is not low on staff investment in service but do own 
freehold properties. Grown business through diversification into homewares, 
which are now more important than ironmongery but still regarded as specialist tool 
suppliers. Liz Lawson just taken over as MD from father. Extremely professional 
and commercially oriented with strategic view. Personal satisfaction comes from 
business success. Very successful business financially through profit and 
strategically through growth. Local involvement through Chamber of Commerce 
and Industry. 
"Many shops have gone in the last few years mainly because they didn't change 
they carried on doing the same old things at the same prices, didn't change to cope 
with what is happening around them". 
Others in this category include Bruce Reid, Natural Nomads 
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Specialist Vendor: Country Cheeses, Tavistock (Eiise Jungheim) 
This is a prize-winning specialist foodstore that specialises in locally-sourced 
cheeses. High on merchandising and range, which they are developing. Service 
orientation strong. Active on marketing in novel awareness raising ways including 
publicity; appearance on TV food show. Do not compete on price but know that 
customers will pay a little more for better quality compared with supermarkets. 
Products are unique and some only supplied by them from local producers. Low 
cost base not supported as high staffing costs to support service positioning. Focus 
clear on customer types in wider catchment. Have diversified into related food 
products, catering supplies to hotels and mail order. Epitomises specialist 
positioning. Elise Jungheim is retail trained and believes in her businesses. High 
level of personal performance and commercially astute with growth objectives. 
"Do my own thing, you really should go out there and check out what's going on 
with your products but I don't". "I don't want to go out and copy what somebody 
else has done, I want to do what I think is right". 
Others in this category include Kountry Kit, Moor Silk and Yams, Occasions, 
Marianne's Fashions, Belamarriage, Toddle In 
Indistinct Trader: Stitchcraft, Saltash (Helen White) 
Run more as a hobby than a business. Relies on local market that is price 
conscious but positioning unclear. Staff and rental costs high; just moved into high 
street location. . Holds high stock, listens to what the customer is asking for and 
gets it in. Friendly personal service but lacks professional and commercial 
approach. Some ideas about growth and development but unlikely to come to 
fruition. Pricing policy unclear and may be financially unsound. Spends time with 
customers without making a sale. "Always wanted to have my own shop and run 
my own dressmaking business". "That was the only thing that I knew what to do 
and I needed the work". Certain amount of focus on local customers but possibly 
overextended by moving into larger premises, employing extra staff and building 
stock. Unclear on financial performance, but happy! 
Others in this category possibly include Rapson's Butchers, Tavistock Cycles, 
Eileen's Wool. 
Free-Standing Merchant: Cornish Farm Produce, Saltash, (Roger Carter) 
This greengrocer has survived as the sole remaining independent fruit and veg 
merchant in Saltash after the arrival of the Somerfields superstore. Survival and 
success due to low cost base and astute business 'buying' acumen of young owner 
with growth ambitions. Merchandise and range is generally good as is service. No 
active marketing. Does not stock unique products. Some degree of focus on local 
price senstttve customers. Has diversified into catering supplies. Planning 
expansion into larger premises and to grow the catering side of the business. Cash 
rich and growing and enjoys being successful. "Bread and butter stuff and other 
stuff - keep margins down to bring them in". 
Others in this category include Elford's Butchers and Deli, Hicks and Son, Pat's 
Greeting Cards 
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Subsequent discussion of these results will focus on explaining differences in IRB strategy 
type performance, which will occur in conjunction with the results of the contingency 
effects of market orientation and environmental conditions that are outlined below. 
11.2.4 Research Question 4: Market Orientation, Competitive Strategy Type and 
Performance: Contingency Analysis (Results presented in Chapter Ten, Appendix B2 
and Appendix F) 
RQ4: Is the perfonnance of IRB competitive strategy types contingent upon the 
interaction of the extent and nature of market orientation and the degree and 
form of environmental moderator variables? 
11.2.4.1 Evaluation of Hypotheses 
Contingency theory proposes that the coalignment of strategy with the environment should 
influence performance. ANOV A and MANOV A investigations have been undertaken to 
test for fit between IRB strategy type and performance in a market town setting. Results of 
these analyses show only limited evidence of environmental conditions moderating the 
effect of strategy type performance in market town IRBs. 
H 14: Differences between the performance of competitive strategy types are 
associated with the degree and form of tlze environmental moderators 
operating in a market town setting. 
Initial results identified that differences in environmental conditions exist with respect to 
competitive intensity, local market conditions, and market development. Further post hoc 
tests revealed the competitive environment of the Free-Standing Merchants to be perceived 
as significantly more intense than that of the specialists, and the level of market 
development significantly stronger for the Full-Service Strategists compared with the 
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Indistinct Traders. Two-way ANOV A and MANOV A results that test for interaction 
effects on overall perfmmance and its modes indicate only very limited support for the 
hypothesis. One marginally significant overall interaction effect for the number of local 
competitors and commercial performance is immediately apparent, although inspection of 
the parameters does not identify any significant group results. However further inspection 
of parameter estimates reveals that the number of multiple competitors is a significant 
factor in determining variations in the commercial performance of the Indistinct Traders 
group of businesses. This environmental condition negatively affects the performance of 
its members, which is contrary to the previous findings of this study for all businesses in 
the sample. There is therefore some limited evidence of the environment moderating the 
effect of strategy on performance. 
The contention that market orientation provides an explanation of strategy through 
behaviour that will develop and implement the strategy of a business has been presented in 
the extant literature. Further preliminary contingency analysis relating to the effects of the 
interaction of market orientation and strategy on performance was undertaken to test the 
following hypothesis. The results of the research supports the hypothesis that differences 
in performance in IRB strategy types can be associated with the extent of market 
orientation and its components. 
H 15: Differences between the perfonnance of competitive strategy types are 
associated with the extent and nature of an JRB 's market orientation. 
Wide-ranging differences between the strategy types exist in terms of the extent and nature 
of their market orientation. Overall differences between the types are highly significant 
and there are, in particular, very apparent distinctions in the market orientation of firms at 
either end of the strategy hierarchy. Post hoc tests indicate that the Indistinct Traders have 
lower mean levels of market orientation compared with all other types, and for all of the 
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components of market orientation except interfunctional co-ordination. In addition, the 
Full-Service Strategists have a significantly higher mean market orientation than the 
Specialist Vendors which is exhibited in terms of both competitor and supplier orientation. 
Free-Standing Merchants also have significantly more of a competitor focus compared 
with Specialist Vendors. The way that such variation may transform into differences in 
performance can be identified from the two-way ANOV A and MANOV A results. 
Investigation of the overall effects of market orientation show no significant interactions 
with overall performance, but the effect on the modes of performance are significant. 
Market orientation accounts for variations in the both the strategic and personal 
performance of Specialist Vendors and the personal performance of the Buying Group 
Merchants. Further to this the various components of market orientation also have 
significant interactions with three of the strategy types. Supplier orientation and the 
decision component of market orientation (LTOF) make a positive contribution to overall 
petformance in Buying Group strategy types whereas the effect of competitor orientation is 
negative. The same effects hold for supplier orientation and competitor orientation in the 
Free-Standing Merchants, and a positive effect exists for IFC in specialists. There is also a 
range of significant effects of the components of market orientation on modes of 
performance in a number of strategy types. Interfunctional co-ordination negatively affects 
strategic performance in the Buying Group firms, and supplier orientation negatively 
affects both strategic and commercial performance in the Full-Service type. The same 
negative effect for supplier orientation is apparent on commercial performance in 
Specialist businesses, but there is also a positive effect for competitor orientation on 
personal and commercial performance in this type. Finally there is a positive effect for 
customer orientation on strategic performance and a negative effect on commercial 
performance for supplier orientation in the Indistinct Traders. The outcomes of this aspect 
of the study indicate that potential trade-offs exist between the costs and benefits of market 
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oriented activities m small firms where resources are limited. The interpretation and 
implications of such effects will follow in the next chapter, however they also need to be 
evaluated in the context of a full-contingency framework, to include environmental 
conditions which are the focus of the findings below. 
The integrated research model proposes that consistency between strategy and the 
environment influences IRB performance, and that the fit is a function of a firm's market 
orientation culture to align and implement the strategy through the information 
management process. The taxonomically-derived competitive strategies included 
simultaneously integrate the business and functional level strategies that interact at the 
interface with customers and competition, which enables combination strategies to be 
typified which illustrate the reality of organisational strategy decisions. The analysis was 
undertaken using AN COV A and MAN COV A models to identify three-way interaction 
effects and B parameters for the effects on overall performance and its constituent modes. 
H 16: Differences between the perfonnance of competitive strategy types are 
associated with the interaction of market orientation and environmental 
moderators operating in a market town setting. 
Examining the results of market orientation on overall performance, five interaction effects 
were identified for four environmental conditions in three strategy types. In particular 
there is evidence to support the interaction of market orientation in Indistinct Traders to 
influence performance under certain environmental circumstances. For the number of 
wider competitors, local market conditions and competitive intensity the positive effect of 
market orientation on performance is greater at lower levels of the factor than at higher 
levels. A similar effect occurs for the Buying Group Merchants with respect to 
competitive intensity, and for Specialist Vendors the effect of market orientation is greater 
at high levels of market turbulence. Plainly there are trade-offs at play in these interaction 
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models which suggest that market orientation working through the mediating factor of 
strategy can enhance or detract from performance under different environmental 
conditions. For the Indistinct Traders the positive effect of market orientation when there 
are fewer wider competitors, less adverse local market conditions and lower intensity of 
competition is less than when the reverse is true. It would appear that under more dynamic 
and hostile conditions there is little pay back from being market oriented, whereas it is 
worthwhile when conditions are less unfavourable for traders adopting such a weak market 
positioning. The same goes for Buying Group Merchants when competition is intense. 
However as market turbulence rises for Specialist Vendors, then they achieve a positive 
return from a greater investment in market orientation. 
Consideration of the effects of the components of market orientation on overall 
performance identified eleven effects for five of the environmental conditions m two 
strategy types. For the Buying Group members there is a bigger return from competitor 
orientation and interfunctional co-ordination when competitive intensity is low compared 
with when it is high. For the Indistinct Traders there are a number of effects that suggest 
that the rewards from investing in the different components of market orientation are 
generally only worthwhile at low levels of the environmental condition when markets are 
less dynamic and hostile. 
The eleven significant effects for the relationship between market orientation and the 
different modes of performance relate to four of the strategy types and four environmental 
moderators. For the Buying Group Merchants complex trade-off relationships are apparent 
with market orientation proving beneficial to commercial performance at high levels of 
market turbulence, whilst market orientation improves personal performance achievement 
when competitive intensity is low. The Full-Service Strategists gain commercially from 
market orientation as market turbulence increases. Specialists benefit in terms of both 
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strategic and commercial performance from increasing their market orientation when 
market turbulence is high and similarly enhance their personal performance from market 
orientation in more adverse local market conditions. The Indistinct Trader again gains 
from investing in market orientation when competitive conditions are generally less 
hostile, especially from a personal performance perspective. 
The final aspect of the integrated contingency analysis provides insights into the 
performance outcomes of interactions between strategy, environmental conditions and 
performance for the market orientation components. The previous summary of the thirty-
four significant interaction effects across the competitive strategy types identified 
competitive factors being the most prevalent contingency variables across all the 
components of market orientation, with all strategy types being affected except the Free-
Standing Merchants. For the Buying Group members personal performance is enhanced 
by supplier orientation when there are fewer wider competitors. They also gain 
commercially from a greater customer orientation when local market conditions are more 
adverse. For the Full-Service group, they gain both strategically and commercially from 
greater interfunctional co-ordination when there are fewer multiple competitors. Specialist 
types get a better strategic and personal performance return from their supplier links when 
the number of multiple competitors is high. 
However it is in the particularly hard-pressed Indistinct Traders that important trade-off 
issues are significant, especially in terms of personal performance outcomes. There is 
clear evidence to suggest that personal performance will not be enhanced by increasing 
competitor orientation under hostile and intensive competitive conditions, that is when 
local market conditions are particularly adverse and the number of multiple competitors is 
high. Gains from this form of market orientation activity can however be achieved when 
the competitive environment is perceived as less hostile. It does however appear that 
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investing in a greater supplier orientation may provide these traders with more personal 
achievement in adverse market conditions. In addition as the number of wider competitors 
increases, so commercial performance may increase from a greater level of interfunctional 
co-ordination. 
The numerous significant interaction effects forthcoming from the analysis support the 
acceptance of this hypothesis. Variations in overall performance and different aspects are 
evident between strategy types, and these are attributable in certain environmental 
circumstances to differences in market orientation. Thus it is possible to conclude in 
general terms that the relationships in the integrated model are supported, and that IRB 
performance is contingent upon the interaction between market orientation, strategy and 
the environmental conditions prevalent in market towns. 
11.2.4.2 RQ4: Contextualised Qualitative Evidence 
A brief commentary of a number of the semi-structured interview businesses is presented 
below with a summary of how theory is illustrated in the context of their behaviour and the 
parameters of the research model. A single example is provided from each of the 
competitive strategy types, which show how market orientation and its components are 
linked to enacting the strategy at business and functional levels, the perceived 
environmental conditions and the performance outcomes. 
Buying Group Merchant: Hockridge and Stacey, Tavistock (Kari Hockridge) 
Operates two stores in Launceston and Tavistock. Competitive intensity is fierce 
from multiples in cities and other family businesses. Is member of buying group 
and holds dealerships with some large suppliers. Gets promotional and price based 
benefits from these sources. Competes on service and is 'there or thereabouts' on 
price. Expansion through opening new store achieved and growing sales. Market 
development generally strong, but also turbulent due to new technologies. Supplier 
links support this and also staff training for new products. Sees business as 
"offering the customer the right product without a doubt". Has diversified into 
rental to improve cash flow and also customer flow into store. 
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Intensive competition a threat to this businesses expansion ambitions which 
may be detrimental to personal and commercial objectives. Effort goes into 
attracting customers whereas service positioning appears difficult to sustain. 
All-round market orientation is undermined by weakness of interfunctional 
co-ordination which is difficult to maintain through staff. 
Full-Service Strategist: Bruce Reid CTN, Saltash (Bruce Reid) 
An unusual business for this strategy type is sustained by the owner with 
substantial experience in the retail and distribution trades. Specialist positioning on 
sweets and tobacco draws in customers from a wide catchment, plus high service 
and community focus supports strong local customer base. Has expended firstly 
into newsagency and then into lottery. Adds and deletes line in accordance with 
changes in customer tastes and fashions and contribution to profit. ''I'm very aware 
of the competition" but understands his competitive advantage on service, 
convenience, specialised range, and operational effectiveness. Opening hours 
longer and staff training a high priority. 
Market orientation has led to growth, personal and commercial success of this 
business. Understands his position in an intensely competitive environment 
but differentiates and specialises. Has a business plan, which he rolls over in 
line with target attainment. 
Specialist Vendor: Kountry Kit, Tavistock (Dave McDowell) 
The proprietor has an outstanding understanding of his customers. "People need 
good walking boots and need good equipment and if you can do it at the right price 
then you'll do OK". He is aware of the competition but does not let it interfere 
with the focus of his business, although undertakes informal information gathering 
on competitor's behaviour. Gets good deals from suppliers due to his buying 
power and passes on in lower prices to customers. Operates from a low overhead 
base but spends on staffing costs to ensure service is of the highest standard. Staff 
are all young, interested and knowledgeable about the product, and trained in boot 
fitting by the owner who is an ex-marine. Uses brands and wide range to support 
quality positioning and is happy to buy end of line stock because he knows that his 
customers are not fashion conscious, but are interested in the functional aspects of 
the merchandise. Clear understanding of objectives and effect of decisions on 
performance. Market environment is developing with growth in leisure and 
expanding catchment, little local competition and many wider competitors are not 
perceived as threats. Has a clear positioning, understands his competitive 
advantage and sustains a profitable business with strong personal satisfaction. 
A well-balanced market·oriented culture held by proprietor and his staff 
supports success based upon specialist strategy and adaptability to market 
conditions. Marketing effort is focussed on where it pays off in delivering 
value to customers. 
Indistinct Trader: Rapson's Butchers, Liskeard (Rodney Lucas) 
This retail butcher appears to do little more than serve the local community with 
high quality fresh meat and a few additional complementary items. Good friendly 
service and highest quality merchandise. Understands the buying habits of the 
catchment (sales have gone up since the BSE crisis and he openly sold rib of beef 
on the bone when banned to a customer when I was in the store). Some attempt to 
develop into vegetables in the past and also some catering trade, but happy to stick 
to his core business and make a decent enough living. "Making a bit of a profit and 
that does me". Takes time out to pick up the kids from school. 
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Level of market orientation has been adapted to take account of changing local 
market conditions and modest ambitions. High on interfunctional co-
ordination ''we don't want them coming back and complaining". Keeps focus 
on customers and doesn't worry about the competitors also understands where 
the cash comes from. Supplier orientation facilitates 'quality' position. 
Although indistinct he achieves desired performance. 
Free-Standing Merchant: Pat's Greeting Cards, Launceston (Pat Thompson) 
Experienced business woman runs this expanding business which has grown from 
selling greeting cards on a market stall for a hobby. Now moved into toys. 
Understands customers needs and changes in market place. Competitive 
positioning on price which is sustained by low overhead from freehold property. 
Uses competitor's prices (Argos) as benchmark. Operationally effective high staff 
involvement also good supplier links. "Just grown and grown, and I've got older 
and tireder and never have a holiday". "Buy cheap and sell cheap". "People do 
like value for money". "Lot of work". "Customer loyalty, nothing to do with 
money". "I keep saying that I am going to sell the business but I couldn't do it to 
my girls". 
Market-oriented in many respects but low on long-term decision criteria, 
which may jeopardise commercial performance in medium term. High 
customer focus, competitor knowledge good, as is supplier understanding. 
Also operationally effective, but growth may be taking toll on commercial 
objectives over-stocking and personal performance - little commercial control 
evident. Run the business for her customers and her staff and not herself! 
May not be able to sustain strategic positioning in the longer term. 
The qualitative findings support much of theoretical content of the interaction effects 
analysis presented above and in particular supports the contention that all dimensions of 
the model are linked. Moreover, it adds further weight to the conclusion that retail 
independent businesses in a market town setting are a heterogeneous group of businesses, 
and that they are not all struggling to meet the challenge of their changing environments 
and the impact of the out-of-town superstore in particular. Whilst, indeed there is a 
significant proportion of retailers that find the new competition a threat to their commercial 
survival and their own personal motivations for entering small-scale retailing, there are 
many others that thrive in such surroundings. Many independents in this setting have 
sustainable strategic positions that they have developed in line with their capabilities and 
an understanding of the dynamics of the environment, and moreover their ability to 
engender a market oriented business culture that promotes success. 
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11.3 EVALUATION OF THE INTEGRATED RESEARCH MODEL 
Summarising the results of the study in terms of the proposed research model provides 
evidence of the importance of the factors that influence IRB performance in market towns. 
In particular it identifies the effects of market orientation and its components on 
performance outcomes along with the direct and indirect effects of environmental 
conditions. The model extends prior empirical studies to include competitive strategy type 
analysis. This is built into a contingency framework to explain differences in performance 
based upon an operational interaction methodology. Moreover, reflecting upon the model 
enables greater conceptual appreciation of the relationships between the variables 
involved, which has implications for the development of theory in marketing and retail 
strategy. 
The diagram presented in Figure 11.1 provides an overview of the findings relating to the 
hypothesised relationships included in the model. Due to the multiple results associated 
with some of the hypotheses that relate to more than one performance outcome, a 
generalised assessment of the hypothesis test is presented which when necessary weighs 
the balance of the evidence in favour or against the proposed relationship between the 
variables concerned. 
A high proportion of the hypothesised relationships in the model were supported either 
fully or partially. The fundamental hypothesis (HI), which positively associates market 
orientation and performance, is fully supported. The self-reported perceptions of IRB 
owner managers' assessment of their market oriented activities is strongly related to a 
range of multidimensional subjective performance outcomes. Evidence upholds the 
contention that a culture, which focuses on delivering customer satisfaction through a 
process of information management, is beneficial for independent retailers in market 
towns. The inclusion of the various dimensions of market orientation in the model permits 
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Figure 11.1: Evaluation of Integrated Research Model 
Market Orientation, Competitive Strategy Type and Performance: A Contingency Model 
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greater comprehension of the various aspects of market oriented behaviour and 
performance. As hypothesised supplier orientated activity (H4), a long term objective 
focus (H5) and interfunctional co-ordination of effort to support the delivery of customer 
value (H6) are all significantly and positively associated with performance. However the 
relationship between customer orientation and overall performance (H2) is not significant; 
only partial support is provided for this hypothesis on the basis of a marginally significant 
positive effect on commercial performance. Surprisingly, what for many is regarded as the 
defining component of a market orientation, emerges as having only a limited impact on 
IRB achievement. What is more, an additional core component of market orientation, 
competitor orientation is found to be generally unrelated to overall performance and to 
have a strongly significant negative influence on commercial performance which is 
contrary to the hypothesised relationship (H3). These results highlight the complexity of 
the market orientation construct together with its dimensions, and stress that the study of 
the conceptual benefits of a commitment to customer interests does not explicate this 
complicated variable and its relationship with business success. In particular, the way in 
which the market orientation-performance association is influenced by environmental 
conditions has been the subject of a substantial amount of recent empirical research. The 
model considered moderated relationships with a number of general and specific 
environmental factors in the context of the study. When considering the environmental 
moderators highly significant moderation effects were identified for the specific local 
market conditions variable, which meant that the hypothesised relationship (HIO) was fully 
supported. Additionally, there was partial support for the hypothesised moderation effects 
of market development (H9), the number of local competitors (H 11 a) and the number of 
wider competitors (Hllc). Three of the posited moderation effects with competitive 
intensity (H7), market turbulence (H8), and the number of multiple competitors (Hilb) 
were not supported. Again the complexity of the proposed relationships is apparent in 
these results, which is further compounded by the directionality of the hypothesised 
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moderation effects. The significance of these findings for managers will be discussed in 
detail below, however they underscore the need for IRB owner-managers to be vigilant in 
their devotion of resources to engendering a market orientation. The implication is that 
they must understand how the various market and competitive conditions which face them 
are likely to affect their performance in terms of the impacts that market oriented 
behaviour may have. Of particular importance is the way in which different aspects of 
market orientated activity are likely to affect performance outcomes. 
Analysis of the retail strategy and operations activities of independents in market towns 
provided a basis for identifying differences in competitive strategy types. The evidence of 
the research supported the proposition that differences in the competitive strategies of IRBs 
can be distinguished (Hl2). The outcome of the taxonomy building procedure, which 
identified five distinct strategy types, indicates that variations in the strategic behaviour of 
independent retailers are clearly discernible. Moreover, significant differences in 
performance are identifiable between the defined strategy types which fully support the 
hypothesised proposition (Hl3). Substantial evidence of diversity in the strategic activities 
of IRBs and the corresponding performance outcomes emanates from the study, which 
supports the view that the sector has a heterogeneous composition. Within the sector it is 
apparent that there is a large propor1ion of firms that pursue strategies that enable them to 
compete effectively, and achieve strong performance as a consequence. The perception 
that all IRBs are obsolete in a number of respects is therefore not substantiated in this 
research. 
Following contingency theory, which proposes that strategy should fit the environment to 
achieve desirable performance outcomes, it was hypothesised that the performance of 
strategy types would be moderated by environmental conditions (HI4). Drawing upon the 
evidence of the interaction analysis of performance and environmental conditions in the 
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identified groups of IRBs, only modest support for this hypothesis was revealed. Just one 
significant effect is apparent for the number of multiple competitors on the commercial 
performance of the Indistinct Traders which reveals that high levels of competition from 
multiple chains is not conducive to commercial success IRBs in this strategy type. Thus, 
in the main, it is not proven that the interaction of environmental conditions with 
competitive strategy influences performance outcomes. Strategy in itself would therefore 
appear to be the over-riding influence on performance in the IRB sector, irrespective of the 
prevailing environmental conditions. 
Further contingency analysis from an internal perspective considered how the business 
culture represented by the extent and nature of market orientation interacted with strategy 
to influence performance. It was contended that market orientation was significantly 
related to performance amongst strategy types (Hl5). Although analysis for the extent of 
market orientation overall performance does not produce significant results, the detailed 
analysis for components of market orientation and the modes of performance are more 
encouraging. Indeed, results from the two-way ANOY A and MANOY A analyses for all 
performance outcomes and the various sub-components of market oriented behaviour 
provide generally strong support for this hypothesis across all but one of the strategy type 
groups. There is therefore considerable evidence to suggest that market orientation 
interacts with strategy to influence performance. Of particular consequence are the effects 
of the different types of market oriented behaviour in the various strategy types together 
with the effects on performance overall and the specific achievement outcomes. Notably 
there are implications for those responsible for resourcing market orientation activities 
when the effects of such effort can positively influence the performance of an independent 
retailer following a defined strategy. Furthermore, the owner-managers of IRBs pursing 
particular competitive strategies need to consider the worth of allocating resource to 
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specific aspects of market oriented behaviour when negative performance outcomes can 
ensue. 
The final hypothesis (Hl6) relates to the substantive interaction effects on IRB 
performance of all three elements of the model: market orientation, strategy and 
environmental conditions. The interpretation of the results pertaining to this hypothesis is 
complex due to the large number of effects involved. However the integrity of the 
integrated model based upon evidence from the interaction analyses would appear to be 
proven. A substantial number of significant effects have been identified which relate to all 
but one of the defined strategy types, and the full range of other variables in the model. In 
addition some highly significant effects are apparent which corroborate the three-way 
interaction of market orientation, strategy and the environment on IRB performance. The 
results therefore provide general support for the hypothesis and are especially noteworthy 
in terms of the returns attributable to the market oriented behaviour of firms pursuing a 
particular competitive strategy under varying environmental conditions. 
11.4 SUMMARY 
This chapter draws together the main findings of the study in a framework guided by the 
research questions that form the basis of the investigation. Substantive, detailed results 
have been achieved for all of these questions together with tests for all of the associated 
hypotheses. Many of the hypothesised relationships of the study are supported with in 
particular strong evidence apparent for the positive association between market orientation 
and performance together with the supplier orientation, interfunctional co-ordination and 
objective focus components. A number of moderation effects are also discernible , 
especially with respect to contextual market and competitive conditions prevailing in 
market towns. As a result of the competitive strategy type analysis five distinct groups of 
IRBs were distinguished that are significantly different in terms of their retail marketing 
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behaviour and the resultant performance outcomes. Contingency analysis revealed that 
market oriented behaviour rather than environmental conditions interacts with strategy to 
influence performance. However in the fully integrated model which investigates the 
relationships between market orientation, strategy and performance under specific 
environmental conditions a large number of significant interaction effects are identified. 
These findings provide broad evidence in support of the research model employed in the 
study. The next chapter interprets and discusses the outcomes of the research, and 
considers its implications for theory and practice. In addition the limitations of the study 
are identified along with directions for future research. 
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CHAPTER TWELVE 
Conclusions 
12.1 INTRODUCTION 
The final chapter of this thesis has four separate strands. Firstly it discusses the substantive 
interpretation of the findings, drawing upon prior research studies. The second strand 
identifies the implications of the research initially from a theoretical viewpoint, and 
subsequently from the perspective of owner-managers of retail independents and agencies 
that may be involved in providing guidance to these small businesses. The third element 
relates to the limitations of the research, which addresses methodological and theoretical 
issues that need to be borne in mind when considering the findings of the study, and in 
particular their generalisability to other contexts. Finally, potential areas for future 
research that arise from the study are discussed. 
12.2 DISCUSSION 
The development and testing of an integrated model of the relationships between market 
orientation, competitive strategy type and the performance of independent retailers in a 
market town setting is a step forward in improving understanding of these small 
businesses. In particular the model explains differences in lRB performance in terms of 
business culture, competitive strategy implemented, and contingency effects of the 
prevailing environmental conditions of market towns. Thus, from a contextual perspective, 
factors that contribute to IRB performance have been identified which has implications for 
owner-managers and their advisors. Moreover, the model illuminates comprehension of 
the inter-relationships between these variables, which has further ramifications for the 
commitment of resource to market oriented activities, and the pursuit of particular strategic 
alternatives under differing market and competitive circumstances. Hence several 
promising findings resulted from this work, which are now considered. 
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12.2.1 Market Orientation and Performance 
Evidence examining the veracity of the link between market orientation and performance 
established a direct association. These results are in harmony with the findings of the vast 
majority of studies that have considered the relationship between market orientation and 
performance using subjective performance measures in a range of contextual settings 
outside the UK (e.g. Narver and Slater, 1990; Ruekert, 1992; Jaworski and Kohli, 1993; 
Bhuian, 1998; Kumar et al., 1998; Ngai and Ellis, 1998). However they are contrary to the 
limited amount of evidence that exists for UK (in particular the studies of Diamantopoulos 
and Hart, 1993; Greenley, 1995a; Harris, 200 1). Yet viewing the results together with 
other extant studies that have been undertaken in a small business context (Pelham and 
Wilson, 1996: Appiah-Adu, 1997; Homg and Chen, 1998; Pelham, 1999) would suggest 
that there is a consistency in the research outcomes achieved. Thus, whilst studies assert 
that there is not a direct market orientation-performance link for larger UK firms, when 
considered concurrently with other small firm studies, sufficient evidence is provided to 
claim that market orientation and performance are positively associated in small retail 
businesses. 
The positive relationship identified between performance and market orientation upholds a 
long-held belief that such a business culture and its associated activities provides a means 
of attaining organisational goals by satisfying the requirements of customers more 
efficiently and effectively than competitors. However such a proposition, which is 
supported by the evidence from the sample of independent retailers studied in this research, 
needs further elaboration and interpretation in this setting. In particular it would appear 
that the cultural, behavioural and capability profiles associated with independent retailers 
are important factors in explaining the performance benefits that accrue from market 
oriented behaviour. The contextualised structure of the market orientation measure, which 
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has been developed for this study, provides a vehicle from which the contribution of these 
characteristics to IRB performance can be gauged. The evidence must also be evaluated in 
the light of the performance measures adopted, which specifically relate to the subjective 
evaluation of owner-managers' motivations and achievements. 
Although the principle of sustainable competitive advantage (Day and Wensley, 1983; 
Aaker, 1988; Narver and Slater, 1990) provides the logical underpinning of the market 
orientation-performance link, the way that maximising customer value can translate into 
performance enhancement, specifically in a small business context, merits further 
reflection. Market orientation is regarded as establishing the most effective climate in 
which the necessary behaviours occur to build superior value for present and future buyers. 
In practice this involves activities to collect, disseminate and respond to information from 
the task environment (customers, competitors and suppliers), a co-ordinated creation of 
customer value, and a long-term objective focus on organisational goals (Narver and 
Slater, 1990; Kohli and Jaworski, 1990). Additionally, these activities inform the 
implementation of a customer-focused planning and strategy process (Kohli and Jaworski, 
1990; Ruekert, 1992). 
From a cultural perspective it appears that market orientation does offer some independent 
retailers a strong source of competitive advantage and resultant overall performance 
enhancement. Such an advantage for market oriented IRBs may be in comparison with 
other lRBs that fail to adopt a culture that espouses and enacts superior value for 
customers, or indeed may be a relative advantage over larger retailers. In particular large 
retailers can be slow to react to market changes due to their structural complexity, slower 
information processing and response speed, whereas market oriented small firms have the 
advantages of being more flexible and faster in their response. Thus market orientation 
can be of particular significance to small retailers, because they will use it to lever their 
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potential advantages of flexibility, adaptability and closeness to their customer base as 
market circumstances change. Moreover, given that most independents lack the financial 
resources to pursue alternative sources of business success that are likely to be sought on 
by larger retailers (e.g. bulk purchasing, mass media advertising and promotion, and 
planning), market orientation should be a key determinant of their performance success. 
It has also been argued that in small businesses market orientation can provide a firm with 
the potential to outperform its rivals on the basis that it provides cohesiveness for 
marketing plans, strategies and operations. The strong culture hypothesis (Dennison, 1984; 
Weick, 1985), developed in this context by Pelham and Wilson (1996), suggests that a 
market oriented culture may serve as an alternative to formal co-ordinating systems. 
Where such conditions exist the cultural norms of a market orientation give a greater 
consistency of decision making which influences performance by providing a firm-wide 
focus for objectives, decisions and actions. This is especially important in independent 
retailers that are normally characterised by a lack of formal planning, but where there is 
likely to be a strong culture demonstrated in the business beliefs and behaviours of the 
owner-manager. If the proprietor adopts a market oriented philosophy, then it can be 
exploited through the cohesive culture and simple organisational structure that is likely to 
prevail. IRBs will benefit from a strong market oriented culture advocated and 
implemented by the owner-manager through greater focus in retail strategy and tactics. 
The domination of the proprietorship ownership pattern, and the small number of 
employees in retail independents, makes it possible for owners to personally reinforce 
firm-wide market oriented norms and directly influence employee behaviour in this 
direction because they are likely to have daily contact with their staff. 
The translation of the cultural perspective into market oriented activities relates to 
behaviour associated with the collection, processing and utilisation of market information 
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(Kohli and Jaworski, 1990). The extension of intelligence to the full domain of the task 
environment in the case of IRBs is based upon the importance of suppliers, as well as 
customers and competitors, in contributing to the firm's ability to deliver better customer 
value and achieve organisational objectives. Execution of market oriented behaviour 
through an information management process will therefore permit independents to realise a 
competitive advantage and outperform their rivals. Such a market driven advantage is 
achieved through a firm-wide understanding of customers, competitors and suppliers, and 
its synthesis into a meaningful strategy that can be implemented to provide satisfaction to 
customers (Day and Nedungadi, 1994). Given that in a small business context prior 
research has identified the importance of responding to changes in market behaviour for 
both survival and success (Miles 1980; Dollinger, 1985) it is apparent that a market 
orientation that encapsulates such behaviour is highly relevant to IRBs. Moreover, the 
survival instincts of small firms causes a predisposition to constantly monitor the 
environment for threats and opportunities which makes market orientation activities a 
natural source of competitive advantage (Aidrich and Auster, 1986). In addition a market 
oriented small business, with the ability to gather and process market information, can 
anticipate more speedily and accurately changes in the requirements of the market place 
leading to the introduction of appropriate new offers. Independent retailers are in a strong 
position to follow this through as they have the advantage of being close to their customer 
and consequently should be able to provide superior service and facilitate customer 
retention. The role of the IRB owner-manager in achieving this is paramount not only by 
actively participating in the intelligence gathering process, but also by setting up 
procedures whereby staff collect information and ensuring that it is utilised in formulating 
coherent market offers. 
Consistent with the v1ew that market orientation's focus is on the development and 
execution of strategy (Ruekert, 1992) performance benefits accrue to market oriented IRBs 
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in this respect. The cultural perspective suggests that market orientation can act as an 
informal vehicle for strategy formulation and implementation where prescribed systems do 
not exist. Similarly the information management activities inherent in a market orientation 
are akin to processes involved in strategic marketing planning. Both the cultural and 
behavioural perspectives support the view that market orientation is the catalyst for 
determining how an independent retailers competes in terms of its business strategy (Dobni 
and Luffman, 2000). Furthermore, research has concluded that firms with high market 
orientations tend to be more strategically proactive and connected to their customers within 
their environments than their counterparts with low market orientations. Consequently the 
performance outcomes of a market orientation for independent retailers can be attributed to 
the organisation's ability to develop strategies that fit the needs of customers in changing 
competitive market environments. What is key to IRB performance is use of market 
feedback from competitors and suppliers as well as customers (Van de Yen, 1990), in 
formulating a strategy which is going to enable a competitive advantage to be achieved and 
maintained (Glazer, 1991; Hunt and Morgan, 1995). This can be enacted through the long-
term decision criteria and co-ordinating components of market orientation, which is closely 
related to the ability of the proprietor to motivate and recruit staff to generate a market-
oriented culture. According to Ruekert (1992:244) this appears to be achievable through " 
a gestalt where different aspects of organisational behaviour tend to fit together to provide 
superior customer responsiveness". Rewards therefore accrue to those independents that 
adopt a market orientated culture, the associated behaviours and the resultant competitive 
marketing strategies. 
Nonetheless, as Deshpande et al., (1993) point out market orientation is a matter of degree, 
as no firm can afford to ignore customers completely, and a comprehensive customer 
orientation may not be wholly realisable or indeed desirable. However it is also a matter of 
emphasis and, as just been discussed, a market oriented culture requires that intelligence 
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from a number of dimensions of the task environment along with interfunctional effort and 
objective based decision making activities are allied to its implementation. The unique 
nature of this study, which examines the relationships between the components of market 
orientation and performance in a multivariate framework, provides insights into their 
relative importance in independent retail businesses. The extant market orientation 
literature has not developed such analyses, and is therefore limited in its power to establish 
these relationships beyond bivariate correlations together with theoretically informed 
presupposition regarding the relative importance of customer orientation versus other 
dimensions. Results of this research indicate that the relationship between the nature of 
market orientation and performance is complex, with variations in the in effects of the 
components being apparent. In particular it is evident that the supplier, co-ordination, and 
decision criteria effects have the greatest impact in explaining variations in IRB 
performance, whereas the customer orientation effects are only marginally significant on 
commercial performance, and the competitor orientation effects are significantly negative 
on the same outcome. 
The significant association between the core concept of marketing and the ability of IRBs 
to achieve their business aims would, on the face of it, support the view of those scholars 
that regard a customer orientation as the essential element of a market orientation. There 
would therefore appear to be some evidence to support the research of Deshpande et al., 
( 1993) and the evocation of Siguaw and Diamantopoulos (1995) which interpret the market 
orientation construct primarily from a customer viewpoint. What is more, the negative 
relationship between competitor orientation and the commercial performance outcome 
lends further weight to the belief that a customer focus is the key determinant of business 
success. In particular this suggests that collecting and utilising competitor information, 
which is considered to be a key element of a market orientation as it enables a competitive 
advantage to be assessed (Day and Wensley, 1988; Narver and Slater, 1990), has counter-
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productive effects in terms of business performance in this context. It therefore emerges 
that for independent retailers in market towns a very significant negative impact on 
commercial performance may come from a competitor orientation, suggesting that 
resource allocated to such activities does not pay. Given the structure of competition in 
these locations, the pursuit of such intelligence may be limited strategic value in 
determining an effective response by many small retailers. Moreover, a focus on the 
opposition may lead to a diminution of the firm's ability to fulfil its commitment to create 
satisfied customers (Webster, 1988). Indeed evidence from both phases of the qualitative 
research suggests an 'unhealthy' pre-occupation with the multiple competitors of some 
IRBs, detracting from their primary purpose of fulfilling customer requirements. Further, 
it is apparent in the interview phase of the study that many successful small retailers are 
wholly focussed on their customers' needs along with ensuring that resource is allocated to 
meeting them effectively and efficiently. For these businesses competitor-based behaviour 
is regarded as essentially secondary, and given limited credence as a key driver of business 
success. 
Thus consideration of the effects of both customer and competitor orientation provides 
some support to the argument of the proponents of the customer-orientation strand of 
market orientation research. However a pervasive recognition of the key importance of 
customer information management to all-round success in these businesses is not apparent. 
Indeed the greater explanatory contributions of three of the other components of market 
orientation to IRB performance somewhat reduces the importance of the customer 
orientation standpoint. 
In particular, in the context of retail independents it would appear that the objective focus 
decision criteria is a key factor in distinguishing variance in performance between firms. 
The value of having a focus on the goals and direction of the business would appear to be 
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important in influencing IRB performance in all respects. Similarly, an understanding of 
customers and the contributions that products make to objectives would appear to be 
beneficial. This evidence supports the view that a long-range perspective is an integral 
part of market orientation (Anderson, 1982). Moreover, the inclusion of this component in 
the market orientation construct supports Narver and Slater's (1990) view that an objective 
focus should be included, although it had not been upheld by the results of their study. The 
results here are consistent with some recent studies that have found that the decision 
criteria component has made a valid contribution to understanding performance in 
contextualised investigations (e.g. Kumar et al., 1998 in hospitals). Furthermore, the 
strategy dimension of a market orientated culture is encapsulated in this component of the 
construct, which can be especially important in providing a focus to small firms that 
generally lack formal planning and strategic thinking (Sexton and VanAuken, 1982). 
Recent evidence of the positive relationship between strategic and operational planning 
and performance in small firms (Bracker et al., 1988; Shrader et al., 1989) emphasises the 
importance of market oriented behaviour. This also supports scholarly opinion 
highlighting the critical importance of marketing in implementing business strategies 
generally (Walker and Ruekert, 1987; Day, 1994; Slater, 1995). For independent retailers 
therefore there are clear benefits in developing a focus on specific objectives within a 
timed planning framework. Evidence from the qualitative interviews confirms that 
successful IRBs are objective driven, undertake formal or implicit planning, understand 
their basis for competitive advantage in terms of customer benefits, and recognise the 
contribution of each product to the firm's performance. 
Additionally it is apparent that the co-ordination of resources by IRBs to create superior 
value for target customers is a very important factor in distinguishing variations in 
performance between firms. Besides contributing to overall performance, interfunctional 
co-ordination particularly supports the achievement of strategic and personal objectives of 
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IRB owner-managers, which is consistent with traditional marketing thinking on cross-
functional implementation being critical to success (e.g. Felton 1959; Ruekert and Walker, 
1987). In the IRB context where definitive boundaries between business functions are 
likely to be indistinguishable, the emphasis must be on the owner-manager's understanding 
of how each aspect of the business contributes to customer value. The emphasis needs to 
be on the integration of retail mix components to deliver the desired benefits to customers. 
Moreover, if performance benefits are to accrue, proprietors have a responsibility to ensure 
that both they and their staff consistently operate policies that lead to customer satisfaction. 
Certainly, on the basis of the relationship with personal performance, there appears to be 
an element of vicarious satisfaction derived by independent retailers from the efforts that 
make to ensure the provision of a valued service to customers. 
The inclusion of a supplier information management component in the market orientation 
construct for IRBs has been verified on the basis of the critical part played by suppliers in 
ensuring that value is provided to IRB customers. The provision of planning information 
relating to changing customer needs (Chu and Messinger, 1997) and the creation of 
appropriate relationships to ensure that effective merchandise procurement occurs (Dwyer 
et al., 1987; Gales and Blackbum, 1990), are the foundations of the expected positive 
supplier orientation-performance link. Results of this study with regard to this relationship 
are encouraging in as much as there is a discernible positive effect of supplier orientated 
behaviour on all performance outcomes except personal performance. It is clear therefore 
that benefits can be derived by retail independents that actively engage in forming 
managing the interface with suppliers in a way that positively contributes to the provision 
of customer value and subsequent business success. Evidence from the qualitative 
interviews supports this association with in particular many successful lRBs actively 
supporting their market positioning through the links that they have with suppliers. This is 
observable through merchandise selection, the passing on of price discounts to customers, 
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and in-store promotional support. What is more, qualitative results support the contention 
that in some markets success can be attributable to buying strategies that anticipate 
changes in consumer behaviour that have been identified by suppliers (Hummel and Savitt, 
1989). Of specific relevance to this study are the ways in which supplier relationships can 
influence the selection and implementation of strategy for these small businesses. Further 
qualitative evidence illustrates how this component of market orientation is of key 
importance in supporting deliberate strategic choices to adopt distinct market positions 
(e.g. voluntary chain membership, specialist). 
The insights provided by this study into the contributions that the individual components of 
market orientation make to IRB performance are far reaching. Although there would 
appear to be overwhelming evidence that market orientation is in itself beneficial, evidence 
from both quantitative and qualitative investigations illustrate that different contributions 
to success are attributable to the various cultural and behavioural aspects of the marketing 
concept in practice. Of particular consequence is the indication that customer orientation is 
a necessary but not sufficient condition for IRB success. At the same time it emerges that 
competitor orientated activities may be detrimental to commercial success. The main 
factors of influence include the contributions of a supplier orientation and interfunctional 
co-ordination to the delivery of customer value, and an objective focus for the business on 
the outcomes that its owner-manager wishes to achieve. Due regard should therefore be 
paid to these findings when decision-makers allocate resource to the pursuit of such 
activities in retail independent businesses. 
Interestingly, although these conclusions may appear to undermine the significance of a 
customer oriented philosophy in the context of these small retailers it is not inconsistent 
with the enactment of the marketing concept. Indeed Pelham (2000:58) suggests that 
" understanding customer needs and competitor capabilities can be very important 
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determinants of performance, but only when translated into a high level of behaviours 
designed to increase customer satisfaction". The reality is that, if it is to convert into value 
for the business, market oriented effort must translate into the delivery of meaningful value 
for customers. In the context of this study, and in line with prior empirical work, the 
effects of market orientation may be contingent upon the market and competitive 
conditions that exist in the market town setting. These effects will be discussed shortly 
below, however the direct influence of environmental circumstances together with the 
effects of the characteristics of retail independents on performance will initially be 
considered. 
12.2.2 Environmental Conditions, Firm Characteristit:s and Performance 
In parallel with the findings of mainstream market orientation-performance studies (e.g. 
Greenley, 1995a; Appiah-Adu, 1997; Harris, 200 I) owner-managers' perceptions of 
market development have been identified as key determinants of variations in performance 
between retail independents. In this contextual setting market growth along with an 
increasing customer base, and increased new product availability suggests that an 
expanding market will benefit independents' performance in market towns. The nature of 
the study sample, which crosses the boundaries of retai I product categories, means that 
such perceived expansive market conditions are dependent upon both general and specific 
product market factors. Consequently these munificent environmental circumstances are 
regarded as providing a backdrop for enhanced performance for IRBs which is likely to 
changing pattern of demand for the merchandise offer provided. Thus high levels of 
market development caused by such factors as increases in population, greater consumer 
expenditure, more visitors to the town or indeed claw back of trade from competing retai I 
centres, will make a positive contribution to self-reported performance. The reverse effect 
can result from influences including loss of trade to a supermarket, increasing accessibility 
of larger centres, and reductions in passing trade caused by the decline of non-retail 
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functions. Explanations founded on these demand-led conditions, which dominate the 
descriptive literature (e,g. DOE, 1994; DETR, 1998) may also be complemented by an 
understanding of small retailer response behaviour to perceived opportunities in current 
and new markets (Zahra, 1993). Specifically it has been suggested that perceived industry 
growth shapes self-renewal strategies that businesses use to survive in declining industries 
(Harrigan, 1985) and can trigger turnaround strategies, including changing the concept of 
business and altering the competitive posture (Hambrick and Schecter, 1983). Therefore 
enacting such responses in perceived munificent conditions can improve the performance 
outcomes of IRBs that take up the challenge of their changing environment. 
Notwithstanding the pursuit of these strategies, the competitive challenge of new market 
entrants, particularly out-of-town superstores, remains for both directly competing 
independents and those influenced indirectly. 
Although the perceived competitive conditions prevailing in market towns are generally 
regarded as having a negative effect on performance, results of previous market 
orientation-performance studies using self-report measures are mixed. Some have revealed 
significant negative effects for competitive intensity on performance outcomes (e.g. 
Jaworski and Kohli, 1993; Appiah-Adu, 1997), whilst Greenley (1995a) and Kumar et al., 
(1998) identified no significant effects, and Harris (2001) identified a marginally 
significant positive main effect in his recent study. In the contextual domain of the market 
town the impacts of competitive variables on performance will reflect the perceived 
position of small retailers in what are generally regarded as very competitive 
environments. Thus the intensity of competition is seen as a limit the IRB's ability to grow 
and achieve desired returns on capital as there is limited opportunity to capture customers 
and charge premium prices which is revealed in the negative effect on strategic 
performance. The number of local competitors, which depicts perceptions of the extent to 
which customers have opportunities to use alternative retailers, has significant negative 
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effects on overall and commercial performance. Based on the potential to lose trade and 
downward pressure on margins, IRB owners explain lower performance in terms of the 
extent of local competition. Indeed this may actually reflect the reality of new market 
entrants such as superstores, which can result in a loss of market share, sales and profits for 
the indigenous independents in some product markets (Seiders and Tigert, 2000). 
However the number of multiple competitors identified locally by IRB owners instigates a 
significantly positive contribution to performance outcomes, particularly the commercially 
related objectives of proprietors. These results support the findings of previous research 
that the presence of national multiple retailers in market towns are regarded as contributing 
to the 'pull of the town' and enhancing local trade generally (McDonald, 1987; Amold and 
Luthra, 2000). This can result from linked trips and clawback from larger centres 
benefiting market town traders (Hallsworth, 1982; DETR, 1998). This phenomenon is also 
supported by the recent work of Brennan and Ludsten (2000) in the USA which identified 
that opening of new large stores caused local catchment residents to shop more in their 
own town and less in other towns. The likelihood however is that the effect of multiples 
will be variable across different commercial sectors. Stone's (1995) research identified a 
wide range of positive and negative impacts of Wal-Mart stores on different retail 
categories in small towns in the US. This is also evidenced in the main UK study of 
multiple store impacts on market towns (DETR, 1998). Further, the qualitative research 
findings of this study support the variable effects of multiple presence on performance. It 
is therefore probable that the managerial responses of IRBs to the presence of competition 
will at least partly determine their performance. In particular Zahra (1993:324) suggests 
that "when rivalry is fierce, companies must innovate both products and processes, explore 
new markets, find novel ways to compete, and examine how they will differentiate 
themselves from competitors". The response of some independents to the entry of multiple 
competitors may reflect such efforts and other activities associated with turnaround 
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including redeploying resources, changing their portfolio, divestments, spinoffs and 
reorganisation (Covin and Slevin, 1989; Zahra, 1991). 
Yet the opposite response may also be forthcoming whereby increased competitive rivalry 
and more hostile environments result in conservation of resources and consequent 
decreases in performance. IRBs would appear to respond in this way to the adverse effects 
of specific contextual local market conditions on demand, which include the opening of a 
superstore together with changes in parking and traffic management schemes which are 
regarded as having an important impact on trade in market towns (DOE, 1994). Indeed, 
some firms may exit the market rather than undertake risky reaction strategies when 
environmental conditions are perceived as extremely hostile (Zahra, 1993). Such actions 
are supported by the qualitative findings of this study which indicated that a number of 
traders were aware of competitors closing down small retail businesses as a reaction to 
adverse local market conditions. 
Further to external environmental factors, internal firm characteristics also provide some 
understanding of IRB performance in market towns. Specifically length of ownership, 
number of outlets, and in particular number of staff all contribute positively to variations in 
performance. The latter two factors suggest that larger firms are more successful. This 
explanation may hold some weight as the number of outlets and number of staff are highly 
correlated with business turnover band (Speraman's test, both p < 0.01). These findings 
are entirely consistent with the results of extant studies market orientation-performance in 
the UK (Greenley, 1995a; Appiah-Adu, 1997; Harris 2001), and generally in keeping with 
small business research (Kalleberg and Leicht, 1991 ). The link with staff is however of 
particular importance in retail business as it suggests that high performing firms, that are 
commercially successful and achieve strategic growth and profitability targets, dedicate 
more staff to support the delivery of quality service to customers (Bitner, 1990; Davies and 
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Hanis, 1990; Parasuraman et al., 1993). The time that a business has been run by the 
proprietor is another important factor in distinguishing high performing firms. This may 
suggest that having moved through the more difficult earlier stages of development IRBs, 
following a typical life stage model (Churchill and Lewis, 1983: Scott and Bruce, 1987), 
have settled into a market position where they are running commercially successful 
businesses whereas in the earlier stages they may seeking strategic growth outcomes. This 
is in line with Storey's (1994) proposition that new businesses need to grow quickly in the 
early stages to reach a minimum efficient scale and once this is achieved businesses 
subsequently grow less rapidly. His explanation lies in the lack of motivation of the 
owner-manager to continue to grow the business once they have achieved a satisfactory 
level of income, and the possible diseconomies that may result from the need to employ 
and manage others. 
12.2.3 Contingency Effects on the Market Orientation-Performance Relationship 
Although some environmental conditions directly affect the performance of independent 
retailers, a number of them also act as moderators of the market orientation-performance 
relationship. The evidence of empirical studies of the moderating effects of environmental 
contingency variables on the market orientation-performance relationship has resulted in 
an inconclusive understanding of the forces at work. In particular different contextual 
studies have led to variations in the effects of contingency variables that have been 
identified as having potential moderating effects (c.f. Diamantopoulos and Hart, 1993; 
Jaworski and Kohli, 1993; Slater and Narver, 1994; Greenley, 1995a; Appiah-Adu, 1997, 
1998; Kumar et al., 1998; Hanis, 2001). Moreover, studies of this type often fail to 
distinguish different effects on form and strength of relationship (McArthur and Nystrom, 
1991) as they do not directly address the impacts of these factors on the relationship 
between the components of market orientation and a range of performance outcomes. It is 
therefore difficult to make comparisons with the analysis undertaken in this study which 
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addresses both of these shortcomings. Regardless of these issues, it is possible to draw 
some tentative conclusions relating to the contingency effects of the environment of market 
town independent retailers on the association between their market orientated behaviour 
and performance. 
Several moderation effects are apparent in the results which is clearly inconsistent with 
previous studies that find a direct link between market orientation and performance (e.g. 
Jaworski and Kohli, 1993; Doyle and Wong, 1998; Gray et al., 1998). However, such 
moderating effects concur with the results of a number of studies that have identified that 
contingency factors affect the relationship between market orientation and subjectively 
measured performance (e.g. Diamantopoulos and Hart, 1993; Greenley, 1995a; Kumar et 
al., 1998; Harris 2001). In this respect, the findings of the current study mirror the limited 
previous research in the small business sector (Appiah-Adu, 1997). However, given that a 
number of specific environmental conditions have been tested for in this research, there is 
some variance in the findings with the moderator variables employed in prior studies. 
Indeed general conditions such as market turbulence and competitive intensity do not 
appear to act as moderators in this context, whereas is the remaining more immediate 
environmental conditions, which retailers perceive as critical to their performance, provide 
the basis for the contingency relationships. 
The perceived level of market development was anticipated to display munificence in as 
much as, in contrast with hostile environments, there would be potential for all IRBs to 
pursue market opportunities. Therefore at low levels of market development it was posited 
that competition for a diminished amount of business would require a greater market focus. 
The majority of evidence supports a moderation effect, but in the opposite direction with 
market orientation being more important to performance when markets are growing 
through new customers and new products. Although this may appear counter-intuitive, it 
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does however suggest that it is essential for IRBs to concentrate on the market 
requirements of new customers together with those seeking new product solutions to their 
need and want satisfaction in developing markets. It is also likely that such expansion may 
attract new competitors into the market given that ease of entry is a key characteristic of 
small scale retailing (Dawson and Kirby, 1979; Kirby, 1986). The entry of new 
competitors is likely to lead to a requirement for greater market focus, particularly 
competitor orientation and having a long-term objective perspective on the business as the 
results indicate. Qualitative evidence supports this contention in some specific retail 
categories such as specialist foods, gifts and stationery. Further, the interaction of 
interfunctional co-ordination with commercial performance, which supports the 
hypothesised direction, can be explained in terms of the challenge of keeping customers 
through operational effectiveness and hence enabling survival in a declining market. 
When considering the impact of adverse local market conditions on the market orientation-
performance relationship, the anticipated contingencies are apparent, with in particular the 
potential impacts of superstores requiring that a greater market orientation is adopted if 
success is to be achieved. Similarly if parking and traffic arrangements are perceived as 
being detrimental to attracting customers into town centres then they must be drawn to 
independents in these locations by some differentiating factor. This explains the 
importance of a supplier orientation in more adverse conditions as good supplier links can 
support a distinctive market positioning. Alternatively, some direct competitors of 
superstores may react to their promotional initiatives by responding with price cuts 
themselves to minimise consumer switching (Gatignon, 1989; Seiders and Tigert, 2000). 
This can be achieved by passing on buying cost savings derived from high levels of 
supplier orientation. Buying group membership can facilitate such countervailing 
strategies in product areas that compete directly with superstores. This was confirmed in 
the qualitative research, which also identified similar strategies being adopted by 
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independents that viewed superstores as new competitors infringing on their traditional 
lines such as home, electrical and garden wares. 
Moderation effects of the number of local competitors on the form of the market 
orientation-performance relationship are contrary to those hypothesised, with low levels of 
local competition leading to a greater impact of market orientation. This might reflect the 
low levels of demand for particular retail services in the market town, which may have 
been eroded by out-of-town superstore impacts or drifts to wider retail locations. There is 
therefore an emphasis on market oriented activities as an effective means of competition 
under such market conditions where the customer base is dwindling. Market driven IRBs 
are likely to be more successful in developing strategies to retain customers and draw them 
back into the town to shop in these prevailing circumstances, where footfall has reduced. 
Evidence from the qualitative research supports this view amongst food and grocery 
retailers, off-licences and newsagents. 
Along similar lines, and supporting this contention, the moderation effect could be the 
result of specialist focus or differentiation strategies being pursued (Davies and Harris, 
1990) which means that customer numbers are relatively small and may come from a wider 
catchment. Success can nevertheless be attributed to market orientation, which suggests 
that these independents benefit from a high level of objective focus through understanding 
their competitive advantage, and interfunctional co-ordination through knowing exactly 
who their customers are and what they want. Moreover, evidence would support the belief 
that focusing on your competitors when pursuing this approach is not worthwhile, with the 
costs outweighing the benefits, and hence detracting from success. Alternatively the 
results on strength of relationship may reflect the pursuit of a different strategic 
positioning. Where large numbers of local competitors are present, growth may be 
achieved through good supplier links supporting a low price or differentiation positioning 
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which is enhanced by an objective focus providing clear direction and an understanding of 
contributions towards the firm's aims. 
The hypothesised moderation effects of wider competition on the impact of market 
orientation on performance were intended to reflect the pull of larger retail centres 
(Bromley and Thomas, 1989), and thus the requirement of IRBs to be market oriented to 
retain local customers. The results, which are generally contrary to this contention, appear 
to reflect the benefits of concentrating on local markets through an effective long term 
focus on personal and commercial objectives, without having to deploy resources to 
understanding competition in the wider market place. Further, it could be argued that the 
small number of wider competitors might attract customers from a larger catchment and 
that a customer orientation and long-term objective focus on the wider market place might 
therefore reap rewards. Such businesses may be in complementary areas of retailing to the 
existing structure of retailing of market towns (Ozment and Martin, 1990), and build on the 
growth of destination leisure shopping in smaller towns (Schiller 1994, 1999). On the 
other hand the enhancement of personal performance from a stronger supplier orientation 
in the presence of high levels of wider competition could reflect the ability to retain local 
customers through price deals, the acquisition of different merchandise, or better service 
provision. The qualitative interviews identified the pursuit of such strategies in electrical 
goods retailng, specialist clothing and footwear, and toys. 
This research has shown that under certain environmental conditions performance 
outcomes are attributable in part to aspects of market oriented behaviour. However, the 
results do not support the proposition that market orientation has over-riding importance in 
all trading conditions as concluded by Slater and Narver (1990; 1994). Rather, this study 
suggests that in certain environmental circumstances market orientated behaviour is 
uneconomic and therefore not advantageous. This is based on the premise presented by 
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Kohli and Jaworski (1990:15) that a market orientation requires the commitment of 
resources and is therefore only useful if the benefits it affords exceed the cost of those 
resources. Such thinking runs parallel with the views expressed by some academicians in 
this field that exhortations to develop high levels of market orientation in order to improve 
business performance regardless of environmental conditions are unwise (Kohli and 
Jaworski, 1990; Diamantopoulos and Hart, 1993; Greenley, 1995a; Hanis, 2001). This is 
of particular significance in a study of small independent businesses where resources are at 
a premium and owners can ill afford to take decisions that may result in detrimental 
performance outcomes. 
The importance of attuning behaviour to the specific conditions of the environment that 
face an independent retailer, and taking decisions about the allocation of resource 
accordingly, should therefore be emphasised. The difficulty is that, where appropriate, 
many independent market town traders may not have the inclination or ability to invest in 
the intangible assets of market orientation, and that the commercial pressures attached to 
achieving short-term profits for survival may supersede prudent attention to the longer-
term. Of equal concern is the lack of realisation of the potential counterproductive effects 
of market orientated activities under certain environmental conditions. Yet as an 
organisation's culture is developed over a long period of time, it may be impractical to 
adjust an IRB's extent and nature of market orientation to suit the immediate competitive 
environment. What is more, as Greenley (1995a) points out, the additional costs involved 
in constantly responding to environmental change can be prohibitive, and adversely affect 
performance. He further suggests that lagged effects of the impacts of market orientation 
and the variable impacts on different performance outcomes may require a planned 
strategy, which includes trade-off decisions. This supports the significance of the objective 
focus component of market orientation in influencing performance, and the ability of the 
firm to deliver value to customers in a co-ordinated manner based upon an understanding 
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of the market environment. Emphasising these market orientated activities in the context 
of environmental response strategies underscores the meaningful contribution that a market 
orientation can make to the development and implementation of business unit strategy 
(Ruekert, 1992; Day and Nedungadi, 1994). Building on this, it is clear that there are 
inextricable links between such market oriented behaviour and the pursuit of particular 
competitive strategies by IRBs under certain environmental conditions in market towns. 
Based upon environmental understanding and the trade-offs associated with market 
orientation, IRB competitive strategy types are identifiable which have discernible 
differences on performance. 
12.2.4 Competitive Strategy Type and Performance 
Following taxonomy building procedures this research distinguished five distinct 
competitive strategy types within the independent retail sector in UK market towns. The 
strategy types reflect the business and functional level of strategy adopted by these small 
businesses which are represented through combinations of the retail strategy and 
operations variables emanating from the analysis. In terms of patterns of behaviour clearly 
distinguishable differences can be drawn between the generic retailing types at either end 
of the taxonomy. On the one hand the Full-Service Strategists are generally very active 
marketers from both a strategic and operational perspective, whilst on the other the 
Indistinct Traders are strongly defined by what they do not do strategically. The former 
type has a strong and balanced strategic orientation, which reflects a commitment to a very 
broad strategy that 'covers all bases'. The latter type appears to be a seemingly aimless 
group of businesses that has an extremely limited in their marketing endeavours. A third 
type, the Specialist Vendors, has a well-defined strategic orientation that reflects a 
traditional small retailer positioning. These businesses place a strong emphasis on 
merchandise and service together with a clear lack of emphasis on low price in their 
strategic orientation. The remaining two strategy types also hold fairly conventional 
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strategic postures as merchants delivering good quality range and customers service at 
competitive prices. The distinction between these two types is that one emphasises buying 
group membership whilst the other remams truly independent. The Buying Group 
Merchants' strategic orientation JS based upon marginally greater emphasis on product 
uniqueness and channel management. The Free Standing Merchants base their strategic 
orientation on higher levels of service and quality lines along with marginally stronger 
emphasis on low cost and price. 
The classification of competitive strategy types within the UK market town independent 
retail sector provides a basis for further understanding of the way in which IRBs address 
that task of marketing in this contextual setting. Moreover, distinguishing variations in the 
combined strategic retail marketing efforts of lRBs across both business and functional 
levels highlights that, far from being a homogeneous set of potentially defunct small 
businesses, a wide variety of differences in strategic activity are apparent in the genre. 
Following the prescriptions of prior research that suggest that individual small retailers 
"possess neither the expertise nor the resources necessary for change" (Kirby, 1986: 170) 
there would indeed appear to be those that have such capabilities, particularly with regard 
to their marketing strategy. The results of this research supports such findings in the US 
which has distinguished generic strategy types amongst small retailers in the apparel sector 
(Fiorito and LaForge, 1986; Conant et al., 1993). The current research is potentially 
greater significance as it addresses key issues in the market town setting with respect to 
how IRBs compete under market and competitive conditions that are perceived as hostile 
and dynamic. The findings suggest that variations in strategy exist across a range of retail 
categories that trade in market town locations, which reaffirms a similar study undertaken 
in the US (McGee and Rubach, 1996). 
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Subsequent investigation of differences in performance between the groups of businesses 
identified significant variations across the spectrum of types. These results concur with 
and supplement a number of previous mainstream competitive strategy studies which 
suggest that strategy is a key variable affecting performance that should be central to any 
specification of explanatory factors (Douglas and Rhee, 1989; McKee et al., 1989; Hooley 
et al., 1992). Making comparisons of the mean performance measures for each type 
provides insights into how strategy influences performance. In particular these findings 
indicate that the Indistinct Traders underperform in all respects compared with the strategy 
types. This reflects their lack of a clear strategic position and inactivity in pursuing new 
opportunities, whereas the Full-Service Strategists are highly active in both a strategic and 
operational sense and gain the rewards by outperforming all other types. Of the remaining 
three types there are some variation in performance although not significantly so. Multiple 
comparison test results reveal a polarisation in the IRB sector in terms of performance. 
Approximately 18% of IRBs are very successful strategically-driven businesses 
significantly outperforming many of the other businesses in the sector, on the other hand 
about one-fifth of the total of market town independent retailers are struggling to achieve 
on all measures of performance compared with the rest of the sector. Between these two 
extremes, the remaining three types which are roughly equal in terms of proportions of 
total IRBs, would appear to be at least holding their own across the range of performance 
outcomes. However, the specialists generally perform marginally better than the others, 
with the buying group members having an advantage over the free-standing traders. 
Interestingly, this latter group of traders which on the whole performs poorly, appears to 
trade-off strategic and commercial performance goals for satisfaction in personal 
performance on which they score high. Conversely, the buying group members who 
perform well on strategic and commercial goals, underperform on personal performance 
which may reflect a lack of independence, or the hostility of the competitive environment 
which may require that such a strategic orientation is adopted. 
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In line with small business research findings outside the retail sector, the differences in 
performance between strategy types reflect some of the key factors in distinguishing 
successful small business. Moreover, the identification of successful retail independents 
lends weight to the belief that low-share firms can achieve high levels of performance, and 
in so doing they must adopt different competitive strategies from large firms. Although 
previous small firm research has, in common with much of the relevant retail research, 
tended to concentrate on the content of strategic profiles such as selective focus and niche-
seeking strategy there would appear to be only limited value in considering such 
explanations in this contextual study. Even so, the stance of the leading JRBs concurs with 
the findings of small businesses researchers both within and outside the retail sector that 
differentiation through customer service and product specialisation is the preferred option 
for success (Cooper et al., 1986; Watkin, 1986; Covin and Covin, 1990; Davies and Hanis, 
1990). Furthermore, Chaganti et al., (1989), who also suggest that differentiation through 
broad product scope and quality image are beneficial strategies to adopt, additionally 
propose that keeping costs low and matching low prices are feasible strategies for success 
in the small business sector. It is noteworthy that both such strategies are distinguishing 
components of the Full-Service Strategist's profile. Yet, other scholars have identified a 
more significant distinction between successful and unsuccessful small businesses as their 
actual strategic competitive behaviour in response to the challenge of market and 
competitive conditions (Chen and Hambrick, 1995). Thus the Full-Service Strategists 
would appear to be building upon their main advantages as small businesses to respond 
quickly and flexibly to changes in market conditions and take full advantage of 
opportunities that arise (Katz, 1970; Fiegenbaum and Kamani, 1991 ). Qualitative findings 
provide evidence in support of the clear positioning of these leaders of the independent 
sector across a number of key business strategy variables supported by appropriate 
operational activities. Their distinguishing feature is their ability to develop strategies 
consistent with their long term view of what they want to achieve in the markets that they 
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trade in. This is coupled with a keen awareness of customer needs, an over-riding 
recognition of the importance of delivering customer value, and ability to be flexible and 
adapt to changing market conditions. In so doing they are generally cognisant of the 
benefits and costs of acquiring and utilising market information. By way of contrast the 
Indistinct Traders have a limited amount of vision, which leads to unclear development and 
execution of business strategy, and a concentration on tactical issues. Although they are in 
the main familiar with customer needs they are not able to deliver customer value in a way 
that distinguishes them from competitors. They are generally inflexible and slow to 
respond to change and lack insight into the advantages and drawbacks of the market 
information management process. Performance rewards are therefore achieved on the 
basis of these distinctions between the two extremes of the strategic competitive behaviour 
of IRBs located in market towns. The nature and effects of the environmental conditions 
that trigger strategic reactions and the influence of the firm's business orientation in 
shaping such strategies will be discussed in the following section. 
As well as these specific findings that relate to independent retailers' strategy, this study 
also provides considerable insights into the nature of retail strategy generally. Specifically 
the study, which utilises both retail strategy and operations variables to identify the 
strategic orientations of generic retail competitive types, provides a clearer picture of the 
range of alternative strategies open to retai I organisations. Of particular significance is use 
of the retail strategy variables to define different aspects of business level strategy along 
with the retail operations variables to define the full range of potential functional level 
retail marketing strategies. This study adds to existing research that has identified 
alternative pre-determined normative options for business level strategy and functional 
level retail strategy without empirical confirmation (e.g. Omura, 1986; Wortzel., 1987; 
Waiters and Knee, 1989; Logan, 1994). lt also supplements the findings of prior empirical 
research that has adopted less ngorous methodological approaches to distinguishing 
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strategic options in retailing using prescribed strategic options (e.g. Doyle and Cook, 1980; 
Miller, 1981). In addition, this research confirms and extends the findings of prior studies 
that have undertaken multivariate analysis of retail strategy variables to distinguish types 
of retail competitive behaviour and associated variations in performance (Hawes and 
Crittenden, 1984; Park and Mason, 1990: Helms et al, 1992). In particular confirmation of 
the findings of the latter study suggest that high performing retail businesses adopt 
combinations strategies across the boundaries of the pre-determined strategic alternatives 
normally prescribed. 
Beyond the variables that effectively fix the position of IRBs within the competitive set, 
consideration of the other characteristics of the strategy types provides additional insight 
into variations in their performance. The high performing Full-Service Strategists are 
generally larger businesses than other types in terms of number of outlets and turnover, 
although buying groups may also operate multiple outlets and have large turnovers in some 
instances. Additional characteristics of interest relate to the age of the owner-manager and 
retail sector. The Full-Service Strategists are generally run by younger proprietors 
compared with the poorly performing businesses. They are also in more buoyant leisure 
and entertainment markets rather than mixed general and clothing businesses that tend to 
be more mature and highly competitive. The Indistinct Traders and the Free-Standing 
Merchants are also in the main run by older owner-managers compared with both the 
buying group and specialist types. There is therefore potentially an issue with older 
proprietors and differences in their motivations for running these businesses, which is 
retlected in commercial performance outcomes. Such factors need to be borne in mind 
when considering possible remedial measures, including business training and guidance to 
new entrants; and could partly explain the high 'chum' rates in businesses of this type 
(Dawson and Kirby, 1979; Dawson, 1983; Kirby, 1986). Although not wholly a function 
of age, it could be argued that there is a mismatch in professional capability and 
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commercial drive between high and low performing small retailers and, moreover, the 
large multiple operators against which many of them compete (Howe, 1992). This is no 
more apparent than in the seemingly limited capability of the proprietors of low 
performing IRBs to respond to changes in increasingly more hostile and dynamic 
environments through engendering a market-oriented culture. 
12.2.5 Market Orientation, Competitive Strategy Type and Performance Contingency 
Analysis 
The identification of strategy types within the competitive set of market town retail 
independents provides a basis for a more detailed understanding of IRB performance. 
However, thus far variations in performance between strategy types have been explained 
only in terms of firm characteristics rather than the main contingency factors that have 
been identified as potentially significant in this study. Results indicate that there is very 
little difference in the perceptions of the environment between the groups of IRBs, and 
only slender evidence exists to support the moderation of the strategy-performance 
relationship by environmental conditions. Indeed, although coalignment of strategy with 
the environment has been widely expounded by management scholars (e.g. Venkatraman 
and Prescott, 1990; Naman and Slevin, 1993), in this context only very limited support of 
this proposition is possible. Parallel with prior empirical research in marketing strategy 
(Douglas and Rhee, 1989; Hooley et al., 1992), this suggests that the strategic posture of 
an IRB is the dominant influence on performance irrespective of the nature of the 
prevailing market and competitive circumstances operating in market towns. However, the 
results of this study also demonstrate that there are significant differences in market 
orientation and each of its components between all of the strategy types identified. These 
differences emerge as being intrinsic to the extent and nature of market orientation 
imparting a strong influence on the strategy-performance relationship in IRBs. This is 
consistent with the previous findings of Pelham (1999) that suggest that the competitive 
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environment characteristics have a weak influence on the strategy-performance 
relationship for small firms relative to market orientation in those firms. Supporting an 
argument by Lado et al., (1992), this gives credence to a firm's idiosyncratic competencies 
such as a market oriented culture, being the basis for generating a sustainable competitive 
advantage. These results are also generally supportive of the strategic perspective on 
market orientation which appears to provide a strong explanation for strategy and 
encompasses behaviour that will ultimately develop and enact the strategy of a business 
(Day and Wensley, 1983; Webster, 1988; Ruekert, 1992; Day, 1994; Yorhies et al., 1999). 
Furthermore, this upholds the contention that a strong market orientation culture can 
influence performance by providing the essential input to the planning process and focus 
for the plan's implementation within small firms that are generally lacking in formal 
planning procedures (Pelham and Wilson, 1996). 
This research therefore provides an important connection between market orientation 
culture, strategy and performance. It suggests that the behavioural variables associated 
with a market orientation act tn an integrated manner that manifests the strategic 
orientation of the organisation. Research on market orientation and normative generic 
strategies has concluded that businesses with high levels of market orientation tend to be 
more strategically proactive and connected with their customers than those with low levels 
of market orientation (McDaniel and Kolari, 1987; Walker and Ruekert, 1987; McKee er 
al., 1989; Dobni and Luffman, 2000). In this study market orientation appears to provide a 
strong explanation for strategy and strategy is related to performance. Thus this research 
concurs with these previous studies and in particular supports the findings of Dobni and 
Luffman (2000:899) who argue that "market orientation is the catalyst for determining how 
a business unit competes". However this study extends their work by establishing the 
relationship between market orientation, strategy and performance for the identified 
competitive strategy types. Additionally, through these strategy types, this research 
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represents strategy as a combination of functional and business level behaviour that have 
been implemented by the organisations under consideration. This provides a clear 
understanding of the strategic positioning of businesses in the independent retail sector, 
beyond their representation solely at an operational marketing strategy level. 
As has already been noted, when explaining the role of market orientation m driving 
strategy and the resultant performance outcomes in small retail businesses, due recognition 
must be afforded to the culture of the organisation and moreover the business ethos of the 
owner manager. Of key significance is the ability of the proprietor to enact through their 
employees the required behaviour conducive to the development of a market orientation 
(Day, 1994). In addition the proprietors themselves will need to partake in the necessary 
behaviour to instil a market oriented culture. Thus the extent of an IRBs market 
orientation is ultimately a function of the owner's capability to sustain behaviour 
conducive to this business culture both through their own activities and those of their 
employees. The competitive advantage afforded by a market orientation in IRBs 1s 
ultimately based on levering the culture together with its corresponding activities to 
formulate and implement successful strategies. Successful market oriented small retail 
firms will exploit their flexibility to out-manoeuvre their larger rivals and competing 
independents, which will be achieved through a firm-wide understanding of customers, 
competitors and suppliers. They will also have a focus on their goals in the actions that 
they undertake, and be able to deliver value to customers through the coherent allocation of 
resources. In all these aspects of activity the owner's behaviour, and that of their 
employees, will be the dominant factor in determining the extent and nature of market 
orientation enacted within the firm. The embodiment of a market oriented culture will be 
through the owner manager's actions that guides staff to use information to make 
objective-led decisions, to learn from the information, and to monitor behaviours that 
enhance customer satisfaction. In all likelihood in these small businesses the information 
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management will be informal and will involve the owner-manager directly, but it will be 
an accepted part of the culture that delineates a market oriented independent retailer. 
Proprietors will display a willingness to adapt their retail strategies on the basis of acting 
upon information from the task environment, and its implications for continued customer 
satisfaction and their objectives. The unifying focus of a market orientation, epitomised by 
the proprietor's behaviour and disseminated through employees, will give direction to 
strategy and lead to superior performance (Kohli and Jaworski, 1990). Underpinning these 
efforts will be a strong customer service orientation based upon motivated and committed 
staff. The crucial importance of interfunctional co-ordination through employees in these 
small service businesses impacts upon the level of satisfaction experienced by customers, 
and hence the quality and duration of the relationship that they have with the firm (Kelly, 
1992). 
The above findings are mirrored in the contextually anchored qualitative research, with the 
key emphasis for market oriented culture and activities being embedded in the business 
culture and behaviour of the owner-manager. It is clear from the analysis of interviews 
with IRB owner-managers that similarities in perceived customer focus exist but 
differences lie between the successful and unsuccessful strategy types in their awareness of 
the pragmatic necessity of building the competitive context and supplier relations into their 
strategies. What is more, the high performing firms will be driven by their motivations to 
achieve particular objectives, and the process of implementing marketing programmes that 
deliver customer value. Greater understanding of their inherent advantages as small firms 
including informal structures, flexibility, adaptability, speed and innovation, characterise 
the strategies adopted. These findings run parallel with the view that a market orientation 
must be complemented by entrepreneurial values and the appropriate business processes 
through a "learning organisation" (Deshpande and Webster, 1989; Webster, 1994; Slater 
and Narver, 1995; Pelham, 2000). The benefits of this stance are well stated by Slater and 
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Narver, (1995:68): "Coupling a market orientation with entrepreneurial values provides the 
necessary focus for the organisation's information processing efforts, while it also 
encourages frame breaking action, thus greatly enhancing the prospects for generative 
learning". These authors propose that a learning organisation, that undertakes to 
participate in organisational learning through information acquisition, information 
dissemination and shared interpretation can gam a competitive advantage, particularly 
when the learning experienced is double-looped or generative (Argyris, 1977; Senge, 
1990). From the qualitative research findings it is possible to surmise that performance 
differences between IRB strategy types are attributable to learning from a wide range of 
sources from the broad conception of the market that includes all stakeholders and 
constituencies of the firm. They also display entrepreneurial traits such as a high tolerance 
of risk, proactiveness, receptivity to innovation, and active resistance to bureaucracy 
(Slater and Narver, 1995). Indeed these findings support the value of market orientation as 
an explanatory factor in this context as the construct developed includes new components 
that extend adaptive learning beyond traditional boundaries and take account of the latent 
needs of customers. Therefore for small retailers in the challenging environmental 
conditions of market towns, market orientation appears to be an appropriate vehicle for 
implementing strategy through organisational learning. Specifically market oriented IRBs 
will be forward-looking which reduces the magnitude of environmental shocks and the 
perception of environmental complexity, which could stitle a meaningful strategic 
response. They will also, through their close contact with their key constituencies 
(customers and suppliers), be able to develop mutually configured adjustments to strategy 
when shocks occur. Furthermore, market oriented IRBs, because of their inherent 
flexibility, will be able to reallocate resources to refocus strategy on emerging 
opportunities or threats. Moreover, it is evident that in the prevailing environmental 
conditions, the guiding hand of the proprietor facilitates strategy development and 
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implementation in an iterative manner, which IS based upon shared information and 
informal communications systems. 
However it has been posited that it important to evaluate whether market oriented 
behaviour can lever business performance, and that the cost of investing in a market 
orientation needs to be assessed against its potential rewards (Slater and Narver, 1994; 
Greenley, 1995a; Harris, 2001). Accordingly, the emphasis of a market orientation should 
be on competitiveness, goal achievement and a strategic focus which uses the culture as a 
means of guiding strategy selection in the market and competitive environment in a 
pragmatic manner (Deshpande, et al, 1993; Hunt and Morgan, 1995). Further 
interpretation of the contingency analysis results provides evidence to suggest that in the 
lRB small business context where resources are limited, there is a trade-off at work 
between the costs and benefits of the elements of market oriented activity. This is the case 
in even the most effective of the strategy types, the Full-Service Strategists, where an over-
commitment to a particular aspect of market orientation (supplier orientation) does not reap 
the benefits in terms of commercial and strategic outcomes. Similarly it emerges that 
dedication of market oriented resource in the same way does not enhance commercial 
performance in Specialist Vendor businesses where the importance of supplier orientation 
would appear intuitively paramount to success. 
The wide-ranging findings of the substantive contingency analysis lend weight to the 
suggestion that a match between market orientation, strategy and environmental conditions 
is required to ensure good performance (Miller, 1988; Pelham, 1999). Notwithstanding 
this general conclusion it is clear that, following the preceding discussions of the trade-offs 
between the positive impacts and costs of implementing a market oriented culture through 
its constituent activities, there are specific influences apparent in an explanation of 
variations in performance amongst independents. Given the varying environmental 
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conditions at play in UK market towns and the heterogeneity of the businesses comprising 
the sector, firm conclusions are difficult to draw. However, in line with previous findings 
of this study, further evidence is provided to underscore that the advice of scholars who 
advocate the universal rewards of a market orientation culture and its behavioural 
components should be treated cautiously. 
Yet it is clear that consideration of the appropriateness of pursuing alternative competitive 
marketing strategies under various environmental and organisational contingencies 
(Zeithaml, 1988) sheds light on how a market orientation can translate into superior 
performance. In particular the commitment of resource to pursue market oriented 
behaviours in strategy types under different market and competitive conditions needs to be 
evaluated in terms of performance returns. The findings indicate that expenditure of 
resource in this way can sometimes pay dividends but on other occasions may not fulfil its 
intention of delivering improved performance. In keeping with the assessment of potential 
impacts of the environment on the market orientation-performance association previously 
discussed, it has generally been argued that a market orientation is more rewarding under 
conditions of greater competitive hostility, whilst it has been regarded as less beneficial 
when markets are developing and munificent. Nevertheless just as with the earlier general 
results, a number of counter-intuitive findings emerge when firms are holding particular 
strategic postures in the market. Of key significance is the identification of variations in 
the return from a commitment of market oriented resource at different levels of the 
environmental condition, or the possibility of negative performance returns ensuing in 
some strategy types. When competitive strategy is included in the assessment of the 
benefits of market orientation, across the range of performance modes, judgement is 
clearly dependent on the perceived prevailing market conditions. Thus these findings 
suggest that competitive dynamics, organisational resources, along with the manager's 
motivations and values temper the extent and nature of market orientation pursued by a 
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firm. Important decisions therefore pertain to the specific behaviours required to achieve 
particular objectives and the ability to measure the resultant effects. Moreover, if decisions 
to pursue market oriented activities are upheld, then their execution becomes a critical 
issue for the business, which can be a difficult task especially when a shift in the culture of 
these small organisations is required. 
This study sought to build upon previous market orientation and strategy research to shed 
light upon the performance of small businesses in a particular spatial context that has 
experienced significant recent change in its market and competitive conditions. The 
findings of this research provide only one piece in the puzzle attempting to understand 
independent retailer performance. Nonetheless, the results do suggest that judicious 
implementation of a market oriented culture and its associated behaviours can bring about 
developments of strategy in retail independents that will provide proprietors with the 
rewards that they seek from their business endeavours. Following an initial consideration 
of the theoretical implications of the study, the practical implications for IRB owners and 
relevant agencies are now discussed. 
12.3 IMPLICATIONS OF THE STUDY 
This research makes theoretical contributions to the relevant areas of literature, and has 
significant implications for those involved in running and advising independent retail 
businesses located in market towns. 
12.3.1 Theoretical Implications 
Contributions to marketing and strategy theory along with insights into management 
thinking on small businesses and retailing are forthcoming from this study. The study sets 
out to pursue a number of objectives that relate directly to influences on the performance 
of independent retail businesses, particularly the market orientation and strategy of these 
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firms. In order to achieve this, specific objectives addressed the development of 
appropriate measurement constructs for both market orientation and performance in this 
context. The results of this empirical study have led to the development of scales that 
measure market orientation in these small businesses together with a multi-dimensional 
measure for performance. Both scales were developed from theoretical principles and 
qualitative research, and have been satisfactorily tested for validity and reliability. The 
scale for market orientation incorporates a number of specific items that relate directly to 
the retail small business context, which provides the focus of this research. Notably a 
dimension for supplier orientation has been developed and shown to be a relevant factor in 
explaining differences in performance in retail businesses. In addition confirmation of the 
relevance of an objective focus component and an interfunctional component has been 
presented. Further, the scale emphasises the role of staff in small service businesses and 
the importance of anticipating changes in consumer behaviour as previously discussed by 
marketing theorists. The performance measure developed, along with its constituent 
elements, go some way towards explicating small business performance as a multi-
dimensional outcome, particularly with regard to the business and non-business related 
assessment of the owner's expectations and achievements. The measuring approach and 
theoretical sub-division of the elements of performance have made a contribution to small 
business management theory. They provide a useful starting point for further research into 
the confirmation and refinement of the items and dimensions that comprise a small 
business performance construct. 
The study also adds to the body of empirical market orientation research in the UK and in 
the small business sector. Previous studies have identified differences in the association 
between market orientation and performance in the UK compared with other contextual 
settings. This study suggests that market orientation makes a significant contribution to the 
explanation of performance in small UK retailers. It therefore emerges that the results of 
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this study may be more in accordance with prior studies in the small business sector in 
many parts of the world, which have generally identified a direct relationship between 
market orientation and performance. This suggests that a market oriented culture and its 
associated behaviours, which are closely related to entrepreneurial values, may make it 
more pertinent to a small business setting irrespective of national environmental 
circumstances. What is more this study also contribute~ to the body of research in this 
field in terms of assessing the links between specific elements of a market orientated 
culture and performance. Hitherto only very limited empirical research has been 
undertaken into the links between the various components of market orientation and 
performance. This study has provided a basis for further research by identifying 
significant relationships, which can be investigated using refined scales and alternative 
performance measures in different contexts. The findings for the moderation of the market 
orientation-performance association by environmental factors provide some interesting 
insights into how external variables that are regarded as key by owner-managers create 
contingency effects. In particular the research suggests that perceptions of market 
circumstances tend to determine the response strategies that small business owners adopt 
through market oriented behaviour, which needs to be evaluated in terms of its costs and 
benefits. 
The identification of empirically derived competitive strategy types in the market town 
independent retail sector adds a new dimension to the understanding of retail strategy in 
the UK. Specifically the classification of small retailers according to their combined 
business and functional level strategy assists in comprehending variations in performance 
based upon differences in strategic emphasis. As an interesting adjunct to this research 
retail theory may benefit from the further investigation of the validity of the retail 
operations and strategy variables identified in this study that can be used to categorise 
retail marketing activities. From the perspective of the impact effects of changing retail 
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structures, particularly in rural locations, this empirical study makes a substantive 
contribution to understanding of the performance of small retailers. The application of 
analytical management research methods to the situation of small rural town retailers 
enables a deeper explication of the factors contributing to their performance. Evidence 
emerges regarding both the positive and negative effects of perceived environmental 
change, the importance of the business orientation and response strategies, and the 
significance of firm and owner manager characteristics. 
Additionally, the inclusion of competitive strategy types in an integrated contingency 
model of market orientation and performance provides a new theoretical dimension to 
studies of this type, as the role of market orientation in promoting the adoption and 
implementation of strategies can be assessed. Furthermore evidence of the effects of 
market orientation, competitive strategy and environment on performance are presented 
which suggest that business success is contingent upon the coalignment of strategy derived 
through market oriented behaviour, with perceptions of prevailing market and competitive 
conditions. 
12.3.2 Managerial Implications 
The implications of this research for independent retailers in market towns are wide-
ranging and significant. This study establishes the general importance of a market 
orientation for independent retailers in acquiring a sustainable competitive advantage by 
associating the extent of market orientation to the level of success in realising their 
performance outcomes. Caveats do however pertain to the wholesale application of this 
business culture to these small businesses with respect to the type of market oriented 
behaviour involved and the prevailing environmental conditions. In addition, identified 
strategy types in the sector are indicative of the combinations of business and operational 
strategy that affect individual IRB performance. The study also underscores the necessity 
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of incorporating market oriented behaviour in the strategy formulation and implementation 
process. Furthermore, by explicating the market orientation construct in a market town 
retail independent context, findings provide specific guidance for proprietors for building 
an information management system in their organisation that will assist in the development 
of a market orientation. 
When viewing market orientation as a behavioural, information management concept, 
there are issues associated with its implementation by small retailers, predominantly 
through the actions of owner-mangers and staff. Initially the significance of ensuring 
customer satisfaction through co-ordinated retail operations along with a long term, 
objective driven, business perspective needs to be recognised and promoted. Similarly the 
importance of building supplier oriented activities into the delivery of customer value 
needs to be established. However this research also shows that the robustness of the 
market orientation-performance relationship is tempered by changes in certain perceived 
market and competitive conditions. The implications for managers therefore focus upon 
decisions relating to the extent and nature of market orientation that they should pursue, 
based upon the likely benefits that may arise and costs involved. In so doing they need to 
consider a number of factors which concern the commitment of resources to implementing 
market oriented behaviour and the potential returns that they can achieve in particular 
environmental circumstances. The prevailing cultural standpoint of the firm, embedded in 
the philosophy of its owner, underpins the way in which these decisions are taken. Further, 
it sets the base point from which change may be enacted which has knock-on effects in 
terms of the amount of change effort required, and may influence perceptions of the 
potential performance enhancements forthcoming. Against this background the whole 
question of developing and sustaining a market orientation in practice needs to be carefully 
considered by IRB owners and their advisors. Indeed, although the conventional wisdom 
of marketing academics and advocates has tended to champion the adoption of a market 
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oriented culture and its constituent behavioural elements, the research indicates that certain 
reservations should apply when recommending its application in this context. 
Notwithstanding such qualifications to the comprehensive installation of a market 
orientation, there is evidence to support the immediate intuitive appeal of this business 
culture in independent retailers that are able to take advantage of their proximity to their 
markets to gather and use market intelligence. This is of particular importance in the 
market town setting where environmental change has been rapid and where the inherent 
entrepreneurial values, organic structures and empowering leadership of IRBs in 
conjunction with market oriented behaviour may have significant positive repercussions 
for business performance (Slater and Narver, 1995; Pelham, 2000). Accordingly, 
proprietors need to evaluate their position vis a vis their levels of market OJientation, their 
specific conduct in this realm of business, the availability of resources to support new 
market oriented initiatives, and the their potential impacts on success. Subsequently, if the 
decision is made to pursue enhanced market oriented activities, then the process of 
implementation comes to the fore. 
A starting point for the implementation of market orientation is the recognition that the 
capabilities of the owner-manager and the staff of the IRB are the means by which the firm 
enacts this orientation (Day, 1994). The capabilities of the individual employees, which 
include complex bundles of skills and accumulated knowledge, are paramount to 
developing a sustainable competitive advantage through market orientation. In the small 
retailer setting, the lead given by the proprietor to staff is vital to engendering day-to-day 
behaviour and will generally be reflective of the dominant organisational culture. 
Establishing where and how the firm should focus its market oriented activities can be 
undertaken by following a market orientation profiling process which identifies and 
categorises marketing related behaviours (Dobni and Luffman, 2000). From this audit of 
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the IRB's current market oriented activity it is possible to identify gaps between the 
desired and actual behaviours required which can then be afforded the necessary attention. 
Profiling, based upon behavioural assessment and comparisons with norms (derived from 
this study) can assist the independent retailer in determining which behaviours to 
emphasise in respect to their desired outcomes in the prevailing market conditions. 
Moreover, the research findings that indicate that specific market oriented activities may 
have limited or negative impacts in certain circumstances, highlight the importance of 
profiling. Having established gaps in advantageous behaviour or over-emphasis on 
detrimental efforts, due endeavour can be given over to rectifying the mismatch. The 
required changes can come about through the prescribed remedy of shaping the employee 
training and reward systems to effect the appropriate actions (Jaworski and Kohli, 1993). 
In the small business setting of the retail independent proprietors will need to personally 
reinforce firm-wide market oriented norms as well as give over their time and financial 
resource to recruiting, training and retaining staff (Pelham and Wilson, 1996). Evidence 
from this research, in particular from the depth interviews with owners of the high 
performing IRBs, highlights the critical emphasis given to staffing policy. Thus, although 
in these small businesses there may be limited funds for investment in market orientation, 
it is clear that the outcome of profiling by individual businesses could identify shortfalls in 
staff-based inputs that are crucial to success. Notably, it has already been identified that 
customer satisfaction and retention in service firms is highly dependent upon employees' 
customer oriented behaviour in terms of both understanding and delivering value. In 
successful IRBs there is constant attention to staff training, developing commitment and 
motivation, and recognition of their needs. These small firms also have the benefit of the 
proprietor being able to directly influence employee behaviour due to their daily 
interactions with a small number of staff. From their observations they can direct and 
reward staff based upon market oriented behaviours across the broad spectrum of activities 
that ultimately lead to the delivery of customer satisfaction. This should include the same 
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guidance and incentives for inputs such as collecting information from the task 
environment and acting upon it, as well as the more immediately obvious customer service 
activities (Pelham, 1997a). 
For IRBs the implementation of a market orientation is dependent upon the ability of 
owner-managers to foster the appropriate behaviours within their organisation. The 
selection of the capabilities and activities to nurture, and consequently which investment 
commitments to make, must be guided by analysis that evaluates the contribution that can 
be made by specific market oriented behaviour. Through profiling it is likely that unique 
configurations of behaviours might apply to individual firms, which are going to require 
further fine tuning and modification as circumstances change. What is more, the ability of 
individual firms to instigate these measures will be tied to their acceptance of a market 
oriented culture. Transition to a market orientation, which sometimes requires a change in 
understanding of the concept together with its potential benefits and costs, will inevitably 
mean a cultural shift for some IRBs. However, in general terms, the critical importance of 
market orientation to success in these small businesses cannot be understated, and 
therefore the potentially difficult process of changing business culture and behaviour needs 
to be addressed. In small retailers the responsibility for change lies squarely with the 
proprietor, but, once realised, their pervasive influence on employees' actions should 
ensure that the necessary transition in market oriented activities takes place. 
The established link between market orientation and strategy in this research implies that 
the acceptance of a market oriented approach will distinguish IRBs in terms of their 
strategic posture and the associated performance returns. There are clear connotations for 
owner-managers in this relationship and the resultant strategy types that have been 
depicted in the analysis of the sector. The significance of the relationship between 
performance and strategy indicates that the way in which IRB owners shape their strategy 
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in terms of the retail strategy and operations variables that distinguish the different types 
can be an important factor in their success. In particular the implications of identifying 
differences in the retail marketing variables that delineate variations between competitive 
types and implementing measures to effect change can convey performance benefits. 
Following the process adopted for auditing market orientation behaviour, strategic 
profiling can be undertaken to identify gaps in the pattern of retail strategy of IRBs. Any 
ensuing changes in strategic activity will need to consider the implications of the additional 
costs involved in shaping strategy through market orientation and the nature of market and 
competitive conditions. Even so it is apparent from the research that competitive strategy 
type is a highly influential factor in denoting differences in performance between firms in 
this sector irrespective of environmental contingencies. Proprietors are tasked with acting 
as the drivers of change in their strategy choice and implementation, which will be guided 
by their market oriented behaviour. Further, they have the responsibility for enacting the 
necessary marketing activities and behavioural change in employees to ensure that an 
appropriate combination of strategies and operations are implemented. 
Given the prominence of the plight of the independent market town retailer in recent times 
the implications of this research for small business advisory agencies and support groups 
are also of some consequence. Although the ultimate responsibility for IRB performance 
lies with the owner-manager, important findings emanate from this study for those acting 
in an advisory capacity for both existing and start-up businesses in the sector. Developing 
from the above discussion it is apparent that the benefits of a market oriented approach to 
businesses should be extolled, but with appropriate qualifications regarding the trade-offs 
of the potential costs and returns, its judicious implementation under particular market 
conditions, and the nature of the behaviours involved. The importance of its contribution 
to developing effective competitive strategies should also be clearly stated. Nevertheless, 
acceptance of a market oriented culture and its respective activities by independent 
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endeavour. The success and failure of these small businesses is dependent on a large 
number of factors that this study has identified. When counselling new entrants at the 
inception of their business, small enterprise agencies should advise prospective proprietors 
of the importance of a market orientation and strategic posture to their ultimate success, 
along with the various costs involved in their implementation. Additionally, specific 
advice should be provided regarding the motivations and expectations that prospective 
owners may hold, and how the realistic prospects of small scale retailing match up to these. 
Moreover, this research suggests that this information should be made particularly explicit 
to older entrants who lack business experience, and are planning on entry to the mixed 
retail business sector. Although such precautionary measures may be targeted 
predominantly at this cohort of potential entrants, the challenging nature of this form of 
businesses venture and the exigencies of the market town setting should be unequivocally 
stated to all prospective small retailers. Nonetheless the evidence of this research does 
illustrate that a significant proportion of enterprises can be successful when displaying 
market oriented behaviour in conjunction with effective competitive strategies. 
As far as the bigger picture of market town retailing is concerned, there are further 
implications for local authorities, advisory bodies, retail networks and lobby groups. The 
findings of this study indicate that despite the perceived competitive hostility of the market 
town environment of independent retailers, many of these small enterprises have survived 
and thrived. The research suggests that the business orientation of individual retailers is a 
significant factor in success as is the strategy implemented by the firm. In addition larger 
firms would appear to benefit from economies of scale and those that have been trading for 
longer appear to acquire the advantages associated with experience. Furthermore, although 
it is clear that the perceived impacts of local market conditions have a negative effect on 
performance, it is also apparent that development of the market and the number of multiple 
competitors make a positive contribution to performance. This could reflect the growth of 
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the catchment population, which sustains a comprehensive and expanding retail 
infrastructure, or positive clawback and linked trip effects that accrue from the opening of 
superstores and other multiple retail outlets. Most interestingly, the findings of this 
research support those from US based studies (Ozment and Martin, 1990; Arnold and 
Luthra, 2000) which identified extensive opportunities forthcoming from the location of 
large multiple stores in rural towns. However in keeping with their findings, this research 
has identified that these changing circumstances evoke differential reactions from existing 
retailers that signify their ability and willingness to respond to change in a positive manner 
and which in turn mirror their business orientation and competitive strategy. In sum, the 
overwhelming implication of the body of this evidence for relevant parties points in the 
direction of the need for flexibility and change in the management of small retail 
businesses in dynamic market town settings. Unfortunately for some existing independents 
they are not in a position to, or not prepared to, adapt to changing circumstances. Even so 
national and local advisory agencies and support networks should be encouraging 
individual small retailers to take up the challenge of change in creative and innovative 
ways. In particular they should point out the opportunities that exist in retail categories 
that complement the multiple operators and in market segments that are not covered by the 
offers of the larger retail businesses. For both existing and new venture businesses 
pursuing such opportunities, a market orientation will facilitate the selection and 
implementation of appropriate strategies for achieving their business aims. 
12.4 STUDY LIMITATIONS 
There are several limitations that should be taken into account when interpreting the 
findings and implications of this research. The cross-sectional design of the quantitative 
research phase that relies on a single informant, rating all the parameters in the study for 
that business, raises a number of potential concerns. Cross-sectional studies do not permit 
causality to be identified, and although a degree of dynamic assessment was possible 
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through the qualitative research findings, it is not possible to verify the direction of the 
relationships in the model. Thus although significant relationships were identified when 
testing the hypotheses it cannot be unequivocally stated that such relationships are 
directional, and therefore that the strategy and performance outcomes are dependent on 
explanatory variables such as market orientation and environmental conditions. Further, 
the use of owner-managers as single respondents can lead to common method cognitive 
bias in the responses (Podsakoff and Organ, 1986), and even though this was not 
immediately evident in the data set, the post hoc testing for such an effect cannot be 
guaranteed to identify that it is not present. While some researchers have pointed out that a 
study of this self-report nature must capture the perceptions of multiple informants (e.g. 
Phillips, 1981), others suggest that choosing the appropriate key informant helps alleviate 
some of the potential problems (Huber and Power, 1985). Moreover, research has found 
that senior managers provide data as reliable and valid as multiple informants and 
objective data do (Zarah and Covin, 1993; Tan and Litscert, 1994). The use of key 
informants in evaluating performance may also be a potential drawback, and even though 
perceptual assessment of performance is widely utilised in management research studies, 
an alternative subjective or objective evaluation of performance would provide some 
verification of the outcomes. Thus it is recommended that future studies should be 
developed with a longitudinal design which considers the performance of individual 
businesses over time to establish causality. In addition it is recommended that further 
research should attempt to obtain data on the dependent and independent variables from 
multiple informants or alternative objective published data sources. 
Similarly the use of subjective evaluations of environmental factors in small business 
research has been questioned by Storey (1987), who regards them as being artefacts of 
poor performing businesses' limited understanding of their environments. However this 
methodology has been widely employed by marketing and strategy scholars on the basis 
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that strategic decisions are based upon perceptions of the environment (Matsuno and 
Mentzer, 2000), and that self-reports are more appropriate measures of environmental 
complexity than objective ones in small business research (Specht, 1987). Indeed in this 
study the belief that entrepreneurs act on their own evaluations and mental models of the 
environment (Brush and Chaganti, 1998) is an important factor in explaining how IRBs 
respond to changes in environmental conditions. Nonetheless it may be possible to further 
consider some of the environmental effects on IRBs using objective measures such as 
concentration ratios and catchment population, although the paucity of retail data in the 
UK makes a wide range of environmental influences difficult to measure. However a more 
selective set of environmental conditions variables may enhance future analysis as the 
proliferation of environmental variables used in this study, intended to capture all aspects 
of environmental dynamism, hostility and innovation in this context, may have confounded 
some of the effects. 
The multivariate methodology adopted is also subject to limitations, which make it 
impossible to evaluate the research model from a dynamic perspective. Thus further 
studies should consider adopting more sophisticated path modelling techniques using 
structural equations that would assist in establishing causality, and also provide a dynamic 
perspective on business strategy. A further methodological limitation is the relatively low, 
but significant, proportion of variance in the dependent variables explained by the 
independent variables in the regression models. Yet given the exploratory nature of this 
research in attempting to achieve an essential understanding of some of the key influences 
affecting IRB performance, it was not possible to enter all possible factors into the model 
(for instance past experience in retailing or commercial business). Additionally, as the 
sample covers a large number of businesses in different product markets, it may not be 
possible to encapsulate all of the factors associated with businesses success and failure in 
the limited number of general market and competitive variables utilised in the study 
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(Gatignon and Xeureb, 1997). Nonetheless the levels of explanatory power achieved in the 
models compare very favourably with published studies in this field using cross-sectional 
designs. It is however important that the results and conclusions of the study are 
considered carefully, with this limitation in mind. A further issue associated with the use 
of regression models, particularly when multiplicative interaction terms are included, is the 
multicollinearity of independent variable data. Again, although the necessary tests were 
undertaken, and scholars posit that its presence is not a serious concern, caution should be 
used when interpreting the results and the conclusions of the moderated multiple regression 
analyses. 
Confidence in the results is also dependent on the validity of the measures used in 
analytical models. All of the measures used in this study were based upon newly 
developed constructs, which was an ambitious undertaking. Although the procedures that 
were followed to develop the constructs were in line with accepted practice, and the 
resultant scales met all the required validity and reliability tests, it should be borne in mind 
that they have not been tested beyond the confines of this study. The scales developed 
would therefore benefit from further empirical testing using a more rigorous method such 
as confirmatory factor analysis. 
The national sampling frame adopted for the quantitative analysis should lead to the results 
and conclusions being generalisable to the independent retail business sector as a whole 
within UK market towns. Moreover, it is feasible that similar conclusions can be drawn 
with respect to independent retailers generally, although some of the spatial variables may 
need to be reinterpreted outside the rural small town context. Nevertheless, given that the 
measurement scales were developed specifically for this study relate directly to 
independent retail businesses, it may not be possible to draw inferences for larger 
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businesses with a different set of motivations and demands, and manufacturing firms 
where competitive pressures may be even more intense. 
The use of cluster analysis to form strategy types is not without its critics. However some 
notable studies in marketing and strategy have adopted this method and it is argued that it 
is a perfectly acceptable approach as long as the necessary validation procedures are 
adhered to. Thus, the competitive strategy types derived for this sector can be regarded as 
valid representations of types of businesses pursuing combinations of business and 
functional level retail strategy and achieving the associated performance outcomes. 
Further issues relating to the quantitative data collection technique arise from the sampling 
procedures adopted. Although every care was taken for drawing a random sample from 
the database it may not preclude a bias in response (for example, attracting responses from 
owner-managers wishing publicise their success and precluding responses from those not 
wishing to admit failure). Given that non-response bias is always an issue when such 
methods are adopted, it was tested for using the extrapolation technique (Armstrong and 
Overton, 1979) and the results indicate that it should not be a concern with respect to the 
conclusions being representative of the sector as a whole. Furthermore, it was the 
intention, when using an integrative research paradigm, to provide a contextual input from 
the domain of these small retail businesses. The benefits of adopting this approach have 
been significant and manifest in verifying the findings of the quantitative analysis. 
However it cannot be denied that the research focussed only on extant retail businesses that 
were trading at the time of the survey. Clearly there is an opportunity for further research 
in this area which will discussed below along with additional research issues for future 
investigation. 
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12.5 DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 
This study set out to develop insights into the domain of a particular type of small business 
that has been the focus of attention for some time. It also considers these businesses in a 
spatial and environmental context, which has generated an equal amount of interest. 
Together the independent retailer and the market town have been the subject of both 
government enquiry and populist conjecture. The main aim of this research was to utilise 
objective analytical management research methods to evaluate the performance of 
individual IRBs and add some credence to the debate about their future. At the same time 
the thesis was designed as a study in strategic marketing theory and had clear objectives 
from this perspective. In particular its intention was to address the relationships between 
market orientation, strategy and performance in a contingency framework using an 
integrative research paradigm. To this end the thesis has achieved its objectives, addressed 
the research questions, tested hypotheses and drawn conclusions. Notwithstanding these 
outcomes clear opportunities exist for the pursuit of further avenues of related research. 
Given that one of the main findings of the research identifies the importance of external 
environmental factors and internal business orientation as being influential to the 
performance of independent retailers, there would appear to be scope to investigate such 
factors with the owner-managers of businesses that no longer trade. This may provide 
additional insights, beyond the findings of this study, into independent retailer 'failure' and 
provide a basis for advisory and training services. 
Capturing the definitive findings of this study in terms of opportunities for improving 
performance is an obvious area of potential investigation. Taking the main findings a stage 
further with retailers, representative groups and enterprise agencies to establish a set of 
principles for effective retail operations and strategy is an important step forward. To this 
end further research using the findings of this study could be undertaken to establish the 
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competitiveness of individual independent retailers within the setting of a particular small 
town, with specific environmental conditions such as a superstore development. Based 
upon market orientation and strategy profiling, resultant outcomes could include diagnostic 
business analysis procedures, strategic and operational guidelines for independent retailers 
and start-up advice to potential new entrants. 
There is clearly an opportunity for further research to establish whether the principles of 
the model and the relationships expounded apply to independent retailers outside the 
market town setting. The characteristics of JRBs in city, sub-urban and larger town 
settings are likely to be similar to those of small rural towns, as are the characteristics of 
proprietors. The key differences are going to lie in the degree and form of the market and 
competitive conditions. However in principle the same explanatory factors should apply to 
all retail independents and it is therefore important that a more complete understanding of 
the domain of the IRB is acquired through further research of the market orientation, 
strategy and performance relationships in other retail locations with their own particular 
contingency factors. 
From a theoretical viewpoint it is evident that market orientation as a business culture and 
a behavioural information management process is a key factor that influences retail 
independent business performance in a number of respects. There is significant potential 
to investigate the adoption of a market orientation by the owner-managers of independent 
retailers, and address the issue of whether it is an inherent cultural attitude of individuals or 
whether it is a set of behaviours that can be learned. With this in mind the relationship 
between the characteristics of proprietors, levels of market-oriented behaviour and 
performance are worthy of investigation. In particular age, education and previous 
experience m retailing or business may be fruitful avenues to pursue, with regard to 
establishing a more detailed understanding of performance. Furthermore, variations m 
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performance may be linked to the business aims of different groups of retailers defined by 
these variables. Following this route it is also apparent that length of ownership is a 
significant factor in influencing performance outcomes in IRBs. As already noted the 
potential would appear to exist for investigating whether market orientation and 
performance follow a pattern through the life stages of these businesses (Churchill and 
Lewis, 1983). Moreover, the adoption of particular competitive strategies at various stages 
of growth, and the relationship with performance outcomes, could add to an explanation of 
IRB performance. 
A further individual characteristic that may add deeper understanding to the performance 
of these businesses, particularly in dynamic and hostile environments is the entrepreneurial 
orientation of owner-mangers (Covin and Slevin, 1989). Indeed Miles and Amold 
(I 99 I :49) argue that "an entrepreneurial orientation suggests that organisations must 
constantly seek to exploit the dynamics of their macroeconomic and task 
environments .... and (thus) provides and excellent basis for the appropriate strategic 
response to organisational crises caused by environmental turbulence". The environmental 
shock of the opening of a new superstore, the strategic response and subsequent 
performance of independent retailers may be gauged in terms of levels of entrepreneurial 
orientation. Furthermore the way in which market and entrepreneurial orientation interact 
with the competitive environment over time to effect performance on a longitudinal basis 
is also regarded as a fruitful avenue for further research in this context (Zahra, I 993). 
Having established the significance of the supplier orientation of IRBs in explaining 
variations m performance, there would appear to be an opportunity to pursue further 
research refining this construct within the context of the market orientation of retail 
businesses. Further empirical research with retail businesses of all sizes may be required 
to verify this theoretical issue. In addition, the development of the market orientation scale 
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to encompass service businesses generally through the staff dimension items may merit 
further empirical investigation. The study also required that a means of capturing all of the 
various aspects of the motivations and achievements of independent retailers should be 
developed. The ensuing performance index with its various constituent modes will provide 
some insight into the different objectives of small business owner-managers in this 
particular context. Further research into the reliability and validity of these scales based 
upon new empirical data may enable such an approach to the delineation of the financial 
and non-financial dimensions of small business performance to be confirmed or refined. 
Despite the efficacy of subjective performance measurement, and even though there may 
be difficulties in acquiring reliable data, it may be worthwhile attempting to assess 
differences in performance in small-scale retailing using objective financial data. 
Moreover, openings exist in this context to establish differences in relevant outcome 
variables such as service quality which have been the subject of previous studies of market 
orientation and performance (Chang and Chen, 1998; Webb et al., 2000). This may be of 
particular relevance when considering the performance of the defined competitive strategy 
types in retailing and other areas of small-scale service provision. Indeed, developing 
aspects of this study into the sphere of small and medium sized service businesses may 
hold substantial opportunities for widening the understanding of strategy development and 
implementation, and their relationship with performance in this sector. Testing the 
taxonomy of competitive strategy types within other sectors of service businesses where 
the independent business format prevails would validate this approach as a meaningful 
method of understanding performance outcomes in this important sphere of business 
activity. Fields of endeavour where similar business motivations prevail and ease of entry 
is relatively easy such as hospitality, leisure and tourism may provide an interesting focus 
for such an investigation. Taking this a stage further, the competitive strategy types 
distinguished in this investigation of retailing, or the methodological approach employed in 
this context, could be applied to other service industries where independent small and 
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medium sized enterprises are seeking to compete against larger multiple rivals. Services 
where such research may be of particular relevance include agency-related distribution 
activities in travel, property sales and insurance. What is more, findings of this study may 
provide a backdrop against which further research may be instigated to develop 
repositioning strategies for the survival of small firms in service industries. 
From a theoretical perspective this research has identified key inter-relationships between 
market orientation, strategy and performance in a contingency framework. The essence of 
the model underpinning this study was to identify the part played by a firm's business 
orientation in shaping strategy to enhance performance in particular environmental 
conditions. The model and the empirical analysis supporting it have made a very modest 
contribution to this area of research, but in a static framework. Further research of this 
model adopting dynamic modelling techniques such as longitudinally designed studies and 
path analysis, from which causality can be established, may offer some potential in 
acquiring a better understanding of the market orientation-strategy interface and its 
relationship with business performance. 
Finally, the age of the Internet is upon us, and just as the out-of-town superstore arrived on 
the doorstep of the independent market town retailer in the late 201h Century, so the 
prospect of e-shopping looms on the horizon of the new millennium. Research into the 
impact of the Internet on the future of retail independent businesses in these small towns 
and other locations emerges as an appealing prospect. The challenge for these small 
businesses is to visualise opportunities in such change, respond to them in creative and 
innovative ways, and to accept the reality that change in retailing is indeed an indisputable 
fact of life. 
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Kohli and Jaworski ( 1990) C!E Literature Theoretical sample of In-depth Organisation wide market Profitability a consequence of market orientation. 
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field range of 4 7 US and transcribed. dissemination and customers. Current and future needs of customers 
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with managers sizes in different a matter of degree on a continuum. Possible 
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Psychometric 
reliability tests 
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analysis. 
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US marketing matched pairs information identitled. Recognise the importance 
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informant samples of CEOs from 102 and in so doing may require analysis of all original 
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executives and CEOs. tests, factor 
analysis and 
goodness of tit. 
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Narver and students of marketing. useable returns. competitor orientation, Correlation with overall performance measure 
Slater ( 1990) General managers and Standard interfunctional co-ordination identified. Recommend that reverse scored items 
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Jaworski Canadian companies reliability and point Likert scales. connotations of the business operations of 
(1990) varied by size, industry validity tests. respondents. 
type and geographic 
location. 
Cadogan and c Narver and International context. Combine conceptual Propose a co-ordinating mechanism and generation, 
Diamantopoulos (1995) Slater ( 1990) components of both main dissemination and responsiveness to customer and 
and, Kohli and N/A studies. competitor intelligence. Note the complexity of the 
Jaworski international context and revision to scale items to 
(1990) take account of this. 
Study Authors (Date) Nature Conceptual Context/Sample/ Data Collection Construct Findings 
of Study Foundation Respondents and Analysis Operationalisation 
Hunt and Morgan ( 1995) c Literature Comparative Gathering analysis and use Process should be systematic, and include present 
review Ad vantage Theory of N/A of information on customers and potential actors. Purpose is developing market 
Competition and competitors. knowledge and use of knowledge is to guide 
strategy. An organising framework that lies 
between business strategy and the marketing 
concept. 
Siguaw and E Narver and Industrial sales Self-report mail Original 5 components and Equivocal results regarding dimensions of market 
Diamantopoulos ( 1995) Slater ( 1990) personnel at 251 US- survey of 303 subsequent 3 components of orientation. Customer orientation and competitor 
based firms of different salespeople. the Narver and Slater ( 1990) orientation emerge as distinct dimensions, 
sizes in the image Confirmatory measure. interfunctional co-ordination doesn't and decision 
management industry. factor analysis criteria combine long and short-term profit 
using LISREL. orientation. Predominance of customer orientation 
dimension lends weight to it being the key 
f 
component of market orientation. Suggest that 
future research should look at capturing competitor 
orientation and long-term profitability in a more 
comprehensive manner. Advocate that emphasis 
should be given to customer orientation and that 
other dimensions are only by-products of a 
customer-oriented philosophy; organisation should 
direct all its efforts at satisfying its customers. 
Study Authors (Date) Nature Conceptual Context/Sample/ Data Collection Construct Findings 
of Study Foundation Respondents and Analysis Operationalisation 
Slater and Narver ( 1995) c Literature Context of NIA Creation and maintenance of Suggest linking market orientation and 
review. organisational learning superior customer value, and entrepreneurial values enhances prospects for 
and entrepreneurship. responsiveness to market learning. Need to consider future customers and 
information. Capture the competitors. Recognise potential contributions of 
culture and behaviour of the other task environment members as knowledge 
market orientation construct. providers. Propose learning through market 
orientation and entrepreneurial values may be a 
sustainable source of competitive advantage. 
Jaworski and Kohli ( 1996) c Literature Applicability to all N/A Generation, dissemination Proactive responsiveness should be included. Lag 
rev1ew organisations. and responsiveness to effects of market orientation on performance not 
market intelligence. captured by traditional cross-section studies. 
Suggest these are supplemented with other data. 
Note that external informants are not in a good 
position to assess the internal processes of an 
organisation. 
Lui (1996) E Literature MDs (CEOs) and 253 useable Identify changing customer Smaller firms have a lower market orientation than 
review marketing directors of responses to a wants and develop products larger ones. Lack of time and marketing research 
UK Manufacturing se! f-report mail to serve them better than skills are barriers to implementation. 
companies of different survey. No competitors. Marketing 
sizes in different reliability and related activities measured 
business sectors. validity using 5-point interval scales. 
procedures 
adopted. 
Study Authors (Date) Nature Conceptual Context/Sample/ Data Collection Construct Findings 
of Study Foundation Respondents and Analysis Operationalisation 
Slater and Narver ( 1996) C!E Literature Presidents or general 228 useable Abbreviated 12-item version Market oriented businesses focus on opportunities 
review and managers of US responses to a of the 1990 Narver and by emphasising both differentiation and low cost 
Narver and businesses with more self-completion Slater scale eo veri ng 3 strategies. Market driven culture is strongly related 
Slater ( 1990) than I 0 employees, mail survey. dimensions. 7-point Likert- to performance and strategic choice. Future studies 
turnover in excess of type scales. should consider the contribution of market 
$1 m and being in orientation to the implementation of business 
business for at least 5 strategies. 
years. 
Wrenn (I 997) c Literature All organisational NIA Gathering, analysing and use Emphasises the importance of appropriate 
revtew contexts. of information on present measurement techniques. 
and past customers and 
competitors. 
Oczkowski and Farrell E Narver and CEOs!MDs of 427 self-report MARKOR and MKTOR MARKOR scale focuses too heavily on information 
( 1998) Slater ( 1990) Australian public and questionnaire scales. gathering and dissemination. Need to be able to 
er and, Jaworski private companies. responses to a measure the notion of providing value to customers. 
and Kohli mail survey. Recommend all forms of validity are tested for. 
( 1993) Statistical Consider developing alternative measures of 
reliability performance. 
techniques. 
Deshpande and Farley E Narver and Cross-national sample 82 responses to Relevant items for each of Develop a 10-item synthesised scale dealing with 
( 1998) Slater ( 1990), of marketing self-report the three scales studied. ( 15 the customer focus elements of market orientation. 
Kohli er al., executives from nine questionnaire. N&S, 9 D.F&W and 20 K.J Conclude market orientation is not a culture but a 
( 1993) and industry categories. Standard scale and K). set of activities (behaviours and processes related to 
Deshpande er reliability continuous assessment and serving of customer 
al., (1993). techniques. needs). Argue that market orientation focuses on 
customer rather than non-customer related 
behaviours. 
Study Authors (Date) Nature Conceptual Context/Sample/ Data Collection Construct Findings 
of Study Foundation ReSJ:Iondents and Analysis Operationalisation 
Gray et al. (1998) E Narver and Senior executives of 490 respondents Relevant items using Market orientation a multidimensional construct 
Slater ( 1990), New Zealand to a self- Cronbach 's alpha scores with five sub-dimensions comprising 20 items in 
Kohli et al., companies. Single completion from the original studies to total: customer orientation, competitor orientation, 
(1993) and informants. Cross- questionnaire. cover customer orientation, interfunctional co-ordination. responsiveness and 
Deng and Dart sectional. Standard competitor orientation, profit emphasis. 
(1994). reliability and interfunctional eo-
validation ordination, and profit 
techniques plus emphasis; intelligence 
confirmatory generation, dissemination 
factor analysis and responsiveness. 5-point 
using LISREL. Likert-type scales. 
Lado et al. ( 1998) E Literature Marketing and non- I 02 responses to A 9-component 36-item Distinguished an overall market orientation factor 
revtew marketing managers in a self- model including analysis of and a country specific residual factor. Significance 
all Spanish and Belgian completion and strategic actions directed of importance of distributor intelligence 
insurance companies questionnaire. towards the final client, highlighted. 
with market shares LISREL based distributor, competitor and 
larger than 0.05%. goodness of fit the environment; and 
analysis. interfunctional eo-
ordination. 
Morgan and Strong ( 1998) CIE Narver and Relationship with 149 responses to Complete 15-item MKTOR MKTOR scale reliable and valid in aUK context. 
Slater ( 1990). strategic orientation. self-completion scale of Narver and Slater. Market oriented firms are proacti ve and 
Head of marketing in a mail survey. 7-point-Likert type scales. 'foresightful', representing the concept of 
random sample of UK Statistical intelligent enterprise and having a long term 
medium and large reliability horizon. Market orientation has a key role to play 
manufacturing techniques. in determining the form of competitive strategy. 
businesses. 
Study Authors (Date) 
Avlonitis and Gounaris 
(1999) 
Dobni and Luffman 
(2000) 
Lafferty and Hult (200 I) 
E = Empirical 
C = Conceptual 
NIA =Not Applicable 
Nature 
of Study 
CIE 
CIE 
c 
Conceptual 
Foundation 
Literature 
review. Kohli 
and Jaworski 
( 1990) and 
Hooley et al., 
( 1990). 
Kohli and 
Jaworski 
(1990), Narver 
and Slater 
(1990), Kohli 
et al., (1993), 
and Deng and 
Dart ( 1994 ). 
Literature 
review 
Context/Sample/ 
Respondents 
Cross-section of 
Marketing or Sales 
Directors of Greek 
companies of differing 
sizes in different 
sectors. Single 
respondents on! y. 
Random sample of 
1000 senior marketing 
and non-marketing 
managers of US 
telephone operating 
SBUs. Single key-
informant respondents. 
Contemporary 
perspectives. 
Data Collection Construct Findings 
and Analysis Operationalisation 
444 responses to Attitude to marketing Market orientation represents a synthesis of 
self-report mail orientation adoption from attitudes and behaviours, which is influenced by 
survey. Hooley et al., ( 1990) and internal and external factors. Recognise the 
Statistical behaviour based on Kohli relationship between market orientation and market 
reliability and Jaworski ( 1990). 5- conditions. 
techniques. point Liken scales. 
236 useable 7 factors from 61 items Cluster analysis of factors revealed high spirited 
responses to representing different market and ineffectual market oriented clusters. 
self-report mail oriented behaviours. Differences in marketing strategies identified 
survey. between clusters. Strong distinction in activities 
Reliability between two groups infers that market orientation 
techniques plus may act as a mediator of operational sirategy. 
factor and Further research of relationships with performance 
cluster analysis. and environmental conditions is encouraged. 
N/A Decision making, market Propose a synthesised framework for market 
intelligence, culturally based orientation: emphasis on customers, importance of 
behavioural, strategic and shared knowledge (information), interfunctional eo-
customer orientation ordination of marketing activities and relationships, 
perspectives. Reflect either and being responsive to marketing activities by 
cultural or managerial foci. taking the appropriate action. Market intelligence, 
decision-making and strategic perspectives are seen 
as a linear process. Behavioural (cultural) 
perspective incorporated throughout this managerial 
process. Also consider organisational learning, 
innovation and market information processing as 
additional key aspects of a market oriented culture. 
Appendix A2: Summary of Empirical Studies of Market Orientation and Performance (1990 Onwards) 
Study Authors (Date) ContexU Sample/ Market Orientation Analytical Relationship of Market EnvironmenU Findings 
Respondents Construct Technique Orientation and Contingency 
Measurement Performance Effects 
Hooley et al., (1990) Representative 5 statements Cluster Marketing philosophers Possible effects of Marketing should be viewed as a guiding 
sample of 1380 describing role of analysis significantly outperform environment business philosophy. lnterfunctional eo-
chief marketing marketing in business other types on ROI and identified but not ordination regarded as key to successful 
executives of UK derived from overall performance specifically tested implementation of the marketing concept. 
businesses across qualitative compared with competition. for. 
industrial interviews. 
classifications. 
Self-report data 
tram mail survey. 
Narver and Slater ( 1990) See previous 15-item Narver and MRA Market orientation and Argue that market Market orientation is an important 
table. Slater (1990) scale performance (ROA) orientation is determinant of profitability (ROA). Results 
significantly related. relevant in every limited to a single corporation. Suggest 
market multiple firm analysis across range of 
environment. industries; also longitudinal design, other 
Market growth an performance measures and analysis of 
important effects of components of market orientation 
determinant of should be considered. 
profitability. 
Ruekert ( 1992) See previous 23-item Ruekert Correlation Significant differences Not considered. Positive relationship between degree of 
table. ( 1992) scale. and between market orientation market orientation and degree of long run 
discriminant activities in high and low financial performance achieved by business 
function performing SB Us and units. Limited generalisability as a single 
analysis discriminant analysis tirm study. Limitations of self-report and 
identifies market orientation cross-sectional analysis identified. Argue 
components as making a that causality may be reversed. 
significant contribution. 
Study Authors (Date) ContexU Sample/ Market Orientation Analytical Relationship of Market EnvironmenU Findings 
Respondents Construct Technique Orientation and Contingency 
Measurement Performance Effects 
Deshpande et al. ( 1993) See previous 9-item Deshpande et Correlation Results indicate that Not considered Limitations of self-report market orientation 
table. al., ( 1993) customer and customer assessed identified as confounding to results and 
orientation scale discriminant orientation is more conclusions. However undertaken in the 
function important than self-reported business to business sector and not 
analysis perceptions of customer generalisable. Suggest that more varied 
orientation in classifying measures of business performance are used 
high and low performing in future studies. Do not recognise market 
tirms. Performance orientation as a management process and 
measured using an aggregate only focus on customer orientation. 
self-report 3-point measure 
of 4 items (profitability, size, 
market share and growth 
rate) in comparison to 
largest competitor. 
-0 
Diamontopoulos and 87 MDs ofUK 4 components of Standard Equivocal results therefore Strength of market Need to reconcile executive market-oriented 
Hart (1993) manufacturing marketing concept bivariate an unqualified link cannot be orientation- attitudes and behaviour. Degree of market 
firms across developed from 12- analysis of accepted although no performance orientation may be shaped by environmental 
sectors. Sample items factor analysis. associations evidence to support an relationship is contingencies. Limited by data coming from 
balanced for Items derived from and inverse relationship. situation specific. previous study and inconsistency of 
industry growth literature review, and differences. Mixed support for measures. Data analysis consequently 
and company interviews with effects of market limited to bivariate techniques. Need to 
performance. managers and turbulence, some consider cost-benefit analysis of market 
Perceptual self- industry experts. support for impact orientation in particular environmental 
report responses Market orientation of competition and contexts identified. 
to survey operationalised with a no support for role 
interview. version of the 3 Kohli of demand 
and J a worski conditions. 
components 
(generation, 
dissemination and 
responsiveness) 
Study Authors (Date) Context/ Sample/ Market Orientation Analytical Relationship of Market Environment/ Findings 
Respondents Construct Technique Orientation and Contingency 
Measurement Performance Effects 
Jaworski and Kohli Two samples of Four phase process of MRA Market orientation Resuhs do not Linkage between market orientation and 
(1993) senior marketing scale development significantly related to support moderating performance appears to be robust across 
and non- using pre-tests. 32- performance when overall effects of market contexts characterised by varying levels of 
marketing item measuring performance is measured turbulence, the environmental factors considered. 
executives in generation. using judgmental measures competitive Propose that alternative measures of 
SBUs of US dissemination and but not when using the more intensity and performance should be considered to tap its 
companies. 22 responsiveness. objective measure of market technological multidimensional nature. 
and 230 responses share. turbulence. 
to a self-
completion mail 
survey; multiple 
respondents. 
Wong and Saunders Chief 45-items representing Cluster Highest performing firms Not tested for. Quality marketers that combine iimovation 
(I 993) executives/top marketing and analysis strike a balance between and marketing have more high performers 
marketing decion strategy activities. market and product based on self-report assessment of own 
makers of 30 orientation, planning and performance (ROI, sales growth and change 
triads of US. UK entrepreneurship. in market share), and relative to competitors. 
and Japanese 
competing firms. 
Self-report 
research 
instrument 
administered 
through semi-
structured 
interviews. 
Study Authors (Date) Context/ Sample/ Market Orientation Analytical Relationship of Market Environment/ Findings 
Respondents Construct Technique Orientation and Contingency 
Measurement Performance Effects 
Slater and Narver ( 1994) Group executives 15-item Narver and MMRand Positive relationship No pure moderation Conclude that there is little support for the 
of 107 SBUs of Slater ( 1990) scale sub-group between market orientation effects identified. moderating effects of environmental factors 
two US measuring three analysis and ROA, sales growth and Some sub-group on the market orientation-performance 
companies. Self- components: new product success differences in relationship although some effects on 
report to mail customer orientation, identified. effects of market strength of relationship identified. Argue 
survey; multiple competitor turbulence, that environment is to be treated as 
respondents. orientation and technological exogenous to the market orientation process 
interfunctional eo- turbulence and which finds opportunities for sustained 
ordination. market growth. competitive advantage in all situations. 
Recognise the cross-sectional limitations of 
the study and those of the self-report 
performance measures employed. 
Greenley ( 1995a) MDs/CEOs of Relined version of MMR Finds that market orientation Some main effects Argues that market orientation may be 
UK companies the Narver and Slater does not have a significant from the counterproductive in some environmental 
with more than ( 1990) instrument direct effect on performance. environment conditions. Recognises that there may be 
5000 employees. (13-items used) identified: lagged effects between market orientation 
240 useable technological and performance and planning a market 
responses to self- change and market orientation strategy may be difficult due to 
completion growth on new short term contingencies. The limitations of 
questionnaire product success and cross-sectional analysis and subjective 
across a range of sales growth performance measures are identified. 
sectors. respectively. 
Market turbulence 
and technological 
change exhibit 
moderation effects. 
Greenley (1995b) As in Greenley As in Greenley Cluster Only weak evidence of Not examined. Identifies different forms of market 
( 1995a) above. (1995b) above (14- analysis differences in performance orientation in UK companies and importance 
item scale adopted) between the more and less of interfunctional co-ordination as the key 
market oriented types discriminator of market orientated 
identified. businesses. 
Study Authors (Date) Context/ Sample/ Market Orientation Analytical Relationship of Market Environment/ Findings 
Respondents Construct Technique Orientation and Contingency 
Measurement Performance Effects 
Fritz ( 1996) 144 responses to 3 items measuring LISREL Market orientation is an Internal Producion/cost and employee orientation are 
self-report mail internal market important critical factor for contingencies of also important dimensions of corporate 
survey of orientation and 10 corporate success. measures to management. Focus on market orientation 
representative items measuring the implement a market may detract from importance of other areas 
sample of German external criteria of orientation may and thus have a negative indirect effect on 
executives. market orientation. have negative side success. 
effects and imply 
entrepreneurial 
risks. 
Pelham and Wilson 68 presidents of 9-item Pelham ( 1993) Path analysis Market orientation positively Only direct effects Importance of market orientation compared 
(1996) representative scale adapted for with influences small firm of environmental with low cost strategy in developing a 
sample of US small businesses from separate profitability, new product factors considered sustainable competitive advantage. Strategy 
small firms from Narver and Slater multiple success and relative product and only limited implementation key to profitability. Identify 
longitudinal ( 1990) and Jaworski regression quality. evidence of mediating effects of strategy and co-
database. Self- and Kohli ( 1993). models, and influence. Market ordination and control systems on market 
report telephone some dynamism and orientation-performance relationship. 
interview survey. LISREL competitive Identifies weaknesses in methodology: self-
Single informant analysis for intensity tested for. report measurement and only single time 
construct Only competitive period measure of market orientation. Use 
validation. intensity and new of LISREL not possible due to small sample 
product success are size. Generalisable only to small firms. 
significantly 
related. 
Study Authors (Date) Context/ Sample/ Market Orientation Analytical Relationship of Market Environment/ Findings 
Respondents Construct Technique Orientation and Contingency 
Measurement Performance Effects 
Pill et al. ( 1996) 161 useable 20--item MARKOR MRA Supports a link between Not tested for. Although the study's limitations are 
responses by scale of Kohli et al., market orientation and recognised: self-report, cross sectional, low 
marketing ( 1993). Plus overall performance in both proportion of variance explained in 
directors to a self impression of market countries. Significant regression models and lack of 
report mail survey orientation on single relationships with aggregate generalisability, they identify the value of 
of the largest U K scale. All 7-point self-report performance market orientation across national 
service firms. scales used. measure and MARKOR and boundaries. 
Plus 193 overall impression variables 
responses to a inMRA. 
personal interview 
self-report 
questionnaire with 
marketing 
managers/officers 
of the largest 
Maltese firms. 
Appiah-Adu (1997) I I 0 responses to Pelham and Wilson's MRA and Market orientation has a Moderation effects Corroborates market orientation-
self-report mail 9-item measure for sub-group significant and positive of market performance link in large businesses with 
survey from small firms adapted. analysis effect on new product turbulence, on ROI, small firms. Identities moderation effects in 
MDs/OMs from a 7-point Likert items. success, sales growth and competitive this context. Highlights need to consider 
random sample of profitability (ROI) in small intensity on new trade-offs of market orientation performance 
small UK firms firms. product success and effects under different environmental 
selected from a market growth on circumstances. Identifies counter-intuitive 
D&B database. sales growth effect of market growth on market 
Single informant. identified, but none orientation-performance link. Limitations of 
for technological self-report data recognised in addition to 
turbulence. causality and generalisability issues. 
Study Authors (Date) Context/ Sample/ Market Orientation Analytical Relationship of Market Environment/ Findings 
Respondents Construct Technique Orientation and Contingency 
Measurement Performance Effects 
Avlonitis and Gounaris 444 responses to Attitude to marketing Cluster Market oriented companies Not built into Particularly important to have a market 
( 1997) se If-report mai I orientation on 15- Analysis and out-perform companies with analysis. orientation in an industrial marketing 
survey of a cross- item scale and ANOVA different attitudinal profiles context for enhanced performance compared 
section of behaviour based on on performance vs. targets with consumer markets. Cross-sectional and 
Marketing or Kohli and Jaworski and performance vs. generalisability issues outside Greece are 
Sales Directors of ( 1990). 5-point competition (subjective raised. 
Greek companies Likert scales. weighted measures) 
of differing sizes 
in different 
sectors. Single 
respondents on! y. 
Gatignon and Xeureb 393 responses to Adaptation of Narver MMR Competitor orientation Moderation effects Identifies moderation effects of 
( 1997) mail survey of and Slater's (1990 important for new product of market growth, environmental factors on strategic 
random sample of and 1994) 3- performance in high growth competitive orientations' impact on new product 
marketing component scale. markets. In markets that intensity and performance. Caveats of methodology 
executives in a have uncertain demand demand uncertainty identified. with respect to self-report 
range of US conditions customer and are identified with measures adopted, low proportion of 
companies. technology orientations respect to the variance explained by models, and possible 
Single respondent enhance new product effects of strategic non-response and common method bias. 
self-report performance. Competitor orientations on new 
questionnaire. orientation should be de- product 
emphasised in uncertain and performance. 
declining markets. 
Study Authors (Date) Context/ Sample/ Market Orientation Analytical Relationship of Market Environment/ Findings 
Respondents Construct Technique Orientation and Contingency 
Measurement Performance Effects 
Pelham ( 1997a) 160 responses to Adaptation of Narver LISREL and Market orientation has a Relationship of A highly developed market oriented culture 
mail survey of and Slater ( 1990), MRA greater impact on market orientation offers the small firm a means of competitive 
small US and Jaworski and performance than strategy and performance is advantage when competing with larger 
manufacturing Kohli ( 1991) to give and market structure in small mediated by firm firms. Particularly so when pursuing niche 
firms in refined 9-item scale industrial firms. effectiveness and strategies, and balance of customisation and 
commodity and measuring customer salesgrowth/share. low cost required. Recognises limitation of 
speciality understanding cross-section study and limited 
products. orientation, customer generalisabi lity. 
Stratified random satisfaction 
sample. Multiple orientation and 
response of competitive 
president and orientation. 
sales manager. 
Self-reports. 
Pelham (1997b) As in Pelham As in Pelham (1997a) MMR and Market orientation - Moderation effects Smaller firms must rely on a market-oriented 
( 1997a) above above sub-group performance effects are of product and culture to deliver customer satisfaction 
analysis variable across types of customer across diverse customer groups. Limitations 
industrial markets typified differentiation as in Pelham ( 1997a) above. 
by Sheth's (1985) industry related to stronger 
quadrants. market orientation-
firm effectiveness 
links in segmented 
markets. 
Appiah-Adu ( 1998) 74 useable I l-item scale adapted MMR No direct impacts of market Relationship Conclusions relating to moderation effects in 
responses from a from the work of orientation on sales growth dependent on transition economies are drawn and link of 
random sample of Narver and Slater or ROI. moderation effects market orientation with performance in all 
MDsof ( 1990) and Golden of market environments is not established. Low 
manufacturing ( 1995). Refined dynamism and market dynamism requires strong market 
and service firms through qualitative competitive orientation for good RO! and medium/high 
in Ghana to a self- interviews with intensity. competitive intensity requires strong market 
administered executives. 7-point orientation if high sales growth is to be 
questionnaire. scales utilised. achieved. Caveats relating to 
Single generalisability, cross-sectional analysis, 
respondent. self-report and small sample size are stated. 
Study Authors (Date) Context/ Sample/ Market Orientation Analytical Relationship of Market Environment/ Findings 
Respondents Construct Technique Orientation and Contingency 
Measurement Performance Effects 
Appiah-Adu and 62 useable Adapted 12-item MRA Market orientation was Technological Specific issues associated with 
Ranchhod (1998) responses from version of the Narver found to have a significant turbulence is biotechnology are considered. Causality of 
MDs of a and Slater (I 990) 3- association with growth in positively related to cross-sectional design and weak explanatory 
representative component scale. market share. profit margins new product power of models are identified as 
sample ofUK and a subjective measure of success, and market weaknesses along with generalisability 
biotechnology overall performance. growth is positively outside the sector. 
companies. Self- related to profit 
administered margins. 
questionnaire mail 
survey; single 
respondent. 
Bhuian ( 1998) 115 useable Based on Jaworski MRA, sub- Organisational performance Competitive Market orientation regarded as significant 
responses to self- and Kohli 's ( 1993) group a function of market intensity moderates factor in explaining performance measured 
report mail survey study, an adapted 11- analysis and orientation is supported. performance using a multi-item aggregate self report scale 
ofCEOs of item scale covering LISREL (market orientation- in Saudi manufacturing firms. Low sample 
Saudia Arabian intelligence performance size identified as factor in poor LISREL 
manufacturing generation, relationship analysis outcomes. Scale modification and 
companies; single dissemination and significant only at key informant limitations identified. 
respondent. responsiveness. high levels of Generalisability highlighted as a major 
competitive weakness. 
intensity). 
However, 
technological and 
market turbulence 
do not moderate. 
Study Authors (Date) Context/ Sample/ Market Orientation Analytical Relationship of Market Environment/ Findings 
Respondents Construct Technique Orientation and Contingency 
Measurement Performance Effects 
Doyle and Wong (1998) Random sample 9-items Cluster Companies with a strong Not tested for Market orientation identitied as a key driver 
of senior corresponding to analysis and market orientation are more directly although of performance through differential 
managers of Kohli and Jaworski's correlation. likely to be high performers. industry conditions advantage. Marketing gives the edge to 
SBUs of large UK ( 1990) categorisation High performers see seen as a factor in firms operating in intensely competitive and 
companies. 344 of generation, marketing as a total business distinguishing high technologically turbulent markets. 
completed self- dissemination and philosophy with good links and low performing Limitations of response bias in mail survey 
report responsiveness to with other functions and the firms. High growth method are considered. 
questionnaires to intelligence. 5-point creation of real value-added markets make it 
mail survey of Likert scales. results. easier to achieve 
multiple growth and 
respondents profitability. 
within 132 SBUs. 
Han et al., (1998) 134 responses to IS-item Narver and 3 stage-least Organisational innovation is All three Different interaction effects identified in 
mail survey of Slater ( 1990) scale squares identified as a mediator of components different environmental conditions with the 
random sample of measuring customer regression, the positive influence of identified as components of market orientation. 
senior marketing and competitor MMR and market orientation on positive moderators Implications for use of firm resources on 
personnel in US orientation and sub-group business performance. of the market market orientation activities identified. 
banks. Single interfunctional eo- analysis. Customer orientation is orientation- Limitations of generalisability recognised. 
respondents. ordination. identified as the most performance link 
significant factor in this when technological 
relationship. turbulence is high. 
lnterfunctional eo-
ordination also 
positive significant 
moderation effect 
with market 
turbulence. 
Study Authors (Date) Context/ Sample/ Market Orientation Analytical Relationship of Market Environment/ Findings 
Respondents Construct Technique Orientation and Contingency 
Measurement Performance Effects 
Kumar et al., ( 1998) 159 useable Revised version of MMR Market orientation a Moderation effects Given significant moderation effects 
responses to a the Narver and Slater significant predictor of of competitive question feasibility of adjusting market 
mail survey of ( 1990) scale using 25 performance in terms of all 5 hostility, market orientation to suit environmental conditions. 
chief items to adapt to a performance criteria used. turbulence and Suggest that superior performance may 
administrators of hospital context. 5 supplier's power come from SCA developed through a high 
a random sample components customer were all identified market orientation regardless of competitive 
US hospitals. orientation, for the majority of conditions. Recognise single industry cross-
Single competitor the performance sectional design limitations on 
respondent, se! f- orientation, measures tested for. generalisability and causality. Propose 
report. interdepartmental eo- further research into effects of form of 
ordination, long-term market orientation on performance and the 
focus and mediating role of competitive strategy in the 
survival/growth profit market orientation performance relationship. 
emphasis. 
Ngai and Ell is (1998) 73 useable Narver and Slater"s MRA Positive relationship Not tested for. Marketing orientation which encapsulates 
responses to a (1990) 14-item scale between market orientation marketing strategy and organisation is has 
self-report mail for market orientation and all 4 aggregate better explanatory power of performance. 
survey of M Ds of and a separate 12- subjective performance Credence gien to the mediating effect of 
all Hong Kong item scale for measures (short/long-term strategy implementation through market 
textile and marketing orientation profitability and growth orientation. Low sample size, non-response 
garment (Doyle et al., 1986) share). Only a weak bias effects on generalisability noted. Also 
manufacturers. association between market cross-sectional design limitation on causality 
orientation and short-term are identified. 
profitability. 
Horng and Chen ( 1998) 7 6 responses to a Adapted version of MRA Positive relationship Not tested for. Intelligence generation component highly 
self-report mail the J a worsk i and between market orientation signi ticant effect on performance. 
survey of top Kohli ( 1993) and and an aggregate self- Management training identified as an 
managers of Narver and Slater evaluated subjective important determinant of market orientation 
Taiwanese SMEs ( 1990) instruments performance measure. and thus effort and budget expenditure on 
utilising 5-point training is advised. 
Liken type scales. 
Study A ut hors {Date) Context/ Sample/ Market Orientation Analytical Relationship of Market Environment/ Findings 
Respondents Construct Technique Orientation and Contingency 
Measurement Performance Effects 
Siguaw er al., ( 1998) 179 dyads of 20-item MARKOR 3 stage-least Market orientation Market orientation Bi-directional relationship between market 
wholesalers and scale of Jaworski and squares innuences performance performance orientation and performance established in 
their suppliers. Kohli ( 1993). regression (subjective multidimensional relationship the business-to-business context explored. 
Mail survey of and partial measure) when controlling mediated by Cost benefit implications of market 
named individuals correlation for other variables in the commitment. orientation expenditure are recognised. 
in each pair. Self- analysis. model. Limitations of cross-sectional research 
report design noted as are perceptual measurements 
questionnaire. of market orientation and performance. 
Deng and Dart (1999) 282 personal 35-item Deng and MANCOVA Market orientation positively Not assessed. SMEs more market oriented than large 
interviews with Dart (1994) and related to performance. firms. Only considered firms with a 
CEOs of Chinese instrument measuring correlation marketing function therefore results may be 
firms across 4 components: analysis. biased. Generalisability outside the Chinese 
industrial sectors. customer orientation. cultural domain noted. 
Self-report data competitor 
collected from orientation, 
questionnaire. interfunctional eo-
ordination and profit 
emphasis. 
Harris and Piercy ( 1999) Initial qualitative Jaworski and Kohli Cluster Significant differences Not directly Note importance of evaluating different 
examination of ( 1993) battery of analysis and identitied between types of assessed although forms of market orientation on performance 
concepts plus I 07 items. ANOVA market oriented businesses, organisational in different industries. Practicality of 
useable reponses and store and company contingencies are feasibility and shifting emphasis of market 
to a judgement performance. Obsessed alluded to. orientation questioned. Role of 
sample of store marketers {displaying higher organisational change in achieving this is 
mangers of large market orientation) identified. Limitations of self-perceptions of 
retail outperform other types. single respondents noted. as are limitations 
organisations in of cross-sectional design in terms of 
the UK. Self- causality. 
report mail 
survey. 
Study Authors {Date) Context/ Sample/ Market Orientation Analytical Relationship of Market Environment/ Findings 
Respondents Construct Technique Orientation and Contingency 
Measurement Performance Effects 
Lukas { 1999) Random sample Narver and Slater's ANOVA Degree and emphasis of Strategic type is Strategic type is associated with market 
of key informants {1990) l5·item scale and market orientation are associated with orientation and relationship is consistent 
from Australian measuring customer MANOVA associated with business market orientation across different performance and 
manufacturing orientation. growth but not market share. in terms of degree environmental contexts. 
SBUs. Self-report competitor and emphasis. 
mail survey of orientation and Little support that 
194 single interfunctional co· environmental 
respondents. ordination. 7 point conditions impact 
scales. market orientation. 
Mavondo ( 1999) 17 6 responses to a Not specitied. AMOS path Market orientation- Effect of market Market orientation positively related to 
mail survey of modelling. performance relationship not orientation on marketing effectiveness. Complex 
individual significant (negative). financial relationship between marketing, strategy and 
principal performa nee performance noted. Lacks generalisability 
informants from mediated by to other contexts and small sample size 
food functional questionable as a basis for path modelling. 
manufacturers in strategies. 
Zimbabwe. 
Pelham ( 1999) 229 responses by 12-item scale retined MMR and Market orientation a Weak effects of Competitive environment characteristics 
presidents and from Narver and sub-group significant inOuence on 4 competitive have a weak inOuence on the strategy-
sales managers of Slater ( 1990) and analysis. performance variables environment on performance relationship in small firms. 
small commodity Kohli and Jaworski Cluster (subjective assessments performance Match between strategy, environment and 
and speciality ( 1990) measuring 3 analysis and tapping multidimensional compared with structure (market orientation) required for 
manufacturing components of ANOVA nature of performance). market orientation. performance enhancement. Hence market 
firms in the US. customer satisfaction, orientation is a source of competitive 
customer advantage for small firms with limited 
understanding and resources in enacting appropriate strategies 
competitive in combination with entrepreneurial values. 
orientation. Limitations of cross-sectional design and 
causality are identified along with perceptual 
measures being subject to cognitive biases of 
respondents. 
------------------------------------------------------------------
Study Authors (Date) Context/ Sample/ Market Orientation Analytical Relationship of Market Environment/ Findings 
Respondents Construct Technique Orientation and Contingency 
Measurement Performance Effects 
Sargent and Mohamad 86 useable 32-item 5-point Cluster No link between market Not tested for. Perceptual biases of respondents identitied 
( 1999) responses to a Likert-type scale Analysis and orientation and performance as a limitation. Measurement method for 
mail survey of a based on correlation (profitability and turnover) performance not specified. Lagged effects 
random sample of Parasuraman er al., analysis established in an analysis of of market orientation noted as a potential 
marketing ( 1983) and Deng and market and sales oriented drawback in the analysis. 
directors of UK Dart ( 1994) amended hotels. 
hotels. Self- to take account of 
report single hotel context. 
respondent 
questionnaire. 
Vorhies et al., ( 1999) 87 useable Original 32-item Cluster Market driven businesses Not tested for. Strategically directed, market oriented 
responses to a Jaworski and Kohli analysis, (identified by their market businesses display a range of identified 
mail survey of top (1993) scale MANOVA orientation and strategic marketing capabilities which inter-relate to 
marketing measuring and 1-tests. directions) outperform promote better performance. Small sample 
executives of generation, competitors based upon size and cross-sectional design weaknesses 
relatively large dissemination and multiple performance are identitied. Recognises the relationship 
Australian responsiveness to outcomes. between business strategy and the 
manufacturing market intelligence. implications for performance. 
and service firms. 7-point Likert type 
Self-report single scale anchors. 
responses to 
questionnaire. 
Matsuno and Mentzer 364 useable Extension of original MMR and The relationships between Strategy type is Recommend that non-economic 
(2000) responses to a Kohli and Jaworski structural market orientation and 4 identified as a performance measures are introduced into 
mail survey of scale to include equation economic performance mediator of the further investigations. Urge investigation in 
marketing additional industry modelling. measures were not market orientation- the service sector and use of non-categorical 
executives in US influencing factors monotonic. performance strategy type distinctions. Cross-sectional 
manufacturing and market association. research design and single informant 
firms. Self-report participants. 22 items limitations are noted. 
single responses representing 
to questionnaire. generation, 
dissemination and 
responsiveness. 
Study Authors (Date) Context/ Sample/ Market Orientation Analytical Relationship of Market Environment/ Findings 
Respondents Construct Technique Orientation and Contingency 
Measurement Performance Effects 
Pelham (2000) 235 useable 12-item scale refined Bivariate Total market orientation Not directly tested Market orientation may provide smaller firm 
responses to a from Narver and and partial significantly correlated with for, but mediation with a competitive advantage due to their 
survey of Slater ( 1990) and correlation marketing/sales of strategy implied. better understanding of customers, flexibility 
presidents and Kohli and Jaworski analysis effectiveness, growth/share and ability to develop a more cohesive 
sales managers in ( 1990) measuring 3 and profitability. Customer customer-oriented culture. Confirms need 
US SMEs. Self· components of satisfaction dominates. for fit between strategy and market 
report mail customer satisfaction, orientation for successful performance. 
questionnaire. customer Complementary advantages of 
understanding and entrepreneurial values are also identified. 
competitive Planning interface with market orientation is 
orientation. identified as key. 
Webb et al., (2000) 77 responses to !l-item scale adapted EQS Market orientation has a Not tested for. All three components of market orientation 
mail survey of from Narver and structural strong positive and direct significant, but notably competitor 
main contact Slater (1990) to the equation relationship with customer orientation. Assessment of their relative 
personnel in client busi ness-to-busi ne ss modelling satisfaction and service importance is undertaken in a valency needs-
firms of a single banking context. quality. satisfaction framework. Limitations of a 
corporate bank. small sample size are noted with respect to 
Single respondent poor parameter estimation. 
self-report 
questionnaire. 
Atuahene-Gima and Ko 181 completed 20-item Kohli et al., MANOVA Market orientated firms have Not tested for. Interaction between market orientation and 
(2001) questionnaire ( 1993) instrument and better sales from new entrepreneurship orientation influences 
survey using a tapping 3 dimensions ANOVA products than product innovation and its outcomes. 
judgmental of market orientation. entrepreneurial tirms, but Moderation effects of environment not 
purposive sample relationship is reversed for tested for although firm type classification 
of Australian protits from new products. hold for varying levels of competitive 
innovative firms intensity and hostility. Marketing-
from a range of entrepreneurship orientation is regarded as 
industries. key to new product success. Classification 
Single-informant technique could be considered arbitrary, and 
self-report generalisability of sample called into 
response from question. Cross-sectional and self-report 
senior managers research design limitations also noted 
Study Authors (Date) ContexU Sample/ 
Respondents 
Harris (200 I) 241 responses to a 
random sample of 
UK tirms. Self-
reports from 
MD/CEO to mail 
survey 
questionnaire. 
Single 
respondents. 
MRA =Multiple Regression Analysis 
MMR =Moderated Multiple Regression 
Market Orientation Analytical 
Construct Technique 
Measurement 
Narver and Slater's MMR 
( 1990) IS-item scale. 
Relationship of Market EnvironmenU Findings 
Orientation and Contingency 
Performance Effects 
Direct significant effects Market turbulence, Market conditions need to be taken account 
between market orientation and competitor of when implementing market orientation 
and performance are not hostility moderate activities. Low competition and turbulent 
found for both objective and the relationship markets detract from the positive impact of 
subjective measures of sales between market market orientation on objectively measured 
growth and profitability orientation and profits and growth. Limitations of cross-
(ROI). performance. sectional design on causality are identified 
as is self-report nature of environmental 
conditions and market orientation. 
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APPENDIXBl 
B 1: Analysis of Focus Groups Interviews 
Location 
GROUP A LISKEARD 
(7) 
GROUPB CALLING TON 
(5) 
GROUPC MODBURY 
{8) 
Phase 1 Research 
Focus Group Sample Details 
Informant's Business T)'(1e 
Fish Monger 
Off Licence 
Greetings Cards and Stationery 
Newsagent 
Hardware. Houseware, Kitchenware 
Baker 
Greengrocer 
Butcher 
Baker 
Fruit & Veg. I Off Licence 
Ironmonger 
Newsagent 
Delicatessen 
Gift Shop 
Antique Shop 
Hardware & DIY 
Butchers 
Gift Shop 
Book Shop 
Catering Supplies 
\ 
Length of Gender 
0(1eration 
17 years Male 
4 years Female 
3 years Male 
18 years Male 
75 years Female 
15 years Male 
6 years Male 
2 years Male 
I year Male 
8 years Male 
17 years Male 
3 years Male 
6 years Male 
21 years Female 
9 years Female 
18 years Female 
10 years Male 
7 years Male 
8 years Male 
5 years Male 
Summary of Focus Group Content Analysis 
Categories Count 
Callineton Mod bury Liskeard Total 
Market Orientation Customer Orientation 20 14 32 66 
Competitor Orientation I 5 14 20 
Supplier Orientation 0 0 4 4 
LTOF 3 3 5 11 
IFC 1 4 10 15 
Performance* Strategic 2 0 0 2 
Personal 3 10 2 15 
Commercial 0 2 1 3 
Strategy Buying Group 0 0 I I 
Specialisation (Focus) 1 2 I 4 
Diversification I 3 3 7 
Cost Reduction/Price Competition 3 3 4 10 
Wider Range 3 0 I 4 
Differentiation 4 6 4 14 
Market Development 0 2 I 3 
Expansion/Reduction of Outlets I 0 I 2 
Environment Competitive Intensity 2 14 6 22 
Supers tore 22 4 10 36 
Traffic Management I 2 I 4 
Parking 13 9 5 27 
Costs 12 6 3 25 
Local Competition 4 2 2 8 
Multiple Competition 7 3 5 15 
Wider Competition 5 7 I I 23 
Changing Consumer Behaviour 3 8 10 21 
Major Shifts in Demand I 1 1 3 
Market Growth/Decline I 0 2 3 
* Interpreted from motivalions and achievement 
LISKEARD RETAILERS 
THIS SORT OF RESEARCH THAT WE'RE UNDERTAKING IS CALLED QUALITATIVE RESEARCH SO 
IT'S DIFFERENT WHAT YOU WOULD DO IF YOU WERE ACCOSTED IN THE STREET BY SOMEONE 
WITH A CLIPBOARD AND HAD TO ANSWER QUESTIONS YES OR NO. WE ARE BASICALLY TRYING 
TO FIND OUT YOUR VIEWS AND OPINIONS AND ATTITUDES ARE ABOUT VARIOUS THINGS. SO 
EVEN THOUGH I MAY ASK YOU QUESTIONS DIRECTLY. PLEASE FEEL FREE TO ELABORATE 
UPON BASIC YES/NO ANSWERS AND SAY WHAT YOU THINK AND I'LL GO AROUND BY ASKING 
SOME BASIC QUESTIONS JUST TO START THE BALL ROLLING. BUT PLEASE ALSO FEEL FREE TO 
BUTT IN WHENEVER YOU FEEL YOU WANT TO MAKE A CONTRIBUTION. OK 
FIRSTLY. SIR. PERHAPS I COULD ASK YOU WHAT YOU SELL AND WHERE YOU ARE LOCATED IN 
THE TOWN'' 
I' m a fish merchant in Fore Street. 
HOW LONG HAVE YOU BEEN RUNNING YOUR BUSINESS' 
17 years. 
OK. IS FORE STREET THE MAIN SHOPPING CENTRE'' 
Well. it's normally the main shopping centre. I wouldn't say it is because all the shops don't exist in Fore Street. 
but I would say it's the hub. 
THANK YOU. AND YOU'? 
I've got an off-licence in Lower Lux Street. 
IS THAT CLOSE TO TOWN'? 
I suppose all the streets arc fairly close but it is a side street. 
HOW LONG HAVE YOU BEEN RUNNING THAT'' 
Just over 4 years. 
THANKS VERY MUCH. CAN I ASK YOU SIR'' 
Greetings cards and stationery in Windsor Place. 
IS THAT CLOSE TO TOWN'> 
Yes. in the centre of town. 
RIGHT IN THE CENTRE. HAVE YOU BEEN RUNNING THAT FOR SOME TIME'' 
I've been there for 3 years. the shop's been there for 14. 
AROUND TO YOU. 
I've got a newsagents on the Parade. The shop's been going for about 30 years. I've been running it for about 18 
years. 
AND THAT'S IN THE TOWN CENTRE? 
Yes. just off the town centre. 
THANKS. YOU MADAM'? 
We've got a hardwarclhousewarc/kitchcnware/main calor dealer business in the town centre. it's a family 
business. it's been there for 75 years and we're now looking tu a third generation coming in to take over and run it. 
WHAT ABOUT YOU'' 
We've got a bakery in Dean Street which is on the periphery of the town centre. It's a secondary shopping area 
and it"s on the main street that mns through to Bodmin and St. Austell so we have quite a good position there and 
it" s been a bakery for what. 200 odd years. and we· ve been there for about 15 years but all through that time. 
bread's been baked on the premises. 
THANK YOU. YOU SIR? 
l"vc got a greengrocer"s in Fore Street and l"ve been there for 6 years and it was a greengrocers before that for 
about4 years. 
CAN YOU TELL ME WHETHER ANY PARTICULAR TYPES OF SHOPPERS USE YOUR 
GREENGROCERS. BY AGE. SEX OR WHERE THEY COME FROM'' 
I would say all types. All ages. although recently l"d say we get more old people than young. Certainly since 
Safeway opened. 
r d agree with that. Because of the car- transportation. He· s dead right there. 
AND CAN YOU IDENTIFY PARTICULAR TYPES OF PEOPLE WHO USE YOU MORE FREQUENTLY 
THAN OTHERS NOW'' 
No. The Sea Fish Authority arc doing a big advertising campaign. making people more aware of fish because even 
though it"s caught down here and everything else down here. Cornwall is known for its fishing. I mean young 
people are really not aware of it so it's being brought to their notice. So. yes. rm getting a lot of youngsters. as 
well. 
DO YOU KNOW WHERE THEY COME FROM'' DO THEY COME FROM FAR AND WIDE'' 
No. out of town. They have to come into town for other things and I am really the only fish shop. The 
supermarkets do sell fish and frozen fish. but I have 2 deliveries almost every day from Plymouth and Looc ami 
it's all different times every day. But there's been a heck of a drop in trade since the supermarket opened. there's 
no doubt about it. The people just aren't in town. it's not that they don't want our products now. the people arc 
here. Simple. That's the simple answer. I think so. 
HAS ANYONE ELSE NOTICED THE CHANGE IN THE TYPES OF PEOPLE WHO USE THEIR SHOPS 
OVER THE LAST YEAR OR SO'' 
From the point of view from our trade. I think people who are in meat. vcg and fish. the supermarket obviously has 
hit them a lot. I don'tthink it has hit our trade. although they do cut across a lot of the things that we sell. but we 
do find that we draw our customers from a very wide area so we· re getting people who come from Plymouth. 
Launceston. Tavistock. Lostwithicl. Bodmin. Saltash. Looe. so they do come from a very large area. Now we 
were finding that before the supermarket opened, but it's becoming even more noticeable now. We feel that 
people arc actually coming in to shop at Safeway perhaps for a trip out. perhaps coming out to have a look at the 
new Safeway, and then they come on into town. Now whether they leave their car out at Safcway and walk in. or 
whether they get the hopper in or drive into town, I don't know. but I think for our sort of business that's having a 
knock-on effect. Although I have to say that before Safeway was there we were drawing our customers from a 
wide area. but I think that is partly the nature of our business. 
DO YOU FIND THAT YOUR CUSTOMER COUNT HAS GONE UP THEN SINCE SA FEW AY OPENED'' 
Yes. 
Yes. it has. 
Our customer count hasn't. 
No. ours is well down. 
No you see we're not food. 
I find it's the people are not here. 
People arc definitely not here. We do not have so many customers going through our shop as we used to. 
They've got free car parking for starters. If it's a wet and windy day. they can drive in there. have a cup of coffee 
and do the lot can'tthey'' 
They can buy their newspapers there if they want to. You can buy newspapers anywhere you want to these days. 
We had a customer who was up in the market car park and the machine was out of order and there was a notice 
'please go to the other parking meter" and he said to hell with it. got in the car and drove up to Safeway. because 
there are no facilities in the town. 
One of the machines broke down last week and I don'tthink they replaced it. did they. or some warden was sick or 
had a bereavement. but they were so confused and were frightened of not having a ticket. they were running 
around. they didn't want the fine of £20 or whatever it is they have to pay. If I have some fish coming and it 
hasn't arrived. people won't wail. This proves to me that the car parking is an important thing. If they're thinking 
of saving this 20 or 30p car parking facility. that's a good thing in their favour. definitely. 
YOU SAID THAT YOU'D SEEN A DROP IN TRADE? 
Yes. a terrific drop in trade. I'm open until 10 o'clock at night and most of my trade is in the evening. During the 
daytime you can look in Lower Lux Street and there's not a soul around- nobody. 
I've found in my business. I don't know if Roger will back me up on this. the people who used to come in once a 
week and have a big shop. they're the ones who seem to be missing -the classic family. couple of kids. good jobs. 
they're the ones that are missing. 
The Fridays and the Saturday mornings are not a fraction of what they used to he. I find. 
Saturday mornings have improved a bit. 
Only in the last month. Saturday mornings 
Saturday mornings -the last 3-4 weeks have improved dramatically. 
Junuary was a disaster. country-wide. 
YOU SAY THAT YOU'VE SEEN SOME IMPROVEMENT IN TRADE'' 
I've seen improvement in trade. we're actually busier on Saturdays than we used to be. particularly Saturday 
afternoons. people arc coming down into the town that didn't. on Saturday afternoons usually you could close up 
at 2.30/3.00pm. 
I've been through at 3 o'clock and there hasn't been a person on the streets' 
They' re all in our shop' 
They don't come up our pan of town. 
The traffic warden was walking up and down up by you and there wasn't a soul in the street. 
I closed early because there was a rugby match. 
DO YOU THINK THERE MIGHT BE A REASON WHY THAT MIGHT BE THE CASE? 
I think the reason is that people are going out to Safcway and doing their shopping and then dropping down into 
the town. Those that used to go out to Bodmin or St. Austell to the big Asda. arc now staying local. As I say. 
we're non-food. the food shops won't have any improvement because they're still going out before they drop 
down. 
I agree. The non-food people haven't been hit as hard. although you see we've had Trago Mills down the road for 
the last30 years and we've sort of had to contend with them and we've continued to trade with them there. but our 
markets are different. We're aiming for a different market than they're aiming at. We now find that we benefit 
from Trago and the way that they trade. inasmuch that people go there. buy something. it's cheap. it goes wrong or 
it breaks. so they then come into us and say that I bought a rotary clothes line at Trago. load of rubbish- I'm not 
going there again. So in that respect that is helping us again. Having said that. I won't say that trading is easy 
because it's not. but in our trade we talk to people in our business from different parts of the country and basically 
everybody is finding the same. Everybody is finding it hard. 
I've found. and I don't know if anyone else is similar. this last month since trade just started picking up just a linlc 
again. I've had people say to me oh thank you for your help. This is what they don't get in supermarkets. this is 
what we can offer them. this is where we can 'outshine' the girl on the checkout. it's OK having all these 'basic' 
things on the shelves and all that rubbish, and all these tempting offers. but we give them advice, they say they're 
making something and I say don't buy that. that's not advisable for what you want 10 do, you want a fish pie I 
won'tletthem buy certain things. or I advise them not to. so they take notice and say thank you for your help and 
they come in and buy again. so you can regain a customer. But this is hard. This is selling yourself. you arc 
working hard for this. 
DOES ANYONE ELSE NOTICE THAT SORT OF TRADING'' 
What you must realise is that if they're not going into??? they're not going into Fore Street and they're not going 
into other food shops in town. they're going into Safcway.thcrc's going to be less people in town isn't there? Yes. 
we're busy Saturday afternoons. alright. we've got the lottery. but there is apathy with the general public anyhow. 
I think the public actually at the moment are suffering from a general lack of confidence and that's throughout the 
country and that's to do with the political situation and all sorts of things. 
Confusion and confidence. Yes. definitely. 
Because people are worried about their jobs. whether they're going to keep their jobs. 
They're on short term contracts they're giving to people now aren't they0 
Yes. 6 months. 
In an area like Cornwall. there are a lot of people on low wages. 
They're always threatening to take more money off them aren'tthcy·> 
Y cs. 6 months. 
In an area like Cornwall. there are a lot of people on low wages. 
They're always threatening to take more money off them arcn'tthcy? 
Yes. I think the biggest change that Safcway made to the whole of Liskeard is the fact that people used to know 
exactly where they wee going. whether it was Gateway. Co-op or whether they went to Asda and used to know 
exactly what they were going to pick up. now they've got a brand new store when they're there they spend £20 
more than they've got and that's generally created a shortage of money because they're not used 10 picking up all 
these extra items. If somebody wants something really. really special they'll come back to us as individuals to get 
it or if they've got a special occasion. Generally a supermarket isn't good enough. That's how llind it. 
And of course our business rates are high aren'tthey'? Theirs aren't. 
People arc buying things that they really don't want but as they're passing it's too tempting isn't it'' 
DO YOU THINK THAT'S SOMETHING THAT'S DEVELOPED IN RECENT TIMES? 
Oh yes. That is a supermarket's policy isn't it? This is why they strategically place certain items near other 
things. We've all read about this. Sweets near checkouts when they're all waiting and the kiddic wants another 
Mars bar or something. That's Americanised selling isn't it 0 
HASN'T ANYBODY NOTICED THE CHANGE IN THE TYPES OF PEOPLE THAT USE YOUR SHOPS 0 
Yes- all the youngsters have gone. 
We get a fair mix. 
We get a fair mix. but we've always had more discerning customers who like their bread. whereas the youngsters 
have got families and tend to buy cheaper bread. 
I would say the average age of customers in our shop has gone from 35 to 45 in 2 years. 
We tend to have that age group. 
I don't know whether it's because we have less people in the shop now that I notice that I seem to have so many 
old people who only want just a few bits and pieces which they can't get at the supermarket so they come 10 us. 
That· s right. 
They can have a pound of spuds if they want a pound of spuds. 
For example 3 eggs. the only thing I sell. apart from lish. is eggs. I even have one lady who only wants one egg. 
maybe she can only afford one egg. I don't know. it doesn't matter to me she can still have the one egg. 
IS IT GENERALLY OLDER'' 
I get people come in for one can of beer because they can only buy a four-pack at the supermarket. I sell the 
individual cans. They come in for one can of beer. 
SO GENERALLY SMALLER QUANTITIES? 
Yes. much smaller. 
WHAT ABOUT SEX. GENDER. DO YOU THINK THOSE CHANGE AT ALL. MORE MEN THAN 
WOMEN? 
No. 
IN PARTICULAR SHOPS'' 
No. 
Mainly women. it's always been mainly women. 
ONE OF THE PEOPLE YOU MENTIONED EARLIER SIR. ABOUT PEOPLE. 
No. I get a lot of men. They're coming on' If you're talking about older people you may be talking about a chap 
who may be a widower. things like this. He's going to make do for himself. he's not going to run down to the 
supermarket and buy all the goodies. He's quite happy just to get his daily quota of whatever he thinks he might 
cook that day. if he decides. because obviously he's lost the main cook and he's now a widower. Anyway that's in 
the food chain. you know. the other people I can't speak for. 
IT WAS MENTIONED PREVIOUSLY. YOU SAID ABOUT 2 INCOMES AND CHILDREN. THOSE SORTS 
OF PEOPLE HAVE DISAPPEARED FROM YOUR SHOP. 
I think they've disappeared. they're certainly less prevalent than they used to be. but then we're up against shops. 
supermarkets especially on the edge of town that's open until 9 o'clock. it's open on a Sunday. Sunday trade has 
affected us. very much so because Saturdays are very much quieter than they used to be. Whenever I drive past 
Safeway on a Sunday there always seems to be cars chock-a-block up there so it's got to affect us. 
A lot of women I know who used to come to Liskeard they won't come to Liskeard anymore. they will not put the 
effort to pay to park in a car park. it doesn't matter how much it costs them out there they'd rather park out there 
free. than they would come into town and pay. it's the hassle of linding Sp or 20p. 
it's the hassle of linding a car parking space. a hassle of the traflic. it's a lot easier for people. 
I went into the market car park the Saturday before last and there were 44 cars at 12 o'clock in the morning and 
only one of them was yours so you were a trader and that left 200 empty spaces so you can't tell me there was a 
hassle to fmd a car parking space. 
ARE PEOPLE WITH CARS DEFECTING FROM TOWN? 
Y cs. very much so. 
Definitely. 
Without a uoubt. ·n1e automobile. 
The housewife has got a job now or she's at home. she waits for the children to come home. as soon as the 
husband comes home now it's the thing to get in the car and go to the supermarket. She's seen the adverts on the 
telly that that's what she should do. whenever you see a news programme on television it doesn't matter what it is 
whether it's to do with the trading's down or trading's up. straight away they take you in a supermarket. So 
everything is going dead against the small shop- there's no question about it. 
l 
If you watch any of the food programmes. it's always 'this can be bought from your supermarket' they never say it 
can be bought from your local baker. your local fishmonger. your local greengrocer. it's always the supermarket 
that has a super range. 
It will be the demise of the local shop. They won't be able to continue. 
They're going left. right and centre. one of"?? has gone now, there's a cleaners for sale. 
YOU MENTIONED EARLIER ABOUT PEOPLE WANTING ADVICE. IS IT SOMETHING ELSE PEOPLE 
MIGHT HA YE NOTICED IN THEIR STORES AT ALL? 
I think in our trade. definitely. It's where the independent trader scores. We can give advice. We sell locks. well 
we've gm someone who knows about locks and what sort of lock you need. and how you can fit it. We sell 
cook ware. we sell a lot of bakeware. There arc two of us who know about the product that we're selling and we 
can advise people and we can say for that you need this. I wouldn't advise you to do so-and-so. We get new 
widowers and they'll come in and say I'm doing the cooking now and you can advise them on what sort of things 
to do. I've even given people recipes and told them how to cook things. all sons. but then that's all part of the job 
and all part of the pleasure of it. 
You're right. yes. that's the only thing that is our only weapon isn't it'' 
There again. you're talking about an old person aren't you'' You just said a widower comes in and wants a bit of 
advice. so he's an old person and probably buys 2 plates instead of 10. 
No. I used that as an example. We also get young people. We get people right the way across the board from 
teenagers. through. 
I'm probably different from some of you. I've got a shop in Looe and Polperro and we've just had our first winter 
of absolutely having a hig store here and the amazing thing is that it hasn't put any extra people in Liskeard at all. 
but its emptied Looc and Polperro to such a disaster that there arc shops just closing down one after the other. It's 
having a diabolical drain on Polperro. The baker down there is only doing 2 days a week and next winter he's not 
open at all because he says it's not worthwhile. 
Is that Butters'' 
Well. one of them does 3 days now and the other does 3 days. 
Well Butters never did many days when he first opened about I 0 years ago. 
The butcher now shuts down for the winter totally. He's finished at Christmas. 
Lewis is thinking of leaving Looc. 
Lewis was supposed to be finishing at the end of March. but whether it 'I I happen or not I don't know. 
It's not viable. 
Polpcrro people go to Asda and the Looc people usually shop in Liskcard because they can't afford to shop in 
Looe. 
There is nowhere to shop in Looe. 
I looked around Looc this afternoon. there arc about 17 shops closed in Looc today. on a Tuesday afternoon. 
know some of them arc seasonal. that's probably about 10 more than this time last year. 
BESIDES THE IMPACT OF THE SUPERSTORE. ARE THERE ANY THINGS YOU'VE NOTICED IN 
TERMS OF WHAT PEOPLE MIGHT WANT THESE DAYS. COMPARED TO SAY 3 OR 4 YEARS AGO? 
THE WAYS THEIR BEHAVIOURS CHANGED. THE SORT OF THINGS THEY MIGHT EXPECT FROM 
YOU'' 
I don't think they can expect anything but I have a daughter who lives in the States and I was amazed when I went 
on holiday there. she told me in this town. OK it's in America and that it's vastly different. but they've got a 
supermarket and it's open 24 hours a day. That's running on 3 eight hour shifts a day. There's no such thing in 
America as a small shop. There might be a thrift shop or there might be an Army/Navy store so if they do that to 
this country what arc they going to do to us. destroy us'' It's all creeping that way. Is there one part that's going to 
try this experiment'' 
There's a Spar shop isn't there that's going to open 24 hours? 
There's someone that's going to try the 24 hour thing where you can buy anything 24 hours a day. 
There's a Spar shop somewhere. I read it in the paper. 
If they want to. they're welcome to all the druggies who arc running the streets at 3 o'clock in the morning. 
They're welcome to them. 
I don't know where it is. I think it"s further down in Cornwall somewhere. 
This brings them out. They're rife. 
YOU MENTIONED CERTAIN TIMES IN THE WEEK THAT ARE BECOMING LESS POPULAR IN TERMS 
OF SHOPPING. ARE THERE CERTAIN DAYS WHICH ARE PARTICULARLY BAD'' WHETHER PEOPLE 
ARE COMING IN LESS FREQUENTLY'' 
Every day! 
Saturday afternoons are very quiet now. 
It's the major one. 
Wednesday afternoons gone very quiet and Friday I don'tthink is as busy. 
Friday is nowhere near as busy as it used to be. 
We used to have shops all over. and my uncle used to have a shop in Saltash and he could never understand why 
our Friday takings were more than our Saturday takings because they always used to be. But now our Fridays is 
quieter than it was. 
It's unusual for Friday. Liskeard used to be very. very busy on a Friday. 
I always used to find it any day of the week. but Friday is noticeably quieter. The beginning of the week isn't too 
bad. Monday or Tuesday is alright. Thursday is OK if there's a good market. That"s on its knees unfortunately. 
WHAT IS THE MARKET HERE'' 
The caule market. But that is dying on its feel. there's no question about it. there's nothing here to offer. 
At a good caule market. you get a lot of farmers in. a lot of farmers· wives and they do their shopping. so the cattle 
markets quiet therefore the farmers haven't got the money. therefore they don't go shopping. That's what it seems 
like to me. 
You can watch the farmers drop their wives off at Safeway on their way in the morning. 
HOW LONG HAS THIS CATTLE MARKET BEEN DROPPING OFF'? 
Oh it's been dropping off for the last 10 years. 
When we first came here 15 years ago it was horrendous. I mean it was very. very busy on a Thursday and a 
Monday. 
You see now a lot of cattle is bought and goes direct to slaughter. sheep go direct to slaughter. pigs aren't allowed 
to come into the market any more. the calf trade is nearly finished now so there won't be any of them in here. so it 
only leaves the store trade. and you're down to about 8 markets a year. I come from a farming family and my 
brother used to bring everything to Liskeard but he doesn't bring a thing here any more. His calves go to St. 
Austell because there's a better market down there. it"s more modern. 
WHAT ABOUT PEOPLE'S EXPECTATIONS IN TERMS OF OPENING HOURS'> DO YOU THINK THAT'S 
SOMETHING WHICH HAS CHANGED SUBSTANTIALLY. YOU MENTIONED SUNDAY TRADING. 
WHAT ABOUT LONGER HOURS DURING THE DAy·> 
We can't do many more hours. 
No we can't- nol on your own. 
I think it's gone crazy. 
We can't afford 10 employ people. solo ask a person lo do it on their own. I mean you jusl can't do il. 
11 would be a was le of lime. there· s not a soul in the streets after 5 o'clock. 
For years we tried for 5 or 6 days trading and now we're back lo 7. So we're nol progressing al all in actual fact. 
I can't believe thal as a society we've gol more trouble than we've ever had and the longer the shops have stayed 
open the more trouble we've had. I think when we were kids. my mother was a farmer's wife and she never had 
any lime at all. but she did all her shopping in 51/2 days a week. which is one shop a week and perhaps the baker 
would call. and on Sundays. if there was any lime 10 spare. the kids would go out with mum and we would go off 
10 the moors or whatever. but nowadays it's a trip 10 the supermarket on Sundays and that's how the kids arc 
brought up. 
Because shopping nowadays for people. you don't go oullo shop for necessities. shopping is a leisure. 
That's right. Supermarkets arc making it because they arc creating lhal. 
We probably have one of the best access routes joining any dual carriageway around Liskcard, what do they do. 
they pul 3 shiny roundabouls up there and everybody has gollo go pasl Safcway's door. Everybody. I've gol a 
good commcnl on the new road they've pul through. I'm sorry il slinks. the whole system out there. but they've 
pul a road through lhal goes pasl Safcway and 3 roundabouls- you've got lOgo around Safcway every time and 
that as you come inlo Liskeard there is a sign- 10 Safeway. I was refused a luminous sign on my premises saying 
newsagents. Never fear. Safcway gels 3 luminous signs. So the planners haven't helped Liskeard. 
No. You have a look a1 the new town maps. The only supermarket that is memioned on the new town map is 
Safeway. so anybody who parks in the town who looks al the map sees supermarket. red dol. Safeway and gels in 
his car and drives back out there. 
Oh yes. the town map. 
That's going lo affccllhe visitors. 
Well we don't gcllhc visitors. 
You come over the bridge. roundabout. sign saying Safcway. so forgellhc town. They go straight to Safeway and 
sod Liskeard. That's whallhc planners are doing 10 you. Cheap rates. well screw the shopkeepers -they'll pay. 
Yes that's right. 
They'll pay alright. until there are no shops lefl and by Chrisllhc public will pay. 
SO YOU SEE THE SUPERSTORE AS THE MAJOR INFLUENCE ON RECENT CHANGES IN THE TOWN? 
I think the planners arc the biggest problem. 
A 101 of that is led by govemmcnl policy because. if you like. 20 years ago when supcrslores started 10 develop on 
the outskirts of all the big towns. cities. I think you'll probably find lhallhe bosses of these large companies arc 
lied up with the Tory party who have been in office for the lasl 15/20 years and it's been their policy lo encourage 
oul-of-lown shopping. Now suddenly they're turning around and they've decided that it's killing town cemres and 
maybe they shouldn't do il anymorc. Well it's too laic for that now. 
Well. I always understood they originally wcnl out of town because lhey weren't rated as retail units. they were 
rated as light industrial which was a lcnlh of the rate. 
But you'll find that a lol of these big businesses arc tied up with the Tory party. 
And now they're going lo slop any more. ll's a billou late now isn't il'' 
11 is loo I ale. Well. ours is really nol far enough out of town is it'' 
They should have slUck il up at the market. 
They should either have been in the town or at Trcrulefool roundabout. or somewhere like that. 
They should have pul a market out there shouldn'tthcy. 
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They couldn't could they·> 
They could have. 
No. there are various reasons why they couldn't put the market up there. 
They talked about it years ago. 
They couldn't get any supermarket interested in the market site and then when Kinows moved out. Kivells insisted 
on a long lease before they took over that market and then once they'd done that they couldn't shift them. So they 
can't do anything with that. 11 was too small for supermarkets. for the big stores. now of course you've got Tescos 
which are now abdicating these metro stores in town. That's all Tcscos are now doing is putting in-town stores. 
Sainsburys are doing the same. 
But then again. you've got Sainsburys. if you go to the Truro Sainsburys, the prices are 10-15% higher than the 
Plymouth Sainsburys. 
WE CAN TALK ABOUT THE PLANNERS AND THE LOCATION OF THE STORE, BUT DO YOU THINK 
THAT THERE'S ANYTHING IN THE IDEA THAT PEOPLE ARE ACTUALLY GETTING WHAT THEY 
WANT NOW? DO YOU THINK THERE'S MORE OF A CHANGE IN PEOPLE'S REQUIREMENTS AND 
EXPECTATIONS OF SHOPKEEPERS? 
No. I think to be honest if you look at the shops that are in Liskcard. if somebody really wanted something you 
could get most of what they needed in Liskcard. 
And they could get it at a reasonable price. 
And they get the service that goes along with it as this lady says. 
If you really start looking in Liskeard you should be able to get nearly everything you wish for in Liskeard. 
I'd like the number of people we've had that have come into. not just our shop. but that I've actually spoken to that 
have been into Plymouth and have come back and they've said couldn't get that and we've come into Liskeard and 
gm it straight away. And they name certain shops around the town and they say we couldn't get that item in 
Plymouth. but we come here and we can walk into a shop and it's there. And not only that. they can walk into a 
shop and ask someone and that person will go out of their way to lind it and it's back to service again and helping 
them. 
We lind when we get a lot of visitors coming in throughout the year and 9 times out of 10 they'll say gosh we used 
to have a shop like yours. we haven't gm anything like your shop now where we arc and you feel like saying when 
you did have that type of shop there did you actually us it'' And they didn't. 
I was in Warwick 4 or 5 weekends ago. we went up to a big trade show in Birmingham and there was nothing but 
antique shops. 
There are a lot of empty shops in Warwick as well. 
There is nothing but antique shops. that's all there is there. So it just goes to show that shopping habits have 
changed haven'tthey'> They've all gone out of the town and all that's left is for the holidaymakers and for people 
visiting the castle to buy their antiques. 
WE HA VENT GOT ANY REPRESENTATIVES OF SERVICE ORGANISATIONS HERE TONIGHT. ON 
PURPOSE REALLY, FROM BANKS. TRAVEL AGENTS AND ESTATE AGENTS. DO YOU THINK THEY 
HAVE ANY INFLUENCE ON DRAWING PEOPLE INTO THE TOWN'> 
Travel agents had a brilliant January while we all suffered. Try and book a holiday for Easter at the moment and 
you wouldn't be able to. 
DO YOU THINK PEOPLE STILL COME IN TO USE THE BANKS IN LISKEARD0 
Oh yes. 
Yes. Very much so. 
The interesting statistic you will gel from Caradon. and I've actually seen the figures. is that the car park usage 
now is more than it was before Safe way opened. 
I can't believe it. 
There's a bigger turnover of cars behind our shop. Before people just couldn't gel into the car park. They were 
parking there all day and going to work. Or parking all over the streets. 
You take Gateway car park -I tell you what. you very rarely ever sec a car parked in the lower half. 
I park in the lower half every day and I counted 4 there today. now I always used to have to gel my van down there 
early otherwise I had to park right down the bottom. 
Rapson's scar park is empty day after day after day. 
Yes that's right. 
The market's only had half the capacity it usually has. there's no question about that. 
I think that the bank use will gradually drop off now because you can draw cash from Gateway and Safeway with 
your swipe cards. All the time they're offering you. 
They ask you "Do you want cash'"· 
I think they'll see the demise of banks. I think they're the next to leave the high street. myself. I really do. 
They're not so busy as they used to be because there aren't as many counter spaces as there used to be. 
And there's a big switch to the building societies. 
You can draw cash from a dispenser at time of night you like. 
DO YOU NOTICE. PERHAPS. LESS PEOPLE COMING IN TO USE THE BANKS'> 
I think at the NatWest where I go. my wife does the banking. she said there was always 3 there. now there's rarely 
ever more than 2. 
No not very often more than 2. But then that is because of the cash machines. Before the cash machines. 
especially the one outside. was always very. very busy. So the banks won't be so busy but I think a lot of the 
banks in Looc . there's not much left there. it's meant to be the centre of the area in Liskeard. They've actually 
centralised. 
They've all put machines in now. Barclays has still got the 3 cash points there: no members of the public ever go 
in there. it's usually quite empty when you go there. 
WHAT ABOUT OTHER SERVICES LIKE OPTICIANS. DRY CLEANERS AND THOSE SORTS OF 
THINGS. DO YOU THINK THEY STILL ATTRACT PEOPLE INTO THE TOWN AND MAYBE HAVE A 
KNOCK-ON EFFECT? 
We've got 2 pretty good opticians in the town. 
We use them. 
You gel Specsavers on TV offering a free pair of glasses. so they're dragging people to Plymouth or Truro. they're 
killing everybody. Because that is the biggest difference now is the form of advertising. with television 
advertising. big paper advertising. if you look at the spread of the paper 4 or 5 times in the la'l fortnight and it's 
been come to Curry's, come to Curry's, when you can buy exactly the same thing at Matthews on the opposite side 
of the road at half the price. lt's in the paper. it's seen and people think that is the place to go. 
I used to work at Currys. I used to be the manager. and you have 10 read the Curry's ad because. whether you like 
to nor not. it's in between the TV guide. So you pull the TV guide out of the paper and it's predominant. it's put in 
there for you isn't il0 
If you opened the Sunday paper this week I think Safeway had their own magazine and if you spend £10 at 
Safeway this week. you get a free box of chocolates. So therefore that's handed out every time and if they spend 
£9.50 there they're going to say I'll get a couple of lemons and that'll do Jonathan and me out of a job. That's 
what it's like. isn't it'' Instead of going there once this week and spending £30 they'll probably go there 4 times 
\2.. 
and spend £10. so actually Safeway have got another £10 out of them. it's all going to come out of us in here 
because we're the ones that arc going to suffer. 
And of course, we've got Mole Valley Farmers opening this week. 
They haven't got anything much down there because I went down there today and had a look. 
No. but it's that we'lltakc people out of Liskcard. 
Well when I went down there. there were 3 cars down there. 
Have they actually opened'' 
Yes. 
It's open. but it hasn't been finished. hut by the time they have finished that'll be a thriving industry down there. 
lt will be. and I'll tell you what. it'll have closed one or two down in the town as well. I know the young lad that's 
going to be the manager down there. He's no mug. He comes from St. Columb. he's an ex-farmer and he's done a 
lot of work in the town. I know he's been around the town for nearly a month. he's talked to me. he's seen what 
we're all selling. he's seen what we're selling it at. he"s seen the shops and those that are busy. they're the ones 
he's going to allack. 
WHAT THINGS ARE THEY GOING TO BE SELLING'' 
They'll be selling all agricultural stuff. they'll do electrical stuff. they'll do clothes in a big way. farming clothes. 
Chocolates! Ham' 
Yes. they' vc got a delicatessen. 
They' vc got a thing full of dollops of cheese and a thing full of bacon. They· ve got jeans . 
..... that is probably the one that will go because where Mole Valley Farmers opened in Bideford. Avon Farmers 
closed. 
Cornwall Farmers are very worried now. I can tell you. He reckons they' 11 lose 50% of their business. 
WHAT'S THE ADVANTAGE OF THIS NEW STORE'' 
None -they're just selling the same as everyone else. 
They're a non-profit making organisation. so they're bound to be cheaper than any of us. It"s a farmers' co-
operative. 
That's the nearest thing you can gel to a Communist regime. 
DO THEY SPEND A LOT ON ADVERTISING? 
No. every farmer gets the magazine monthly. 
IF I COULD GO ON TO WHAT CHANGES YOU'VE MADE AS INDIVIDUALS WITHIN YOUR SHOPS IN 
THE LAST COUPLE OF YEARS OR SO. PERHAPS IN TERMS OF RESPONDING TO COMPETITION AND 
THE SITUATION. HAS ANYBODY PERHAPS INCREASED THE RANGE AND QUALITY OF THE 
MERCHANDISE THAT THEY SELL'' 
Several people in town, I am assured that all these people here have contributed. we have what we call Liskeard in 
Bloom. which we all contribute to. we have window boxes and nowers and arrangements and at Christmas we 
have the lights. This is all added additions by all the local shopkeepers. again. it's more money but it doesn't 
compete with it. 
HAVE YOU ACTUALLY CHANGED THE RANGE OF FISH AND MERCHANDISE'? 
I don't change it. it's all sons of ranges. We all carry different ranges. You can't change the ranges. 
YOU HAVEN'T TAKEN ON MORE EXOTIC TYPES OF SPECIES'' 
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No. if they come out I get them anyway. it doesn't matter. If there's a new product. a new can of paint comes on 
the market. or a new loaf of bread. I'm sure you'll do that. We all do it. 
HAS ANYBODY HERE GONE OUT OF THEIR WAY TO ACTUALLY CHANGE THE SORTS OF THINGS 
YOU SELL. 
Yes. you have to keep on top of current trends. colours. patterns. everything. You are always looking. you've 
always got to be looking as to what you can put in to complement what you've already got. what you think will 
sell. and something's which you think I don't know. it's a bit of a waste of time doing this. so you cut it out. 
HOW DO YOU ACTUALLY TRY TO KEEP UP-TO-DATE WITH FASHIONS'' 
We go to the large trade fairs. we have our own trade organisation. we take the trade papers. we're also half of a 
dealer-owner wholesaler which enables us to compete on a lot of things price-wise because we've got the buying 
power. but you have always got to be on top, you can't afford to sit back and not alter your stock. You've got to 
keep up with current trends as to what people are actually interested in and to keep that sort of stock in your shop. 
so that if people come in and say 'have you got things for making pasta_ or woks. or steamers or bahi cooking, or 
whatever you can say yes. 
SO YOU'RE TAKING ON NEW LINES AND DROPPING OLD ONES OUT OR DO YOU JUST INCREASE 
THE RANGE? 
Yes. I mean our business has changed quite a lot. we're definitely bia_,ed far more to housewares and kitchenwares 
side of it. The DIY side and the paint and tool side has definitely contracted and deliberately so because you've 
got sheds and things around. On certain things on price you just can't compete. so there are things that have gone 
and we've gone for other markets. The gardening side we've tended to contract a bit"-' well so we've done that 
but then we've looked at other things and we've gone in other directions. 
YOU SAID YOU WERE DOING THINGS. CHANGING THINGS'' 
Yes. we started exporting magazines over the world and we do over 65 countries now. 
SO YOU'VE MOVED INTO A MAIL ORDER. A BIT OF DIVERSIFICATION'' 
Yes. we did a lot of work and it came off. 
WHAT ABOUT PEOPLE WHO DIRECTLY COMPETE. IN TERMS OF FOOD. WITH THE 
SUPERMARKETS. AND DRINK MAYBE'' HAVE YOU GONE OUT OF YOUR WAY TO CHANGE THE 
RANGE OF STOCK. 
Well. I'm lucky in that respect in that Cornwall is a fishing community and very close to Plymouth and Looc is 
even closer and if the boats arc at sea I get the best. The supermarkets can nowhere near compete with me in 
actual fact. Yes. you get fish there but you can get it from me when it was caught last night. or in the morning. 
they can never do that. they '11 never he able to do that. 
WHAT ABOUT YOUR OFF-LICENCE. HAVE YOU FOUND THAT YOU HANGED THE RANGE'' 
Not a great deal. Not really. just try and keep up with what people want. 
SO IT'S KEEPING UP WITH PEOPLE'' HOW DO YOU MANAGE TO DO THAT" 
Whichever beer is the most popular one at the time. There does seem to be trends with beers at the moment -they 
seem to go for fairly strong lagers or strong ciders. the white ciders mainly are more popular so we try and keep up 
with them. 
HAVE ANY OF YOU ACTUALLY TRIED CHANGING YOUR PRICES OR USING SPECIAL OFFERS IN 
THE LAST YEAR OR TWO'' 
You can't compete. 
You can't really do that. 
ANY PARTICULAR EXAMPLES OF THE SORTS OF THINGS YOU MIGHT HAVE DONE TO INCREASE 
TRADE? 
Yes. our reps come to us and give us good deals. 
The trouble is. their head office has always bought a better deal. 
No, they do. 
We've managed to do some pretty good deals. but we can't compete with a free box of chocolates. there's no way. 
We're actually lucky. there's 3 or 4 of our companies. the main big companies that supply the nationals. the local 
representatives will actually give us the product if you like. so that we can match any price that the nationals give 
because as far as these reps arc concerned. all major accounts arc dealt with by national sales accounts and it's 
taking their business. their income. so they're prepared to actually go out and help the independents. 
THAT'S INTERESTING. SO REPS ARE ACTIVELY FIGHTING TO KEEP TRADE LOCAL'' 
Yes. very much so. because it's affecting their income. 
The reps don't have the big boys ... it affects them. 
it's their income. Their bonuses. 
ANYBODY ELSE DONE ANY SPECIAL OFFERS OR DEALS? 
With being pan of this dealer-owned wholesaler. they're now big, so national companies when they go to them to 
buy. they want to sec them. they are pleased to see them. they arc pleased to do business with them which means 
we can compete on price with a lot of products. so much so that the managing director of Home Hardware South 
West (this company's called) had a letter from Trago Mills complaining about our prices because we were 
undercutting his prices on cenain lines. so I mean that's how big the wholesale company is getting and it supplies 
hardware shops in all of the Wcstcounlry and into Wales and now up to the East Coast. 
I would say with greengrocer. 95% of my prices arc cheaper than the supermarkets. so we are really loathe to slice 
our margins back any funher than they arc. What we can't compete against is them selling something at a loss 
which they just did in March. 
We talked to Trading Standards and it's illegal to sell anything at a loss. Gateway will do it on 2 fruit and veg 
every week. And Trading Standards are not interested in it for the simple reason that if they look it any funher. the 
government would say it" helping us. it" keeping inflation down. 
So you couldn't win whichever way you went. 
They just did it with wrapping paper and Christmas cards -they were selling them at a loss. 
This is the problem. 
They've had loss ... for years havcn'tthey. Rogcrs. 
They've done it with fish -they're cheaper than me. 
They paid £1.12 for that'>? didn'tthey last week'? The Dutch'''' They paid £1.12 and sold it for 76p. How the hell 
can you compete with that'' 
Do you not think that when people walk into supermarkets and they sec all the neon-lit displays. shelves and 
chillers of meat packaged. fruit and veg packaged. which they do with the continental fruits. which arc all cling-
film wrapped and most predominant is the price.£ 1.25 and in small lettering at the side there's the price. and half 
the people just look at the£ 1.25 and think oh that'll do. bingo. 
I always get the felling when I watch people in supermarkets that they only actually look at the price. 
My honest opinion is that they go for cheapness. simplicity. speed. convenience. out of the door and home. And 
the quicker the old man can get the wife home the better off he feels about it. 
I always get the feeling that they've bought the lie that it's cheaper because that's what the advcns tell them. The 
advens are saying it's cheap. it's cheap. so the minute they walk in there they think it must be cheap. because I've 
walked down there and I' vc seen customers of mine and I say what the hell are you doing here and they say it's 
cheaper here and I say no it's not. 
I bet if you walked down the street tomorrow in Liskcard and asked 50 housewives how much was the correct 
price for a pound of tomatoes. I' 11 bet you no-one can tell you how much they were. the correct price. 
(discussion about the price of tomatoes!) 
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We're 68 or 69p. I don't know 'cos Paul does it. I think we're 69p for Canary and there isn't any money in that. 
Jonathan'll tell you. and I'm selling English and I tell you what. I'm selling 5 boxes of English to every box of 
Canary. So they're bound to pick up at the dear price. lt isn't that. 
Where do you do your shopping'' 
At the supermarket' 
BOTH' 
You're a shopper. so why do you go to the supermarket having done this thing and found out that it's much 
cheaper to shop in the local shop'' 
FOR VARIOUS REASONS! 
Is it convenience? 
You've had other people in here today. what's their reaction to out-of-town shopping? 
WHAT DO YOU THINK THEIR REACTIONS ARE'' 
You tell us' We're the shopkeepers. 
WHAT WE'RE INTERESTED IN AT THE MOMENT IS HOW YOU FEEL ABOUT THE SUPERMARKET. 
CAN WE TAKE A RAIN CHECK ON THAT? CAN WE TALK ABOUT THAT AT THE END0 
Yes. 
WE'VE GOT A FEW MORE QUESTIONS. 
it's not just out-of-town shopping. If you speak to people in the strect.thcy·lltell you 'oh we go to Plymouth' and 
they think it's cheaper in Plymouth when it's a lot more expensive. They think the major stores arc cheaper. the 
people like Woolwonhs and WH Smith and they're more expensive. We know from the products we sell they add 
10 or 15%. but people walk in and buy them because of the name of the store and again it comes down to 
television advcnising and newspaper advcnising. 
Which is something we '11 never be able to compete with as independents because we could never ever do it. 
THINGS HAVE BEEN MENTIONED ABOUT WHAT'S BEEN DONE AT PARTICULAR TIMES OF THE 
YEAR TO HELP THE TOWN. WHAT HAS BEEN DONE TO HELP THE TOWN. GENERALLY. IN TERMS 
OF CO-OPERATION FROM THE COUNCIL OR THE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE'' 
Nothing! 
Nothing from the town. 
You can forget the Councillors. 
I think the Councillors on the District Council. and it's the District Council that has the power. and retailers have 2 
separate agendas and the 2 just don't seem to come together. So the things that the Council think are good for a 
town arc not necessarily what the retailers consider to be good. because wherever you get people trying to do 
things. or want to alter something. or they want to alter a building. you immediately the planners saying ·oh well. 
that's a lovely building. you can't do that' and it seems to be very difficult to get any compromise on common 
ground. 
SO ZERO'S BEEN DONE IN TERMS OF POSITIVE CHANGES BY THE COUNCIL. WHAT ABOUT THE 
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE·> 
The Chamber of Commerce. in all fairness I would go tu their meetings but I've got too much ut>. Bull will give 
credit where it is due. they got off their arse and arc trying to do something for Liskeard. so is Liskeard in Bloom. 
You've also got other organisations. You've got the Round Table- they try to put things on in the town. not so 
much as the Lions Club does. they try to get the town going. The Lions organise St. Mallhews Fair- fine - it 
doesn't help some of the traders but we try to bring people into the town on St. Matthews Fair day which is the last 
Saturday in September. Last year they tried something different and brought 400 people up from Looc on the train 
through the day. So they're trying. but our biggest thing is you come into the town centre and the first thing you 
sec is an empty hotel. That's our biggest bug bear in the town at the moment. that empty building. 
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Wait a couple of years you'll be looking at trees with no car parking spaces won't you·> 
You never know that do you·> 
That won't do the town any good. 
It will help the town out. 
We don·t. as a trader and speaking from another hat as well. the traders don't really get the support from the Town 
Council that we could do. There are members of the Town Council that are very supportive but it seems they get 
out-voted. 
WHAT SORT OF THINGS WOULD YOU WANT THEM TO DO? 
Well. we asked them. or the Chamber asked them. last year just to come and help with an advertising campaign. 
We actually ran a campaign for 10 weeks on Pirate Radio. promoting Liskeard hut the Town Council wouldn't put 
any money towards it. 
SO FINANCIAL SUPPORT. POSSIBLY. FOR THAT SORT OF THING'' 
Well. yes. when I recently had a meeting with other local towns and Saitash. for example. their Town Council arc 
very. very supportive and have put a lot of money in. they put a lot of money into Saltash lights. Christmas lights. 
etc. to promote the town. they even took out an injunction to stop Caradon building a park and ride outside the 
town and it made sure all the park and ride buses go through Saltash and stop in Saitash. 
AND THOSE ARE THINGS YOU THINK ARE APPLICABLE TO LISKEARD AS WELL? 
Well. certain things. There's more support we could gel. 
WHAT ELSE COULD THE COUNCIL DO POSSIBLY TO HELP? 
A free car park. 
Yes- or at least an hour·s free car parking. 
To encourage people to come into the town. 
2 hours free would be a wonderful thing. 
I think they ought to pay on exit. yes and then it would stop all this hassle with people in the town. 
WHAT'S THE PROBLEM WITH THE CAR PARKING? IS IT JUST A LACK OF IT OR THE COST? 
There's plenty of it. it's just the people have to pay. 
it's expensive. 
People are dead against paying. 
it's not the expense. because it's not that expensive. 
The stupid thing is that it's not even expensive. people will go to Plymouth and stick £4 to park and think nothing 
of it. 
But then they've got masses of choice. 
They used to have free car parking here didn't they'' 
Yes. They resent it. it's the principal of it. 
They did it for a week at Christmas didn't they? The last week of Christmas was free and it was noticeable. 
it's the only week in the whole of the last 12 months that we've equalled the year before's figures. 
Good weather made a difference. 
I think you can't go to a totally free car park. 2 hours free. 
An hour or two and pay on exit so people arc not rushing around the shops. 
Pay on exit is a good idea. 
You have to put a barrier system in. 
it's quite easy isn't it'' 
The only car park you can do that on is Westboume at the present time. 
You could do at Wcstboumc, the market car park., a way in and a way out, there's no problem there. At the other 
car park there's no real reason why it can't be done. in one way and out through the other. Easily done for all the 
car parks. 
I think it would send a message that it shows that the Town Council is trying to support the town as well. 
And then we're on an equal playing field aren't we? 
TI1ere has been a suggestion that all the car parks should be given back to the Town Council and then it's the local 
people who would decide whether the car parks are free and Callington has actually got a free car park but it's 
owned by the Town Council. and so has Saltash, I believe. 
A lot of people used to come in from outside. used to come into town to buy something for lunch. but the traffic 
warden hounded them so hard they were scared to come in and a lot of my customers say we don't come into 
town, we go to Safeway and pick up a sandwich and an apple and that's it. 
They can stop outside. but if we could have, say. 20 minutes outside some of the shops where they arc not 
infringing ...... 
They want to narrow the road outside my shop, they're nuts' 
Precisely. there's no reason why they couldn't stop there for 20 minutes. 
You ask. what can the Council do for this area. and Caradon'' Resign' They are bloody useless! They're doing 
nothing for this area. We're paying our business rates. we're having nothing coming back into the town. 
HAS THE BUSINESS RATE BEEN A BIG PROBLEM'' 
it is in Liskeard. 
Oh yes! 
What are Safeway paying compared to what we pay·• 
Nothing' 
SO THERE ISN'T FAIR COMPETITION'' 
Unfair competition. 
As I say, with all our market stalls. even those paying rates only pay 25% of what the town centres pay. That's a 
national figure. 
I would have thought that would have been the best thing the government could have done when they revised the 
rates in 1995 was to load the out-of-towns and make the towns cheaper and it would have made competition more 
even. 
Yes. absolutely. 
WHAT ABOUT THE RENT? HAS THAT BEEN A PROBLEM FOR ANYONE'' 
We mostly own our own. 
I pay rent. 
I pay rent. 
--------
Yes. I pay rent in one. 
HAS THAT BEEN A PROBLEM' 
Well. you try and gel the landlord to come down. 
Rents won't come down. this is the problem. Most people have got upwardly?' Rent reviews anyway and this is 
why a lot of the empty shops. speaking to one of the local agents. if it is a new lease they have 6 or 7 people after it 
and it's happening in Liskcard, but where they've got to take over an existing lease no-one wants to know because 
the rents are still far too high. The problems in Fore Street arc that there are actually people still paying those old 
rents. so they might just as well let the shop slay empty. 
We've actually just rented a shop because we had 2 shops and we've pulled back into one and we have just rented 
our other shop which is on a 2 year lease at the moment. but we knew more or less what we wanted from it and we 
were able to come to an agreement with the people who arc renting it from us. to the satisfaction of both sides. 
Most landlords arc being realistic. In fact, I had a rent review and my rent should change as from tomorrow. but as 
the landlord has not said a word to me I assume it's not changing' 
Wait until tomorrow morning' 
No. he was in the shop yesterday and he didn't mention it! 
We took the attitude that it was bencr to have a sensible rent and have the shop in use than to ask some stupid 
figure which we wouldn't get and have a shop sitting there empty. 
I THINK THAT'S THE GENERAL ATTITUDE THAT LANDLORDS TAKE. 
I don't know. 
ll depends who owns it. 
If they're property companies they don't care. 
The majority of landlords are having to be realistic nowadays. 
OK. FINALLY JUST ONE QUESTION. PERHAPS WE CAN GET A CONSENSUS ON THIS. WHY DO 
PEOPLE (IN YOUR OPINION) USE SUPERSTORES'' WHAT ARE THE MAIN FACTORS'> 
Convenience and freedom of choice. 
And free car parking. 
BY FREEDOM OF CHOICE. DO YOU MEAN ... 
Well. lot's of choice and it's all under one roof. 
Free car parking is the main one and convenience. 
There was a survey carried out recently that showed. particularly for towns like Liskeard. Saltash. Callington. that 
we have become dormitory towns of Plymouth and what is happening is that young people are gelling married in 
Plymouth. they can't afford the housing. but they can afford the starter homes out here. so they come out here. 
they're still working in Plymouth. so they do their shopping in the out-of-town stores in Plymouth in the evening 
on their way home and they come here. sleep and then they go back to work the next day and when the first baby 
arrives. invariably. they move back to Plymouth because that's where they've got mother and mother-in-law who 
arc going to do the baby-sitting. It's only when they don't move back. which is quite a small percentage. that they 
then become part of the community and they then start shopping in the town centres because the children are going 
to playschool, they are invariably having to walk through the town centre or close to the centre. but it's such a 
small percentage which is why we're seeing. if you like. the shopping particularly in the food stores. being mainly 
older people. it's also the older people that walk. that they don't have lhc cars. 
AND WHAT ABOUT PRICE? 
I don't really think that the younger housewife today. I don'tthink she really knows what an article's worth. I've 
got another side of my business and I know for a fact that I buy a coat that I retail for £39.95 and the same coal in 
Truro is £59.99. I sell 20 a year. he sells 200 a year. 
SO PEOPLE'S PERCEPTION OF PRICE. AN AWARENESS OF WHAT PRICES ARE. 
Perception. and a Jot of them arc Liskcard people. 
People go to Truro and Plymouth because they think they"ve got the choice of all the different stores and what 
have you. whereas in Liskcard they've only got 1/213. one of each you see. even McKays. I live right next door 10 
the manageress of McKays South West and she's in charge of all their s10res and Liskeard are performing 
panicularly badly at the moment and she reckons it is definitely since the advent of the roundabouls that Safeway 
were buill upon. she said that when the mud was there people stopped coming and !hey" vc never come back. And 
I tell you what. MNcKays do their homework very. very well. 
They're looking to expand. 
They arc at the moment. but they're doing very badly in Liskeard at the present lime. 
ARE THERE ANY SHOPS THAT YOU WOULD SAY ARE MISSING FROM LISKEARD. THE SORTS OF 
THINGS THAT MIGHT HELP0 
Yes. Marks & Spencer. 11 would bring people into the town. 
The town could use 2 or 3 multiples actually. 
LIKE WH SMITHS. BOOTS. THOSE SORTS OF THINGS'' 
Well. we've already got Boots. Say a shoe shop. A good shoe shop. AI the moment the retail outlets that arc 
available for anyone 10 come into are not big enough for the multiples. but there arc muhiples who are looking to 
come into the town. but there arc not the sites for them. I think there's an opening in !he town for somebody 
selling bed linen. quills. towels. tablecloths. anything like thai. 
Andrew brought Marks & Spencers up. would you believe I had the Playtex rep in last Friday afternoon and pan of 
his area is the Isle of Wight. I don't know if you people have been to !he Isle of Wight. but they arc very much a 
financial situation over the whole island. Five years ago they had 4 tabs. four reasonably-sized tabs. Marks & 
Spencer came. they wanted 10 put a store right in the middle of the island and it was refused. but the govcrnmcm 
gave them permission. He had 4 accounts on !he Isle of Wighl. he said 1hcy were all nice lillle accounts. families 
doing well. he said he didn'l even go 10 !he Isle of Wighl now. He said all !hose 4 shops arc shut. He said !here's 
no money going around and ihc Isle if becoming bankrupl because Marks & Spencer ship il over ihe walcr. lhey 
even ship their main slaff oul I here daily 1 So he said !here is nothing in I he Isle of Wighl whatsoever. 
If all we're saying is ihal we wanl 10 pul Marks & Spencer in ihe call le market. ralhcr ihan pulling it next 10 
Safeway. 
The sort of slorcs ihal we want. if you wanl an independent for example. like bed linen and 10wcls. that sort of 
lhing. anyone who wanls 10 s1an a business they have 10 produce a sel of figures clc .. to the bank. you need 1hc 
money. and ihe firstlhing ihal happens is ihaL ihcy gel ru1 indcpendenl consuhanl come in and says there's this big 
store about 2 miles oul-of·lown lhat sells all ihese products ala discount price and you're nul going 10 make any 
money and ihe bank will just turn around and say no. 
Banks won'l loan any money full slOp. Very difliculi. 
I can't even gel an ovcrdrafl at ihc bank. 
They" re making loo much money. 
THATS AN INTERESTING POINT ABOUT BANKS. DO YOU THINK THAT THERE COULD BE MORE 
SUPPORT FROM BANKS'' 
A Jol more support from banks. 
HAS THAT CHANGED SIGN I FICANTL yo 
We bank a lremcndous amounl of cash. 
We gel charged for il loo. 
HAVE THEY ALWAYS BEEN GRASPING OR DO YOU THINK THEY'VE GOT WORSE? 
More grasping since !hey caught a cold 5 or 6 years ago. 
SO THAT EXPENSE/OVERHEAD OF PAYING CHARGES .... 
Personally I took my account from Midland and I've taken it to the Post Oflice. I tell you what it's the best thing 
I've ever done. Giro Bank. 
We're considering it. 
My bank charges are ridiculous. I paid £270 last quarter for bank charges. 
They're open 6 days a week. open until 5.30pm. if you want change you phone up and they get it ready for you 
and I had my first lot of bank charges off them this week and it was £50 and my last quarter with Midland was 
£320. Well £270 is a lot. 
Building Societies don't want to deal with businesses do they? 
(people all talking at once) 
IF WE COULD DRAW THE CONVERSATION TO A CONCLUSION. 
CALLINGTON RETAILERS 
A LOT OF RESEARCH IS WHAT WE CALL QUANTITATIVE RESEARCH. IT'S NOT LIKE ANSWERING 
QUESTIONS ON A SHEET. TICKING BOXES AND SO ON. WHAT WE ARE ACTUALLY TRYING TO DO 
IS FIND OUT VIEWS AND OPINIONS ABOUT THINGS AND SO WHAT I'LL DO IS GO AROUND AND 
START IT OFF BY ASKING A FEW QUESTIONS BUT PLEASE FEEL FREE TO SORT OF INTERJECT ... 
HOPEFULLY IT WILL TAKE ABOUT AN HOUR .... FIRSTLY CAN I ASK YOU PERHAPS WHAT SORT 
OF BUSINESS YOU OPERATE? 
I run a Butchers shop. 
AND HOW LONG HAVE YOU BEEN . 
This one in here we've been running just over not quite 18 months. 
DO YOU HAVE OTHER SHOPS'' 
No. just the one in this area. 
RIGHT. OK. YOU SIR'> 
A bakery. We've been there since last April we started there. This is my first managerial ... Although I'm still in 
the bakery it's .... I've never had any experience with one place before. I don't run it completely myself but I am 
son of in charge up here .... 
THIS IS PART OF A LARGER BUSINESS'' 
Yeah. We've got 2 shops plus a larger bakery down at ... plus plenty of other shops we supply. East Cornwall, 
Plymouth. 
ARE YOU LOCATED IN THE CENTRE OF TOWN HERE'' 
Yeah. just off .... 
THANK YOU. AND YOU SIR'' 
('VC got a take-away. ('VC been there 12 years. 
RIGHT AND YOU'RE LOCATED IN FORE STREET' 
Yes. 
OK. THANK YOU AND YOU SIR'' 
I operate a fruit & veg shop/off-licence in Fore Street. for 8 years now here and prior to that serving 20-30 outlets 
of fresh produce in Plymouth as a wholesaler. 
OK THANK YOU AND YOU SIR'' 
I run an ironmongers in Fore Street .... for 17 years. 
FOR 17 YEARS AND IS THIS YOUR ONLY OUTLET HERE IN 
Just the one. 
OK THANKS AND YOU SIR'' 
A newsagents in Church Street. We· vc been there 3 years. 
ARE THERE ANY PARTICULAR TYPES OF CUSTOMERS THAT USE YOUR SHOPS IN TERMS OF AGE. 
SEX OR ... WHERE THEY COME FROM. 
All over don't you believe it. I wouldn't like to put it in any category at all. 
AND YOU HAVE A NEWSAGENCY IN TOWN AS WELL? 
Yes. there's two more. 
UM. COULD YOU DEFINE THE TYPES OF CUSTOMERS THAT MIGHT USE YOUR STORE. ARE THEY 
GENERALLY PEOPLE FROM ALL AROUND THE AREA OR ... 
All sorts of ages and ... they come from quite a long way away. 
UM. WHAT ABOUT YOU'' 
I suppose fresh produce mostly. Let"s sec. local trade very little passing trade i.e. visitors perhaps in the summer 
more so 10% or so mostly ... they can't drive to the door so they're walking very much local shoppers. 
SO THEY ARE MORE FROM THE TOWN'' 
Yes. you see the same faces week in. 
Regular. 
WHAT ABOUT THE OUTLYING VILLAGES'' 
Well I do supply outline villages perhaps restaurants, pubs but nothing too big .. just mostly residentials. 
AND YOUR TAKE-AWAY BUSINESS. ANY PARTICULAR TYPES OF CUSTOMERS YOU HAVE'' 
Customers aged between 30 and 50 mainly. I think customers from Liskeard. Tavistock and some from Plymouth. 
WHAT SORT OF TAKE-AWAY'' 
Fish and chip shop. 
RIGHT. THEY COME FROM FAR AFIELD? 
Yeah. 
DO YOU GET A LOT OF REGULAR CUSTOMERS? 
Yeah. 
REGULAR FACES'' 
Yeah. 
GOOD. WHAT ABOUT YOUR BAKERS SIR'' 
Very much the same. the grocers in between the butchers. Were all sort of 3 in a row there so we get the same 
sort of trade you know and I'm not actually in the shop so not being from Callington I don't know the faces a lot 
so I take it it"s from people from the town and passing trade. There does seem to be regulars ... I couldn't tell you 
where they come from. 
HAVE YOU NOTICED ANY CHANGES IN THE PEOPLE THAT USE YOUR SHOP OVER THE LAST FEW 
YEARS OR SO'' 
I think we are slowly getting more of a younger clement. When it first started it was more of an elderly- sort of 
SO's plus- but touch wood we seem to be getting a lot more younger faces coming in and younger clement which 
I think as we're situated up our end there wc'vc got 3 good shops together. If they pop into the bakers they might 
pop in to the butchers now we've got like 3 shops together I find it a lot better. If there's only one of you up there 
they don't want to walk up to the town. I find people shop in one area ... I find on a wet Saturday or Friday we'll 
get quiet but if you get a decent drop of weather we on average sell about £700 to £750 a week on an average basis 
over the counter. I have a couple of little nursing homes that I bring the catering around ... which I find quite good 
you know. lt's coming slowly whether you could push it any more is just one of them things. I think what we 
really need in Callington. not a supermarket. not a big one but one off Wall Street Parking so they can park and 
walk to you on one side of the road. What we really want in Callington is a one way system. If you look at the 
town it is made for it so everybody has got a chance. Some people came into the shop the other day. they'd been 
to pick up some food from somewhere else and wanted something quickly. Tesco's in ... they have to pay to go in 
the car park and 35p is a lot of money but it is an agricultural area down here. mind you it's not terribly nush, not 
being rude but I think the 35p hurts them. 
I think this is where I've worked in Church Street. They can park for a liule time and when they close the road off 
for road repairs it's dead ... I rely on a lot of trade getting the paper, cigarettes. sweets and away again. They won't 
park in the car park obviously and walk down to me unless they've got to ... 
Theres no car park outside us because of the traffic lights and there's no way you can park there so 
There arc treble yellow lines and they are very hol. The traffic warden doesn'tthink twice about ... 
YOU'VE GOT THE OLDER PEOPLE WHO WALK IN PRESUMABLY WHO LIVE JUST ON THE 
OUTSKIRTS OF TOWN AND THEN YOU'VE GOT THE SORT OF PASSING TRADE WHICH. DOES 
EVERYONE AGREE WITH THE BUTCHER GENTLEMAN. NOT KNOWING HIS NAME. THAT THEY 
TEND TO BE YOUNGER. 
I guess in my case they're 50:50. Over the last couple of years they are younger especially the ladies pushing the 
push-chairs they tend to walk and do the shopping mostly it" passing trade and locals for sure but the older people 
do tend to come in quite regularly because they can only carry so much and they do live quite close to the shops in 
the main street in the centre and they will do it perhaps every other day. 
I think it's a trend in older people. 
I feel that we're doing the service for them in the main. Those big weekly shoppers tend to go out of town and 
park up conveniently in the supermarket which is. I think the downfall of every town which is bad, they're gaining 
all the time. I don't know but we fought and my wife is Chairman of the Chamber of Trade and Commerce and 
we've said we don't want a supermarket. certainly not out of town. I think we're going to have one. thankfully it's 
almost in the centre of town just above here which in my mind won't help us anyway but perhaps it will bring 
more people into the town and once they've parked there conveniently I don't think they'll walk. it's human 
nature they just won't walk it's too far unless they really have to get their bits and bobs from somewhere else. 
DON'T YOU THINK CHRIS. THE PEOPLE WHO ARE GOING TO DRIVE THERE AT THE MOMENT ARE 
DRIVING TO SOMERFIELD OR SAFEWAY'' 
Sure. All they'll do shopping in ... it won't do a bit of good. it won't bring people into the town anyway. 
I've seen too many shops in Plymouth who have just gone down the pan because of il. it· s what they want. is a 
supermarket and these guys know il. 
SO THERE ISN'T A SUPERMARKET IN CALLINGTON? 
No. but whichever way you go within 8 miles there's one here. here and here. 
We arc lucky here there's not one big one. The nearest one is about 8 miles which is Launceston isn't it which is 
Tcsco's but I do know from the butcher in Launceston they· vc dropped 40% some of them in takings. 
IS THAT AN OUT OF TOWN SUPERSTORE0 
Yes. 
Yes. it's not a superstore but it's rather a large supermarket. 
IT'S LOCATED ON THE EDGE'' 
it's on the edge of the town right on the motorway. it is easy to get to and from here you just drive straight into il. 
RIGHT AND THE SUGGESTION FOR CALLINGTON IS THAT IT SHOULD BE MORE CENTRAL'' 
Well. I think it should be in the town centre right in the centre so people come in and then you' vc got a chance to 
catch them. But I mean the Council give them parking for 300 cars. Nobody will pay 35p to park in the town 
centre will they when you've got one which is free. I mean you saw that programme on the TV last night where 
they were doing this 'save our shops"> They went to Birmingham and the whole of the High Street. I think they 
said there was 2.000 shops boarded up and two thirds were owned by the ..... they've made a mistake hut it's too 
late isn't il. I mean out of town shopping is the downfall of most towns. 
Reading the Food Traders Federation some 12 years ago their figures were - independents were doing 70% of the 
trade and 30% to supermarkets and now there's a complete reverse. Recently 25-30% of independents is lost to 
supermarkets ... 
WHY DO YOU THINK THAT IS THE CASE THEN? 
Because people .... 
Park outside bang ... 
Walk in its convenient ... 
it" s all there isn ·l it'1 
From my point of view if they want to go to out of town supermarkets then town councils and planners say you 
have got to provide 500 car parking spaces or whatever they say. But when ... they're raking it away. 
No. I think they arc making allowances for car parking just below you. that is why I think. 
39 .... 
HOW MANY'' 
39 
Plus they do have to supply so many spaces here ... 
They arc ... 
And as for it again they know that it" s convenient. 
HAVE YOU NOTICED ANY OTHER CHANGES IN WHAT THE SHOPPERS WANTED IN RECENT 
TIMES'' 
I think choice. the multiples seem to give a good choice. We can match that perhaps day to day But fill up the 
boot and away you go. Time's about leisure spare time. They will do it once a week rather than ... 
Well more and more women arc at work as well arcn'tthcy and I think this is the trend from the 70s ... they've got 
to shop in the ccnain areas . 
and the supermarkets arc open late at night. We do our shopping al 5 to 8 because it's open. 
As you say the thing itself is that the housing market has gone and that"s what is causing the ... that's where your 
trade is going. 
Because people have got to cat 
Yes .. 
DO YOU SELL SIMILAR ITEMS TO THOSE THAT ARE SOLD IN THE SUPERMARKETS'' 
Not ... 
Same items -not a lot. 
WOULD YOU COME INTO COMPETITION WITH PLACES LIKE THE BIG TESCO'' 
That's another thing. They supply free buses. You sec your customers waiting but you've gotlo say goodbye and 
they look around and say Oh I an· s got chops there. my god. r vc just paid more than that in the supermarket or 
he s got grapes there that are cheaper than I paid. 
On the free ride? Especially the elderly they get on the bus and it's free. 
I would use the town we're living in. I think if we arc not careful there will be no town centres left al all. they will 
all be out. When you think in Callington there's 14 empty shops and that's from Church Street up West Street. 
Fore Street and it"s 14 empty shops. it's not a big area but it's a lot of shops if you work it out in percentages. 
HA YE THEY ALL CLOSED FAIRLY RECENTLy·> 
In the last 2 or 3 years. Possibly it's been really hard. 
WAS THERE A TIME BEFORE THAT WHEN THEY WERE ALL OPEN'' 
All full. all trading. more people. 
When they had the cattle market I reckon this was thriving. 
This was a big town. 
WHEN WAS THAT THEN° SORRY WE'RE NOT REALLY LOCAL. 
No ... 
I was told that the chap on the corner opposite your place. Mr. Deakins? 
Mr. Dickens. 
Yeah. On a Wednesday he used to let so many in his shop at a time. They were queuing up outside on a 
Wednesday. they used to let so many in at a time. let them out the back door and let them in the front door. That's 
what he's told me on several occasions. Yeah good times. 
Once rural areas lose their cattle market they lose a lot of trade. Launceston is the same. they lost their cattle 
market and that has gradually deteriorated down and I think this is the trouble with Callington. They lost their 
market. The farmers coming. the wives coming. the kids are coming. they all spent. 
ANY OTHER CHANGES IN THE SORTS OF THINGS THAT CUSTOMERS WOULD WANT FROM YOU"' 
The service. They only come ... but I mean I think probably we get more of the elderly because you can go to 
Chris and buy 2 apples. You go to the supermarket and buy 2 apples ... I mean the supermarkets only really cater 
for the young mums with 3 or 4 kids that they fill the basket up with £60 or £70 and walk out the door. They don't 
cater for the individual really. I mean you don't walk into Tcsco·s or Safeway and ask for a crown of lamb. They 
don't do it. If it doesn't come in a polythene bag they ... most of the supermarkets bar bread. they don't do nothing 
on the premises at all. it all comes in packed. all you do is you've got staff that unload it. I mean supermarkets talk 
about employing labour and you're supposed to employ 200 at Tesco's in Launccston. There arc only 26 full time 
staff the rest arc all capital labour. Really they arc doing nothing for the Government to raise money are they? 
The Government get no money out of them. 
When we started we were just flying out and because we were near the traffic lights. below me is the baker. above 
me is the butcher. No parking whatsoever at the time the guy further down the road. no disrespect to him. hcs a 
business man. he has the place where you can park and he's open 7 days a week working every hour god sends and 
he decided hey this guy"s making money I am going to go down the fruit and veg shop ... and he is gaining his 
customers simply because it is a more convenient place to park. people are lazy basically. 
I should say as well if the police did their job and moved it to double yellow lines there ... he would lose a lot of 
his trade. 
Fortunately the people do their shopping in the main when the traflic warden goes home. People come out of the 
woodwork. Sundays it's crowded down here. Sundays you can't move down this lower part of the town. it's 
open. 
lt"s open .. from six in the morning to 10 o'clock at night. The only day he closes is Christmas Day. 
I think that's something that customers in all sorts of stores ... 
I think moreso now in this modem day and age people don't want to be shopping when they could be going to play 
on the golf course or somewhere. leisure time. they want to do it perhaps just after dinner or before. you know. it· s 
probably. l"ve tried it. Petcs tried it, no one comes up that end of town. rve tried it Sundays but it doesn't work. 
again it's parking. 
WHEN ARE YOUR BUSIEST DAYS AND TIMES OF DAY? 
Mine are Fridays. IO.OOam to 12.00. 
lt varies on Friday all morning we were as dead as a dodo. get ready to clear up at 3.30 and we were busy then till 
6.30. I find in ... there's no pattern. I mean Fridays and Saturdays are best days obviously because they've got 
money but there's no pattern to it. You could have a flat out morning but it will be as dead as a dodo in the 
afternoon and it could swing back the other way. 
IS IT STILL IMPORTANT? DO THEY GET PAID WEEKLY OR MONTHLY? 
I should say 95% get paid weekly yes. 
Because a lot of them who shop in your shop arc doing it for the weekend shopping aren't they. They are the 
elderly people again. They don't go to the supermarket they bung it straight in the fridge. 
That's right. 
That's the difference. Waillillthe weekend. 
I suppose we gel quite a few. a fair number from the villages come in from St. Dominics. They would spend more 
on a Friday. you don't see them all week. 
We gel totally di ffercnl people on a Saturday to the rest of the week. I have noticed there· s a lot more men on a 
Saturday coming in to the bakery on a Saturday. 
MORNING. ALL DAY OR WHAT" 
Well we close up early on Saturday. so it's equal. 
H's a totally different type of people on Saturday. you can make fancy bread on Saturday and know you'll sell it 
but you make it the rest of the week and you'll be lefl with it all. you know there's no point making it. The people 
during the week will buy your basic large or small loaf. People at the weekends will come in and buy French 
sticks and things like this and during the week you might only sell 5 French sticks. 
ARE PEOPLE COMING IN FROM THE CATCHMENT AREA DO YOU THINK'' 
Again. I don't know because I ... 
I think we have a fair proportion that come in yes 
I think the village shops have closed down. 
Yes. most of the village shops have gone altogether. We are very lucky I think. There's not as many as I would 
like. You could always do with more but I think looking at Chris and Liam·s. the bakers being together quite a few 
that come in you know. they don't live in the village you know they come from away. Alright only 3 or 4 miles 
hut it's out of the area. I think Callington is a big catchment area ... There's a hell of a lot of yellow lights ... h"s 
quite a spread out area. not vast or densely populated but there's a fair few I think. There's 7.000 odd families 
registered under the electoral role in Callington. When we took over the shop we did a survey on the catchment 
area. so there's quite a fair few really and I think it's just gelling them back into the town centre to draw them in. 
Another point I think being Callington is the fact that it doesn't altogether have every kind of shop that we would 
like to visit should they come to Callington to shop. There arc a lot of shops missing. If you can find a bigger area 
like Tavistock or bigger towns. 
SO DO YOU THINK YOU LOSE PEOPLE AS A RESULT' 
We lose people. 
I think they haven't got these clmhes shops for the everyday working. There aren't any ladies shops at all really. 
There's Drewanhers but I mean there's no real .. 
There's a lot of people saying why do I come to Callington 
ARE THERE ANY DAYS OF THE WEEK THAT YOU FEEL ARE POOR DAYS GENERALLY. DAYS 
THAT YOU COULD CLOSE EARLY? 
Tuesdays. 
I think Tuesday's my worst day actually. 
Tuesdays and Thursdays. 
They are half days aren'tthey? 
Thursdays arc half days. a lot of shops close. 
lt's still a half day. 
We stay open. 
People say I thought you would be closed but I never close on a Thursday but there's this thing in their mind that 
they think we're all shut but I can'tthink. how many shops can you name that are shut on Thursday afternoon. 
IS THAT A RECENT THING THAT YOU'VE ACTUALLY STARTED TO OPEN ON THURSDAY 
AFfERNOON? 
I've always opened ... 
I would say myself that Wednesday used to be the best day. When I lirst came into Callington I had another type 
of shop which was a furniture shop and Wednesday used to get a lot of older people that was used to coming in 
when the market was on and that was. although that had been included ... I came here in 76. There is older people 
who have still kept that Wednesday afternoon and Wednesday because it was the busiest day. But now that's 
gone. the older people have died off. 
We find that on a Wednesday morning because Wl arc open down here we get quite a clutch of women that we 
don't see any other time and they come in on a Wednesday. 
Wednesday. I could always make more bread on a Wednesday and I could sell it. This week was very good. 
IS THE Wl SORT OF MORE THAN JUST A LOCAL TOWN EVENT' 
h is just local. 
The local produce the women bring in as far as I understand. it's sort of a couple of ... 
BUT THEY MIGHT SORT OF ATTRACT PEOPLE'' 
We perhaps get a spin-off from it because they are in there they will buy things they can't get down there. I know 
for sure it's only half of the people. 
There is a difference. 
They are noticeable. 
ARE THERE BANKS AND TRAVEL AGENTS'' 
We don't have a local travel agent. 
Several banks. 
AND DO YOU THINK THEY HAVE AN IMPORTANCE> .. 
There is always somebody in Callington I suppose. 
But then again they move the supermarkets with the banks as well. You can go there whenever you like. can't 
you. You can draw money out whenever you want so it's not as if you've got to go into town to get to the bank. 
You can go to the supermarket and get money back when you buy your goods. 
Yes. 
There arc a lot of estate agents here 
3 banks. 
Barclays. Nat West and Lloyds arc all in the main street. 
The other side of the road from us if you looked out now it's nearly all officey type businesses isn't it. 
IS THAT A RECENT DEVELOPMENT' 
Solicitors'' 
Well. more ... 
I don't think so, they've been here ... an old established firm. 
it's becoming a very fine line for us between existing and not. The lack in customers. it doesn't cost you any more 
to sec 400 customers a day as it does to see 40. you still have to be there and have everything switched on. You 
still have to pay someone to be there. The other reason is just overheads which arc increasing by utilities and 
business rates which has put a lot of people out of work. out of businesses. 
FIRSTLY. HAS IT BEEN A GENERAL TASTE THAT YOU'VE SEEN LESS AND LESS PEOPLE IN 
CALLINGTON OVER THE LAST COUPLE OF .. 
Oh yes. very much. 
ROUGHLY I MEAN WHAT SORT OF NUMBERS DO YOU THINK IT DECREASED BY? 
Well. I would say SO%. 
A good SO%. 
And why do you think these people arc going'' 
Plymouth. 
Supermarkets. 
I must be for myself in the newsagents. I must be quite lucky because I am getting trade. it's a different type of 
business isn't it. I've been going for 3 years and I'm building on my trade. I am still son of growing. it's just one 
of these things. isn't it. You've got your trade and you're staning to go the other way instead of up. 
I think you have just got to weather it out. I don'tthink it's going to get better. I think eventually it will get a little 
better but they will get fed up with it. You've got to draw them back slowly because the young mums get fed up 
with the supermarkets after a while. they will be fighting each other. I think the independent trader cm beat this. I 
think it's just getting the point over to them to give us a try. 
DO YOU THINK YOU'RE LOSING PEOPLE FROM THE TOWN TO SUPERMARKETS OR FROM THE 
WHOLE AREA? 
Whole area because ... 
People travel to gel in . 
In general they just hop in the car and go. mum. dad and the kids. They all go shopping together because the old 
mans off. 
To Launceston. 
Anywhere. The new way is Tcsco · s at . 
Launceston is 10 miles. They are all roughly 10 miles. Most of the shops where there's a big supermarket arc all 
struggling and Tavistock with Safcway's. that's now dead. There was a butcher there that had 4 or S men. now 
he's got himself. his son and one pan timer all in a year. 
If you went to Tavistock which in my mind is beautiful. beautiful towns in the area. there is a market day which 
seems to gather more people. Since they've had a supermarket there I find 9 out of 10 independents would say 
they have lost enormous trade because of that. The town on Sundays is quite dead. just like that. 
I told you somebody from the market at Plymouth but they find ..... it took it from there ..... . 
They do shop out of town. 
That's right they do shop out of town. it's easy there's no car park problem. you just drive in there. pick it up. 
chuck it in the basket. walk out and dump it in the car ..... 
YOU MENTIONED YOU THOUGHT PEOPLE WERE LAZY THINGS. I THINK THAT'S. 
I know for a fact how regular I am saying my customers are one told me she had gone out of town. "I said I 
haven't seen you today and she said it's raining I couldn't be bothered to come up. She was down this end closer 
to her car and "I know people for a fact that if the weather's bad or they haven't got time which in most cases 
that's life today. my carrots are Spa pound cheaper but if the arc SO yards. 60 yards up the road they will still buy 
those carrots which arc dcarer because they don't have to ..... That must be true because people come back and 
tell me the price of stuff aL supermarkets. Parsnips are 49p a pound instead of 29p. Sprouts. its all son of silly 
money. 
PEOPLE IN YOUR MIND WOULD AND ARE JUST SW APING CONVENIENCE FOR MONEY'' 
lt" s convenient.. 
They don't query it. I personally don't mind shopping ... but that is a very lower percentage. From the individual 
trader you want the ... where they pull a loaf of bread .... the old don't gel me wrong are very nice but you are 
dealing in half a pound and I will give 2 ra.-hcrs or streaky and weigh it up it doesn't bother me but I mean you 
really want the young mums Lo come in and say I will have 21b of this and 21b of that and go out and spend £20. 
SO A LOT OF PEOPLE THAT USE YOUR SHOP ARE VERY PRICE CONSCIOUS? 
A lot of people that come in are price conscious. yes. 
When they are CallingLon but not when they go Lo the supermarkets. 
No. 
That's the difference. 
That's true. Callington folk especially arc very very conscious. they watch their pennies. 
I can put a bag of chips up a penny and they will moan at that but they will sLick a£ I in the fruit machine while 
they arc telling me this. 
Exactly. 
Mark does it. A good loaf of bread daily I don't know what it is but down the road in a discoum store he can gel 4 
for a£ I well what's that for god sake hut there arc people who will buy it. 
Really cheap sliced bread. yeah they will buy it. A lot of them buy it because it's ideal for sandwiches. the kids 
won,' L cat proper bread because it I s got crusts on it. "I mean I've got a women who works in the shop who goes 
down and buys it down there because her kids won't cat my bread because it's Loo crusty" 
I don't mind competition. 
There's no way we can compete with that though. 
You can't compete with that. 
If people want to buy it that's up 10 them. you I . 
I don. L think anybody minds healthy competition. I think healthy competition is good. it's when it's unhealthy 
competition .... 
SO YOU MAY LOSE A FEW PEOPLE TO THAT'' 
Yes. 
CAN WE PICK UP ON THIS OVERHEADS PROBLEM AGAIN. IS THAT SOMETHING THAT .... 
Well yes. it's overheads or nOLhing. isn't it when you look at it. 
When the numbers were coming in you used Lo have a couple of hundred pound in the draw you could say right. 
let's fix the freezer this weekend. let's add a bit more shelving. you know or take it home but it's not there any more. 
the icing on the cake is gone. 
ANYBODY ELSE NOTICE THEIR OVERHEADS SUFFERING? 
I have been fighting the business rate ever since I have been there. I have now got an appointment. 1L Look 2 years 
10 answer 2 leners next April and half the stuff I'm being rated on doesn't exist any more. it's not even there. But it 
Lakes you so long Lo get through the red tape. 
WHAT SORT OF PERCENTAGE RISE IS OVER THE BUSINESS RATES'! 
50%: . This year I think they are looking at 8 Lo 10% APR. 'You can appeal but the appeal may not be looked at 
for many years. Meantime you arc expected Lo pay on the dol. meanwhile you could be going scamp it doesn't 
help you then that the appeal. they say oh yes we can offer you a reduction when it's already gone. 
That is the thing I find. it takes so long to get an appeal in. They only answer one leller a month, that is all they 
have got to answer. unless you get a company to work for you and then it costs you more money to get a few 
pennies. I mean they are actually a law unto themselves because they are very clever. They come and collect it so 
you've got to give it to them and then the next lot below them .... 
IS THERE SOMETHING ELSE THAT OTHER PEOPLE MENTIONED? 
Rates. A lot of people .... 
BESIDES THE BUSINESS RATE WHAT'S THE BIGGEST PROBLEM HERE'' 
The problem for us is refuge. Boxes and boxes galore. I fold it up and put in the one box. With that box you have 
to put a green plastic bag and it has a ... green plastic bag and they cost 90p plus vat. If you put it out on its own 
they won't take it. I may have 20 a week but I've cut that right down because I go in the Country anti bum it. 
That's what it could cost so my U BR I'm paying £1.500 to £2.000 a year I get nothing for it. I have asked ... 
ANY OTHER EXTRA COSTS TO GO WITH THAT WHICH YOU'' 
Sure there's your water. the electric. commercial. your phone your bags. 
You always pay more for business phone. electric. you pay more for it. 
Insurance ... 
A lot of increases constantly over the last ... 
Another big thing is if your mongaged or if you have a lea.'e or a loan the bank charges 8p every time you make a 
transaction. there's a charge .... 
WHAT ABOUT RENT' 
I think if there's any empty shops they are likely to put the rent up ... my rent was due for review this month and he 
won'ttouch it. It will stay as it is for another year. I think if they put it up if they put any rent up in Callington 
they will close the door. 
One of my shops I am trying to get rid of I have offered 3 months free just to get shot of it. I've got rid of it now 
but it's been empty about a year. 3 years ... It all goes down to history .... six shops and three offices above. The 
offices arc now convened to nats. 4 of the shops are now bedsits and the dentists have got 2 shops .... 
But again the shops were beautifully presented anti filled initially anti it lasted up to what. 6 months. 
6 months. if that. they weren't supponing. 
DID YOU NOTICE THIS SORT OF LOSS OF TRADE IMMEDIATELY THE SUPERMARKETS SET UP IN 
THE SURROUNDING AREA'' 
I should say yes. We lost 40% in the first week. 
THESE ARE ALL TOWNS OUTSIDE ... WHICH WAS THE FIRST ON YOU THINK WAS SET UP .. 
I should think .... there's the first one to pull out of Callington .. 
Plymco or Plympton which is some . 
A lady the other day went into Plymouth free on the bus. she just heard the bus went to Saltash .... she went into the 
. then got one from there into Plympton back into town and did the whole reverse back down just for a ride. 
I must admit I've wondered what stops people just gelling a free trip to Saltash if they want one. 
When all. the hippies was in Liskeartl. they was going into Plympton on the free bus from Liskeard. 
CAN I ASK YOU NOW SPECIFICALLY ABOUT WHAT YOU MIGHT HAVE DONE IN THE LAST 
COUPLE OF YEARS TO TRY AND IMPROVE THE SITUATION ... ANY SPECIFIC KIND OF CHANGES 
YOU PERHAPS MADE TO YOU MERCHANDISE OR OPENING HOURS. THIS SORT OF THING'' 
I haven't put my prices up for 3 years. 
1,\ 
ANYBODY ELSE CUT THEIR PRICES' 
I think we're all culling our prices to as low as we dare but you've got to move with the limes .. a fluctuating 
market. I mean beef will rise as quick as ... lamb goes up 20%: since Christmas because it's short. Pork ·s gone up 
because maybe ... the pigs are now short. so of course ... l"vc done more range in the dcli now than we ever did 
before. we make different varieties of sausages, all. different things ... just to try and keep them in.' 
HAS THAT HELPED AT ALL? 
I think if it's something different they have it. they try it. hopefully they come back. Yeah. I think it does do. I 
think somehow we are lucky at my end because there arc 3 shops together. we've all got a good range between us. 
you know we've got 3 next door to each other. we give more or less the same. not as much but a. fair range against 
the supermarkets. which does if you gel I shop' it's up to you to display what you've got al a fair price over the 
counters 
ANYTHING ELSE .... 
Yes physically expanded. l"ve got the shop next door now and I've gone into bread .. I took that over simply 
because I could my shop out. I've done it myself. Hopefully it will pay 
HAVE YOU ACTUALLY MADE ANY CHANGES ... WHAT ABOUT HAVE YOU CHANGED THE SHOP 
LAYOUT OR DESIGN. DECOR OR'' 
You have. 
We have completely guncd the bakers as I said before and completely changed it around. 
WHAT ABOUT OFFERING EXTRA SERVICES'' 
Yeah the first thing I offered was baked potatoes. I do the free delivery to the elderly people in sheltered housing 
we've made it known to them that if they want to order over the weekend all they have to do is phone in and we 
take it out on Friday morning. I do specials for the weekend to try ami get them in. We sec some faces and they 
come in just for that and you're always doing that but al the end of the day you think who are I you trying 10 kid 
because they aren't all regulars anyway they don't know any different what's happening in the supermarket. 
You can try all the different bread. there's always a new line .. every week with all the different fantasy bread 
coming in from "Italy or Germany or something like that and you can try it. you. gel people who will take one 
home on the day that you pu1 them in and they will come back 2 or 3 weeks later and say have you got any of that 
bread. you say no we haven't we will make some next week and you might make a batch up and they will come in. 
they will buy a loaf and nobody else will want it and in the end you end up. there's no point making these fancy 
breads up because people aren't going to come in and it doesn't warrant making them up because you arc not going 
to sell them again. 
Likewise. people say to me how many ... I go and get a tray it costs me £6 they never come in. you don't see them 
again. 
I think if you have too many fancy lines I think you have gotlo more or less keep an eye on it if it's costly you end 
up binning" it and you start to make it and pay the staff to make it and then you chuck it in the bin. "You've got to 
be careful what you try because of the costs". ll's all right making up half a ton if sausages. if you end up chucking 
it in the bin you may as we not bother. I think you have got to be very careful. 
"I think this is where the supermarkets gain because they can do all this fancy stuff. you know make up nol a very 
big batch but they know they will sell that because they have enough people going in there and people will go in 
there because they know they can get that sort of thing and because supermarkets sell all the different sausage stuff 
then they do draw the son of people who know that the chance of fmding stuff like that in Calling ton is .... 
Nil 
No way we'll find that. let's go to the supermarket. we know we can get it there so they gain people that way 
because they know they can get it there where the chance of finding it here is even though you could make it if 
they come and get it but they won't. 
Well I think too the supermarkets arc open Sundays. they arc open 7 days a week now. 
ARE YOU SAYING YOU'VE TRIED OPENING SUNDAYS AND NOTHING HAPPENED'' 
Yes. it's a waste of lime. 
I've tried opening Sundays but the reason I don't open Sundays is that I' m fed up with working . 
I open up on Sundays because I've got the papers so I'm open till mid day. 
I take more money on a Sunday from 4 til 9 than I do all day on Monday. But if I were to change my days around 
the customers that would come on Monday would go somewhere else if I'm closed Mondays. 
As an independent he's there all the time. I'm at my shop, you don't employ somebody to run those extra long 
hours you've got to do it don't want to go in on the 7'h day when I've worked my nuts off 6 days. you know. if I 
thought it was worth it I would. I really would if I could see the benefits. why should you have to? 
This is where supermarkets gel away with it. all the lime they are open at the weekend, it's casual labour. 
Yeah ... 
They have shifts. they don't pay it out to the government. if you arc open all day and make a profit they stack ... the 
supermarkets are so vast they've got all this casual labour. they work 15 hours a week. But if the government 
come to the supermarkets when you arc open on a Sunday you will pay a N. I. stamp on all the staff there and they 
would bloody soon close up. If the government had the common sense today to say all the people that work pay 
the government a N. I. stamp on all casual labour. then they would bloody soon stop it. I mean I have a bloke and 
it costs me £30 a week to have him and I give it to the government. If I could get hold of a butcher who will do 15 
hours a week I would save money and if the government had any common sense and said all casual labour pays a 
stamp the supermarket would soon stop their weekend bloody work. 
THAT'S ONE THING YOU THINK THAT COULD BE DONE TO LEVEL OFF THE ... ARE THERE ANY 
OTHER THINGS YOU THINK THAT COULD BE DONE. BY WHOM. DO YOU THINK THE COUNCIL...'' 
The council arc all fiddlers we should get rid of them altogether ... They are all paid backhanders. 
I think for all towns, not just Callington I mean at the moment everybody says we"ve got plenty of car parking but 
the car parking that we need in every town. one car park is the single biggest thing in my idea that any town wants. 
IS THAT MORE CAR PARKING? 
More car parking. 
Very cheap car parking. 
Yes. close at hand. 
Very close. not 3 mile down the road. 
In my opinion in Callington ... they are building a .... where they went ... there will be no where else to put a car 
park .... there's no where to bloody park. it's ridiculous. 
In fact I' vc lost 5 customers in less that a month that I know of who came to shop at my place. went back and had a 
ticket, it's not cheap anymore, it"s a lot of money to pay. simply got as dose as they could to me. ok they were 
illegally parked but they only expected to be gone for 2 minutes with a bag of potatoes. they don't expect the 
warden to come walking all the way up to the car park. or the traffic warden come to that, she booked them. 
IS THIS AN ACTIVE POLICY"' 
Yes. 
Yes. 
IS IT THE INDIVIDUAL OR IS IT THE COUNCIL WHO ARE KEEN TO CLAMP DOWN ON PARKING'' 
ll's the traffic wartlen. she's got a book to fill up. 
She does her job. 
I'm looking actually because I have got a small car park. you sees in my area if I haven't got that I woultl be 
finished completely. ".I need that. For me it would just be curtains because they arc there for 16 minutes before 
they are being served and they' re back. I have car after car drawing up in the morning for papers. This is a fact. 
Well I've got half a dozen letters at home that I have written to the MP and he's replied about the lines .... 
They should do half an hour parking free of charge. just half an hour or 20 minutes whatever. 
The Chamber have offered. we've offered the suggested thing we were willing to offer that people who cmne in 
and spent so much their parking would be paid back to them. I don' l think that would make an awful lot of 
difference. 
The Council net £46,000 a year in that car park up here. 
IS THAT WHAT IT IS. £46.000'' 
It's £46.000 a year. 
I'VE OFrEN WONDERED HOW MUCH IT IS. 
That's why they were dead against a supermarket coming down to town because they would have lost the car 
parking. 
It's a fair chunk of money. 
The Trade and Commerce wrote to Carradon and we had a bloke come and offered all current car parks the week 
before Christmas the first 2 hours free. 
HAS ANYONE ELSE DONE ANYTHING TO TRY AND ..... , 
I've been offering free chips with every piece of fish and chicken. it kept customers away. 
WHAT. THEY THOUGHT SOMETHING WAS WRONG WITH YOUR CHIPS? 
Yes. The following week the offer was off and they came hack. 
Last year I had boxes of apples by the door. they were super and I got them at the right money. I did them for 24p 
a lb. and people were walking by and saying what a gorgeous apple but something's wrong. you know 24p a lb. 
and left it. I kept hearing this and I said that if I here this again they are going up and sure enough a lovely apple 
must be something wrong at 24p. I put them up to 49p and they sold right off. 
Yes. 
The only thing I think is that you've got to be fair and keep at a sensible profit margin and they come in but they 
arc very price conscious around here(very price conscious but .... I mean labour around here is quite cheap in 
proponion to labour in the South East and I sec supermarkets kill a whole town right off. the only town at the 
moment in the South East thriving is Canterbury. It's the only town with no supermarket on the outside of it. they 
won't have one at all. there's one in the middle ... and that is one of the only town' s in the South East thriving 
because it's all in the town centre. 
IS THAT BECAUSE THE COUNCIL PLANNERS REFUSED IT" 
They refused it. That's what happened we left the Brighton area. we VC been there 4 years now. Brighton then had 
15.000 shops they own empty. completely empty. They gut tu the stage where the Council smashed the windows 
out so they were just derelict shells and .... they just smashed them to bits and left them as just derelict shacks. 
ANYBODY ANY OTHER IDEAS AS TO WHAT COULD BE DONE'' OK. WELL FINALLY WE WANT TO 
CONSIDER SOME IDEA WHY PEOPLE USE SUPERSTORES. 
Convenience. 
h's all there. lock stock and barrel. Free car park. it's all under one roof. They can do the shopping altogether. a 
family outing. nice 20 minutes the whole shopping is done. 20 minutes. finished gone for the weekend. Play 
football. cricket. rughy. you name it they do it. h's easy isn't it." 
All hours. 
It's open what 6.00 to 8.00 at night 7 days a week. bang. 
More choice. they can go there. they know they will find stuff there that they won't find in a town centre like this 
because there's no point stocking it because you won't sell it."' 
DO YOU THINK THAT'S IMPORTANT' 
I go there to gel stuff because you know you won 'l gel it anywhere else. so you pop into the supermarket and buy it 
even though. 
We're all guilty. 
Yes. 
ll's not just buying one specific item. 
You go in there to gel I or 2 specific items and while you're in there you think well I might as well gel 4 cans of 
baked beans and stuff like this which you could just as easily gel and you get some veg while you're in there 
because you walk in and the vcg is right there in front of you. 
it's all there isn't it. 
Yeah. I might a' well have that one to save going up to Chris·s. 
Several years ago we changed our trade and before your time we had stickers primed. ll stuck in the back of the 
car and it said I shop in Callinglon and you saw loads and loads of those stickers. The car park was full of then. 
Mine was there as well sometimes. 
As you say. they are open. convenience. you can park. 
Convenience. 
And the range is there. 
The parking is right on the door. That's the thing. 
95% of supermarkets you don l have to take the trolleys back. you just leave it where the car is and somebody just 
goes and picks it up. 
All they need to do is put a card up on a shelf saying special offer this week. it might not be lower than what you 
could buy it in the butchers or the thing but because it's got that card there saying special offer you think oh that's 
cheaper than usual. 
You don't know what is was before anyway. 
A liule while ago at Safeway's. a person came into my shop and he said I don't want a chicken. I've just been to 
Safeway's. I said how much were they there and he said they're on special offer at. £4.97. !laughed. He said arc 
you winding me up. Mine were £3. 
Those that shout the loudest get on in the world. 
ARE THERE ANY SHOPS YOU THINK THAT COULD COME TO CALLINGTON THAT WOULD 
IMPROVE THE SITUATION'' 
I think a good Boots, chemist for starters a Smiths. there's loads you can add but they won't come because there's 
not enough people here. To gel a Tesco's in Callinglon you have got to build another 15.000 houses. 
If you had a Boots and if you had a Smiths then Boots would do away with the chemists and Smiths would do 
away with the newsagents so again you bring the mu hi-national in you do away with .. 
That's right it's not hig enough to sustain those sort of 
To build it you want another 15.000 houses. 
I think basically if you look at the shops in Callington now and I don't know if this goes to other places. there isn't 
enough trade to keep the .. we are diversifying to other things and selling other peoples commodities to survive. 
and arc competing against each other to survive" and we arc competing against each other instead of working 
together. The supermarkets there all in one thing. Alright there's 3 shops there all in one thing they ... a lot of the 
television shops and tools arc competing against each other. Going back 4 years ago there was I newsagent and 2 
outlets but now there's 5 newsagents, or outlets anyway. 
OK THANK YOU VERY MUCH. 
MODBURY RETAILERS 
I AM GOING TO GO AROUND AND ASK PEOPLE WHAT SORT OF TRADE THEY'RE IN FIRST OF ALL 
AND HOW LONG YOU'VE BEEN TRADING FOR AND WHERE YOU'RE LOCATED AND THEN WE'LL 
MOVE ON TO TALKING ABOUT WHETHER YOU'VE SEEN ANY CHANGES IN SHOPPING PATTERNS 
OYER RECENT YEARS. PERHAPS I CAN ASK YOU FIRST OF ALL WHAT SORT OF BUSINESS 
YOU'VE GOT AND HOW LONG YOU'VE BEEN THERE. 
Well rve got a tea room at the bottom of the road on the corner. rve run the business for 7 years and we've 
noticed a change in trading patterns yes because it's gone downwards really but I don't whether that is more due to 
the recession more than anything because we've noticed it stabilising out to an extent and minor turn around so 
because it could be the fact that theme parks are opening tea rooms and things alongside themselves and the tea 
room in its own light is not very common anymore. The fact that rve been in theme parks near to hand would 
mean that we naturally expect to lose that without running something like a cave in the back yard or some kind or 
museum. I don't think we could do a great deal other than sell things. we've contemplated that. so I would say 
there's been a dipping during the recession and it's levelling out bu! our !urn over I would expect is no! much 
differcm from most people in our business. 
OK. SO YOU MADAM. WHAT BUSINESS DO YOU RUN AND HOW LONG YOU'VE BEEN RUNNING 
FOR• 
I run a gift shop. I am in the main street in !he centre of the Lane Street. We· ve been in business now for 21 years. 
we have expanded staning off in a very small capacity. really selling goods !hat I made myself through now to a 
substantial sized gift shop I think on 2 noors. I hope our brief is !ha! really try to accommodate from a baby to a 
grand-parent gift and we feel we've failed if we don't find a gift for somebody and they leave the shop in an 
unhappy way. 
OK. YOU MADAM. CAN YOU EXPLAIN WHAT BUSINESS YOU HAVE'' 
Yes. I run an antique shop with another colleague. antiques and collectibles actually. collectibles are important 
because antiques always conjure up thousands of pounds worth of objects when in fact I suppose you could say 
that we deal with the lower end of !he market basically. We've been in business now for 9 years in Modbury but 
personally prior to that something like 15 years altogether and we're located again in a very prominent position 
thankfully. right next door to the Post Office which couldn't be better. From that aspect I don't think that could be 
better really from location point of view. As far as business itself again we have without doubt found the recession 
but we are in that very fortunate position that we can go elsewhere to make money in order I am afraid a! the 
moment to support the shop it's very sad but at leas! we do have that availability whereas other retail shops don't 
in Modbury. 
THANKYOU. ANDYOUMADAM• 
My husband and I run the hardware. do-it-yourself. pet food. clothing. quite a large selection of goods. We've 
been in business for 18 years. We have expanded because many other shops have closed down such as the 
greengrocers which served pet food. the electricians. so we took over the electrical side. The recession has 
affected us as well. We arc keeping our heads above water and we arc located in !he main street opposite Lloyds 
Bank. 
OK. THANKS VERY MUCH. YOU SIR COULD YOU PERHAPS• 
I run a butchers shop we lived in Modbury for I 0 years and had run our own shop in North Devon for 11 years so I 
have been in my own business for 21 years I've been a butcher for 36 years and we also do fresh pasta. we buy all 
local meats, we feel that we arc as competitive as anybody and as competitive as major store and probably this 
year we find ourselves in the position of being about 20% down on last year. so far this year which we consider is 
quite a sizeable sum. We don't know whether it's our quality of food. we don't like to think so. well we don't 
think it's our quality of food. we give a service and it's either being due to recessional things. people tightening up 
or going off to certain areas. 
OK. THANKS VERY MUCH. 
I am in the same business as the gentleman over there. I mean I don't actually own the business but I am in 
catering. I work at a local hotel in North ... and I am actually doing a bit of research myself at the moment. I've 
done a few dinner parties as well as working at the hotel. I mean I can agree with the gentleman over there about 
the recession and how it's affected business. I mean you take for example the last 2 months in any hotel or catering 
business January and February were absolutely dead, nothing, I mean I think a hotel's got an edge over a restaurant 
or tea shop because you know you can provide conferences. you've got accommodation as well and if we didn't 
have that it wouldn't back up the restaurant side of it. so I have only graduated last summer from Plymouth 
University after doing an HND in hospitality management. 
OK. THANKS VERY MUCH. YOU SIR'' 
I've got the deli in the main street, I've been there nearly 6 years. We like to think that we offer high quality foods 
and the top of the range groceries. we have an off-licence section where we offer cheap and middle range wines 
and I've been there as I say 6 years and during that 6 years turnover hasn't increased significantly anyway. I would 
have expected it to increase when I moved into the business like anybody else looking for ideas to try to ... I have a 
few ideas as to why ... 
YES. SURE AND YOU SIR'' 
My wife runs the second hand book shop, originally when we first moved out to Modbury in 1987. We opened up 
selling new books and this was when it was the old rateable system. once the business rates system came in it 
made it impracticable to continue trading because of the demands it was a huge increase, specially as we own the 
premises and live above as well so it was rated as a house right the way across the board so we then closed down 
for about 6 months. somebody was looking for some space to sell some antiques so we sub-let the shop and then 
reopened doing second hand books and for the last 3 years we've managed to continue trading. there was 
significant difference the last year when they redid the whole of the drains in Brownston Street and it caused a 
tremendous drop in our turnover. I mean one day I came home. I work full time and my wife runs the shop. I came 
home and I couldn't even get into my own shop because they had barricaded it off. 
AND HOW LONG WAS THIS FOR? 
lt must have been for 3 months they were doing this. 
A little bit longer than that wasn't it because they started to resurface the area to. 
They haven· t finished it yet. 
I know. they keep taking it up. 
So I believe the future is also to do the main street in a similar fashion and also essentially a difference between the 
South Hams and Teignbridge. If you go to Ashburton you can park your car in their car park for 4 hours for 20p. 
lt's lOp for one hour. 4 hours for 20p so you don't even think about it. you put 20p in it gives you half a day so 
you can get some lunch. have a good look around and this I think is down the bottom. I don't know what it is I 
think 30p an hour. so that is the difference. you look at Ashburton it's quite a thriving community shop wise. 
IN TERMS OF THE TYPES OF SHOPPERS THAT USE YOUR STORE AND PERHAPS OTHER STORES 
HERE ARE THERE ANY PARTICULAR TYPES OF PEOPLE THAT USE YOUR STORES. WHERE DO 
THEY COME FROM? 
With second hand books you always get a regular clientele. A lot of people who buy books will do a circuit 
around. they will come to us. go to Kingsbridgc. Totncs. Ashburton and back. they will make a day going to all the 
book shops. We advertise. there is a leaOct that is produced by South Devon. there's a printer in Torbay who 
contacted all the second hand book stores in South Devon and has produced, you pay£ 18 a year to have an entry 
put in to this and they arc distributed not only to the information centres but each shop gets 500 as well and we 
find that works quite well in people being aware. people who buy books being aware. 
SO QUITE SPECIFICALLY SHOPPING FOR SECOND HAND BOOKS 
Yes or you get ... 
The same thing happens with the antiques. the same publishers and the same idea. we have found ... 
AND THIS ENCOURAGES PEOPLE TO COME FROM QUITE A LONG WAY AWAY? 
Absolutely. yes because I do take those leancts. it"s an actual leanct with a map showing all the areas so I always 
say that I do feel in that respect I personally bring a lot of people into Modbury because they take my leanets when 
I go to South of London. wherever I go to do a fayre. I distribute those and they have come to me down here and in 
turn shopped around for a coffee for lunch. buy meat. bed and breakfast. whatever. so that's a wonderful means of 
advertising as far as I am concerned. 
WHAT ABOUT OTHERS AMONGST YOU. DO YOU FIND THAT MOST OF YOUR CUSTOM COMES 
FROM LOCAL PEOPLE'' 
Yes. 
11 varies to the business. 
I would have said personally from a catering point of view that it's the complete opposite. that it would be a 
seasonal issue. I mean obviously we've got our regulars and during the winter we arc more or less a social service 
but the real issue is that the South West has been devastated as a holiday resort or area. You only have to look at 
places like St. Ives and Newquay and Torquay for that matter to see the drop in holiday makers. Now that in itself 
is going to affect all businesses to some degree but businesses like catering and hotel work panicularly so I think 
the recession ........ the people who would have come here. A lot of the people. a broad cross section of people 
who would have come as holiday makers not just people who can't afford to go abroad because there's very 
definitely a type of person who can well afford to go abroad but prefers the type of holiday that you can gel in the 
South West. some of those have been very well to do business people who have suffered badly as well and found 
that they couldn't keep perhaps second homes going down here as well and so forth and so the whole infrastructure 
as far as holidays and recreation ha~ been hammered over the recession period and I think that's cut through ail 
businesses but in panicular catering and possibly antiques because I mean the people who would have come down 
and perhaps bought a memento and antique as well. not professional antique collectors think we will leave it this 
time. so I think there's been .... 
A slight correction, I am actually quite involved in 10urism and I started the Tourist Information Office here which 
we come together and I attend tourism forum at South Hams District Council. I agree the holiday industry has been 
knocked but it's quite interesting looking at statistics. it"s the change. the holiday business is changing from people 
coming for a fortnight's holiday that they are actually coming now for short breaks they don't have this traditional 
fortnight by the seaside but I don't want to go over to that in great depth because I think you can probably get all 
this. there· s a first class tourism officer that's been appointed at South Hams District Council who is actually 
working very hard selling the area now into Holland. France, Germany. making links with France etc. so we are 
working on that but I think with regard to who shops in what shop. I mean I think a lot depends on the type of 
retailing that you are in. I have people who come to me from London to do their Christmas shopping and people 
from as far as St. Austell in Cornwall. so it" s very varied so people can come and shop in my shop peacefully and 
quietly for their Christmas shopping and not have to fight their way around Harrods. I would say probably only 
90% at the very least is local trade with regard to my business. 
We get a lot of people from all different areas coming in to this 
WHAT SORT OF DISTANCES DO PEOPLE COME FOR SOMETHING LIKE YOUR HARDWARE STORE'' 
We've sent bird tables to Australia. dusters to Canada you know silly little things. they just come. as .... saying 
we've had people up from Cornwall. Paignton, Torquay. They come 10 Modbury for the day. you know. they 
travel miles just to get bits and pieces which they say they can't get anywhere else because the hardware shops 
aren't around. it's all this big sheds which are killing everything. 
RIGHT. WHAT ABOUT PEOPLE IN FOOD. THE DELl AND THAT DO YOU FIND IT LOCAL BUSINESS 
REALLY'' 
I would say 80% is local trade but included in that local trade I would say people with second homes who are 
regulars really apart from July and August we sec very little of the holiday maker. there are regulars who as I say 
will come to the area and stay 3 or 4 times a year. I would regard that as ... but we would draw on the villages 
where the people come naturally to Modbury where there's only one shop in the village so come to Modbury. We 
do have people from slightly further away. 
HAVE YOU SEEN ANY CHANGES IN THE TYPE OF CUSTOMER BESIDES THE SECOND HOME? 
We're not getting the customer who comes in now once a week and spends £30 or £40 and they've disappeared. 
can only. in fact this year it's been noticeable. I never .... Sainsbury on Marsh Mills would affect us but that's the 
only difference in the last 12 months and we've been affected. The weather's been bad so naturally people want to 
rush their shopping and haven't got the lime to enjoy their shopping so they tend to go to a supermarket and we do 
have 2 buses. 3 buses, one to Marks and Spencers. so Sunday opening of the large supermarkets has affected us so 
I now don't open on Sundays. our Friday and Saturday trade has gone down which I would attribute to the Sunday 
opening, people going to supermarkets but yes I think we are affected by the supermarkets very much. 
Sainsbury's at Marsh Mills is a fairly high class grocery shop. Somerfields have a large supermarket in 
Kingsbridge which have a good cheese counter which is something we specialise in so again I would say we have 
lost out perhaps a little bit on continental cheeses whereas we gain quite a lot on local cheese so we tend to 
specialise more on that. 
Do you think it's fair trading this bringing coaches out to Modbury? I hate it mainly because they stand in my 
door way and I have to sweep no end of cigarette ends and sweet papers and goodness knows what else most 
mornings. Is that fair trading·' 
I THINK IT WILL COME UP AS WE DEVELOP MORE TOWARDS THE THINGS THAT CAN BE DONE. 
Can I just add something else that I think is an erosion. certainly in my business is garden centre. Garden centres 
arc expanding dramatically. they are becoming superslores. In fact I am actually in motion of taking this up with 
the planning office at the moment because I have actually looked into the consent that Endsleigh Gardens has got 
at lvybridgc and apart from the odd cafe and things their planning consent is to sell horticultural related goods only 
and they sell everything and I think we now have 2 more. we have Kitlcy and Martins in close proximity and I 
think they arc .... I have forced an issue with the planning authority on Kitlcy because Kitley is essentially a farm 
shop. the consent has been that they are to sell through their shop 90% of goods off the farm and 10% they are 
allowed to buy in local food products. They have consent now for a fish shop and a cafe but they sell cards. gifts 
everything there. they have actually had to go through the motions of putting in a planning application. they have 
been refused to sell all this other type of product and I am now waiting to see whether South Hams will have the 
teeth to prosecute but for my business and I think probably Helen's Christmas time particularly they scoop up and 
I know from some of the companies that I deal with that they do enormous volume selling and they just scoop our 
companies away from undemeath us. 
Again. they haven't got any parking problems have they"' 
No. it's another. and the other thing is that I don'tthink they pay the same business rates either. 
That's a very big issue isn't it. 
But it's the parking that's killing us I feel. 
Yes. plus the fact what they are actually offering them is a one stop shop again which is a supermarket. What we 
are actually suffering from if you are doing the food part you get the red and white meats trade generally are going 
do. The fast food packages and what they decide to put in them is going up because basically when people get to 
that stage they are looking for fast food, then they arc looking at supermarkets. We've got to go in that direction 
because all you want to do is go in there pack it in the thing and then let's gel home. cook it. sit down and then 
watch television and do our own thing and obviously the business side of it is 2 people going out to business and 
then you can appreciate it. But then if they are buying fast food the interest in food. the interest in cooking has 
gone. they are not particularly worried. !think basically on the whole the public is gelling very very lazy and this 
is the sad part about it. Nowadays you have got more cookery books than you have ever had. you can't turn 
around without gelling hundreds of cookery books so straight forward. easy to do can save you money. they're not 
expensive meals but they still can't be bothered to pick up a book and read it. Basically you go back to fast food 
and convenience foods, alright allractive packets. 
THIS CONSUMER LAZINESS WHICH YOU HAVE IDENTIFIED. HAS THAT HAD AN IMPACT ON THE 
TOWN GENERALLY IN TERMS OF THE NUMBER OF PEOPLE COMING IN? 
From my point of view. yeah definitely. It's like trade you see is about 80% local, I don't know what area you put 
as local ... 
I don't think it's fair 10 talk about consumer laziness as much as the obstacles that arc put in the way of the 
consumer just coming into Modbury which fonnally there wouldn't have been. It's prelly now impossible 10 park 
anywhere but the car park. the official car park which is extortionate. If you try and park anywhere else you are 
dug up under your vehicle. I don'tthink I've ever been anywhere that's been so dug up I mean so frequently so 
regularly, since I've been there they have been down the main street at least 4 times in 7 years and I mean the 
traffic lights, there's been quite a remarkable amount of digging down our end anyway. So I think there's been a 
kind of not laziness a kind of war on the consumer in Modbury as it were and the consumer has to use the car park 
which is extortionate really for a short stop over. 
So if I can't put it under consumer laziness. why is it that the fast food industry is going right up there ... 
Indeed as a general point I can accept that but I am saying there is also these other issues and I think they idea of 
being able to go into a one stop shopping centre and buy all you want including meats and whatever wouldn't be 
convenience foods has to be contrasted with Modbury where you are lucky if you can find anywhere there isn't a 
yellow line, when you've got it parked it's awkward to operate there. nothing is done to help you and meanwhile 
we pay the top prices in business rates where these out of town sheds where you can load up quite easily are 
probably on much lower per square metre each business rates. It's all stacked against the consumer in Modbury. 
GIVEN THE SEASONAL NATURE OF THE TRADE HERE AND THE DIFFERENT TYPE OF PEOPLE 
THAT USE YOU. THE SECOND HOME OWNERS AND SO ON ARE THERE ANY PARTICULAR DAYS 
OF THE WEEK AND TIMES DURING DAYS OF THE WEEK THAT YOU'VE NOTICED TRADE 
CHANGING'' 
How many days do you want'' 
WHICHEVER ONES YOU THINK ARE IMPORTANT 
From our point of view. from a butcher's point of view we arc surviving just on Friday and Saturday. Friday and 
Saturday. it all depends on what Saturday is like really whether or not you meet your levels that you want to go to. 
Monday. Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday forget it. 
HAS ANYBODY ELSE NOTICED THIS? 
Thursday has changed from being quite a good day in the 5 years that I've been here. so Thursday was the 
beginning of the weekend when I first came here but over the last 12 months it's certainly declined. 
I mean for me it's the same really. It's Friday. Saturday, Sunday you know, I mean we are gelling more 
conference business now which is good because that's sort of Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday and also it's 
usually a residential conference so we've got revenue coming in from the accommodation but I mean it is the same 
thing really if we didn't have our weekend trade because we do quite a reasonable menu for Sunday lunch and I 
mean like for this Sunday we've got 70 booked in because it's Mothering Sunday but I think I would say 80% is 
the local trade and going on age I would say the majority of our clients. customers arc over 50 because in this day 
and age the people over 50 arc the people who have got money. Semi-retired people 55 to 60, it'sjust economics. 
SERIOUSLY HAS ANYONE NOTICED THE AVERAGE AGE SEEMS TO HAVE GONE UP OR MAYBE 
GONE DOWN OVER THE LAST FEW YEARS? 
No. No. 
No. 
I mean I think just recently we had concrete cancer in our Council major housing estate and they have replaced 
that with double the amount of houses so I think we have got a lot of young people who are coming from there and 
I don't think Modbury actually suffers from a great deal of second homes, certainly in the Hinter Land, we're not 
anything like Salcombe. I think we arc quite lucky in that respect. 
I think the younger people who have moved in arc more supermarket orientated. 
Yes. 
Yes. I agree totally, I think it's rather like in the tourism industry we've identified that there·s families that have 
always had their holidays abroad and their children have always had holidays abroad and that generation now has 
never experienced an English holiday for instance and I think we're in that mode now. as children they went to a 
supermarket and so that is the pattern that they pursue and you· vc got to educate them. I know certain people have 
said that they arc quite frightened to come into my shop and we bend over backwards to be friendly and nice and 
one of the things we offer which is a good convenience. we gift wrap anything for anybody so it goes out ready to 
be given which is a great asset that we've done but they sort of feel in a way that we are the sort of shop thars not 
for them whereas we like everybody else we try to cater for all needs and all price conscious. 
They think that we are more expensive than all the big stores and that but you go in and check the prices. Yes. on 
some of the things we are more expensive but there are instances like Jamie you get compost from Trago Mills 8 
litres for £2.99. now I can't buy it for that but on a lot of things they aren't any cheaper. You have to shop around 
but they all think that Modbury is more expensive but we are not if you shop around. 
I'm quite concerned actually about an underlying feeling that there isn't an appreciation of the trade infrastructure 
in the South Hams that they are seen as a group of people to extort money from rather than a group of people who 
are adhesive to the community. I've expressed it to various people at various times that if the shops went out of 
Modbury like they have out of the North of England and you've got curtains up at shop windows and televisions 
inside them people would be absolutely appalled by it and when I've talked to various people who represent on the 
local council or the regional councils what have you they don't seem to appreciate that there's much more than just 
a traders issue here. the whole town would be devastated by the loss of this shopping infrastructure. By that token 
I think there should be much more of a strength of partnership between the South Hams District Council and the 
shopkeepers rather than seeing them as a source of revenue. 
Too true. 
I would JUSt like to say that South Hams. I am not defending them particularly. I mean they do run a business mans 
forum and I have never seen anybody here. I go regularly to them ifs a forum that's open to all businesses. I mean 
this is where I've bought up the garden centre issue and have actually gained support from other ..... and 
underwent they financed a private survey themselves to actually add strength to their case which I think said more 
or less that it would take out at least half the shops at Totnes so that they had this. the new Safe way would go to 
appeal and of course they did and Central Government passed it so I think there is an awareness within our district 
council but perhaps it needs to come out a bit stronger. I mean I think they've come to us with EEC Funding 
projects which some of you know that we've taken up. I think it's quite difficult for them to know how to actually 
accommodate us. 
I don't think the EEC funding thing is directly supportive to traders. The point I'm trying to make is the point 
about the traders being a very important part of the community. not as just a pressure group or anything like that 
but they arc going to keep the South Hams a living growing area and avoid it becoming an urban sprawl that 
spreads out from Plymouth where everybody rushes up to Lee Mill and goes into Tesco·s. something like that. I 
think there needs to be some kind of recognition that traders are finding it very difficult in these small regional 
areas. it isn't a case of get a bypass in necessarily .... and by that token we can get quicker to Sainsbury·s or we can 
get quicker to Tesco's it's got to be about keeping communities together in the South Hams because it's that that 
makes the South Hams so beautiful. 
lt needs to be more regional 
Localised infrastructure isn't it and I think for example the parking is a key issue. you don't pay for parking at 
Tesco's, Sainsbury's or these other places and yet you have to pay in Modbury so immediately the cost of your 
shopping goes up. 
IS THAT SOMETHING PEOPLE HAVE NOTICED. I MEAN YOU MIGHT HAVE PICKED UP FROM YOUR 
CUSTOMERS COMPLAINING ABOUT PARKING'> 
Oh yes. travel because of where we arc located. Most people put three hours in the machine. they've gone round 
and they've got about 10 minutes left, oh we haven't got time to look round now because purely for that reason 
and probably the same with the restaurant. cafe trade. pub trade. they've done their shopping. they haven't got any 
time. they've got 5 minutes left, they don't want to pay more and therefore they just go. 
Can I just add as I'm a Councillor, it's a big problem the parking. I agree totally about this but there is the 
dilemma that you have to address is that when the car parking was free here before they put the meter in when the 
lvybridge business came in. The car park was jam packed. there wasn't room for our punters to get into it because 
local people parked there consistently. cars were abandoned so you have to come up with a formula. it's a great 
pity but as I say I support. there has to be some sort of paying but a very low form of paying to control it because if 
it's free those car parks .... 
You get 2 hours free parking in lvybridge. you don't get any free parking in Modbury. 
I agree that there should be systems to encourage but you can't have it totally free because otherwise it just gets 
choked up ... 
The lvybridge free car park is owned by the lvybridge Town Council ... which we have a free car park up on the 
green which is owned presumably by the parish. 
But that lead in free parking is a direct incentive for people to go into the shops. That's the point I'm making. I 
mean you wouldn't have dumped cars if you had only got 2 hours parking. you can't dump a car for 2 hours. 
IS THERE ANY ON·STREET PARKING HERE AT ALL'' 
Yes. 
30 minutes. 
30 MINUTES. YOU'VE GOT THAT. CAN I DRAW YOU BACK TO WHAT YOU MAY HAVE 
SPECIFICALLY DONE AS TRADERS IN YOUR OWN RIGHTS OVER THE LAST COUPLE OF YEARS TO 
CHANGE WHAT YOU OFFERED CUSTOMERS. ARE THERE SPECIFIC THINGS YOU MIGHT HAVE 
DONE IN TERMS OF PRICE. REFITTING STORES. OPENING HOURS. THOSE SORT OF THINGS 
EXTENDING YOUR RANGE. 
We can end up being very depressed. The reason being we structurally altered our shop through basically 'we feel 
the need that we have got to do something'. we can't stand still any more. I can't stand at the windows saying 
where the bloody hell are they. there's nobody around so we said right we will do something so we sold our van. 
the new van. got a very good price for it and went to Peterborough. bought some very allractive cabinets. 
introduced more cabinets so when I actually had 14 fool of actual display area. I have now got 21 feet of display 
area which is quite significant to what we've done because it's probably like the general pallem or the army thing 
it's just the last push because where we go from here. I've got nothing else to sell and I'm not continuing to 
finance my business. I say finance it. the bank is helping me finance it so this one is hopefully being self financing, 
we've made a few alterations to introduce more trade. Whether it will or not. I hope it will but we can't trade 
without people we must have the volume of people into Modbury. 
JUST THE PEOPLE ARE NOT COMING INTO THE TOWN'' 
The volumes of people are not coming in. 
A lot of the time when the road works were going on Plymouth Sound were pulling out 'don't go to Modbury 
because you can't get through. the road is all dug up' and they did that long after they had finished. 
But when you come to escorting people. taking people to supermarkets. this is quite nice really. you gel the 
majority of pensioners or what not. I know a pensioner doesn't spend a fortune but they can come in on a regular 
basis every day and everything mounts up at the end of the week. Tesco's or Asda they come up and say 'stand by 
the Post Office or bank. go and stand there. we will bring a big bus. we will pick you up. we will take you there 
and pick you up again' and they think Christ a day out. we are getting out of Modbury. 
You can have your lunch or your tea at the supermarket cafe. 
They say right can you get to Kingsbridge. if you gel to Kingsbridge the Marks & Spencers bus will pick you up 
from Kingsbridge. take you to our place. a wonderful shopping. you can visit Sainsbury's. the big Marks & 
Spencers. you can have lunch there. a lovely trip and back again. ll's a day out but we can't offer these facilities. 
we can't compete with their ridiculous special offers to bring the people in to the area on such a large volume. we 
can"t bring people into Modbury in that way hut they can. I am surprised that. like the question I asked you when 
we started. why didn't you do this 10 years ago when we wanted something done. we arc a very small voice. the 
voice has been voiced over and over again and when the issue comes up the hi-elections they say we are going to 
look imo this. What did they do. honestly if the local parishes or local government say we don"t want that 
supermarket there. they take it to London and what do they say'> Fine Sainsbury"s yeah you contribute to us yeah 
lovely. let them pass. let them go through and this is what is gelling up peoples nose and they are on about. we've 
ruined the high street but we"ve got to gel people back but it"s still opening up big supermarkets and hypermarkets. 
how arc we going to gel people back. 
There is one major area where we can never compete with these larger shops and that is the highest cost which is 
the wages and staffing. I've always maintained as a bit of a joke. that if we blocked off either end of the high 
street and just put two checkouts there at certain limes of the year you could run the place with 2 people and I think 
that by the nature of the architecture and the whole thing about the village that makes it so absolutely what it is 
that's so beautiful you can never actually knock them all through so one person can run 3 or 4 shops alone lime. 
You can't convert it. have part of a person running a shop so at the end of the day a set up like Modbury which is 
duplicated across the country in numerous places can never compete with the staffing levels that somebody like 
Asda can have. I sec Asda if you go in al a certain time in the evening. shut down 5 or 7 or 12 of the chcckouts. 
there's only three people on. I person just checking the noor and that's it for the night. All those people can 
handle the customers that go through. so not only have you got a geographical problem but you've also got an 
architectural problem to face and it" s to do with staff costs. 
RIGHT. WHAT ABOUT ADVERTISING. DO YOU THINK ADVERTISING IS IMPORTANT TO WHAT 
THE SUPERSTORES SAY THEY OFFER TO CUSTOMERS'> 
Television advertising. yes. '"How far can the independent go? How far can the people here go·r·. We can't offer 
nation-wide coverage. we can offer radio coverage. We can offer newspaper coverage but purely speaking for us 
every time I've seemed to advertise on a special or what we can offer. ll's not made the slightest difference. 
DO YOU THINK IT AFFECTS CUSTOMERS ON WHAT THEY HEAR ABOUT WHAT THE SUPERSTORE 
HAS TO OFFER'> DO YOU THINK THEY ARE CONVINCED BY A LOT OF WHAT THEY HEAR BY THE 
NATIONAL ADVERTISING? 
Well they arc. 
Definitely. 
Yes. 
They have researched this so finely you know regarding big stores and you've probably been into big stores from 
an enquiry point of view that research. these have got scientists looking at peoples minds 10 say what they arc 
thinking. These people have already sorted it before it comes out. Everything is calculated before it"s even 
started. Your thoughts on how you feel they've already sent people out to say how do you feel about chicken. 
right. so you tell them how you feel about chicken. so you shove it in a computer. that"s your lot and say right. so 
and so in 6 months time will have this big chicken promotion. this is what we will do so they know in advance. 
They"ve done their research. they"ve got it because they've got it here. they"ve got the power to do it and we 
haven't. 
But don't you think the recession has had a lot to play in this in as much as the supcrstores now arc actually so 
competitive amongst themselves as well that they are all moving into selling everything. I mean a really good 
example of a great feedback when I got when I was doing my buying a few months ago was that Boots have 
moved into an enormous range of sofltoys. they were trying to take a lump out of the Mothercare range and I think 
the recession. everybody is so keen that everybody is trying to sell everything and get a bile of every part of the 
trade and I think that's quite interesting and I the business with Debenharns for instance who started doing these 
days running up lo Christmas where they offered a 20% discount across the board on anything bought in the store 
was promptly followed by Co-op the following year and so it goes on and I mean to say this is what is happening 
on a higher plain to us and we find it very difficult to ... 
Practically every shop in a bigger town centre has always got a sale on. 
Well that's another indication of the scene. I think one thing that we have to work al. something that I have done 
that has proved very successful and I've done it for 2 years with the Christmas time is that I have actually 
compiled a customer list and I actually have special late night shopping nights as I call it under invitation, this sort 
of snobby thing if you like of writing to them personally and saying would you like to come and do your Christmas 
shopping with us on such and such a night and we will give you a glass of sparkling wine and smoked salmon 
sandwiches. This has undoubtedly paid off for us. it's a long day I can tell you but I think all these sort of ploys 
have got to be looked atlo try and actually get them into your door and hopefully while they arc there they actually 
spend. 
HAS ANYBODY ELSE TRIED THAT SORT OF THING OR INITIATIVES LIKE THAT. STAYING OPEN 
LONGER. DIVERSIFYING THE RANGE OF THINGS THAT YOU OFFER'' 
No. 
When Dcrck went to America he came back with ideas and started dressing meal so it was all ready to chuck in the 
pan weren't you. he does lovely stuffed meats those sorts of things. has that not .. , 
This is a prime example of what happens when you do all this. you come back and you've got this enthusiasm to 
do something and then you sec your trade going down and down and down and you can gel really off about it. 
Your incentive to stand there and be a linlc creative if you like with food and you put it in the window and at the 
end of the day you take it out again and this is something that you get. "this feeling of how much more. what do 
you want. what do you want from us as traders, tell us what you want and obviously we will provide it to a point". 
We are not a supermarket but all of us together are. we are one big supermarket but the trouble is you've got to 
walk a few paces into it and if you went into our Co-op and you wcm into whatever and keep on going round and 
at the end of the day you say right. it's cost me X to gel there if there is anything wrong with that product I will 
take it back. how many people take stuff back to a supermarket. very very few I should think because they have 
got to go another 7 miles. 14 miles round trip. they will bring stuff back to the local shops. alright I still do things 
like that at the end of the day. I should be doing a lot more but I don't see the point in increasing it from that point 
of view. Alright we're trying again now. it's the last push. We will have another go to sec what we can do. but if 
the larger stores can take them away from us quite easily I don't sec how we can compete with that. 
I am concerned about the notion of. we hear all the time about level playing fields and things like this. I don't 
actually believe. you said we constitute a supermarket if we take it all collectively. in fact that isn't quite the case 
because as we've already raised a few time tonight we are a supermarket in terms of what we offer but we're not a 
supermarket in terms of the level playing field side of business rates. parking. staffing. 
WHAT ABOUT RENT. IS THAT AN ISSUE? 
lnsurances. we haven't got any economics of scale on that basis. if we could all get together nationally and get 
insurance dropped or things like that. Yes. that's possible. We could all get together to raise issues about business 
rate things like that. Yes indeed but we don't have the level playing field to start off with. If e could compete I 
think with all the overheads that they've got then probably we would be equally good. 
There's 2 things I would like to just add and that is that I had heard a proposition put forward that in fact when 
they give planning consent to these big out of town shopping stores they should actually also place a levy on them 
which in fact would be fed back into places like Modbury which would reduce their business rates and so on so 
there would be some levelling of the playing fields. The other thing that I heard just recently from somebody who 
is about to develop the market sight in Plymouth I understand, I believe it to be correct that they will approach for 
instance Marks and Spencers, they want Marks and Spencers to go into that site. they will offer them the store. 
they will kit the store out as they want it. they will do anything and Marks and Spencers want for nothing because 
it" crucial to them that they actually get Marks and Spencers in there. So Marks and Spencers is walking into a 
ready made store. I mean what happens ... 
And meanwhile Tcsco's wants to take our Post omcc away and things like this and chemist shop and 
AND HOW IMPORTANT IS THE POST OFFICE AND THE BANK DO YOU THINK? 
Crucial I think. I mean they took away the bank manager and that had an impact on Modbury because we no 
longer had a full time manager so that people could consult him. We know for a fact that many people came into 
Modbury to use it for banking purposes and to consult with the bank manager over their monetary affairs. A Jot of 
elderly people. 
We lost Midland Bank as well which affected us tremendously so we now have a bank which is now just a cash. 
it's not a cash point in the wall. there are 2 girls who will pay money in and take out. 
I wonder how long that one will last because they've moved to restricted opening now. 
What they have actually done to us is taken away a source of money. we went down to the holiday season. we 
don't have a cash point as such. so they a•k us where do we go to get money from Midland. what are you going to 
say you have to be helpful so you say well you go to Kingsbridge. Plympton. lvybridge. Alright so it's 7 miles so 
you're not going to go to Kingsbridge. drive home or come back to Modbury. nobody in their right mind would do 
that anyway so this is one of our facilities. we lost again Halifax. it didn't cost any money in Halifax. it wasn't 
turning over enough money. it wasn't costing them anything right so they pulled it out so that's another means of 
revenue that people could draw at and it's just left us with this ghost of a bank and that" all it is. 
And what you get now is people coming in saying can you change a cheque with Mr. Baxter because the bank 
closes at 2.30. I mean we've changed a terrific amount of cheques for people because there's no. 
But as far as a cash point is concerned. you were saying if we had a cash point it would get rid of .... well I don't 
quite honestly know because it depends which bank. Still keep the Lloyds bank. most of us bank with Lloyds 
because it is local but when the Midland closed I went into this in great detail. I actually wrote up to head omce 
and asked them if they couldn't put a dispensing machine there for Midland because Midland arc now in .... you 
can deal with Nat West. TSB. First Direct. Bank of Scotland as well as the Lloyds. I am not saying get rid of 
Lloyds by any means but would have given us all those facilities because like you we get a lot of people coming in 
that have been out walking. they don't carry cash or credit cards or things when you go out walking and they are 
short of money and it's a facility that the banks have just ignored us completely. 
The Chamber has tried and the Parish Council has written about trying ..... of having a cash point somewhere. 
ARE THERE ANY OTHER FACILITIES OR EVEN TYPE OF STORES DO YOU THINK WOULD BENEFIT 
MODBURY. THINGS THAT MIGHT BE MISSING THAT MIGHT HELP? 
My feeling about Modbury is that we offer specialised services. everyone of us looks after their customers and I 
think the only hope of it's survival is that we can build up enough specialist shops. small but look after their 
customers and give them a very good service. it's our only hope. 
We've all got to stick together. 
I did a mail drop. I had it drawn up with a friend of mine. Very. very good. It was nice and large. a nice logo. 
everything was listed of what we do you know ... so I didn't want anybody to do it. so my first hand I said right 
there's a list you hit Yealmpton and go right the way through so you do Ycalmpton to Newton Ferrers. I had 1.500 
primed and he went and delivered 1,500 and I know him. he's very meticulous he wouldn't bung them in a hedge 
or anything like that. he would deliver them. Out of the 1.500 we sent out we got 4 people. but this is a personal 
thing that we wanted to do so he had his coat, his apron on and it wasn"tthe son of thing you do scrap up because 
it was done very nicely. it was the sort of thing you could pin up in your kitchen that we thought. We went into it. 
if it was just a plain uninteresting thing people do screw them up like we all do. but we tried to do this so it reads 
well. it looks nice. we got 4 out of 1.500 that we actually hand delivered. 
SO PRESUMABLY YOU BELIEVE A LOT OF THOSE PEOPLE WOULD BE USING THE SUPERSOTRES 
INSTEAD? 
Oh yeah. very much so. 
WHY DO YOU THINK IT IS GENERALLY THAT PEOPLE USE THE SUPERSTORES, WHAT ARE THE 
FACTORS THAT LEAD THEM TO TRAVEL 20 MINUTES UP THE ROAD TO GO TO TESCQ? 
I feel it"s shopping under an umbrella. they need this umbrella to shop under because basically they can't be 
bothered. 
Plus. they think it" s cheaper. 
DO YOU MEAN LITERALLY AN UMBRELLA"! 
Protected from the weather. 
Absolutely. It's like we said. we go back to all the facilities they can offer which we can't. They can drive up to 
the front door. free parking. say right. walk in. do your shop. come through the checkout. Whether you have to 
wait or not all depends on how many is on the checkout. trolley into the car. lovely. put the trolley away. jump into 
the car. that's it. That"s the shop done for a week. 
And also fill up with cheap petrol. 
I mean you just look at the advertising for Sainsbury·s. it's always with someone like Penelope Keith or Delia 
Smith or whatever. take one chicken breast bla bla blah and their sales shot up after these adverts. 
Advertising. convenience. Even when you go into the store. I can't remember who it was. it was Morecambe or 
Wise. one of the 2 who did this thing at Christmas with filo pastry and mincemeat. 
That was Delia. 
Was ir' Oh alright and you walk in the door. there"s the sign and you·ve got your mincemeat there. you walk a bit 
further up the counter. you've got your filo pastry. everything is convenient. I mean they do it with all the major 
stores. 
Sainsbury·s in particular would hit Modbury. I think the type of people that would want to shop are the son of 
people who would have shopped frequently at Modhury. 
We lost a lot to Tesco·s. before Tesco·s. Before Tesco·s arrived we had 2 greengrocers. 2 butchers. I mean 
Tesco's took its toll here he fore some of you actually arrived on the scene. 
We had 3 butchers at one time. 
It's a pity really as far as Modbury is concerned because there are a small percentage of people who would love to 
come to Modbury from Plymouth because they are small shops but what we could do without is the competition of 
the transport. 
We want the level playing fields. that's what we want. 
Exactly. 
AND WE'VE DISCUSSED THE LEVEL PLAYING FIELD IN TERMS OF PARKING. RATES. PLANNING 
CONSENT. LOCAL .... 
When you look at any of these buildings they are putting up they are very very cheap for the superstore. very 
cheap to maintain. in fact they are just tin sheds and once put up that's that. Anybody here would tell you that the 
properties in Modbury arc very difficult 10 maintain. 
Or in a conservation area. 
That's right. they"re very difficult to maintain. they are very difficult to keep upright and you arc constantly caring 
for them. 
The other thing that I was just going to quickly say. I have actually over the last 2 years been trying to make 
myself very cost conscious and perhaps when I am doing my mark up which I do if say something comes out a £5 
and it should be £5.15. rvc swung it back to £4.99 and this year I have actually been rapped very severely by my 
accountant because he says enough is enough because it is actually showing itself quite dramatically. 
I WAS GOING TO ASK YOU ABOUT PRICES AND MARK UPS BUT THAT'S SOMETHING YOU'VE 
LOOKED AT VERY VERY CAREFULLY. 
Absolutely. if you buy an article and you think it's worth .. 
People arc looking for value for money at the moment aren't they. in everything they buy. 
People also tend to buy junk. You· vc only got to look in Plymouth or any there of the one off. next step up from 
the market trader. move into a shop. nog this junk off. anything£ I and gone again. 
WHY DO YOU THINK PEOPLE BUY IT. BECAUSE THEY JUST DON'T REALISE WHAT THE QUALITY 
IS. 
lt's cheap. 
it's cheap yeah. they think they're getting value for money. 
SO ITS PERCEPTION. PEOPLES PERCEPTION NOT ONLY OF PRICE BUT OF THE QUALITY OF THE 
THINGS THEY GET. 
I have people come in my shop and they say I saw that in Harrods and they do not grasp that I am in the same 
market place. I am buying goods from the same source as Harrods and they cannot believe that there's a shop in 
Modbury selling the same goods that they can buy in Harrods. 
DOES ANYBODY ELSE WANT TO SAY ANYTHING'' 
Just one thing about staff. I wonder whether or not there isn't some way in which people who live near and with 
their shops are being recompensed because they are working in and on their shops above the people who are if you 
like the Tesco's". I can" put it into words at the moment. it" conceivable that people who are small shop keepers 
living above the shops or close to the shops and working them like that have to be given some recompense for the 
fact that they arc working in a small unit. 
Tax the stores so there's a levy put on them and it's fed back into the smaller retailer to stimulate and case their 
financial outgoings on trying to survive and hold the community together. 
I feel that the stores are so powerful now with what the stores actually plough into government and you've 
obviously been into this. it's a considerable amount of money and Sainsbury's is a good example and I feel that 
each time they arc getting so powerful where do we go from here. they seem a law unto themselves. David was 
saying he's noticed a difference in trading on a Saturday which is quite easily. why all of a sudden you're on a 
lovely role. just going nicely on a Saturday. this Saturday's going to pull me out of the doldrums and all of a 
sudden you get this Sunday trading syndrome and all of a sudden from there on the trade seems to have dipped on 
a Saturday. it doesn"t dip and then come up again. it stays there. so why is that? Thcre"s a reason for it and once 
again we can only point it in one direction and say supcrstores once again. 
THANK YOU ALL FOR YOUR INPUT. 
APPENDIXB2 
B2: Analysis of Semi-Structured Interviews 
Number 
I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
-- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------, 
Store Name Informant 
Belamarriage Bridal Studio Sherry Durant 
Bruce Reid Bruce Reid 
Cornish Farm Produce Roger Carter 
Country Cheeses Elise Jungheim 
Eileen's Wool Eileen 
El ford's Butchers and Deli John El ford 
Framer's Corner Bob 
GP Stores Clyde Mills 
Goldsworthy's !an Goldsworthy 
Hicks and Son John Hicks 
Hockridge and Stacey Karl Hockridge 
Kountry Kit Dave McDowell 
Lawsons Liz Lawson 
Mariannes Fashions Mrs. Richards 
Moor Silk and Yarns Kathryn Leatherby 
Phase 2 Research 
One-to-One Interview Sample Details 
Stautus Location Type of Store 
Proprietor Tavistock Wedding Outfits & Alterations 
Proprietor Saltash Newsagents 
Proprietor Saltash Greengrocer 
Joint Partner Tavistock Cheese 
Proprietor Sa hash Wool and Baby Clothing 
Proprietor Sa hash Butcher and Deli 
Proprietor Sa hash Picture Frames & Hobby Paints 
MD Newton Abbott Groceries I Food 
Junior Partner Liskeard Ironmongers 
Senior Partner Launceston Carpets and Soft Furnishings 
Junior Partner Launceston Electrical Goods 
Proprietor Tavistock Outdoor Kit and Clothing 
MD Tavistock DIY and Ironmonger 
Proprietor Sa hash Ladies Fashions 
Proprietor Tavistock Quilting and Sewing Machines 
No of Outlets 
1 
I 
I 
2 
I 
I 
I 
7 
I 
I 
2 
I 
4 
I 
I 
Number Store Name Informant Location Type or Store No or Outlets 
16 Natural Nomads Valerie Nerva Manager Tavistock Gifts, Jewellery and Furnishings 2 
17 Occasions Mr. And Mrs. Yabsley Partners Liskeard Gifts and Stationery I 
18 Palmers Butcher Roger Bird Partner Tavistock Butcher and Greengrocer I 
19 Pats Greeting Cards Pat Thompson Proprietor Launceston Cards, Toys and Stationery I 
20 Rapsons Butcher Rodney Rapson Proprietor Liskeard Butcher I 
21 Rhyme in Tyme Chris Locke Partner Tavistock Cards And Gifts I 
22 Tamar Cards Kerry Proprietor Saltash Gifts and Cards I 
23 Tavistock Cycles TimLegg Partner Tavistock Cycles I 
24 Toddle In Ms. Causley Proprietor Tavistock Children's Clothing I 
25 Stitchcraft Helen White Proprietor Saltash Haberdashery and Alterations I 
Semi-Structured Interview Data Analysis Sheets 
A separate analysis is provided for each of the interviews undertaken. It presents a 
background to the business context, a listing of the categories considered in each case, 
evidence of additions to categories and an analysis of linking between categories. A listing 
of the thematic codes used in the analysis is presented below: 
Category Thematic Code 
Market Orientation Customer Orientation CUSTOR 
Competitor Orientation COMPOR 
Supplier Orientation SUPPOR 
Long Term Objective Focus LTOF 
lnterfunctional Co-ordination IFC 
Performance Strategic SP 
Personal pp 
Commercial CP 
Strategy Buying Group BG 
Specialisation (Focus) SPE 
Di versi lication DIY 
Cost Reduction/Price Competition PC 
Wider Range RAN 
Differentiation DIFF 
Market Development DEV 
Expansion/Reduction of Outlets OUT 
Environment Competitive Intensity Cl 
Superstore SUP 
Traffic Management TRA 
Parking PAR 
Costs cos 
Local Competition LCO 
Multiple Competition MCO 
Wider Competition wco 
Changing Consumer Behaviour CCB 
Major Shifts in Demand SHI 
Market Growth/Decline MGD 
Technical Change TECH 
New Products NEW 
\ 
Interview Number I 
Name and Status of Informant: Sherry Du rant. Location: Shop Premises, Tavistock Town 
Proprietor Centre 
Trade: Wedding Outfits and Alterations Ownership: Proprietor 
Name of Business: Belamarriage Date: 11"' November, 1999 
Number of Outlets: I Method: Tape Recording 
Contextual Background: Business established by 3 years ago. Always wanted a bridal shop. Took 
over a shop which previously traded in same business; bought goodwill. Design and make wedding 
outfits. accessories and diversified into dry cleaning agency. Qualified with degree in textile design. 
Most of custom from outside the town. Exclusive customer base (wide catchment) for designer 
dresses and local for alterations. 
Categories Considered: 
o Market Orientation: CUSTOR, COMPOR, SUPPOR, LTOF, !FC 
• Performance: SP, PP, CP 
• Strategy: SPE, DIV, RAN, DIFF 
• Environment: LCO, MCO, WCO, CCB 
Additions to Categories: 
• Market Oriemation: CUSTOR 
Understands complexities of buyer behaviour. Has a segmentation profile of different types of 
buyers. Influence of magazines and other people well understood. Very focussed on individual 
needs of the customer and making changes accordingly. Will alter dresses bought elsewhere and sell 
shoes separately. Collect addresses and send out letter afterwards. Keeps record system of 
customers. "[think that you can go too far with customer service". Keep up to date with fashions and 
trends through bridal retail magazines. ''I pick things that the customers would like, the different 
customers want" 
• Market Orielllation: COMPOR 
"Best competitors that I would like to be compared to .. nice bridal shops .. not tacky" ... get something 
special. Nearest is in Totnes also Plymouth. Designer studios. Understands limitations and 
weaknesses of competitors. Researched competitors' prices and can work out mark-up. 
• Market Orientation: SUPPOR 
Over 1000 bridal fabrics covering all. price ranges. Reps visit so see 600-700 pairs of shoes over 6 
months. Deal directly with all the different material suppliers. Built up list of suppliers before she 
left college. 24 hour delivery. A very fast way of satisfying a customer. 
• Market Orientation: LTOF 
Different prices for different services and retail sales: dress-making. accessories, alterations. Use 
spreadsheet formula to calculate contribution to profits. Planned to satisfy customers and generate 
business. Upgrading. New store in plans, working towards that. 
o Market Orientation: /FC 
Flexible approach to prices and providing wide choice. Uses National Wedding Information Service 
for advertising awareness. Need to make accurate detailed notes. "I take notes about whether they 
are going on holiday and then ask them whether they had a nice holiday". Shop design thought 
through and changed incrementally to fit image. 
• Performance: SP 
"I'd like another shop". "I can see the business growing". Invest in new fittings. "In 2 or 3 years 
open a new shop in Newton Abbott, where I come from". 
• Pe1jormance: PP 
Always wanted to do something practical and be my own boss. Last week it was quite nice to have 
no one coming in. Nice to have a day doing something different. "I'm getting there". "I measure it 
on what I want". Take a couple of weeks off at Christmas time and plan. "I don't know if l could 
work for anyone else". ··r don't like working Saturday mornings". 
• Performance: CP 
Prices fixed to gain income, "so much per hour". 
• Strategy: SPE 
Unique designs.- looking for something different- just what they want. Selective with advertising. 
• Strategy: DIV 
Took on dry cleaning agency when nearby shop closed. Complements wedding business. 
Christening gowns. Also alterations and repairs. 
• Strategy: RAN 
Everything from one place. Good word of mouth "she had 50 pairs of shoes to try on and another 
100 to look at". Gives range of customers chance to get what they really want. 
• Strategy: DIFF 
Differentiate on customer service, quality and uniqueness. 
• Environment: LOC 
No local competitors. 
• Environment: MCO!WCO 
Pronuptua in Plymouth, prices lower on accessories. but dresses are not always suitable for customers 
and will sell anyway. 
• Environme/11: CCB 
Women want to choose what they want, particularly in late 20s and early_ 30s. Getting married later. 
Linking Categories: 
Understanding customers and limitations of competition enables satisfaction of needs of a particular 
type of customer looking for just what they want; something different but doesn't have to be 
expensive. Caters for full range. 
Good supplier links supports this strategy of differentiation and also high level of operational 
effectiveness. 
Focussed on growth but also very astute commercially and has personal motivations of flexibility and 
sense of achievement. 
Pricing carefully considered to support market positioning. and income objectives. 
Use of retail mix variables fits in very clearly with strategic direction and market positioning 
Diversified to generate additional business to fund growth, income and personal objectives. 
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Interview Number 2 
Name and Status of Informant: Bruce Reid, Location: Shop Premises, Saltash Town 
Proprietor Centre 
Trade: CTN Ownership: Proprietor 
Name of Business: Bruce Reid Date: 16'" January, 1998 
Number of Outlets: I Method: Tape Recording 
Contextual Background: Established for 5 years. Owner's 4'" business venture, 2"" newsagent. 
Previously a navigating officer. Proprietor, manageress and 2 members of staff. Originally specialist 
tobacconist and confectionery. Moved into newsagents after 18 months and lottery two years ago. 
Roughly equal splits on business confectionery, news, lottery and loose tobacco (biggest range in 
West of England). Interest in pipe smoking. Very successful with specialist positioning. Lottery has 
added an additional dimension. Weekend trade increased as a consequence. Very customer and 
service oriented. High reliance on staff. Commercially and customer focussed. 
Categories Considered: 
• Market Orientation: CUSTOR, COMPOR, SUPPOR, L TOF, IFC 
• Performance: SP, PP, CP 
• Strategy: SPE, DIY, RAN, 
• Environment: LOC. MCO. WCO. CCB 
Additions to Categories: 
o Market Oriellfation: CUSTOR 
Can classify customers into different groups. Early morning, regular. women with children, senior 
citizens. Linked to purchases. IS% from Plymouth 
"We've got a very good working relationship with the customers ... many come in for a bit of a 
banter." Personal contact with them. Staff will tell owner about customer requirements. Buy 
something different every six weeks in children's range. Seasonal alteration in stock. Understands 
customer shopping patterns. Buzzer put in for disabled shoppers. 
• Market Oriellfation: COMPOR 
"I'm very aware of the competition". Martins national newsagent & Langworth confectionery. 
Notice what other shops are doing and think it would work here. 
Small pharmaceutical range because chemist doesn't open until 9a.m. Understands different levels of 
competition amongst categories of business. 
• Market Orientation: SUPPOR 
Suppliers information sheets help configure mix. Get advice from suppliers on merchandising. 
• Market Orientation: LTOF 
Prices are set to contribute to gross profit. Know what each product contributes. Understanding 
customers gives us an advantage over competitors. Growth of sales yardstick and customer !low. 
Business sets target. Has a plan over 5 years annually updated. Addresses this every 6 months and 
modi lies. Modifies in line with current trends. "Justify the space. Space is at a premium''. It will be 
taken out. Space allocation undertaken and built into plan. 
• Market Oriellfation: IFC 
"Go out of our way to get anything they want". Staff training ongoing. Advertise 10 times a year in 
Plymouth paper. 
• Performance: SP 
"Growth has been good. I need a yardstick to measure performance by. Growth in sales and 
customer !low" (count on the till). 
• Peiformance: PP 
"Wanted to be a part of the community in Saltash". Sociable shop, pleasant environment for staff. 
• Performance: CP 
Needed an income. 
• Strategy: SPE 
Unique range of specialist tobacco and confectionery for pipe smokers and sweet lovers. 
• Strategy: DIV 
Limited mail order of specialist. Moved into newspapers and lottery. 
• Strategy: PC 
Cut some prices on cigarettes but most customers prepared to pay normal prices for service. 
• Strategy: RAN 
"We carry a very comprehensive range of confectionery and a fairly comprehensive range of 
cigarettes." 
• Strategy: DIFF 
Open earlier and close later. Staff: personal contact and friendly. 
• Environment: Cl 
Newspapers very competitive. Other aspect less so. 
• Environmem: LOC 
6 other newsagent suppliers, I other confectionery shop and I national chain in town. 
• Environme/11: CCB 
Trends and patterns of behaviour in confectionery lines and tobacco are subject to change. 
Linking Categories: 
Customer orientation facilitates differentiation on service. 
Link with suppliers enables specialisation strategy. 
Competitive intensity of some aspects of business determines ranging and pricing in these areas of the 
business. 
Changing consumer behaviour influences ranging. 
External focus provides information for spotting opportunities. 
Planning enables complex objectives to be achieved, particularly strategic aim of growth. 
High level of interfunctional co-ordination facilitates customer service. 
Interview Number 3 
Name and Status of Informant: Roger Carter Location: Shop Premises. Saltash Town 
Centre 
Trade: Greengrocer Ownership: Proprietor 
Name of Business: Cornish Farm Produce Date: 23«~ November, I999 
Number of Outlets: I Method: Tape Recording 
Contextual Background: Running for I4 years. Diversified into catering supply in last 10 years- 4 
years in a bigger way supplying restaurants and hotels with fresh fruit and produce. Response to 
supermarkets. Previously manager, now owner. Father was a farmer who integrated forward into 
retail. 60% is now catering business. Only greengrocer left in town. 8 staff, 2 full time, 6 part time. 
This was a very busy shop, on a very quiet day! Planning on moving to new premises next year. 
Very commercially aware and astute. 
Categories Considered: 
o Market Orientation: CUSTOR, COMPOR, SUPPOR, L TOF, IFC 
• Performance: SP, PP, CP 
• Strategy: DIY, PC, DEV 
• Environment: SUP, TRA, PAR, LOC. MCO, CCB 
Additions to Categories: 
• Market Oriemation: CUSTOR 
Aware of passing trade disappearing. People haven't cottoned on to the supermarkets- think they are 
getting a bargain. Buy two bags from us and ours are still cheaper. Once you've got them in they'll 
pick up other things. That's the hardest job- getting them in. Convenience really. "You try telling 
people that". 
• Market Orientation: COMPOR 
59p for a swede in Somerfields; ours are only 18p. I don't think that we will ever compete against the 
supermarket with that way of shopping. Always got that in the back of your mind- always thinking 
"what if someone else moves in". Supermarkets doing home delivery now. Stokes is a big Bristol 
firm, they could buy a property move in. If a big firm like that moves in you might think things 
aren't all that rosy. "Supermarkets have too much wastage- we'll always be cheaper on fruit and 
veg." Can really influence the market- too much power. They all do free buses. 
• Market Orientation: SUPPOR 
Buying is where the money is lost and made. Merchants getting fewer. Two wholesalers. now three 
so things are cheaper here than in Bristol -all just cutting each other's throat. A lot of stuff comes 
into Bristol market. Price war. If not good enough we send it back- can't check everything. 
• Market Orientation: LTOF 
All margins known. "Bread and butter stuff and other stuff keep margins down to bring them in." 
Advertising a waste of money. Retail and catering complement each other. Plans which take account 
of competitors developments. Move stock around to get rid of old stuff. 
• Market Orientation: IFC 
Do stuff outside the shop to bring people in- specials. Sell at cost to bring in. Better staff at the end 
of the week. Increase the storage area. Price lists. samples of what we do, give them a week· s trial. 
If not happy then will half the bill. Getting in is the hardest part. Don't lose many. Haven't really 
upset anyone. "Anything that goes out in catering. If you wouldn't buy it yourself. don't put it on the 
van". 
• Petformance: SP 
Next year planning on expanding the catering again. Moving to bigger premises next year. Intention 
to grow the business. Bigger and bigger sales. Start small and try and rack it up. Doesn't always 
work like that the bigger you get but the overheads go up. 
• Performance: PP 
I like the buying- get a sense of achievement out of haggling and making a deal. ''It's nice to be 
successful". 
• Performance: CP 
Have to change what we do to survive. Basically working for the bank all their lives. Making a 
reasonable living- I don't do too bad. 
-------- ------ -
• Strategy: DIV 
Moved into catering supplies of fresh produce supplying direct on price and quality over a wide area. 
'Tve diversified- all these residential homes, restaurants and hotels in rural areas have got to get 
their stuff from somewhere." Also acting as a wholesaler to other greengrocers. 
• Strategy: PC 
Low cost positioning due to low overheads- "always been cheaper. but working for a little bit extra 
at the moment". Quality as good as- some better because we grew it ourselves. 
• Strategy: DEV 
Looking for new customers in catering. 
• Environme/11: SUP 
Superstore killing the town. A threat that you can't compete with. 
• Environmelll: TRA 
Everything's changed since they opened the tunnel. 
• Environme/11: PAR 
Charges are very high. 
• Environmem: LOC 
Were 6 greengrocers, now the only one left. 
• Environment: MCO 
Co-op doesn't do us any favours. totally useless if you ask me. Saltash needs a good draw- an 
attraction. No national firm - no attraction. 
• Environment: CCB 
Might shop more locally if they cut back on car use. 
Linking Categories: 
Giving stuff away for the last few years- time to make a bit of money. Still hell of a lot cheaper than 
the supermarkets. 
Competitor understanding provides a basis for strategy of low pricing and local convenience. 
High strategic focus. Growing through diversification. High level of supplier orientation supports 
this. 
Opportunities in certain areas- places we go you can't get into with big lorries. Competition is very 
limited in these areas- they can't get into them. Niching into these smaller restaurants, nursing hoes 
and hotels. Three transit van loads a day go through the business. 
Keeps detailed customer records to facilitate effectiveness of operation in catering business. 
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Interview Number 4 
Name and Status of Informant: Elise Jungheim, Location: Shop Premises, Tavistock Town 
Joint Partner Centre 
Trade: Cheese Shop Ownership: Partnership 
Name of Business: Country Cheeses Date: 11'" April, 1998 
Number of Outlets: 2 Method: Tape Recording 
Contextual Background: Started on a market stall selling a neighbour's cheeses in 1991 and then 
moved into shop premises in 1992. Specialise in local cheese. Runs with husband and have two full 
time employees. Previous experience in the retail trade. High level of customer and supplier focus. 
Very personally motivated- loves retailing, but has strategy to grow the business. Nationally 
recognized. Prizewinner in Good Food and TV and Radio food programmes. 
Categories Considered: 
• Market Orientation: CUSTOR, COMPOR. SUPPOR, L TOF, IFC 
• Performance: SP, PP, CP 
• Strategy: SPE, DIY, RAN, DIFF, DEV. OUT 
• Environment: MCO, CCB 
Additions to Categories: 
• Market Orientation: CUSTOR 
Local trade. Tavistock and Plymouth and some from further afield. People who have time. Late 
twenties upwards. Strong input from men on a Saturday morning' Friday and Saturday dominates 
trade. More people in summer. Fewer in the winter but buy more. Tourist trade. High regular 
customer base. Time is a big factor- need time to come and buy from us rather than buy from 
supermarkets. "It's not like yours at all, it re-emphasizes that they are buying a better product from 
us". They go to supermarkets because they run out of time. Perceived as more expensive because we 
a re a specialist shop. Hotels tell each other about us. "Get across the fact that the customers coming 
through the door and whatever else they are doing that secondary to helping anybody who comes in 
the shop .. basically acknowledge the factors that have come in the shop and listen to what they say 
and find out what they really want rather than just stand there .. what's it for and give advice". It's 
about people and listening to them". 
• Market Orientation: COMPOR 
"They go to supermarkets because they run out of time". Compare like with like we are no more 
expensive. "They try something pushed down in price as much as they can and something suffers-
something goes by the board- you pay for what you get". If they can see that there is a market for 
any product they go all out to get it. They go to shows and then they expect all sorts of things- very 
dangerous relying on them. "I don't like to think that supermarkets are my competitors". They'd 
have to do an awful lot to compete with us. Totnes is nearest cheese shop. Otherwise mail order 
from London. Not very good at checking out the competition, but have a good relationship with 
Ticklemore's in Totnes. "Do my own thing. you really should go out there and check out what's 
going on with your products but I don't". "I don't want to go out and copy what somebody else has 
done, I want to do what I think is right". "Competitor awareness through suppliers. We talk with 
cheese makers". 
• Market Orielllation: SUPPOR 
We know the producers. There's not one cheese or one item in the shop that I don't know who has 
made it. "They are not suppliers they are producers". Suggested things to them and they make 
specifically for us. I can't put the squeeze on producers. 
Market Orientation: LTOF 
Limited informal planning. I know what sells faster than other things. I know how much to order. 
Pricing- at the end of the year the figures don't add up. Took it off because it wasn't different 
enough (buffalo cheese) and too expensive. Statf are there to offer personal service and talk to 
customers. Advertise every couple of weeks -different adverts to support differentiation also boards 
and labels. Think ahead 12 months in advance. 
• Market Orientation: IFC 
They're all critical. Everything is critical. Standard mark up. Change display and layout as and 
when' Exchange policy -will give money back. Even if it's too smelly and it is meant to be- but 
still exchanged- nothing wrong with it. "You do have to do things to be different." 
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• Peiformance: SP 
Can see us having another shop in another location. Low key. Very good trade accounts -
prestigious hotels- their guests come to us for their cheese. "If you grew too quickly it could really 
go wrong- so grow gradually". "Always got growth of the business as the driving force behind 
you". 
• Performance: PP 
Not going anywhere in old job. Opportunity arose to use retail skills, locally with a product that she 
really liked. Ready to move on and could see that there was a market for it. That gives us 
satisfaction .. people sitting down loving, really enjoying the products that they have bought from us. 
You work very hard and you are not going to make a fortune doing it but if you have another shop .. so 
there are economies of scale .. spreading the costs over two businesses. Nice feeling to sell more of 
their product. Need to support the small cheese producers. I like retailing and dealing with the 
general public. ··As long as I feel that all the customers have gone out happy at the end of the week as 
well". "A busy shop and everyone's laughing". "It's all about atmosphere". 
• Peifom!ance: CP 
"I know what I need to keep the business going". We can't have loss leaders and give away a pint of 
milk like the supermarkets". "How much you take at the end of the week". 
• Srraregy: SPE 
We have a lot of people who come in for every day cheese and butter as well as those that buy for 
dinner parties. Specialist shop but also appeal to basic customer requirements. High quality product 
in good condition. 
• Srraregy: DIV 
Send cheeses out by mail order, just got into and got Barclaycard to do this. Trade customers - 20% 
hotels and restaurants. Don't go out of my way to keep my eye on this sort of thing. 
• Strategy: RAN 
80 to 90 cheeses mostly Devon and Cornwall, small number from outside the area. Also local 
complementary foods, preserves. juice. ice cream. bread. dairy produce. 
• Strategy: DIFF 
Personal service- treated as individuals. Try to be friendly. encourage them to taste and will go 
home with something that they really like. Product quality. Totally different- don't have any 
continental cheeses. Local product- quality and tits the image. 
• Strategy: DEV 
Have developed trade customers and looking to increase this steadily. 
• Strategy: OUT 
Opened a new outlet in Exeter shortly after interview. 
• Environmenr: MCO 
Supermarkets don't really compete. 
• Environment: CCB 
Diets affect us at some times of year. Heallhy living doesn't. 
Linking Categories: 
Link with supplier orientation for strategy of differentiation. High customer orientation in service 
differentiation. 
High level of customer service through staff. 
Diversifying into trade and mail order. 
Very successful based upon clear differentiation strategy- growth driven by also level of other 
personal objectives. 
Interview Number 5 
Name and Status of Informant: Eileen, Proprietor Location: Shop Premises, Saltash Town 
Centre 
Trade: Wool and Baby Clothes Ownership: Proprietor 
Name of Business: Eileen's Wool Date: 6'" January, 1998 
Number of Outlets: I Method: Tape Recording 
Contextual Background: Shares premises with Stitchcraft. Wool garments wool and baby clothes. 
Started selling wool garments at vintage fire engine rallies!! Eight years running, started part time and 
has part time outworkers. Moved straight into baby clothes after originally setting up in wool only. 
Businesses complement each other. Low price positioning. High level of personal motivation. 
Categories Considered: 
• Market Orientation: CUSTOR, COMPOR, SUPPOR, L TOF. IFC 
• Performance: SP. PP, CP 
• Strategy: RAN, PC, DIFF, 
• Environment: LOC, MCO, WCO, CCB 
Additions to Categories: 
• Market Orientation: CUSTOR 
Know many by first names. Lot of pensioners- can't afford to pay. Lot of loyal customers and 
know their needs. "like a doctor's waiting room. Tell you all their little problems". A social service. 
"Our customers do become friends". 
• Market Orielllation: COMPOR 
Wool shops closing down in SE Cornwall. Work together with competitors. 
• Market Orielllation: SUPPOR 
"Reps that come around and advise. Don't touch that or this is selling well. Same rep. Know what 
they charge and same rep. Four times as much as we were charging." 
• Market Orielllation: LTOF 
Products are complementary in seasonal spread of business. Could not live just by selling wool. 
More profit on the baby clothes. Pay someone to do window display. Sells a lot of stuff. Advertise in 
yellow pages and leaflets and at hospital. 
• Market Orientation: I FC 
Provide the service that they want. Ringing around wholesalers trying to get things for our customers 
that we haven't got. Add 100% and then if it sounds too much I take it back down. Should be priced 
at £19.99 and knock a couple of pounds off'. Sometimes I can put a bit on. Don't buy trade 
magazines any more. 
• Peiformance: SP 
Have grown recently by moving into bigger premises. Saving up to move into the shop next door as 
well in two years time. 
• Performance: PP 
lt wasn't for financial reasons - I just needed to get out of the house. Always wanted to run my own 
business. Enjoy meeting people. 
• Performance: CP 
Survival is important these days. 
• Strategy: RAN 
Built up a wider range so that it complements existing range. 
• Strategy: PC 
Prices very competitive. "it's double the price elsewhere- this is what we work on". 
• Strategy: Dl FF 
Friendly personal service advice and assistance. Very important differentiator. 
• Environment: LOC 
Another wool shop in Saltash with more expensive range- gentleman's agreement, help each other. 
Baby clothes also sold in couple of other shops. 
• Enl'ironmelll: MCO 
Plymouth Co-Op too expensive and not a friendly service. Mothercare, Boots, etc. in Plymouth. 
• Enl'ironmelll: WCO 
Liz in Plymouth market sends people to us. As multiples above. 
• En~>ironmelll: CCB 
People can't afford it these days- buy less expensive yarn. 
Linking Categories: 
Value based offer and customer service. 
Very high. level personal motivation factors: community service, satisfying customers, very limited 
strategic and commercial focus. 
Strategic position essentially price based. 
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Interview Number 6 
Name and Status of Informant: John El ford, 
Proprietor 
Location: Shop Premises, Saltash Town 
Centre 
Trade: Butcher and Deli Ownership: Proprietor 
Name of Business: El ford's Butcher and Delicatessen Date: 23"' November, 1999 
Number of Outlets: I Method: Tape Recording 
Contextual Background: Previously Davey's butcher Saltash for 80-90 years. Just taken on with 
son, retired three years ago. Butchery side run down and within 3 weeks trade has doubled. In 
business for 50 years and buy straight from the farmer. 3 part time staff. Son and himself on the 
butchers. Very experienced, clear understanding of customers and strengths and weaknesses of 
competition. Clear positioning on quality, price and service. Very chatty and friendly banter with 
customers. 
Categories Considered: 
• Market Orientation: CUSTOR, COMPOR, SUPPOR, LTOF,lFC 
• Performance: SP, PP, CP 
• Strategy: RAN, PC, DIFF 
• Environment: SUP, LOC, MCO, CCB 
Additions to Categories: 
• Market Orie/ltation: CUSTOR 
Stop and have a look. Staff been here a long time and "know everybody in Saltash". Customers like 
to see what they are buying. Just walk in and pick it up and don't know what they are paying. 
"People buy with their eyes". "Boils down to giving people what they want. good quality and 
reasonable prices". Can't pass on the price. Come in for extras they can't get anywhere else. 
Annoyed because have been overcharged in the past. 
• Market Orie/ltation: COMPOR 
"No opposition and prices sky high, see potential by undercutting on price with same quality". 
Supermarkets 25% dearer. I haven't got time to go looking around supermarkets. Was a very 
excellent butcher up the road but now changed hands. "They say thank you on the bottom of the 
receipt because they are too tired to say it". 
• Market Orie/ltation: SUPPOR 
All suppliers in Devon and Cornwall. Good contacts with trade. Customers concerned about where 
it comes from. Can trace it all right back. 
• Marker Orientation: LTOF 
Keep the tills separate so know how different parts of business are trading. I know what profit I am 
going to make. Margins are about the same on different parts of business. Understands competitive 
advantage on quality and prices. 
• Market Orielllation: IFC 
Displaying things properly and reasonable prices trade has doubled in three weeks. Quality then 
prices also obliging the customer. Talk to the customer. Advice on cheaper more economical cuts. 
Mince done three times a day. All poultry fresh, not frozen. Reasonable prices. All branded names. 
Make and cook all cooked meats. All old fashioned recipes and falvoured. Display is essential. 
Takes two and a half hours to lay out the cabinets. 
• Performance: SP 
Grow trade by £1000 a week 
• Performance: PP 
Enjoy meting the customers. It's not everything at my age in life. Challenge. Thoroughly enjoying 
it. 
• Perfonnance: CP 
Make just as much money, a good living by cutting their prices by up to 60p per pound. This will be 
his livelihood. I've worked out what money I want to make. 
• Strategy: RAN 
Increased cheeses from 15 to 70 different cheeses. Stock the whole range ofTiptree jams. Come for 
certain things and other things complement them. 
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• Straregy: D/FF 
"In the delicatessen side we are trying to do what the supermarkets don't do". Quality is critical. 
• Strategy: PC 
Can charge 60p per pound less than local competitor. 
• Environment: SUP 
"Can't compete with supermarkets, no point in trying to". When Somerfield opened it killed the 
town. 
• Environment: LOC 
Butcher up the road. 
• Environment: MCO 
Co-op has a butcher. 
• Environmem: CCB 
People coming back on the high street- like an old fashioned butcher. 
Linking Categories: 
Excellent market orientation all round- good understanding of customer needs well met. 
Clear positioning on quality. price and service. Positioned directly against competitors on 
competitive advantage. 
Differentiated strategy backed by market orientation and ranging of stock. 
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Interview Number 7 
Name and Status of Informant: Bob, Proprietor Location: Shop Premises, Saltash Town 
Centre 
Trade: Picture Framing and Artistic Materials etc. Ownership: Pro_prietor 
Name of Business: Framer's Corner Date: 23rd January, 1998 
Number of Outlets: I Method: Tape Recording 
Contextual Background: Running business three and a half years. Picture framing, art materials 
and paints, pushchair repairs and key cutting, trophies and engraving. Sell prints for framing, also 
cards. Main part of business is framing pictures people bring in. Very flexible business. 
Categories Considered: 
• Market Orientation: CUSTOR, COMPOR, SUPPOR, L TOF, IFC 
• Performance: SP, PP. CP 
• Strategy: SPE, DIY, RAN, DIFF 
• Environment: LOC. MCO, WCO, CCB 
Additions to Categories: 
• Market Orientation: CUSTOR 
I was being asked for it so I got it in. Totally brand loyal. Monstrous peak at Christmas. Double in 
December compared with other months. Local business and supply trade. Make up frames for print 
retailer. Knows details of catchment area. Come from over the bridge in Plymouth. Moves things 
around and changes stock according to trends. 
o Market Orientation: COMPOR 
Trago Mills are getting better discounts from suppliers. Competitor moved out and then back again. 
Artists will all give 10% discount in big shops in Plymouth. Phones around asking what other 
framers charge. "Pose as a customer". Everyone's pricing customer is about the same. Standard 
trade mark-up is about four-fold. Loads of competitors on ready-made frame therefore don't bother 
with it. Knows all the competition. Talk to the van drivers. They phone me up asking for a price 
and they have just got a call from a customer. 
• Market Orientation: SUPPOR 
Racking was part paid for by supplier. Differential in discount from supplier. Order direct from 
supplier. Trade fairs attended every year so far. Takes up the whole of the NEC. 
• Market Orientation: LTOF 
"It's too time consuming. It's not worth doing them". Trying to run it down as stock cost is high. 
Over a grand stuck up there. Least profitable are the art materials. Rough idea of what each element 
contributes. Vast proportion of turnover is picture framing. Knows margins on everything. "It's 
good money on keys- costs I Op for a blank and takes a minute to cut, sell at £ 1.50." Computer 
works out pricing of frames. No apparent planning. "I don't lose many people". "I may be too 
low". Pricing is flexible. Can get any print you want in very short period. Yellow pages and leaflet 
drop when opened. "I go out of my way to help everybody and if it's not right I'll fix it". "I want 
them to come back". "I've done jobs that have cost me an arm and a leg". 
• Market Orientation: /FC 
I can get most of it within a week. Spend a long time with customers. 
• Performance: SP 
"I can't fit anything else in here so I'm going to cut back on art materials and promote the 
engraving". 
• Perfonnance: PP 
I was doing it while I was in the Navy. Just bouncing under the V AT limit at the moment and I 
don't want to go over it. Turned people away a week before Christmas. Something to do. "Bloody 
hard graft". 'Tm the worst boss that I ever had". Like doing it. ''Laff, bit of fun, something 
different all the time different people coming in". I do alright". "An awful lot of time". 
• Performance: CP 
Still hanging in there. '·It's not a great success financially". 
• Strategy: SPE 
Small traders only non- V AT. People with odd-sized pictures. 
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• Strategy: DIV 
Started engraving and key cutting last year. 
• Strategy: DIFF 
Postcards and greetings cards are different- local views. 
• Strategy: RAN 
Stocks more than one brand of art materials. Huge range of picture framing materials. 
• Strategy: DEV 
Will pick up some more trade soon on the trophy business. 
• Environment: Cl 
Quite competitive across the range of services provided. 
• Environment: LOC 
No local competition in town. Disappeared. 
• Environme/1/: WCO 
3 in Plymouth and 2 in Liskeard and Trago Mills. You can't compete with them. "It's nearly 
cheaper to go to Trago and buy what I need rather than get it from the supplier". Many competitors 
around the area. 
• Environment: CCB 
If it becomes a tourist attraction I will change my trade. 
Linking Categories: 
Spotted opportunity when in Navy as was no one else doing it in Saltash. 
Unique positioning. Interesting and wide range of services and stock. 
Very competitor oriented in a range of competitive business. Positioning on service and operational 
efficiency. Good pricing. 
Diversities and changes business in accordance with changes in customer and competitor behaviour 
and analysis of contributions. Makes decisions based upon intelligence and internal decision criteria. 
Interview Number 8 
Name and Status of Informant: Clyde Mills, MD Location: Main Office, Newton Abboll 
Trade: Food and Groceries/Off Licence Ownership: Private Limited Com~any 
Name of Business: GP Stores Date: 5'" November, 1998 
Number of Outlets: 7 Method: Field Notes 
Contextual Background: Grown from I to 9 stores since 1989. Stores range from from 850 to 3000 
sq. ft. Located in a number of different small towns in South Devon. Previous experience in 
banking. Convenience (top up) shopping and low cost positioning. Location and buying group 
(NISA) critical to success. Profit and growth driven. Each shop run by a manager and a number of 
full and part time staff dependent on size. Accountant, buyer and son Uunior manager) at Head 
Office. Highly analytical approach to business and clear understanding of positioning. Also provides 
lollery and electricity key services. 
Categories Considered: 
• Market Orientation: CUSTOR, SUPPOR, LTOF, IFC 
• Performance: SP, CP 
o Strategy: BG, SPEC, PC, OUT 
• Environment: Cl, LCO, MCO, CCB 
Additions to Categories: 
• Market Orientation: CUSTOR 
Understanding of shopper profiles and purchasing behaviour from Buying Group intelligence and 
EPOS data. 
• Market Orientation: SUPPOR 
Strong link with sole supplier (Buying Group). Receives information from NISA to help plan. 
• Market Orientation: LTOF 
Profit and growth of sales targets drive business based upon understanding of contributions of each 
product category in each store. 
• Market Oriemation: IFC 
Mainly price and range based activities along with advertising to attract custom and inform of low 
cost. Service levels support convenience positioning- long opening hours. All price driven- what 
customers want. 
• Peiformance: SP 
Growth and return on assets over time. Very sales oriented. 
• Peiformance: CP 
Profit performance sq. ft. underpins business success. Low cost supplies. 
• Strategy: BG 
Low cost positioning revolves around buying group membership. Increase sales to get better deals 
and support. 
• Straregy: SPE 
Specialise in providing convenience and low cost offer to local customers. Focus on 
price/convenience sensitive segment. Brand positioning supports this. 
• Strategy: PC 
Price positioning supported by buying policy and promotion. Advertising strap line "'GP Stores are 
Cheap, Cheap, Cheap. Local radio, flyer and local newspaper support for image and to allract 
customers. Cheap and cheerful service policy. No frills retailing. 
• Straregy: OUT 
Expanding number of outlets to gain greater discounts from supplier. 
• Environmem: Cl 
Competitive business environment in food and grocery with multiples. 
• Environmenr: LOC 
Some stores face direct competition from multiples and symbol group retailers 
• Environment: MCO 
Local superstores but do not overlap with top up and low price segments. 
• Environment: CCB 
More people looking for convenience in small towns and on rural fringes. 
Linking Categories: 
Buying Group supplier orientation low cost supplies supports low price positioning- economies of 
scale form bulk buying. Also promotional support. 
Interfunctional co-ordination results in operational efficiency and low cost base which supports low 
price positioning. 
Focus on convenience and low cost segment fits with customer orientation buyer behaviour 
understanding. 
Not competitor oriented as have a clear positioning based upon understanding of customers. 
Sales growth and profit driven therefore looking to grow sales through new store acquisitions. 
Interview Number 9 
Name and Status of Informant: !an Goldsworthy, Location: Shop Premises, Liskeard Town 
Junior Partner Centre 
Trade: Ironmonger and Calor Gas Dealer Ownership: Partnership 
Name of Business: Goldsworthy's Date: 26'" November, 1999 
Number of Outlets: I Method: Tape Recording 
Contextual Background: Family started business in 1992. Father took on in 1950's when took on 
Calor Gas Agency. Pit of a 'penny bazaar' then back to more traditional hardware. Calor gas 33%, 
house wares growing. Close a shop in mid 1970s but trading about the same from one site. 
Understanding market trends and some business training. Listed building makes changing the trading 
environment difficult. Clutter is a visible problem. Linked to buying group. Appears strategically 
aware but may be operationally weak in some areas. 
Categories Considered: 
• Market Orientation: CUSTOR, COMPOR, SUPPOR, L TOF, IFC 
• Performance: SP, PP, CP 
• Strategy: BG, DIY, RAN, OUT, 
o Environment: LOC, MCO, WCO, CCB. NEW 
Additions to Categories: 
• Market Oriemation: CUSTOR 
Always change in line with what people want. Customers travel up to 40 miles to come here. 
Believe that independents are more expensive. 
• Market Orientation: COMPOR 
Homebase, B&Q manage their margins extremely well- push price points on some but make on 
others. Woolworth's have good positioning, know target audience and price points are good. Limited 
range. Keep a weathered eye on competitors. Generally don't respond to customers; sometimes 
adjust price or offer an alternative. Checks out all the trade analysis on operational effectiveness. 
• Market Orientation: SUPPOR 
Tied into Calor Gas- set suggested price, but across the board breaching of this. Doesn't all come 
through buying group. Good relationships with suppliers- understands trade off between price and 
service. Addis- going through buying group has dropped cost to us by 30-40%. 
• Market Orientation: LTOF 
Price competition not worth it. Profits good on Calor Gas and cash now but are reviewing 
involvement. Monitor promotion effectiveness against sales. Price points too good on some items-
could get a better margin. 'The fittings are listed"- Affects ability to trade. 
• Market Orientation: IFC 
Operate a price pledge. Address staffing issues and adopt a more nexible approach to staffing. 
"Reasonable shopping environment with a reasonable level of service, offer a range of products at 
low and top ends of quality". Good prices on Le Creuset as don't have overheads of high street store. 
'There's some logic to it but we need to improve the logic of our product display!". Don't display a 
lot of things- this customer back on impulse purchase. Started to invest in training and customer 
care. Believe in investing in staff training- not a waste of money. Can't always find everything. 
Going on line for stock ordering soon. Will enable real time database of ordering for stock control. 
• Performance: SP 
Started to monitor ROCE. Works this out based upon value of assets. Has an idea of growth in 
turnover in real terms. Grow the number of outlets over 5 year period. 
• Performance: PP 
A figures person- at an early age quite cynical- money oriented. "I think That I've grown up in an 
established family firm and it's about getting the assets to work for us". A slight lack of ambition. 
"Bring the business into the 21" Century". 
• Performance: CP 
Part of a portfolio of family businesses with different income streams. Dad- just enough money to 
live. 
• Strategy: BG 
Involved in a dealer owned wholesaler. Reduced stock holdings, and top up weekly. Have an 
investment in this, which provides marketing and wholesaling support. Promotional leaflets 5 
seasonal performance year 9.500 leaflets. Aiming towards symbol trading under Home Hardware 
brand. Leaflets are also used to overcome incorrect price perceptions. Also provide training courses. 
• Strategy: DIV 
A number of elements to the business- Calor Gas. Small amount of mail order. 
• Strategy: RAN 
Across the quality range, increases choice. Carry a very wide range and have widened. 
• Strategy: D/FF 
Wide range and traditional positioning. 
• Strategy: OUT 
Closed a store in the 1970s which was DIY and tools. 
• Environment: Cl 
Gas very competitive on price. 
• Environment: LOC 
Two other DIY shops in the town 
• Environment: MCO 
Woolworth's have good positioning. 
• Enviromnem: WCO 
Trago Mills. Plymouth City Centre and out of town. many multiple sheds. 
• Environment: CCB 
Mix of population is changing and mix of shops is changing. Professional, educated ABC Is growing. 
• Environmem: NEW 
Paraffin was important now it isn't any more. so you bring in new products to replace the old. 
Monitor changes in fashion. 
Linking Categories: 
Don't want to be seen as low end or the exclusive end of the market somewhere in the middle. 
Explained the "Wheel of Retailing to me at one point". 
Chosen not to support a low cost position. 
Link to buying group and low stock holding and quick delivery means can adapt very quickly. 
Has a strategic view but appears operationally limited in a number of respects- working towards 
growing business over 5 years by expansion of outlets. 
Widely diversified with property assets that appear to contribute a lotto family income. 
Interview Number 10 
Name and Status of Informant: John Hicks, Senior 
Partner 
Trade: Drapery, Carpets and Ladies Fashion 
Name of Business: Hicks & Son 
Number of Outlets: I 
Location: Shop Premises. Launceston 
Town Centre 
Ownership: Partnership 
Date: 20'" December. 1998 
Method: Field Notes 
Contextual Background: Business established by 100 years ago by grandfather as drapery and 
specialist fashions. Now run by father and son. Both wives involved in business plus 3 buyers in 
management. 22 staff in totaL Took over 50 years ago with emphasis on carpets. Now a very wide 
range of drapery, carpets, ladies fashion. 66% fabrics and carpets, 33% fashion turnover split. 
Middle to top end positioning. Unique and wide range on offer in stock categories. Self-financing of 
stock. Customer service a high priority. High level of customer and competitor awareness and good 
links with suppliers. Operationally and strategically focussed. Staff a key aspect of strategy and 
operations. Very successfuL Cherishes independence. Wide-ranging motivations, but very 
commercially aware. Clear positioning in different product categories and operationally effective in 
support of this. 
Categories Considered: 
• Market Orientation: CUSTOR, COMPOR, SUPPOR, L TOF, IFC 
• Performance: SP. PP, CP 
• Strategy: SPE, DIY, RAN, DIFF, DEV 
• Environment: LOC, MCO, WCO, CCB 
Additions to Categories: 
• Market Orientation: CUSTOR 
Staff find out from customers what they want. "We go out our way to satisfy customers". If a 
problem go and seen customer in person. 
• Market Orientation: COMPOR 
Staff will ·spy'- keep their eyes open for style, prices, colours. Give you a lot of information. 
• Market Orientation: SUPPOR 
Obtains fashion stock from the 'Jewish rag trade community' 
Advised by the trade on new fashions in clothing and interior design 
• Market Orientation: LTOF 
''Don't bother with cheap carpet- no money in it". Plan how we can achieve certain objectives. 
• Market Orie/1/ation: IFC 
Staff meetings for everything- high involvement is vitaL Flexible pricing to take account of 
competitor's prices. 
• Performance: SP 
Tried to grow the business and remain financially independent. 
• Performance: PP 
Nice life. Holiday when you want. "I get what I want out of life". ''Do what you do extremely 
well". "Offer staff a reasonable living and security". 
• Pe1jormance: CP 
Finance is critical to success as able to carry stock and avoid bank charges. To make a living 
• Strategy: SPE 
Unique- best designs of materials. 
Women. 35 and above in fashions, large catchment. Medium quality- good value. 
• Strategy: D/V 
Make up curtains and export them by mail order around the world. 
Some contract carpet fitting work; fit other retailers' carpets. 
• Strategy: RAN 
500 rolls of curtain materiaL Wide range of unusual bedding e.g. bolsters (traditional). 
2:0 
• Strategy: Dl F 
Wide range of stock and old-fashioned courtesy. Personal attention. Staff availability. Can't 
compete on price. 
• Strategy: DEV 
Has acquired commercial clients for curtains and carpets. 
• Environment: LOC 
One other local store (cooperate with) and new out of town unit (low price) 
• Environment: MCO 
Marks and Spencer in Plymouth and Truro are direct competitors on fashion 
• Environmem: WCO 
Trago Mills. Can't compete on price. 
• Environment: CCB 
Sales indicate that people no longer require British carpets like Axminster. 
• Environmem: TECH 
Major technical advances in carpet production. 
Linking Categories: 
Staff support and supplier contacts differentiation strategy. 
Competitor understanding provides a basis for strategy of differentiation and specialisation in 
different product categories. 
Does not compete on a low cost basis due to understanding of competition and market requirements 
Motivations and performance supported by commercial success and then can achieve non-financial 
objectives. 
Very commercially oriented- makes 'ruthless' decisions about what to stock 
Focus is on what the business does for long and short term objectives when making decisions about 
diversification. 
Interfunctionally Co-ordinated to suppon strategies of differentiation and specialisation: staff 
training, buying, pricing. 
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Interview Number 11 
Name and Status of Informant: Karl Hockridge, 
Junior Partner 
Trade: Electrical Goods 
Name of Business: Hockridge and Stacey 
Number of Outlets: 2 
Location: Shop Premises, Tavistock Town 
Centre 
Ownership: Partnership. 
Date: 11"' November, 1999 
Method: Field Notes 
Contextual Background: Founded 16 years ago by father and partner in Launceston. Opened 2"" 
branch in Tavistock 4 years ago. 11 staff in total including owner managers. Full range of domestic 
appliances. Operates in fiercely competitive environment with other independents at both sites and 
multiples in Plymouth. Compete on service and pricing 'there or thereabouts'. Part of Euronics 
buying group. Buy direct from some suppliers and receive promotional support. Use promotional 
techniques to attract customers. Also offer service and repairs and rental. Always looking to try and 
compete in new ways. Growth and profit oriented. Also being independent and having flexibility 
associated with that. 
Categories Considered: 
• Market Orientation: CUSTOR, COMPOR, SUPPOR, LTOF, IFC 
• Performance: SP, PP, CP 
• Strategy: BG, PC, DIY, RAN, DIFF, DEV, OUT 
• Environment: Cl, PAR, COS, LCO. MCO, WCO, CCB, CCB, MGD, TECH 
Additions to Categories: 
• Market Orientation: CUSTOR 
Undertook pre-launch market research and footfall count before opening new store. Responding to 
changes in local market conditions that affect consumers. 
• Market Orientation: COMPOR 
Led by industry. Respond to competitors offers with exclusive promotions through suppliers. 
• Market Orientation: SUPPOR 
Deal direct with suppliers and get promotional support and special deals; split costs of advertising of 
offers. Retrospective discounts. Deal with regional sales manager. Attend trade shows. Toshiba 
main dealers- supply service support and shop front merchandise material. Better terms of trade. 
Also Hotpoint supply staff training. store design advice and display materials. 
• Market Orientation: LTOF 
Rental and service helps the flow into shop and generates business. 
• Marker Orientation: IFC 
"Offering the customer the right product without a doubt". Always looking to try different things to 
attract customers. 
• Performance: SP 
Growing the business important. Sales turnover. 
• Peiformance: PP 
Own boss. Flexibility. Day off tomorrow. 
• Performance: CP 
Financially driven- prof1t and cash flow. Survival 
• Strategy: BC 
Keeps them competitive on price and supplies promotional support e.g. offers and leaflets. Product 
knowledge. 
• Strategy: PC 
Can compete on price as well as differentiation. 
• Strategy: DIV 
Rental is a very important part of the business- increases customer flow in store. Improves cash 
flow and profits. 
• Strategy: RAN 
Up to date stock and right for catchment. Changes all the time. Washing machine rental. 
2L.. 
o Strategy: DIFF 
Service differentiation over multiples. 
• Strategy: OUT 
Opened new store in Tavistock. 
o Environment: Cl 
Extremely competitive price matching. 
o Environment: PAR 
Have to respond to it. Delivery to homes. 
o Environment: COS 
Rates increasing 
o Environment: LCO 
Ten local competitors across both stores. 
o Environment: MCO 
Multiples compete on price. Perceived price advantage. Awareness of threat. 
o Environment: WCO 
All the large multiples in Plymouth. 
• Environment: CCB 
Customers are price oriented. Price aware and expect more. 
o Environment: MGD 
More people acquiring a wider range of domestic electrical goods. Perceived as necessities. Local 
market buoyant. 
o Environment: TECH 
Constant innovation. 
o Environment: NEW 
Vital to success that new products are stocked. 
Linking Categories: 
Supplier orientation through buying group and dealership enables competition on price as well as 
service differentiation in turbulent market. Link to suppliers enables introduction of new products. 
Competitor focus supports ability to respond to large competitor initiatives 
Balanced portfolio of activities supports commercial. and strategic objectives through long term 
objective focus. 
Diversification facilitates growth and profits. 
Nun-price support for differentiation strategy. 
Finds it a struggle to remain interfunctionally co-ordinated to support service differentiation strategy 
in such a competitive business with high overhead of shop rental. 
Interview Number 12 
Name and Status of Informant: Dave McDowell, 
MD 
Trade: Outdoor Kit and Clothing 
Name of Business: Kountry Kit 
Number of Outlets: I 
Location: Shop Premises, Tavistock Town 
Centre 
Ownership: Limited Company 
Date: 8'" November, 1999 
Method: Tape Recording 
Contextual Background: Retired from Armed Forces. Based business in Tavistock because bought 
property there- either a baby shop or an outdoor shop missing. Outdoor, clothing, footwear, 
camping equipment. Grown tremendously over 13 years. Increase sales space by buying next door 
property. 3 full time and four part time. No nonsense businessman with high level of customer focus. 
Good feel for the market and clear positioning. High level of operational effectiveness. 
Categories Considered: 
• Market Orientation: CUSTOR, COMPOR, SUPPOR, L TOF, IFC 
• Performance: SP, PP, CP 
• Strategy: SPE, PC, RAN, DIFF 
• Environment: Cl, LCO, MCO, WCO, NEW, MGD 
Additions to Categories: 
• Market Orientation: CUSTOR 
70 miles radius of Tavistock. "People need good walking boots and need good equipment and if you 
can do it at the right price then you'll do OK". Wide range of customer. Good relationships with 
customer. WOM very important. Very good understanding of consumer's requirements. 
• Market Orientation: COMPOR 
Five similar shops in Plymouth, couple are nationals. Compete very well with lower overheads. 
Mark ups quite low. Do some industrial espionage now and again. Play tricks with prices. Don't 
make specific trips. 
• Market Orientation: SUPPOR 
Get good deals from suppliers- it helps me. Important to have brand names, but not always. '"Bit of 
clout can get a bit better deals. "Rohan"s price structure- for large chains get one price and we get 
another- give me a reasonable margin or get on your bike." Now a Rohan stockist. Wholesaler and 
retailer. Powerful. Deals in cash and gets discounts for early payment. 
• Market Orientation: LTOF 
Rental and service helps the flow into shop and generates business. More people through the door 
with lower prices. Takes advantage of lower overheads. Best advertising is WOM. 
• Market Orientation: IFC 
High quality well known brand names. All staff trained on how to tit boots correctly. Rounds down 
on pricing mark up. Lower overheads. Used to get around a lot to shows. "If I get discount from the 
suppliers I pass it on to the customers". Offer advice- quality not fashion. Buy last year's colours 
and pass on savings to customers. Personal service. Young knowledgeable staff. 
• Performance: SP 
Important in the early stages but security more important. Increased overheads and more staff= more 
hassle. Sees it as a long-term investment. Measures success by increased turnover. 
• Performance: PP 
Wanted to work for himself. "Not out to make a million". "Good living and holidays when I want 
to". "Satisfy customers demands". 
• Perfomwnce: CP 
Security driven. "Personal security for my family and myself'. Business continue earning for me 
after I retire. 
• Strategy: SPE 
Dartmoor walkers and dog walkers. Practical not fashion. 
• Strategy: PC 
Can compete on price due to low overheads. 
• Strategy: RAN 
Up to date stock and right for catchment. Changes all the time. Full range and change with the 
seasons. 
• Strategy: DIFF 
Good and 'careful' service, price is right. 
• Environment: Cl 
Competitive but marking down gives a competitive edge. 
• Environment: LCO 
Army surplus stores in Tavistock. 
• Environment: MCO 
Some national chains, Blacks. 
• Environmellt: WCO 
5 in Plymouth. Okehampton. closed. Princetown just opened. 2 closed down on other side of moor. 
Still one in Buckfastleigh. 
• Environment: MGD 
More people walking- more people made redundant gives them more leisure time and earlier 
retirement. Cheap way of keeping fit. 
• Environment: NEW 
Styles and new gear- wait until somebody has bought it. 6-9 months groundwork before introduce. 
Linking Categories: 
Low overheads key to success and buying right. 
Good service. good prices and range support positioning as value differentiator. 
Market orientation is strong from a customer perspective and the decision criteria 
Excellent market knowledge. Clear understanding of objectives and effect of decisions on 
performance. 
Interview Number 13 
Name and Status of Informant: Liz Lawson, MD Location: Shop Premises, Tavistock Town 
Centre 
Trade: DIY and Ironmonger Ownership: Private Limited Company 
Name of Business: Lawsons Date: 2"" April, 1998 
Number of Outlets: 4 Method: Tape Recording 
Contextual Background: Grandfather started in 1904 ironmonger for Dockyard in Plymouth. 5 
years in Tavistock. Also Plymouth, Totnes, Exeter. Diversified into kitchen ware in 1970- based 
upon DTI initiative. Grown cake decorating business, and toys. Total of 55 employees. Now 50% 
kitchenware. Tavistock one-third each , kitchen, hardware and tools/gardening. Changed with the 
market. Remain specialist in our field. Management team, brought in someone from outside. Very 
commercially aware and market oriented. Use information to plan and change in competitive 
environment. High level of operational effectiveness and strategic market understanding. 
Categories Considered: 
• Market Orientation: CUSTOR, COMPOR, SUPPOR,LTOF, IFC 
• Performance: SP, CP 
• Strategy: BG, DIFF, PC, OUT 
• Environment: Cl, LCO, MCO, WCO, MOD, CCB, NEW 
Additions to Categories: 
• Market Orientation: CUSTOR 
Undertook pre-launch market research and footfall count before opening new store. Responding to 
changes ion local market conditions that affect consumers. "Finding out about your customers is an 
expensive business, and probably a bit of a luxury that we can't normally afford". Leaflets and 
competition and get info that way. Comment box- doesn't work that well. Later age range, female. 
Weekend trade is different. Older end. Regulars, practically know by name. Price is always a factor. 
Not so important in Exeter. Some trade customers. Come in to look at things before buy from mail 
order. Constantly have staff meetings and they tell us how we might improve things". "Price is all 
important these days". "Retailing is all about perception. if they perceive that you are expensive. they 
will never come and look at you in the first place". Comparative advertising. 
• Market Orielllation: COMPOR 
Aware of growth of sheds. Varies by department. Little in cake decoration. Everyone on high street 
plus mail order. Debenhams are good competitors. Woolworth's, trialing kitchenware. B&Q and 
Homebase, Trago Mills. Staff know that competitors are doing promotions- constantly changing. 
"Some of the retailers will actually get the suppliers to pay them to put their gods on the shelf'. "We 
can be a bit cheeky and change prices very quickly." Went round and checked off prices against us. 
Argos as a benchmark. Can be flexible on price. "Been very lax in letting them take over in Britain". 
• Market Orie/1/ation: SUPPOR 
Suppliers give us a lot of information about what's up an coming". TV advertising when it's going to 
happen. We have good relations with our suppliers. "We do nothing but buy at that trade show, 
independent department stores". "AIS. Pay to belong, have to be big enough to join. That's how we 
remain competitive. Range for supermarket and another range for independents- then can't compare 
on price. Part of dealer owned wholesaler group- Home Hardware. Most suppliers will send 
trainers to you, and it pays off. "Very important part of retailing is your relationship with your 
suppliers" 
• Market Orie/1/ation: LTOF 
"Constantly reviewing the way we do things". We keep track of what is selling all the time. Mustn 't 
run out, spot it from data. Planning culture in the business- never been frightened of change. 
Always looking at what's happening. Couple of trips to America to look at DIY and kitchen ware. 
Visiting other stores. You've got to change. Change is critical to retailers. that's why it's so 
exciting". "We're constantly looking at what we sell and what makes profit for us- highest growth 
profit is in kitchen ware". Knows how much comes from every single line- look at this every month. 
Business plan. 
• Market Orientation: IFC 
"Staff trained on product knowledge". Worked hard at being competitively priced, but policy to 
stock good quality in the range. Will always get anything that they are asked for, but can't always 
stock it. Focus on particular things. Constant range and availability. "Most important thing, when 
you are doing your buying is to put something different in- keep it interesting". We invest in our 
staff. Use direct mail (Post Office) for 3 times a times a year promotion- huge success. Deliver. 
Merchandising and display is very important to us- member of staff looks after this. Radio 
advertising in Plymouth. Local newspaper for promotion advertising. Need to communicate 
internally. 
• Perfonnance: SP 
Not ROCE but should do, but usually against budgets. Sales and profit targets. "Every business likes 
growing, if you are not growing you are standing still, and if you are standing still, you are going 
backwards". Want to be around for another 92 years. "Where are we going in 5 years time, growth 
on an annual basis''. 12 month financial plan. 
• Performance: CP 
Provide a secure future for us and our staff. 
• Strategy: BG 
Keeps them competitive on price and supplies promotional support e.g. offers and leaflets. Product 
knowledge. Members of two groups in different parts of range. 
• Strategy: PC 
"We are very price competitive and we have to be". 
• Strategy: DIFF 
Here in Tavistock I might not be able to beat all Do-lt-AII"s prices, although I do my best, but we 
provide a service when they don't". Product knowledge. customer service, beyond the selling of the 
product". Specialise in tools and cake decorating. 
• Strategy: OUT 
Opened new store in Exeter - kitchenware only. 
• Environmellt: Cl 
Extremely competitive on price on DIY. Very intensive in Plymouth on kitchenware. Power of the 
competitors. 
• Environment: LCO 
Many local competitors across all aspects of business, particularly kitchenware. Do it All in 
Tavistock, Woolworth's on high street. 
• Environmellt: MCO 
Multiples compete on price. Perceived price advantage. Awareness of threat. 
• Environment: WCO 
All the large multiple sheds in Plymouth. Mail order. Debenhams and Dingles stores for 
kitchenware in Plymouth. Trago Mills. 
• Environment: CCB 
Kitchenware a very fashionable thing. TV- all hell lets lose. "Grillets, peelers and lemon zesters". 
Everything is dark green at the moment and it's moved on to dark blue. 
• Environment: MGD 
Affected by slump in housing market last year. People stay in houses and improve. "People making 
more of their houses". 
• Environment: NEW 
Need to stock new products in line with new fashions and trends. Trade shows- transparent colours 
are in. "Don't do a lot of our buying there but we do most of our looking there". 
Linking Categories: 
"Many shops have gone in the last few years mainly because they didn't change they carried on doing 
the same old things at the same prices, didn't change to cope with what is happening around them". 
"Very few independents can compete with the big boys because of their buying power, buying is all 
important in retail". Use buying power and market knowledge to effect clear positioning. 
"Pricing in retail in important- don't have sales but have promotions on particular lines/ranges". 
Staff are critical to service differentiation- Investors in People and regular staff training- training 
calendar. 
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Interview Number 14 
Name and Status of Informant: Mrs. Richards, 
Proprietor 
Trade: Ladies Fashion Clothing 
Name of Business: Marianne's Fashions 
Number of Outlets: 3 
Location: Shop Premises, Saltash Town 
Centre 
Ownership: Proprietor 
Date: 23rd November, 1999 
Method: Tape Recordino 
Contextual Background: Ladies fashions running for over 30 years. 12 years with a current owner. 
10 staff in total. Casual and evening wear. Wedding outfits. Expensive and exclusive range, higher 
prices. 3 shops one for larger sizes also one in Looe, which is a little more casual. Full range of 
accessories. Two shops are connected, one sells larger sizes. A wide range of hats on display. 
Exclusive positioning supported by range and service. 
Categories Considered: 
• Market Orientation: CUSTOR, COMPOR, SUPPOR, LTOF. IFC 
• Performance: SP, PP, CP 
• Strategy: SPE, RAN, DIFF, 
• Environment: PAR, LCO, MCO, WCO 
Additions to Categories: 
• Market Orientation: CUSTOR 
Customers do winter shopping and summer shopping. Mix and match and get a number of outfits. 
Summer residence on holiday and do their summer shopping. Come for a couple of hours. Prepared 
to spend time. A lot of regular customers. Come in and know what they like. They will tell you that 
they don't want to spend more than £40. Customers tell us what they bought elsewhere. Age group 
middle plus. 
• Market Oriemation: COMPOR 
Led by industry. Respond to competitors offers with exclusive promotions through suppliers. 
'That's no way to handle a customer". Competition is good for you. 
• Market Orientation: SUPPOR 
All buying done by owner. Well known ladies brands. Buying ahead for the next season. Buying 
the most important things. "The buying is the most important thing". 
• Market Orientation: LTOF 
Customers keep us in a job. 
• Market Orientation: IFC 
Link selling. Take time over customers. A lot of advertising in newspapers and on Plymouth Sound 
A lot of fashion shows after hours at hotels. Most important to be very caring of customer needs. All 
the staff have this approach. Sales twice a year. Shop location is excellent. 
• Performance: SP 
Grown the business, much more stock. 
• Performance: PP 
Very rewarding when we dress the lady for her son or daughter's wedding. See them all happy. 
• Perfonnance: CP 
It's my livelihood. 
• Strategy: SPE 
Middle to older age group looking for lasting fashion. 
• Strategy: RAN 
Very wide range. Plenty to choose from. Specialise in hats. 
• Strategy: DIFF 
Quality of range. "Some of the German clothes are very expensive". Higher prices. 
• Enl'ironmem: PAR 
No problem whatsoever. Quite inexpensive, long stay and short stay. 
• Environme/11: LCO 
One other store in Saltash. similar positioning but smaller range. Larger sizes. 
• Environmem: MCO 
M&S are no competition. 
• Environmem: WCO 
Two similar shops in Plymouth. 
Linking Categories: 
Quality of merchandise and supplier orientation sustains exclusive positioning. 
High level of customer orientation but not competitor orientation. 
Very service focussed via staff. 
Price matches market positioning 
Mixed objectives, derives some success from satisfying customers. 
Interview Number IS 
Name and Status of Informant: Kathryn Leatherby, Location: Shop Premises, Tavistock Town 
Proprietor Centre 
Trade: Quilting and Sewing Machines Ownership: Proprietor 
Name of Business: Moor Silk and Yarns Date: 2"" April, 1998 
Number of Outlets: I Method: Tape Recording 
Contextual Background: Been running for 11 years, started when 20 and unemployed. Started with 
£3000 loan. 3 units plus a workshop. 3 part time staff. All staff are involved in quilting. Teaching 
workshops in needlework. Started with tapestry and embroidery then getting in supplies for quilting. 
One of the longest established and better quilting shops in the country. Sells quilting supplies. All 
USA cotton stock. "Set up in a middle class market town, what else do you want". Sells the best 
sewing machines in the world- Beninas .. Always had intention of doing mail order. Books and 
magazines. Sold a shop in Bristol earlier on to partner. 
Categories Considered: 
• Market Orientation: CUSTOR, COMPOR. SUPPOR, L TOF, IFC 
• Performance: SP, PP, CP 
• Strategy: SPE. DIV, DIFF 
• Environment: Cl, COS, TRA, WCO, CCB, NEW 
Additions to Categories: 
• Market Oriemation: CUSTOR 
Middle aged women 40+, retired or executive husband. More younger middle class married couples 
coming into town. Need income to do it because they are expensive. Many come from Plymouth. 
They come from over 100 miles away. Come between 2 and 4 times a year. Mailing list of2000. 
Very hands on relationship with most of my customers. If they want something. I will try and get it. 
Slart a project for the Winter. "We can read our customer, and they might not know what they want 
but we do". Reads their minds! Observation. They don't know what we have and they don't know 
what they want. ''Try and keep ahead of what's going on in the market". 
• Market Oriemarion: COMPOR 
Finds this a difficult concept. Nobody this side of Bristol. We work together. not apart. Shop in 
Bath has different fabrics. "There is very little competition per se. my biggest competition is another 
mail order company". Goes to American trade show in November. Twelve in the country. Doesn't 
have time to compare prices and ranges. 
• Market Orientation: SUPPOR 
American suppliers of top quality quliting materials. Really forward thinking- want to help you. Go 
ahead. Easy to do business with them- they give you ideas. British suppliers not helpful. Deals with 
wholesalers and distributors in the States. 
• Market Orielllation: LTOF 
They go away very happy. Limited by space. Could sell 50% more if had more space. We strive to 
make sure that everybody's happy. Their time is precious, I don't want to sell things that will fall 
apart. Understands links between the different aspects of the business. 
• Market Orientation: IFC 
Guidance. "Give me a clue!" Newsletter- powerful marketing tool. Response is phenomenal. 
Pricing was totally irrelevant, but now reduced margins mainly mail order. More flexible use of price 
points more recently. Very obliging. Registered credit broker for interest free sales. but don't bother. 
Staff need to be very adaptable- need self-awareness. 
• Performance: SP 
"I want to be the biggest and the best", but limited finance. Having to sit back a bit and consolidate .. 
Have had to sales turnover- profit leveled. Growth and profitability not necessarily compatible. 
• Performance: PP 
Wanted to be the best. Have to do something. Have to have projects to do. Want the business to be 
better. "Sit in the shop and be tidy and look good and be nice". My kick is that that customer will 
always be able to use that machine and to get it to do what she wants it to do". Feel tied to the 
business- over committed. 
• Performance: CP 
The living is secondary. "It's the achievement". The financial side of it is important. 
• Srraregy: SPE 
Quilters and specialist needleworkers women. 
• Strategy: DIV 
Training courses. Dealer for high quality sewing machine company- sole agency in South West. 
Give them a lesson on it when they buy it.. Mail order. Books and magazines. 
• Straregy: DIFF 
Depth of range of materials. Critical to success. Got plenty to choose from. 
• Environment: Cl 
No real competition in the business except mail order is increasing. 
• Environment: COS 
Rent and rates are high. 
• Environment: TRA 
When the road works were going on in Brook Street many didn't come out and used mail order. 
• Environment: WCO 
All the large multiples in Plymouth. 
• Environmenr: CCB 
American driven- leads the way. 
• Environment: NEW 
Industry in America- one in four Americans quilt. Magazines and links with suppliers. 
Linking Categories: 
"If the want a very expensive linen fabric then they have to come to me. It's the depth of my range". 
Environmental factors make very little difference. -counter cyclical! 
A motivation driven business. "If I'm motivated then the customers are motivated." 
Focus and differentiation based upon supplier and customer orientation. 
Also diversified and grown very rapidly in related areas. 
Value for money- what they can do, it's worth paying the extra. 
Only sell what would use herself- nothing in here that I don't like. 
As business has grown has lost some control, therefore ooing to consolidate. 
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Interview Number 16 
Name and Status of Informant: Valerie Nerva 
Manager 
Trade: Clothing, Gifts. Jewellry and Furnishings 
Name of Business: Natural Nomads 
Number of Outlets: 2 
Location: Shop Premises, Tavistock Town 
Centre 
Ownership: Manager 
Date: 11'" November, 1999 
Method: Tape Recording 
Contextual Background: Manager been with business from the start, 6 years ago .. Owned by a 
wholesaler's agent for 20 years who wanted to get into retailing. Manager has previous experience in 
retail. Picked Tavistock by doing research in the area. Saw it as a perfect location. "Sell beautiful 
things, well made, fair trade where possible and going to be fun". Started in small way and business 
just took off beyond our wildest expectations. Now I 0 staff. One full time and rest re part time. 
Opened a second shop a year ago which sells furnishings. Very adaptable to market conditions. Very 
professional approach to retailing. Good market information for planning. Good supplier links. 
Very staff oriented. Complex mix of commercial and non-commercial goals. 
Categories Considered: 
• Market Orientation: CUSTOR, COMPOR, SUPPOR. LTOF. IFC 
• Performance: SP, PP, CP 
• Strategy: RAN, DIFF, OUT 
• Environment: Cl, LCO, MCO, CCB 
Additions to Categories: 
• Market Oriemation: CUSTOR 
Don't want anyone to feel excluded. Range from tiny children to very elderly people. Wide 
catchment. Regular Plymouth customers. Tourists, birthdays and Christmas. Money here in 
Tavistock; students and people with titles. Use trade shows to pick up on trends. Be aware of what's 
coming in. Set the trend. "Where possible we try and source from fair trade suppliers but the 
problem that you have got is that people have got so used to cheap imports. that they are not always 
prepared to pay". ··on gifts, people want things cheap". 
• Market Oriemation: COMPOR 
On the clothing side there is a lot of competition in town. Used to focus on teenage wear but since 
New Look has come we can't compete on price. We've had to relook at clothing and look at 20 
upwards. Have to be very careful about what we buy. Have to be on your toes all the time. Keep 
your individual flavour. Dealing with other shopkeepers and can therefore pick up information. 
Buying at better prices. Advertising in response to new competitors. Cross advertising between 
separate shops. 
• Market Orientation: SUPPOR 
Lots of contacts in the business can get the stock. Knowledge of stock in the market is key to 
success. 
• Market Orielllation: LTOF 
Standard gift shop 2.35 ex-V AT. Prices fixed to cover fur theft and breakage. Flexible across range. 
Training important on customer service. Increasing awareness and approaching people in the right 
way. Buying from trade shows to fit into displays. A lot of planning goes on for months and months. 
• Market Orielllation: IFC 
Very sensitive to customers needs and tastes. 
• Performance: SP 
Growth is going to be important. Steady growth was good. but may now need to consolidate. 
Setting up elsewhere has been talked about. 
• Performance: PP 
'"Providing employment for staff'. "Very successful team". "Just doing it and making it work". 
People who work here feel involved. "People ofTavistock are better off because of us". "We add 
local colour to the town". 
• Performance: CP 
"If the shops not making a decent profit then there is no point in running it"'. 
• Strategy: RAN 
Range is very important. New stock each season, (Jianned well ahead. 
• Strategy: DIFF 
"We've had to be very careful that we are very different so that on things that we may overlap then 
our range is better". Built up business on customer service. As the number of staff has increased it 
has been harder to maintain relationships with customers. More training and customer service. 
• Strategy: OUT 
Opened new store in Tavistock. in furniture. Done well but in secondary position- doesn't get 
passing trade. 
• Environmelll: Cl 
Extremely competitive on clothes and on gifts now threat new chains have moved into town in both 
clothing and gifts. Clothing is fiercely competitive. New gift shop is very low on price and have 
similar lines, as they are a multiple and can get access to same stock. 
• Environment: LCO 
New competitor- chain, trying to copy much of what we do. 
• Environmelll: MCO 
Multiples compete on price and have access to same range. 
• Environmelll: CCB 
The trend for men to go shopping is growing. Ethnic in when we started and now more mainstream. 
There was a nautical thing going on and we dip into it but it didn't take off. 
Linking Categories: 
Value based pricing with commercial feel for market and profit margins. 
Staff treated with great respect and that makes the business work- helps with service differentiation. 
Professional outlook and strategic view. Good supplier links sustains differentiated positioning. 
Very commercially aware and market oriented. 
Responds to competitors by changing range and being ahead of the game, but have to be very careful 
what you buy. 
Interview Number 17 
Name and Status of Informant: Mr. and Mrs. 
Y absley, Partners 
Trade: Gifts and Stationery 
Name of Business: Occasions 
Number of Outlets: I 
Location: Shop Premises, Liskeard Town 
Centre 
Ownership: Partners 
Date: 26'" November, 1999 
Method: Tape Recording 
Contextual Background: Shop started 25 years ago. bought by current owners 8 years ago. It was 
established in stationery and greeting cards and developed. Very successful when we took it on. 
Greeting cards 35 - 40% of business, stationery school and college, moving more into gifts to 
complement the cards. Christian Corner. Accountant by trade. 8 staff, 4 at most times. Had water 
damage and had to refit store. Prime location. 
Categories Considered: 
• Market Orientation: CUSTOR. COMPOR, SUPPOR. LTOF. IFC 
• Performance: SP, PP, CP 
• Strategy: PC, SPE, DIY, RAN, DIFF. OUT 
• Environment: Cl, SUP. PAR, LCO, MCO. WCO, NEW, MOD, CCB 
Additions to Categories: 
• Market Orientation: CUSTOR 
People don't like too much change. "We listen to what they say". Come from a long way. "If there 
is a need then we try and stock it". People come to the town knowing that they will get a choice. We 
try and communicate with the customers. People have an emotional feeling for the business. They 
come back to us. "It's ongoing, it will never stop. because the market is always changing. and ideas 
are coming through". 
• Market Oriemarion: COMPOR 
"Not worried about it.!" 
• Market Orientation: SUPPOR 
We see reps. on an appointment basis- very good and very long relationships with suppliers. Buy 
when prices are good to get a bit better margins. Almost next day if want to on stationery. 
Market Orientation: LTOF 
Dropped paperbacks. Moved into gift candles. Plan ahead in purchasing. Staff do all the 
merchandising of cards. Cross-selling of cards and gifts (e.g. chocolates). Full budget. 
• Market Orientation: IFC 
Exciting and interesting layout and design. Staff is a team. High stock value e.g. pens (£6000). 
Advertising ineffective. use more targeted local community promotions. Use RRP in the main. 
• Performance: SP 
Have objectives in terms of what our turnover should be from one year to the next. Plans and 
forecasts. Carries on just modify things slightly. 
• Performance: PP 
We have a role in the community, church and chamber and town forum. We are providing and 
important service to the community. We'll try and get it for them. Clean business. Sometimes a lot 
of time spent on merchandising. ""You've got to take all the headaches with it, pressures". "Tied, to a 
certain degree you are tied". "Sense of achievement and satisfaction. Enjoy dealing with people. It 
must be right for us". 
• Performance: CP 
"It's taken 8 years to get to a secure position. "The stock in here would pay off our mortgage". 
• Strategy: BG 
"We are in a buying group which helps ... for greetings cards .... better prices and stock availability". 
Invoices go through the buying group. 
• Strategy: PC 
We are very competitive on some lines- best value for money. 
• Strategy: SPEC 
Specialist crafts, cake decorator. TY toys (3'" oldest in the country). 
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• Strategy: DIV 
Diversified out of cards because of more competition. 
• Strategy: RAN 
Cut back on some lines (books) in response to supermarket entry. But expanded into candles and 
doing very well. 
• Strategy: DIFF 
Very wide range of greetings cards (50 suppliers), lots of gitis, interesting things. Distinctive and 
unique, based on range. Value for money. Pass on better prices to customer. 
• Strategy: OUT 
Opened a shop in Wadebridge, sold on. Too much to do, kept going for 2 years. Did it to get 
benefits of bigger buying deals. 
• Environment: Cl 
Easy to set up in greetings cards, many competitors. 
• Environmellt: SUP 
Safe way drained people out of town. Took over three years to recover trade. 
• Environment: PAR 
Hiked up charges when superstore built. Big bone of contention, town would benefit if they got their 
act together. 
• Em,ironment: LCO 
Two other greetings card shops but they sell cheaper range and other end of town. 
• Environmellf: WCO 
Can "t get things in Plymouth so come here. 
• Environmellt: CCB 
The town is changing and consumer behavior is changing. '"lt"s ongoing, it will never stop, because 
the market is always changing". 
• Environment: MGD 
Town has grow and changed. Dormitory of Plymouth, now have children and spend more money in 
town. Better quality of life in a market town. 
• Environmellt: NEW 
Trade shows for new lines. New ideas. new companies. 
Linking Categories: 
Holding back in some areas because there are other businesses in the town. 
Less and less businesses like ours. can't carry the range. "Try not to do the same as other shops. Not 
another shop like us in Cornwall as far as I know". 
"Better to do one thing well rather than two not quite as well". 
Differentiated offer on unique range, good supplier links, and customer understanding. 
"People think that there is no money around so you have to open cheap discount stores, but lovely 
quality stores do well'". 
Interview Number IS 
Name and Status of Informant: Roger Bird, Partner Location: Shop Premises, Tavistock Town 
Centre 
Trade: Butcher Ownership: Partner 
Name of Business: Pal mer's Butchers Date: 24'" February, 1998 
Number of Outlets: I Method: Tape Recording 
Contextual Background: Business ISO years old, run with father initially and now brother for 30 
odd years. 2 previous proprietors. Single outlet, 2 part time staff and 4 full time staff. Retail 
business but large proportion now catering supplies and gone into fruit and veg two years ago. 
Traditional butchery. 6 years ago diversified into catering supplies, now 70%. Very experienced, 
good operational effectiveness, and a strategic view. Perceived as very well known high quality 
retailer. 
Categories Considered: 
• Market Orientation: CUSTOR, COMPOR, SUPPOR, L TOF, IFC 
• Performance: SP, PP, CP 
• Strategy: DIV, DIFF, 
• Environment: Cl, SUP, PAR, COS, LOC, MCO, WCO, CCB, MGD 
Additions to Categories: 
• Market Orientation: CUSTOR 
Undertook pre-launch market research and footfall count before opening new store. Responding to 
changes ion local market conditions that affect consumers. Deliver in Plymouth 3 times a week. 
Hotels, restaurants, catering establishments. Chefs take their suppliers with them (understanding of 
DMU). Older people generally, younger. Monitor sales and market share is dropping. Country 
rather than town people on retail. Over 50 catering customers. Don't think that price is that 
important as far as the customer is concerned. They buy a packet. We know many by name. We 
don't lose customers. 
• Market Orielllation: COMPOR 
Picked up on competition through trade mags. And changed accordingly. "I can't understand why 
people go there", 20% dearer than ours. Jacked up to take account of offer. Talk with local 
competitors, certain degree of cooperation. 
• Market Orientation: SUPPOR 
Relationships develop and know what they can send you. All goods inspected when they come in 
and sent back if not good enough. Stay with our same suppliers- happy, quality is good and price is 
fair. 
• Market Orientation: LTOF 
Records on turnover and for planning - use computer spreadsheet. Looks at trade off between 
different elements of the business. "We take a long term view on the business- going into F&V cost 
us a lot of money but it has paid off." Break even point- is this actually viable, throw away the retail 
side. 
• Market Orientation: I FC 
"Not extortionate. Don't vary quality, won't sell second rate goods. It's got to be top quality, it's so 
important". Presentation very important. No window display. have to come in shop and see what's 
available. Getting them in- sometimes they go out again! 
• Performance: SP 
Set growth targets for sales. What else can you go for but growth of sales. "Success comes from 
growth of sales". 
• Performance: PP 
Quality of life is also something that we look at. "Self employment has got its headaches and its 
heartaches, but it's also got its rewards." 
• Performance: CP 
Need to make money. "If it doesn't make money then you may as well close the door". 
• Strategy: D/V 
Chose to go into catering and chose F& V rather than fish. 
• Strategy: DIFF 
Service differentiation over multiples. Talk to customers, better price, and better quality. 
• Strategy: DEV 
Growing catering business. 
• Environment: Cl 
A lot of old butchers have disappeared, Safeway and Somerfield. Fruit and veg. is very competitive, 
used to undercut everyone else in town. "What on earth is going on, he kept coming in to check on 
our prices". Now settled down. 
• Environment: SUP 
Out of town shopping hit every business in Tavistock. Lower rent and rates out of town. Takes 
people out of town. Outside control - unfair competition. 
• Environment: PAR 
Very limited space because in the valley. 
• Environment: TRA 
Pedestrianisation is going to take place. 
• Environment: COS 
Rates increasing 
• Environment: LCO 
Used to be 6 to 8, now only I real competitor. 
• Environmelll: MCO 
Safeway. 
• Environmelll: CCB 
"Mode of shopping is very much supermarket oriented". People go out of town. 
• Environmelll: MGD 
"It is a falling market, there ·s no getting away from if'. 
Linking Categories: 
"You either lay down and die or you diversify, which is growing". Diversified into catering meat and 
F&V. Now more important than retail butchery. 
"Quality is always paramount in everything that we do". 
"Quality, choice, service. If the customer can't eat it then what's the point of getting it cheap". "If 
you sell rubbish to a customer, you are not going to see them again". 
"Quality, service and relationship. Seen to be fair all round. 
Updated, invested back into the business- reflects on the customers. Refurbished twice in last 12 
years- clean, tidy, well run shop. Reinvestment is very important. 
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Interview Number 19 
Name and Status of Informant: Pat Thompson Location: Shop Premises, Launceston 
Proprietor Town Centre 
Trade: Cards, Toys and Stationery Ownership: Proprietor 
Name of Business: Pat's Greeting Cards Date: 3ra April, 1998 
Number of Outlets: I Method: Tape Recording 
Contextual Background: Trading for 10 years, started as a hobby. Originally had a newsagent, 
brought greeting cards stock back then started selling it in a market. Grew stock and moved into 
retail until to sell cards. Still does Tavistock market every Friday. I full time and 8 part time staff. 
Still mainly cards, gifts, stationery and toys. Owns freehold property. Low price positioning across 
the board. 
Categories Considered: 
• Market Orientation: CUSTOR, COMPOR, SUPPOR, LTOF, IFC 
• Performance: SP. PP, CP 
• Strategy: PC. DIY, RAN, OUT 
• Environment: CL MCO, WCO. CCB, NEW 
Additions to Categories: 
• Market Orientation: CUSTOR 
Wide range of customers. Looking for lower prices. Holiday visitors. Use staff with children to 
forecast demand. "I always take notice of what my staff tell me about the customers''. "Always get 
them in". Buy cheap for husband and expensive for daughters. Very loyal customer base. 
• Market Oriemmion: COMPOR 
Customers tell me that it is cheaper elsewhere. 
• Market Oriemation: SUPPOR 
Good deals off suppliers as buys in bulk. Nine new suppliers- just started going direct. ordering 
larger quantities and gelling cheaper. "Ruthless with wholesalers". Inform her of deals and buys in 
lower and sells out lower. People started finding me- wholesalers. Set one against the other. and 
share it out. 
o Market Oriemmion: LTOF 
Can't afford to be too cheap as have to cover overheads. No plans or targets. but check back every 
three weeks. 
• Market Orienllltion: IFC 
Pass on low price to customer. Range includes high and low quality for choice and different 
customers. Merchandising and display is very important. also layout. Not junk. but sends rubbish 
back. Advertising not worth it. Customer care very important. Manners are very important. "Like 
their change counted into their hand. this speeds things up". Don't like refunding too much. Own 
branded "Gateway to Cornwall" logo on small gifts. 
• Performance: SP 
"Just grown and grown. and I've got older and tireder and never have a holiday". 
• Perfomwnce: PP 
Started as a hobby. Lot of stress now. Clerical, don't like checking invoices. Spends Tuesday in the 
shop when she meets people that she knows. "Lot of work. "Customer loyalty. nothing to do with 
money". "I keep saying that I am going to sell the business but I couldn't do it to my girls". "Just 
achieving it". "Don'tlike having a bigger business. tied to it". 
• Performance: CP 
Takings at the end of the day. Financial rewards. "I like being my own boss". 
• Strategy: PC 
Charge lower prices and match main competitors on price. 
• Strategy: D/V 
Diversitied into small toys fairly early on. Now moved into more substantial toys. learning based. 
• Strategy: RAN 
Widened range. Toy department has grown substantially. Developed range into new learning toys. 
• Strategy: OUT 
Has a market stall in Tavistock. 
• Environment: Cl 
A lot of competition further afield. Charge same prices as Argos. Post Office just started selling 
cards, but higher prices. 
• Environment: MCO 
Argos in Plymouth. 
o Environmem: WCO 
Trago Mills 
• Environmem: CCB 
Parents more into educational toys and books. 
o Environme/11: NEW 
A lot of new products that we get in for children. Attend shows to see what's new. 
Linking Categories: 
Price is the most important. Low cost base because owns property- sustains a low price positioning. 
Volume driven strategy- low overhead and buying power sustains this. "Buy cheap and sell cheap". 
"People do like value for money". 
Diversified into related areas that complement, but still has low cost positioning. 
Significant growth over the years- little commercial control evident. 
Interview Number 20 
Name and Status of Informant: Rodney Lucas, 
Proprietor 
Trade: Butcher 
Name of Business: Rapson's Butchers 
Number of Outlet.~: I 
Location: Shop Premises, Liskeard Town 
Centre 
Ownership: Proprietor 
Date: 26'" November, 1999 
Method: Tape Recording 
Contextual Background: Shop in existence since 1844. Informant here for 25 years and has owned 
for 10 years. Previously owned by Rapson family. Fresh retail meat. All cooked meat prepackaged. 
Some additional items. I full time and I part time members of staff plus owner. Good trade quite 
happy. All local trade. Some hotels and restaurants. High quality position sustained by good quality 
supplies. Very much driven by personal motivation factors. Good understanding of market. 
Categories Considered: 
• Market Orientation: CUSTOR, COMPOR, SUPPOR, L TO F. IFC 
• Performance: SP, PP, CP 
• Strategy: SPEC, DIY, DIFF 
• Environment: Cl, SHI, SUP, LOC, MCO, WCO, CCB, MGD 
Additions to Categories: 
• Market Orientation: CUSTOR 
"They don't mind paying for it as long as they get good stuff'. Older generation of customers. Goes 
out of his way to meet customer requirements- sold rib of beef on the bone to a customer when I was 
in there, when it was banned. Customers are wise to the supermarkets. "If they are going to come 
here they are going to come here anyway". A lot of them just don't like supermarket meats. "They 
won't buy their meat there- they don't like the packaging". Everybody knows someone who is in 
agriculture". People don't like being told what not to eat". 
• Market Orielllation: COMPOR 
Gets on well with other town butchers. Help each other out. Don't take any notice of each other's 
prices. "All got percentage mark-up and stick to it". Dewhurst buy a bit cheaper. 
• Market Orienwtion: SUPPOR 
Suppliers determine quality of produce. Buy the best. 
• Marker Orienwrion: LTOF 
Rental and service helps the flow into shop and generates business. Look for a 25% return on 
everything except catering. They want a month's account and a month after that I get my cheque and 
I have to pay my suppliers in three weeks". "It's more hassle than it's worth". The money's to be 
made over the counter, cash there and then". Promotions supported by Meat Livestock Commission. 
• Marker Orielllarion: IFC 
"We don't want them coming back complaining". Best quality produce. Friendly service. 
• Performance: SP 
No aims to expand. 
• Performance: PP 
''I'm happy really happy". "Fell into this by accident", "What do I do if I don't do this". "I think that 
I've done alright, bought my house, got nice cars." My wife's got a very well paid job, salary far 
greater than mine. I love it. just love meeting the people. Service to the community, "love the 
gossip". Like a bit of time off. I don't take holidays so I take Wednesdays and Tuesday afternoons 
off. Got to pick the kids up from school. Happy in his work. 
• Performance: CP 
"Making a bit of a profit". Make a living. Head above water. See the kids don't go short of 
anything. "And that does me". 
• Straregy: SPE 
All local customers. 
• Stmregy: DIV 
Picked up a few trade customers when he started. "Went into veg. But the health inspector wasn't 
happy about it." Gone into barbecue and stir-fry, ready coated in the summer. 
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• Strategy: D/FF 
Quality- buys the best quality meat and pays the top price. ''When I was the manager before I took 
over I thought that I was doing the boss a favour buying cheaper meat, but you just see the trade go 
down". Learnt ever since. 
• Environme111: Cl 
Very competitive. 
• En vi ronmem: S V P 
Clawed it back as busy now as we were before Safeway opened. 
• Environment: LCO 
Supermarket has never really bothered me. ''Even their special offers are more expensive than ours 
anyway". Four other butchers in town. One closing after Christmas- retiring. 
• Environmem: MCO 
Multiples compete on price, but on some lines still more expensive. 
• Environment: WCO 
Two shops closed in Looe and now coming to shop in Liskeard. 
• Environmem: CCB 
People getting sick of supermarkets. 
o Environmelll: MGD 
Population is growing. 
• Environmem: SH/ 
Used to be a tremendous trade with the cattle market and now a lot of it has gone. but still a good 
trade. BSE has helped us. "I wish there was a BSE scare every week". 
Linking Categories: 
Not a low cost supplier. Decided to stick with better quality and higher prices. Stay up market. 
Very competitive but sustains differentiated position. Quality brings them back. Got to know what 
they want before they do sometimes. "You make their mind up for them" 
High customer orientation. Competes well against supermarkets on this basis. 
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Interview Number 21 
Name and Status of Informant: Chris Locke, Partner Location: Shop Premises, Tavistock Town 
Centre 
Trade: Cards and Gifts Ownership: Partnership 
Name of Business: A Rhyme in Thyme Date: 28'" February, 1998 
Number of Outlets: I Method: Tape Recording 
Contextual Background: Retired from Navy, bought a card shop. Bought it in 1984. Moved into 
agency as a rep for a line of cards for 18 months whilst still running shops. Back to shop and refitted 
it and then started to grow the business. Expanded into shop next door. Has grown business ever 
since. Differentiated on the basis of unusual, novel and exclusive stock. Turnover split one-third 
cards, two-thirds gifts. Balloons are run as a separate business by wife. Two part time staff. 
Categories Considered: 
• Market Orientation: CUSTOR, COMPOR, SUPPOR, L TOF, IFC 
• Performance: SP, PP, CP 
• Strategy: DIY, RAN, DIFF 
• Environment: SUP, TRA, Cl, LCO, NEW, MGD. CCB, 
Additions to Categories: 
• Market Orientation: CUSTOR 
Up-market customers on cards. Understands pattern of shopping behaviour. Not really price 
conscious. 
• Market Orientation: COMPOR 
Understands loss leaders. Boots was a Chemist, now it sells cards. All suppliers deal with the big 
boys. No way back after they have got in on it. 
o Market Orielllation: SUPPOR 
Reps and some deal direct. Looking for exclusivity and being first in. Gets information from 
suppliers on market. Pick my own cards from agents- exclusive distribution. 
• Market Orielllation: LTOF 
Take a third of the year·s turnover in last 6 weeks of the year. Compares sales data over time, use it 
for planning. Looks at effects of promotions. 
• Market Orientation: IFC 
Buy something big and interesting to put in the window each year rather than spending on 
advertising. The windows are very important. "Never knowingly undersold- RRPs maximum". 
Buying critical, 4 days at NEC. Background music. Gadgets and puzzles. Similar to "Fawlty 
Towers", abuse. Rude to them and gets it back'! Have a joke and a laugh. 
• Performance: SP 
Sales figures. 
• Performance: PP 
"One of the objectives was that it would be fun. Things to make people laugh, people to go out with 
a smile on their face." 
• Performance: CP 
'Try and stay in the top half of the league- small business league", compares with other business. 
Measured by market forces. Survival in recession. "If bank has kept with you then you are probably 
successful". 
• Strategy: DIV 
Developed from cards to gifts and then to balloons. 
• Strategy: RAN 
New stock each year, different things. 
• Strategy: DIFF 
Different and interesting. High quality cards. £1.50- £3.00 cards, paying for nicer things. Supported 
by buying. Expensive. 
• Environment: Cl 
Everybody sells cards but nobody competes. 
• Environment: TRA 
Pedestrianisation and the by pass have taken trade away. "Freezing the car out". 
Environment: SUP 
Safeway has drawn people out of town, the type of people that buy our cards. 
• Environment: LCO 
Numerous other sellers of cards in the town. 
• Environment: CCB 
Changed peoples shopping habits and patterns. The whole market has changed in terms of tastes and 
fashions. "Customer is getting more and more price conscious, but they will pay for what they want". 
Will pay high prices for the quality. 
• Environment: MGD 
Fewer people in town. "Before Safeway. Somerfield car park was full". 
• Environment: NEW 
Find out about new and different products at trade shows. This is how the ethnic fashion was spotted. 
Linking Categories: 
Changed business in line with changes in the environment. 
Upmarket positioning on cards. Exclusive positioning- supported by buying. 
"Unusual can be fun. If you're going to sell alarm clocks. then sell fun alarm clocks. Bonking 
clock"ll 
Very fashion and trend oriented- a step ahead, plus a nucleus of permanent stuff. 
"Small shops will become a thing of the past". 
Interview Number 22 
Name and Status of Informant: Kerry Location: Shop Premises, Saltash Town 
Centre 
Trade: Greeting Cards and Gifts Ownership: Proprietor 
Name of Business: Tamar Cards Date: 23.-d January, 1998 
Number of Outlets: I Method: Tape Recording 
Contextual Background: Opened in 1993, just taken on in last year in a bit of a mess. Stocked up. 
Used to be an agent and rep in past and managed Athena for 5 years in Plymouth. Also had shop in 
Plymouth before for 3 years. Knows the card business inside out from past experience. Cards and 
gifts. Teddies are specialist line. This was supposed to be a quite trading time after Christmas but I 
counted at least 25 customer sales in 50 minutes. This was a fun shop to be in and he knew an awful 
lot about the business. A kind word for everyone. Moved from a poorly located shop in Plymouth to 
this one which was very well located. Also had a lot of retail training experience. 
Categories Considered: 
• Market Orientation: CUSTOR, COMPOR, SUPPOR, L TOF, IFC 
• Performance: SP, PP, CP 
• Strategy: DIFF, RAN, 
• Environment: Cl, LCO, NEW, 
Additions to Categories: 
o Market Orielltatian: CUSTOR 
Across the board customer group. Good regular trade understands needs. 50% reasonable, 50% 
something different in Saltash. "Getting a reasonable service··. 
• Market Orielltation: COMPOR 
Good awareness of competition analysis before set up. "How they justify the prices they charge I 
don't know". Spend time looking at cards when goes out shopping himself. 
• Market Orientation: SUPPOR 
Buying 9 months in advance of seasonal demand. "They can only give you a deal if it's available. 
Don't always tell you. you have to wheedle it out of them." Two reps called when I was there' "Just 
sold three cards the same and nothing left on the shelf'. "Always deals available- it would be a 
shame to miss the opportunity". 
• Market Orientation: LTOF 
Knew what the potential of the market was before started up. Changes range around if doesn't sell. 
Budgets and targets based upon growth forecast. 
• Market Orientation: IFC 
Need to offer a range to the customer. Pick a free badge. Relined and changed layout. Customer 
service very important. Very, very helpful and pleasant to customers. Seemed to have everything 
that everybody wanted except stamps that he refused to stock. "If I get a special offer I pass that on 
to the customer. Instead of£ 1.35 I do them for 99p". 2.35 times the cost price. Breaking the ice. Be 
aware that they are there. "Can I help in any way. no its alright I'm looking for a card". They are all 
different, so you treat them differently. Can save them time. "You know what they wanted". 
"Thank you very much, bye bye now". 
• Performance: SP 
Building and growing the business. "Everything that we get is put straight back in". Achieve more 
than last year. Aim for 20- 30% increase. Build this into buying. 
• Peiformance: PP 
Always wanted to run a card shop. Highly motivated to achieve. Service to the community, the 
Saltash community". "I enjoy it". 'This is my baby". "Get the thrill of selling cards". "If somebody 
say what a lovely range of cards, or these clocks, then you are obviously doing something right" 
• Peiformance: CP 
""If I was here solely for financial reasons I would have shut down last March when I took it over". 
"Stock will build up and then we will get a better income and profit". "Probably worse of than those 
on the dole". 
• Strategy: RAN 
Widening range and doing more to expand gift range and choice of cards. 
• Strategy: DIFF 
"Something that you have not seen before". "Trying to create a little bit more interest". "Service, 
range and something different". 
• Environme/11: Cl 
One card shop just closed. Everybody sells cards. 
• Environmelll: LCO 
Many local competitors. 
• Environme/11: NEW 
Gets in new products from trade shows and reps visits. Need to stay novel. 
Linking Categories: 
Taking over from other local traders some agencies for giftware. 
High level of operational efficiency and effectiveness. 
Developing a wider range to complement the needs of the market. 
Competitive in some of the range that I do. 
Has a plan to grow sales based upon increasing customer base and developing the range accordingly. 
Excellent market orientation all round supports mixed strategy, primarily differentiation. 
Interview Number 23 
Name and Status of Informant: Tim Legg, Director Location: Shop Premises. Tavistock Town 
Centre 
Trade: Cycle shop Ownership: Limited Company 
Name of Business: Tavistock Cycles Date: 18111 February, 1998 
Number of Outlets: I Method: Tape Recording 
Contextual Background: Three partners. self. brother and sister in law. Sale of bikes and 
accessories and some hire. 7 years in operation. Significant growth in sales based upon specialist 
positioning for cycling enthusiasts. Also serve local market. Actively involved in local cycling 
scene. RI!Jlairs 20% of sales, 5% hire and rest is merchandise; also some 'cycling consultancy_'. 
Categories Considered: 
• Market Orientation: CUSTOR. COMPOR, SUPPOR. L TOF, IFC 
• Performance: SP, PP, CP 
• Strategy: SPE, DIV , RAN 
• Environment: WCO, TECH. NEW 
Additions to Categories: 
• Market Orientation: CUSTOR 
Off roads and local. ''We listen to our customers". '·Customers tell us what other shops are up to". 
Some are price sensitive and others are not". "Customers come in and tell us about new products." 
Member of local club. Gives feedback on what customers really want from a bike shop- tell us 
about other bike shops. Can classify market segments. Have customer details but don't use them. 
• Market Orientation: COMPOR 
Led by industry. Respond to competitors offers with exclusive promotions through suppliers. Look at 
3 or 4 other bike shops a year. "haven't got a very detailed knowledge of competitors". Competing at 
the high end of the market with mail order (components) and also low end. 
"A pair of wheels for £600". 
• Market Orientation: SUPPOR 
"Stock two major bike brands". Manufacturers lead fashion. Most of our products are bought over 
the phone monthly or fortnightly. and see a rep. 2 bike suppliers and 3 clothing suppliers. Reps call 
throughout year. Supplied by manufacturer and wholesaler. Accessories 4 suppliers. Few smaller 
specialist suppliers at the high end. 
• Market Orientation: LTOF 
Analyse data on different products regularly and use that to change what they do. Hiring first part of 
business. not very important any more. 
• Market Orientation: IFC 
Providing a whole package". Staff training and retailing methods. Layout. merchandise. Change 
layout every three months. Keep to RRPs wherever possible. but flexible in some cases. Building 
relationship with customer through service deals. Credit cards important. 
• Performance: SP 
Discuss the future frequently. Doubled floor size since opened. Always looking at alternative 
premises for expansion. I 0% pa growth over past 4 years. Growth is important. 
• Performance: PP 
"Enjoy working on bikes and enjoy talking to people." "Enjoy being involved in local bike scene. I 
like running my own business. Less stressful than being employed. In control of one's own destiny". 
• Pe1jormance: CP 
"Earning a decent wage. I think that we achieve it. Support three workers and two children on the 
business". Like to earn a bit more profit. Make a living. 
• Strategy: SPE 
Serious cyclists. 
• Strategy: RAN 
Large stock, accessories and clothing has grown since opened. 
• • 
"\'() 
• Environmem: WCO 
Not all that familiar with all of the shops in Plymouth. 
• Environmem: TECH 
Constant innovation. 
Environmelll: NEW 
Element of fashion in cycling and things go out of date so have to reduce them. Have to be very 
aware all the time- run our stocks down a bit. Keep up to date with changes at trade shows and 
through magazines. 
Linking Categories: 
Very rarely lose a customer- good service. meet customer needs. 
Given small size, can't stock a huge wide range, but has grown as expanded. 
Strategic positioning unclear as is level of market orientation. 
Stock control seems to be good and this leads to operational effectiveness. Improved relationships 
with suppliers as got bigger. 
Interview Number 24 
Name and Status of Informant: Ms. Causley 
Proprietor 
Trade: Children's Clothes 
Name of Business: Toddle In 
Number of Outlets: I 
Location: Shop Premises, Tavistock Town 
Centre 
Ownership: Proprietor 
Date: 3'" March, 1998 
Method: Tape Recording 
Contextual Background: Bought the business 15 years ago, was running before that for 4 years. 
Children's clothing. I part time member of staff, I day a week. Children's from birth to 12 for girls 
and 8 for boys. Specialist range of different clothes- high quality. Retired teacher. Took an early 
retirement- friend encouraged her to go into retail. Poor start and poor accountant at start. Personal 
motivation. Good understanding of positioning. Knows customers and competition well. Good 
supplier links. 
Categories Considered: 
• Market Orientation: CUSTOR, COMPOR, SUPPOR. L TOF, IFC 
• Performance: SP, PP, CP 
o Strategy: DIFF 
o Environment: LOC, WCO, MCO., CCB 
Additions to Categories: 
• Market Oriemation: CUSTOR 
Come from all over, Plymouth and overseas. Devon and Cornwall. Come for things out of the 
ordinary .... and the ordinary as well. Can get here what they can't get elsewhere. I know near 
enough what my customers like. "When I'm buying I often think of specific customers knowing full 
well that they will come in and get that". Coming back since the children were tiny. Looking for 
quality and value for money. If they want it they have it. "If you've got what they want they'll come 
in for it". 
• Market Orientation: COMPOR 
Knows competitors in region. Know near enough who is going in and out of business. Can never get 
what you want in Mothercare- no quality. M&S high margins. Dingles 200% plus £I. 
• Market Orientation: SUPPOR 
Hear from the reps. what is going on. French suppliers, rep calls. 8 different suppliers- wholesalers. 
Good relationship. They know the way I order. Go through whole range and pick out what I like. 
Rely on suppliers. Buy 6 months ahead. 
• Market Orientation: LTOF 
Plans 6 months ahead on stock. Highly detailed analysis of stock and sales. All analysed 
meticulously and knows exactly what each single item contributes. 
• Market Orientation: IFC 
Quality and value. Mark up and stick to it. except sometimes drop it. Change window display every 
week. Speak to everyone who comes into the store. Advice on care. Uses regional papers for wider 
catchment. Good service. Always pleasant and always smiling. 
• Peifonnance: SP 
Have to think about how it would sell on. 
• Performance: PP 
"Lovely business- wouldn't be any good for someone who is dependent on it; it wouldn't keep a 
family". Love it- like children. Like meeting people. Something to do. Keeping the customers 
happy. "I wouldn't work for anyone else". "Something to keep me occupied." 
• Peiformance: CP 
No commercial motivation. Sell it as a going concern 
• Strategy: DIFF 
There isn't a shop that specialises like this one in Devon and Cornwall. Exclusive regional 
distribution on a lot of the merchandise brands. 
• Enviromnent: LCO 
Woolworths and McKays. 
• Environmelll: MCO 
Multiples aren't really competition. 
• Environmelll: WCO 
Dingles and Debenhams don't do it any more. Truro, Helston, St. Austell and Plymouth market 
• Environmelll: CCB 
Business is always changing. Go to the fair to see new fashions. 
Linking Categories: 
Clear positioning on specialist range. competitively priced. 
Good customer, competitor and supplier orientation. IFC seems strong. 
Not financially motivated- but very business-like. 
Niches in quality clothes plus local trade. 
Interview Number 25 
Name and Status of Informant: Helen White Location: Shop Premises, Saltash Town 
Centre 
Trade: Haberdashery and Alterations Ownership: Proprietor 
Name of Business: Stitchcraft Date: 6'" January, 1998 
Number of Outlets: I Method: Tape Recording 
Contextual Background: Shares premises with Eileen's wool. Eight years started at home and then 
into small start-up unit and then into high street. 2 staff in shop and one at home. Alterations and 
repairs, fabrics and haberdashery, make up garments, curtains and upholstery and some wedding 
outfits. 
Categories Considered: 
• Market Orientation: CUSTOR, COMPOR, SUPPOR, LTOF. IFC 
• Performance: SP, PP, CP 
• Strategy: SPEC, DIY, RAN, DIFF 
• Environment: Cl, LCO, WCO 
Additions to Categories: 
• Market Oriellfation: CUSTOR 
Whole range of age groups- specilaise in difficult sizes. mostly women. Come from Plymouth as 
well as Saltash. Keeps data on customers. Customers know each other. Market research before 
started up! We tend to know what our customers want. "Listen to them when they come in. I know 
what they can afford to spend on fabrics". 
• Market Oriemation: COMPOR 
We pick up trade from them because their work is poor. 
• Markei Orienmtion: SUPPOR 
Use supplier in Plymouth so I use him. Doing his job, trying to push what he can. 
• Market Orientmion: LTOF 
Depends on what sort of business you're in and what you can charge for your products. Did a plan 
for start up. Say to customers I'm trained- been to college and so on. Mark up less than 100% on 
more expensive and 400% on small items. Flexible pricing. Pay someone to do window display. 
Sells a lot of stuff. 
• Market Orientation: IFC 
Offer a full service. Give discounts to people in nursing homes. 
• Performance: SP 
Have grown recently by moving into bigger premises. Saving up to move into the shop next door as 
well in two years time. 
• Performance: PP 
"Always wanted to have a shop and run my own dressmaking business". "That was the only thing I 
knew what to do and I needed to work". Enjoy it. Been my ambition- always wanted to have my 
own business doing sewing. Challenge of some of my customers. Doing it for the love of it. 
Customers have gone out smiling. "You can make or break yourself". 
• Strategy: SPEC 
Local customers who are price conscious. 
• Strmegy: DIV 
Looking to tap into new opportunities- disabled specialised garments, theatre groups. 
• Strategy: RAN 
Listen to what the customer is asking for. Get most things in. 
• Strategy: DIFF 
Friendly personal service. Spend a couple of hours. Courtesy. 
• Environme/11: Cl 
Debenhams, the Co-Op they can get away with it. Cut throat. undercutting the wholesaler. 
• Enl'ironment: LCO 
Dry cleaners do alterations and repairs. 3 doors up. 
• Enl'ironment: WCO 
One in Tavistock "very classy··. 
Linking Categories: 
Unclear positioning although highly customer focussed. Limited supplier orientation. 
Some limited understanding of competition. Driven by personal motivation only. 
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The changing structure of retailing in Britain has made the survival of retailers in market 
towns an increasingly more challenging task. In particular changes in the role of the market 
town, competition and government policy have created an extremely difficult environment for 
the small shopkeeper. 
This survey, which is supported by Action for Market Towns, is designed to identify some of 
the key factors that affect smaller shops and how their owners have responded. 
The views of shop owners in market towns is absolutely vital in understanding more about 
these retail businesses and how they are managed. We are especially interested in finding out 
about how you operate and market your business and what motivates you to run it. Of great 
importance is identifying good practice in small retailers and using this to assist others. We 
are also very interested in evaluating what factors have the greatest impact upon success and 
failure. 
The enclosed questionnaire asks a number of questions about you, your business and the 
environment within which you operate. It has been designed to complete as easily and 
quickly as possible, and any information provided will be treated in the strictest confidence. 
We should be very grateful if you could spare a few minutes of your time to complete the 
questionnaire and return it in the enclosed FREEPOST envelope. 
The results of our investigation will be used to provide support for market town shops by 
informing debate and policy of national and local government. We are dependent upon your 
views to help us discover more about the situation that you face, and help us make changes 
which may benefit the position of small town retailers in the future. 
If you are interested in receiving a copy of the findings of our report then please fill in your 
details at the end of the questionnaire. 
Thank you in anticipation of your co-operation. 
Yours sincerely, 
Phil Megicks, Principal Lecturer in Marketing (Direct Line: 01752 232837) 
NATIONAL SURVEY 
OF 
MARKET TOWN RETAILERS 
All your answers will be treated in the strictest confidence. 
Please follow the instructions carefully when completing the questionnaire. 
Section 1: About Your Retail Business 
1.1 How would you best describe your retail business? (e.g. butcher, gift shop, greengrocer) 
Please write in here: 
1.2 How long have vou been running the business? 
Please insert the number of years in the boxes provided 
1.3 If the business was in existence before you started running it, approximately 
how many years has it been established in total? 
Please insert the number of years in the boxes provided 
1.4 Including yourself, how many people own/manage the business? 
Please insert the number of owner/managers in the boxes provided 
1.5 How many other staff are employed by the business? 
Please insert the number of other staff in the boxes provided 
DD 
ODD 
DD 
Full-timeD D 
Part-timeD 0 
1.6 How would you best describe the location of the market town outlet from which 
you operate? 
Please tick the relevant box Town centre shop 0, 
Edge of town shop 0, 
Trading estate unit D, 
Local village shop 0, 
1.7 Which of the following types of market currently exist in the town in which 
you are located? 
Please tick the relevant boxes Livestock market 
Retai I market 
Other 
D, 
D, 
0, 
(please specify) _________ _ 
1.8 In total how many separate outlets are operated by your business"l 
Please insert the number of outlets in box provided 
0 
... · _ .. 
Section 2: Your Business Environment 
2.1 The following statements relate to factors that may have influenced your business in the last three years. 
Please tick the box which best represents your opinion of how each factor has affected your business over this 
period 
Slrongly Moderately Neither Agree Moderately Slrongly 
Disagree Disagree Nor Disagr.., Agree Agree 
The market has been subject to major shifts in demand 0, 0, 0, 0, D, 
Consumer preferences have changed frequently 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 
Many new customers have entered the market 0, 0, 0, D. 0, 
The rate of technological change has been rapid 0, 0, 0, 0, D, 
Market growth rates have been high D, 0, D, D. D, 
Costs have increased D, D, D, D. D, 
The intensity of price competition has been great D, D, D, D. D, 
Many new competitors have entered the market D, 0, D, D. D, 
It has been easy for competitors to start up a new business D, D, D, D. D, 
The intensity of non-price competition has been fierce D, D, D, D. D, 
The power of suppliers has increased D, 0, D, D. D, 
Many new products have become available 0, D, D, D. D, 
The opening of a superstore has adversely affected demand D, 0, D, D. D, 
Changes in traffic management have adversely affected demand D, D, D, D. 0, 
Changes in parking arrangements have adversely affected demand D, D, D, D. 0, 
2.2 (a) Approximately how many competitors operate in the same town as your outlet? 
Please insert the number of competitors in box provided D 
2.2 (b) Approximately how many of these are large multiple chain stores? 
Please insert the number of multiples in box provided D 
2.3 Approximately how many competitors operate in the wider catchment area? (e.g. other market towns, nearest 
large towns or cities) 
Please insert the number of competitors in boxes provided DD 
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Section 3: Understanding Your· Market 
3. The following statements relate to different things that you may do to understand your market 
Please tick the box which best represents how each statement relates to your business 
Strongly Moderately Neilher Agree Moderately Strongly 
Disllgree Disagree Nor Disagree Agree Agree 
We collect information on our customers' requirements D, D, D, D. D, 
Our staff arc aware of our customers' requirements D, D, D, D. D, 
The service we provide is based upon our customers' requirements D, D, D, D. D, 
We usually respond to changes in our customers' requirements D, D, 0, D. D, 
We attempt to anticipate our customers' requirements D, 0, D, D. D, 
We collect information on our competitors' behaviour D, D, D, D. 0, 
Our staff are aware of our competitors' behaviour D, D, D, D. D, 
The service we provide takes account of our competitors' behaviour D, D, D, D. D, 
We usually respond to changes in our competitors' behaviour D, D, D, D. D, 
We attempt to anticipate our competitors' behaviour D, D, D, D. D, 
We collect information on our suppliers' activities D, D, D, D. D, 
Our staff are aware of our suppliers' activities D, D, D, D. D, 
The service we provide takes account of our suppliers' activities D, D, D, D. D, 
We usually respond to changes in our suppliers' activities D, D, 0, D. 0, 
We attempt to anticipate our suppliers' activities 0, D, 0, D. D, 
We run our business to achieve specific objectives D, D, 0, D. D, 
We have developed a business plan for a given time period D, D, D, D. D, 
We know what each product contributes our objectives D, D, D, D. D, 
Understanding our customers gives us an advantage over competitors D, 0, 0, D. 0, 
Our main business aim is to satisfy our customers D, 0, 0, D. D, 
We know who our customers are and what they require D, D, D, D. D, 
We co-ordinate what we do to ensure that customers are satisfied D, D, D, D. D, 
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Section 4: The Importance ofYour Retailing Activities 
4. The following represent a number of retailing activities which you may use to satisfy your customers. 
Please tick the box which best describes the amount of emphasis that your business gives to each activity 
Very 
No Limited Some Considerable Major 
Emphasis Emphasis Emphasis Emphasis Emphasis 
Store layout and merchandise presentation D, D, D, D. D, 
Staff training D, D, D, D. D, 
Store location D, D, D, D. D, 
Lighting and sound 0, D, D, D. D, 
Stocking different products D, D, D, D. D, 
Maintaining high stock levels D, 0, D, D. D, 
Stocking highly recognised brand names D, D, D, D. D, 
Carrying a range of products and lines D, D, 0, D. D, 
Selection of products offered within range D, D, D, D. D, 
Carrying high quality merchandise 0, D, D, D. D, 
Carrying lower priced product lines D, D, D, D. D, 
Pricing below competitors D, D, D, D. D, 
Ordering service D, D, D, D. D, 
Involvement in the community D, D, D, D. D, 
Carrying higher priced product lines D, D, D, D. D, 
Using computers to monitor sales and stock D, D, D, D. D, 
Advertising in local press D, D, D, D. D, 
Promotional offers D, D, D, D. D, 
Holding sales D, D, D, D. D, 
Direct mail advertising D, D, D, D. D, 
After sales service D, D, D, 0, D, 
Carrying up-to-date lines D, D, D, D. D, 
Sponsorship of local organisations or events 0, D, D, D. D, 
Pre sale advice and guidance D, D, D, D. D, 
Carrying traditional merchandise D, D, D, D. D, 
Advertising on local radio D, D, 0, D. D, 
Stocking your own branded products D, 0, D, D. D, 
Stocking unique products D, D, D, D. 0, 
Returns and exchange policy D, D, D, D. D, 
Credit terms availability D, D, D, D. D, 
Card payment facilities D, D, D, D. 0, 
Customer service policy D, D, D, D. D, 
Well established links with suppliers D, D, D, D. D, 
In store merchandising materials from suppliers D, D, D, D. D, 
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Section 5: How You Run Your Business 
5. The following statements represent different approaches to running retail businesses. 
Please tick the box which best describes how relevant each approach is to your business 
Strongly Moderately Neither Agre< Moderately Strongly 
Disagree Disagrt>e Nor Disagree Agree Agre< 
We compete on a low priced basis due to our low cost advantage D, D, D, D. D, 
We operate from a low cost base due to our relationships D, D, D, D. D, 
with suppliers 
We operate from a low cost base due to our low overheads D, D, D, D. 0, 
We operate from a low cost base due to our efficient operations D, D, D, D. 0, 
We have expanded by diversifying into new types of business D, D, D, D. D, 
We have grown by widening the range of merchandise we offer D, D, D, D. D, 
We have grown by serving new customers D, D, D, D. 0, 
We have grown by providing a higher quality service D, D, D, D. D, 
We have grown by opening new stores D, D, 0, D. D, 
We have grown by introducing a mail order service D, D, D, D. D, 
We have grown by integrating different aspects of the business D, D, D, D. D, 
into what we do (e.g. owning a supplier company) 
We have consolidated our business by cutting costs D, D, D, D. D, 
We have consolidated our business by increasing efficiency D, D, D, D. 0, 
We have consolidated our business by closing outlets D, D, D, D. D, 
We have a clear understanding of our position in the market D, D, D, D. D, 
compared to our competitors 
We have changed what we do to take account of changing D, D, D, D. D, 
customer needs 
We have a clear view of who our customers are what we D, D, D, D. D, 
offer them 
We focus on a particular type of customer D, D, D, D. D, 
We retain customer loyalty through the service that we provide D, D, D, D. D, 
We have cut our prices to become more competitive D, D, 0, D. D, 
We have increased our prices to reflect our market position D, D, D, D. D, 
We compete through offering a unique range of merchandise D, D, D, D. D, 
We compete through having exclusive distribution rights D, 0, D, D. D, 
We compete by providing a specialist range and service D, D, D, D. 0, 
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Section 6: The Aims of Your Business 
6. The following statements identify different reasons for running a retail business. 
Please tick the box that best describes how important each aim is to your business 
Strongly Moderately Neither Agree Moderately Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Nor Disagree Agree Agree 
The aim of the business is to make a profit D, D, D, D. D, 
The aim of the business is to increase sales D, D, D, D, D, 
The aim of the business is to provide income D, D, D, D. D, 
The aim of the business is to provide financial security D, D, D, D. D, 
The aim of the business is to provide gainful employment D, D, D, D. D, 
The aim of the business is to survive D, D, D, D, 0, 
The aim of the business is to provide a sense of achievement D, D, 0, D. D, 
The aim of the business is to provide control over your own time D, D, D, D, D, 
The aim of the business is to satisfy customers D, D, D, D, D, 
The aim of the business is to provide a service to the community D, D, 0, D, D, 
The aim of the business is to grow D, D, D, D, D, 
The aim of the business is provide a return on capital D, D, 0, D. D, 
Section 7: The Achievement of Your Business 
7.1 The following statements relate to how successful you believe that your business has been in fulfilling the 
above aims 
Please tick the box which best describes how successful you believe that you have been in achieving each aim 
Neither 
Very Moderately Successful Nor Moderately Very 
Un.'illcces.<iiful Un.•uccessful Unsuccessful Successful Successful 
To make a profit D, D, D, D. D, 
To increase sales 0, D, D, D. 0, 
To provide income D. D, D, D, D, 
To provide financial security D, D, 0, D. D, 
To provide gainful employment D, D, D, D. D, 
To survive D, 0, 0, 0, 0, 
To provide a sense of achievement 0, D, D, D, D, 
To provide control over your own time D, D, D, 0, D, 
To satisfy customers D, D, D, D, D, 
To provide a service to the community D, 0, D, D, 0, 
To grow D. D, D, D, D, 
To provide a return on capital D, D, 0, D, D, 
7.2 Overall how successful do you believe that you have been in achieving your objectives to date? 
Please tick relevant box Very unsuccessful D, 
Moderately unsuccessful D, 
Moderalely successful D, 
Very successful D, 
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Section 8: CharaderiStics :ofYou and Your Business 
8.1 What is your position within the business? 
Please tick relevant box 
Proprietor 
Manager 
Partner 
Director 
Other 
(please specify) ________ _ 
8.2 What are your qualifications? 
Please tick the box which best describes your educational/ vocational qual/flcations. 
No formal qualifications D, Postgraduate qualification 
0 Levels I GCSEs D, Vocational qualification 
A Levels I ONC D, (please specify) 
HND D. Other 
Degree D, (please specify) 
8.3 Did you retire from a previous occupation before startin~ ~:: run your retail business? 
Please tick the relevi.;:! ;;::,_, 
Yes D, 
No D, 
8.4 What age category do you belong to? 
Please tick the relevant box 
Under 20 years D, 
20 -29 years D, 
30 - 39 years D, 
40-49 years D. 
50- 59 years D, 
Over 60 years D. 
8.5 What is your gender? 
Please tick the relevant box 
Female D, 
Male D, 
D, 
D, 
D, 
8.6 Please tick the box which best describes your business' change in net profit over the last three years 
D, 
Increase of 
over 30% 
D,. 
Increase of 
16.30% 
D. 
Increase of 
5. 15% 
D, 
Increase of 
less than 5% 
D, 
Loss 
D, 
Don't know 
8.7 Please tick the box which best describes your business' change in sales tumover over the last three years 
D.. 0, D. C.., D, D, 
Increase of 
over 30% 
Increase of 
16-30% 
Increase of 
5- 15% 
Increase of 
less than 5% 
Declining 
sales 
Don't know 
8.8 Please tick the box which best describes your business' change in return on capital over the last three years 
D. D, D. D, D, D, 
Increase of Increase of Increase of Increase of Negative Don't know 
over 30% 16 - 30% 5 - 15% less than 5% 
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Section 9: Business Size and Philosophy 
9.1 This question asks for an indication of the size of your business. 
Which of the following categories best describes the annual sales turnover of your business? 
Please tick the relevant box 
Under £50,000 
£50,000 - £I 00,000 
£100,000-£250,000 
£250,000 - £500,000 
£500,000-£1 million 
£1 million- £2 million 
Over £2 million 
0, 
0, 
0, 
0, 
0, 
0, 
0, 
9.2 To what extent do each of the following business philosophies help guide your business operations. 
Please tick the box which best indicates to what extent each philosophy applies to your business 
(i) The key to retail success is providing a quality service at 
reasonable cost. Good retail service sells itself. If possible 
a retail service should be standardised to keep costs down 
(ii) The key to retail success lies in persuading potential 
customers to buy your merchandise through advertising, 
personal selling, and other means. Potential customers must 
be informed and convinced of the benefits of the merchandise 
and service. 
(iii) The key to retail success is to integrate all company 
activities and staff towards satisfying customers. while 
achieving the objectives of the business. The business 
should find out what benefits customers want and then 
provide them through appropriate merchandise and service. 
(iv) The key to retail success lies in satisfying the 
important publics of the business including customers, 
employees, owners, suppliers and the community. All 
of their interests should be considered when making decisions. 
Strongly 
Disagree 
D, 
D, 
D, 
D. 
Moderately 
Disagree 
D, 
D, 
D, 
Neither Agree 
Nor Disagree 
D, 
D, 
D, 
D, 
Moderately Strongly 
Agree Agree 
D. D, 
D, D, 
D. D, 
D. D, 
If you would like to receive a copy of the summary report of this research project then please enter your details in 
the box below: 
Name: ............................................................................. . 
Position: .......................................................................... . 
Business Name: ................................................................. . 
Address: .................................................................................................................. .. 
THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR 
PARTICIPATING INTHISSURVEY 
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24 January 2000 
The Proprietor 
Independent Retail Business 
English Market Town 
Dear Retailer 
National Survey of Market Town Retailers · 
University of Plymouth 
Business School 
Drake Circus 
Plymouth 
Devon PL4 BAA 
United Kingdom 
Tel 01752 232800 
Fax 01752 232853 
Within the last couple of weeks you should have received a letter asking you to co.mplete a 
questionnaire relating to you and your retail business. As was explained, this is part of a national 
survey supported by Action for Market. Towns which is investigating the key issues relating to 
retailing in market towns and specifically how and why independent retailers operate their businesses. 
The research is being undertaken as a wholly independent study by researchers at the University of 
Plymouth with the ir•":t>~ion ofattaming a greater und::..,;t<>nding of the small retail business sector. 
If you have already responded then please accq}t my apologies for writing to you again and many 
thanks for making your contribution. 
However if you have not yet responded then perhaps you might consider doing so on this occasion. 
Although we have received a good response to our original request, we are still very interested in 
receiving further completed questionnaires. The greater the response the more representative our 
sample is of all market town retailers. We are therefore providing you with another opportunity to 
make your views count. It is our intention to use this research as an independent platform from 
which to inform debate and policy on the future of retailing in market towns. ·. 
Comments of those responding to date include ..... . 
"Completing the section on business aims made me realise why I really run my business" 
"It took me about I 0 minutes to complete but I found it interesting and easy to follow. I thought that providing 
information about what I do might benefit other retailers in a similar position. 
··ilte questions on retail activities gave me some ideas about how lcould improve my performance" 
"I will be very interested in receiving a copy of the report as it is time that someone took position of the market 
town retailer seriously" 
"When I was filling it in it actually made me think through what my business is really all about." 
For your convenience another copy of the questionnaire is attached which I should be grateful if you 
would complete and return in the FREEPOST envelope provided. It has been desigited to complete as 
easily and quickly as possible, and any information provided will be treated as anonymous and in the 
stricteSt confidence. 
If you are interested in receiving a copy of the findings of our report then please fill in your details at 
the end of the questionnaire. 
Thank you in anticipation of your co-operation. 
Yours sincerely, 
tYLP ~:y · 
Phi! Megicks, Principal Lecturer in Marketing (Direct Line: 01752 232837) 
APPENDIX C2 
General Results of Phase 3 Research: Quantitative Investigation 
INTRODUCTION 
The results of the qualitative research phases have facilitated the explication of hypotheses for 
testing using data gleaned from responses to the National Survey of Market Town Retailers. 
This appendix presents the preliminary descriptive results of the survey before more detailed 
analysis is undertaken. Specifically the composition of the sample is considered in terms of 
the characteristics of the businesses and the owner-managers that partook on the survey. Prior 
to that however the response rate is calculated and the data are tested for non-response bias in 
order to ensure that results are representative of all IRBs in market towns. 
RESPONSE RATE SUMMARY AND NON-RESPONSE ASSESSMENT 
A total of two thousand questionnaires were despatched in this phase of the research study. A 
large number of the sample was not valid for a number of reasons, thus effectively reducing 
the base from which the usable response rate is calculated. The Dun and Bradstreet database 
used to derive the sample had a number of minor deficiencies that compounded the 
opportunity for non-response. Returns outside the sampling frame due to inaccuracy of the 
database are presented below. 
1. Returns by Post Office: No Longer Trading at Address 
The database was somewhat dated, being complied approximately I 0 months before the 
survey took place. The declining trend in the number of independent retailers and the 'failure' 
of some businesses to trade for a long period of time make this a significant variable in 
affecting response rates. In particular, inspection of V AT registration data (NOMIS, 1999) 
gives an estimated 'churn rate' of I 0.6% based upon the number of de-registrations as a 
proportion of the retail stock. This is consistent with prev1ous empirical research which 
identifies that many small retail businesses are short-lived (Bechhofer, et al., 1974; Kirby and 
Law, 1981). 
2. Return Deemed Invalid by Respondent: Not Retail Businesses 
The database classification of business types according to relevant retail codes included a 
number of mis-classified businesses that regarded themselves as essentially non-retail 
businesses (e.g. farmers, wholesalers). The magnitude of the survey made it impossible to 
identify all of these before mailing. 
3. Return Deemed Invalid by Respondent: Not in Market Towns 
Postcode of business addresses were used to identify retailers within market towns and thus a 
number of the sample returned their questionnaires incomplete as they judged that they were 
not located in a market town but in its surrounding area. 
4. Return Deemed Invalid by Respondent: Not an Independent Retailer 
Again deficiencies in the database made it impossible to identify retailers with greater than 
nine outlets until responses were received. 
5. Return Deemed Invalid by Respondent: No Longer Trading or Just Started Business 
A number of individuals responded with information relating to the business ceasing to trade 
or having just started the business they felt that it would be inappropriate to respond. In 
addition to weaknesses in the data set used to draw the sample, further non-response is 
attributable to the actions and perceptions of respondents. 
6. · Partially and Totally Incomplete Questionnaires 
A number of respondents failed to satisfactorily complete a sufficient number of the questions, 
which due to the complex inter-relationships between variables and the comprehensive 
multivariate analysis to be undertaken invalidated their responses. In addition a number of 
respondents felt that they were not able to respond due to a lack of time or a perception that 
the investigation was of limited value to their circumstances, and returned a totally incomplete 
questionnaire. 
The following table identifies the total number of invalid returns outside of the sampling frame 
based upon the above classification. 
Table C2.1: Analysis of Questionnaire Non-Response Returns 
Reason for Number Percentage of 
Non-Response Return Returned Total Sample 
Returned by Post Office (I) 102 5.10 
Return Deemed Invalid by Respondent 
(2, 3, 4, 5) 49 2.45 
Returned Incomplete (5) 15 0.75 
Total outside sampling frame. 166 8.3 
Thus the sample of independent retail firms for measurement of response rate purposes is 
reduced to 1834. Of these a total of 406 useable responses were received, with 297 (73.2%) 
being received from the first wave of mailing and 109 (26.8%) from the second wave. Thus it 
is possible to identify the usable response rate (URR) as 22. I%, utilising the recommended 
method of response calculation which removes ineligible responses from the sample size 
(CASRO, 1982). The URR achieved compares extremely favourably with other, recently 
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conducted mail surveys of retail managers (e.g. Conant and White, 1999 - URR = 13.5%; 
Gansean and Weitz, 1996 - URR = 13.8%; Robinson et al, 1986 - URR = I 0.1% ). This 
would appear to reflect the design of the survey, which captured the latent interest of the 
sample in the issues considered. 
TESTING FOR OF NON-RESPONSE BIAS 
Non-response bias is regarded as a potential limitation of mail survey research, even when 
response rates are relatively high (Tomaskovic-Devey et al., 1994; Chen, 1996; 
Diamantopoulos and Schlegelmilch, 1996 ). Researchers should be aware of the fact that it is 
not possible to know whether people who respond to surveys differ substantially from those 
that do not and thus there is a danger in making generalised results about the sample and 
indeed the population. To detect any potential non-response bias, a comparison of first and 
second wave respondents was undertaken in line with the recommendations of Armstrong and 
Overton ( 1979). They suggest that an 'extrapolation' technique should be adopted which is 
based on the assumption that subjects that respond later to a survey will be theoretically 
analogous to non-respondents as it is assumed that they would not responded if they had not 
been contacted a second time. Statistical tests are then performed on the early and late 
respondents to identify whether there are significant differences between them in terms of a 
number of key attributes. 
Comparisons in this study were made on a number of variables as indicated in the following 
table. 
Table C2.2: Comparison of First and Second Wave Respondents 
Significance of Differences Between 
Variable 151 and 2nd Waves of Response (p) 
Gender of Respondent 0.494a 
Location of Outlet 0.304b 
Position of Respondent 0.468b 
Retired from Previous Employment 0.853b 
Turnover Band Size 0.664b 
Retail Sector 0.496b 
Age of Respondent 0.72lb 
Length of Ownership 0.612c 
Number of Outlets 0.114c 
Number of Staff 0.972c 
Overall Performance 0.555c 
a= Chi-square test; b =M ann-Whitney U test; c = 1-test 
None of the differences are significant at (p > 0.10 in all cases) therefore indicating that any 
non-response bias was negligible. Having identified that the sample would appear to be 
generally representative it is now worth examining its composition. 
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SAMPLE 
Before embarking upon the analysis of data to address the research questions directly it is 
important that the characteristics of the responding businesses and their respective owner 
managers are presented and considered. 
Characteristics of the Participating Independent Retail Businesses 
Clearly variations exist m the independent retail business sector with respect to s1ze of 
business, which may indeed be a reflection of some of the critical issues under consideration 
such as strategy and performance. Differences in size of IRB within the sample enables a 
detailed investigation of potentially contrasting businesses units that may be pursuing different 
approaches from varying resource bases. A full picture of the sample in terms of differences 
in their size measured in a number of ways is therefore desirable. As measured by the major 
definitional characteristic in this study, namely number of outlets (presented in Table C2.3) 
there would appear to be a predominance of single outlet retailers with in excess of 80% of the 
sample being one store micro businesses. With a further 12% being two-unit business, the 
distribution is positively skewed; approximately 95% having fewer than 3 outlets. The mean 
number of outlets of businesses in the sample is 1.3. Nevertheless this is not unrepresentative 
of the national pattern within the IRB sector. Although national data on the sector is limited, 
the most recent available figures from the 1996 retail sector review indicate that 
approximately 83% of IRBs are single outlet retailers (ONS, 1998: 14). 
Table C2.3: Number of Outlets 
Outlets Frequency Percent Cumulative Percent 
I 335 82.5 82.5 
2 49 12.1 94.6 
3 9 2.2 96.8 
4 6 1.5 98.3 
5 3 0.7 99.0 
6 I 0.2 99.3 
7 2 0.5 99.8 
9 I 0.2 100.0 
Total 406 100.0 100.0 
Mean = 1.30; S.D. = 0.88 
Another significant measure of size is the turnover of the business. Banded self-reported 
estimates of turnover by respondents, presented in Table C2.4, indicate greater variation in the 
sample compared with number of outlets. Yet the turnover of most of the businesses in the 
sample is small with only about 7% having a turnover in excess of £500,000, whereas a 
significant proportion of approximately 35% turn over less than £100,000 per annum in sales 
revenue. Again this is consistent with national data with the mean statistic for the sample 
being approximately £282,000 compared with a national figure of around £315,000 (ONS, 
1998:14). 
Table C2.4: Turnover Band Size 
Turnover Band Frequency Percent Curimlative Percent 
Under 60 14.8 14.8 
£50,000 
£50,000- 82 20.2 35.0 
£100,000 
£100,000- 166 40.9 75.9 
£250,000 
£250-000- 69 17.0 92.9 
£500,000 
£500,000- 27 6.7 99.5 
£1 million 
£1 million- 2 0.5 100.0 
£2 million 
Total 406 100.0 100.0 
Further indications of size are presented in Tables 9.5 - 9.8 which consider the number of 
owner-managers and staff employed. The vast majority (nearly 92%) of IRBs sampled are 
either individually owned and operated businesses or have two owner-managers, with the 
latter being the more common form. 
Table C2.5: Number of Owner-Managers 
Number of Frequency Percent Cumulative 
Owner-Managers Percent 
I 153 37.7 37.7 
2 219 53.9 91.6 
3 27 6.7 98.3 
4 7 1.7 100.0 
Total 406 100.0 100.0 
Mean= 1.72; S.D. = 0.60 
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The inclusion of total staff in the assessment results in greater variation in the sample being 
identified, with an average in excess of five staff per business and over 45% of IRBs having 
four or more staff. 
Table C2.6: Total Number of Staff (Including Owner-Managers) 
Staff Number Frequency Percent Cumulative 
Percent 
I 22 5.4 5.4 
2 64 15.8 21.2 
3 75 18.5 39.7 
4 58 14.3 53.9 
5 52 12.8 66.7 
6 42 10.3 77.1 
7 22 5.4 82.5 
8 21 5.2 87.7 
9 11 2.7 90.4 
10 8 2.0 92.4 
>10 31 7.6 100.0 
Total 406 100.0 100.0 
Mean= 5.18; S.D. = 4.14 
Maximum=42 
The maximum reported number of staff of 42 indicates the degree of variation that exists in 
the sample. However it is not just the number of staff, but also the staffing structure that is of 
interest. In addition to the owner-managers both full and part-time staff are employed in 
varying numbers. On average IRBs in the sample employ just over one additional full-time 
employee, but more than half employ no additional full time members of staff. The 
employment of part-time employees appears to be the more common method of staffing in 
independent retailers. 
A significant number of IRBs, approaching one-quarter, employ no part-time staff. Yet on 
average an independent retailer in the sample will employ over two additional part-time 
members of staff and about one-third employ three or more part-timers. 
Table C2.7: Number of Additional Full-Time Staff 
Staff Number Frequency Percent Cumulative Percent 
0 214 52.7 52.7 
I 82 20.2 72.9 
2 43 10.6 83.5 
3 25 6.2 89.7 
4 16 3.9 93.6 
5 7 1.7 95.3 
>5 19 4.7 100.0 
Total 406 100.0 100.0 
Mean = 1.25; S.D. = 2.24 
Maximum= 20 
Summarising the characteristics the sample from the point of view of size leads to the typical 
description of an independent retailer as being a single outlet enterprise with a relatively low 
turnover, that is owned and managed by one or two people, and supported by a small number 
of mainly part-time staff. The variation in the data would however point towards there being a 
number of IRB that operate on a larger scale. Such differences are indicative of the 
heterogeneous nature of the sector, which is further developed through the analysis of other 
dimensions of the sample. 
Table C2.8: Number of Additional Part-Time Staff 
Staff Number Frequency Percent Cumulative Percent 
0 95 23.4 23.4 
I 109 26.8 50.2 
2 72 17.7 68.0 
3 54 13.3 81.3 
4 26 6.4 87.7 
5 17 4.2 91.9 
>5 33 8.1 100.0 
Total 406 100.0 100.0 
Mean= 2.21; S.D. = 2.68 
Maximum= 28 
One key characteristic of an IRB is the main product market served. Table C2.9 indicates the 
distribution of the sample with respect to type of market classification employed in this study; 
< 
Table C2.9: Type of Business by Retail Product Market 
Type of Business Frequency Percent 
I. General store 38 9.4 
2. Greengrocer 10 2.5 
3. Butcher 23 5.7 
4. Fishmonger 4 1.0 
5. Baker 5 1.2 
6. Off licence 3 0.7 
7. Other food including delicatessen 21 5.2 
8. Pharmacy 5 1.2 
9. Optician I 0.2 
I 0. Cosmetics and toiletries 2 0.5 
I I. Textiles, soft furnishing and decorating 8 2.0 
12. Clothing 38 9.4 
13. Footwear and leather goods 8 2.0 
14. Furniture and kitchens 10 2.5 
15. Electrical, domestic appliances and mobile phones I I 2.7 
16. Hardware, DIY, kitchens, wallpaper and tiles 15 3.7 
17. Books 8 2.0 
18.CTN 17 4.1 
19. Stationery 3 0.7 
20. Carpets and flooring 9 2.2 
21. Photography 3 0.7 
22. Office equipment and computers 2 0.5 
23. Sports equipment, outdoor and leisure 15 3.7 
24. Toys, models and pastimes 4 1.0 
25. Antiques 2 0.5 
26. Gift shops, crafts and tea rooms 30 7.4 
27. Florist 6 1.5 
28. Haberdashery, fabrics, wool and needlework 12 3.0 
29. Garden centre and machinery 17 4.2 
30. Pet shop and fish 14 3.4 
31. Jeweller 12 3.0 
32. Trophies and engraving 3 0.7 
33. Bicycle shop 5 1.2 
34. Printing shop I 0.2 
35. Car parts, tyres and exhausts 9 2.2 
36. Glass, china and giftware I 0.2 
37. Card shop 2 0.5 
38. Agricultural merchant 2 0.5 
39. Video hire I 0.2 
40. Music shop 4 1.0 
\41. Repair of watches 2 0.5 
42. Other specialist retail 14 3.4 
43. Not known 6 1.5 
Total 406 100.0 
the descriptor of the business was self-reported by respondents. Deficiencies in the reported 
Standard Industrial Classification data make it impossible to establish meaningful categories 
of IRBs by number of outlets; a large number of the responding businesses would be 
effectively omitted from the analysis as they would be allocated to nebulous 'other' categories. 
Moreover the breadth of classification employed in the SIC does not truly reflect competitive 
market categories served by IRBs and the resultant mix of businesses in the context of a 
market town. A direct comparison with national data for IRBs is therefore not possible and 
may not be desirable, as it may lead to a mismatch between the nature and function of market 
town retailers and their counterparts in other retail locations. 
In an attempt to identify the general distribution of traders in market towns, the above 
classification was collapsed into broad groupings of category of retailer representing the 
nature of the expenditure by the consumer. This analysis is illustrated in Table C2.1 0 and 
would appear to represent a reasonable distribution of businesses across the categories which 
match the mix of market town retail services provided to the consumer base. 
Table C2.10: Type of Business by Retail Product Category 
Product Category Frequency Percent 
I. General mixed retail 37 9.1 
2. Specialist food 68 16.7 
3. Health and personal goods 8 2.0 
4. Clothing and footwear 46 11.3 
5. Domestic durables and home improvement 53 13.1 
6. Non-food domestic consumables 35 8.6 
7. Leisure and entertainment 76 18.7 
8. Gifts 50 12.3 
9. Reoairs 2 0.5 
I 0. Specialist non-food retailers 25 6.2 
I I . Not known 6 1.5 
Total 406 100.0 
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Having established that the sample represents a extensive mix of businesses in terms of size 
and type of shop the next means of classification was to identify differences in the length of 
trading period. Two self-reported measures were obtained which asked for length of 
ownership by current owner and total number of years trading by the business; these are 
reported in Tables C2.11 and C2.12 respectively. 
Table C2.11: Number of Years of Owned by Current Owner 
Years Frequency Percent Cumulative Percent 
I 9 2.2 2.2 
2 20 4.9 7.1 
3 31 7.6 14.8 
4 15 3.7 18.5 
5 28 6.9 25.4 
6-10 78 19.1 44.6 
11-15 82 20.3 64.8 
16-20 68 16.8 81.5 
21-25 33 8.4 89.7 
>25 42 3.4 100.0 
Total 406 100.0 100.0 
Mean = 13.43; S.D. = 9.30 
Maximum=44 
On average the businesses responding had been trading for approximately 13 years, but there 
is a wide variation in the sample. The banding of periods beyond 5 years masks a positive 
skew in the data set towards the bottom end. However there is a good distribution around the 
mean when the full range is included which illustrates that some IRBs have been operating 
under the same ownership for long periods of time. 
This is supported by the data for the period of operation of independent businesses in the 
sample. 
Table C2.12: Number of Years Established 
Years Frequency Percent Cumulative Percent 
I 4 1.0 1.0 
2 7 1.7 2.7 
3 14 3.4 6.2 
4 10 2.5 8.6 
5 18 4.4 13.1 
6-10 59 14.5 27.6 
11-15 53 13.1 40.6 
16-20 60 14.8 55.4 
21-25 35 8.6 64.0 
26-50 78 19.2 83.3 
>50 68 16.7 100.0 
Total 406 100.0 100.0 
Mean= 30.26; S.D. = 31.56 
Maximum = Approx. 200 
The mean number of years established is approximately 30 years but the variation is apparent 
with a standard deviation in excess of this. As this misrepresents the composition of the 
sample, the median of about 20 years may better reflect the distribution of responding 
businesses. Furthermore, the data is positively skewed towards the low end of the scale when 
bandings are ignored. Nonetheless it would appear that the sample does contain a large 
number of mature retailers. It is impossible to judge whether this is unrepresentative of the 
sample population as a whole. 
Another characteristic that was considered was the location of the IRB. A three category 
classification was employed which allocated retailers according to their situation within a 
market town. These were self-reported data which resulted in a distribution that contained a 
strong representation of town centre traders. However a good balance was obtained, with non-
town centre located stores also being well represented. The secondary location stores 
contained a number of different location points including edge-of-town, suburban and some 
villages that were part of the designated postcode area used to delineate the sample. Trading 
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estate locations were also identified separately. Classification using this location method IS 
indicative of the changing nature of market towns and recent trends in retailing. 
Table C2.13: Store Location 
Location Frequency Percent 
Town Centre Store 234 57.6 
Secondary Location Store 148 36.5 
Trading Estate Unit 24 5.9 
Total 406 100.0 
Finally, from the standpoint of the business itself, the location was further differentiated 
according to the type of market situated in the town as shown in the table below. A large 
majority of retailers were located in towns with retail markets, yet there was a good balance in 
the sample which is further illustrated by the inclusion of multiple responses to this question. 
Approximately 25% of the sample reported having both retail and livestock markets, just 
under I 0% had a retail and other market and about 4% a livestock and other market. Nine 
respondents reported having all three categories of market in their town. 
Table C2.14: Type of Market 
Percentage of Total 
Market Type Frequency Responding Businesses 
Retail 328 81.0 
Livestock 122 30.0 
Other* 53 13. I 
* VanatiOns mclude panmer, street, farmers and antique markets. 
From this brief examination of the characteristics of the sample it is apparent that the 
independent retail business in a market town location is an extremely diverse entity. One of 
the objectives of this study is to identify and explain similarities in the way that businesses are 
operated and positioned irrespective of the way that they are initially described. There would 
appear to be sufficient variation in the sample to achieve this, which may be further enhanced 
by considering differences in the characteristics of the responding owner-managers which will 
now be undertaken. 
Characteristics of the Responding Owner-Managers 
A number of characteristics of the respondents themselves were believed to be relevant to the 
deeper understanding of the operation of businesses within the IRB sector. In particular 
owner-manager characteristics were considered to be likely determinants of the way that retail 
businesses functions, as in such circumstances where individuals are in a sense 'the business', 
they tend to epitomise the behaviour of that business. Moreover, the owners of the businesses 
will also set the performance agenda through their ambitions and perceptions of achievement. 
Thus having a general understanding of the structure of the sample from the perspective of the 
owner-manager is an important pre-requisite to the analysis of differences amongst IRBs in 
market towns. 
Table C2.15: Position of Respondent 
Position in Business Frequency Percent 
Proprietor 247 60.8 
Manager 17 4.2 
Partner 118 29.1 
Director 23 5.7 
Other I 0.2 
Total 406 100.0 
The ownership pattern already identified is almost directly mirrored in the position of 
respondent within participating IRBs illustrated in Table C2.15, with around 60% terming 
themselves as proprietor and a further 29% classifying themselves as partners. Responses to 
this question not only highlight the preponderance of sole traders and partnerships as the main 
business format in the independent retailer sector but also the limited number of retail 
managers that are not themselves owners of the business. 
The distribution of the sample in terms of a number of demographic characteristics is now 
discussed. Tables C2.16 through to C2.19 present information relating to the gender, age, 
level of education, and previous employment of respondents. 
Table C2.16: Gender of Respondent 
Frequency Percent 
Female 126 31.0 
Male 280 69.0 
Total 406 100.0 
Approximately 70% of the sample were male and the remammg 30% female. The age 
distribution is negatively skewed towards the top end of the age range with approximately 
50% of respondents being over 50 years old. Indeed the total sample is dominated by older 
men with over 55% of all respondents being men over 40 years of age. 
Table C2.17: Age of Respondent 
Age Band Frequency Percent Cumulative Percent 
20- 29 15 3.7 3.7 
30- 39 62 15.3 19.0 
40-49 124 30.5 49.5 
50-59 144 35.5 85.0 
> 60 61 15.0 100.0 
Total 406 100.0 100.0 
A wide variation in educational background is represented in the sample. Although the 
biggest single category is those with no qualifications there are significant prop01tions with 
formal school qualifications (almost 40%) and approaching 20% with higher education 
qualifications. 
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Table C2.18: Highest Qualification of Owner Manager 
Frequency Percent 
No Formal Qualifications 110 27.1 
0 Levels/GCSEs 103 25.4 
A Levels 58 14.3 
HND 22 5.4 
Degree 43 10.6 
Postgraduate 10 2.5 
Vocational 50 12.3 
Other 10 2.5 
Total 406 100.0 
Further cross tabulation analysis reveals that there are significant proportions of the sample 
that are male with no formal qualifications (approximately 20%) and older (over 40) with no 
formal qualifications, approaching 25%. 
The last characteristic of respondents that was considered, shown in Table C2.19 below, was 
their status with regard to whether they had retired from a previous occupation before entering 
retail business. In keeping with the literature on ease of entry and motivation, and on the 
evidence of the qualitative research, it was apparent that a number of IRB owner-managers 
would have retired from previous professions to take up running retail establishments. The 
sample findings indicate that about one-third of all IRBs are run by individuals who had 
entered the business after finishing in a previous occupation. Cross tabulation results indicate 
significant proportions of the total sample that have retired and are over 40 years old (30%) 
and that have retired and are male, in excess of 20%. 
Table C2.19: Retired from Previous Employment 
Previous Employment Status Frequency Percent 
Retired from Previous Employment 137 33.7 
Not Retired from Previous Employ_ment 269 66.3 
Total 406 100.0 
,I 
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APPENDIX C3 
Construct Development and Validity 
INTRODUCTION 
The first stage of the analysis leading to hypothesis testing IS the development of 
appropriately validated measures for the constructs under consideration. Generally 
accepted approaches to evaluating the psychometric properties of the constructs involved 
in the study have been employed, the principles of which have already been discussed in 
Chapter Five. As Hair et al ( 1998: 118) point out "any summated scale should be analysed 
for reliability to ensure its appropriateness before proceeding to an assessment of its 
validity". Thus all of the constructs are initially considered in terms of their reliability 
before the various aspects of their validity are assessed using a range of methods. After 
performing reliability analysis, constructs are evaluated for content (face) validity, 
construct validity and predictive validity. The process is applied sequentially to market 
orientation, market environmental influences and performance. 
Due to the limited applicability of pre-existing tools to the domain of the independent 
retailer, the study encompasses a number of new scales for measuring the constructs under 
consideration. These have been developed specifically to match the context of the IRB and 
are founded upon a synthesis of the relevant literature and extensive, qualitatively 
grounded, understanding of the owner-managers of retail independents. Thus the extensive 
process of validation presented below is regarded as crucial to the theoretical and empirical 
justification of this exploratory study. The data used in the analysis is derived from 
responses to itemised questions included in the various sections of the questionnaire survey 
that formed the focus of the quantitative phase of the study. 
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MEASURING MARKET ORIENTATION AND ITS COMPONENTS 
Following the literature review and the qualitative research phases the research instrument 
included a set of questions relating to market orientation in the context of an independent 
retailer. Item results are described first and then the various components of the scale are 
developed and tested for reliability; the same procedures are then applied to the total scale. 
Face validity is briefly addressed and followed by evidence of construct validity. On the 
basis of the method undertaken in a previous market orientation study (Narver and Slater, 
1990) exploratory factor analysis is then used to assess convergent validity. Evaluation of 
concurrent and discriminant validity is the next step of the construct validity process. 
Finally predictive validity is assessed. 
Item Results 
Twenty-two items were included m the 'Understanding your Business and Markets' 
section of the questionnaire. All items were scaled from I to 5 (strongly disagree to 
strongly agree) and were divided into four sets relating to the customer, competitor, 
supplier orientations and the co-ordination and decision components as discussed in the 
synthesis of the literature. Results are presented below in Table C3.1 which incorporates 
item frequencies (percentages of total response for each point of the five-point Likert-type 
scale), mean scores and standard deviations for these items. 
Item frequencies display a degree of negative skewness toward the top end of the 
distribution with a number of items scoring in excess of 50% response in favour of the 
strongly agree category. In addition, means range from 3.21 to 4.62, which suggests that 
members of the sample generally perceive themselves as displaying a moderate to high 
degree of market orientation across the range of its constituent items. Nonetheless, 
variability in the data is apparent through the standard deviations, which in the majority of 
cases are in excess of, or very close to, 1.0. 
Table C3.1: Market Orientation Scale Item Summaries (n = 406) 
Item Code Item SD 
M I We collect information on our customers' 2 
M2 
M3 
M4 
M5 
M6 
M7 
M8 
M9 
MIO 
Mll 
Ml2 
Ml3 
M14 
M15 
MI6 
Ml7 
MIS 
M19 
M20 
M21 
M22 
requirements 
Our staff are aware of our customers' 
requirements 
The service we provide 1s based upon our 
customers' requirements 
We usually respond to changes in our customers' 
requirements 
We attempt to anticipate our customers 
requirements 
We collect information on our competitors' 8 
behaviour 
Our staff are aware of our competitors' behaviour 3 
The service we provide takes account of our 7 
competitors' behaviour 
We usually respond to changes 111 our 8 
competitors' behaviour 
We attempt to anticipate our competitors' 9 
behaviour 
We collect information on our suppliers' 7 
activities 
Our staff are aware of our suppliers' activities 9 
The service we provide takes account of our 5 
suppliers' activities 
We usually respond to changes in our suppliers' 4 
activities 
We attempt to anticipate our suppliers' activities 7 
We run our business to achieve specific 
objectives 
We have developed a business plan for a given 10 
time period 
We know what each product contributes to our 
objectives 
Understanding our customers gives us an 
advantage over competitors 
Our main business aim is to satisfy our customers 
We know who our customers are and what they 
require 
We co-ordinate what we do to ensure that 
customers are satisfied 
D 
8 
14 
9 
8 
12 
16 
15 
13 
10 
8 
12 
4 
12 
4 
2 
NAD A 
21 43 
4 46 
3 30 
3 36 
7 42 
28 35 
29 40 
21 37 
31 32 
36 25 
30 30 
36 28 
30 35 
29 39 
43 26 
16 38 
34 25 
22 33 
8 31 
5 22 
8 43 
8 36 
SA 
27 
48 
66 
59 
49 
15 
18 
27 
17 
14 
18 
14 
20 
20 
12 
41 
19 
40 
59 
71 
46 
54 
Mean sd 
3.85 0.96 
4.43 0.63 
4.62 0.59 
4.57 0.59 
4.40 0.69 
3.35 115 
3.64 0.97 
3.70 1.15 
3.39 1.13 
3.21 1.14 
3.36 115 
3.25 1.13 
3.57 1.06 
3.64 1.02 
3.24 1.05 
4.15 0.88 
3.31 1.19 
4.08 0.92 
4.48 0.75 
4.62 0.70 
4.33 0.75 
4.43 072 
(%; SD = Strongly Disagree; D = Disagree; NAD = Neither Agree or Disagree; A = Agree: SA = Strongly 
Agree; sd =standard deviation) 
Reliability Analysis 
Scales were developed for the components of market orientation in line with the findings 
of the literature and qualitative research (Churchill, 1979). The scale reliability values and 
the item-to-total correlations are reported in Table C3.2. 
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Table C3.2: Reliability Analysis for the Market Orientation Construct (n = 406) 
Item 
Customer Orientation 
MI 
M2 
M3 
M4 
MS 
Competitor Orientation 
M6 
M7 
MS 
M9 
MIO 
Supplier Orientation 
MII 
Ml2 
Ml3 
Ml4 
MI5 
Long Term Objective Focus 
MI6 
MI7 
MIS 
Ml9 
I nterfunctional Co-ordination 
M20 
M21 
M22 
Cronbach Alpha 
.7298 
.8647 
.8876 
.7067 
.7336 
Item-to-Total Correlation 
.3578 
.5730 
.5927 
.5838 
.4777 
.6093 
.6249 
.7520 
.7258 
.7226 
.6594 
.7094 
.8198 
.8139 
.6499 
.5531 
.4567 
.4389 
.5747 
.4595 
.5733 
.6467 
Reliability is judged using a combination of single item diagnostics in addition to overall 
scale assessment. The reliability of composite measures is generally gauged using the 
Cronbach alpha coefficient (Cronbach, 1951 ). Although there are no standard guidelines 
available on appropriate magnitudes the generally accepted minimum level for Cronbach's 
alpha is 0.70 (Cronbach 1970; Nunnally, 1978; Van de Yen and Ferry, 1980). For item-
total correlations, a value of 0.3 is regarded to be the minimum acceptable level for 
reliability (Nunnally, 1978; Rust and Golombok, 1989). 
Clearly the alphas for all of the components of market orientation are in excess of the 
suggested minimum thresholds for a reliable scale. The item-to-total correlations are also 
well in excess of the desirable minimum values on all of the sub-scales. 
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Although the deletion of a single item from two of the scales (Item M I in Customer 
Orientation and Item M 18 in Interfunctional Co-ordination) would have increased the 
reliability of the overall measure and create a more parsimonious scale, it was felt that a 
more comprehensive consideration of the measures should include all aspects of the 
various dimensions of market orientation identified. Thus from the point of view of 
reliability the scales would appear to be satisfactory means of measuring the market 
orientation components constructs. 
Content Validity 
A measure can be said to possess content validity if there is general agreement among the 
subjects and researcher that constituent items cover all aspects of the concept being 
measured (Nunnally, 1978). Procedures adopted to include extensive prc-analysis of the 
domain within the domain of the IRB owner-manager and an extensive literature review. 
Further, the pilot informants indicated that they viewed the item battery as comprehensive 
and consistent with the context of retail independent. 
Construct Validity 
Consistent with standard practice, two separate assessments of the construct's validity were 
undertaken on this occasion: convergent validity and discriminant validity. 
Convergent Validity 
With regard to the overall market orientation scale the cumulative alpha across all twenty-
two items was calculated to be 0.9061 with the lowest item-to-total correlation value being 
.3468 and the highest .6703. All of the items made a contribution to the scale with none of 
the alpha if item deleted values being in excess of that achieved for the entire scale. This is 
indicative of convergent validity. Moreover, a strong correlation between the five 
components of market orientation, all significant at p < 0.0 I indicates that they arc all 
converging towards a common construct. Convergent validity was also attained when a 
one-factor solution is attained in an exploratory factor analysis (eigenvalue = 7.6, 35% of 
the variance explained). 
Discriminant Validity 
Pursuing a method adopted by Deng and Dart (1994), discriminant validity was initially 
judged by undertaking a correlation analysis of the association between the market 
orientation measures derived from construct analysis and the business philosophy question 
incorporated into the survey questionnaire (See Appendix B I). The question was adapted 
to take account of the fact that retail business was the sector under consideration. For 
discriminant validity lower correlations between conceptually divergent business 
philosophies and market orientation should be expected. 
Table C3.3: Correlation Analysis between Business Philosophies and Market 
Orientation (n = 406) 
Measure 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 10 
I. Market Orientation 
2. Customer Orientation .707 
3. Competitor Orientation .790 .361 
4. Supplier Orientation .780 .368 .597 
5. Long Term Objective Focus .777 .554 .416 .474 
6. lnterfunctional Co-ordination .620 .615 .231 .269 .619 
7. Extent of Operational Orientation .143 .089 .072 .149 .121 .146 
8. Extent of Sales Orientation .181 .095 .223 .194 .084 -.023 .191 
9. Extent of Marketing Orientation .324 .294 .185 .196 .311 .306 .277 .309 
I 0. Extent of Social Orientation .289 .166 .220 .240 .208 .241 .242 .281 .446 
However, convergent validity is also assessable through this approach, which reqUires 
higher correlations between theoretically related concepts. Inspection of the results 
presented in Table C3.3 illustrates that both convergent and discriminant validity are on the 
whole generally adhered to. Even so there are a few discrepancies from anticipated results, 
with in particular, the relationships between competitor orientation and the sales and social 
business philosophies being somewhat unanticipated. Interestingly, supplier orientation 
also is more strongly correlated with societal business philosophy compared with market 
orientation. Notwithstanding these departures from the expected findings, the scales would 
appear to concur well with other market orientation measures and discriminate themselves 
from less-related concepts. In order to confirm this however, an additional assessment of 
discriminant validity on all of the study's summated scale constructs was carried out which 
will be reported on at the end of this appendix. 
Predictive Validity 
Criterion-related validity for the individual and dimensional measures of market 
orientation would be demonstrated if the scores on the measures are significantly and 
positively correlated with performance. That is, these measures should be able to serve as 
a predictor of actual marketing success (Deng and Dart, 1994). Calculation of multi-
dimensional performance measures for the sample were undertaken in accordance with the 
procedures referred to in the literature synthesis and detailed in the final section of this 
appendix. The resultant measures were indeed in all but one instance, that of customer 
orientation, significantly and positively correlated with all of the performance measures at 
p < 0.0 I. (Details of the correlations can be found in Chapter 7 on market orientation and 
performance in Tables 7.2 and 7.7). Such evidence suggests that the market orientation 
measures have a significant degree of predictive validity. 
In summary, the market orientation scale and its component scales would appear to be 
reliable and valid measures of the constructs in question. Reliability assessment through 
measures of internal consistency is generally very good, and validity appears to be 
acceptable, despite some minor inconsistencies with the competitor orientation scale. Thus 
the market orientation construct scale developed in this study can be said to have potential 
for both managerial and academic application in a retail context. 
MEASURING ENVIRONMENTAL VARIABLES 
The questionnaire contained a number of self-report questions relating to aspects of the 
market and competitive environment that had been identified from the literature and the 
qualitative research phases. The purpose of this procedure was to establish consistent 
groups of items to measure key dimensions of influence on retail independents, both as 
potential predictive variables in their own right, but also as latent moderators of market 
orientation on performance. Item results are reported initially and then the results of an 
exploratory factor analysis are discussed, prior to reliability analysis on the resultant 
dimensions of the environment. A brief discussion of content validity follows along with 
evidence of construct validity. This is addressed in this section through convergent 
validity only, as discriminant validity will be judged across all constructs later in the 
chapter. Predictive validity is then evaluated. 
Item Results 
The 'Your Business Environment' section of the questionnaire contained fifteen Likert-
type questions scaled from I to 5 (strongly disagree to strongly agree). Results are 
presented below in Table C3.4, which incorporates item frequencies, mean scores and 
standard deviations for these items. The items represent a disparate set of influential 
factors on IRBs with both positive and negative hypothesised associations. Therefore one 
would not expect any apparent pattern in the data. Means range from 2.68 to 4.22, with a 
good dispersion around the mean evident; all but two of the items having a standard 
deviations in excess of 1.0. Although wide ranging in their content, there are fundamental 
concepts, derived from the literature and grounded investigation, that the items are 
designed to represent. Factor analysis was therefore used to develop coherent measures of 
these concepts. 
Explorc~tory Factor Analysis 
Exploratory factor analysis (EFA) 1s widely employed in construct development and 
refinement in management research. In particular it is often used to extract latent variables 
from the data set based upon covariation among the items (DeVellis, 1991; Tabachnick and 
Fidell, 1996). In this situation it was used for this purpose, with a view to extracting a set 
of meaningful, reliable and valid environmental factors that could be used in further 
analytical procedures in the study. 
Table C3.4: Environmental Influences Item Summaries (n = 406) 
Item Code Item SD I) NAI> A SA Mean sd 
El The market has been subject to major shifts in demand 4 8 28 35 25 3.71 1.05 
E2 Consumer preferences have changed frcqucnlly 3 12 25 44 16 3.58 0.99 
E3 Many new customers have entered the market 9 21 30 31 9 3.08 I 11 
E4 The rate of technological change has been rapid X 20 29 39 3.95 1.09 
E5 Market growth rates have been high 17 25 34 20 4 2.1iH 1.09 
E6 Costs h<:~ve increased 2 4 8 46 40 4.22 0.85 
E7 The intensity of price competition has been great 3 7 13 33 44 4.07 1.06 
E8 Many new competitors have entered the market 6 14 21 31 28 3.64 1.20 
E9 11 has been easy for competitors to start up a new business 12 20 28 20 20 3.17 1.29 
EIO The intensiry of non-price competition has been fierce 6 12 40 26 16 3.36 1.07 
Ell The power of suppliers has increased 7 20 34 23 16 3.22 1.15 
El2 Many new products have become available 5 9 19 44 23 3.73 1.06 
El3 The opening of a superstore has adverst!ly affecled demand 15 13 20 IS 34 3.44 1.44 
E14 Changes in traffic management have adversely 3ffected demand 12 12 33 20 23 3.30 127 
EIS Changes in parking arrangements have adversely affected demand 11 11 30 19 29 3.46 IJO 
(%: SO = Strongly Disagree: D = Disagree: NAD = Neither Agree or Disagree: A= Agree: SA = Slrongly Agree: sd = 
standard deviation) 
The data for the sixteen variables were subjected to an EFA using principal components 
analysis of items. The statistical technique allows the researcher systematically describe 
and summarise data by grouping variables that are con·elated. The principal components 
method mathematically produces several linear combinations of variables, which 
summarise the patterns of correlations between these variables independently. The 
reduced number of factors compared with variables increases parsimony and provides 
scores which are often more reliable than scores on individual observed variables. 
An initial (unrotated) solution (depicted in Table C3.5) identified five factors with 
eigenvalues over one, accounting for 62.9% of the variance in the environmental item data. 
Table C3.5: Initial Unrotated Solution for Environmental Innuences 
Component Eigenvalues Variance Cumulative 
Explained o/o Variance% 
I 3.803 25.350 25.350 
2 1.938 I2.922 38.272 
3 I .385 9.233 47.505 
4 1.29I 8.605 56. I IO 
5 I.OI3 6.756 62.867 
6 .942 6.277 69.I44 
7 .774 5.I6I 74.305 
8 .674 4.495 78.80I 
9 .635 4.235 83.036 
IO .600 4.000 87.036 
I I .520 3.466 90.502 
I2 .496 3.305 93.807 
I3 .374 2.494 96.300 
14 .365 2.432 98.732 
15 .190 1.268 100.000 
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 
However the scree plot Cattell (1966) was inconclusive, suggesting solutions of between 
four and six factor structures. As the 'eigenvalues over one' criterion may overestimate 
the number of factors (Tabachnick and Fidell, 1996:672), and the scree plot is 
inconclusive, an alternative strategy was adopted. The same authors suggest (p.673), that 
if the established estimators of factor structure do not concur or suggest unsuitable 
structures, one appropriate way to proceed is through the examination of a number of 
alternative factor solutions. This is particularly suitable when exploring a set of items that 
may be obscured by a limited number of spurious of inappropriate items as was anticipated 
in this case. Four, five and six factor solutions were generated before the iterative process 
was completed. The four factor solution provided the simplest and clearest explanation of 
the data set and addressed the need for a parsimonious outcome (Kline, 1994). The 
solution was rotated using a Varimax rotation (Table C3.6) to achieve a more meaningful 
factor pattern, and all factor loadings less than 0.45 were suppressed in order to achieve 
'fair' results (Tabachnick and Fidell, 1996:677). 
Table C3.6: Rotated Four Factor Solution for Environmental Influences 
Component 
Item 1 2 3 4 
El .790 
E2 .752 
E3 .763 
E4 Not loaded 
ES .812 
E6 .495 
E7 .672 
E8 .823 
E9 .718 
EIO .705 
Ell Not loaded 
E12 .565 
E13 .489 
El4 .922 
EIS .912 
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. Rotation Method: Yarimax with Kaiser Normalization. 
Loadings less than 0.45 are suppressed. 
The outcome of the EFA process led to a set of four environmental influence variables that 
included 13 of the 15 with both items E4 and E 11 failing to load at the 0.45 cut off. Factor 
I (Competitive Intensity) consisted of 4 items; Factor 2 (Local Market Conditions) 
consisted of 3 items; Factor 3 (Market Turbulence) consisted of 3 items; and Factor 4 
(Market Development) consisted of 3 items. 
Reliability Analysis 
Analysis of the four emergent variables was undertaken to determine their reliability, based 
upon internal consistency. Cronbach's alpha and item-to-total correlations were calculated 
along with alpha if item deleted scores. Further refinement of the scales took place on the 
basis of this evidence, which is presented in Table C3.7. As discussed above, the generally 
accepted minimum level for Cronbach's alpha is 0.70 and for item-total correlations, 0.30 
(Nunnally, 1978). However it has been argued that a reasonable lower level for alphas in 
organisational research is 0.60 (Eisenhardt, 1988; Finkelstein, 1992) with a similar level 
being deemed acceptable for exploratory research (Robinson et al, 1991 ). Thus one 
amendment was made to the Market Turbulence scale and item E6 was deleted, leaving a 
two-item scale. 
Table C3.7: Reliability Analysis for Environmental Influences (n = 406) 
Item Cronbach Item-to-Total Alpha if Item 
Alpha Correlation Deleted 
Competitive Intensity .7371 
E7 .5488 .6749 
E8 .6597 .6254 
E9 .4737 .7041 
EIO .5390 .6782 
Local Market Conditions .7534 
El4 .4110 .8743 
El5 .7118 .5256 
El6 .6580 .5849 
Market Turbulence .5735* 
El .5129 .2443 
E2 .4986 .2800 
£6 .1733 .7318 
Market Development .5952 
E3 .4241 .4638 
E5 4711 3913 
El2 .3215 .6090 
*Revised scale alpha= .7318 as indicated in final column after E6 item deleted. 
The outcome was an acceptable alpha for the scale and item-total correlations for the items 
now exceeded the minimum hurdle. The overall result is a set of reliable measurement 
scales for the key environmental factors that were taken forward to the multivariate stages 
of analysis. 
Content Validity 
Again it worth noting that the assessment of face validity is an essentially qualitative 
judgement. However the procedures enacted through the integrative paradigm of the 
research process adopted in this study are consistent with high content validity. Further it 
is evident that the ensuing constructs are indicative of the main competitive and market 
factors that are identified in the extant market orientation and strategy literature and the 
contextualised data derived from the IRB owner manager group and individual interviews. 
Construct Validity 
At this stage construct validity will be evaluated through convergent validity only. 
Discriminant validity will be considered for all measures following the discussion of the 
performance scales. Convergent validity is difficult to assess for the environment 
measures, yet it is possible to evaluate correlations with other competition measures for the 
two competition-based scales and look at the associations between the two remaining 
market measures. Competitive intensity is positively correlated with the number local and 
multiple competitors at p < 0.001 and with the number of wider competitors at p = 0.001. 
Local market conditions is correlated, as one would expect, with the number of multiples at 
p < 0.00 l and with the number of wider competitors at p < 0.05. The inter-correlation of 
the market development and market turbulence variables at p = 0.00 I suggest a degree of 
convergent validity as, although measuring different concepts, there is likely to be a strong 
relationship between these two aspects of a dynamic marketplace. On this evidence 
convergent validity between the related constructs is apparent. 
Predictive Validity 
Validity with respect to how well the environment measures can predict an outcome may 
be demonstrated by exploring the correlations of the variables with performance. As 
previously examined in the literature review, it been posited by scholars of marketing 
strategy that, market development is generally likely to display a positive association with 
performance and empirical results confirm this. Conversely, competitive intensity is 
hypothesised to have a negative effect on performance; yet empirical evidence suggests a 
non-significant effect. In the case of local market conditions there is inconclusive evidence 
of whether positive or negative effects will prevail. Due to it being envisaged primarily as 
a moderator variable, it is also unclear how market turbulence directly affects performance. 
An overall performance index measure calculated for IRBs in the survey was correlated 
against the environmental variables. Results for bivariate associations (presented in 
Chapter 7) indicate that as envisaged relationship holds for market development (p < 
0.00 I). However resu Its for all three remaining environmental variables are not significant 
which confirms the projected relationships in all cases when the balance of hypothesised 
and empirical evidence is taken into account. Thus there would appear to be good grounds 
for accepting the predictive validity of the scales used to measure the environmental 
influence constructs. 
The assessment of reliability and validity for the environmental influence variables 
developed in the study has been undertaken using a number of accepted approaches. A set 
of conceptually valid and psychometrically sound constructs have been developed that will 
be part of the overall evaluation of the relationship between marketing, strategy type and 
performance in subsequent analyses. 
MEASURING THE PERFORMANCE OF INDEPENDENT RETAILERS 
The final scale to be developed measured the performance of retail independents as a 
multidimensional construct. Item results are first described for both the aims and 
performance items. The computation of the composite performance measure is then 
illustrated and its descriptives briefly discussed. Following this the various sub-elements 
of the scale are developed using EFA and then tested for reliability; the same procedures 
are then applied to the overall scale. Content validity is then considered which is followed 
by evidence of construct validity through assessing convergent validity only at this stage. 
Predictive validity is not considered as performance is the criterion variable in the analysis 
undertaken in this study. 
Item Results 
Twelve corresponding items were in the 'Aims of Your Business' and the 'Achievement of 
Your Business' sections of the questionnaire. All items were scaled from I to 5 (strongly 
disagree to strongly agree) when measuring aims and I to 5 (very unsuccessful to very 
successful) when measuring achievement. Results are presented in Tables C3.8 and C3.9, 
which incorporate item frequencies (percentages of total response for each point of the 
five-point Likert-type scale), mean scores and standard deviations for the items. 
Table C3.8: Business Aims Item Summaries (n = 406) 
Item Item SD D NAD A SA Mean sd 
Code 
MOl The aim of the business is to make a profit 0 2 IS 82 4.80 0.48 
M02 The aim of the business is ro increase sales 31 62 4.55 0.67 
M03 The aim of the business is to provide income 16 79 4.74 0.59 
M04 The aim of the business is to provide financial security 5 20 73 4.63 0.71 
MOS The aim of the business is to provide gainful employment 2 3 19 35 41 4.09 0.96 
M06 The aim of the business is to survive 6 6 13 12 63 4.22 1.20 
MO? The aim of the business is to provide a sense of achievement 2 3 12 31 52 4.32 0.88 
M08 The aim of the business is to provide control over your own time 7 7 28 25 J:l 3.68 1.21 
M09 The aim of the business is to satisfy customers 5 27 66 4.58 0.68 
MOIO The aim of the business is to provide a service to the community 5 5 22 34 34 3.88 1.08 
MOll The aim of the business is to grow 20 35 39 4.06 0.97 
MOI2 The aim of the business is provide a return on capital 2 4 17 26 31 4.20 1.00 
(%; SD =Strongly Disagree; D = Disagree; NAD = Neither Agree or Disagree; A= Agree; SA = Strongly Agree; sd = 
standard deviation) 
Item frequencies display a significant degree of negative skewness toward the top end of 
the distribution with a many items scoring in excess of 50% response in the strongly agree 
category and all but two of the means in excess of 4.00. This was however to be expected 
for many of the aims as they were inherent motivations for the majority of IRB owner 
managers. Dispersion around the means with half of the items having a standard deviation 
in excess of or very close to 1.0. Means for this ranged from 3.43 to 4.42 with the majority 
of the standard deviations in the region of I .0. None of the items had in excess of 50% in 
the very successful category, which indicates a reasonable spread of achievement across 
the data set. 
Table C3.9: Business Achievement Item Summaries (n = 406) 
Item Item vu MU NSU MS VS Mean sd 
Code 
AI The aim of the business is to make a profit 5 14 65 15 3.88 0.74 
A2 The aim of I he business is to increase sales 5 13 61 20 3.94 0.80 
A3 The aim of the business is to provide income 2 6 12 61 19 3.92 0.81 
A4 The aim of the business is to provide financial security 4 9 20 51 16 3.65 0.98 
A5 The aim of the business is to provide gainful employment 4 21 51 21 3.83 0.90 
A6 The aim of the business is to survive 2 3 I) 45 38 4.14 0.88 
A7 The aim of the business is to provide a sense of achievement 2 4 14 45 35 4.08 0.90 
A8 The aim of the business is to provide comrol over your own lime 10 10 29 32 19 3.43 1.19 
A9 The aim of the business is to satisfy cuslorncrs 3 46 49 4.42 0.68 
AIO The aim of the business is to provide a service to the community 3 4 24 42 27 3.86 0.95 
All The aim of the business is to grow 4 8 28 46 14 3.58 0.97 
Al2 The aim of the business is provide a return on capital 4 8 30 45 13 3.55 0.95 
(%; VU= Very Unsuccessful; Moderately Unsuccessful; NSU =Neither Successful Nor Unsuccessful; MS= Moderately 
Successful; VS= Very Successful; sd =standard deviation) 
Computing the Performance Index 
The first step in the calculation of a performance index from the mms and achievement 
item scores was to recode the scores for the achievement items from -2 to +2 (to take 
account of reported positive and negative achievement). The data was then used to 
calculate the overall index of performance as follows: 
INDEX= L (MOi * A/10) 
n 
where MOi =evaluation of importance of business aim; 
Ai =evaluation of achievement of business aim; 
n =number of items in the INDEX scale 
The value attained for the INDEX is particular to this scale and is based on the scaling of 
the two scales from which the overall measure is derived. The use of the number of items 
on the scale as the denominator leads to the computation of an INDEX value for each case 
between +I and - I. 
33 
The overall measure that results i compensatory in nature as positive and negative scores 
on the various items are balanced out in the overall calculation. The distribution of the 
INDEX for the data set is displayed below. Descriptive for the mea ure are a mean of 
0.399 and a standard deviation of 0.277. The maximum value reported is 1.000 and the 
minimum- 0.767. 
Exploratory Factor Analysis 
Following the literature review synthesis it was identified that the overall performance of 
an independent retailer should comprise a number of sub-elements or modes. The next 
stage of the analysis aimed to establish the composition of the modes in terms of the 
various motivational items on the scales. The twelve 'aims of your business' items were 
ubjected to a factor analysis using the principal components extraction technique. 
Index of Performance 
% 
-.40 .000 .142 .267 .383 .492 .608 .750 .983 
~lt 
- I 
An initial (unrotated) solution (depicted in Table C3.10) identified three factors with 
eigenvalues over one, accounting for 57.9% of the variance in business aims item data. 
Table C3.10: Initial Unrotated Solution for Business Aims 
Component Eigenvalues Variance Cumulative 
Explained% Variance% 
4.138 34.479 34.479 
2 1.804 15.035 49.514 
3 1.006 8.383 57.897 
4 .920 7.669 65.566 
5 .766 6.383 71.949 
6 .701 5.840 77.789 
7 .597 4.973 82.762 
8 .522 4.349 87.110 
9 .454 3.780 90.890 
10 .435 3.625 94.515 
11 .373 3.107 97.622 
12 .285 2.378 100.000 
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 
The scree plot Cattell ( 1966) also suggested a three-factor solution. The solution was 
rotated using a Varimax rotation to achieve a more meaningful factor pattern, and all factor 
loadings less than 0.45 were suppressed in order to achieve 'fair' results (Tabachnick and 
Fidell, 1996:677). 
Table C3.11: Rotated Three Factor Solution for Business Aims 
Item 
MOl 
M02 
MOJ 
M04 
M05 
M06 
1 
.467 
.462 
MO? .782 
MOS .682 
M09 .576 
MOIO .645 
Component 
2 
.566 
.839 
.834 
.587 
.507 
3 
.507 
.703 
MOll .751 
MOI2 .653 
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization. 
Loadings less than 0.45 are suppressed. 
Examination of the rotated solution presented in Table C3.11 reveals a reasonable three 
factor solution although some double loadings are apparent in the outcome (items MO I, 
M05 and M06). Interpretation of the results in accordance with the guidelines that 
recommend consideration of the theoretical importance of the factor and its communality 
index (Hair et al, 1998: 114), led to the items being included in the factor on which it had 
the highest loading. 
Thus a three-factor solution was achieved with Factor I (Personal Performance) 
comprising four items, Factor 2 (Commercial Performance) comprising five items and 
Factor 3 (Strategic Performance) comprising three items. On the basis of this solution 
values for the sub-components of performance were computed using the INDEX formula. 
Reliability analysis was then performed using these data and those for the other 
performance scales. 
Reliability Analysis 
The derivation of the overall INDEX and its modes of performance indices from two 
original scales requires that they should both be tested for reliability, in addition to the 
multiplicative scale from which it is ultimately derived. The results of reliability 
assessment for the modes of performance measures are reported in Table C3. 12. 
Consideration of these results where all three of the scales have alphas approximately 
equal to the 0.7 threshold, and all item-to-total correlations exceeding 0.3 (Nunnally, 1978) 
suggests that they are reliable scales on the basis of internal consistency. The reliability 
analysis of the aims (MO), achievement (A) and (MO. A) scales are used as a basis for 
evaluating convergent validity and will be considered below. 
Table C3.12: Reliability Analysis for the Modes of Performance Measures (n = 406) 
Item 
Commercial Perfonnance 
MOl 
M03 
M04 
M05 
M06 
Personal Performance 
M07 
M08 
M09 
MOIO 
Strategic Perfonnance 
M02 
MII 
Ml2 
Content Validity 
Cronbach Alpha 
.7055 
.6947 
.7060 
Item-to-Total Correlation 
.4201 
.6049 
.6117 
.4894 
.4110 
.5701 
.4629 
.5187 
.4506 
.5143 
.5662 
.5357 
An extensive literature review and further qualitative analysis, which investigated the 
phenomenological domain of the independent retailer, was used to establish the face 
validity of the construct. The evidence suggests that performance in such a small business 
context is multifaceted and as such requires that a number of items should be included in 
the scales that measure overall performance and its dimensional modes. 
Construct Validity 
Again, construct validity was judged usmg convergent validity only at this point as 
discriminant validity was evaluated separately in an analysis of all the constructs in the 
study. 
Convergent validity is evident based upon results for the coefficient alphas for the scales 
underpinning the index, the inter-correlations between the performance mode measures 
and a factor analysis of the multiplicative aims * achievement scores. The high Cronbach 
alphas for the MO scale (.81 02), the A scale (.8859) and the MO.A scale (.8907) suggest 
convergent validity of a common construct. A strong correlation between the three modes 
of performance, all in excess of 0.5 and significant at p < 0.00 I, also provides evidence of 
convergent validity. In addition, solution to a factor analysis of all the MO.A items which 
loads all of the items on to a single factor with a loading in excess of 0.45 provides further 
evidence of convergence between the separate performance mode constructs. 
Having undertaken the appropriate tests for the overall performance index and its 
constituent modes it is apparent that the resultant scales provide both reliable and valid 
measures of the performance construct in the context of retail independent businesses. The 
remaining analysis uses two separate techniques to simultaneously evaluate the validity of 
all the of the study's constructs. 
OVERALL VALIDITY OF CONSTRUCTS 
Firstly a single factor test was performed on the data (Podsakoff and Organ, 1986: Gray et 
al., 1997). The five components of the market orientation scale, the four environmental 
variables and the three modes of performance were factor analysed together using principal 
components analysis. If the variables all load onto a single factor that accounts for 
substantial variance, then little discrimination on behalf of the respondents is evident, and 
common method variance is evident (Harman, 1967; Parkhe, 1993). This test was applied 
to the summated measures adopted in this study, the results of which can be interpreted 
from the data displayed in Table C3.13 produced three factors that account for 58.1% of 
the variance. 
Within the solution there is only one misplaced variable, market development, which loads 
on both Factor 2 with the performance variables rather than the Factor 3 with the other 
environmental variables; it would also load on Factor 3 at 0.404 with a lower cut off. 
Despite this misplace variable, the overall factor solution is one that generally 
discriminates well between the three sets of variables in the study and thus suggests that 
discriminant validity is present. The virtually unique factor loadings of the market 
orientation, performance and environmental variables on their respective factors support 
convergent validity. It also suggests that common method variance is not problematic. 
Table C3.13: Results of Single Factor Test for Validity 
Variable Component 
I 2 3 
Competitive Intensity .785 
Local Market Conditions .579 
Market Turbulence .647 
Market Development .467 
Customer Orientation .799 
Competitor Orientation .589 
Supplier Orientation .602 
Long Term Objective Focus .815 
Interfunctional Co-ordination .786 
Strategic Performance .863 
Personal Performance .698 
Commercial Performance .868 
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization. LOading less than 0.45 arc suppressed. 
Secondly, a test for discriminant validity that has been widely utilsed in the strategic 
marketing literature requires a comparison of the correlations between the measures used 
in the study and their respective Cronbach alpha coefficients (Gaski and Nevin, 1985; 
Gaski, 1986; Jayanti and Burns, 1998; Harris and Piercy, 1999). The results of such an 
analysis, presented in Table C3.14 indicate a level of discriminant validity through the 
finding that no correlation between the measures and any other measure used in the study 
are as high as the alpha coefficient. 
Table C3.14: Correlations and Scale Reliabilities Evidence for Discriminant Validity 
Measure Mean SD l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
I. Index of Performance 0.399 0.277 .891 
2. Strategic Performance 0.322 0.341 .858••• .798 
3. Personal Performance 0.448 0.305 .795••• .541 ... .762 
4. Commercial Performance 0.405 0.325 . 907••• . 718*'* . 533••• .866 
5. Competitive Intensity 3.492 0.808 -.018 -.018 .021 ·.041 .737 
6. Local Market Conditions 3.400 1.097 -.059 -.050 -.010 -.082 .35 !••• .753 
7. Market Turbulence 3.649 0.907 .052 .015 .069 .046 .352••• .221••• .732 
8. Market Development 3.167 0.806 .242••• .277••• .143** .214•• .219··· -.025 .160•• .595 
9. Market Orientation 3.911 0.530 .295••• .287••• .316•** .185••• .248••• .184• .. . 153 .. .161 ** .906 
10. Customer Orientation 4.372 0.490 .230• .. .160'* .273**• .164•• .Ill• .lOO• .120• .081 .707••• .730 
I I. Competitor Orientation 3.458 0.893 .095 .138** .120• . 018 .305• ... 222••• .135 .. .104• .790••• .361••• .865 
12. Supplier Orientation 3.409 0.901 .217• ... 223*'* .200**• .153** .217• .. .140•• .122* .178•** .780*** .368•** .597•** .888 
.+'' 13. Long Term Objective Focus 4.008 0.694 .322'** .304••• .318•** .229••• .107• .087 .129• .081 . 777••• .554**• .416•** .474**• .707 0 
14. Interfunctional Co-ordination 4.462 0.583 .280••• .221 .... 362••• .162** .104• .068 .036 .058 .620"* .615**• .231··· .269• ... 619••• .734 
Multi-Item Scale Reliabilities (Cronbach's coefficient a) arc presented in bold on the diagonal 
*** Correlation is significant at the p < 0.001 level (2-tailed). 
** Correlation is significant at the p < 0.0 I level (2-tailcd). 
* Correlation is significant at the p < 0.05 level (2-tailed) 
APPENDIXD 
Summary Results of Contingency Analysis 
APPENDIXD 
Summary Results of Moderated Multiple Regression for Market 
Orientation Components Models: Effects of Environmental Moderators 
on the Market Orientation Performance Relationship. 
Effects on Index of Performance 
Moderator Component of Market Significance of M 2 Significance of M 2 
Orientation for Moderator for Interaction Term 
Competitive lntensitv .205 
Customer Orientation .597 
Competitor Orientation .585 
Supplier Orientation .869 
Long Term Objective Focus .588 
lnterfunctional Co-Ordination .805 
Local Market Conditions .060 
Customer Orientation .360 
Competitor Orientation .370 
Supplier Orientation .036* 
Long Term Objecti vc Focus .130 
lnterfunctional Co-Ordination .108 
Market Development .000*** 
Customer Orientation 694 
Competitor Orientation .006** 
Supplier Orientation .523 
Long Term Objecti vc Focus .041* 
lnterfunctional Co-Ordination .351 
Market Turbulence .541 
Customer Orientation .732 
Competitor Orientation .929 
Supplier Orientation .900 
Long Term Objective Focus .666 
lnterfunctional Co-Ordination .765 
Local Competitors .161 
Customer Orientation .073 
Competitor Orientation .005** 
Supplier Orientation .058 
Long Term Objective Focus .044* 
lnterfunctional Co-Ordination .047* 
Multiple Competitors .004** 
Customer Orientation .396 
Competitor Orientation .620 
Supplier Orientation .467 
Long Term Objective Focus .519. 
lnterfunctional Co-Ordination .443 
Wider Competitors .786 
Customer Orientation .379 
Competitor Orientation .561 
Supplier Orientation .283 
Long Term Objective Focus .272 
lnterfunctional Co-Ordination .108 
• = p <0.05. ** = p <0.01, *** = p <0.001 
'\ 
Effects on Strategic Performance 
Moderator Component of Market Significance of M 2 Significance of M 2 
Orientation for Moderator for Interaction Term 
Competitive Intensity .076 
Customer Orientation .570 
Competitor Orientation .366 
Supplier Orientation .749 
Long Term Objccti ve Focus .309 
lnterfunctional Co-Ordination .740 
Local Market Conditions .948 
Customer Orientation .675 
Competitor Orientation .782 
Supplier Orientation .104 
Lon~ Term Objective Focus .926 
lnterfunctional Co-Ordination .337 
Market Development .000*** 
Customer Orientation .820 
Competitor Orientation .051 
Supplier Orientation .306 
Long Term Objective Focus .122 
lnterfunctional Co-Ordination .814 
Market Turbulence .711 
Customer Orientation .502 
Competitor Orientation .601 
Supplier Orientation .931 
Lon~ Term Objective Focus .811 
lnterfunctional Co-Ordination .558 
Local Competitors .548 
Customer Orientation .386 
Competitor Orientation .121 
Supj>her Orientation .243 
Long Term Objective Focus .612 
lnterfunctional Co-Ordination .653 
Multiple Competitors .400 
Customer Orientation .900 
Competitor Orientation .779 
Supplier Orientation .599 
Long Term Objective Focus .820 
lnterfunctional Co-Ordination .722 
Wider Competitors .233 
Customer Orientation .689 
Competitor Orientation .185 
Supplier Orientation .877 
Long Term Obiecti ve Focus .317 
lntcrfunctional Co-Ordination .144 
* = p <0.05, ** = p <0.01, *** = p <0.001 
2 
Effects on Personal Performance 
Moderator Component of Market Significance of M 2 Significance of M 2 
Orientation for Moderator for Interaction Term 
Competitive Intensitv .272 
Customer Orientation .505 
Competitor Orientation .714 
Supplier Orientation .529 
Long Term Objective Focus .886 
lnterfunctional Co-Ordination .338 
Local Market Conditions .190 
Customer Orientation .051 
Competitor Orientation .078 
Supplier Orientation .013* 
Long Term Objective Focus .077 
lnterfunctional Co-Ordination .512 
Market I>evelopment .047* 
Customer Orientation .678 
Competitor Orientation .287 
Supplier Orientation .412 
Long Term Objective Focus .073 
lnterfunctional Co-Ordination .289 
Market Turbulence .451 
Customer Orientation .152 
Competitor Orientation .520 
Supplier Orientation .258 
Long Term Objective Focus .439 
lnterfunctional Co-Ordination .529 
Local Competitors .128 
Customer Orientation .676 
Competitor Orientation .258 
Supplier Orientation .433 
Long Term Objective Focus .241 
lnterfunctional Co-Ordination .453 
Multiple Competitors .028* 
Customer Orientation .367 
Competitor Orientation .716 
Supplier Orientation .609 
Long Term Objective Focus .857 
lnterfunctional Co-Ordination .994 
Wider Competitors .452 
Customer Orientation .707 
Competitor Orientation .568 
Supplier Orientation .457 
Long Term Objective Focus .106 
lnterfunctional Co-Ordination .072 
* = p <0.05. ** = p <0.01. *** = p <0.001 
Effects on Commercial Performance 
Moderator Component of Market Significance of 11R2 Significance of 11R2 
Orientation for Moderator for Interaction Term 
Competitive Intensity .381 
Customer Orientation .451 
Competitor Orientation .136 
Supplier Orientation .494 
Long Term Objective Focus .574 
lnterfunctional Co-Ordination 445 
Local Market Conditions .038* 
Customer Orientation .696 
Competitor Orientation .972 
Supplier Orientation .790 
Long Term Objective Focus .275 
lnterfunctional Co-Ordination .092 
Market Development .000*** 
Customer Orientation .401 
Competitor Orientation .223 
Supplier Orientation .418 
Long Term Objective Focus .306 
lnterfunctional Co-Ordination .047* 
Market Turbulence .429 
Customer Orientation .506 
Competitor Orientation .869 
Supplier Orientation .830 
Long Term Objective Focus .376 
lnterfunctional Co-Ordination .680 
Local Competitors 363 
Customer Orientation .798 
Competitor Orientation .847 
Supplier Orientation 674 
Long Term Objective Focus .678 
lnterfunctional Co-Ordination .625 
Multiple Competitors .005** 
Customer Orientation .568 
Competitor Orientation .076 
Supplier Orientation .352 
Long Term Objective Focus .877 
lnterfunctional Co-Ordination .799 
Wider Competitors 548 
Customer Orientation .244 
Competitor Orientation .554 
Supplier Orientation .772 
Long Term Objective Focus .445 
lnterfunctional Co-Ordination .419 
* = p <0.05. ** = p <0.01, *** = p <0.001 
4 
Summary Results of Sub-Group Analysis for Market Orientation 
Components Models: Effects of Environmental Moderators on the 
Market Orientation Performance Relationship. 
Effects on Index of Performance 
Moderator Component of Market Z·test 
Orientation 
value 
Competitive Intensity 
Customer Orientation .048 
Competitor Orientation .832 
Supplier Orientation .590 
Long Term Objective Focus .358 
lnterfunctional Co-Ordination .184 
Local Market Conditions 
Customer Orientation .184 
Competitor Orientation .735 
Supplier Orientation -.315 
Long Term Objccti ve Focus -1.357* 
lnterfunctional Co-Ordination .077 
Market Development 
Customer Orientation .262 
Competitor Orientation 1.286* 
Supplier Orientation 1.781** 
Long Term Objective Focus -2.901 **** 
lnterfunctional Co-Ordination 1.934** 
Market Turbulence 
Customer Orientation .678 
Competitor Orientation .396 
Supplier Orientation 1.409* 
Long Term Objective Focus -.309 
lnterfunctional Co-Ordination 1.440* 
Local Competitors 
Customer Orientation .483 
Competitor Orientation 1.505* 
Supplier Orientation -.619 
Long Term Objective Focus -1.266 
lnterfunctional Co-Ordination 1.025 
Multiple Competitors 
Customer Orientation .280 
Competitor Orientation 1.045 
Supplier Orientation -1.080 
Long Term Objective Focus -.588 
lnterfunctional Co-Ordination 0 
Wider Competitors 
Customer Orientation 1.287* 
Competitor Orientation .578 
Supplier Orientation 1.647* 
Long Term Objective Focus I. 750** 
lnterfunctional Co-Ordination -.334 
* = p <0.1' ** = p <0.05. *** = p <0.025, **** = p <0.005 
Effects on Strategic Performance 
Moderator Component of Market Z-test 
Orientation 
value 
Competitive Intensity 
Customer Orientation 1.217 
Competitor Orientation 1.004 
Supplier Orientation .531 
Long Term Objective Focus -.406 
lnterfunctional Co-Ordination .019 
Local Market Conditions 
Customer Orientation 1.371* 
Competitor Orientation .570 
Supplier Orientation 1.137 
Long Term Objective Focus -.145 
lnterfunctional Co-Ordination -.425 
Market Development 
Customer Orientation .792 
Competitor Orientation -.917 
Supplier Orientation .700 
Long Term Objective Focus -1.476* 
lnterfunctional Co-Ordination 1.052 
Market Turbulence 
Customer Orientation 1.323* 
Competitor Orientation .647 
Supplier Orientation 1.217 
Long Term Objecti vc Focus .058 
lnterfunctional Co-Ordination 1.419* 
Local Competitors 
Customer Orientation .290 
Competitor Orientation .676 
Supplier Orientation .975 
Long Term Objective Focus -2.260*** 
lnterfunctional Co-Ordination 1.275 
Multiple Competitors 
Customer Orientation .222 
Competitor Orientation 1.010 
Supplier Orientation -.235 
Long Term Objecti vc Focus -.491 
lnterfunctional Co-Ordination .106 
Wider Competitors 
Customer Orientation .087 
Competitor Orientation .579 
Supplier Orientation -I. 175 
Long Term Objective Focus .588 
lntcrfunctional Co-Ordination .366 
* = p <0.1, ** = p <0.05, *** = p <0.025. **** = p <0.005 
------- -- -----
Effects on Personal Performance 
Moderator Component of Market Z-test 
Orientation 
Value 
Competitive Intensity 
Customer Orientation -1.082 
Competitor Orientation .750 
Supplier Orientation -.478 
Long Term Objective Focus .078 
lnterfunctional Co-Ordination 1.364* 
Local Market Conditions 
Customer Orientation -1.384* 
Competitor Orientation -.049 
Supplier Orientation .672 
Long Term Objective Focus 2.046*** 
lnterfunctional Co-Ordination 1.900** 
Market Development 
Customer Orientation -.088 
Competitor Orientation .234 
Supplier Orientation 1.208 
Long Term Objccti vc Focus -2.504*** 
lntcrfunctional Co-Ordination 2.559*** 
Market Turbulence 
Customer Orientation -.731 
Competitor Orientation .634 
Supplier Orientation .205 
Long Term Objective Focus -.253 
lnterfunctional Co-Ordination 1.082 
Local Competitors 
Customer Orientation -.166 
Competitor Orientation 1.520* 
Supplier Orientation -1.628** 
Long Term Objective Focus .068 
lnterfunctional Co-Ordination .448 
Multiple Competitors 
Customer Orientation -1.273 
Competitor Orientation .952 
Supplier Orientation -.836 
Long Term Objective Focus -.398 
lnterfunctional Co-Ordination 0 
Wider Competitors 
Customer Orientation .029 
Competitor Orientation 2. 185*** 
Supplier Orientation -2.953**** 
Long Term Objective Focus 1.836** 
lnterfunctional Co-Ordination -.107 
* = p <0. I. ** = p <0.05, *** = p <0.025, **** = p <0.005 
Effects on Commercial Performance 
Moderator Component of Market Z-test 
Orientation 
value 
Competitive Intensitv 
Customer Orientation .542 
Competitor Orientation .513 
Supplier Orientation .542 
Long Term Objective Focus -1.365* 
lnterfunctional Co-Ordination .687 
Local Market Conditions 
Customer Orientation .068 
Competitor Orientation .416 
Supplier Orientation .136 
Long Term Objccti vc Focus -.426 
lnterfunctional Co-Ordination -.861 
Market Development 
Customer Orientation -.668 
Competitor Orientation -1.740** 
Supplier Orientation 2.256*** 
Long Term Objective Focus -2.130*** 
lnterfunctional Co-Ordination 2.507*** 
Market Turbulence 
Customer Orientation 1.046 
Competitor Orientation .097 
Supplier Orientation .310 
Long Term Objective Focus -.716 
lnterfunctional Co-Ordination .029 
Local Competitors 
Customer Orientation .344 
Competitor Orientation -.277 
Supplier Orientation -.153 
Long Term Objective Focus -1.511 * 
lnterfunctional Co-Ordination 1.320 
Multiple Competitors 
Customer Orientation .657 
Competitor Orientation .242 
Supplier Orientation -.647 
Long Term Objective focus .763 
lnterfunctional Co-Ordination .985 
Wider Competitors 
Customer Orientation 1.640** 
Competitor Orientation -1.090 
Supplier Orientation -.627 
Long Term Objective Focus 1.119 
lnterfunctional Co-Ordination -1.196 
* = p <0.1, ** = p <0.05, *** = p <0.025, **** = p <0.005 
APPENDIXE 
Strategy Type Cluster Analysis- Classification and Validation 
. CD .~----------~---· 
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r+-.-,-,--, -----, 
' 
Agglomeration Schedule 
Stage Cluster First 
Cluster Combined Coefficien · Aooears 
Staae Cluster 1 Cluster 2 ts Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Next StaQe 
1 64 317 .375 0 0 113 
2 23 393 1.104 0 0 38 
3 304 316 1.852 0 0 29 
4 93 374 2.616 0 0 103 
5 48 377 3.453 0 0 60 
6 215 288 4.369 0 0 187 
7. 75 150 5.325 0 0 51 
8 182 205 6.281 0 0 100 
9 253 290 7.249 0 0 158 
10 234 250 8.222 0 0 36 
11 284 350 9.197 0 0 158 
12 246 272 10.189 0 0 
. 
52 
13 90 163 11.186 0 0 242 
14 226 256 12.188 0 0 192 
15 88 222 13.189 0 0 127 
16 146 233 14.200 0 0 159 
17 214 357 15.236 0 0 112 
18 248 265 16.275 0 0 235 
19 37 242 17.318 0 0 116 
20 50 364 18.375 0 0 49 
21 271 366 19.441 0 0 86 
22 97 335 20.512 0 0 106 
23 13 327 21.624 0 0 152 
24 96 229 22.740 0 0 94 
25 42 187 23.86~ 0 0 165 
26 19 291 24.988- 0 0 61 
27 239 280 26.116 0 0 68 
28 16 147 27.254 0 0 209 
29 304 345 28.400 3 0 190 
30 59 225 29.578 0 0 252 
31 109 252 30.767 0 0 109 
32 41 355 31.970 0 0 75 
33 167 340 33.175 0 0 269 
34 339 404 34.381 0 0 230 
35 26 130 35.621 0 0 92 
36 234 337 36.869 10 0 207 
37 279 403 38.120 0 0 136 
38 23 78 39.387 2 0 73 
39 18 128 40.664 0 0 253 
40 212 267 41.944 0 0 161 
41 133 254 43.228 0 0 95 
42 145 331 44.526 0 0 293 
43 153 218 45.828 0 0 268 
44 53 260 47.178 0 0 221 
45 135 342 48.557 0 0 208 
46 189 192 49.940 0 0 275 
47 34 329 51.331 0 0 169 
48 129 196 52.724 0 0 251. 
49 50 230 54.152 20 0 299 
50 62 344 55.585 0 0 273 
51 75 336 57.021 7 0 157 
52 194 246 58.459 0 12 137 
Agglomeration Schedule 
Stage Cluster First 
Cluster Combined Coefficien Aooears 
Staae Cluster 1 Cluster 2 ts Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Next StaQe 
53 74 102 59.914 0 0 270 
54 165 359 61.370 0 0 154 
55 151 285 62.829 0 0 249 
56 142 144 64.297 0 0 183 
57 207 398 65.807 0 0 199 
58 161 370 67.325 0 0 163 
59 136 173 68.846 0 0 118 
60 48 387 70.380 5 0 191 
61 19 71 71.926 26 0 233 
62 9 313 73.479 0 0 238 
63 6 298 75.047 0 0 200 
64 58 79 76.622 0 0 
. 
136 
65 114 346 78.204 0 0 307 
66 7 170 79.785 0 0 130 
67 223 306 81.367 0 0 198 
68 164 239 82.956 0 27 135 
69 44 353 84.548 0 0 277 
70 77 119 86.143 0 0 129 
71 190 199 87.749 0 0 117 
72 259 380 89.371 0 0 225 
73 23 126 90.996 38 0 181 
74 21 56 92.630 0 0 110 
75 3 41 94.265 0 32 152 
76 124 188 95.925 0 0 126 
77 95 132 97.60~ 0 0 216 
78 296 378 99.295 - 0 0 120 
79 65 179 100.988 0 0 273 
80 57 227 102.683 0 0 219 
81 106 392 104.398 0 0 200 
82 22 120 106.123 0 0 175 
83 55 356 107.849 0 0 229 
84 30 200 109.610 0 0 102 
85 206 275 111.377 0 0 168 
86 176 271 113.145 0 21 231 
87 261 269 114.933 0 0 248 
88 33 235 116.729 0 0 171 
89 24 367 118.544 0 0 215 
90 29 232 120.381 0 0 227 
91 219 282 122.226 0 0 244 
92 26 390 124.072 35 0 261 
93 87 319 125.938 0 0 198 
94 96 245 127.804 24 0 287 
95 60 133 129.675 0 41 191 
96 292 321 131.558 0 0 202 
97 210 384 133.443 0 0 185 
98 240 399 135.334 0 0 264 
99 125 264 137.248 0 0 266 
100 182 394 139.165 8 0 127 
101 183 273 141.112 0 0 232 
102 30 184 143.062 84 0 159 
103 93 373 145.057 4 0 137 
104 115 286 147.060 0 0 245 
Agglomeration Schedule 
Stage Cluster First 
Cluster Combined Coefficien Appears 
Staae Cluster 1 Cluster 2 ts Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Next Stage 
105 14 17 149.080 0 0 258 
106 27 97 151.111 0 22 189 
107 8 395 153.154 0 0 212 
108 86 94 155.210 0 0 269 
109 109 360 157.272 31 0 249 
110 21 174 159.343 74 0 153 
111 20 354 161.440 0 0 317 
112 171 214 163.575 0 17 193 
113 64 82 165.721 1 0 182 
114 157 255 167.873 0 0 173 
115 148 325 170.026 0 0 176 
116 37 141 172.195 19 0_ 259 
117 185 190 174.380 0 71 203 
118 99 136 176.567 0 59 333 
119 110 401 178.769 0 0 241 
120 168 296 181.005 0 78 157 
121 320 351 183.264 0 0 292 
122 216 297 185.523 0 0 220 
123 162 270 187.792 0 0 303 
124 237 376 190.080 0 0 271 
125 156 258 192.386 0 0 225 
126 11 124 194.692 0 76 313 
127 88 182 197.012 15 100 288 
128 54 83 199.384 0 0 254 
129 77 213 201.76.3 70 0 190 
130 7 15 204.14Ef 66 0 334 
131 39 310 206.531 0 0 289 
132 10 84 208.942 0 0 195 
133 89 172 211.367 0 0 300 
134 204 311 213.804 0 0 247 
135 137 164 216.258 0 68 263 
136 58 279 218.727 64 37 274 
137 93 194 221.215 103 52 244 
138 160 236 223.709 0 0 223 
139 308 368 226.223 0 0 333 
140 36 143 228.769 0 0 312 
141 140 202 231.323 0 0 294 
142 32 51 233.878 0 0 238 
143 47 318 236.448 0 0 272 
144 38 139 239.036 0 0 276 
145 281 300 241.641 0 0 304 
146 72 391 244.252 0 0 237 
147 149 159 246.892 0 0 243 
148 243 386 249.540 0 0 217 
149 193 406 252.195 0 0 211 
150 61 221 254.876 0 0 262 
151 40 68 257.562 0 0 228 
152 3 13 260.270 75 23 277 
153 21 231 262.988 110 0 276 
154 43 165 265.722 0 54 243 
155 208 330 268.467 0 0 279 
156 358 375 271.213 0 0 226 
Agglomeration Schedule 
Stage Cluster First 
Cluster Combined Coefficien Appears 
Staae Cluster 1 Cluster 2 ts Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Next Staae 
157 75 168 273.983 51 120 350 
158 253 284 276.767 9 11 207 
159 30 146 279.558 102 16 297 
160 85 382 282.349 0 0 253 
161 212 220 285.141 40 0 224 
162 241 293 287.940 0 0 195 
163 2 161 290.747 0 58 287 
164 303 347 293.559 0 0 255 
165 42 211 296.373 25 0 246 
166 73 278 299.230 0 0 284 
167 127 405 302.102 0 0 331 
168 175 206 305.020 0 85. 237 
169 34 348 307.968 47 0 223 
170 131 266 310.918 0 0 265 
171 33 315 313.869 88 0 213 
172 287 365 316.827 0 0 288 
173 154 157 319.797 0 114 248 
174 81 372 322.783 0 0 302 
175 22 116 325.778 82 0 326 
176 148 343 328.787 115 0 274 
177 158 305 331.798 0 0 323 
178 35 295 334.830 0 0 272 
179 4 121 337.879 0 0 305 
180 134 309 340.964 0 0 313 
181 23 181 344.06!) 73 0 291 
182 64 92 347.172 113 0 335 
183 142 244 350.279 56 0 251 
184 5 105 353.398 0 0 260 
185 210 362 356.527 97 0 339 
186 1 371 359.683 0 0 301 
187 215 238 362.847 6 0 265 
188 322 323 366.032 0 0 257 
189 27 111 369.258 106 0 228 
190 77 304 372.533 129 29 279 
191 48 60 375.807 60 95 284 
192 226 312 379.106 14 0 297 
193 171 249 382.407 112 0 323 
194 49 117 385.714 0 0 259 
195 10 241 389.025 132 162 332 
196 177 186 392.362 0 0 362 
197 100 400 395.731 0 0 285 
198 87 223 399.101 93 67 295 
199 197 207 402.478 0 57 343 
200 6 106 405.875 63 81 298 
201 169 332 409.294 0 0 330 
202 292 334 412.762 96 0 211 
203 107 185 416.286 0 117 239 
204 294 314 419.810 0 0 315 
205 166 195 423.360 0 0 305 
206 31 302 426.921 0 0 234 
207 234 253 430.496 36 158 314 
208 135 201 434.084 45 0 318 
Agglomeration Schedule 
Stage Cluster First 
Cluster Combined Coefficien Aooears 
Staae Cluster 1 Cluster 2 ts Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Next Staae 
209 16 123 437.685 28 0 296 
210 268 333 441.421 0 0 319 
211 193 292 445.186 149 202 365 
212 8 198 448.974 107 0 242 
213 33 228 452.764 171 0 303 
214 326 363 456.555 0 0 294 
215 24 66 460.352 89 0 227 
216 95 152 464.164 77 0 324 
217 243 397 467.977 148 0 268 
218 70 385 471.794 0 0 316 
219 57 69 475.614 80 0 326 
220 25 216 479.486 0 122 270 
-
221 53 224 483.360 44 0 322 
222 52 209 487.243 0 0 278 
223 34 160 491.141 169 138 329 
224 80 212 495.048 0 161 340 
225 156 259 498.970 125 72 307 
226 274 358 502.948 0 156 300 
227 24 29 506.987 215 90 314 
228 27 40 511.034 189 151 337 
229 12 55 515.107 0 83 275 
230 191 339 519.188 0 34 252 
231 63 176 523.284 0 86 348 
232 67 183 527.394 0 101 236 
233 19 263 531.51~ 61 0 332 
234 31 138 535.655 206 0 357 
235 248 361 539.825 18 0 311 
236 67 118 544.018 232 0 315 
237 72 175 548.343 146 168 322 
238 9 32 552.672 62 142 344 
239 107 122 557.001 203 0 340 
240 28 257 561.382 0 0 310 
241 110 396 565.823 119 0 309 
242 8 90 570.265 212 13 306 
243 43 149 574.711 154 147 290 
244 93 219 579.227 137 91 296 
245 115 389 583.790 104 0 263 
246 42 108 588.387 165 0 280 
247 204 338 592.997 134 0 286 
248 154 261 597.630 173 87 354 
249 109 151 602.265 109 55 291 
250 91 341 606.913 0 0 328 
251 129 142 611.566 48 183 363 
252 59 191 616.248 30 230 304 
253 18 85 620.943 39 160 359 
254 54 277 625.724 128 0 331 
255 283 303 630.533 0 164 281 
256 104 112 635.447 0 0 347 
257 155 322 640.423 0 188 353 
258 14 101 645.479 105 0 271 
259 37 49 650.555 116 194 283 
260 5 76 655.632 184 0 369 
Agglomeration Schedule 
Stage Cluster First 
Cluster Combined Coefficien Aooears 
Staae Cluster 1 Cluster 2 ts Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Next Staae 
261 26 369 660.718 92 0 319 
262 61 381 665.811 150 0 299 
263 115 137 671.025 245 135 372 
264 240 301 676.241 98 0 292 
265 131 215 681.500 170 187 309 
266 125 247 686.773 99 0 321 
267 251 349 692.055 0 0 330 
268 153 243 697.343 43 217 327 
269 86 167 702.642 108 33 289 
270 25 74 708.015 220 53 325 
271 14 237 713.427 258 124 320 
272 35 47 718.839 178 143 .. 321 
273 62 65 724.283 50 79 298 
274 58 148 729.739 136 176 325 
275 12 189 735.274 229 46 349 
276 21 38 740.868 153 144 317 
277 3 44 746.485 152 69 343 
278 46 52 752.166 0 222 360 
279 77 208 757.878 190 155 356 
280 42 289 763.618 246 0 312 
281 283 328 769.382 255 0 346 
282 262 299 775.198 0 0 347 
283 37 45 781.058 259 0 371 
284 48 73 787.046 191 166 341 
285 100 388 793.070 197 0 310 
286 204 307 799.120 247 0 345 
287 2 96 805.246 163 94 342 
288 88 287 811.414 127 172 337 
289 39 86 817.590 131 269 336 
290 43 103 823.882 243 0 349 
291 23 109 830.223 181 249 350 
292 240 320 836.581 264 121 357 
293 145 180 843.068 42 0 327 
294 140 326 849.587 141 214 368 
295 87 276 856.274 198 0 318 
296 16 93 863.072 209 244 308 
297 30 226 869.885 159 192 334 
298 6 62 876.707 200 273 378 
299 50 61 883.594 49 262 341 
300 89 274 890.511 133 226 351 
301 1 113 897.443 186 0 328 
302 81 178 904.425 174 0 336 
303 33 162 911.442 213 123 373 
304 59 281 918.627 252 145 335 
305 4 166 925.900 179 205 358 
306 8 379 933.320 242 0 367 
307 114 156 940.764 65 225 386 
308 16 217 948.253 296 0 324 
309 110 131 955.763 241 265 374 
310 28 100 963.285 240 285 373 
311 248 324 970.863 235 0 346 
312 36 42 978.472 140 280 352 
Agglomeration Schedule 
Stage Cluster First 
Cluster Combined Coefficien Appears 
Staae Cluster 1 Cluster 2 ts Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Next Staae 
313 11 134 986.184 126 180 344 
314 24 234 993.915 227 207 339 
315 67 294 1001.646 236 204 379 
316 70 203 1009.447 218 0 355 
317 20 21 1017.410 111 276 364 
318 87 135 1025.577 295 208 366 
319 26 268 1033.876 261 210 342 
320 14 352 1042.215 271 0 358 
321 35 125 1050.597 272 266 381 
322 53 72 1059.139 221 237 354 
323 158 171 1067.701 177 193 345 
324 16 95 1076.364 308 216 360 
325 25 58 1085.098 270 274 376 
326 22 57 1094.115 175 219 369 
327 145 153 1103.174 293 268 348 
328 1 91 1112.307 301 250 338 
329 34 383 1121.446 223 0 367 
330 169 251 1130.692 201 267 351 
331 54 127 1140.164 254 167 375 
332 10 19 1149.692 195 233 361 
333 99 308 1159.260 118 139 355 
334 7 30 1168.903 130 297 362 
335 59 64 1178.558 304 182 384 
336 39 81 1188.27.0 289 302 380 
337 27 88 1198.175 228 288 363 
338 1 98 1208.398" 328 0 375 
339 24 210 1218.629 314 185 359 
340 80 107 1228.903 224 239 356 
341 48 50 1239.219 284 299 388 
342 2 26 1250.040 287 319 370 
343 3 197 1260.940 277 199 364 
344 9 11 1271.965 238 313 383 
345 158 204 1283.209 323 286 377 
346 248 283 1294.797 311 281 380 
347 104 262 1306.662 256 282 382 
·348 63 145 1318.827 231 327 365 
349 12 43 1331.596 275 290 378 
350 23 75 1344.547 291 157 368 
351 89 169 1357.669 300 330 353 
352 36 402 1371.338 312 0 381 
353 89 155 1385.058 351 257 386 
354 53 154 1398.973 322 248 379 
355 70 99 1412.893 316 333 370 
356 77 80 1426.882 279 340 387 
357 31 240 1441.016 234 292 361 
358 4 14 1455.156 305 320 377 
359 18 24 1469.426 253 339 391 
360 16 46 1483.780 324 278 366 
361 10 31 1498.998 332 357 387 
362 7 177 1514.880 334 196 371 
363 27 129 1531.107 337 251 389 
364 3 20 1547.884 343 317 384 
Agglomeration Schedule 
Stage Cluster First 
Cluster Combined Coefficien Aooears 
Staae Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Is Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Next Stage 
365 63 193 1564.688 348 211 395 
366 16 87 1581.898 360 318 374 
367 8 34 1599.117 306 329 390 
368 23 140 1616.396 350 294 376 
369 5 22 1635.058 260 326 372 
370 2 70 1654.560 342 355 382 
371 7 37 1674.131 362 283 393 
372 5 115 1694.332 369 263 388 
373 28 33 1714.872 310 303 385 
374 16 110 1735.974 366 309 392 
375 1 54 1758.164 338 331 397 
376 23 25 1780.934 368 325 385 
377 4 158 1804.579 358 345 383 
378 6 12 1829.092 298 349 398 
379 53 67 1853.848 354 315 390 
380 39 248 1880.978 336 346 392 
381 35 36 1910.075 321 352 394 
382 2 104 1939.732 370 347 399 
383 4 9 1970.216 377 344 400 
384 3 59 2001.815 364 335 396 
385 23 28 2033.510 376 373 391 
386 89 114 2066.103 353 307 401 
387 10 77 2100.362 361 356 389 
388 5 48 2135.127 372 341 396 
389 10 27 2176.344 387 363 394 
' 390 8 53 2218.42"1" 367 379 393 
391 18 23 2262.780 359 385 402 
392 16 39 2317.719 374 380 395 
393 7 8 2372.898 371 390 399 
394 10 35 2430.204 389 381 398 
395 16 63 2491.334 392 365 397 
396 3 5 2559.982 384 388 400 
397 1 16 2631.071 375 395 404 
398 6 10 2703.726 378 394 402 
399 2 7 2792.400 382 393 401 
400 3 4 2897.064 396 383 403 ) 'f • "!, '1c. 
401 2 89 3021.565 399 386 403 I> .,-.er '1, 
402 6 18 3199.488 398 391 404 17 7 ·o '1c 403 2 3 3421.584 401 400 405 ~ (( 'C ~,,. 
404 1 6 3730.288 397 402 405 17 I ? · 'i "1; 405 1 2 4249.473 404 403 0 
7 I l· fvv .;;- 0 '"' :.1"-
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Validation of Clusters 
Canonical Discriminant Functions 
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Validation of Clusters 
Classification Results for Canonical Discriminant Function Analysls8 
Predicted Group Membership 
Cluster Number of Case 1 2 3 4 5 Total 
Original Count 1 70 0 0 1 0 71 
2 3 67 0 0 2 72 
3 0 0 89 1 4 94 
4 0 0 1 81 0 82 
5 3 5 1 0 78 87 
% 1 98.6 .0 .0 1.4 .0 100.0 
2 4.2 93.1 .0 .0 2.8 100.0 
3 .0 .0 94.7 1.1 4.3 100.0 
4 .0 .0 1.2 98.8 .0 100.0 
5 3.4 5.7 1.1 .0 89.7 100.0 
a. 94.8% of original grouped cases correctly classified. 
Validation of Clusters 
ANOVA 
Sum of Mean 
Squares df Square F Sig. 
Retail Operations Between Groups 80.995 4 20.249 52.391 .000 
Variable 1 Within Groups 154.984 401 .386 
Total 235.979. 405 
Retail Operations Between Groups 101.920 4 25.480 72.151 .000 
Variable2 Within Groups 141.613 401 .353 
Total 243.533 405 
Retail Operations Between Groups 63.344 4 15.836 37.065 .000 
Variable 3 Within Groups 171.326 401 .427 
Total 234.670 405 
Retail Operations Between Groups 132.107 4 33.027 68.276 .000 
Variable 4 Within Groups 193.974 401 .484 
Total 326.081 405 
Retail Operations Between Groups 88.327 4 22.082 26.546 .000 
Variable 5 Within Groups 333.560 401 .832 
Total 421.887 405 
Retail Operations Between Groups 279.165 4 69.791 94.248 .000 
Variable 6 Within Groups 296.942 401 .741 
Total 576.107 405 
Retail Strategy Variable 1 Between Groups 116.587 4 29.147 42.605 .000 
Within Groups 274.332 401 .684 
Total 390.919 405 
Retail Slrategy Variable 2 Between Groups 22.578 4 5.645 17.165 .000 
Wrthin Groups 131.867 401 .329 
Total 154.445 405 
Retail Strategy Variable 3 Between Groups 52.882 4 13.221 31.060 .000 
Within Groups 170.683 401 .426 
Total 223.565 405 
Retail Strategy Variable 4 Between Groups 38.033 4 9.508 19.963 .000 
Within Groups 190.997 401 .476 
Total 229.031 405 
Retail Strategy Variable 5 Between Groups 80.276 4 20.069 31.983 .000 
Within Groups 251.625 401 .627 
Total 331.901 405 
Retail Strategy Variable 6 Between Groups 297.035 4 74.259 156.832 .000 
Within Groups 189.871 401 .473 
Total 486.906 405 
Retail Strategy Variable 7 Between Groups 67.336 4 16.834 20.636 .000 
Within Groups 327.113 401 .816 
Total 394.449 405 
3 
Validation of Clusters 
Multivariate Tests0 
Hypothesi 
Effect Value F s df Error df 
Intercept Pillai's Trace .994 4922.4988 13.000 389.000 
Wilks' Lambda .006 4922.4988 13.000 389.000 
Hotelling's Trace 164.505 4922.4988 13.000 389.000 
Roy's Largest Root 164.505 4922.4988 13.000 389.000 
QCL_3 Pillai's Trace 2.077 32.567 52.000 1568.000 
Wilks' Lambda .035 39.785 52.000 1508.701 
Hotelling's Trace 6.142 45.768 52.000 1550.000 
Roy's Largest Root 2.810 84.731b 13.000 392.000 
a. Exact statistic 
b. The statistic is an upper bound on F that yields a lower bound on the significance leveJ. 
-r c. Design: lntercept+QCL_3 
Si g. 
.000 
.000 
.000 
.000 
.000 
.000 
.000 
.000 
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APPENDIXF 
Contingency Analysis Models and Parameter Estimates 
Estimated Explanatory Models for Significant Interaction Effects 
Preliminary Contingency Analysis: Environment and Strategy Type 
Dependent Variable Environmental Condition Strategy Type Intercept Environmental Condition Coefficient 
(B) 
CP MC 4 +.120 -.031 
Preliminary Contingency Analysis: Market Orientation and Strategy Type 
-
Dependent Variable Market Orientation Strategy Type Intercept Market Orientation Coefficient (B) 
SP Overall 1 -.505 +.218 
pp Overall I -.254 +.173 
pp Overall 3 -.339 +.214 
Preliminary Contingency Analysis: Market Orientation Components and Strategy Type 
Dependent Variable Market Orientation Strategy Type Intercept Market Orientation Component 
Component Coefficient (B) 
INDEX COMPOR 1 -.139 -.091 
INDEX COMPOR 5 0 -.103 
INDEX SUPPOR 1 -.555 +.133 
INDEX SUPPOR 5 0 +.139 
INDEX LTOF 1 -.139 +.156 
INDEX IFC 3 -.852 +.152 
--------
Preliminary Contingency Analysis: Market Orientation Components and Strategy Type 
Dependent Variable Market Orientation Strategy Type Intercept Market Orientation Component 
Component Coefficient (B) 
SP ~ CUSTOR 4 -.658 +.117 
SP SUPPOR 2 +.106 -.055 
SP IFC I +.042 -.161 
pp COMPOR 3 -.794 +.056 
CP COMPOR 3 -.699 -.009 
CP SUPPOR 2 -.147 -.046 
CP SUPPOR 3 -.699 +.011 
CP SUPPOR 4 -.603 -.001 
Substantive Contingency Analysis: Environment, Market Orientation and Strategy Type 
Dependent Market Environmental Strategy Intercept Market Orientation Environmental Interaction Effect 
Variable Orientation Condition Type Component Coefficient Condition Component Coefficient (B) 
Component (B) Coefficient (B) 
INDEX Overall WC 4 -.703 +.290 +.038 -.012 
INDEX Overall Cl 1 -3.765 +1.128 +1.033 -.278 
INDEX Overall Cl 4 -2.965 +.944 +1.449 -.258 
INDEX Overall LMC 4 -1.554 +.528 +.498 -.146 
INDEX Overall MT 3 + 1.351 -0.243 -.456 +.129 
Substantive Contingency Analysis: Environment, Market Orientation and Strategy Type 
Dependent Market Environmental Strategy Intercept Market Orientation Environmental Interaction Effect 
Variable Orientation Condition Type Component Coefficient Condition Component Coefficient (B) 
Component (B) Coefficient (B) 
pp Overall WC 4 -.865 +.340 +.041 -.020 
pp Overall Cl I -4.494 +1.310 +1.198 -.319 
pp Overall Cl 4 -3.136 +.993 +.921 -.265 
CP Overall Cl 4 -3.684 +1.154 +1.334 -.330 
SP Overall LMC 4 -1.720 +.552 +.515 -.154 
pp Overall LMC 3 -.017 +.190 -.062 +.010 
pp Overall LMC 4 -1.488 +.521 .456 -.133 
SP Overall MT 3 +1.684 -.348 -.640 +.166 
CP Overall MT l +1.534 -.241 -.428 +.lOO 
CP Overall MT 2 +.584 -.068 -.090 +.033 
CP Overall MT 3 +1.561 -.300 -.434 +.113 
Substantive Contingency Analysis: Environment, Market Orientation Components and Strategy Type 
Dependent Market Environmental Strategy Intercept Market Orientation Environmental Interaction Effect 
Variable Orientation Condition Type Component Coefficient Condition Component Coefficient (B) 
Component (B) Coefficient (B) 
INDEX COMPOR MC 4 -.397 +.057 -.070 -.091 
INDEX COMPOR WC 4 +.029 +.251 -.003 -.003 
INDEX LTOF WC 4 +.029 +.169 -.003 -.016 
INDEX IFC WC 4 +.029 +.023 -.003 +.008 
INDEX CUSTOR Cl 4 -2.378 -.0478 +.578 +.182 
INDEX COMPOR Cl 1 -2.156 +.322 +.621 -.Ill 
INDEX COMPOR Cl 4 -2.378 +.664 +.578 -.232 
INDEX IFC Cl l -2.156 +.621 +.650 -.185 
INDEX COMPOR LMC 4 -1.431 +.633 +.346 -.180 
INDEX IFC LMC 4 -1.431 +.549 +.346 -.137 
INDEX COMPOR MT 4 -1.225 +.635 +.247 -.201 
Substantive Contingency Analysis: Environment, Market Orientation Components and Strategy Type 
Dependent Market Orientation Environmental Strategy Intercept Market Orientation Em.ironmental Condition Interaction Effect 
Variable Component Condition Type Component Coefficient (B) Component Coefficient (B) Coefficient (B) 
er IFC LC 2 +.506 +.220 -.112 -.096 
SP COMPOR MC 4 -.267 +.026 -.247 -.119 
SP SUPPOR MC 3 -1.205 -.050 .-+.449 +.086 
SP IFC MC 2 +.478 +.202 -.313 -.255 
SP IFC MC 4 ·.267 +.248 -.247 -.117 
pp COMPOR MC 4 -.658 +.153 -.028 -.134 
pp SUPPOR MC 3 -.813 -.071 -.022 +.048 
pp SUPPOR MC 4 ·.658 -.090 -.028 +.066 
CP LTOF MC 2 +.246 ·.051 -.266 +.194 
CP IFC MC 2 +.246 +.193 -.266 -.308 
pp COMPOR WC 4 -.827 +.458 -.001 -.029 
pp SUPPOR we I -.555 +.268 +.002 -.005 
pp SUPPOR we 4 -.827 -.331 -.001 +.024 
pp LTOF WC 2 -.520 +.267 +.047 -.014 
pp LTOF WC 4 -.827 +.149 -.001 -.014 
pp IFC we 2 -.520 -.125 +.047 +.015 
Cl' COMPOR we 4 -.555 +.196 +.005 -.019 
CP IFC WC 4 -.555 ·.Ill +.005 +.014 
SP IFC Cl 3 +.809 -.313 -.516 +.147 
pp COMPOR Cl 4 -3.474 +I. Ill +.858 -.349 
pp IFC Cl 4 -3.474 + 1.289 +.858 -.330 
CP COMPOR Cl 4 -2.321 +.552 +.613 -.207 
SP COMPOR LMC 4 -1.830 +.364 +.481 -.143 
SP IFC LMC 4 -1.830 +.358 +.481 -.080 
pp COMPOR LMC 4 -1.132 +.765 +.191 -.238 
pp LTOF LMC I +.959 -.735 -.452 +.217 
pp IFC LMC 4 -1.132 +.785 +.191 -.187 
CP CUSTOR LMC I + 1.916 -.615 -.593 +.169 
er IFC LMC 4 -1.431 +.473 +.390 -.131 
SP SUPPOR MT 2 -2.308 -.055 +.512 +.186 
pp COMPOR MT 4 +.139 +.646 -.237 -.187 
pp CUSTOR MD I +.988 +.822 +.200 -.265 
pp IFC MD 2 + 1.302 -.554 +.200 +.175 
er IFC MD 2 -.266 -.527 -.059 -.159 
ANOVA Interaction of Environment and Strategy Type: Index 
Dependent Variable: INDEPERF 
Type Ill 
Sum of Mean 
Source Sauares df Sauare F 
Corrected Model 6.1208 39 .157 2.308 
Intercept .989 1 .989 14.552 
OCL_1 .311 4 7.769E-02 1.143 
Cl 3.482E-07 1 3.482E-07 .000 
LMC .197 1 .197 2.903 
MTURB 8.738E-04 1 8.738E-04 .013 
MDEV .686 1 .686 10.091 
LOCO MP .156 1 .156 2.298 
MULTCOMP 6.576E-02 1 6.576E-02 .967 
WIDECOMP .130 1 .130 1.917 
QCL_1 • Cl .129 4 3.223E-02 .474 
QCL_1 • LMC 6.086E-02 4 1.521 E-02 .224 
QCL.:_1 • MTURB .126 4 3.152E-02 .464 
QCL_1 • MDEV .204 4 5.089E-02 .748 
QCL_ 1 • LOCOMP .592 4 .148 2.178 
QCL_1 • MUL TCOMP .232 4 5.794E-02 .852 
QCL_1 • WIDECOMP 9.695E-02 4 2.424E-02 .356 
Error 24.887 366 6.800E-02 
Total 95.519 406 
Corrected Total 31.007 405 
a. R Squared = .197 (Adjusted R Squared = .112) 
Si g. 
.000 
.000 
.336 
.998 
.089 
.910 
.002 
.130 
.326 
.167 
.755 
.925 
.762 
.560 
.071 
.493 
.840 
Parameter Estimates for Environment and Strategy Type: Index 
Dependent Variable: INDEPERF 
Parameter B Std. Error t Si a. 
Intercept .406 .177 2.289 .023 
[QCL_1=1] .163 .263 .621 .535 
[QCL_1=2] 
-.324 .279 -1 .160 .247 
[QCL_1=3] 2.750E-02 .255 .108 .914 
[QCL_1=4] -.273 .251 -1.087 .278 
[QCL_1=5] o• 
Cl -3.425E-02 .043 -.804 .422 
LMC -4.217E-02 .030 -1.409 .160 
MTURB 2.193E-02 .035 .622 .534 
MDEV 5.974E-02 .040 1.497 .135 
LOCOMP -1.129E-02 .010 -1.160 .247 
MULTCOMP 2.387E-02 .021 1.136 .257 
WIDECOMP -6.978E-04 .002 -.394 .694 
[QCL_1=1]' Cl 4.956E-02 .062 .794 .428 
[QCL_1 =2] ' Cl 7.055E-02 .067 1.046 .296 
[QCL_1 =3] • Cl 3.614E-03 .056 .064 .949 
[QCL_1=4]' Cl 4 730E-02 .067 .704 .482 
[QCL_1 =5] ' Cl o• 
[QCL_1=1]' LMC 2.003E-02 .045 .447 .655 
[QCL_1 =2] ' LMC 2.099E-02 .048 .442 .659 
[QCL_1 =3] ' LMC 1.445E-02 .041 .348 .728 
[QCL_1 =4] ' LMC 3.658E-02 .. 040 .926 .355 
[QCL_1 =5] ' LMC o• 
[QCL_1=1]' MTURB -4.711 E-02 .054 -.875 .382 
[QCL_1 =2] ' MTURB 
-1.398E-02 .050 -.280 .780 
[QCL_1 =3] ' MTURB 5.664E-03 .047 .120 .904 
[QCL_1=4]' MTURB -4.503E-02 .052 -.866 .387 
[QCL_1 =5] • MTURB o• 
[QCL_1 =1] ' MDEV -3.213E-02 .057 -.568 .571 
[QCL_1 =2] ' MDEV 4.882E-02 .056 .865 .388 
[QCL_1 =3] ' MDEV -3.488E-02 .055 -.636 .525 
[QCL_1=4]' MDEV 7.698E-03 .060 .128 .898 
[QCL_1 =5] ' MDEV o• 
[QCL_1=1]' LOCOMP -1.562E-02 .014 -1.113 .266 
[QCL_1 =2] • LOCOMP 6.659E-03 .011 .590 .556 
[QCL_1 =3] ' LOCOMP 1.698E-02 .013 1.283 .200 
[QCL_1 =4] • LOCOMP 1.881E-02 .013 1.458 .146 
(QCL_1 =5] • LOCOMP o• 
(QCL_1=1]' MULTCOMP 4.630E-03 .030 .155 .877 
(QCL_1 =2] • MUL TCOMP 
-3.101 E-02 .030 -1.043 .298 
(QCL_1 =3] • MUL TCOMP 
-7.346E-03 .031 -.236 .813 
(QCL_1=4]" MULTCOMP 
-3.874E-02 .029 -1.320 .188 
(QCL_1 =5] • MUL TCOMP a 0 
(QCL_1=1]' WIDECOMP 
-1.902E-03 .003 -.597 .551 
(QCL_1=2]" WIDECOMP 1.400E-03 .003 .439 .661 
[QCL_1 =3]' WIDECOMP 
-8.583E-04 .003 -.335 .738 
[QCL_1=4]" WIDECOMP 
-2.111 E-03 .003 -.757 .450 
[QCL_1=5]' WIDECOMP o• 
7 
Parameter Estimates for Environment and Strategy Type: Index 
Dependent Variable: INDEPERF 
95% Confidence Interval 
Lower Upper 
Parameter Bound Bound 
Intercept 5.713E-02 .754 
[QCL_1=1] -.353 .679 
[QCL_1=2] -.872 .225 
[QCL_1=3] -.475 .530 
[OCL_1=4] -.766 .221 
[OCL_1=5] 
Cl -.118 4.956E-02 
LMC -.101 1.667E-02 
MTURB -4.739E-02 9.125E-02 
MDEV -1.875E-02 .138 
LOCOMP -3.043E-02 7.847E-03 
MULTCOMP 
-1.745E-02 6.520E-02 
WIDECOMP -4.178E-03 2.783E-03 
[OCL_1=1]* Cl 
-7.324E-02 .172 
[QCL_1 =2] • Cl 
-6.214E-02 .203 
[OCL_1 =3] • Cl -.107 .114 
[OCL_1=4]* Cl -8.476E-02 .179 
[QCL_1=5]* Cl 
[QCL_1=1]* LMC -6.803E-02 .108 
[OCL_1=2]* LMC -7.244E-02 .114 
[QCL_1 =3] • LMC 
-6.711 E-02 9.601 E-02 
[QCL_1=4]• LMC 
-4.114E-02 .114 
[OCL_1=5]• LMC 
[OCL_1=1]• MTURB -.153 5.872E-02 
[QCL_1=2]* MTURB -.112 8.436E-02 
[QCL_1=3]* MTURB -8.683E-02 9.816E-02 
[QCL_1 =4]* MTURB -.147 5.721E-02 
[OCL_1=5]• MTURB 
[OCL_1=1]• MDEV -.143 7.914E-02 
[QCL_1=2]• MDEV 
-6.221 E-02 .160 
[OCL_1=3]• MDEV -.143 7.292E-02 
[QCL_1=4]• MDEV 
-. 111 .126 
[OCL_1=5]• MDEV 
[OCL_1=1]* LOCOMP -4.321 E-02 1.197E-02 
[QCL_1=2]• LOCOMP 
-1.554E-02 2.885E-02 
[QCL_1 =3] • LOCO MP -9.040E-03 4.301 E-02 
[QCL_1=4]* LOCOMP -6.557E-03 4.418E-02 
[QCL_1 =5] • LOCOMP 
[OCL_1 =1] • MUL TCOMP 
-5.393E-02 6.319E-02 
[OCL_1=2] • MUL TCOMP 
-8.950E-02 2.748E-02 
[QCL_1 =3] • MUL TCOMP 
-6.847E-02 5.377E-02 
[QCL_1=4]• MULTCOMP 
-9.645E-02 1.896E-02 
[OCL_1 =5] • MUL TCOMP 
[OCL_1=1]• WIDECOMP 
-8.170E-03 4.365E-03 
[QCL_1 =2]* WIDECOMP 
-4.868E-03 7.669E-03 
[OCL_1 =3] • WIDECOMP 
-5.899E-03 4.183E-03 
[QCL_1=4]• WIDECOMP 
-7.594E-03 3.373E-03 
[QCL_1 =5]* WIDECOMP 
a. This parameter is set to zero because it is redundant. 
MANOVA Interaction Environment and Strategy Type: All Performance Modes• 
Hypolhe Eta 
Effect Value F sisdf Error df Si g. Squared 
Intercept Pillai's Trace .049 6.289" 3.000 364.000 .000 
Wilks' Lambda .951 6.2898 3.000 364.000 .000 
Hotelling's Trace .052 6.2898 3.000 364.000 .000 
Ray's Largest Root .052 6.2898 3.000 364.000 .000 
QCL_1 Pillai's Trace .036 1.123 12.000 1098.000 .337 
Wilks' Lambda .964 1.125 12.000 963.345 .335 
Hotelling's Trace .037 1.126 12.000 1088.000 .334 
Ray's Largest Root .029 2.6680 4.000 366.000 .032 
LOCO MP Pillai's Trace .009 1.151" 3.000 364.000 .328 
Wilks' Lambda .991 1.151" 3.000 364.000 .328 
Hotelling's Trace .009 1.151 8 3.000 364.000 .328 
Ray's Largest Root .009 1.151 8 3.000 364.000 .328 
MULTCOMP Pillai's Trace .006 .765° 3.000 364.000 .514 
Wilks' Lambda .994 .765° 3.000 364.000 .514 
Hotelling's Trace .006 .7658 3.000 364.000 .514 
Ray's Largest Root .006 .7658 3.000 364.000 .514 
WIDECOMP Pillai's Trace .007 .905" 3.000 364.000 .439 
Wilks' Lambda .993 .905° 3.000 364.000 .439 
Hotelling's Trace .007 .9058 3.000 364.000 .439 
Ray's Largest Root .007 .905" 3.000 364.000 .439 
Cl Pillai's Trace .002 .2808 3.000 364.000 .840 
Wilks' Lambda .998 .2808 3.000 364.000 .840 
Hotelling's Trace .002 .2808 3.000 364.000 .840 
Ray's Largest Root .002 .280° 3.000 364.000 .840 
LMC Pillai's Trace .011 1.3738 3.000 364.000 .251 
Wilks' Lambda .989 1.3738 3.000 364.000 .251 
Hotelling's Trace .011 1.373• 3.000 364.000 .251 
Ray's Largest Root .011 1.3738 3.000 364.000 .251 
MTURB Pillai's Trace .006 .760" 3.000 364.000 .517 
Wilks' Lambda .994 .7608 3.000 364.000 .517 
Hotelling's Trace .006 .760° 3.000 364.000 .517 
Ray's Largest Root .006 .7608 3.000 364.000 .517 
MDEV Pillai's Trace .046 5.916° 3.000 364.000 .001 
Wilks' Lambda .954 5.9168 3.000 364.000 .001 
Hotelling's Trace .049 5.9168 3.000 364.000 .001 
Ray's Largest Root .049 5.9163 3.000 364.000 .001 
QCL_1 ' LOCOMP Pillai's Trace .044 1.351 12.000 1098.000 .184 
Wilks' Lambda .957 1.352 12.000 963.345 .183 
Hotelling's Trace .045 1.352 12.000 1088.000 .183 
Ray's Largest Root .030 2.7560 4.000 366.000 .028 
QCL_1 ' MUL TCOMP Pillai's Trace .033 1.021 12.000 1098.000 .427 
Wilks' Lambda .967 1.023 12.000 963.345 .425 
Hotelling's Trace .034 1.026 12.000 1088.000 .422 
Ray's Largest Root .029 2.670° 4.000 366.000 .032 
QCL_1 'WIDECOMP Pillai's Trace .019 .573 12.000 1098.000 .865 
Wilks' Lambda .981 .571 12.000 963.345 .866 
Hotelling's Trace .019 .570 12.000 1088.000 .867 
Ray's Largest Root .013 1.168° 4.000 366.000 .324 
QCL_1 'Cl Pillai's Trace .021 .641 12.000 1098.000 .808 
Wilks' Lambda .979 .638 12.000 963.345 .810 
Hotelling's Trace .021 .636 12.000 1088.000 .812 
Ray's Largest Root .012 1.1320 4.000 366.000 .341 
QCL_1 'LMC Pillai's Trace .018 .542 12.000 1098.000 .888 
Wilks' Lambda .982 .541 12.000 963.345 .889 
Hotelling's Trace .018 .540 12.000 1088.000 .889 
Ray's Largest Root .013 1.234° 4.000 366.000 .296 
QCL_1 ' MTURB Pillai's Trace .023 .722 12.000 1098.000 .731 
Wilks' Lambda .977 .720 12.000 963.345 .733 
Hotelling's Trace .024 .718 12.000 1088.000 .735 
Ray's Largest Root .014 1.316° 4.000 366.000 .264 
QCL_1 'MDEV Pillai's Trace .023 .697 12.000 1098.000 .755 
Wilks' Lambda .977 .697 12.000 963.345 .756 
Hotelling's Trace .023 .696 12.000 1088.000 .757 
Ray's Largest Root .018 1.651° 4.000 366.000 .161 
a. Exact stat1st1c 
b. The statistic is an upper bound on F that yields a lower bound on the significance level. 
c. Design: lntercept+OCL_1 +LOCOMP+MUL TCOMP+WIDECOMP+CI+LMC+MTURB+MDEV+0CL_1 ' 
LOCOMP+OCL_t • MUL TCOMP+OCL_1 • WIDECOMP+OCL_1 ' CI+OCL_1 ' LMC+OCL_1 ' 
MTURB+OCL_1 ' MDEV 
.049 
.049 
.049 
.049 
.012 
.012 
.012 
.028 
.009 
.009 
.009 
.009 
.006 
.006 
.006 
.006 
.007 
.007 
.007 
.007 
.002 
.002 
.002 
.002 
.011 
.011 
.011 
.011 
.006 
.006 
.006 
.006 
.046 
.046 
.046 
.046 
.015 
.015 
.015 
.029 
.011 
.011 
.011 
.028 
.006 
.006 
.006 
.013 
.007 
.007 
.007 
.012 
.006 
.006 
.006 
.013 
.008 
.008 
.008 
.014 
.008 
.008 
.008 
.018 
MANOVA Unlvaralte Interaction Effects Environment and Strategy Type: All Performance Modes 
Type Ill 
Sum of Mean Era 
Source Deoendenl Variable Squares dl Square F SiQ. Squared 
Corrected Model Strategic Performance 10.582" 39 .271 2.712 .000 .224 
Personal Performance 5.107° 39 .131 1.476 .037 .136 
Commercial Pertormance 7.405° 39 .190 1.964 .001 .173 
ln1ercepl Stralegic Performance .450 1 .450 4.494 .035 .012 
Personal Performance 1.414 1 1.414 15.945 .000 .042 
Commercial Performance 1.068 1 1.068 11.051 .001 .029 
QCL_1 Straregic Performance .169 4 4.225E-02 .422 .793 .005 
Personal Performance .245 4 6.128E-02 .691 .599 .007 
Commercial Periormance 
.804 4 .201 2.078 .083 .022 
LOCO MP Strategic Performance 8.229E-02 1 8.229E-02 .822 .365 .002 
Personal Performance .304 1 .304 3.428 .065 .009 
Commercial Performance .113 1 .113 1.164 .281 .003 
MULTCOMP Strategic Performance 3.463E-03 1 3.463E-03 .035 .853 .000 
Personal Performance .115 1 .115 1.302 .255 .004 
Commercial Performance 9.499E-02 1 9.499E-02 .983 .322 .003 
WIDECOMP Strategic Performance 
.272 1 .272 2.720 .100 .007 
Personal Performance 5.547E-02 1 5.547E-02 .625 .430 .002 
Commercial Performance 
.133 1 .133 1.379 .241 .004 
Cl S1rategic Performance 8.331E-05 1 8.331E-05 .001 .977 .000 
Personal Performance 2.357E-02 1 2.357E-02 .266 .607 .001 
Commercial Performance 1.410E-02 1 1.410E-02 .146 .703 .000 
LMC S1rategic Performance .182 1 .182 1.823 .178 .005 
Personal Performance 5.300E-02 1 5.300E-02 .597 .440 .002 
Commercial Performance 
.392 1 .392 4.051 .045 .011 
MTURB S1rategic Performance 4.417E-02 1 4.417E-02 .441 .507 .001 
Personal Performance 1.687E-03 1 1.687E-03 .019 .890 .000 
Commercial Performance 2.695E-02 1 2.695E-02 .279 .598 .001 
MDEV Stralegic Performance 1.642 1 1.642 16.408 .000 .043 
PernonaiPerlonnance 
.121 1 .121 1.369 .243 .004 
Commercial Performance .884 1 .884 9.148 .003 .024 
QCL_1 " LOCOMP Strategic Performance 
.471 4 .118 1.177 .320 .013 
Personal Performance .497 4 .124 1.400 .234 .015 
Commercial Performance 1.027 4 .257 2.655 .033 .028 
QCL_1 " MUL TCOMP Slralegic Performance 6.045E-02 4 1.511E-02 .151 .962 .002 
Personal Performance .154 4 3.839E-02 .433 .785 .005 
Commercial Pertormance 
.677 4 .169 1.751 .138 .019 
QCL_1 • WIDECOMP S1ralegic Performance .337 4 8.427E-02 .842 .499 .009 
Personal Performance 9.009E-02 4 2.252E-02 .254 .907 .003 
Commercial Performance .158 4 3.948E-02 .408 .803 .004 
QCL_1 ·Cl Strategic Performance .204 4 5.092E-02 .509 .729 .006 
Personal Performance 7.829E-02 4 1.957E-02 .221 .927 .002 
Commercial Pertormance 
.315 4 7.867E-02 .814 .517 .009 
QCL_1 "LMC Strategic Performance .102 4 2.547E-02 .255 .907 .003 
Personal Performance 7.644E-02 4 1.911 E-02 .215 .930 .002 
Commercial Performance 
.233 4 5.818E-02 .602 .662 .007 
QCL_1 • MTURB Stralegic Performance .268 4 6.705E-02 .670 .613 .007 
Personal Performance .283 4 7.086E-02 .799 .527 .009 
Commercial Performance .109 4 2.719E-02 .281 .890 .003 
QCL_1 "MDEV S1ra1egic Performance .248 4 6.199E-02 .619 .649 .007 
Personal Performance 6.058E-02 4 1.515E-02 .171 .953 .002 
Commercial Performance .512 4 .128 1.324 .261 .014 
Error S1rategic Performance 36.624 366 .100 
Personal Performance 32.465 366 8.870E-02 
Commercial Performance 35.383 366 9.667E-02 
Tolal S1rategic Performance 89.391 406 
Personal Performance 118.878 406 
Commercial Performance 109.473 406 
Correc1ed T oral Stralegic Performance 47.206 405 
Personal Performance 37.573 405 
Commercial Performance 42.788 405 
a. R Squared = .224 (Adjusted R Squared = .141) 
b. R Squared= .136 (Adjusted R Squared= .044) 
c. R Squared= .173 (Adjusled R Squared= .085) 
0 
Parameter Esllmatcs lor Environment and Strategy Type: All Performance Modes 
95% Confidence Interval 
Lower Upper Eta 
Dependent Variable Parameter B Std. Error t s;o. Bound Bound SQuared 
Strategic Perfonnance lnlercept .299 .2!5 !.390 . !65 -.124 .72! .005 
[OCL_t=t] .102 .3!8 .321 .748 -.524 .729 .000 
[OCL_1=2] -.218 .338 -.645 .519 -.884 .447 .001 
[OCL_1=3] -3.347E-Q2 .310 -.106 .914 -.643 .576 .000 
[OCL_1;4] -.251 304 -.823 .411 -.849 .348 .002 
[OCL_1=5] 0" 
LOCOMP -5.129E-03 .012 -.434 .664 -2.834E-02 1.809E-Q2 .001 
MULTCOMP -1.018E-03 025 -.040 .968 -5.115E-02 4.911E-Q2 .000 
WIDECOMP -1.651E-Q3 .002 -.769 .443 -5.873E-03 2.572E-Q3 .002 
Cl -4.254E-02 .052 -.823 411 ·.144 5.914E-Q2 .002 
LMC -4.450E-Q2 .036 -1.226 .221 -.116 2.687E-Q2 .004 
MTUAB 1.309E-Q2 .043 .306 .760 -7.100E-Q2 9.718E-Q2 .000 
MDEV 9.059E-Q2 .048 1.871 .062 -4.635E-03 .186 .009 
[OCL_t=1] • LOCOMP -1.562E-Q2 .017 ·.918 .359 -4.909E-02 1.785E-Q2 .002 
[OCL_1=2] • LOCOMP -4.199E-03 .014 -.307 .759 ·3.112E-02 2.273E-Q2 .000 
[OCL_1=3] • LOCOMP 1.566E-Q2 .016 975 .330 ·1.591E-Q2 4.723E-Q2 .003 
[OCL_1=4] " LOCOMP 8.313E-03 .016 .531 .596 -2.246E-02 3.909E-Q2 .001 
(OCL_1=5] " LOCOMP 0" 
[OCL_1=1] • MULTCOMP 1.035E-02 .036 .287 .n5 -6.069E-02 8.139E-02 .000 
[OCL_ 1=2] " MULTCOMP 
-1.071E-03 .036 -.030 .976 -7.203E-02 6.989E-Q2 .000 
(OCL_1=3] • MULTCOMP 1.619E-Q2 036 .430 .668 -5.795E-Q2 9.034E-Q2 .001 
[OCL_1=4] • MULTCOMP 
-9.622E-03 .036 -.270 .787 -7.963E-Q2 6 038E-Q2 .000 
[OCL_1=5]" MULTCOMP o" 
[OCL_1=1]" WIDECOMP 
-2.030E·03 .004 ·.525 .600 ·9.634E-03 5.574E-03 .001 
[OCL_t=2(" WIDECOMP 4.116E-03 .004 1.064 .288 -3.488E-03 1.172E·02 .003 
[OCL_1=3)" WIDECOMP 
-7.543E-04 .003 -.243 .BOB -6.870E-03 5.361E-Q3 .000 
[OCL_t=4]" WIDECOMP 
-3.136E-03 .003 -.927 .355 -9.788E·03 3.516E-Q3 .002 
[OCL_1=5)" WIDECOMP 0 . . 
[OCL_1=1] ·Cl 3.198E-02 .076 422 .673 -.117 .181 .000 
[OCL_1=2] ·Cl .114 062 1.396 .164 -4.669E-02 .275 .005 
[OCL_1=3]" Cl 2.935E-02 .068 .430 .667 ·.105 .164 .001 
[OCL_1;4J ·Cl 3.346E-Q2 .061 .411 .881 -.127 .194 .000 
[OCL_1=5] ·Cl 0" 
[OCL_1=1] • LMC 4.321 E-Q2 .054 .795 .427 -6.362E-02 .150 .002 
[OCL_1=2] • LMC 1.85BE-Q2 .058 322 .747 -9.476E-Q2 .132 .000 
[OCL_1=3] • LMC 9.287E-03 .050 .185 .854 -8.965E-02 .108 .000 
(OCL_1 ;4] " LMC 3.724E-Q2 .048 .m .438 -5.705E-02 .132 .002 
[OCL_1=5[" LMC 0" 
[OCL_1=1] • MTURB -2.918E-Q2 .065 -.447 .655 ·.158 9.921E·02 .001 
[OCL_1=2] • MTURB -6.526E-02 .061 -1.076 .283 -.185 5.403E-Q2 .003 
[OCL_1=3] • MTUAB 1.530E-Q2 057 268 .789 -9.691E-Q2 .128 .000 
[OCL_1;4] • MTUAB ·5.169E-Q2 .063 -.820 .413 -.176 7.234E-Q2 .002 
[OCL_ 1 =5] • MTUAB 0" 
[OCL_1=1] • MDEV -2.752E-Q2 .069 ·.401 .689 -.162 .107 .000 
[OCL_1 =2) • MDEV 4.212E-Q2 .068 .815 .539 -9257E-02 .1n .001 
[OCL_1=3J • MOEV -4.942E-Q2 .066 -.743 .458 -.180 8.134E-02 .002 
[OCL_1 =4] • MDEV 2.n1E-02 .073 .380 .704 -.116 .171 .000 
iOCL 1=5i" MDEV 0" 
l \ 
Parameter Estimates for Environment and Strategy Type: All Pertonnance Modes 
95% Conlidence Interval 
Lower Upper Eta 
Dependent Variable Parameter B Std. Error I Sig. Bound Bound Squared 
Personal Performance Intercept 227 202 1.122 .263 -.171 .625 .003 
(OCL_I=t( .369 .300 1.230 .220 -.221 .958 .004 
(OCL_1=2( .141 .319 .443 .658 -.485 .768 .001 
(OCU=3) .309 .292 1.060 .290 -.265 .883 .003 
(OCL_1=4) -1.527E-02 .287 -.053 .958 -.579 .548 .000 
(0CL_I=5) ()0 
LOCOMP ·1.423E-02 .011 -1.280 .201 -3.608E-D2 7.830E-D3 .004 
MULTCQMP 1.127E-02 .024 .470 .639 -3.592E-D2 5.847E-D2 .001 
WIDECOMP 5.374E-Q4 002 266 .791 -3438E-D3 4.513E-D3 .000 
Cl 2.027E-02 .049 .416 .677 -7.546E-02 .116 .000 
LMC -1.719E-02 034 -503 .615 -8.439E-02 5.001E-02 .001 
MTURB 3. 125E-02 .040 776 .438 -4.792E-D2 .110 .002 
MDEV 4.114E-o2 .048 .902 .367 -4.851E-D2 .131 .002 
(QCL_1=1)" LOCOMP -1.096E-02 .016 -.684 .494 -4.247E-02 2.055E-02 .001 
)QCL_ 1=2) " LOCOMP 1.276E-02 .013 .989 .323 ·1.260E'02 3.811E-02 .003 
(OCL_ 1=3) " LOCOMP 6.838E-03 .015 .452 .651 -2.289E-02 3.656E-02 .001 
{QCL_1=4) " LOCOMP 2.1 t9E-02 .015 1.438 .151 -7.785E-03 5.016E-D2 .006 
{QCL_ 1=5) " LOCOMP 0" 
{QCL_1=1)" MULTCOMP 2.633E-02 .034 .774 .439 -4.055E-D2 9.322E-D2 .002 
(QCL_1=2)" MULTCOMP 
-1.486E-02 034 -.437 .662 -8. 187E-02 5. 195E-02 .001 
{QCL_ 1=3) " MULTCOMP 3.278E·03 .035 .092 .926 -6.653E-02 7.309E-02 .000 
{QCL_1=4)" MULTCOMP 
-8.984E-03 034 -.268 .789 -7.490E-02 5.693E-02 .000 
{QCL_1=5)" MULTCOMP o· 
(QCL_1=1)" WIDECOMP 
-1.092E-03 .004 -.300 .784 -8.251E-D3 6.067E-03 .000 
(OCL_1=2)" WIDECOMP 
-1.522E-03 .004 -.418 .676 -8.681E-03 5.637E-03 .000 
(OCL_1=3) • WIDECOMP 
-2.912E-03 .003 -.995 .321 -8.670E-03 2.845E-03 .003 
{OCL_1=4)" WIDECOMP 
-1.701E-03 .003 -.534 .594 -7.964E-03 4.562E-03 .001 
{QCL_1=5)" WIDECOMP o" 
{OCL_1=1) ·Cl ·8.565E-03 .071 ·.120 .904 ·.149 .132 .000 
{OCL_1=2)" Cl 1.724E-02 .077 .224 .823 -.134 .169 .000 
{OCL_1=3)" Cl -4.359E-02 .064 -.678 .498 -.170 8.275E-02 .001 
{OCL_ 1=4)" Cl -5.574E-03 .077 -.073 .942 -.156 .145 .000 
{OCL_ 1=5)" Cl 0" 
{OCL_t=1)" LMC 1.294E-02 .051 .253 .BOO -8.763E-02 .114 .000 
{OCL_1=2)" LMC -2.313E-02 .054 -.426 .670 -.130 8.358E-02 .000 
{OCL_ 1 =3) " LMC 2.406E-02 .047 .508 .612 ·6.910E-02 .117 .001 
(QCL_1=4)" LMC 1.053E-02 .045 .233 .816 -7.824E-02 9.930E-02 .000 
(OCL_1=5) " LMC 0" 
(OCL_1=1)" MTURB -9.257E-02 .061 -1.506 .133 -.213 2.831E-02 .006 
{QCL_ 1=2)" MTURB -1.134E-03 .057 -.020 .964 ·.113 .111 .000 
{OCL_1=3) " MTURB -8.606E-03 .054 •, 160 873 ·.114 9.704E-D2 .000 
{OCL_1=4)" MTURB -4.118E-02 .059 -.693 .488 -.158 7.560E-02 .001 
(QCL_ 1=5)" MTURB 0" 
(OCL_1=1)" MDEV -1.490E-02 .065 -.231 .818 -.142 .112 .000 
(OCL_ 1 =2) " MDEV -7.397E-03 .064 -.115 .909 ", 134 .119 .000 
(QCL_1=3) " MDEV -4.726E-02 .063 -.755 .451 ·.170 7.586E-02 .002 
(OCL_ t =4) " MDEV -1.491E-02 .069 -.217 .828 -.150 120 .000 
iacL 1-5i" MDEV 0" 
Parameter Esllmates for Envlronmenl and Strategy Type: All Performance Modes 
95% Confidence Interval 
Lower 
Dependent Variable Parameter B Std. Error I Sio. Bound 
Commercial Penormance Intercept .612 .211 2.899 .004 .197 
[OCL_1=1] 3.513E-02 .313 .112 .911 -.580 
[QCL_\=2] -.759 .333 -2.281 .023 -1.413 
[OCL_1=3] -.161 .305 -.529 597 -.760 
[0CL_1=4] -.492 .299 -1.645 101 -1.080 
[OCL_1=5] 0" 
LOCOMP -1.264E-02 .012 -1.089 2n -3.545E-02 
MULTCOMP 4.889E-02 .025 1.951 .052 -3.853E-04 
WIDECOMP -1.114E-03 .002 -.528 .598 -5.264E-OJ 
Cl -7.290E-D2 .051 -1.434 .152 -.173 
LMC ·6.075E-02 .036 -1.703 .089 -.131 
M TU AB 1.978E-D2 .042 .471 .638 -6.287E-D2 
MDEV 5.611E-02 .04e 1.179 .239 -3.749E-02 
[OCL_1=1]" LOCOMP ·1.935E-D2 .017 ·1.157 .248 ·5.225E·02 
[OCL_1=2]" LOCOMP 8.296E-D3 .013 .616 .538 ·1.817E-D2 
[OCL_1=3]" LOCOMP 2.589E·02 .016 1.641 .102 -5. 137E-D3 
[OCL_1=4]" LOCOMP 2.321E-02 .015 1.509 .132 -7.041E-03 
[OCL_ 1=5] " LOCOMP 0" 
[QCL_1=1]" MULTCOMP 
-1.616E-D2 .038 -.455 .649 ·8.599E-D2 
[OCL_1=2]" MULTCOMP 
·6.190E-D2 .035 -1.745 .062 -.132 
[OCL_1=3]" MULTCOMP 
-2.999E-02 .037 -.809 .419 -.103 
[QCL_1=4]" MULTCOMP 
·8.003E-D2 .035 -2.267 023 -.149 
[OCL_1=5]" MULTCOMP o' 
[OCL_1=1]" WIDECOMP 
·2.474E-DJ .004 -.651 .515 -9.948E-D3 
(OCL_1=2]" WIDECOMP 2.109E-D3 .004 .555 .579 -5.365E-D3 
(OCL_1 =3] • WIDECOMP 7225E-D4 .003 236 813 -5.288E-OJ 
(OCL_1=4]" WIDECOMP 
-1.824E-DJ .003 -.549 584 -8.362E-03 
[OCL_1=5]" WIDECOMP o' 
[OCL_1=1]" Cl .107 .074 1.432 153 -3.981E-02 
[OCL_1 =2] ·Cl 8.697E-D2 .080 1.081 .280 -7.125E-D2 
(OCL_1=3]" Cl 2.594E-D2 .067 387 .699 -.108 
(OCL_ 1 =4] ·Cl 9.791E-02 .080 1.223 
-= -5.956E-02 [OCL_1=5]" Cl 0" 
(OCL_1=1]" LMC 1.180E-02 053 221 825 -9.320E-D2 
(OCL_1 =2] " LMC 5.n4E-D2 .057 1.019 .309 -5.366E-02 
(OCL_ 1 =3] • LMC 9.870E-D3 .049 200 .842 -8.738E-02 
[OCL_1=4]" LMC 5.703E-D2 .047 1.210 .227 -3.564E-D2 
(QCL_1=5]" LMC 0" 
(OCL_ 1=1]" MTUAB -2.1SOE-D2 .064 -.335 738 -.148 
(OCL_1=2]" MTUAB 6.506E-D3 .060 .109 .913 -.111 
[OCL_1 =3] • MTUAB 1.129E-D2 .056 201 .841 -9.900E-02 
[OCL_ 1 =4] • MTUAB ·4.41 1E-02 .062 -.712 .4n -.166 
[OCL_1=5]" MTUAB 0" 
(OCL_1=1]" MDEV -4.867E-D2 .067 -.721 .471 ·.181 
[OCL_1=2]" MDEV 9.781E-02 .067 1.453 .147 -3.458E-D2 
[OCL_ 1 =3] " MDEV -1.625E-02 .065 -.249 .804 -.145 
(OCL_1=4]" MDEV 1.378E-02 .072 .192 .848 -.127 
iaCL 1-5j" MDEV 0" 
a. Th1s parame1er IS se110 zero because it 1S redundant. 
ANOVA Interaction of Market Orientation and Strategy Type: Index 
Dependent Variable: INDEPERF 
Type Ill 
Sum of Mean 
Source Squares df Square F 
Corrected Model 4.277" 9 .475 7.041 
Intercept 4.052E-03 1 4.052E-03 .060 
QCL_1 .151 4 3.763E-02 .557 
MARKETOR 1.038 1 1.038 15.373 
QCL_1 • MARKETOR 
.123 4 3.074E-02 .455 
Error 26.730 396 6.750E-02 
Total 95.519 406 
Corrected Total 31.007 405 
a. R Squared = .138 (Adjusted R Squared = .118) 
I~ 
Upper 
Bound 
1.028 
.851 
-.105 
.438 
9.629E-D2 
1.018E-D2 
9.816E-02 
3.0JBE-D3 
2.704E-D2 
9.402E-D3 
.102 
.150 
1.355E-D2 
3.476E-D2 
5.893E-02 
5.345E·02 
5.366E-D2 
7.850E-03 
4.289E-D2 
-1.122E-02 
5.000E-DJ 
9.583E-D3 
6.73JE-DJ 
4.715E-03 
.253 
.245 
.158 
.255 
.117 
.169 
.107 
.150 
.105 
.124 
.122 
7.780E-02 
8.400E-02 
.230 
.112 
155 
Sig. 
.000 
.807 
.694 
.000 
.768 
Eta 
Sauared 
.022 
.000 
.014 
.001 
.007 
.003 
.010 
.001 
.006 
.008 
.001 
.004 
.004 
.001 
.007 
.006 
.001 
.008 
.002 
.014 
.001 
.001 
.000 
.001 
.006 
.003 
.000 
.004 
.000 
.003 
.000 
.004 
.000 
.000 
.000 
.001 
.001 
.006 
.000 
.000 
Parameter Estimates for Market Orientation and Strategy Type: Index 
Dependent Variable: INDEPERF 
Parameter B Std. Error t Si g. 
Intercept 2.627E-02 .268 .098 .922 
[OCL_1=1] -.120 .393 -.305 .760 
[OCL_1=2] .200 .343 .584 .560 
[QCL_1=3] -.231 .345 -.670 .503 
[QCL_1=4] -.115 .354 -.324 .746 
[OCL_1=5] oa 
MARKETOR 8.838E-02 .066 1.331 .184 
[OCL_1=1] • 4.538E-02 .099 .460 .646 MARKETOR 
[OCL_1=2] * 
-1.959E-02 .083 -.235 .814 MARKETOR 
[OCL_1=3] • 7.374E-02 .086 .856 .393 MARKETOR 
[OCL_1=4] • 7.495E-03 .093 .080 .936 MARKETOR 
[OCL_1=5] • oa 
MARKETOR 
Parameter Estimates for Market Orientation and Strategy Type: Index 
Dependent Variable: INDEPERF 
95% Confidence Interval 
Lower Upper 
Parameter Bound Bound 
Intercept -.501 .553 
[QCL_1=1] -.894 .653 
[OCL_1=2] -.474 .875 
[QCL_1=3] -.910 .447 
[QCL_1=4] -.811 .581 
[QCL_1=5] 
MARKETOR -4.217E-02 .219 
[QCL_1=1] • 
-.149 .240 MARKETOR 
[OCL_1=2] * 
-.184 .144 MARKETOR 
[OCL_1=3] • 
-9.568E-02 .243 MARKETOR 
[OCL_1=4] * 
-.176 .191 MARKETOR 
[OCL_1=5] • 
MARKETOR 
a. This parameter is set to zero because it is redundant . 
. ' I '"'\~ 
MAN OVA Interaction Market Orientation and Strategy Type: All Performance Modes• 
Hypothesi Eta 
Effect Value F s df Error df Si g. Squared 
Intercept Pillai's Trace .020 2.635• 3.000 394.000 .050 .020 
Wilks' Lambda .980 2.635' 3.000 394.000 .050 .020 
Hotelling's Trace .020 2.635• 3.000 394.000 .050 .020 
Ray's Largest Root .020 2.635• 3.000 394.000 .050 .020 
OCL_1 Pillai's Trace .018 .582 12.000 1188.000 .858 .006 
Wilks' Lambda .982 .582 12.000 1042.718 .858 .006 
Hotelling's Trace .018 .582 12.000 1178.000 .858 .006 
Ray's Largest Root .015 1.509b 4.000 396.000 .199 .015 
OCL_1 • Pillai's Trace .079 2.155 15.000 1188.000 .006 .026 
MARKETOR Wilks' Lambda .921 2.201 15.000 1088.062 .005 .027 
Hotelling's Trace .086 2.243 15.000 1178.000 .004 .028 
Rev's Laroest Root .082 6.496b 5.000 396.000 .000 .076 
a. Exact stattsttc 
b. The statistic is an upper bound on F that yields a lower bound on the significance level. 
c. Design: lntercept+OCL_1 +0CL_1 • MARKETOR 
MANOVA Parameter Estimates for Market Orientation and Strategy Type: All Performance Modes 
95% Confidence ln1erval 
Lower Upper Eta 
Dependent Variable Parameter B Std. Error I s;a, Bound Bound Sa~ared 
Strategic Per1ormance Intercept ·.183 .329 -.557 .578 -.830 .483 .001 
[OCL_1=11 5.913E-02 .483 . 122 .903 -.890 1.008 .000 
[OCL_1=21 .400 .421 .949 .343 ·.428 1.228 .002 
[OCL_1=31 ·.322 .424 ·.759 .448 -1.155 .511 .001 
[OCL_1=41 ·1.406E.Q2 .435 ·.032 .974 ·.858 .840 .000 
[OCL_1=51 0" 
[OCL_ 1 = 1 I o MARKETOR 
.127 090 1.420 .156 -4.899E.Q2 .304 .005 
[OCL_ 1 =21 o MARKETOR 6.410E·02 .062 1.036 .301 ·5.753E.Q2 .186 .003 
[OCL_ 1 =31 o MARKETQR 
.218 .067 3.238 .001 8.574E-02 .351 .026 
[QCL_1=4Io MARKETOR 9.476E·02 .080 1.179 .239 ·6.327E·02 .253 .003 
[OCL_ 1 =51 o MARKETOR 
.117 .081 1.435 .152 -4.329E.Q2 .2n .005 
Personal Performance Intercept 3.709E·02 .295 .126 .900 ·.543 .617 .000 
[OCL_1=11 ·.291 .433 ·.671 .503 ·1.143 .561 .001 
[OCL_1=21 .132 .378 350 .726 ·.611 .876 .000 
[OCL_1=31 ·.376 .380 ·.989 .323 ·1.124 .372 .002 
[OCL_1=41 -.185 .390 ·.475 .635 ·.952 .582 .001 
[OCL_1=51 0" . 
[OCL_1=1Io MARKETOR 
.173 .081 2.144 .033 t.432E·02 .331 .011 
[OCL_ 1 =21 • MARKETOR 9.316E·02 .056 1.678 094 ·L601E-02 .202 .007 
[OCL_ 1 =31 • MARKETOR 
.214 .060 3.535 000 9493E·02 .333 .031 
[OCL_1=4Io MARKETOR 
.127 .072 1.765 .078 -1.450E-o2 .269 .008 
[OCL_ 1 =51 o MARKETOR 
.104 .073 1.422 . t56 ·3.979E·02 .248 .005 
Commercial Performance Intercept .143 .327 .438 .662 ·.500 .787 .000 
[OCL .. t=11 ·9. 127E·02 .461 •. 190 .849 -1.036 .654 .000 
[OCL_1=21 135 419 .322 .747 ·.689 .959 .000 
[OCL_1=31 -6. 160E·02 422 ·.148 .684 ·.891 .767 .000 
[OCL_1=4I ·. 119 .432 ·.275 .784 ·.969 .731 .000 
[OCL_1=51 0" 
[OCL_ 1 = 1 I o MARKETOR 
.107 .089 1.194 .233 -6.693E.Q2 .262 .004 
[OCL_1=21' MARKETOR 5.210E·02 062 .846 .398 ·6.694E·02 .173 .002 
[OCL_ 1 =31 • MARKETOR 8.705E·02 067 1.298 195 ·4 483E.Q2 219 .004 
[QCL_1=4Io MARKETOR 7. 138E.Q2 .080 692 .373 -6.569E.Q2 .229 .002 
[QCL_1=5Io MARKETOR 5 875E.Q2 .081 724 .489 -.101 .216 .001 
a. Th1s parameter IS set 10 zero because 1t 1s redundant 
IS' 
ANOVA Interaction Market Orientation Components and Strategy Type: Index 
Dependent Variable: INDEPERF 
Type Ill 
Sum of Mean 
Source Squares df Square F Siq. 
Corrected Model 7.151 8 29 .247 3.887 .000 
Intercept 5.944E-02 1 5.944E-02 .937 .334 
QCL_1 .417 4 .104 1.643 .163 
QCL_ 1 • CUSTORTN .249 4 6.226E-02 .981 .418 
QCL_1 • COMPORTN .433 4 .108 1.708 .148 
QCL_1 • SUPPORTN 
.836 4 .209 3.293 .011 
QCL_ 1 • L TERMOBJ .221 4 5.522E-02 .870 .482 
QCL_1 • INTERFCN .260 4 6.507E-02 1.026 .394 
CUSTORTN 2.403E-03 1 2.403E-03 .038 .846 
COMPORTN .372 1 .372 5.865 .016 
SUPPORTN .360 1 .360 5.681 .018 
LTERMOBJ .445 1 .445 7.019 .008 
INTERFCN .193 1 .193 3.039 .082 
Error 23.856 376 6.345E-02 
Total 95.519 406 
Corrected Total 31.007 405 
a. R Squared = .231 (Adjusted R Squared = .171) 
Parameter Estimates for Market Orientation Components and Strategy Type : Index 
Dependent Variable: INDEPERF 
95% Confidence Interval 
Lower Upper 
Parameter B Std. Error t Si g. Bound Bound 
Intercept .176 .331 .532 .595 -.474 .826 
[OCL_1=1] -.139 .463 -.300 .764 -1.048 .771 
[OCL_1=2] 1.802E-02 .403 .045 .964 -.775 .811 
[OCL_1=3] -.852 .471 -1.809 .071 -1.779 7.415E-02 
[OCL_1=4] -.555 .422 -1.314 .190 -1.385 .275 
[OCL_1=5] o• 
[QCL_1=1]" CUSTORTN -3.680E-02 .090 -.408 .684 -.214 .141 
[OCL_1 =2] " CUSTORTN -2.184E-02 .086 -.253 .800 -.192 .148 
[QCL_1 =3] " CUSTORTN 4.855E-02 .079 .617 .538 -.106 .203 
[QCL_1=4]" CUSTORTN 8.609E-02 .077 1.123 .262 -6.460E-02 .237 
[OCL_1=5]" CUSTORTN -.112 .078 -1.438 .151 -.264 4.102E-02 
[OCU=1]" 
-9.075E-02 .043 -2.094 .037 -.176 -5.554E-03 COMPORTN 
[QCL_1=2]" 
-2.828E-02 .042 ·.669 .504 -. 111 5.484E-02 COMPORTN 
[QCL_1=3]" 2.031E-02 .035 .573 .567 -4.942E-02 9.005E-02 COMPORTN 
[OCL_1=4]" 
-3.171 E-02 .053 -.602 .548 ·.135 7.184E-02 COMPORTN 
[OCU=S]" 
-.103 .040 -2.584 .010 -.181 -2.459E-02 COMPORTN 
[QCL_1=1]" SUPPORTN .133 .051 2.611 .009 3.282E-02 .233 
[QCL_1 =2] " SUPPORTN -3.892E-02 .045 -.868 .386 -.127 4.920E-02 
[QCL_1 =3] • SUPPORTN 2.647E-04 .036 .007 .994 -7.065E-02 7.118E-02 
[OCL_1 =4] • SUPPORTN 4.754E-03 .046 .104 .917 -8.516E-02 9.467E-02 
[QCL_1 =5] • SUPPORTN .139 .045 3.116 .002 5.135E-02 .227 
[QCL_1=1]" LTERMOBJ .156 .069 2.249 .025 1.960E-02 .292 
[OCL_ 1 =2] • L TERMOBJ .117 .073 1.607 .109 -2.616E-02 .260 
[OCL_ 1 =3] • L TERMOBJ 2.932E-02 .053 .551 .582 -7.528E-02 .134 
[QCL_1=4]" LTERMOBJ 8.096E-03 .063 .128 .899 -.117 .133 
[OCL_1=5]" LTERMOBJ 6.448E-02 .055 1.168 .244 -4.41 OE-02 .173 
[OCL_1=1]" INTERFCN -5.269E-02 .076 -.694 .488 -.202 9.666E-02 
[OCL_1 =2] • INTERFCN 4.017E-02 .087 .463 .643 -.130 .211 
[OCL_1=3]" INTERFCN .152 .069 2.194 .029 1.579E-02 .289 
[OCL_1 =4] • INTERFCN 7.662E-02 .068 1.123 .262 -5.749E-02 .211 
[QCL_1=5]" INTERFCN 7.220E-02 .068 1.058 .291 -6.202E-02 .206 
CUSTORTN oa 
COMPORTN oa 
SUPPORTN o• 
LTERMOBJ oa 
INTERFCN o• 
a. This parameter is set to zero because it is redundant. 
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects 
Dependent Variable: INDEPERF 
Type Ill 
Sum of Mean 
Source Squares df Sauare 
Corrected Model 7.151" 29 .247 
Intercept 5.944E-02 1 5.944E-02 
QCL_1 .417 4 .104 
OCL_1 • CUSTORTN .249 4 6.226E-02 
QCL_1 • COMPORTN .433 4 .108 
QCL_1 • SUPPORTN .836 4 .209 
QCL_1 • L TERMOBJ .221 4 5.522E-02 
QCL_1 • INTERFCN .260 4 6.507E-02 
CUSTORTN 2.403E-03 1 2.403E-03 
COMPORTN .372 1 .372 
SUPPORTN .360 1 .360 
LTERMOBJ .445 1 .445 
INTERFCN .193 1 .193 
Error 23.856 376 6.345E-02 
Total 95.519 406 
Corrected Total 31.007 405 
a. R Squared = .231 (Adjusted R Squared = .171) 
F Sia. 
3.887 .000 
.937 .334 
1.643 .163 
.981 .418 
1.708 .148 
3.293 .011 
.870 .482 
1.026 .394 
.038 .846 
5.865 .016 
5.681 .018 
7.019 .008 
3.039 .082 
MANOVA Market Orientation Componenets and Strategy Type: All Performance Modes0 
Hypothesi 
Elfect Value F s dl Error df 
Intercept Pillai's Trace .025 3.211' 3.000 374.000 
Wilks' Lambda .975 3.211' 3.000 374.000 
Hotelling's Trace .026 3.211' 3.000 374.000 
Rov's Largest Root .026 3.211' 3.000 374.000 
OCL_1 Pillai's Trace .033 1.031 12.000 1128.000 
Wilks' Lambda .968 1.034 12.000 989.802 
Hotelling's Trace .033 1.037 12.000 11t8.000 
Rov's Largest Root .029 2.753° 4.000 376.000 
CUSTORTN Pillai's Trace .015 1.917. 3.000 374.000 
Wilks' Lambda .985 1.917. 3.000 374.000 
Hotelling's Trace 
.015 1.917. 3.000 374.000 
Roy's Largest Root .015 1.917. 3.000 374.000 
COMPORTN Pillai's Trace 
.024 3.100' 3.000 374.000 
Witks' Lambda 
.976 3.100' 3.000 374.000 
Hotelling's Trace 
.025 3.100' 3.000 374.000 
Roy's Largest Root 
.025 3.100' 3.000 374.000 
SUPPORTN Pillai's Trace 
.015 1.940' 3.000 374.000 
Wilks' Lambda 
.985 1.940' 3.000 374.000 
Hotelling's Trace .016 1.940. 3.000 374.000 
Rov's Largest Root .Ot6 1.940' 3.000 374.000 
LTERMOBJ Pillai's Trace .022 2. 747' 3.000 374.000 
Wilks' Lambda .978 2.747' 3.000 374.000 
Hotelling's Trace .022 2.747' 3.000 374.000 
Roy's uirgest Root .022 2.747' 3.000 374.000 
INTERFCN Pillai's Trace .046 6.077' 3.000 374.000 
Wilks' Lambda .954 6.077• 3.000 374.000 
Hotelling's Trace .049 6.077' 3.000 374.000 
Roy's Largest Root .049 6.077' 3.000 374.000 
OCL_1 • CUSTORTN Pillai's Trace 
.031 .986 12.000 1128.000 
Wilks' Lambda .969 .987 12.000 989.802 
Hotelling's Trace .032 .989 12.000 1118.000 
Roy's Largest Root 
.027 2.496° 4.000 376.000 
OCL_ 1 " COMPORTN Pillai's Trace .049 1.564 12.000 1128.000 
Wilks' Lambda 
.952 1.562 12.000 989.802 
Hotelling's Trace 
.050 1.558 12.000 1118.000 
Roy's Largest Root .029 2.766° 4.000 376.000 
OCL_1 • SUPPORTN Pillai's Trace .060 1.922 12.000 1128.000 
Wilks' Lambda .941 1.925 12.000 989.802 
Hotelling's Trace .062 1.925 12.000 1118.000 
Roy's Largest Root .041 3.873° 4.000 376.000 
OCL_ 1 " L TERMOBJ Pillai's Trace 
.036 1.128 12.000 1128.000 
Wilks' Lambda .965 1.127 12.000 989.802 
Hotelling's Trace .036 1.126 12.000 1118.000 
Roy's Largest Root .024 2.258° 4.000 376.000 
OCL_ 1 " INTERFCN Pillai's Trace .046 1.478 12.000 1128.000 
Wilks' Lambda .954 1.478 12.000 989.802 
Hotelling's Trace 
.048 1.477 12.000 1118.000 
Rov's Laraest Root .030 2.857° 4.000 376.000 
a. Exact statistic 
b. The statistic is an upper bound on F that yields a lower bound on the significance level. 
c. Design: lntercept+OCL_ 1+CUSTORTN+COMPORTN+SUPPORTN+LTERMOBJ+INTERFCN+OCL_ 1 " 
CUSTORTN+OCL_1 "COMPORTN+OCL_1 • SUPPORTN+OCL_1 • LTERMOBJ+OCL_1 "INTERFCN 
Sia. 
.023 
.023 
.023 
.023 
.418 
.415 
.412 
.028 
.126 
.126 
.126 
.126 
.027 
.027 
.027 
.027 
.123 
.123 
.123 
.t23 
.043 
.043 
.043 
.043 
.000 
.000 
.000 
.000 
.460 
.459 
.457 
.042 
.096 
.097 
.098 
.027 
.028 
.028 
.028 
.004 
.332 
.333 
.334 
.062 
.126 
.126 
.126 
.024 
Eta 
Squared 
.025 
.025 
.025 
.025 
.011 
.011 
.011 
.028 
.015 
.015 
.015 
.015 
.024 
.024 
.024 
.024 
.015 
.015 
.015 
.015 
.022 
.022 
.022 
.022 
.046 
.046 
.046 
.046 
.010 
.010 
.011 
.026 
.016 
.016 
.016 
.029 
.020 
.020 
.020 
.040 
.012 
.012 
.012 
.023 
.015 
.016 
.016 
.030 
--------- - ~--
MANOVA Univaraite Interaction Effects Market Orienatation Componemts and Strategy Type: All Performance Modes 
Type Ill 
Sum of Mean Eta 
Source Dependent Variable Squares df Square F Sig~ Squared 
Corrected Model Strategic Performance 10~585" 29 ~365 3748 .000 224 
Personal Performance 9031b 29 .311 4~103 .000 .240 
Commercial Performance 6~34gc 29 .219 2.259 .000 .148 
Intercept Strategic Performance 5.754E-02 1 5.754E-02 .591 .443 002 
Personal Performance .459 1 .459 6.050 .014 .016 
Commercial Performance 1.017E-02 1 1.017E-02 .105 .746 .000 
QCL_1 Strategic Pertormance .879 4 .220 2.257 .063 023 
Personal Pertormance .420 4 .105 1.385 .239 .015 
Commercial Performance .268 4 6.696E-02 .691 .599 .007 
CUSTORTN Strategic Performance .202 1 .202 2.077 .150 .005 
Personal Performance 3.326E-03 1 3.326E-03 .044 .834 .000 
Commercial Performance 1.127E-02 1 1.127E-02 .116 .733 .000 
COMPORTN Strategic Performance .207 1 .207 2.123 .148 .006 
Personal Performance .117 1 .117 1.537 .216 .004 
Commerciai.Performance .843 1 .843 8.694 .003 .023 
SUPPORTN Strategic Performance .470 1 .470 4.825 .029 .013 
Personal Performance .192 1 .192 2.531 112 .007 
Commercial Performance .461 1 .461 4.757 .030 .012 
LTERMOBJ Strategic Performance .733 1 .733 7.522 .006 .020 
Personal Performance 143 1 .143 1.878 .171 .005 
Commercial Pertormance .618 1 .618 6.372 .012 .017 
INTERFCN Strategic Performance .228 1 .228 2.345 .127 .006 
Personal Pertormance .945 1 .945 12.455 .000 .032 
Commercial Performance 1.137E-04 1 1.137E-04 .001 .973 .000 
QCL_1 ' CUSTORTN Strategic Performance .805 4 .201 2.065 .085 .022 
Personal Performance .202 4 5.047E-02 .665 .617 .007 
Commercial Periormance .158 4 3.911E-02 404 .806 .004 
QCL_1 ' COMPORTN Strategic Performance .345 4 8.634E·02 .886 .472 .009 
Personal Periorrnance .672 4 .168 2.214 .067 .023 
Commercial Performance 606 4 .151 1.582 .184 .016 
QCL_1 • SUPPORTN Strategic Pertormance 690 4 .172 1.771 .134 .018 
Personal Performance .947 4 .237 3.119 .015 .032 
Commercial Pertormance 1.141 4 .285 2.943 .020 .030 
QCL_1 ' L TERMOBJ Strategic Performance .758 4 .189 1.945 .102 .020 
Personal Pertormance 9379E-02 4 2 345E-02 .309 .872 .003 
Commercial Pertormance .335 4 8.387E-02 .865 .485 .009 
QCL_1 • INTERFCN Strategic Pertormance .838 4 .209 2.150 .074 .022 
Personal Performance .287 4 7.177E-02 .945 .438 .010 
Commercial Performance .299 4 7.479E-02 .772 .544 .008 
Error Strategic Performance 36.621 376 9.740E-02 
Personal Performance 28.541 376 7.591E-02 
Commercial Performance 36.439 376 9.691 E-02 
Total Strategic Performance 89.391 406 
Personal Pertormance 118.878 406 
Commercial Periormance 109.473 406 
Corrected T a tal Strategic Performance 47.206 405 
Personal Performance 37.573 405 
Commercial Periormance 42.788 405 
a. R Squared = .224 (Adjusted R Squared = .184) 
b. R Squared = .240 (Adjusted R Squared = 1 82) 
c. R Squared = .148 (Adjusted R Squared = .083) 
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Parameter Estimates for Environment, Market Orientation and Strategy 
Type: INDEX 
Parameter Estimates: Number of Local Competitors 
Dependent Variable: INDEPERF 
-
Parameter B Std. Error t Sig. 
Intercept 1.764E-02 .379 .047 ,963 
[QCL_1=1]* MARKETOR 
-4.165E-02 .024 -1.718 .087 
'LOCOMP 
(QCL_1=2]' MARKETOR 
-1.732E-03 .007 -.266 .790 
'LOCOMP 
[QCL_1=3]* MARKETOR 
-5.015E-03 .014 -.358 .720 
'LOCOMP 
[QCL_1=4]' MARKETOR 
-8.152E-03 .012 -.688 .492 
'LOCOMP 
(QCL_1=5]' MARKETOR 
-1.051E-02 .020 -.535 .593 
'LOCOMP 
[QCL_1=1] -.602 .563 -1.068 .286 
[QCL_1=2] .165 .463 .357 .721 
[QCL_1=3] -.264 .465 -.610 .542 
(QCL_1=4] -.215 .478 -.449 .653 
[QCL_1=5] 0" 
MARKET OR .103 .094 1.094 .275 
LOCOMP 2.836E-02 .076 .372 .710 
(QCL_1=1] ' MARKETOR 
.176 .141 1.250 .212 
[QCL_1 =2] ' MARKETOR 
-2.068E-02 .113 -.184 .854 
[QCL_1=3]* MARKETOR 7.413E-02 .116 .638 .524 
[QCL_1=4]' MARKETOR 2.674E-02 .125 .213 .831 
[QCL_1=5]' MARKETOR o" 
[QCL_1=1]' LOCOMP .115 .124 .927 .354 
[QCL_1=2]' LOCOMP -2.368E-02 .082 -.289 .773 
(QCL_1=3]' LOCOMP -8.126E-03 .094 -.087 .931 
[QCL_1=4]' LOCOMP -2.496E-03 .086 -.029 .977 
(QCL_1=5]* LOCOMP 0" 
MARKETOR' LOCOMP 0" 
a. This parameter is set to zero because ft is redundant. 
95% Confidence Interval 
Lower Upper 
Bound Bound 
-.728 .764 
-8.932E-02 6.014E-03 
-1.453E-02 1.106E-02 
-3.252E-02 2.249E-02 
-3.146E-02 1.515E-02 
-4.919E-02 2.816E-02 
-1.710 .506 
-.744 1.075 
-1.199 .631 
-1.154 .724 
-8.210E-02 .288 
-.122 .178 
-.101 .453 
-.242 .201 
-.154 .302 
-.220 .273 
-.129 .359 
-.185 .138 
-.193 .176 
-.172 .167 
Parameter Estimates for Environment, Market Orientation and Strategy 
Type: INDEX 
Parameter Estimates: Number of Multiple Competitors 
Dependent Variable: INDEPERF 
Parameter B Std. Error I Sio. 
Intercept -5.362E-02 .315 -.170 .865 
(QCL_1=1] -.139 .468 -.298 .766 
(QCL_1=2] .373 .412 .906 .366 
(QCL_1=3] -.118 .429 -.275 .783 
(QCL_1=4] -.189 .414 -.457 .648 
[QCL_1=5] 0" 
MARKET OR .107 .077 1.381 .168 
MARKETOR* 
-3.154E-02 .073 -.431 .667 MULTCOMP 
[QCL_1=1] * MULTCOMP 8.210E-02 .152 .541 .589 
(QCL_1=2] * MULTCOMP 
-0.494E-02 .108 -.603 .547 
[QCL_1=3] * MULTCOMP 
-2.840E-02 .156 -.182 856 
(QCL_1 =4] * MUL TCOMP 
.130 .097 1.338 .182 
(QCL_1=5]* MULTCOMP 
.130 .291 .446 .656 
(QCL_1=1] * MARKETOR 
* MULTCOMP 7.889E-03 .082 .096 .924 
(QCL_1=2] * MARKETOR 
*MULTCOMP 4.709E-02 .078 .606 .545 
-(QCL_1=3]* MARKETOR 
* MULTCOMP 4.040E-02 .083 .488 .626 
[QCL_1=4]* MARKETOR 
* MULTCOMP -1.105E-02 .079 -.140 .889 
(QCL_1=5]* MARKETOR 
o" * MULTCOMP 
MULTCOMP 0" 
(QCL_1=1]* MARKETOR 5.526E-02 .117 .474 .636 
[QCL_1=2] * MARKETOR 
-0.040E-02 .100 -.605 .545 
[QCL_1=3)* MARKETOR 4.502E-02 .106 .424 .672 
(QCL_1=4]* MARKETOR 3.925E-02 .109 .361 .718 
(QCL_1=5]* MARKETOR o" 
a. This parameter is set to zero because rt is redundant. 
95% Confidence Interval 
La.ver Upper 
Bound Bound 
-.674 .566 
-1.059 .780 
-.437 1.184 
-.961 .725 
-1.003 .625 
-4.528E-02 .259 
-.175 .112 
-
-.216 .381 
-.277 .147 
-.335 .279 
-0.086E-02 .320 
-.443 .702 
-.154 .170 
-.106 .200 
-.122 .203 
-.166 .144 
-.174 .284 
-.257 .136 
-.164 .254 
-.175 .253 
Parameter Estimates for Environment, Market Orientation and Strategy 
Type: INDEX 
Parameter Estimates: Number of Wider Competitors 
Dependent Variable: INDEPERF 
Parameter B Std. Error t Si.S..: 
Intercept 8.714E-02 .347 .251 .802 
[QCL_1=1) 
-.278 .560 -.497 .620 
(QCL_1=2) -3.443E-02 .534 -.065 .949 
[QCL_1=3) 
-.283 .441 -.641 .522 
(QCL_1=4] -.790 .492 -1.604 .110 
[QCL_1=5) 0" 
MARKET OR 8.193E-02 .086 .953 .341 
(QCL_1=1]* MARKETOR 9.282E-02 .141 .659 .510 
(QCL_1=2) * MARKETOR 2.584E-02 .128 .202 .840 
(QCL_1=3]* MARKETOR 8.044E-02 .111 .726 .468 
[aCL_1=4]* MARKETOR 
.208 .133 1.560 .119 
(QCL_1=5]* MARKETOR o" 
(QCL_1=1]* WIDECOMP 
7.369E-04 .021 .036 .971 
(QCL_1 =2] * WIDECOMP 1.176E-02 .023 .513 .608 
(QCL_1=3]* WIDECOMP 4.391E-04 .012 .038 .970 
(QCL_1=4) * WIDECOMP 3.801E-02 .015 2.510 .012 
(QCL_1=5]* WIDECOMP 
-9.867E-04 .014 -.073 .942 
MARKETOR' 
-3.200E-04 .003 -.093 .926 WIDECOMP 
(QCL_1=1]* MARKETOR 
*WIDECOMP -8.779E-04 .006 -.144 .886 
(QCL_1=2) * MARKETOR 
'WIDECOMP 
-2.289E-03 .006 -.364 .716 
(QCL_1=3]' MARKETOR 
'WIDECOMP 1.351E-05 .005 .003 .998 
(QCL_1=4]' MARKETOR 
'WIDECOMP 
-1.209E-02 .006 -2.070 .039 
[QCL_1=5] ' MARKETOR 
o" 'WIDECOMP 
a. Th1s parameter is set to zero because it IS redundant. 
95% Confidence Interval 
Lower Upper 
Bound Bound 
-.596 .770 
-1.380 .823 
-1.084 1.015 
-1.151 .585 
-1.757 .178 
-8.712E-02 .251 
-.184 .370 
-.226 .277 
-.137 .298 
-5.405E-02 .470 
-3.969E-02 4.116E-02 
-3.332E-02 5683E-02 
-2.231E-02 2.319E-02 
8.231E-03 6.779E-02 
-2.763E-02 2.566E-02 
-7.106E-03 6.466E-03 
-1.289E-02 1.113E-02 
-1.466E-02 1.008E-02 
-9.267E-03 9.294E-03 
-2.358E-02 -6.061E-04 
Parameter Estimates for Environment, Market Orientation and Strategy 
Type: INDEX 
Parameter Estimates: Competitive Intensity 
Dependent Variable: INDEPERF 
95% Confidence Interval 
Lower Upper 
Parameter B Std. Error t Sig. Bound Bound 
Intercept .925 1.196 .774 .440 -1.426 3.276 
[QCL_1=1] -4.692 1.657 -2.527 .012 -a.344 -1.041 
[QCL_1=2] 
-.655 1.426 -.459 .647 -3.459 2.150 
[QCL_1=3] -.254 1.405 -.161 .656 -3.016 2.506 
[QCL_1=4] 
-3.690 1.632 -2.383 .016 -7.100 -.661 
[QCL_1=5] 0" 
MARKET OR -a.222E-02 .291 -.263 .777 -.654 .469 
[QCL_1=1]* MARKETOR 1.210 .466 2.565 .010 .290 2.130 
[QCL_1=2]* MARKETOR 
.123 .344 .356 .721 -.553 .600 
[QCL_1=3]* MARKETOR 5.297E-02 .345 .154 .676 -.625 .731 
-
[QCL_1=4]* MARKETOR 1.026 .438 2.344 .020 .165 1.666 
[QCL_1=5]* MARKETOR o• 
MARKETOR • Cl 5.570E-02 .060 .699 .465 -.101 .212 
[QCL_1=1]* Cl 1.033 .403 2.564 .011 .241 1.625 
[QCL_1=2]* Cl -6.446E-03 .246 -.026 .979 -.495 .462 
[QCL_1 =3] • Cl 
-.294 .231 -1.275 .203 -.746 .160 
[QCL_1 =4]* Cl 
.662 .334 2.636 .009 .224 1.539 
[QCL_1 =5]* Cl 
-.264 .332 -.654 .393 -.936 .369 
[QCL_1=1]* MARKETOR 
-.334 .130- -2.563 .011 -.569 -7.773E-02 
• Cl 
[QCL_1=2]• MARKETOR 
-4.943E-02 .096 -.503 .615 -.242 .144 
• Cl 
[QCL_1 =3] • MARKETOR 9.223E-03 .096 .094 .925 -.164 .202 
• Cl 
[QCL_1=4]* MARKETOR 
-.314 .126 -2.493 .013 -.561 -6.625E-02 
• Cl 
[QCL_1=5]• MARKETOR o• 
• Cl 
a. This parameter is set to zero because it is redundant. 
Parameter Estimates for Environment, Market Orientation and Strategy 
Type: INDEX 
Parameter Estimates: Local Market Conditions 
Dependent Variable: INDEPERF 
95% Confidence lnlerval 
Lower Upper 
Parameter B Sld. Error t Sig. Bound Bound 
Intercept 1.656 .949 1.745 .082 -.210 3.522 
[QCL_1=1) -.458 1.416 -.324 .746 -3.242 2.325 
[QCL_1=2] -1.322 1.261 -1.048 .295 -3.801 1.158 
[QCL_1=3] 
-1.746 1.138 -1.534 .126 -3.984 .492 
[QCL_1=4) -3.210 1.185 -2.709 ,007 -5.540 -.880 
[QCL_1=5] ()" 
MARKETOR -.282 .238 -1.182 .238 -.750 .187 
[QCL_1=1]• MARKETOR 
.124 .358 .348 .728 -.579 .828 
[QCL_1=2]• MARKETOR 
.350 .310 1.128 .260 -.260 .959 
[QCL_1 =3] • MARKETOR 
.447 .289 1.547 .123 -.121 1.016 
[QCL_1=4]• MARKETOR 
.810 .313 2.587 .010 .194 1.425 
[QCL_1=5]• MARKETOR oa 
MARKETOR • LMC 
.116 .071 1.639 .102 -2.313E-02 .255 
[QCL_1=1]• LMC 
-.364 .268 -1.357 .176 -.892 .164 
[QCL_1 =2) • LMC 
-4.750E-02 .250 -.190 .849 -.539 .444 
[QCL_1=3]• LMC 
-5.225E-02 .183 -.285 .776 -.412 .308 
(QCL_1=4]• LMC 
.498 .230 2.166 .031 4.599E-02 .950 
[QCL_1=5]• LMC 
-.510 .282 -1.808 .071 -1.065 4.459E-02 
[QCL_1=1]• MARKETOR ' 
• LMC -3.429E-02 .098 -.351 .726 -.226 .158 
[QCL_1 =2] • MARKET OR 
-.111 .092 -1.214 .225 -.292 6.902E-02 
• LMC 
(QCL_1=3]• MARKETOR 
-.113 .085 -1.325 .186 -.280 5.454E-02 
• LMC 
(QCL_1=4]• MARKETOR 
-.262 .096 -2.718 .007 -.451 -7.234E-02 
• LMC 
[QCL_1=5]• MARKETOR oa 
•LMC 
a. This parameter is set to zero because tt is redundant 
Parameter Estimates for Environment, Market Orientation and Strategy 
Type: INDEX 
Parameter Estimates: Market Turbulence 
Dependent Variable: INDEPERF 
95% Confidence Interval 
Lower Upper 
Parameter 8 Std. Error I SiQ. Bound Bound 
Intercept -1.447 .990 -1.462 .145 -3.394 .499 
(QCL_1=1] 1.946 1.670 1.165 .245 -1.338 5.229 
(QCL_1=2] 1.934 1.130 1.711 .088 -.289 4.156 
[QCL_1=3] 2.798 1.357 2.061 .040 .129 5.466 
[QCL_1=4] 
-.517 1.305 -.396 .692 -3.081 2.048 
[QCL_1=5] 0" 
MARKETOR 
.462 .254 1.822 .069 -3.666E-02 .960 
(QCL_1=1] * MARKETOR 
-.433 .427 -1.014 .311 -1.271 .406 
(QCL_1=2]* MARKETOR 
-.479 .287 -1.671 .096 -1.043 8.476E-02 
(QCL_1=3] * MARKETOR 
-.705 340 -2.074 .039 -1.374 -3.658E-02 
(QCL_1 =4] * MARKETOR 
.188 .351 .536 .592 -.502 .879 
(QCL_1=5]* MARKETOR o" 
MARKETOR * MTURB 
-.104 .067 -1.542 .124 -.237 2.865E-02 
[QCL_1=1]* MTURB -.191 .366 -.522 .602 -.910 .528 
[QCL_1=2]* MTURB 
-7.666E-02 .148 -.517 .606 -.368 .215 
(QCL_1=3]* MTURB 
-.456 .260 -1.750 .081 -.968 5.620E-02 
[QCL_1=4]* MTURB .570 .251 2.272 .024 7.682E-02 1.063 
[QCL_1=5]* MTURB .414 .268 1.547 .123 -.112 .940 
[QCL_1=1]* MARKETOR 
.140 .114 1.223 .222 -8.490E-02 .364 
* MTURB 
(QCL_1=2] * MARKETOR 
.129 .077 1.677 .094 -2.219E-02 .279 
* MTURB 
(QCL_1=3]* MARKETOR 
.223 093 2.401 .017 4.039E-02 .406 
* MTURB 
(QCL_1=4] • MARKETOR 
-6.329E-02 .098 -:645 .519 -.256 .130 
* MTURB 
(QCL_1=5] * MARKETOR o" 
* MTURB 
a. This parameter is set to zero because it is redundant. 
Parameter Estimates for Environment, Market Orie,ntation and Strategy 
Type: INDEX 
Parameter Estimates: Martlet Development 
Dependent Variable: INDEPERF 
95% Confidence Interval 
Lower Upper 
Parameter B Std. Error t SiQ. Bound Bound 
Intercept -.488 1.003 -.486 .627 -2.459 1.484 
[QCL_1=1] .342 1.455 .235 .814 -2.517 3.202 
[QCL_1=2] 
.833 1.228 .679 .498 -1.581 3.247 
[QCL_1=3] 1.734 1.372 1.263 .207 -.965 4.432 
[QCL_1=4] -.180 1.429 -.126 .900 -2.990 2.630 
[QCL_1=5] 0" 
MARKETOR .157 .248 .634 .526 -.330 .645 
[QCL_1=1]• MARKETOR 
-5.193E-02 .357 -.145 .885 -.754 .651 
[QCL_1=2]• MARKETOR 
-.208 .301 -.690 .490 -.799 .384 
[QCL_1 =3] • MARKETOR 
-.374 .342 -1.093 .275 -1.047 .299 
[QCL_1=4]• MARKETOR 5.394E-02 .386 .140 .889 -.706 .813 
[QCL_1=5]• MARKETOR 08 
MARKETOR • MDEV 
-2.472E-02 .075 -.329 .742 -.172 .123 
[QCL_1=1]• MDEV 2.476E-02 .358 .069 .945 -.680 .729 
[QCL_1=2]• MDEV 
-3.520E-02 .219 -.161 .872 -.468 .396 
[QCL_1=3]• MDEV 
-.447 .283 -1.5n .116 -1.004 .110 
[QCL_1=4]• MDEV .229 .356 .643 .521 -.470 .928 
[QCL_1 =5] • MDEV .174 .305 .573 .567 -.424 .773 
[QCL_1=1]• MARKETOR 3.149E-02 .115 .274 .785 -.195 .258 
•MDEV 
[QCL_1=2]• MARKETOR 5.967E-02 .092 .652 .515 -.120 .240 
•MDEV 
[QCL_1=3]• MARKETOR 
.141 .103 1.367 .172 -0.183E-02 .344 
• MDEV 
[QCL_1=4]• MARKETOR 
-2.329E-02 .127 -.184 .854 -.273 .226 
• MDEV 
[QCL_1=5]• MARKETOR oa 
• MDEV 
a. This parameter is set to zero because it is redundant. 
Parameter Estimates for Environment, Market Orientation Components and 
Strategy Type: INDEX 
Parameter Esllnu:~tca: Number cl Local CompeU!ol'!l 
Dependant Variable: INOEPERF 
ParamC!or 8 S\d_ErTOr I Slg 
I Intercept .386 .514 .752 .453 
[OCL_I:IJ -.723 .715 ·1.011 .313 
i0CU•21 4.657E·04 .614 .001 .999 
[0CL_h<3J -1.168 .711 ·1.643 .101 
[OCL_1=4J -.920 629 -1.464 .... 
[OCL_l=-5[ 
"' LOCOMP -7.550E-03 098 -.on .939 
CUSTORTN -7.765E-02 .I 15 ·.678 .498 
COMPOATN -.152 .064 ·2.387 .018 
SUPPORTN .198 .074 2.680 .008 
LTERMOBJ 7.554E-Q2 .082 .918 .359 
INTERFCN -1.227E-Q2 111 -.110 .912 
[OCL_I=IJ • LOCOMP .134 167 805 422 
[OCL_ 1=2]' LOCOMP -6.517E-02 120 -.545 5B6 
[OCL_1:3J • LOCOMP 5.532E.Q2 150 369 712 
[OCL_1=4J • LOCOMP 3 397E.Q2 115 295 .768 
[OCL_1=5J' LOCOMP 
"' [0Cl...1=1J" CUSTORTN 2.829E-02 .182 .156 876 
[OCL_I =2] ' CUSTORTN -1.759E-Q2 .172 -.102 .919 
(OCL_I=3]" CUSTORTN .140 .157 .891 .373 
]OCL_1:::4)" CUSTORTN 7.907E-02 150 .527 599 
]OCL_I cS] ' CUSTORTN 
"' ]OCL_I:I)' 
.103 093 1.111 268 COMPORTN 
[0Cl_l•21" 
.123 .102 1.207 .228 COMPORTN 
(OCL_I=3]' 
.185 .083 2.236 .026 COMPORTN 
(0CL_1=4]' 
.148 .091 1.622 .100 COMPOR"TN 
(OCL_\:5)' o' 
COMPORTN 
[OCL_\=1)' SUPPORTN ·8.736E-02 118 ·.740 460 
(0CL_I=2]' SUPPORTN -.216 103 -2.090 037 
(0CL_1:3)' SUPPORTN -200 OBB ·2.266 024 
fOCL_I-=4]' SUPPORTN -.165 .095 ·1.742 082 
(OCL_ h•5] ' SUPPORTN 
"' [OCL_I= 1)' L TEAMOBJ 6.24AE.Q2 135 463 .... 
[0CL_I:2)' l TERMOBJ -6.440E-03 .141 -.046 964 
]OCL_I=J)' l TERMOBJ --4.232E-02 .109 -.389 697 
]OCL_\:4)'LTEAMOBJ ·.102 118 -.864 388 
]OCL_1=-5]' l TERMOBJ 
"' ]OCL_Ic1]"1NTEAFCN 7.593E-Q2 .155 490 625 
]OCL_l .. 2] ' INTERFCN .117 .168 696 487 
]OCL_I ,J] ' INTERFCN .164 .150 1.088 277 
[OCL_b•4]" INTERFCN .192 .148 1.296 196 
]OCL_I:S]"INTEAFCN 
"' LOCOMP ' CUSTOATN ·1.455E·02 027 -.539 .590 
LOCOMP ' COMPOATN 1.100E-02 011 .958 .339 
LOCOMP " SUPPORTN ·1.78\E-02 .015 -1.202 230 
LOCOMP ' L TERMOBJ --4 238E-03 020 ·.211 833 
LOCOMP · INTEAFCN 2.136E.Q2 023 929 353 
]OCL_1=1]"LOCOMP" 5.482E-03 039 .140 .889 CUSTORTN 
]OCL_1:,2] 'LOCOMP • 5.110E-02 045 1.129 .260 CUSTOATN 
[QCL_I:3J'LOCOMP' 6 270E-03 034 .183 .855 CUSTQRTN 
(OC:l_1=4]'LOCOMP' 3.959E-02 033 1.211 227 CUSTORTN 
]0CL_1:5) 'LOCOMP' o' 
. . CUSTOATN 
(QCL_I=-1)' LOCOMP" 
·1.391E-02 015 -.911 .363 COMPOATN 
[OCL_I=2J'LOCOMP • 
-6.766E-OJ 027 -.255 .799 COMPOATN 
[OCL_1=3]'LOCOMP' 
·1.664E·02 018 ·.905 366 COMPOATN 
[OCL_1=4]'LOCOMP • 
·2.791E·02 019 -1.446 149 COMPORTN 
IOCL_1=5j'LOCOMP. o' COMPOATN 
[OCL_1=1]'LOCOMP' 1.641E·02 025 650 516 SUPPOATN 
[OCL_1 ::.2] ' LOCOMP ' 8.325E·03 024 .345 .730 SUPPOATN 
(0CL_1 :3) ' LOCO MP ' 1.937E-02 020 .984 .326 SUPPORTN 
[OCL_ ho4J • LOCOMP • 1.519E-02 018 .867 .386 SUPPOATN 
(OCL_1 ==51 " LOCOMP ' o' 
SUPPOATN 
{OCL_1==1)' LOCOMP • 1.225E-03 030 041 968 LTEAMOBJ 
(QCL_1 =2J ' LOCOMP ' 2.402E-02 034 .712 477 LTERMOBJ 
(OCL_I ..,J) • LOCOMP • 2.941E-03 027 .108 914 LTERMOBJ 
[OCL_ 1=•4)" LOCOMP' 9.675E-03 024 .400 685 LTERMOBJ 
[OCL_I=S) "LOCOMP • o' 
LTEAMOBJ 
(OCL_\:=1)' LOCOMP' 
-3 888E-02 030 -1.279 202 INTERFCN 
fOCL_ 1 =2] ' LOCOMP ' 
·5 784E·02 043 ·1.356 .176 INTEAFCN 
[OCL_1=3]" LOCOMP • 
·1.979E-02 033 -.596 .552 1NTEAFCN 
(OCL_ 1:4] "LOCOMP • 
-4.102E-02 .028 -1.470 .142 INTEAFCN 
~~iA~~5~ · LOCOMP • o' . 
a. ThiS pnrnmeter Is set to zero because u is rodundanl. 
95% Conlld8/"'CC tntorvaJ 
Lower Uppe< 
Bouod Bouod 
-.624 1.397 
-2.130 .684 
-1.207 1.206 
-2.566 230 
·2.157 316 
-.201 .186 
-.303 .148 
-.278 -2.678E.Q2 
5.270E-02 .343 
-8.626E-02 237 
-.231 .200 
-.194 462 
-.300 ,170 
-.239 .350 
-.193 .261 
-.330 .386 
-.356 321 
-.169 .... 
-.216 .374 
. 
·7.973E-02 287 
-7.764E.Q2 324 
2.227E-02 .348 
-3.132E-02 .326 
. 
-.319 ,145 
-.419 ·1.273E·02 
·.373 ·2.637E·02 
·.351 2.121E·02 
-.203 .328 
-.283 271 
-256 .m 
-.333 .130 
-.229 .381 
-.213 447 
·.132 459 
·9.955E-o2 484 
. 
-6.769E-02 3 858E-02 
-1,159E-02 3360E·02 
-4.695€-02 1.132E-02 
~.375E-02 3.527E·02 
·2.385E·02 6 658E-02 
·7.152E·02 8 248E-02 
-3.791E-Q2 .140 
-6 112E-02 7.366E-02 
·2.473E·02 .104 
-4.394E-02 1.612E-02 
-5904E·02 4.551E·02 
·5.279E-02 1.952E·02 
·6.585E-02 1.004E-02 
. 
·J 322E-o2 6.604E·02 
-3 912E-02 5.577E-02 
-1.934E-02 5808E-02 
-1.925E-02 4.962E-02 
-5.797E-02 6.042E·02 
-4.235E-02 9.040E·02 
-5.073E-02 5.&62E-02 
·3 724E-02 5 659E·02 
-9 866E-02 2.090E-02 
·.142 2.608E-02 
·B.SOBE-02 4.551E-02 
-9.590E-02 1.386E-02 
Parameter Estimates for Environment, Market Orientation Components and 
Strategy Type: INDEX 
Parmneter E•Umotes: Number of Multiple Compolltora 
Dependent Variable: INOEPERF 
Parameter B Std. Error I SiQ. 
lntrlrcept -2.5021:·03 .415 ·.006 
·""5 
(OCL_I=.IJ ~ 485E-03 .590 -.011 991 
[0CL_1=2] \81 516 351 .726 
[OCL_1=3] -,761 591 -1.289 .198 
(0CL_b4) ·400 512 -_782 435 
[QCL_I=S] 
"' CUSTORTN ·9 025E-02 093 -,973 .331 
COMPORTN -.120 049 ·2.473 .014 
SUPPORTN .159 .056 2.827 .005 
LTEAMOBJ 8.1SSE-o2 063 1.286 .199 
INTERFCN 7.220E-Q2 086 840 401 
[OCL_1"1]' CUSTOATN 7.194E-02 .155 465 642 
[QCL_l ::::2] ' CUSTORTN 8.309E-02 .140 591 .555 
[OCL_I ==3] ' CUSTOATN .170 .132 1.287 .199 
[OCL_1:4]' CUSTORTN 4.134E-02 .135 .306 .760 
[OCL_I =5] • CUSTOATN 
"' (OCL_I=I]' COMPORTN -5.249E-03 .076 ·.069 945 
[OCL_ 1 "2] ' COMPOATN 8.617E.Q2 .084 1.028 .305 
[OCL_1 :3] • COMPORTN .1:11 .066 1.987 048 
[QCL_1 :4] • COMPORTN m 083 2.145 033 
[0Cl_1 =5] ' COMPORTN 
"' (OCL_1=1]' SUPPORTN -2.301E-02 085 -.271 .786 
[0Cl_1 =o2]" SUPPOATN -.197 .083 -2.381 .018 
[OCL_1:3]' SUPPOATN -.204 .072 -2.855 005 
[OCL_ b:4]' SUPPORTN -.159 .082 -1.932 054 
[0Cl_1 :5} ' SUPPORTN 
"' [OCL__ 1=1]' LTEAMOBJ .145 .106 1.358 .175 
[0CL_1:2J' L TEAI.IIOSJ -6.804E-02 124 -.547 .585 
[OCL__ 1::3]' L TEAMOBJ -2.807E·02 .093 -.301 .784 
[QCL_1::4]' LTERMOBJ -.162 .101 -1.613 .108 
[QCL_l:S]' L TEAMOBJ 
"' 
. 
[OCL_l,l] 'INTEAFCN -,172 130 -1.321 .188 
[OCL_1=2]' INTEAFCN 6 077E-02 .137 444 657 
[OCL_ h3] ' INTERFCN 8 433E-02 .128 659 .511 
(OCL_ 1=4]' INTERFCN .155 .124 1.247 213 
[OCL_l :5] ' INTERFCN 
"' [OCL_ 1 = 1] ' MUL TCOMP 197 255 .n5 .439 
[QCL_ I =2] ' MUL TCOMP •, 118 .172 ·.685 .494 
[OCL_ 1 ,-3] ' MUL TCOMP 213 .289 .736 .462 
[OCL_1 =4] ' MUL TCOMP -7.024E-D'2 .146 ·.481 631 
[OCL_1=5]' MULTCOMP 262 .337 .n5 438 
CUSTORTN' 
-2.832E-02 .076 ·.374 709 MULTCOMP 
COMPOATN' 1.102E-02 026 .425 671 MULTCOMP 
SUPPORTN' 
-2.639E·02 .037 -.715 475 MULTCOMP 
L TEAMOBJ ' MUL TCOMP 
-3 884E-02 050 -.779 436 
INTERFCN 'MULTCOMP 1.725E-02 057 300 .784 
[OCL_1=1]' CUSTOATN • 
-1.749E·02 .103 -.170 865 MULTCOMP 
[OCL_ h:2J ' CUSTOATN • 8.391E-02 .105 B02 423 MULTCOMP 
[OCL_t =-3] ' CUSTOATN • 
·1.403E-02 .105 -.134 894 MULTCOMP 
[OCL_1=4]' CUSTORTN ' 146 099 1.475 .141 MULTCOMP 
[OCL_ 1:5] • CUSTORTN · o' MULTCOMP 
[QCL_1=1J' COMPORTN 2. ISOE-02 037 583 560 
'MULTCOMP 
[QCL_I =2] ' COMPORTN 1.084E-02 041 262 793 
'MULTCOMP 
[OCL_ 1 =3] ' COMPOATN 
-6.319E-03 040 -.158 874 
• MULTCOMP 
(OCL_1=4]' COMPORTN 
-.102 051 -2.009 .045 
'MULTCOMP 
(OCL_I =5] ' COMPOATN o' . 
'MULTCOMP 
[OCL_I=I}' SUPPORTN' 2035E-02 056 361 .719 MULTCOMP 
(OCL_1=2)' SUPPOATN • 4.722E-02 053 897 370 MULTCOMP 
(0Cl_1:3]' SUPPORTN • 8 395E-02 045 1.844 066 MULTCOMP 
(OCL_1:4J' SUPPORTN' 5 390E-02 .051 1.066 287 MULTCOMP 
[0CL_1=5]' SUPPOATN • o' MULTCOMP 
[QCL_1=1J' LTEAMOBJ' 
-4.767E·02 077 ·.616 539 MULTCOMP 
[0CL_1 =2} • L TEAMOBJ ' 
.147 076 1.937 054 MULTCOMP 
[OCL_ 1 :3] ' L TERMOBJ ' 
-1.552E-02 .067 -231 818 MULTCOMP 
[0CL_1:4] • LTERMOBJ • 8 988E-02 ()64 1.-414 .158 MULTCOMP 
[OCL_1 =5] ' L TERMOBJ ' o' MULTCOMP 
[0Cl_1=1] • INTEAFCN' 4.142E-02 .089 465 642 MULTCOMP 
(QCL_1.:.2] • INTEAFCN • 
-.189 .103 -1.842 .066 MULTCOMP 
(QCL_1=3]' INTERFCN • 
-1.-491E-Q2 on ·.194 847 MULTCOMP 
[OCL_1=4] 'INTERFCN' 
·.112 .070 ·1.595 112 MULTCOMP 
(OCL 1:::5)' INTERFCN ' o" . MUlTCOMP 
o. Thrs parametor •s setlo zero boc:auso ilLS rodundant 
95% Confidence lnmrval 
Low or Upper 
Bound Bound 
.;:~~; 813 1.154 
·.834 1.197 
-1.923 400 
-1.407 607 
·.273 9.220E-02 
-.216 -2.46SE-02 
4 BSIE-02 270 
-4.321E-02 .2tl7 
·9 680E-02 241 
-.233 ,376 
·.193 .359 
·B.979E-02 .430 
·.225 .307 
-.154 .144 
-7.871E-o2 251 
1.308E-OJ 261 
1.472E-02 
.340 
-.190 .144 
·.359 -3.421E-02 
-.345 -6.362E-02 
·320 2.B27E-03 
-6.481E-02 .354 
·.313 176 
-212 155 
·.360 3.558E-02 
-.428 8 410E-o2 
• 2{)6 330 
- 167 336 
·B 949E-02 400 
·.304 .699 
·.456 220 
·.356 .781 
. 358 217 
. 402 .925 
- 177 .121 
-4.003E-02 6.207E-02 
-9 897E-02 4.619E-02 
-.137 5.921E-02 
-9.569E-02 130 
-219 184 
. 122 
.290 
-.220 .192 
-4.855E-02 340 
-5. 121E-02 9.440E-02 
-7.050E-02 9.218E-02 
-8.490E-02 7.227E-02 
. 2{)2 
-2. 140E-03 
-9 069E-02 .131 
-5 6J1E-02 .151 
-5.609E-03 .173 
-4.557E-02 .153 
-.200 .105 
·2.240E-03 296 
. 148 .117 
·3.515E-02 215 
. 
-.134 .216 
-391 1.2ne-02 
·.166 .136 
-.250 2.610E-02 
---------------
Parameter Estimates for Environment, Market Orientation Components and 
Strategy Type: INDEX 
Pammeler Estimates: Number of Wider Competllon1 
Dependent Variable: INOEPERF 
Parameter B Std. Error I Slo. 
tn~rcept -.292 493 -.592 .554 
[OCL_1=1} .106 702 151 .880 
[OCL_1,2) 236 678 .349 .728 
]QCL_Io3] -.699 692 -1.010 .313 
[OCL_I=-4] -.263 644 -.408 .683 
[OCL_1=5) 
"" CUSTOATN -.102 .115 -.886 376 
COMPORTN -8.022E-02 056 -1,430 .153 
SUPPOATN 5.694E-02 061 .937 350 
LTERMOBJ 9.372E-02 074 1.262 .208 
INTEAFCN .190 .098 1.945 053 
[OCL_ h•l] • CUSTOATN ·8.373E-02 .194 -.431 667 
[OCL_1=2]" CUSTORTN .168 .186 .901 368 
[QCL_ h=3] • CUSTOATN .212 .160 1.326 186 
[QCL_1=4]' CUSTOATN 6 224E-02 .165 .378 706 
[OCL_l...SJ" CUSTOATN 
"" [OCL_I=l)' COMPORTN 2.427E-02 .007 260 n9 
[0CL_1::2J o COMPOATN 5.894E·02 .102 .578 564 
[OCL_l=J] ° COMPORTN .107 074 1.460 145 
[OCL_1 =4) ° COMPORTN .331 112 2.946 003 
[OCL_ 1 =5] ' COMPORTN 
"" [OCL_1=1] 0 SUPPORTN .146 .115 1.285 200 
[OCL_1 =2] ' SUPPORTN ·.173 .095 -1.833 .068 
[OCL_1 =3] ' SUPPORTN -8.831E-02 .079 -1.123 262 
(0CL_1=4]' SUPPORTN -.209 .099 -2.107 036 
[OCL_1=5]' SUPPORTN 
"' {OCL_1=1]' LTERMOBJ 7.202E-02 .146 494 622 
[OCL_I:::2J o LTEAMOBJ 165 .137 1.203 230 
[qGL_1=3]' LTEAMOBJ -5.40\E-02 .106 -.508 .612 
{OCL_1=4]' LTERMOBJ 7.524E-02 121 623 534 
[OCL_1=5]o LTERMOBJ 
"' 
. 
[QCL_1::1]o1NTEAFCN •.124 ISB -.735 .463 
[OCL_1=2]' 1NTERFCN ·.262 .164 -1.602 .110 
[QCL_l=J]' INTEAFCN -1.663E·02 138 -.121 .904 
[OCL_1=4]' INTEAFCN -.167 146 -1.142 .254 
[QCL_1 :::5] ' INTEAFCN 
"' [OCL_1= I)' WIOECOMP 6.881E-03 .025 m .782 
[OCL_1=-2J • WIDECOMP 2.358E-02 030 .797 .426 
[OCL_1=3J' WIDECOMP 2.250E·02 .026 .872 384 
{0CL_1=4]' WIDECOMP -3.140E-03 023 -.139 .890 
[OCL_1=5J' WIDECOMP 3.224E-02 028 1.163 246 
CUSTORTN' 
-2.1B8E-03 006 -.339 .735 WIDECOMP 
COMPORTN' 
-1.253E·03 003 ·450 653 WIDECOMP 
SUPPORTN' 4 850E-03 003 1.863 .063 WIDECOMP 
LTEAMOBJ · WIOECOMP 
-5.612E-04 004 -_146 ... 
INTERFCN 'WIOECOMP -7.569E-03 005 -1.588 '113 
[OCL_\::1]' CUSTOATN' 1.340E·02 011 1.211 .227 WIDECOMP 
[OCL_1=2]' CUSTOATN • 
·5.440E-03 .011 ·.496 .620 WIDECOMP 
[0CL_1=3]' CUSTORTN' 
-1.530E-03 010 ·.158 875 WIOECOMP 
[OCL_1 =4]' CUSTORTN ' 1.569E-02 010 1.511 .132 WIOECOMP 
[OCL_I =5]' CUSTORTN o o' 
WIOECOMP 
[OCL_1 = 1] ' COMPORTN 
-5 519E·04 .005 -.122 .903 
'WIOECOMP 
[OCL_1 =2]' COMPOATN 8.879E-04 006 .144 886 
'WIOECOMP 
[OCL_1=3]' COMPOATN 1.803E--04 004 051 .959 
'WIOECOMP 
{QCL_1=4] • COMPOATN 
·2.103E-02 007 -3.146 002 
'WIOECOMP 
(0CL_1=5]' COMPOATN o" 
'WIDECOMP 
(QCL_Io=1]o SUPPOATN' 
-8.139E-03 005 ·1.537 .125 WIDECOMP 
[OCL_1=2]' SUPPORTN' 1.639E-04 005 .035 .972 WIOECOMP 
[QCL_1=3] • SUPPOATN • 
-2.264E-03 004 ·.558 .sn WIOECOMP 
[OCL_ h::4] " SUPPOATN o 7.879E-03 006 1.405 .161 WIOECOMP 
[0CL_1:5] • SUPPOATN' o' . WIOECOMP 
[OCL_1=1J' LTEAMOBJ' 
-1.286E-03 000 ·.162 .871 WIOECOMP 
[QCL_1 =2] • L TEAMOBJ ' 
-1.030E-02 000 -1.253 211 WIOECOMP 
(OCL_1 =3] ' L TERMOBJ ' 
-9 287E-04 .007 ·.130 .897 WIOECOMP 
(0CL_1:4]' LTERMOBJ • 
·1.591E-02 .007 -2.177 030 WIDECOMP 
[OCL_I=S]' LTEAMOBJ' o' . . WIDECOMP 
(OCL_1=1] 'INTEAFCN' 
-3.01BE-04 009 ·.035 .972 WIDECOMP 
jQCL_1=2] 0 INTERFCN • 1.693E-02 009 1.923 .055 WIOECQMP 
[OCL_1=3]"1NTEAFCN • 6.347E-03 007 .... .375 WIOECOMP 
[OCL_1 =4] ' INTERFCN ' 1.585E-02 008 2.041 .042 WIOECOMP 
[OCL 1=5J 'INTERFCN' 
Lw•i>ecoME> o" 
a. Th1s parame101 IS sella zeto because 111s redundanL 
95% COlliJdence Interval 
Lower Uppor 
Bound Bound 
-1.261 677 
-1.274 1486 
-1.097 1.570 
-2.060 .662 
-1.529 1.003 
-.329 .125 
-.191 J.OOBE-02 
.S.262E-02 .177 
-5.230E-02 240 
-2.108E-03 .362 
-.466 299 
-.198 .533 
·.102 .525 
-.262 .J68 
. 
-.146 .195 
·.142 .259 
·3.724E-02 252 
.110 .552 
-7.866E-02 .375 
·.359 1.269E-02 
·.243 6.640E·02 
-.405 -1.J93E-02 
-.215 .359 
-.105 435 
-.263 .155 
-,162 313 
·.454 207 
·.585 5.984E-02 
-287 254 
-.454 .120 
-4 203E-02 5 579E-02 
-3 460E-02 8.177E-02 
-2.823E-02 7.323E·02 
-4.77\E-02 4 143E·02 
-2.229E-02 8.677E-02 
-1.4BBE-02 I.OSOE-02 
-6.726E-03 4.220E-03 
-2.697E-04 9.970E-03 
-8.098E·OJ 6 976E·03 
-1.694E-02 1.807E-03 
·8.373E-03 3.518E-02 
-2.701E-02 1.613E-02 
-2.059E-02 1.753E-02 
-4.734E-03 3612E-02 
-9.464E-03 8.360E-03 
-1.124E-02 1.30\E-02 
-6.771E-03 7.132E·03 
·3.418E-02 -7.885E-03 
-1.855E-02 2.275E-03 
·9.144E-03 9471E·03 
-1.024E-02 5.714E·03 
-3.151E-03 L891E-02 
-1.687E-02 1.429E-02 
·2.647E-02 5.86BE-03 
-1.499E-02 1.313E-02 
·3.028E-02 -1.53SE-03 
. 
-1.720E-02 1.660E·02 
·3.856E-04 3.425E·02 
-7.718E-03 2.041E-02 
5.780E·04 3.11\E-02 
Parameter Estimates for Environment, Market Orientation Components and 
Strategy Type: INDEX 
Parameter Esllmates: Competitor Intensity 
Dependent Variable: INDEPEAF 
Parameter B Std. Error I s;o. 
Intercept ·1396 1.836 •.760 448 
!OCL_h:lj -.760 2.381 -.319 .750 
[OCL_I=2J 2.232 2.083 1.071 285 
(OCL_!=3j 1.452 2.373 .612 .541 
{OCL_1=4) -.982 2.203 -.446 .656 
[OCL_l=-5) 
"' CUSTORTN -3.392E-02 .384 ·.088 930 
COMPOATN -.197 .150 -1.315 .190 
SUPPORTN .191 240 .796 426 
LTERMOBJ -.115 .279 -.413 680 
INTERFCN .539 342 1.575 116 
[0CL_1=1]' CUSTORTN -.255 .558 -_458 .548 
[OCL_1=2]' CUSTORTN .184 542 339 735 
[OCL_ 1.::.3)' CUSTORTN 417 544 .767 .444 
[OCL_ 1 "'4] ' CUSTOATN -.438 .479 -.915 .3SI 
[OCL_ 1=5]' CUSTORTN 
"' [OCL_1=1] 'COMPORTN 
.519 .263 1.970 050 
[OCL_ 1<:2] • COMPORTN 1.969E-02 266 .069 .945 
[OCL_1=3]" COMPORTN 
.166 207 899 369 
[OCL_1=41 • COMPORTN 
.861 .281 3.061 .002 
[OCL_1=51" COMPORTN o' 
. 
[OCL_ 1 = 1[ • SUPPORTN .201 343 587 558 
[QCL_1 =2[ • SUPPOATN -.185 345 ·.537 592 
[OCL_ 1 =3] • SUPPORTN -.320 .270 -1.185 .237 
[OCL_1~41 • SUPPORTN -.110 319 ·.344 .731 
[OCL_1 =5] " SUPPOATN 
"' [OCL_1 = 1[ • l TEAMOBJ -212 .415 -,510 610 
[OCL_1=2] "LTERMOBJ 262 411 63S .525 
[OCL_1 :.3[ • l TEAMOBJ .176 342 .515 .607 
[OCL_1=41 "LTERMOBJ -7.940E-02 
"' 
-.192 .848 
[OCL_1 :51 " l TEAMOBJ .,.. 
[OCL_1 = 1 I · INTEAFCN 111 452 246 806 
[OCL_1=2)" INTERFCN -.742 540 -1.375 .170 
[OCL_1=3[" 1NTERFCN . 768 .453 -1.694 .091 
[OCL_1=4]" INTERFCN .196 485 404 .686 
[OCL_1=5]" INTERFCN 
"' [OCL_1=1[" Cl .621 441 1.409 .160 
[OCL_1=2] ·Cl •.247 311 -.793 428 
[OCL_l=-3]" Cl -.202 472 -.428 669 
[OCL_ 1=4] ·Cl 578 3n 1.533 .126 
[OCL_l =51 • Cl 420 .495 .848 397 
CUSTORTN • Cl -2.586E-{)2 109 ·.238 .612 
COMPORTN • Cl 2.935E-02 043 .680 ..497 
SUPPORTN ·Cl -1.627E-02 063 -.260 .795 
L TERMOBJ " Cl 5.093E-{)2 076 .666 506 
INTEAFCN • Cl ·.124 091 -1.362 174 
[OCL_l = 1] · CUSTORTN 8.594E-02 158 543 588 
"Cl 
[OCL_I ::.2] • CUSTOATN 
-1.864E-02 155 -.120 905 
"Cl 
[QCL_1 =3) • CUSTORTN 
-7.638E-02 .158 -.482 630 
"Cl 
[QCL_l=4)" CUSTORTN 207 139 1.488 .138 
"Cl 
[OCL_1 =5]" CUSTOATN o" 
"Cl 
[OCL_1=11 • COMPOATN 
-.141 071 -1.988 .048 
"Cl 
[0Cl_1=2] • COMPORTN 7.576E-03 075 .101 920 
'Cl 
[0Cl_1=3] • COMPOATN 
-1.840E-02 063 -.293 .769 
"Cl 
[0CL_1=4[" COMPOATN 
-261 084 -3.104 002 
"Cl 
[OCL_1 =5]" COMPORTN o' 
"Cl 
[OCL_1=1]" SUPPOATN 
-5 257E-{)2 090 ·.582 581 
"Cl 
[OCL_1 :2[ • SUPPORTN 6.504E-03 092 071 944 
"Cl 
[QCL_1 "'3] • SUPPORTN 5.379E-02 073 .7:JJ 464 
"Cl 
[OCL_1=4]" SUPPORTN 4.737E-03 087 054 .957 
"Cl 
[0CL_1 =5] • SUPPORTN o' 
"Cl 
[OCL_1=1[" LTERMOBJ 7.614E-02 
"' 
.672 502 
'Cl 
[OCL_1=2]" LTERMDal 
-5.964E-02 116 ·.512 609 
"Cl 
[QCL_1=3]" LTEAMOBJ 
-6.356E-02 .095 -.672 .502 
"Cl 
[QCL_1=4[" LTERMOBJ 2.073E-03 116 018 .986 
·cl 
[OCL_1=5]" LTERMOBJ o' 
·cl 
[OCL_ I= I] • INTERFCN • 
-6 068E-02 .122 -.497 619 Cl 
[QCL_1=2]"1NTERFCN • 205 .152 1.346 .179 Cl 
{OCL_1 =3] • 1NTERFCN • 
.239 .129 1.851 065 Cl 
IOCL_l =4] • INTERFCN • 
-6400E-02 .132 .. 48J 629 Cl 
~L_I =SJ" INTEAFCN • o' 
a. This paramelor Is sel 10 zero because Ills redundant 
95% Confidence Interval 
Low or Upper 
Bound Bound 
-5.006 ~:~~~ -5.443 
-1.866 6.329 
-3.216 6.120 
-5.314 3.351 
-.790 .722 
-.492 9.777E-02 
-.281 .662 
-.665 .434 
•.134 1.212 
-1.352 642 
-.882 1.249 
·.553 1488 
-1.380 503 
. 
9.350E-04 1.037 
·.543 582 
-.221 .592 
.308 1.414 
-.474 an 
-.863 .493 
·.852 .211 
-.738 .518 
-1.027 .604 
•_547 1.070 
-.496 .848 
-.892 .733 
. 
-.778 1.000 
-1.804 .320 
-1.659 .123 
-.758 1.150 
-.246 1.488 
·.858 365 
-1.131 .726 
-.164 1.321 
-.554 1.394 
-.240 .188 
-5.550E·02 .114 
-.140 .107 
-9.946E-02 201 
·.304 5.526E-02 
·.226 397 
-.3.24 287 
·.388 235 
-6.685E·02 482 
. 
-.280 -1.506E-03 
-.140 .155 
-.142 .105 
-.427 ·9.573E-02 
·.230 .125 
-_174 .187 
-9.059E-{)2 .198 
-.167 .176 
•_147 299 
-269 .169 
. 250 .122 
-226 230 
-.301 .179 
-9.46BE-02 505 
-1.500E-02 493 
-.325 .197 
32.. 
Parameter Estimates for Environment, Market Orientation Components and 
Strategy Type: INDEX 
Pammeter Estimates: LOCfll Market Conditions 
Dependent Variable. INDEPERF 
Parameter 8 Sld. ErrOI' I Si a. 
lmercepl 3.84~E~~ U31 1.442 .150 [QCL_l.ll 1.634 .024 981 
[OCL_1:2J ·.952 1.623 ·.587 .558 
[0CL_1=3J -2.450 1.716 -1,428 .154 
[OCL_1=4J -3.063 1.400 -2.187 .029 
[OCU•SI 
"" CUSTORTN 1 .357E-02 232 .059 953 
COMPOATN -S.OSOE-02 .121 -.419 .675 
SUPPORTN 9.877E..Q2 .161 .612 .541 
LTERMOBJ 9.652E-03 .187 .052 959 
INTERFCN -.311 247 -1.262 .208 
[OCL_I:I)' CUSTOATN -.559 .389 -1.435 .152 
jOCL_I =2] ' CUSTORTN -.157 384 ·.408 683 
[OCL_I =3] ' CUSTOATN 298 375 .785 427 
(0CL_1=4]' CUSTOATN -.222 301 -.738 461 
[OCL_ 1 =5] ' CUSTOATN 
"" 
. 
[QCL_1=1]' COMPORTN 
·5.780E-03 216 ·.027 979 
[OCL_1=21' COMPORTN 6.252E-02 .187 .334 .739 
[OCL_1=31 'COMPOATN 
.Ill .167 667 505 
[OCL_1=41 • COMPOATN 
,582 .191 3.048 002 
f0CL_1=5I • COMPOATN o" 
[0CL_1=11 • SUPPORTN .280 .251 1.114 266 
(QCL_I =21 ' SUPPOATN -.289 .253 -1.139 255 
[OCL_ I =31 ' SUPPORTN ·.198 .192 -1.030 304 
(0CL.1=41 • SUPPORTN -.355 210 -1.686 .093 
[OCL_ I =51 ' SUPPORTN 
"" [OCL_1 = 1 I • L TERMOBJ •.244 338 -.m .470 
[OCL_1=21 • LTERMOBJ .269 277 .971 332 
[OCL_ I =31 ' l TEAMOBJ 4,413E-02 280 .158 875 
[OCL_1=41 • LTERMOBJ - 190 272 -.700 
-'" (OCL.1=5]' L TEAMOBJ 
"" [OCL_ I= 1] ' INTERFCN 563 441 1.275 203 
[OCL_I=2]'1NTEAFCN 338 372 910 3&1 
[OCL_1=3]" INTEAFCN 283 330 898 391 
[OCL_ 1=4]" INTEAFCN 860 332 2.593 010 
[OCL_1=5]"1NTEAFCN 
"" [OCL_I=ll' LMC -546 325 -1.678 
""' [OCL_1=2]' LMC -.168 365 -.459 646 
[OCL_1:31 • LMC 3 202E-02 400 OBO 936 
[OCL_1=4]" LMC 346 267 1.298 .195 
[OCL.l=S]' LMC -.4-57 .339 -1.349 .178 
CUSTORTN • LMC .J_475E-02 067 ·.516 606 
COMPOA'TN ' LMC -1.135E-Q2 039 ·.294 .769 
SUPPOATN ' LMC 4 656E·03 046 .101 919 
l TEAMOBJ • LMC 1.149E-02 052 219 827 
INTEAFCN ' LMC .124 .on 1.607 .109 
[OCL_1=11' CUSTORTN 
-"' 
.112 1.642 .101 
'LMC 
[OCL_1=21' CUSTORTN 6.514E-02 .112 .584 .560 
'LMC 
[OCL_1=3]' CUSTOATN 
-4.952E-02 ,109 -.454 650 
"LMC 
[0CL_1=4J' CUSTORTN 
.136 .OBB 1.548 .123 
'LMC 
[OCL_1=5}' CUSTORTN o' 
"LMC 
[OCL_1=11 • COMPORTN 3. 104E.OJ 060 052 .958 
"LMC 
[OCL_1=2]' COMPOATN 4.903E-03 052 093 926 
"LMC 
[OCL__1:31' COMPORTN 
·2.506E-OJ .050 -.050 9BO 
"LMC 
[OCL_ 1:4} • COMPORTN 
-.169 .058 -2.906 
""' 'LMC [OCL_l=SJ' COMPORTN o' 
'LMC 
[OCL_1=1J' SUPPORTN 
-7.583E-02 067 -1.124 262 
"LMC 
[OCL_1=2)' SUPPORTN 4.053E-02 .070 .581 .561 
'LMC 
[QCL_I=-3] · SUPPORTN 2.806E-02 .055 508 612 
'LMC 
[OCL_ h=4J ' SUPPORTN 7.79./IE-02 062 1.260 209 
"LMC 
(OCL.1=5]' SUPPOATN o' 
'LMC 
[OCL_I:IJ" LTERMOBJ 
.101 .090 1.118 ,.., 
"LMC 
(OCL_1 =21 ' L TERMOBJ 
·6.758E-02 .080 ·.650 .396 
"LMC 
[OC:L_1=3} • L TERMOBJ 
-1.827E-02 079 -233 816 
"LMC 
[OCL_1=-4)' LTERMOBJ 2.516E-02 .072 3<9 .727 
'LMC 
(OCL_ 1 =51 • L TERMOBJ o' 
· LMC 
(OCL_1=1]"1NTERFCN' 
·.198 .121 -1.638 .102 LMC 
(OCL_ 1=2) "INTERFCN' 
·.106 113 -.942 .347 LMC 
(OCL_ 1 :3] • INTERFCN ' 
-6406E-02 .102 ·.626 .531 LMC 
(OCL_I:4j"INTERFCN' 
• 261 .098 -2.665 008 LMC 
il~~- 1 :5] • INTEAFCN ' o' 
a This paramotor Is sol to zero because IllS redundant 
95'Yo Confidence lntorvnl 
Lower Upper 
Bound Bouoo 
-.593 3.857 
-3.175 3.252 
-4.145 2.240 
-5.824 925 
-5.817 -.309 
-.442 .470 
·.288 .187 
-219 .416 
. 359 378 
. 797 .174 
-1.325 .207 
-.913 .599 
-.439 1.035 
-.814 370 
. 431 419 
-306 .431 
-.217 .440 
206 958 
•.214 .m 
·.787 210 
-.575 .180 
-.768 5.903E-02 
-.908 420 
-.276 .815 
-507 .595 
- 725 345 
-.305 1.431 
-.393 1.069 
-.366 933 
208 1.513 
·1.186 9.392E-Q2 
- BB5 .550 
-,754 BIB 
-.179 
'" -1.124 .209 
-.167 9.781E-02 
-8.726E-02 6.456E-02 
-8.575E-02 9.506E-02 
-9.160E-02 .115 
-2.769E-02 275 
-3640E·02 405 
-.154 265 
-26< 165 
-3 670E-02 .308 
·.114 .120 
·9 834E-Q2 108 
-.100 9.515E-02 
-.284 -5_4nE-02 
-209 5.68BE·02 
·9.655E·02 .178 
-8 060E-02 .137 
-4 JnE-02 200 
-7.641E-02 278 
·.224 8.884E-02 
-.173 136 
-.117 .167 
-.436 3.982E-02 
-.328 .115 
-.265 .137 
-.-454 ·6.843E·02 
Parameter Estimates for Environment, Market Orientation Components and 
Strategy Type: INDEX 
Pa.rnmeter Estimates: Market Turbulence 
Dependent Variable: INOEPEAF 
95% Confidence lntorval 
Lower Upper 
Paramoter 8 Std. Error I SI a Bound Bound 
lmert:(Jpl ·;~ 1.115 ·:~~ .170 -3.725 .660 [OCL_I=IJ 1.814 250 -tAn 5.657 
IOCU~21 2.842 1.284 2.213 .028 .316 5.367 
{OCL_t,J] 3.953 2.163 1.828 068 -.301 8.207 
{0CL_h.4] 307 1.481 207 838 -2.607 3.220 
IOCU:SI 
"" 331-CUSTOATN •.184 ·.558 .sn •.835 466 
COMPOATN 1.404E.()2 .tn 079 .937 
·= .362 SUPPORTN 216 .198 1.093 275 -.173 .604 
LTEAMOBJ .281 2S2 1.114 .266 -.215 .ne 
INTERFCN .164 309 S32 595 ·.443 .m 
fOCL_I::::l]' CUSTOATN -.127 .497 -.255 .799 -1.105 .851 
{0CL_1=2J' CUSTOATN ·.287 .553 -.519 604 -1.375 801 
{OCL_l =3] ' CUSTORTN .166 .451 .367 .714 -.721 IOS2 
{OCL_ 1 =41 • CUSTOATN ·190 .432 -.441 660 -1.041 660 
{QCL_ I ::::5] ' CUSTOATN 
"" {OCL_1=1]' COMPOATN 
-.207 .284 ·.729 467 -.764 .351 
!OCL_l =2] ' COMPOATN 
.183 .329 554 .580 -.465 .830 
[OCL_ 1 :.3] • COMPORTN 
-7.062E-02 229 ·.308 .758 -.522 380 
{OCL_I=-4]' COMPOATN 
.621 270 2.297 .022 B 926E-02 1.152 
[OCL_1=5j' COMPORTN o" 
(OCL_I=IJ • SUPPORTN 414 332 1.249 212 -.238 1.1)66 
(QCL_1 :::.2] • SUP'PORTN ·.626 .306 -2.046 041 ·1.228 -2.429E-o2 
{QCL_ 1=3)' SUPPORTN ·.318 245 -1.299 .195 ·.BOO .164 
(0CL_1=4J' SUPPORTN ·.336 281 ·1.199 231 .. eee 215 
(OCL_ 1 "'5] ' SUPPOATN 
"" (OCL_Icl]' LTERMOSJ ·.1C6 .415 -.256 .798 -.922 .710 
(OCL_1:2J' LTERMOBJ ·.350 .3S2 ·994 .321 -1.042 343 
(QCL_l,.J)' L TERMOSJ -.228 338 • 674 501 ·.892 437 
[OCL_1=4]' LTERMOBJ ·.678 .394 ·1.722 086 -1,452 9.644E·02 
[OCL_1=5)' LTEAMOBJ 
"' 
. 
(QCL_I = 1) • INTERFCN -.352 .476 -_739 460 -1.289 585 
(OCL_1=2]' INTEAFCN .368 .548 671 502 -.710 1.445 
(QCL_1•3J 'INTEAFCN ·.520 464 ·1.120 263 ·1.433 393 
(0Cl_1=4(' INTEAFCN .535 426 1.257 210 ·.302 1.372 
(QCL_I =5] • INTEAFCN 
"" (QCL_I=I)' MTUAB -.186 401 -.46<1 .643 -.976 .603 
[OCL_1=2)" MTUAB -.310 .185 -1.674 .095 -675 5.439E-o2 
jOCL_l-=-3]' MTURB -.877 503 ·1,744 .062 ·1.B66 .112 
[QCL_1=4J' MTUAB 247 .303 
'" 
.416 -.350 .844 
[OCL_h•SJ • MTUAB .509 324 1.571 117 -.128 1.147 
CUSTOAlN • MTUAB 1.522E-<rl 093 .164 870 -.167 197 
COMPOAlN ' MTUAB -3.546E-02 048 -_740 460 . 130 5 B73E-02 
SUPPORTN • MTUAB -1.nSE-02 OS2 ·.342 .732 ·.120 8.420E-0:2 
L TERMOBJ • MTUAB -5.856E-02 066 ·.883 378 -.199 7.193E-02 
[OCL_1=1]' CUSTOATN 7.674E·02 .146 525 .600 -211 364 
'MTUAB 
[QCL_I=2] ' CUSTORTN 
.103 .144 .714 476 -.181 387 
'MTURB 
[QCL_1=3J 'CUSTORTN 1.266E-02 126 .101 .920 -235 260 
'MTUAB 
(OCL 1=4) 'CUSTOATN 
.134 .127 1.057 291 -.115 .364 
'MTUAB 
(OCL_I::::rS) • CUSTORTN o" 
'MTURB 
[OCL_1=1]' COMPORTN 6211E-02 on .004 .422 ·B.9B4E-o2 .214 
'MTUAB 
[0CL_1=2)' COMPORTN 
-1.489E-02 OB3 ·.180 857 -.1n .148 
'MTURB 
(OCL_1=3J" COMPOATN 6 354E·02 062 1.031 .303 -5.764E-02 .185 
• MTUAB 
[OCL_1=4) • COMPOATN 
-.165 075 -2210 .028 -.312 -1.820E-02 
'MTURB 
(OCL 1=51' COMPORTN o" 
'MTURB 
(0CL_1=1]' SUPPOATN 
-.115 .087 ·1.317 .189 -.287 5 679E-02 
• MTURB 
(OCL_1:::2]' SUPPORTN 
.108 .076 1.424 .155 --4, 123E·02 257 
'MTURB 
[OCL_ 1 =3] · SUPPQRTN 4.377E-02 .085 670 .503 -8 475E-02 .172 
• MTURB 
[OCL_1=4]' SUPPOATN 5 643E-02 .075 .749 455 -9.180E-02 205 
• MTURB 
(0Cl_1 =5] • SUPPORTN o" 
"MTURB 
[OCL_I =- 1] • l TEAMOBJ • 5.461E·02 .lOB 505 .614 -.158 267 MTURB 
(OCL_J;2]'LTERMOBJ • 
.110 091 1.208 228 ·6935E·02 290 MTURB 
[OCL_ 1 =3] ' l TERMOBJ - 4.672E-02 094 497 619 -.138 232 MTURB 
(OCL_I =4] • l TEAMOBJ • 
.185 .105 1.566 .118 --4.192E-{12 372 M TU AB 
[OCL_I =5] • l TEAMOBJ • o" . MTURB 
(0CL_h·1]'1NTERFCN • 2.719E-02 .090 303 .762 -.149 204 MTURB 
(OCL_I =2] ' INTEAFCN • 
-.130 .110 -1.164 237 ·.347 8.620E-02 MTURB 
fOCL_1=3]'1NTEAFCN • 
.138 .093 1,487 .138 -4 451E-02 320 MTURB 
!OCL_ 1 =4] • INTERFCN • 
·.183 078 -2.353 019 ·.336 -2.999E-02 MTURB 
~~~=5]" INTERFCN' 
-2.944E·02 .085 ·.346 .729 -.197 .138 
a. This parameter IS set to zero bocause lt IS redundant 
Parameter Estimates for Environment, Market Orientation Components and 
Strategy Type: INDEX 
Parameter Esllmates: Marlull Oovelopment 
Dependent Variable: INDEPERF 
Parameter B StO. Error I Si 
Intercept ·.27U 1.408 ::~:~ [OCL_hl) -.294 1.970 
[OCL_1,2] 1.189 1.630 .729 
[OCL...l•3[ -.614 2.262 . 271 
{0CL_1=4) . 422 1.736 -.243 
[OCL_1=51 
"' CUSTOATN ·.386 .324 -1.190 
COMPORTN -.338 .148 -2.2n 
SUPPORTN .163 .178 913 
LTEAMOBJ 7.97BE-02 238 .335 
INTERFCN ,572 262 2.182 
[OCL_I=IJ 'CUSTOATN .751 503 1.491 
[OCL_1:2]' CUSTORTN 668 479 1.395 
[OCL_1>=3) 'CVSTOATN 1.058 553 1.914 
[OCL_1,4] 'CUSTOATN ·2.336E-02 427 ·055 
[OCL_I =5) ' CUSTORTN 
"" [OCL_I =I] ' COMPORTN 347 .220 1.573 
[OCL_1=2]' COMPORlN 
.179 317 .566 
[0CL_1=3] • COMPORTN 
.143 .196 .729 
{OCL_1:4]' COMPORTN 
,392 .268 1.461 
(0CL_1=5]' COMPORTN o" 
(0CL_I:::1]' SUPPORTN 6 430E-02 270 .238 
{0CL_1:::2]' SUPPORTN ·.155 288 ·.541 
(OCL_lc3]' SUPPORTN ·.178 231 -.770 
{OCL_I :::4] ' SUPPORTN 3 539E..o2 263 .125 
[OCL_ I =5] ' SUPPORTN 
"' (OCL_I=IJ'LTERMOBJ ·.573 .360 -1.590 
(OCL_I :2]' l TEAMOBJ 6.570E-02 386 .169 
(OCL_I c3] • l TEAMOBJ -.289 359 . 806 
(OCL_I c-4]' l TERMOBJ 3 071E·02 425 072 
]OCL_1 :5] • L TERMOBJ 
"' [OCL_l=:d)' INTERFCN -.471 390 ·1.206 
[OCL_ 1 =2]' INTEAFCN -1.036 447 -2.320 
[0Cl_1 :::3) " INTERFCN . 6JO 425 -1.482 
[OCL_1 :4] • INTEAFCN ·280 401 ·.699 
[OCL_1 c5]' INTEAFCN 
"' [OCL_l= I)' MDEV 202 443 455 
[OCL_1=2]' MDEV ·296 262 -1.128 
[OCL_1 =3] ' MOEV 7.798E-02 .517 .151 
[OCL_\:::4)' MOEV .123 .356 346 
[OCL_1 =5]' MOEV .144 434 331 
CUSTOATN' MOEV 9.776E·02 .106 .924 
COMPOATN ' MOEV 8.209E-02 047 1.730 
SUPPOATN' MDEV -2.074E-02 .055 -.375 
LTEAMOBJ' MDEV -1.535E.Q2 .on -.199 
INTEAFCN 'MOEV -.156 078 -1.988 
[OCL_I=IJ 'CUSTORTN 
·232 .159 -1.464 
'MOEV 
(QCL_ h2J ' CUSTOATN 
-.179 148 -1.211 
'MOEV 
(0CL_1:3]' CUSTOATN 
-.290 .168 -1.m 
'MOEV 
(0Cl_1:4]' CUSTOATN 8.169E-02 .144 .569 
'MOEV 
(OCL_I:S]' CUSTOATN o" 
. 
'MOEV 
(OCL_I,I]' COMPORTN 
·.109 069 -1.586 
'MOEV 
[OCL_l :::2] ' COMPOATN 
-4 306E-02 091 -475 
"MOEV 
(OCl_ h•31 ' COMPORTN 
-1.286E-02 061 ·.212 
'MOEV 
(OCL_l-=4] ' COMPORTN 
- 124 096 ·1 286 
'MDEV 
[OCL_ 1<:5] ' COMPORTN o" 
'MOEV 
[OCL_I" 1 I ' SUPPORTN 
·5.548E-03 os• ·.069 
'MDEV 
[OCL_1==2]' SUPPORTN 
-6.766E-03 086 -.078 
"MDEV 
[OCl_l =3] ' SUPPORTN 2.427E-02 
""' 
.354 
'MDEV 
(0Cl.__1:4J" SUPPORTN 
-5 370E-Q2 094 . 569 
'MOEV 
(OCl_l=SJ' SUPPORTN o" 
"MDEV 
[0Cl_1c1J'LTERMOW 208 110 1.889 
'MDEV 
[OCL_ 1 =2] • L TEA MOW 2.405E-02 .I 12 214 
"MDEV 
{OCL_ I =-3]' l TEAMOBJ 
a.398E-02 . 110 .766 
'MDEV 
j0CL_1 =4J • l TERMOBJ 
-4.735E-03 .136 ·005 
'MDEV 
{0Cl_1 :SJ · l TERMOBJ o" 
'MOEV 
{OCL_I: I I • INTEAFCN • 
. 116 .119 .982 MDEV 
IOCL_ 1 =2) ' INTERFCN " 309 .133 2.329 MDEV 
[0Cl_1=3J'INTEAFCN • 221 .126 1,749 MDEV 
j0C:L_1 =41 • INTERFCN ' 7.166E-02 .125 .575 MDEV 
I ~~1=5]'1NTEAFCN. o" 
a. ThiS paromotor IS sotto zoro bccauso 111s redundant 
95% Conlidonco lnlerval 
Low or Upper 
Bound Bound 
848 ~--~~ <4, 881 3.581 
.4S6 -2.017 4.396 
.786 -5.064 3836 
.aoa ·3.636 2.992 
235 -1.023 252 
.023 -.630 -4.597E-02 
362 ·.188 .514 
.738 ·.386 548 
030 S.625E-02 1.087 
.137 ·.239 1.741 
.164 -.274 1,610 
.056 ·2.922E.Q2 2.146 
956 ·.862 .816 
. 
.117 -8.691E.{)2 780 
.572 ·.443 802 
4S6 ·.242 .527 
.145 ·.136 920 
812 ·.468 .596 
.589 -.718 408 
442 ·.632 276 
.901 -.522 592 
.113 -1.281 136 
866 ·.698 829 
421 ·.995 417 
.942 ·.805 ... 
229 ·1.239 297 
.021 -1.915 -.158 
.139 -1.465 206 
485 -1.068 508 
.649 ·.669 1.073 
.260 -.812 220 
.880 -.939 1.095 
.730 -.577 823 
.741 -.709 997 
.356 -.110 306 
084 -1.122E-02 .175 
.708 -.129 8.796E.Q2 
842 -.167 .138 
048 ·.309 -1.683E-Q3 
144 ·544 7.987E-02 
227 -.470 .112 
085 ·.621 4.041E·02 
570 -201 .364 
.114 -.244 2.620E-02 
635 . 222 .135 
832 -.132 .106 
199 -.313 6 558E-02 
945 -.165 .153 
938 -.177 .163 
724 -.111 159 
.570 -.239 .132 
060 ·8 549E-03 425 
631 -.197 245 
444 -.132 300 
.972 • 273 264 
327 -.117 .349 
.020 4.802E-02 .570 
.081 ·2.749E-02 470 
566 ·.174 317 
Parameter Estimates for Environment, Market Orientation and Strategy Type: 
All Performance Modes 
Parameter Eallmates : Number of Local CompotUor3 
95% Conlidence Interval 
Lower Upper 
Dependent Variable Parameter B Std. Error I Sig Bound Bound 
1 Strategic Per1otrnance lntar~pl -.120 486 ·.257 .797 -!.035 .796 
[OCL_I:d]' MAAKETOR 270 .129 2.095 .037 1.S54E-02 .523 
[OCL_1=2]' MARKETOR 8.090E-02 .076 1.069 .286 -6.787E·02 .230 
[OCL_\=3]' MAAKETOA 245 083 2.932 .004 8.068E-02 .409 
[OCL_\::::4[" MAAKETOR 6.132E-02 102 604 546 -.138 .261 
[OCL_I :5] ' MARKETOR 
.114 .116 991 322 -.113 .342 
[OCL_I = 1] ' LOCOMP .135 .120 1.126 261 -.101 .371 
[OCL_I =2] ' LOCOMP 3.874E-03 037 .lOS 916 -6.854E-02 7.629E-02 
[OCL_I =3] ' LOCOMP 3.691E-02 067 552 582 -9.466E-02 .168 
[OCL_1=4]' LOCOMP -2.937E-02 049 -.596 5S2 -.126 6.754E·02 
[OCL_I =5] ' LOCOMP 1.006E-02 .094 .107 914 ·.174 .194 
[OCL_h:l] -.473 691 -.684 494 -1.833 .886 
[OCL_1::2] 287 568 .505 614 -.830 1.403 
[OCL_I=J] -.499 571 -.87~ 382 ·1.623 624 
[OCL_1=~] 8.431E-02 .586 .144 886 ·1.068 1.237 
[OCL_1=-5J 
"' MARKETOR 
"' LOCOMP 
"' [OCL_1~1J o MAAKETOA 
-4.019E-02 030 -1.351 17B -9.870E-02 1.832E-02 0 LOCOMP 
[QCL_1=2] 0 MAAKETOA 
·1.943E-03 OOB -.243 BOB -1.705E-02 1.376E-02 0 LOCOMP 
[OCL_1=3] 0 MAAKETOA 
-8.655E-03 017 -.504 .615 -4.242E-02 2.511E·02 
'LOCOMP 
[OCL_1:4]' MAAKETOA 5.460E-OJ 015 375 708 -2.315E-02 3.407E-02 
'LOCOMP 
[OCL_1:5] ' MAAKETOA 
-6.101E-03 024 ·.253 .801 -5.357E-02 4.137E-02 
o LOCOMP 
MAAKETOA ' LOCOMP 
"' Personal Pertormance Intercept -.220 41B -.526 .599 -1,042 802 
[OCL_1,. I]· MAAKETOA 339 116 2.931 004 .112 566 
[OCL_1:2]' MAAKETOA 
.125. 068 1.836 067 -8.B62E-OJ 258 
[OCL_1=-3J' MAAKETOA 226 075 3.014 003 7.860E-02 .373 
[OCL_1=4]' MAAKETOA 
.173 091 1.900 058 ·6.00tE-03 .353 
[OCL_I:S] ' MAAKETOA 
.181 .104 1.740 083 -2.343E-02 .395 
[OCL_1=1J' LOCOMP .178 .108 1.649 .lOO -3423E-02 .390 
[OCL_I=2]' LOCOMP 2.247E-02 033 679 497 -4.258E-02 8.752E-02 
[OCL_ b3]' LOCOMP t.204E-02 060 200 841 -.106 .130 
[OCL_l~]' LOCOMP 3.764E-02 044 850 396 -4.940E-02 .125 
[QCL_1=5] 'LOCOMP 9 831E·02 084 1.168 .243 -6 712E-02 264 
[OCL_1=1J -.623 621 -1.003 316 -1.844 .598 
[OCL_1=2] 259 510 508 612 -.744 1.262 
[OCL_1=3] -.138 513 -.269 ?BB -1.147 B71 
[OCL_h4] •,110 526 -.209 835 -1.145 .925 
[0Cl_1=5] 
"' MAAKETOA 
"' LOCOMP 
"' [OCL_1 = 1 J ' MAAKETOA 
-4.918E-02 027 ·1.840 .067 -.102 3 372E-03 
• LOCOMP 
[OCL_1 =2] ' MAAKETOA 
·5.342E-03 007 -.745 .457 -1.945E-02 8.765E-03 
'LOCOMP 
[OCL_1 =3] • MARKETOA 
-5 430E-03 015 •.352 725 -3.576E-02 2 490E-02 
'LOCOMP 
[OCL_1=4]' MAAKETOA 
-9461E-03 .013 -.724 .470 -3.516E-02 1.623E-02 
'LOCOMP 
[OCL_1 =5] o MAAKETOR 
-2.829E-02 .022 -1.305 .193 -7.092E-02 1.435E-02 
'LOCOMP 
MARKETOR' LOCOMP 
"' Commercial Pertormarce 1n1e1cept 291 .466 625 533 . 624 1.206 
[QCL_l=d]' MAAKETOR 237 .129 1.842 .068 -t.596E-02 490 
[QCL_1=2]' MARKETOA 4.906E-02 .076 648 .517 -9.970E-02 .198 
[OCL_I =3] ' MARKET OR 9.721E-02 063 1.164 245 --6.693E-Q2 261 
[QCL_1=4]' MAAKETOA 
.136 .102 1.336 182 ·6.399E-02 33S 
[OCL_1.:5j' MAAKETOA 3.300E-02 .115 294 .769 -.193 261 
[OCL_ hdj • LOC:OMP .121 .120 I 006 315 -.115 .357 
[OCL_1=2)' LOCOMP -9.064E-03 .037 ·.246 .806 -8.147E-02 6.335E-Q2 
{0CL_1,3]' LOCOMP 1.6BOE--02 .067 .251 .802 ·.115 .148 
[0CL_1=4J' LOCOMP 4.959E-02 049 1.006 .315 -4.730E-02 .146 
[OCL_ hSJ' LOCOMP ·1.661E-02 094 -.1n 959 -,201 .168 
[OCL_1=1] -.682 .691 -.958 .339 -2.022 697 
{OCL_1=2J 1.697E-02 568 030 976 -1,099 1.133 
!OCL_1=3J -.271 .571 -475 63S -1.394 952 
[OCL_1:4J -.478 .586 -.815 .416 -1.630 .675 
(OCL_1=5J 
"' MARKET OR 
"' LOCOMP 
"' 
. . 
(OCL_1=1J' MAAKETOR 
·3.651E-02 .030 -1.227 .221 -9.501E-02 2.199E-02 
'LOCOMP 
[OCL_1=2]' MAAKETOA 1 .2B2E-03 008 .160 B73 -1.442E-02 1.699E-02 
'LOCOMP 
[OCL_1=3]' MAAKETOR 
-2.502E-03 017 . 148 684 ·3.626E-02 3.126E-02 
'LOCOMP 
{QCL_1:4J 'MAAKETOA 
·1.527E-D2 .015 -1.050 294 --4.387E-02 1.333E-02 
'LOCOMP 
{OCL_l=S}' MARKETOA 1.059E-03 024 .044 965 -4.640E-02 4.852E-02 
'LOC:OMP 
MARKETOA • LOCOMP 
"' a. This pmame1cr1s set 10 zero beCause 1t !s redundanl 
Parameter Estimates for Environment, Market Orientation and Strategy Type: 
All Performance Modes 
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Parameter Estimates for Environment, Market Orientation and Strategy Type: 
All Performance Modes 
Parameter Estimates: Competitive Intensity 
95% Conllclence Interval 
Lower Upper 
Dependent Variable Parameter B Std. En01 I Sio. Bound Bound 
StrategiC PorlormancG Intercept 1.183 1.480 .799 425 -1.728 4.093 
[OCL_I=I}" MAAKETOA 
.951 .<54 2.093 . 037 5.771E-02 ..... 
[OCL_l =2] • MARKETOA 
.S.93SE-02 .228 ·.392 .695 -.538 .359 
[0CL_1 =3] • MAAKETOA 
-.181 .230 -.768 <31 -63<1 271 
[OCL_1=4J · MAAKETOA 
.529 ADS 1.305 .193 -.268 1.326 
[OCL_I =51" MAAKETOA 
. 155 .360 -.432 .666 -.863 .552 
[OCL_I=IJ -4 275 2.300 -1.B59 06< -8.797 2<7 
jOCL_1~2J -.455 1.766 -.258 797 -3.928 3.017 
[QCL_1=3} ·3.464E·02 1.740 -.020 
"" 
-3.455 3.366 
{0CL_1=4] ·2.723 2.021 -1.347 179 -6.698 1.251 
[OCL_1=5J ()' 
MARKETOA ()' 
[OCL_l:IJ'CI .823 <99 1.649 100 -.158 1.804 
[OCL_l =2] • Cl -.153 .308 -.498 619 -_758 .<52 
[OCL_ I =3)" Cl . 54< 286 ·1.903 058 -1.106 I.SISE-02 
(OCL_I =4] • Cl .398 .414 .962 .337 . 416 1.213 
[OCL_ 1=5)" Cl -.423 .411 -1.029 .30< -1.231 .385 
MAAKETOA ' Cl 8.621E-02 099 .874 383 -.108 280 
Cl ()' 
{QCL_h=l]' MARKETOA 
-.314 .161 -1.946 052 -.630 3.2BOE-03 
-c• 
(OCL_ 1=2]' MAAKETOA 
-4.147E-02 .122 -.341 733 •.280 .198 
"Cl 
(QCL_ 1 =.3] • MARKETOA 4.514E-02 .122 .371 .711 -.194 264 
"Cl 
{QCL_l=-4]' MAAKETOA 
. 214 .156 -1.373 .170 -.520 9.239E-02 
"Cl 
{QCL_1 =51 ' MARKETOR o' 
"Cl 
Personal Performance Intercept 1.517 1.316 1.153 250 -1.071 4,105 
[OCL_1=1]" MARKETOA 1.310 
"'' 
3.243 001 516 2.104 
(OCL_ 1 =2] ' MARKET OR 3.091E·02 203 .152 879 -.368 <30 
[OCL_ 1:3]" MARKETOA 
-.135 205 -.658 .511 -.537 268 
{OCL_ 1=4]' MAAKETOR 
.993 .360 2.755 .006 264 1.701 
]OCL_ 1=5]' MAAKETOA 
-266 .320 -.831 .407 -.895 .363 
(OCL_1=1J -6.011 2.045 -2_940 003 -10.031 -1.990 
(OCL_1=2] -1.067 1.570 -.679 .497 -4.154 2 021 
]OCL_1=3] -.342 1.547 -.221 .825 -3.383 2.699 
]OCL_1=4] -4.653 1.797 -2.589 .010 -8.187 -1.119 
]OCL_1=5J ()' 
MAAKETOA ()' 
fOCL_I=IJ"CI 1.198 ..... 2.700 007 .326 2.070 
]OCL_1 =2]' Cl -9_430E-02 .273 -.345 730 -.632 
'" (QCL_1 =3]' Cl -.503 254 -1.982 0<8 -1.003 -3.961E-03 
(OCL_ 1 =4] • Cl 921 .368 2.501 013 .197 1.645 
{OCL_l =51 • Cl -.413 365 -1.130 259 -1.131 .306 
MAAKETOR ' Cl .103 .088 1.169 2<3 -6.987E-02 275 
Cl ()' . 
{OCL_l=l]' MARKETOR 
-.422 .143 -2.945 .003 -.704 -.140 
"Cl 
{QCL_I =2] • MARKETOR 
-8. 159E-02 .108 -.755 .451 -.294 .131 
"Cl 
[QCL_ 1=3]' MAAKETOA 1.374E-02 108 127 899 -.199 226 
"Cl 
{OCL_ 1 =4] • MAAKETOA 
-368 .139 -2.653 008 -.640 -9.515E-02 
·et 
[OCL_I =5] • MAAKETOA o" 
. 
"Cl 
Commercial Parlormance lmercepl 297 1.463 203 .839 -2.579 3.173 
[OCL_Ic=IJ' MARKETOA 1.087 "9 2.423 016 205 1.970 
[QCL_ 1=2]' MAAKETOA 127 225 56< 573 -.316 570 
{OCL_1=3J' MARKETOA 
.146 227 643 .520 -.301 593 
{OCL_1=4J" MARKETOR 1.154 <00 2.881 .00< .366 1.941 
{QCL_1,5J' MAAKETOA 
.109 .356 .305 .760 -.590 808 
{QCL_!:I] ·3866 2.272 -1.711 088 -8.356 579 
{OCL_1=2J 
-"' 
1,745 ·.255 .799 -3876 2.987 
[OCL_1=3J -.316 1.719 -.184 .854 -3.695 3.064 
[OCL_1=4J -3.981 1.997 -1.993 .0<7 -7.908 -5.405E-02 
{QCL_I=SJ 0' . 
MAAKETOA 0' 
{QCL_I=IJ' Cl 1.027 <93 2.084 036 5 826E-02 1.997 
{0Cl_1=2]' Cl 152 30< 500 618 -.446 7<9 
[0CL_1:3J' Cl 2.287E-02 282 081 935 ·.532 578 
[OCL_1=4J ·Cl 1.140 <09 2.787 .006 336 1.945 
[OCL_1=5]' Cl ·9.650E-02 .<06 -.238 812 -.895 702 
MAAKETOA • Cl -8.442E-05 .097 -.001 .999 -.192 .192 
Cl ()' . . 
{OCL_1=1]" MAAKETOA 
-275 .159 -1.n1 .085 -.588 3.814E-02 
"Cl 
{OCL_1:2]' MARKETOA 
-2.847E-02 .120 -.237 813 -.265 208 
"Cl 
[QCL_1=3]' MAAKETOA 
-1.593E-02 .120 -.132 .895 -252 220 
"Cl 
[OCL_l=4]' MARKETOA 
-330 .154 -2.146 .033 ·.633 -2,766E-02 
-cl 
t~L_1=5J' MAAKETOA o" 
a. Th1s parameter 1s sal to zero becauso it 1s redundant. 
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Parameter Estimates for Environment, Market Orientation and Strategy Type: 
All Performance Modes 
P8rtlmeter Estimates: Mertl:et Turbulenca 
95% Confidence tnte.val 
lowO< Upper 
ns.n..ruMnt Variable Patameter B Std. Errcw I SiQ. Bouod Bound 
SuatagiC Performance ln!e:rcept -1.449 1.214 -1.194 233 -3.835 .937 
[OCL_l = 1 J ' MARKETOR 
"'' 
.421 .318 .751 -.693 961 
{OCL_1=2]' MARKETOR 
-.101 165 -.615 539 • 425 222 
iOCL_l ==3) • MARKETOR 
-.348 278 ·1.250 .212 ·.894 199 
[OCL_I=4]' MAAKETOR BOB 298 2.708 007 221 1.395 
[OCL_I "5) ' MAAKETOR 
.449 .311 1.445 .149 -.162 1.060 
[QCL_I,d) 1.451 2.048 .709 479 -2575 5.4n 
(OCL_1=2) 2.425 1.386 1.750 .081 ·.300 5149 
[OCL_1=3J 3.133 1.664 1.883 060 -.138 6.405 
[OCL_1=4J -1.090 1.599 ·.682 496 -4235 2.054 
[OCL_I=SJ ,. 
MARKETOA ,. 
MTUAB 347 .328 1.058 .291 -.298 .992 
[OCL_I=l)' MTUAB ·.405 .556 -.728 467 -1.497 688 
[OCL_ h:2)' MTURB -.571 375 -1.523 129 -1.309 .166 
[OCL_ 1=3)' MTUAB -.987 .458 -2,157 032 -1.888 -B.737E-02 
[OCL_1=4)' MTUAB 360 450 BOO 424 -.524 1.244 
[OCL_I=S} • MTIJRB ,. 
MARKETOR ' MTURB ·9.038E-02 ,083 ·1.092 .275 -.253 7.232E-02 
[OCL_I-:1)' MAAKETOR 9.435E-02 .140 674 501 -.181 370 
'MTUAB 
[OCL_1=2]' MARKETOR 140 094 1.466 136 -4.516E-02 324 
• MTUAB 
[OCL_1=3J' MAAKETOR 
.256 .114 2.249 025 3 219E-02 .480 
"MTUAB 
[0CL_1=4J' MARKETOR 
-.123 .120 -1.024 .306 -.360 113 
'MTURB 
[OCL_l=SJ' MARKETOR o" 
. 
• MTURB 
Personal Per!Ofnlanco lntorcopl 506 1099 460 .646 -1.656 2.687 
[OCL_1=1J • MAAKETOR 
.288 .361 757 450 -.461 1.037 
[OCL_l =2] • MARKETOR 
. 108 .149 .727 , .. -.185 .401 
]OCL_\ :3] ' MARKETOR 
-9.494E-02 252 ~ Jn 706 ·.590 .400 
[OCL_ 1 =4] • MARKETOR 
.365 270 1.351 177 ·.166 896 
[OCL_ 1 =5}" MARKETOR 
·5 19\E-02 282 -.184 854 ·.605 502 
[OCL_1=1[ -.930 1.855 ·.502 616 -45n 2.716 
[OCL_\::=2[ ·.509 1.255 -.406 685 -2.9n 1.958 
[OCL_I=3] .330 1.507 219 827 ·2 633 3294 
[OCL_1=4J -1.469 1.449 -1.014 311 -4 317 1.379 
[OCL_1:5[ ,. 
. 
MAAKETOR ,. . 
MTUAB -.104 297 ·.351 726 ·.S89 480 
[OCL_L=lj • MTURB 110 ,503 219 827 -.879 1.100 
[OCL_I =2[ • MTURB .156 340 .458 647 -.512 823 
(OCL_ 1 =3[ • MTURB -241 415 ·.580 562 -1.056 575 
[OCL_1=4J • MTURB .353 .407 866 367 • 448 1.153 
[OCL_I =5] • MTURB ,. 
MARKETOR • MTURB 3636E-02 .075 485 .,, -.111 .184 
[OCL_1 = 1 J • MARKETOR 
-5.753E-02 .127 -.454 650 -.307 .192 
• MTURB 
[OCL_\;:..2]" MARKETOR 
-4.1BOE-02 085 -491 624 -209 126 
• MTURB 
[0CL_1=3J • MARKETOR 5.443E-02 .103 .527 598 -.149 257 
• MTUAB 
[OCL_1=4J • MARKETOA 
·.lOB .109 -.995 321 -.323 .106 
• MTUAB 
[OCL_1=5J • MARKETOR a• 
• MTURB 
Commarclal Performance Intercept -3009 1.202 -2.503 .013 -5 373 ·.645 
[OCL_1=1]" MARKETOR 
-,241 417 -.578 564 ·1.060 578 
[OCL_1=2J' MARKETOR 
-6 784E-02 .163 -.416 677 ·.386 253 
[OCL_1=3j · MARKETOR 
·.300 275 -1.089 277 . 842 241 
[OCL_ 1 =4J • MARKETOR 
.764 296 2.652 008 20J 1365 
[OCL_ bSJ • MARKETOR 880 JOB 2.859 004 275 1.486 
(OCL_1=1J 4.543 2.028 2.240 026 555 8.531 
[OCL_1=2] 3 593 1_373 2.618 006 894 6292 
(OCL_1=3] 4.570 1.648 2.773 ,006 1.329 7.811 
[OCL_1=4J .590 1584 .372 .710 -2.525 3.705 
[OCL_1=5] ,. 
MARKET OR ,. . 
MTURB 869 325 2.67oi 008 230 1.508 
[0CL_1=1J" MTURB ·1.297 .550 -2.357 .019 -2.379 -.215 
[QCL_1=2J" MTURB ·.959 372 -2.582 010 -1.690 ·.229 
[OCL_\::3]" MTURB -1.303 454 -2.873 .004 -2.195 -.411 
[OCL_ h:4] • MTURB -.124 445 -.278 .781 -\_000 752 
[OCL_1=5] • MTUAB ,. 
MARKETOR • MTURB . 225 .082 -2.740 ,006 ·.386 -6.341E-02 
[OCL_1=1] • MARKETOA 
,325 ,139 2.340 020 5.193E-02 .597 
'MTURB 
[OCL_1=2] • MARKETOR 258 093 2.n3 006 7_510E-02 441 
'MTURB 
[OCL_1=3J. MARKETOA 
.338 .113 2.996 003 .116 ,560 
'MTURB 
(0CL_1=-4] • MARKETOA 8_736E-o3 .119 .073 942 ·226 243 
"MTURB 
~~~~~~5[ ' MAAKETOR o" 
a nus paramo1or Is so11o zmo because 111s redundant 
Parameter Estimates for Environment, Market Orientation and Strategy Type: 
All Performance Modes 
Parameter Estlmete11: local Market Conditions 
95% Conlidence Interval 
Lower Upper 
Deoendent Variable Parameter 8 Std. Error 1 Sia. Bound Bound 
1 :strategic Per1ormance Intercept un 1. 71 1.005 .316 ·I. 126 3.479 
[0Cl_1=1]" MAAKETOR 
·.171 .330 -.519 .604 -.819 .477 
[OCL_I =2] • MAAKETOR 6.111E-02 .245 .250 803 ·.420 .542 
[OCL_I=JJ • MAAKETOR 257 202 1.274 2a3 -.140 654 
[OCL_I=ll} • MARKETOA 
.552 250 2.207 a2B 6.014E-02 1.043 
[OCL_1=5J' MAAKETOR 
-.172 294 -.584 .580 -.750 406 
[OCL_1=1] -2.514E-02 1.747 -.014 .989 ·3.459 3.409 
[OCL_1=2] -.839 1.556 -.539 590 -3.898 2.220 
[OCL_1=3] -1.681 1.404 -1.197 .232 -4.443 1.080 
[OCL_\:4] 
·2.897 1.462 -1.982 .048 -s.nt -2.329E-02 
[0CL_1=5[ 
"" MARKETOA 
"" LMC ·.429 .348 -1.232 .219 -1.113 256 
[OCL_I:IJ' LMC 7.594E-02 .480 .156 874 -.869 1.021 
[0CL_1=2)' LMC .376 485 809 419 •.538 1.291 
[OCL_l~j· LMC .409 .415 .986 .325 •.407 1.225 
[OCL_1=4J • LMC 944 .449 2.103 .036 6 160E-02 1.827 
(OCL_1::::5}' LMC 
"" MAAKETOR ' LMC 9.132E-02 .087 1.046 .296 -8029E-02 263 
[OCL_ hl)' MAAKETOFI 
-9.313E-03 .121 -.077 .938 -.246 228 
"LMC 
(OCL_1=2] ' MARKETOR 
·B.593E-02 113 -.759 448 •.309 .137 
"LMC 
(OCL_ 1 .::3) ' MARKETOA 
-9.819E-02 .105 -.936 .35a -.304 .108 
'LMC 
(OCL_1"'4J' MAAKETOR 
-.245 .119 ·2.060 040 -.478 -1.115E-02 
'LMC 
[OCL_ 1 =5] • MAAKETOR a· 
. 
'LMC 
' 
Personal Performance lntSI'Cilpl 2.790 1.046 2.687 008 .733 4.848 
[OCL_1=1)' MAAKETOA 
-.306 294 -1.038 300 -.885 273 
[OCL_ 1=2] • MARKETOR 
-8.312E-02 218 -.381 .704 -.513 .348 
[OCL_I=-3)' MAAKETOA 
.189 .180 1.049 295 -.165 .544 
[OCL_ 1.:4] ' MAAKETOR 
.52a 223 2.329 02a B.IOIE-02 .959 
(OCL_ I =5} • MAAKETOA 
-.582 263 ·2.217 027 -1.099 -6 599E-02 
(OCL_1=1J -1.065 1.560 -.682 495 -4.132 2003 
[OCL_1=2] -1.726 1.390 -1.242 215 -4 458 1.007 
[OCL_1=3] -2.959 1.255 -2.359 a19 -5.426 . 493 
[OCL_1::4] -4.278 1.306 -32n 001 -6.846 -1.711 
[OCL_ 1=5] 
"" 
. 
MARKETOA 
"" LMC ·.853 311 -2.742 006 -1.464 -.241 
[OCL_ bd] • LMC 315 .429 733 484 -.529 1.158 
[QCL_ 1 =2] " LMC 554 .415 1.335 .18:3 -.262 1.:371 
[OCL_l =3] • LMC .791 .371 2.133 034 6 1B1E-02 1.519 
[OCL_1.::4] • LMC 1.309 .401 3263 .001 52 a 2.097 
[0CL_1=5] • LMC 
"" MAAKETOA • LMC 212 a78 2.723 .007 5.901E-02 .3S6 
[0CL_1=1] • MARKETOA 
-8.326E-02 .108 -.nJ 44a -.295 .128 
"LMC 
[OCL_1=2]" MAAKETOA 
--152 .101 -1.503 . 134 -.351 4.684E-02 
"LMC 
[0CL_1:3]" MARJ<:ETOR 
-202 .094 -2.158 032 -.386 -1.795E-02 
"LMC 
[QCL_ 1 =4] • MARKET OR 
-.345 .106 -3253 .001 -553 -.136 
"LMC 
[OCL_1=5] • MAAKETOA a" 
"LMC 
Commercial Per!Ofmance Intercept 1.036 1.164 .891 .374 -1.252 3.325 
[OCL_I =I] • MAAKETOA 
-J.OJSE-02 328 -.093 .926 -.674 614 
[OCL_I =2] • MARKETOA 
.193 243 .792 .429 -.285 .670 
[OCL_I=3] "MAAKETOR 9.149E-02 2a1 456 849 -.303 .486 
[OCL_1=4] • MAAKETOA 519 249 2.089 a37 3.064E-02 1.008 
[OCL_1=5] • MAAKETOR 
-,107 292 -.368 .713 -.682 467 
[OCL_1=1] -.233 1.736 -.135 893 -3.646 3.179 
[OCL_1=2] -1.288 1.548 -.833 405 -4,328 L752 
[OCL_1=3] -.814 1.396 -.583 580 -3.558 1.931 
[OCL_1=4J -2.543 1.453 -1.750 a81 -5.399 .314 
[OCL_1:5] ,. 
MAAKETOA 
"" 
. 
LMC -.285 346 -824 410 -.965 .395 
[OCL_1,1] • LMC 5.334E-02 m .112 .911 -.885 .992 
[OCL_1 =2] • LMC 441 482 .955 .34a -.467 L350 
[0CL_1 ==3] " LMC 221 412 .536 592 -.590 1.032 
[OCL_1=4]" LMC 808 446 1.806 an -7. T48E-02 1.683 
[OCL_1 =5] • LMC 
"" MARKETOA • LMC 5 372E-02 087 ,619 .538 -.117 224 
[OCL_1=1]" MAAKETOA 
-1.0\0E-02 .120 -,064 933 -.246 225 
"LMC 
[OCL_1=2]" MARKETOA 
-9.424E-02 .113 -.837 •a3 -,3\5 127 
"LMC 
[OCL_1=3] "MARKETOR 
-4.969E-02 104 -.4n 634 ·.255 155 
"LMC 
[OCL_l =4] • MARKETOR 
-.205 118 -1.738 .083 -.437 2.697E-02 
"LMC 
~~ 1 ::::.5] • MAAKETOR a 
a Th!s parameter IS set to zero because ltrs redundant 
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Parameter Estimates for Environment, Market Orientation and Strategy Type: 
All Performance Modes 
Parameter Estimates: Market Development 
95% Conlidenco lnlorval 
Lowe< Uppor I Dcoendent Variable Parameter B Stcl. Error I SiQ. Bound Bouod 
1 ~llategtc Por1ormance Intercept -.754 1.2 5 -.621 .535 -3,\Q.,, 1.635 
(OCL_I=I]' MARKETOR 
-1.680E-02 .312 -.054 .957 -.630 .596 
(OCL_1=2J • MAAKETOA 
•.213 206 -1.032 .303 -.619 .193 
[0CL_1=3]' MARKETOA 
-.438 286 -1.533 .126 -1.000 .124 
[OCL_\=4]' MARKETOA 224 .359 .825 532 -.481 930 
[OCL_t =5] ' MAAKETOA 
.182 301 606 .545 -.409 .m 
[OCL_l=IJ 944 1.763 .536 .593 -2.522 4.410 
(OCL_I=2] 1.654 1.486 1.112 267 -1.271 4.579 
[OCL_I=3J 2.735 1.663 1.645 .101 -.535 6.006 
[OCL_1=4] -.215 1.732 -.124 .901 ·3.620 3.191 
(QCL_I:5( 
"' MARKETOA 
"' MDEV 196 369 532 .595 -.529 922 
[0Cl_1=1]' MOEV -.296 570 -.520 .604 -1.417 .824 
!0Cl_1=2]' MDEV -.414 455 -.910 .363 -1.308 460 
[OCL_I =3] ' MOEV ·.960 604 -1.905 .058 ·1.951 3.098E-02 
(0CL_1=4]' MDEV .118 .567 208 635 -.998 1.234 
(QCL_l :oS] ' MDEV 
"' 
. 
MARKETOR 'MDEV -2.444E..o2 091 -.269 .788 ·.203 .154 
{OCL_l=l]' MARKETOR 7.008E-Q2 .139 .502 .616 . 204 .344 
'MDEV 
[QCL_ 1 =2] ' MAAKETOR 
.110 .111 .987 .324 -.109 .328 
'MDEV 
[OCL_l :.3] ' MAAKETOR 226 .125 1.604 .on -2.031E-02 m 
"MDEV 
[OCL_I :.4] ' MAAKETOR 
-3 414E-02 .154 -222 .824 -.336 .268 
"MDEV 
[OCL_ I =5] ' MAAKETOR o" 
'MDEV 
Personal Por1ormance ln1ercept -.629 1.123 -.560 .576 ·2.838 1.579 
[OCL_ I= I] ' MAAKETOR 9157E·02 288 .318 .751 -.475 658 
[QCL_ 1 :2] ' MARKETOR 
-7.068E-02 .191 -.371 . 711 ...... .304 
[OCL_ 1 :.3] ' MARKET OR 
-.113 264 -427 .669 -.632 407 
[QCL_ 1 :A] ' MARKETOR 
.372 332 1.121 263 -.280 1.024 
[QCL_1=5]' MARKETOA 219 278 .789 431 -.327 .766 
[OCL_l=l] 597 1.630 367 .714 -2.607 3801 
[0C:L_1=2] 1.338 1.375 973 .331 -1.367 4042 
[OCL_1=.J] 1.614 1.538 1.049 295 -1.410 4 637 
[OCL_1=4J -.399 1.601 -249 803 -3548 2.749 
[OCL_\=5] 
"' MARKET OR 
"' MDEV 221 341 646 518 -.450 691 
[0Cl_1=1]" MDEV -294 .527 -559 .577 -1.330 .742 
[OCL_I-=2] • MOEV -.394 420 -.937 .349 -1.220 433 
[OCL_I:.J]' MOEV -.632 .... -1.357 .176 -1.548 284 
[QCL_1=4]' MDEV 9.681E-o2 .525 .188 .651 . 932 1.130 
[OCL_ 1=5]' MDEV 
"" MARKETOR' MDEV -3.878E-02 084 -.461 645 ·.204 .126 
[OC:L_I = 1] ' MARKETOR 6.530E-02 .129 506 613 -.188 319 
"MDEV 
[OCL_1=2]' MAAKETOR 9.035E·02 .103 881 379 -.111 292 
'MDEV 
[OCL_1=3J' MARKETOR 
.140 .116 1.212 226 -8.720E-Q2 .367 
'MDEV 
]OCL_1=4J' MARKETOR 
-4.952E-02 .142 -.348 .728 -.329 230 
'MDEV 
[0CL_1=5]' MAAKETOR o" 
'MDEV 
Commercial Perlormanco lntnrt:epl -215 1.230 -.175 861 -2.633 2203 
[OCL_h 1]' MARKETOR 190 .315 602 .547 -.430 810 
[OCL_l-=2] ' MAAKETOR 6 360E-02 209 .305 .761 ·.347 474 
[OCL_ 1 =3] • MAAKETOR 
·.167 269 -.578 563 -.736 401 
[0Cl_1=4]' MARKETOR 7.502E-02 363 207 .636 -639 .769 
[OCL_1 =SJ • MAAKETOR 9 311E·02 .304 .306 .760 -.505 691 
[OCL_1=1] ·223 1.784 -.125 901 -3.730 3.285 
[OCL_1=2] ·6.344E-02 1.506 ·.042 966 -3.024 2.897 
[QCL_I=-3] 1.229 1.683 .730 466 ·2.080 4.539 
[OCL_\:.4] 1.632E-02 1.753 009 993 -3.430 3.463 
(QCL_1o5) 
"' MARKETOR ()o 
MDEV .125 .374 .333 .739 -.610 859 
[OCL_1=1J 'MDEV 5.390E-02 577 093 926 -1.080 1.188 
[OCL_1 ==2] ' MDEV 6.012E-02 460 131 896 -.845 965 
[OCL_ I =3] ' MDEV -.409 510 -.802 423 -1.412 594 
[OCL_ 1=4]' MDEV -1.983E-02 574 -.035 .972 -1.149 1.109 
[OCL_I=SJ' MOEV 
"" MARKETOR ' MOEV -1.363E-02 .092 -148 882 -.195 .167 
[OCL_1=1]' MARKETOA 
-1.87\E-02 .141 -.133 .895 -.296 259 
'MDEV 
[OCL_1=2]' MAAKETOR 5217E-03 .112 046 .963 -.216 226 
'MDEV 
f0CL_1 =-3] ' MARKETOA 9.1\SE-02 .127 .720 .m -.158 340 
"MDEV 
(OCL_I :4] ' MARKETOR 4.212E-03 .156 027 978 -302 .310 
'MOEV 
!~~~=51 ' MARKETOR o' 
o. This pruametor Is S(lt 10 zero because it IS rodundant 
Parameter Estimates for Environment, Market Orientation Components and 
Strategy Type: All Performance Modes 
Parameter Estimates: Number of Local Competitors 
95% Confidence Interval 
Lower Upper 
Deoendent Variable Parameter B Std. Error t Sia. Bound Bound 
Strategic Performance Intercept .538 .630 .853 .394 -.702 1.778 
[OCL_1=1] -.701 .878 -.798 .425 -2.427 1.026 
[OCU=2] .103 .753 .136 .892 -1.379 1.585 
(OCL_1=3] ·2.047 .872 -2348 .019 -3.763 -.332 
(OCL_1=4] ·.927 .771 -1.202 .230 ·2.444 .590 
[OCU=5] oa 
[QCL_1=1]. CUSTORTN -9.563E-02 173 ·.551 .582 -.437 .246 
(OCL_1 =2] " CUSTORTN ·.241 .158 -1.524 .128 ·551 6.994E·02 
[QCL_1 =3] " CUSTORTN .131 .131 .999 .318 -.127 .389 
[QCL_1 =4] " CUSTORTN ·5.802E·02 .119 ·.488 .626 ·.292 .176 
(OCL_1=5]" CUSTORTN ·.235 140 -1.670 .096 ·.511 4.167E·02 
(OCL_1=1]" COMPORTN 
·5.770E·02 .083 ·.693 .489 ·.221 .106 
(OCL_1 =2] " COMPORTN 1.417E-02 .098 .145 .885 -.178 .207 
[OCL_1 =3] " COMPORTN 4.190E·02 .065 .649 .517 -8.511E·02 .169 
(QCL_1=4]" COMPORTN 
·3.328E·02 .080 ·.418 .676 -.190 .123 
(QCL_1=5] "COMPORTN 
·8.997E·02 .078 -1150 .251 ·.244 6.391E·02 
(QCL_1=1] "SUPPORTN .136 .113 1.200 .231 ·8.662E-02 .358 
(QCL_1 =2]" SUPPORTN ·3.971E·04 .089 ·.004 .996 ·.175 .174 
[OCL_1=3] "SUPPORTN 1.034E-02 .059 .175 .861 ·.105 .126 
[QCL_1=4] "SUPPORTN 8.932E·02 .072 1.235 .218 -5.297E·02 .232 
[OCL_1 =5] " SUPPORTN .190 .091 2.094 .037 1.149E-02 .368 
[QCL_1=1] "LTERMOSU .257 .131 1.960 .051 -9.629E·04 .516 
[QCL_1=2] "LTERMOSU .157 .140 1.122 .263 -.119 .433 
[QCL_1 =3] " L TERM08U 1.824E-02 .087 .209 .834 ·.153 .190 
(OCL_1=4J • LTERMOSU ·.144 .103 ·1.397 .163 ·.348 5.898E-02 
[OCL_1=5] • LTERM08U 5.364E-02 .101 .531 .595 ·.145 .252 
[OCL_1=1] "INTERFCN ·6.322E·02 .133 -.476 .634 ·.324 .198 
[OCL_1=2] • INTERFCN 5.147E·02 .154 333 .739 ·.252 .355 
(QCL_1=3] " INTERFCN .224 .124 1.798 .073 -2.097E·02 .468 
(QCL_1 =4] " INTERFCN .263 .121 2.180 .030 2.576E·02 .500 
[OCL_1=5] " INTERFCN 6.356E-02 .136 .466 .641 ·.204 332 
(QCL_1=1] "LOCOMP .153 .165 .928 .354 -.172 .478 
(QCL_1=2] "LOCOMP ·9.664E·02 .083 -1158 .247 ·.261 6.743E·02 
[OCL_1=3] "LOCOMP 201 .139 1.453 .147 -7.120E-02 474 
(QCL_1=4]" LOCOMP ·1.113E·02 .073 -.152 .880 ·.156 .133 
(QCL_1=5]" LOCOMP -4.441E·02 .121 ·.368 .713 -.282 .193 
CUSTORTN oa 
. 
COMPORTN oa 
SUPPORTN 0' 
LTERMOSU oa 
INTERFCN 0' 
LOCOMP 0' 
INTERFCN • LOCOMP 1178E·02 .028 .418 .676 -4.370E·02 6.726E·02 
L TERMOSU " LOCOMP 1.212E-02 .025 .492 .623 ·3.636E·02 6.060E-02 
SUPPORTN " LOCOMP ·1.835E·02 .Q18 -1.009 .314 -5.410E·02 1.741 E·02 
COMPORTN • LOCOMP B.B14E-03 .014 .625 .532 ·1.891E·02 3.654E-02 
CUSTORTN • LOCOMP ·9.854E·03 .033 -297 .766 -7.505E·02 5.534E-02 
(OCL_1=1]" CUSTORTN 
-7.050E-03 .048 ·.147 .883 ·.102 8.742E·02 
"LOCOMP 
(OCL_1 =2] " CUSTORTN 5.845E-02 .056 1.053 .293 ·5.077E·02 168 
"LOCOMP 
(OCL_1 =3] " CUSTORTN 
·3.149E·02 .042 -.749 .454 ·.114 5.120E-02 
"LOCOMP 
(OCL_1 =4] " CUSTORTN 5.497E·02 .040 1.370 .172 ·2.395E·02 .134 
"LOCOMP 
[OCL_1 =5] " CUSTORTN 0 a 
"LOCOMP 
[OCL_1=1]" COMPORTN 
-5.721E-03 .019 -.305 .760 -4257E-02 3.112E-02 
"LOCOMP 
(QCL_1=2]" COMPORTN 
-4.926E-03 .033 -.151 .880 -6.907E-02 5.922E-02 
"LOCOMP 
(OCL_1 =3] " COMPORTN 
-2.157E-02 .023 ·.956 .340 -6.593E-02 2.279E-02 
"LOCOMP 
(QCL_1=4] • COMPORTN 
-2.635E-02 .024 ·1.113 .266 -7.291E·02 2.021E-02 
"LOCOMP 
(QCL_1=5] • COMPORTN 0 a 
"LOCOMP 
(QCL_1=1] • SUPPORTN 3.309E·03 .031 .107 .915 -5.759E-02 6.420E-02 
"LOCOMP 
(QCL_1=2]" SUPPORTN 
-2.764E-03 .030 -.093 .926 -6097E-02 5.545E-02 
"LOCOMP 
~~~~~~;J"SUPPORTN 2.081E·02 .024 .862 .389 -2.66BE-02 6.830E-02 
-------
Parameter Estimates for Environment, Market Orientation Components and 
Strategy Type: All Performance Modes 
Parameter Estimates: Number of Local Competitors 
95% Confidence Interval 
Lower Upper 
Dependent Variable Parameter B Std. Error I SiQ. Bound Bound 
Strategic Performance [QCL_I =4[ 0 SUPPORTN 1.B54Eo02 .021 .863 .389 -2.372E·02 6.079E·02 0 LOCOMP 
[OCL_1=5) 0 SUPPORTN 0 ' OLOCOMP 
[QCL_1=1[ 0 LTERMOBJ 
·1.707E·02 .037 ·.462 .644 -8.971E·02 5.556E·02 0 LOCOMP 
[QCL_1=2) 0 LTERMOBJ 
-1.918E-02 .041 ·.463 .643 ·.101 6226E-02 0 LOCOMP 
)QCL_1=3) 0 LTERMOBJ 5.890E·04 .033 .018 .986 ·6.527E-02 6.644E·02 0 LOCOMP 
(QCL_1=4) 0 LTERMOBJ 2.035E·03 .029 .070 .945 -5.552E-02 5.959E·02 OLOCOMP 
(QCL_1=5) 0 LTERMOBJ 0 ' OLOCOMP 
(QCL_1=1) 0 INTERFCN ° 
·2.072E-02 .037 ·.556 579 -9.406E·02 5.262E-02 LOCOMP 
(QCL_1=2) 0 INTERFCN °0 
·1.892E-02 .052 ·.361 .718 ·.122 8.404E·02 LOCOMP 
(QCL_1=3) 0 INTERFCN ° 
·2.045E·02 .041 -.502 .616 -.101 5.966E·02 LOCOMP 
(QCL_1=4) OINTERFCN ° 
·5.261E-02 .034 ·1.537 .125 -.120 1.473E·02 LOCOMP 
(QCL 1=5) 0 INTERFCN ° 0 ' LOCO MP 
4-4-
Parameter Estimates for Environment, Market Orientation Components and 
Strategy Type: All Performance Modes 
Parameter Estimates: Number of local Competitors 
95% Confidence Interval 
Lower Upper 
Dependent Variable Parameter B Std. Error t Sig. Bound Bound 
Personal Pertormance Intercept -.326 .561 -.582 .561 -1.430 .777 
[OCL_1=11 ·.401 .781 ·.514 .608 -1.938 1.135 
[QCL_1=2[ .375 .670 .559 .577 -.944 1.693 
[QCL_1=31 -.626 .776 ·.807 .420 -2.152 .900 
[QCL_1=41 ·.396 .686 -577 .564 -1.745 .954 
[QCL_1=51 0" 
[QCL_1=11 "CUSTORTN -9.896E-03 .154 -.064 .949 -.313 .294 
[QCL_1 =21 • CUSTORTN 3.504E-02 .141 .249 .803 -.241 .311 
[QCL_1 =31 • CUSTORTN 4.500E-02 .117 .385 .700 -.185 .275 
[QCL_ 1 =41 • CUSTORTN -1.512E-02 .106 -.143 .886 -.223 .193 
[QCL_1=51 • CUSTORTN -.108 .125 -.865 .388 -.354 .138 
[QCL_1=11 • COMPORTN 
·4.156E-02 .074 -.561 .575 -.187 .104 
[QCL_ 1 =21 " COMPORTN 
-1.672E-02 .087 -.192 .848 -.188 .155 
[QCL_1 =31 • COMPORTN 5.150E-02 .057 .896 .371 -6.151E-02 .165 
[QCL_1 =41 • COMPORTN 8252E-02 .071 1.166 .244 -5.664E-02 = 
[QCL_1 =51 • COMPORTN 
-4.030E·02 .070 -.579 .563 -.177 9.660E·02 
[OCL_1 =1 I · SUPPORTN 8.854E-02 .100 .881 .379 -.109 286 
[QCL_1 =21 • SUPPORTN 1.246E-02 .079 .158 .875 -.143 .168 
[QCL_1 =31 • SUPPORTN -2.489E-02 .052 -.475 .635 -.128 7.816E-Q2 
[QCL_1 =41 • SUPPORTN ·6.149E-02 .064 -.955 .340 -.188 6.511E-02 
[QCL_1 =51 • SUPPORTN .117 .081 1.448 .149 -4.200E-02 .275 
[QCL_1=11 • LTERMOBJ 2.413E-02 .117 .207 .836 -.206 .254 
[QCL_1 =21 • L TERMOBJ 8.572E-02 .125 .687 .493 -.160 .331 
[QCL_1 =31 • L TERMOBJ 8.715E-02 .078 1.123 .262 -6.544E-02 .240 
[QCL_1=41 • LTERMOBJ 7.466E-03 .092 .081 .935 -.174 .188 
[QCL_1=51 • LTERMOBJ 2.711E-02 .090 .302 .763 -150 .204 
[QCL_1=11 • INTERFCN .224 .118 1.897 .059 -8.269E-03 .456 
[QCL_1 =21 • INTERFCN -5.836E-04 .137 ·.004 .997 -.271 .270 
[QCL_1 =31 • INTERFCN 181 .111 1.639 .102 -3.623E-02 .399 
[QCL_1 =41 • INTERFCN .219 .107 2.041 .042 8.007E-03 .430 
[QCL_1 =51 • INTERFCN 206 .121 1.701 .090 -3.229E-02 .445 
[QCL_1=11 • LOCOMP .113 .147 .771 441 ·.176 .403 
[QCL_1 =21 • LOCO MP ·5.701E-03 .074 ·.077 .939 -.152 .140 
[QCL_1=31 • LOCOMP 4 194E-02 .123 .340 .734 -.201 .284 
[QCL_1=41 • LOCOMP 1.753E·02 .065 .268 .789 -.111 146 
[OCL_1=51 • LOCOMP 8.725E-02 .107 .812 .417 -.124 .299 
CUSTORTN oa 
COMPORTN oa 
SUPPORTN oa 
LTERMOBJ 0" 
INTERFCN oa 
LOCOMP 0" 
INTERFCN • LOCOMP 7.453E·03 .025 .297 .767 ·4.190E-02 5.681E·02 
L TERMOBJ • LOCOMP ·1.287E-02 .022 -.587 558 ·5.600E-02 3.027E-02 
SUPPORTN • LOCOMP ·1.204E·02 016 ·.744 .457 ·4.385E·02 1.977E·02 
COMPORTN • LOCOMP -5.692E-03 .013 -.454 .650 ·3.036E-02 1.897E-02 
CUSTORTN • LOCOMP ·3.939E·03 029 -.134 .894 ·6.194E-02 5.406E·02 
[QCL_1 =1 I · CUSTORTN 6.969E-03 .043 163 .871 ·7.708E-02 9.102E-02 
• LOCOMP 
[QCL_1 =21 • CUSTORTN 3.093E-03 .049 .063 .950 ·9.407E-02 .100 
"LOCOMP 
[QCL_1 =31 • CUSTORTN 
·1.702E-03 .037 -.045 .964 ·7.527E-02 7.187E·02 
"LOCOMP 
[QCL_1 =41 • CUSTORTN 2.911E·02 .036 .815 .415 ·4.111E-02 9.932E·02 
"LOCOMP 
[QCL_1=51 • CUSTORTN 0 a 
"LOCOMP 
[QCL_1=11 • COMPORTN 
·3.867E·03 .017 -.232 .817 ·3.665E·02 2.891E·02 
• LOCOMP 
[QCL_ 1 =21 • COMPORTN 1.322E·04 .029 .005 .996 ·5.694E-02 5.720E-02 
• LOCOMP 
[QCL_1 =31 • COMPORTN 7 010E·03 .020 .349 .727 -3.246E-02 4.848E·02 
"LOCOMP 
[QCL_1=41 • COMPORTN 
-2.883E-02 .021 -1.369 .172 ·7.026E-02 1.259E-02 
"LOCOMP 
[QCL_1=51 • COMPORTN 0 a 
"LOCOMP 
[QCL_1=11 • SUPPORTN 2.848E·02 .028 1.034 .302 -2.570E·02 8.266E·02 
"LOCOMP 
[QCL_1 =21 • SUPPORTN 5.882E·03 .026 223 .823 ·4.591E-02 5 767E·02 
"LOCOMP 
[~~'r.~~J · SUPPORTN 1.118E·02 .021 .520 .603 ·3.107E-02 5.343E·02 
Parameter Estimates for Environment, Market Orientation Components and 
Strategy Type: All Performance Modes 
Parameter Estimates: Number or Local Competitors 
95% Confidence Interval 
Lower Upper 
Dependent Variable Parameter B Std. Error t Sig. Bound Bound 
Personal Performance [QCL_1-4] • SUPPORTN 2.207E·02 .019 1.155 .249 ·1.552E·02 5.966E·02 
• LOCOMP 
[QCL_1=5]" SUPPORTN a 
"LOCOMP 0 
[QCL_1=1]" LTERMOBJ 1.279E·02 .033 .389 .697 ·5.183E·02 7.742E·02 
"LOCOMP 
[QCL_1=2]" LTERMOBJ 1.025E-02 037 .278 .781 ·6.220E·02 8.271E·02 
"LOCOMP 
[QCL_1 =3] " L TERMOBJ 4.902E.Q3 .030 .165 .869 ·5.369E-02 6.349E-02 
"LOCOMP 
[OCL_ 1 =4] • L TERMOBJ 1.436E·02 .026 .552 .582 ·3.685E·02 6.557E·02 
"LOCOMP 
[QCL_1 =5] " L TERMOBJ a 
"LOCOMP 0 
[QCL_1=1]"1NTERFCN" 
·4.360E·02 .033 ·1.314 .190 ·.109 2.165E·02 LOCO MP 
[QCL_1 =2] " INTERFCN " 7.804E·03 .047 .168 .867 ·8.380E·02 9.941E·02 LOCO MP 
[QCL_1 =3] " INTERFCN " 
·6.527E·03 .036 ·.180 .857 -7.780E-02 6.475E-02 LOCOMP 
[QCL_1=4]"1NTERFCN" 
-1.539E-02 .030 -.505 .614 -7.530E-02 4.452E-02 LOCOMP 
[QCL_1=5]" INTERFCN" 0 a i (,(,()..,p. 
Parameter Estimates for Environment, Market Orientation Components and 
Strategy Type: All Performance Modes 
Parameter Estimates: Number of Local Competitors 
95% Confidence Interval 
Lower Upper 
Deoendent Variable Parameter B Std. Error t Sic. Bound Bound 
Commercial Performance Intercept .866 .633 t.368 . t72 -.379 2.110 
[OCL_1=11 -.994 .881 -1.128 .260 -2.726 .739 
[OCL_1=21 -.360 .756 ·.477 .634 -t.847 1.126 
[QCL_1=31 -1.074 .875 -1.227 .221 -2.795 .847 
[OCL_1=41 ·1.338 .774 -1.727 .085 -2.858 .186 
[OCL_1=51 o• 
[OCL_1=11 • CUSTORTN -5.316E-02 .174 -.305 .760 -.395 .289 
[QCL_1 =21 • CUSTORTN -.112 .159 -.708 .480 -.424 .200 
[OCL_1 =31 • CUSTORTN 3.417E-02 .132 .260 .795 ·.225 .293 
[OCL_1 =41 • CUSTORTN 5.033E·02 .119 .422 .674 ·.184 .285 
[OCL_1 =51 • CUSTORTN 4.093E-02 .141 .290 .772 -236 .318 
[OCL_1=11 • COMPORTN 
-4.925E-02 .084 -.590 .556 -.214 .115 
[OCL_1 =21 • COMPORTN 
-6.449E-02 .098 -.656 .512 -.258 .129 
[OCL_1 =31 • COMPORTN 1.213E-02 .065 .187 .852 -.115 .140 
[OCL_1 =4 I · COMPORTN 
-5.731E-02 .080 -.718 .473 -.214 9.963E-02 
[OCL_1 =51 • COMPORTN 
-.279 078 -3.555 .000 -.433 -.125 
[QCL_1=11 • SUPPORTN .113 .113 t.OOO .318 -.110 .336 
[OCL_1 =21 " SUPPORTN -5.312E-02 .089 -.597 .551 -.228 .122 
[QCL_1 =31 • SUPPORTN 9.757E-03 059 .165 .869 -.106 .126 
[QCL_1 =41 • SUPPORTN 7.552E·02 .073 1.040 .299 -6.725E-Q2 .218 
[OCL_1 =51 • SUPPORTN .268 .091 2.948 .003 8.920E-02 .447 
[OCL_1=11. LTERMOBJ .157 132 1.195 .233 -.102 .417 
[QCL_1 =21 • LTERMOBJ 2.814E-03 .141 .020 .984 -.274 .280 
[OCL_1 =31 • LTERMOBJ -t.031E·03 .087 -.012 .991 -.173 .171 
[QCL_1=41 • LTERMOBJ 1.774E-02 104 .171 .864 -.186 .222 
[QCL_1=51 • LTERMOBJ .127 .101 1.258 .209 -7.176E-02 .327 
[OCL_1=11 "INTERFCN 1.155E-02 .133 .087 .931 -.250 .273 
[OCL_1 =21 • INTERFCN .220 155 1.423 156 -8.432E-02 .525 
[OCL_1 =31 • INTERFCN 8.413E-02 .125 .675 .500 ·.161 .329 
[OCL_1=41 "INTERFCN 9.876E-02 121 .816 .415 -.139 .337 
[OCL_1 =51 • INTERFCN -.233 .137 -1.701 .090 -.501 3.639E-02 
[OCL_1=11 • LOCOMP .121 .166 .732 .465 ·.205 .448 
[OCL_1 =21 • LOCOMP ·.112 .084 -1.338 .182 -.277 5.284E-02 
[OCL_1 =31 • LOCOMP -3.960E-02 .139 -.285 .776 -313 .234 
[OCL_1 =4 I · LOCOMP 5.606E-02 .074 .761 .447 -8.689E-02 .201 
[OCL_1 =51 • LOCOMP -6.127E-02 .121 -.506 .613 -.300 .177 
CUSTORTN oa 
COMPORTN oa 
SUPPORTN oa 
LTERMOBJ oa 
INTERFCN oa 
LOCOMP oa 
INTERFCN • LOCOMP 3.824E-02 .028 1.351 .177 -1.742E-02 9.390E-02 
L TERMOBJ • LOCOMP -7.151E-03 .025 -.289 .773 -5.579E-02 4.149E-02 
SUPPORTN • LOCOMP -2.2t2E-02 .018 -1.213 .226 -5.799E·02 t.375E-02 
COMPORTN • LOCOMP 2.567E-02 .014 1.815 .070 -2.145E-03 5.348E-02 
CUSTORTN • LOCOMP -2.587E-02 .033 -778 437 -9.128E-02 3.954E-02 
[OCL_1=11 • CUSTORTN 1.181 E-02 .048 .245 807 -8297E-02 .107 
• LOCOMP 
[OCL_1 =21 • CUSTORTN 8.511E-02 .056 1.528 .128 -2.447E-02 .195 
• LOCOMP 
[OCL_ 1 =31 • CUSTORTN 3.529E-02 .042 .837 .403 -4.767E-02 .118 
• LOCOMP 
[OCL_1=41 • CUSTORTN 3.875E-02 .040 .962 .336 -4.044E-02 .118 
• LOCOMP 
[QCL_1 =51 " CUSTORTN 0 a 
• LOCOMP 
[OCL_1=11" COMPORTN 
-2.686E-02 .019 -1.429 .154 -6.382E-02 t.011 E-02 
"LOCOMP 
[OCL_1 =21 • COMPORTN 
-1.339E-02 .033 -.409 .683 -7.774E-02 5.097E-02 
• LOCOMP 
[OCL_1 =31 • COMPORTN 
-3.260E-02 .023 ·1.441 ,151 ·7.711E-02 1.191E-02 
• LOCOMP 
[QCL_1=41 • COMPORTN 
-2.810E-02 .024 -1.183 238 -7.481E-02 1.862E-02 
"LOCOMP 
[OCL_1 =51 • COMPORTN a 
• LOCOMP 0 
[OCL_1=11. SUPPORTN t.461 E-02 .031 .470 .638 -4.849E-02 7.570E-02 
• LOCOMP 
[OCL_1 =21 • SUPPORTN t.693E-02 .030 .570 569 -4.147E-02 7.534E-02 
"LOCOMP 
~~~?c~:;J"SUPPORTN 2.506E-02 .024 1.035 .302 -2.259E-02 7.271E-02 
Parameter Estimates for Environment, Market Orientation Components and 
Strategy Type: All Performance Modes 
Parameter Estimates: Number of Local Competitors 
95% Confidence Interval 
Lower Upper 
Dependent Variable Parameter B Std. Error I Sio. Bound Bound 
Commercial Performance [OCL_1=4) • SUPPOATN 7.669E-03 .022 .356 .722 -3.472E·02 5.006E-02 
• LOCOMP 
[OCL_1 =5) • SUPPOATN a 
"LOCOMP 0 
[OCL_1 = 1) • L TEAMOBJ 2.946E-03 .037 .060 .937 -8.993E-02 7.582E-02 
"LOCOMP 
[QCL_1 =2] • L TEAMOBJ 6.096E-02 .042 1.467 .143 -2.075E-02 .143 
"LOCOMP 
[OCL_1=3] • LTEAMOBJ 2.792E-03 .034 .063 .934 -8.326E-02 6.8B7E-02 
"LOCOMP 
[OCL_1 =4) • L TEAMOBJ 1.051E-02 .029 .356 .721 -4.724E-02 6.626E-02 
"LOCOMP 
[QCL_1 =5) • L TEAMOBJ a 
"LOCOMP 0 
[OCL_1=1) "INTEAFCN • 
-4.600E-D2 .037 -1.229 220 -.120 2.759E-02 LOCO MP 
[OCL_1 =2) • INTEAFCN • 
·.134 .053 -2.546 .011 -.237 -3.040E-02 LOCOMP 
[OCL_1 =3) • INTEAFCN • 
-3.001E-02 .041 -.734 .463 -.110 5.037E-02 LOCOMP 
[OCL_1 =4) • INTEAFCN • 
-5.457E-02 .034 -1.569 .113 -.122 1.299E-02 LOCO MP 
(QCL_1=5) • INTEAFCN • a 
LOCOMP 0 
a. Th1s parameter IS set to zero because it •s redundant. 
Parameter Estimates for Environment, Market Orientation Components and 
Strategy Type: All Performance Modes 
Parameter Estimates: Number of Mulllple Competitors 
95% Confidence Interval 
Lower Upper 
Dependent Variable Parameter B Std. Error I Sig. Bound Bound 
Strategic Performance Intercept .290 .507 .571 .568 -.707 1.287 
(OCL_1=1( -.147 .722 -.204 .838 -1.568 1.272 
(OCL_1=21 .168 .631 .298 .768 -1.054 1.430 
(OCL_1=31 -1.495 .722 -2.070 .039 -2.916 -7.426E-02 
(QCL_1=41 -.557 .626 -.689 .375 -1.788 .675 
(OCL_1=51 0" 
(OCL_1 = 1 I ' CUSTORTN -2 383E-02 . 152 -.157 .875 -.322 .274 
(QCL_1=21 • CUSTORTN -.147 .129 -1.136 .257 -.400 .107 
(OCL_1 =31 • CUSTORTN 9.573E-02 . 115 .633 .405 -.130 .322 
(QCL_1 =41 • CUSTORTN -7.849E-02 .120 -.652 .515 -.315 .158 
(QCL_1 =51 • CUSTORTN -.230 . 113 -2.030 .043 -.453 -7.222E-03 
(QCL_1=11 • COMPORTN -.11 I .071 -1.561 . 119 -.250 2.677E-02 
(OCL_1 =21 • COMPORTN -2.541E-02 .063 -.304 .761 -.190 .139 
(OCL_1 =31 • COMPORTN -1.061E-02 .054 -.199 .843 -.118 9.613E-02 
(QCL_1 =41 • COMPORTN 2.525E-02 .082 .309 .758 -.136 .166 
(QCL_1=51 • COMPORTN -5.838E-02 .060 -.961 .327 -.175 5.670E-02 
(QCL_1=11 • SUPPORTN 9. 152E-02 .o78 1.179 .239 -6. 112E-02 .244 
(QCL_ 1 =21 • SUPPORTN -3.927E-02 .074 -.531 .596 -.165 .106 
(QCL_1=31 • SUPPORTN -5.016E-02 .054 •.928 .354 ·.156 5.612E·02 
(QCL_ 1 =41 • SUPPORTN 5 750E·02 .073 .769 .431 ·8.562E·02 .201 
(OCL_1=51 • SUPPORTN .150 .069 2.176 .030 1.442E-02 .266 
(QCL_1=11 • LTERMOBJ .328 .104 3.141 .002 .123 .534 
(QCL_1 =21 • L TERMOBJ 3.257E-03 . 131 .025 .980 ·.254 .260 
(QCL_1 =31 • L TERMOBJ 8.691E-02 .084 1.040 .299 -7.752E·02 .251 
(OCL_1 =41 • L TERMOBJ ·.155 .095 ·1.623 .106 ·.342 3.282E-02 
(OCL_1=51 • LTERMOBJ . 115 .076 1.484 .139 ·3.747E-02 .268 
(QCL_1=11 "INTERFCN -.207 .120 ·1.735 084 ·.442 2.768E-02 
(QCL_1=21 • INTERFCN .202 . 130 1.550 .122 ·5.434E·02 .458 
(OCL_ 1 =31 • INTERFCN .207 .116 1.784 .075 ·2.123E·02 .435 
(OCL_1=41 • INTERFCN .247 . 110 2.249 .025 3. 101E·02 .464 
(QCL_ 1=51 • INTERFCN 5.457E·02 .105 .519 .604 ·.152 .261 
CUSTORTN 0" . 
COMPORTN 0" 
SUPPORTN o• 
LTERMOBJ 0" 
INTERFCN 0" 
(OCL_1=11 • MULTCOMP .221 .312 .711 .476 ·.391 .834 
(OCL_ 1 =21 • MUL TCOMP -.313 .210 ·1.490 .137 ·.726 .100 
(QCL_1 =31 • MUL TCOMP .448 .353 1.268 .206 ·.247 I. 143 
(QCL_1 =41 • MUL TCOMP ·.248 . 179 ·1.366 . 167 ·.599 .104 
(OCL_1 =SI • MUL TCOMP .134 .413 .324 .746 ·.676 .945 
CUSTORTN • 
-4.310E·02 .093 ·.465 .642 ·.225 .139 MULTCOMP 
COMPORTN • 6.948E·03 .032 .262 .778 ·5.348E-02 7. 138E·02 MULTCOMP 
SUPPORTN • 
-4.031E·02 .045 ·.893 .372 -.129 4.846E·02 MULTCOMP 
LTERMOBJ • 
-4.639E·02 .061 ·.761 .447 ·.166 7.353E-02 MULTCOMP 
INTERFCN • MUL TCOMP 7.497E·02 .070 1.068 .286 ·6.315E·02 .213 
(OCL_1=1 I· CUSTORTN 
·4.737E·02 .126 ·.377 .706 ·.294 .200 
• MULTCOMP 
(QCL_ 1=21 • CUSTORTN 
.174 .128 1.359 .175 -7.785E·02 .426 
• MULTCOMP 
(QCL_1 =31 • CUSTORTN 
·6.560E·02 .128 ·.512 .609 ·.316 .166 
• MULTCOMP 
(QCL_ 1 =41 • CUSTORTN 
.226 .121 1.869 .062 ·1. 161E·02 .463 
• MULTCOMP 
(QCL_ 1=51 • CUSTORTN o' 
• MULTCOMP 
(QCL_1=11 • COMPORTN 2.936E·02 .045 .649 .517 ·5.968E·02 .118 
• MULTCOMP 
(QCL_1 =21 • COMPORTN 4.220E·02 .051 .834 .405 ·5.728E-02 .142 
• MULTCOMP 
(OCL_1 =31 • COMPORTN 1.625E-02 .049 .332 .740 -7.966E-02 . 112 
• MULTCOMP 
(OCL_ 1 =41 • COMPORTN 
·.128 .062 ·2.061 .040 ·.251 ·5.667E-03 
• MULTCOMP 
(QCL_1 =51 • COMPORTN 0 a 
• MULTCOMP 
(QCL_1=11 • SUPPORTN 5.247E·02 .069 .760 .448 ·8.334E·02 .168 
• MULTCOMP 
(QCL_1=21 • SUPPORTN 4566E·02 .064 .709 .479 ·8.096E·02 .172 
• MULTCOMP 
(QCL_1 =31 • SUPPORTN 
.126 .056 2.284 .024 1.652E·02 .238 
• MULTCOMP 
(QCL_1=4I • SUPPORTN 
; MULTCOMP 9.009E·02 .062 1.457 .146 ·3.156E-02 .212 
Parameter Estimates for Environment, Market Orientation Components and 
Strategy Type: All Performance Modes 
Parameter Estimates: Number of Multiple Competitors 
95% Confidence Interval 
Lower Upper 
Dependent Variable Parameter 8 Std. Error I Siq. Bound Bound 
Strategic Pertormance [OCL_1=5[" SUPPORTN a• 
• MULTCOMP 
[OCL_1=1[" LTERMOBJ • 
·3.569E·02 .095 ·.377 .707 ·.222 .151 MULTCOMP 
[OCL_1 =2[ • L TERMOBJ • 
.193 .093 2.080 .038 1.048E·02 .375 MULTCOMP 
[OCL_1=3[" LTERMOBJ • 
-2.645E-02 .082 -.321 .748 -.188 .136 MULTCOMP 
[OCL_1=4[" LTERMOBJ • 
.100 .078 1.289 .198 -5.273E-02 .253 MULTCOMP 
[QCL_1 =5[ • L TERMOBJ • 0 a MULTCOMP 
[OCL_1=1] "INTERFCN • 
-4.403E-03 109 -040 .988 ·.219 .210 MULTCOMP 
[OCL_1=2] • INTERFCN • 
-.327 .125 -2.804 .010 ·.573 -7.990E-02 MULTCOMP 
[OCL_1=3] • INTERFCN • 
-7.660E-Q2 .094 -.814 .416 ·.262 .109 MULTCOMP 
[OCL_1=4] • INTERFCN • 
·.192 .088 -2.236 .026 -.361 -2.310E-02 MULTCOMP 
~~Ci6~~~ INTERFCN • a 0 
Parameter Estimates for Environment, Market Orientation Components and 
Strategy Type: All Performance Modes 
Parameter Estimates: Number of Multiple Competitors 
95% Confidence Interval 
Lower Upper 
Dependent Variable Parameter B Std. Error t Si g. Bound Bound 
Personal Performance Intercept -.312 .454 -.687 .492 -1.206 .581 
[QCL_1=1J 5.545E-03 .646 .009 .993 -1.266 1.277 
[QCL_1=2} .183 .566 .323 .747 -.930 1.295 
[QCL_1=3J -.501 .647 -.774 440 -1.774 .772 
[QCL_1=4J -346 .561 -.618 537 -1.450 .757 
[QCL_1=5} oa 
[QCL_1=1}" CUSTORTN -6.401 E-03 .136 -.047 .962 -.274 .261 
[QCL_ 1 =2} • CUSTORTN .100 .116 .869 386 -.127 .328 
[QCL_ 1 =3} " CUSTORTN 1.439E·02 .103 .140 889 -.188 .217 
[QCL_ 1 =4] ' CUSTORTN -8.391 E-02 .108 -.778 .437 -.296 .128 
[QCL_ 1=5} 'CUSTORTN -.149 .102 -1.465 144 -.349 5.098E-02 
[QCL_ 1=1} 'COMPORTN -.114 .063 -1.798 .073 -.239 1.074E-02 
[QCL_ 1=2}' COMPORTN -9.275E-03 .075 -.124 .901 -.156 .138 
[QCL_ 1=3}' COMPORTN 7.144E-02 .049 1.467 143 -2.437E-02 .167 
[QCL_1=4J' COMPORTN .153 .073 2.089 .037 8.932E-03 .297 
[QCL_ 1 =5} ' COMPORTN -8.839E-02 .053 -1.657 098 -.193 1.651E-02 
[QCL_1=1}' SUPPORTN .161 .070 2.321 .021 2.465E-02 .298 
[QCL_ 1 =2} ' SUPPORTN -4.846E-02 .066 -.731 465 -.179 8.191E-02 
[QCL_ 1 =3} ' SUPPORTN -7. 192E-02 .046 -1.486 .138 ·.167 2.330E-02 
[QCL_ 1 =4} ' SUPPORTN -9.058E-02 .065 -1.388 .166 -.219 3.782E-02 
[QCL_ 1=5}' SUPPORTN .146 .062 2.357 .019 2.409E·02 .267 
[QCL_1=1}' LTERMOBJ .125 .094 1.337 .182 ·5.894E·02 .309 
[QCL_ 1 =2} ' L TERMOBJ .102 .117 .872 .384 -.128 .332 
[QCL_ 1 =3} ' LTERMOBJ 6.269E-02 .075 .837 .403 ·8.462E-02 .210 
[QCL_ 1 =4} ' L TERMOBJ -7.783E-02 .085 ·.911 .363 -.246 9.015E·02 
[QCL_ 1 =5} ' L TERMOBJ -3. 180E-03 .070 ·.046 .964 ·.140 .134 
[QCL_1=1}' INTERFCN 1.690E·02 .107 .158 .875 -.194 .228 
[QCL_ 1=2}' INTERFCN 5.711 E-03 '117 .049 .961 -.224 .235 
[QCL_ 1=3}' INTERFCN .215 .104 2.070 .039 1.088E·02 .420 
[QCL_ 1=4} • INTERFCN .319 .099 3.237 .001 .125 .513 
[QCL_ 1=5}' INTERFCN .276 .094 2.928 .004 9.046E·02 .461 
CUSTORTN oa 
COMPORTN oa 
SUPPORTN 0' 
LTERMOBJ oa . 
INTERFCN oa 
[QCL_1=1J' MULTCOMP 5.737E-02 .279 .205 .837 ·.492 .607 
[QCL_ 1 =2} ' MUL TCOMP .214 .188 1136 .257 • 156 .564 
[QCL_ 1 =3} ' MUL TCOMP ·2. 153E-02 .317 ·.088 .946 -.644 .601 
[QCL_ 1 =4} ' MULTCOMP -2.771E·02 .160 ·.173 .863 ·.343 .287 
[QCL_ 1 =5} ' MUL TCOMP .253 .370 685 .494 -.474 .980 
CUSTORTN" 5.497E-02 .083 .662 .508 ·.108 .218 MULTCOMP 
COMPORTN' 1.301E·02 .028 .457 .648 -4.292E·02 6.894E-02 MULTCOMP 
SUPPORTN' 
-6. 132E·02 .040 ·1.516 .130 ·.141 1.621 E-02 MULTCOMP 
LTERMOBJ' 
-3. 192E-02 .055 ·.584 559 -.139 7 552E-02 MULTCOMP 
INTERFCN ' MUL TCOMP -4.287E-02 .063 -.881 .496 -.167 8.088E-02 
[QCL_1=1} • CUSTORTN 
-5.414E-02 .112 -.481 .631 -.275 167 
• MULTCOMP 
[QCL_ 1 =2} • CUSTORTN 
·.144 . 115 -1.255 .210 ·.369 8. 165E·02 
'MULTCOMP 
[QCL_ 1 =3} • CUSTORTN 
·8.086E-03 . 115 ·.070 .944 -234 218 
'MULTCOMP 
[QCL_ 1 =4} ' CUSTORTN 5.461E-02 .108 .505 .614 -.158 .267 
'MULTCOMP 
[QCL_ 1 =5} • CUSTORTN 0 a 
"MULTCOMP 
[QCL_ 1=1}' COMPORTN 
·2.682E-03 .041 ·.066 .947 ·8.245E-02 7.709E·02 
'MULTCOMP 
[QCL_ 1 =2} • COMPORTN 
-3.799E-02 .045 ·.838 402 • 127 5. 113E·02 
'MULTCOMP 
[QCL_1=3}' COMPORTN 
-2.674E-02 .044 -.611 .542 ·.113 5.937E-02 
"MULTCOMP 
[QCL_ 1=4}' COMPORTN 
-.147 .056 ·2.629 .009 -.256 -3697E-02 
• MULTCOMP 
[QCL_1 =5} ' COMPORTN 0 a 
'MULTCOMP 
[QCL_1=1} • SUPPORTN 6.433E-02 .062 1.040 .299 -5.734E·02 .186 
'MULTCOMP 
[QCL_ 1 =2} ' SUPPORTN 9.814E-02 .058 1.702 .090 -1.529E·02 212 
'MULTCOMP 
[QCL_ 1 =3} ' SUPPORTN 
.109 .050 2.185 .030 1.087E-02 207 
'MULTCOMP 
[QCL 1=4}' SUPPORTN 
• MULTCOMP .127 .055 2.288 .023 1.780E·02 .236 
Parameter Estimates for Environment, Market Orientation Components and 
Strategy Type: All Performance Modes 
Parameter Estimates: Number of Multiple Competitors 
95% Confidence Interval 
Lower Upper 
Deoendent Variable Parameter B Sld. Error 1 Sia. Bound Bound 
Personal Performance [OCL_1-5] • SUPPORTN 0 a 
• MULTCOMP 
[OCL_1=1] • LTERMOBJ • 
·3.562E-02 .085 ·.420 .675 ·.203 .131 MULTCOMP 
[OCL_1=2] • LTERMOBJ • 2.997E·03 .083 .036 .971 ·.160 .166 MULTCOMP 
[OCL_1 =3] • L TERMOBJ • 
·1.797E-02 .074 ·.244 .808 ·.163 .127 MULTCOMP 
[OCL_1 =4] • L TERMOBJ • 
.105 .070 1.501 .134 ·3.246E-Q2 .242 MULTCOMP 
[OCL_1 =5] • LTERMOBJ • 0 a MULTCOMP . 
[OCL_1=1]"1NTERFCN • 8.196E·02 .098 .840 .401 ·.110 .274 MULTCOMP 
[OCL_1 =2] • INTERFCN • 
.102 .112 .910 .384 ·.119 .323 MULTCOMP 
[OCL_ 1 =3] • INTERFCN • 2396E-02 .084 .284 .777 ·.142 .190 MULTCOMP 
[OCL_ 1 =4] • INTERFCN • 
·6.350E-02 .077 ·.826 .409 ·.215 8.769E-02 MULTCOMP 
~~Cf~o5~~ INTERFCN • 0 a 
Parameter Estimates for Environment, Market Orientation Components and 
Strategy Type: All Performance Modes 
Parameter Estimates: Number of Multiple Competitors 
95% Confidence Interval 
Lower Upper 
Dependent Variable Parameter 8 Std. Error I Sig. Bound Bound 
Commercial Performance Intercept 6.996E-02 .513 .136 .892 -.940 1.080 
[OCL_1=1[ 8.835E-02 .731 .094 .926 -1.368 1.505 
[OCL_1=2] '176 .639 .276 .783 -1.081 1.434 
[OCL_1=3] -.530 .731 -.724 .469 -1.966 .909 
[OCL_1=4] -.349 .634 -.551 .582 -1.596 .897 
[OCL_1=5] o• 
[OCL_1=1]" CUSTORTN ·2.453E-02 .153 -.160 .873 -.326 .277 
[OCL_1 =2] " CUSTORTN -9.563E-03 .131 -.073 942 -.267 .247 
[OCL_1 =3] " CUSTORTN .122 '116 1.051 .294 -.107 .351 
[OCL_1 =4] ' CUSTORTN -3. 166E-03 .122 -.026 .979 -.243 .237 
[OCL_1 =5] ' CUSTORTN 4.075E-02 '115 .355 .723 -.185 .267 
[OCL_1=1]' COMPORTN -.144 .072 -2.005 .046 -.285 -2.713E-03 
[OCL_1 =2]' COMPORTN -5.945E-02 .085 -.704 .482 -.226 .107 
[OCL_1 =3] ' COMPORTN ·2.527E·02 .055 -.459 .646 -.134 8.299E-02 
[OCL_1 =4] " COMPORTN -7.947E-04 .083 ·.010 .992 -.164 .162 
[OCL_1 =5] " COMPORTN -.183 .060 -3.039 .003 -.302 -6.465E-02 
[OCL_1=1]" SUPPORTN .143 .079 1.823 .069 -1.127E-02 .298 
[OCL_1 =2] " SUPPORTN ·2.758E·02 .075 -.368 .713 -.175 .120 
[OCL_1 =3] • SUPPORTN -2.063E-Q2 .055 -.377 .706 -.128 8.697E-Q2 
[OCL_ 1 =4]" SUPPORTN 4.009E-Q2 .074 .543 .587 -.105 .185 
[OCL_1=5]" SUPPORTN 176 .070 2.522 012 3 876E-Q2 .313 
[OCL_1=1]" LTERMOBJ .246 .106 2.324 .021 3778E-02 .454 
[OCL_1=2]" LTERMOBJ -5.095E-02 .132 -.385 .700 -.311 .209 
[OCL_1=3]" LTERMOBJ 2.624E-Q2 .085 .310 .757 -.140 .193 
[OCL_1=4]" LTERMOBJ -3.813E-02 .097 -.395 .693 -.228 .152 
[OCL_l =5] " L TERMOBJ .129 ,079 1.646 .101 -2.522E-02 .284 
[OCL_1=1]' !NTERFCN - 128 .121 -1.060 .290 -.366 -110 
[OCL_1=2]' !NTERFCN .193 .132 1.467 .143 -6.597E-02 .453 
[OCL_1=3]' !NTERFCN 7.935E-02 .117 .875 .500 -.152 .310 
[OCL_1=4]' !NTERFCN .142 .111 1.275 .203 -7.701E-02 .361 
[OCL_1 =5] • INTERFCN -7.997E-02 .106 -.752 .453 -.289 .129 
CUSTORTN 0' 
COMPORTN o• 
SUPPORTN o• 
LTERMOBJ O' 
!NTERFCN 0' 
[OCL_1=1]' MULTCOMP .295 .315 .935 .350 -.325 .916 
[OCL_1 =2] ' MUL TCOMP -.266 .213 -1.249 .213 -.684 .153 
[OCL_1 =3] • MUL TCOMP .259 .358 724 .469 -.445 .963 
[OCL_1 =4] ' MUL TCOMP 2.141E-03 .181 .012 .991 -.354 .358 
[OCL_1=5[' MULTCOMP .345 .418 .826 .409 -.476 1.167 
CUSTORTN' 
-8.609E-02 .094 -.918 .359 -.271 9 844E-02 MULTCOMP 
COMPORTN' 1.067E-02 .032 .332 .740 -5.254E-02 7.387E-02 MULTCOMP 
SUPPORTN" 9.908E-03 .046 .217 .828 -7.996E-02 9 977E-02 MULTCOMP 
LTERMOBJ' 
-3.966E-02 .062 -.646 .519 -.161 8.155E-02 MULTCOMP 
1NTERFCN ' MUL TCOMP 3.072E-02 .071 .432 .666 -.109 .171 
[OCL_1 = 1]' CUSTORTN 2.975E-02 127 .234 .815 -.220 .280 
'MULTCOMP 
[OCL_1 =2]' CUSTORTN 
.212 .130 1.637 .102 -4.270E-02 .467 
'MULTCOMP 
[OCL_1 =3] ' CUSTORTN 1.213E-02 .130 .093 .926 -.243 .267 
• MULTCOMP 
[OCL_1 =4] ' CUSTORTN 
.170 .122 1.394 .164 -7.004E-Q2 .411 
'MULTCOMP 
[OCL_1 =5] ' CUSTORTN a 
'MULTCOMP 0 
[OCL_1=1]' COMPORTN 3.636E-02 .046 .793 .428 -5.378E-02 .127 
'MULTCOMP 
[QCL_1 =2] ' COMPORTN 3.109E-02 .051 .607 .544 -6.962E-02 .132 
'MULTCOMP 
[OCL_1 =3] " COMPORTN 
-3.527E-03 .049 -.071 .943 -.101 9.377E-02 
'MULTCOMP 
[OCL_1 =4] • COMPORTN 
-5. 114E-02 .063 -.811 .418 -.175 7.289E-Q2 
'MULTCOMP 
[OCL_1=5]' COMPORTN 
' 
• MULTCOMP 0 
[OCL_1=1]' SUPPORTN 
-3.410E-02 .070 -.488 .626 -.172 .103 
'MULTCOMP 
[OCL_ 1 =2] ' SUPPORTN 7.409E-03 .065 .114 .910 -.121 .136 
"MULTCOMP 
[QCL_1=3]' SUPPORTN 3.867E-02 .056 666 .493 -7.221E-02 150 
'MULTCOMP 
~~JL ;~~~~UPPORTN -2.613E-02 .063 -.417 .677 -.149 9.703E-02 
Parameter Estimates for Environment, Market Orientation Components and 
Strategy Type: All Performance Modes 
Parameter Estimates: Number of Multiple Competitors 
95% Confidence Interval 
Lower Upper 
Dependent Variable Parameter B Std. Error t Sig. Bound Bound 
Commercial Performance {OCL_1-5] • SUPPORTN 0 a 
'MULTCOMP 
{OCL_1=1]' LTERMOBJ • 
-6.449E-02 .096 ·.673 .502 ·.253 .124 MULTCOMP 
{QCL_1=2]' LTERMOBJ • 
.234 .094 2.497 .013 4.978E-02 .419 MULTCOMP 
{OCL_1=3] ' L TERMOBJ • 
-7.011E-03 .083 -.084 .933 ·.171 .157 MULTCOMP 
{OCL_1=4]' LTERMOBJ' 7.198E·02 .079 915 .361 -8.281E-02 .227 MULTCOMP 
{QCL_1=5] ' LTERMOBJ • a 
MULTCOMP 0 
{OCL_1=1]' INTERFCN' 3.849E-02 .110 .331 .741 -.180 .253 MULTCOMP 
{QCL_1=2] • INTERFCN ' 
-.339 .127 -2.672 .008 -589 ·8.958E-02 MULTCOMP 
{OCL_1=3]' INTERFCN ' 
-8.989E-03 .095 ·.094 .925 -.196 .178 MULTCOMP 
{OCL_1=4]' INTERFCN' 
-.103 .087 ·1.181 .238 -.273 6.823E-02 MULTCOMP 
{QCL_1 =5] ' INTERFCN • a 
MULTCOMP 0 
.. 
a. Thts parameter IS set to zero because 11 IS redundant 
Parameter Estimates for Environment, Market Orientation Components and 
Strategy Type: All Performance Modes 
Parameter Estimates: Number of Wider Competitors 
95% Confidence Interval 
Lower Upper 
Dependent Variable Parameter B Std. Error I Sig. Bound Bound 
Strategic Performance Intercept -.162 .618 -.262 .793 -1.377 1.053 
(OGL_I=I] 175 .880 .199 .842 -1.555 1.905 
(OGL_1=2] 5.961E-02 .850 .070 .944 -1.612 1.731 
(OGL_1=3] -1.209 .867 -1.394 ,164 -2.915 .496 
(OGL_1=4] -2.818E-02 .807 -.035 .972 -1.615 1.558 
(OGL_I=5] o• 
(OGL_1=1]" GUSTORTN -.185 .196 -.943 .346 -.571 .201 
(OGL_ 1 =2] • GUSTORTN -2.494E-02 .183 -.136 .892 -.385 .335 
(OGL_ 1 =3] " GUSTORTN 9.619E-02 .138 .696 .487 -.176 .368 
(OGL_1 =4] • GUSTORTN -.104 .148 -.703 .482 -.394 .187 
(OGL_1=5] • GUSTORTN -.207 .144 -1.432 .153 -.491 7.727E-02 
(OGL_1=1]• GOMPORTN ·2.309E-02 .083 -.279 .780 -.186 .139 
(OGL_1 =2] • COMPORTN -3.800E·02 .107 -.356 .722 ·.248 .172 
(OGL_1 =3] • COMPORTN 4.485E-02 .060 .753 .452 -7.232E-02 .162 
(OGL_1=4] • GOMPORTN 6.791E-02 .122 .556 .579 -.172 .308 
(OGL_I =5] • COMPORTN 2.308E-02 .070 .328 .743 -.115 .161 
(OGL_I= 1] • SUPPORTN .131 .123 1.065 .288 -.111 .373 
(OGL_1=2] • SUPPORTN -.135 .091 -1.492 .137 -.314 4.314E-Q2 
(OGL_1=3] • SUPPORTN -4.680E-02 .063 -.748 .455 -.170 7.624E-02 
(OCL_1=4]• SUPPORTN 4.058E-04 .098 .004 .997 -.193 .194 
(OGL_1 =5] • SUPPCRTN 5.559E-02 .076 .730 .488 -9.424E-02 .205 
(OGL_ 1 = 1] • L TERMOBJ .299 .157 1.899 .058 -1.061E-02 .608 
(OCL_1 =2] • L TERMOBJ .383 .144 2.515 .012 7.919E-02 .647 
(OGL_1 =3] • L TERMOBJ 5.208E-02 .095 .545 .586 -.136 .240 
(OGL_1 =4] • L TERMOBJ 4.702E-02 .119 394 .694 -.188 .282 
(OGL_1 =5] • L TERMOBJ 9.437E·02 .093 1.014 .311 -8.863E-02 .277 
(OGL_1=1J•INTERFGN -7.435E-02 .172 -.433 .665 -.412 .263 
(OGL_1 =2] • INTERFGN ·5.301E-02 165 -.321 .748 -.377 .271 
(OGL_1 =3] • INTERFGN .239 .122 1.964 .050 -3.797E-04 .478 
(OGL_1 =4] • INTERFGN .102 .136 .746 .456 -.166 .369 
(OGL_1=5]"1NTERFGN .158 .122 1.295 .196 -8212E-02 .399 
GUSTORTN 0" 
GOMPORTN 0" 
SUPPORTN oa 
LTERMOBJ 0" 
INTERFGN oa 
(OGL_1=1]• WIDEGOMP 8.120E-03 .031 .261 .795 -5.318E-02 6.942E-02 
(OGL_1=2]• WIDEGOMP 4.004E-02 .037 1.080 .281 -3.288E-02 .113 
(OGL_1=3]• WIDEGOMP 2.952E-02 .032 .913 .362 -3.405E-02 9.309E-02 
(OCL_1=4]• WIDEGOMP -2.122E-02 .028 -.747 .455 -7.708E-02 3.464E-02 
(OGL_1=5]• WIDEGOMP 2.985E-02 .035 .859 .391 -3.849E-02 9.819E-02 
GUSTORTN • 
·4.022E-03 .008 -.497 .619 -t.993E·02 1.188E-02 WIDEGOMP 
GOMPORTN • 
-4.200E-03 .003 -1.204 .229 -1.106E-02 2.659E·03 WIDECOMP 
SUPPCRTN" 4.078E-03 .003 1.250 .212 -2.338E-Q3 t.049E-02 WIDEGOMP 
LTERMOBJ • 
-1.518E-05 .005 -.003 .997 -9.461E-03 9.430E·03 WIDEGOMP 
INTERFGN • WIDEGOMP -2.602E-03 .006 -.436 .663 -1.435E-02 9.148E-03 
(OGL_1 = 1] • GUSTORTN t.216E-02 .014 .876 .382 -1.513E-02 3.944E-02 
·wiDEGOMP 
(OGL_1 =2] • GUSTORTN 
-6.196E-03 .014 -.451 .652 -3.323E-02 2.084E-02 
• WIDEGOMP 
(OGL_1 =3] • GUSTORTN 
-6.985E-04 .012 -.058 954 -2.456E-02 2.318E-02 
·wiDEGOMP 
(OCL_1 =4] • GUSTORTN 2.176E-02 .013 1.672 .095 -3.837E-03 4.736E-02 
·wiDEGOMP 
(OGL_1=5]• GUSTORTN 0 a 
·wiDEGOMP 
(OGL_1=1]• GOMPCRTN 1.603E-03 .006 .282 .778 -9.585E-03 1.277E-02 
·wiDECOMP 
(OCL_1=2]• GOMPORTN 7.936E-03 .008 1.027 .305 -7.256E-Q3 2.313E-02 
·wiDEGOMP 
(OGL_1=3]" GOMPORTN 2.025E·03 .004 .457 .648 -6.687E-03 t.074E-02 
"WIDECOMP 
(OCL_1=4] • GOMPORTN 
-7.338E·03 .008 -.876 382 ·2.382E-02 9.139E-03 
·wiDECOMP 
(OGL_1=5(" GOMPCRTN 0 a 
"WIDEGOMP 
(OCL_1=1]• SUPPORTN 
-4.078E-03 .007 -.615 .539 -1.713E-02 8973E-03 
•WiDEGOMP 
(0GL_1=2]• SUPPORTN 7.224E·04 .006 .122 .903 -1.094E-02 1.239E-02 
"WIDEGOMP 
(OGL_1=3]• SUPPORTN 9.431E-04 .005 .186 .853 -9.055E-03 1.094E-02 
"WIOEGOMP 
(OGL_1=4] • SUPPORTN 1.408E-03 .007 .200 .841 ·1.242E-02 1.523E-02 
ss 
Parameter Estimates for Environment, Market Orientation Components and 
Strategy Type: All Performance Modes 
Parameter Estimates: Number of Wider Competitors 
95% Confidence Interval 
Lower Upper 
Dependent Variable Parameter B Std. Error I Sia. Bound Bound 
Strategic Performance (QCL_1-5J " SUPPORTN 0 ' 
"WIDECOMP 
(QCL_ 1=1)" LTERMOBJ" 
-3.370E-03 .010 -.339 .734 -2.290E-02 1.616E-02 WIDECOMP 
(QCL_1 =2) " L TERMOBJ • 
-1.921E-02 .010 -I .865 .063 -3.947E-02 1.047E-03 WIDECOMP 
(QCL_ I =3) " L TERMOBJ " 
-8.697E-04 .009 -.097 .923 -1.849E-02 1.675E-02 WIDECOMP 
(QCL_ 1=4)" LTERMOBJ" 
-1.210E-02 .009 -1.321 .187 -3.011 E·02 5.911E-03 WIDECOMP 
(QCL_1=5)" LTERMOBJ" 
' WIDECOMP 0 
(QCL_1=1) "INTERFCN" 
-3.554E-03 .Oil -.330 .742 -2.474E·02 1.763E-02 WIDECOMP 
(QCL_1=2)" INTERFCN" 1.595E-02 .Oil 1.446 .149 -5.752E-03 3.766E-02 WIDECOMP 
(QCL_1=3)" INTERFCN • 
-6.446E-04 .009 -.072 .943 -1.827E-02 1.69BE-02 WIDECOMP 
(QCL_1 =4) " INTERFCN " 4.519E-03 .010 .464 643 -1.461E-02 2.365E-02 WIDECOMP 
(QCL_1 =5] • INTERFCN • 0 ' . 
Parameter Estimates for Environment, Market Orientation Components and 
Strategy Type: All Performance Modes 
Parameter Estimates: Number of Wider Competitors 
95% Confidence lnteiVal 
Lower Upper 
Dependent Variable Parameter B Std. Error t Sig. Bound Bound 
Personal Performance Intercept -.254 .522 -.486 .627 -1.280 .773 
[QCL_1=1] -.301 .743 -.405 .686 -1.763 1.161 
[OCL_1=2] -.266 .718 -.370 .712 ·1.678 1.147 
[OCL_1=3] -726 .733 -.990 .323 -2.166 .716 
[OCL_1=4] -.573 .662 -.841 .401 -1.914 .767 
[OCL_1=5] 0" 
[QCL_1=1]. CUSTORTN ·.217 .166 ·1.310 191 ·.543 .109 
(QCL_ 1=2] • CUSTORTN .228 .155 1.477 .141 -7.568E-02 .532 
[OCL_ 1=3] • CUSTQRTN 5.442E·02 . 117 .486 .642 ·.175 .284 
[OCL_ 1=4] • CUSTORTN ·8.935E·02 .125 -.716 .475 ·.335 . 156 
[OCL_ 1=5] • CUSTORTN -.209 .122 -1.710 .088 ·.449 3. 137E-02 
[OCL_1=1]. COMPORTN ·.116 .070 ·1.664 .097 ·.254 2.1 15E·02 
[OCL_ 1 =2] • COMPORTN ·9.047E·02 .090 -1.003 .316 ·.268 8.690E-02 
[QCL_ 1=3] • COMPORTN 6.431E·02 .050 1.277 .202 ·3.472E·02 .163 
(OCL_ 1 =4] • COMPORTN .457 .103 4.430 .000 .254 .660 
[OCL_1=5] • COMPORTN ·2.221E·02 .059 ·.374 .709 ·.139 9.463E-02 
(OCL_1=1] • SUPPORTN .268 .104 2.580 .010 636BE-02 .473 
[QCL_ 1 =2] • SUPPORTN ·4.852E·02 .077 ·.632 .528 ·.199 .102 
[OCL_ 1 =3] • SUPPORTN ·6.746E·02 .053 ·1.276 .203 -.171 3.853E·02 
[QCL_1=4] • SUPPORTN ·.330 .083 ·3.966 .000 ·.494 ·.166 
[OCL_ 1 =5] • SUPPORTN ·5.544E·03 .064 -.086 .931 ·.132 .121 
[OCL_1=1] • LTERMOBJ .113 .133 .847 .398 ·.149 .374 
[OCL_ 1 =2] • LTERMOBJ .268 .122 2.192 .029 2.748E·02 .508 
[OCL_ 1 =3] • LTERMOBJ . 110 .081 1.358 .175 -4.913E·02 .266 
[QCL_1=4] • LTERMOBJ . 149 .101 1.480 .140 ·4.914E·02 .348 
[OCL_ 1 =5] • L TERMOBJ -1 178E-02 .079 -.150 .881 ·.166 .143 
[OCL_1=1] • INTERFCN .221 .145 1.524 .128 -6.413E-02 .506 
[QCL_ 1 =2] • INTERFCN ·.125 .139 ·.897 .370 ·.399 .149 
[QCL_ 1=3]. INTERFCN .182 .103 1.775 .077 ·1.973E·02 .384 
[OCL_1=4] "INTERFCN .131 .115 1.142 .254 -9.493E·02 .358 
[OCL_ 1=5] • INTERFCN 391 .103 3.787 000 .188 .595 
CUSTORTN 0" . 
COMPORTN 0" 
SUPPORTN 0" 
LTERMOBJ 0" . 
INTERFCN O' 
[QCL_1=1]. WIOECOMP 1.885E·03 .026 .072 .943 ·4.992E·02 5.369E-02 
[QCL_1=2] • WIDECOMP 4.732E-02 031 1.510 . 132 -1.431E·02 .109 
(QCL_1=3] • WIDECOMP 4.247E-03 .027 .155 877 -4.948E·02 5.798E-02 
[QCL_1=4] • WIDECOMP ·3.598E·04 .024 ·.015 .988 ·4.757E·02 4.685E·02 
[QCL_1=5] • WIDECOMP 1.432E-03 .029 .049 .961 ·5.633E·02 5.919E-02 
CUSTORTN • 5.465E·03 007 .BOO 424 ·7.978E·03 1.891E·02 WIDECDMP 
COMPORTN • 
-3.208E·03 .003 -1.066 .277 -9.005E-03 2.589E-03 WIDECOMP 
SUPPORTN • 6.503E·03 .003 2.359 019 1.081E·03 1. 193E·02 WIDECOMP 
LTERMDBJ • 2.889E·03 .004 .712 477 ·5.095E·03 1.087E-02 WIDECOMP 
INTERFCN • WIDECOMP ·1.047E·02 .005 ·2.073 .039 ·2.040E·02 ·5.345E.()4 
[OCL_1=1]. CUSTORTN 1. 143E·02 .012 .975 .330 ·1.164E·02 3.449E-02 
"WIDECOMP 
[OCL_ 1 =2] • CUSTORTN 
·2. 1 15E·02 .012 ·1.821 069 -4.400E-02 1.695E·03 
• WIDECOMP 
[OCL_1 =3] • CUSTORTN 
-2.387E-03 .010 ·.233 816 ·2.257E·02 1780E-02 
• WIDECOMP 
[QCL_1 =4] • CUSTORTN 9.388E·03 .011 .853 .394 -1.225E·02 3.102E·02 
• WIDECOMP 
[OCL_1=5] • CUSTORTN o' 
• WIDECOMP 
[QCL_1=1]. COMPORTN 4.461E·03 .005 .929 .353 ·4.979E·03 1.390E-02 
"WIDECOMP 
[OCL_ 1=2] • COMPORTN 8.175E·03 .007 1.252 .211 -4.667E·03 2. 102E-02 
• WIDECOMP 
[OCL_1=3] • COMPORTN 2.107E·03 .004 563 .574 -5.256E·03 9.470E·03 
"WIDECOMP 
[OCL_ 1=4] • COMPDRTN 
·3.150E·02 .007 ·4.448 000 ·4.543E·02 ·1.757E·02 
"WIDECDMP 
[OCL_ 1 =5] • COMPORTN 0 ' 
"WIDECDMP 
[QCL_1=1]. SUPPORTN 
·1.177E·02 .006 ·2.099 .037 ·2.280E·02 ·7.424E-04 
"WIDECOMP 
[QCL_ 1=2] • SUPPORTN 
·5. 119E·03 .005 ·1.021 308 ·1.498E·02 4.739E·03 
"WIDECOMP 
[OCL_1 =3] • SUPPORTN 
·2.675E-03 .004 ·.623 .534 -1.113E·02 5.776E·03 
• WIDECOMP 
[OCL_ 1 =4] • SUPPORTN 1.727E·02 .006 2.908 .004 5.589E·03 2.896E·02 
s7 
Parameter Estimates for Environment, Market Orientation Components and 
Strategy Type: All Performance Modes 
Parameter Estimates: Number of Wider Competitors 
95% Confidence Interval 
Lower Upper 
Deoendent Variable Parameter B Std. Error t Sig. Bound Bound 
Personal Pertormance [QCL_1 =5) " SUPPORTN 0 ' 
"WIDECOMP 
[QCL_1=1J" LTERMOBJ" 
·7.613E·03 .OOB ·.907 .365 ·2.412E·02 B.B91E·03 WIDECOMP 
[OCL_1=2J • LTERMOBJ • 
·1.747E·02 .009 ·2.006 .046 ·3.459E·02 ·3.436E·04 WIDECOMP 
[QCL_1=3J" LTERMOBJ" 
·9.794E·03 .008 ·1.293 .197 ·2.469E·02 5.100E·03 WIDECOMP 
[QCL_1 =4) " L TERMOBJ " 
·1.691E·02 .008 ·2.185 .030 ·3.213E·02 ·1.686E·03 WIDECOMP 
[QCL_1=5J" LTERMOBJ" 
' WIDECOMP 0 
[QCL_1=1J "INTERFCN" 1.183E·04 .009 .013 .990 ·1.778E·02 1.802E·02 WIDECOMP 
[OCL_1 =2) • INTERFCN • 2.438E·02 .009 2.613 .009 6.031E·03 4.272E·02 WIDECOMP 
[QCL_1 =3) " INTERFCN " 1.015E·02 .008 1.340 .181 ·4.749E·03 2.505E·02 WIDECOMP 
[QCL_1 =4) • INTERFCN • 1.673E·02 008 2.035 .043 5.637E·04 3.291E·02 WIDECOMP 
[OCL_1=5J" INTERFCN" 
' 0 
Parameter Estimates for Environment, Market Orientation Components and 
Strategy Type: All Performance Modes 
Parameter Estimates: Number of Wider Competitors 
95'% Confidence Interval 
Lower Upper 
Dependent Variable Parameter B Std. Error t Si g. Bound Bound 
Commercial Perlormance Intercept -.400 619 -.647 .518 -1.618 .817 
[QCL_1=1[ .390 .882 .442 .859 -1.344 2.124 
[QCL_1=2[ .744 .852 .874 .383 -.931 2.420 
[QCL_1=3[ -.371 869 -.427 .670 -2.081 1.339 
[QCL_1=4] -.155 809 ·.191 .848 ·1.745 1.436 
[QCL_1=5] O' 
[QCL_1=1]' CUSTOATN -.161 .197 ·.819 .414 -.548 .228 
[QCL_ 1 =2] • CUSTORTN -1.049E-02 .183 -.057 .954 -.371 .350 
[OCL_1 =3] " CUSTOATN .162 .139 1.167 .244 -.111 .434 
[QCL_1 =4] ' CUSTORTN 3.828E-02 .148 .259 .796 -.253 .329 
[OCL_1 =5] ' CUSTOATN 4.603E-02 .145 318 .751 -.239 .331 
[QCL_1=1]' COMPORTN -2.747E-02 .083 -.332 .740 -.190 .135 
[QCL_1 =2] ' COMPORTN 4.409E-Q2 .107 .412 .680 -.166 .254 
[QCL_ 1 =3] ' COMPORTN ·1.322E-02 .060 -.221 .825 -.131 .104 
[OCL_1=4]' COMPORTN .196 .122 1.600 .110 -4.487E-02 .437 
[QCL_1=5]' COMPORTN -.189 .070 -2.677 .008 ·.327 -5.004E-02 
[QCL_1=1]' SUPPORTN .200 .123 1.620 .106 -4.277E-02 .442 
[QCL_1 =2] ' SUPPORTN ·.159 .091 ·1.749 .081 -.338 L978E-02 
[QCL_1 =3] ' SUPPORTN 6.794E-03 .063 .108 .914 -.117 .130 
[QCL_1 =4] • SUPPORTN - 102 .099 -1.032 .303 ·296 9.232E-02 
[QCL_1 =5] ' SUPPORTN .108 .076 1.411 .159 -4.247E-02 .258 
[QCL_1=1]' LTERMOBJ .129 .158 .816 .415 -.181 .439 
[QCL_1 =2] ' LTERMOBJ 189 .145 1.304 .193 ·9.596E-02 .474 
[QCL_1 =3] ' LTERMOBJ -2.373E-02 .096 -.248 .804 -.212 .185 
[QCL_1 =4] • LTERMOBJ .258 .120 2.152 .032 2.215E-02 .493 
[QCL_1 =5] ' LTERMOBJ .178 .093 1.906 .058 -5.719E-03 .361 
[QCL_1=1]' tNTERFCN 2.660E-02 .172 .155 .877 -.312 .385 
[QCL_1 =2] ' tNTERFCN -4.244E-02 .165 -.257 .798 -.368 .283 
[QCL_1 =3] • tNTERFCN 127 .122 1.039 .299 -.113 .366 
[OCL_1 =4] • tNTERFCN ·.111 .136 -.813 .417 -.379 .157 
[QCL_1=5]' tNTERFCN 4.737E·02 .123 .387 .699 -.194 .288 
CUSTORTN O' 
COMPORTN O' 
SUPPORTN 0" 
LTERMOBJ o• 
INTERFCN O' 
[QCL_1=1]' WIDECOMP L014E-02 .031 .324 .746 ·5.131E-02 7.158E-02 
[OCL_1=2]' WIDECOMP -5.288E-03 .037 -.142 .887 -7.839E-02 6.781E-02 
[QCL_1=3]' WIDECOMP 3.290E-02 .032 1.015 .311 -3.083E-02 9.663E·02 
[QCL_1=4] 'WIDECOMP 5.484E-03 .028 .193 .847 -5.051E·02 6.148E·02 
[QCL_1=5]' WIDECOMP 5.832E·02 .035 1.674 .095 ·L019E-02 .127 
CUSTORTN' 
-7.211E-03 .008 -.889 .374 -2.316E-02 8.734E-03 WIDECOMP 
COMPORTN. 2.079E-03 .003 .595 .552 ·4.796E-03 8.955E-03 WIDECOMP 
SUPPORTN' 3.990E-03 .003 1.220 .223 -2.442E-03 1.042E·02 WIDECOMP 
LTERMOBJ' 
-3.649E-03 .005 ·.758 .449 ·L312E·02 5.820E-03 WIDECOMP 
INTEAFCN' WIDECOMP -8.232E-03 .006 ·1.375 .170 ·2.001E-02 3.547E-03 
[OCL_1=1]" CUSTORTN 1.573E-02 .014 1.131 .259 ·1.163E-02 4.308E-02 
'WIDECOMP 
[QCL_ 1 =2] ' CUSTORTN 7.582E-03 014 .550 582 -1 952E-02 3.468E·02 
'WIDECOMP 
[OCL_1 =3] ' CUSTOATN 
·L344E-03 .012 ·.110 .912 ·2.529E·02 2.260E-02 
'WIDECOMP 
[QCL_1 =4] ' CUSTOATN L709E·02 .013 1.310 .191 ·8.568E-03 4.275E-02 
'WIDECOMP 
[QCL_1 =5] ' CUSTORTN o• 
'WIDECOMP 
[OCL_1=1]' COMPOATN 
-5.855E-03 006 -1.029 304 ·1.705E-02 5.341E-03 
'WIDECOMP 
[QCL_ 1 =2] ' COMPORTN 
-9.171E-03 COB ·1.184 .237 ·2.440E-02 6.061E-03 
'WIDECOMP 
[QCL_ 1 =3] ' COMPORTN 
-2.468E-03 .004 -.556 .579 -1.120E-02 6.265E·03 
'WIDECOMP 
[OCL_1 =4] ' COMPOATN 
-2.088E-02 .008 -2.486 .013 -3.740E·02 -4.359E-03 
'WIDECOMP 
[OCL_ 1 =5] ' COMPORTN o• 
'WIDECOMP 
[QCL_1=1]' SUPPORTN 
-7.668E-03 .007 -1.153 .250 ·2.075E-02 5.415E·03 
'WIDECOMP 
[QCL_1 =2] • SUPPOATN 4.055E-03 .006 .682 .496 -7.638E-03 1.575E-02 
'WIDECOMP 
[QCL_1 =3] ' SUPPOATN 
-3.860E-03 .005 -.757 .449 -1.388E-02 6.163E·03 
'WIDECOMP 
~~1L_1 =4] ' SUPPOATN 4.248E-03 .007 .603 .547 -9.610E-03 1.811E·02 
Parameter Estimates for Environment, Market Orientation Components and 
Strategy Type: All Performance Modes 
Parameter Estimates: Number of Wider Competitors 
95% Confidence Interval 
Lower Upper 
Dependent Variable Parameter 8 Std. Error I Si g. Bound Bound 
Commercial Pertormance [OCL_1=5] • SUPPORTN 0 a 
"WIDECOMP 
[QCL_1=1]" LTERMOBJ. 5.025E·03 .010 .505 614 -1.455E-02 2.460E-02 WIDECOMP 
[OCL_1=2] • LTERMOBJ. 7.836E-04 010 .076 .940 -1.953E-02 2.109E-02 WIDECOMP 
[OCL_1=3]" LTERMOBJ. 6.132E-03 .009 .683 .495 -1.153E-02 2.380E-02 WIDECOMP 
[OCL_1=4]" LTERMOBJ • 
-1.739E-02 .009 -1.894 .059 -3.545E-02 6.645E-04 WIDECOMP 
[OCL_1 =5] • L TERMOBJ • a 
WIDECOMP 0 
[QCL_1=1]" INTERFCN. 1.313E-03 .011 .122 .903 -1.992E-02 2.255E-02 WIDECOMP 
[QCL_1 =2] • INTERFCN • 1.157E-02 .011 1.046 .296 -1.019E-02 3.333E-D2 WIDECOMP 
[QCL_1 =3] • INTERFCN • 7.498E-03 .009 835 .405 -1.017E-02 2.517E-02 WIDECOMP 
[QCL_1=4]" INTERFCN • 2.193E-02 .010 2.249 .025 2.749E-03 4.111E-02 WIDECOMP 
[OCL_1 =5] • INTERFCN • 0 a 
a. Th•s parameter IS set to zero because 11 Is redundant. 
Parameter Estimates for Environment, Market Orientation Components and 
Strategy Type: All Performance Modes 
Parameter Estimates: Competitive Intensity 
95% Confidence Interval 
Lower Upper 
Dependent Variable Parameter B Std. Error 1 Si9o Bound Bound 
Strategic Performance Intercept ·1.134 2.331 ·.486 .627 -5.718 3.451 
[OCL_1=1) ·.466 3.023 ·.154 .878 ·6.412 5.480 
[OCL_1=2) 1.943 2.645 .735 .463 ·3.259 7.145 
[OCL_1=3) 1.921 3.013 .638 .524 -4.006 7.848 
[OCL_1=4) .126 2.797 .045 .964 -5.375 5.626 
[OCL_1=5) oa 
[OCL_ 1 = 1) ' CUSTORTN -.325 .513 -.634 .526 ·1.334 .684 
[OCL_1=2) 'CUSTORTN '149 .485 .308 .758 ·.805 1.103 
[OCL_1=3)' CUSTORTN .247 .489 .505 .614 ·.715 1.210 
[OCL_1=4) "CUSTORTN -.337 .362 -.930 .353 ·1.050 .376 
[OCL_1=5)' CUSTORTN ·.242 .488 ·.496 .620 ·1.202 .718 
[QCL_1=1)" COMPORTN 
.146 275 .532 .595 ·395 .688 
[OCL_1=2) • COMPORTN 
·.263 .309 ·.851 .395 ·.871 .345 
[OCL_1 =3) • COMPORTN 
·5.911E·02 .181 -.327 .744 ·.414 .296 
[OCL_ 1 =4) " COMPORTN 
.254 .302 .840 .402 ·.341 .848 
[OCL_1=5)" COMPORTN 
-.305 .190 -1.601 .110 ·.679 6.956E·02 
[QCL_1=1) 'SUPPORTN .333 312 1.069 .286 ·.280 .947 
[OCL_1 =2) ' SUPPORTN 104 .315 .331 741 ·.515 .723 
[OCL_1 =3) • SUPPORTN ·.185 .159 ·1.164 .245 -.498 .128 
[OCL_1=4) 'SUPPORTN .341 .268 1.273 .204 -.168 .867 
[OCL_1 =5) ' SUPPORTN .263 304 .866 387 ·.335 862 
[OCL_1 = 1) ' L TERMOBJ 9.240E-02 .389 .237 .812 ·.673 .858 
[OCL_1 =2) ' LTERMOBJ .447 .383 1.166 244 -.307 1.200 
[OCL_1 =3) ' L TERMOBJ .171 .250 .685 494 ·.320 .662 
[OCL_1=4)' LTERMOBJ ·.434 .386 ·1. 125 .261 ·1.194 .325 
[OCL_1=5)' LTERMOBJ ·.253 .355 ·.713 476 -.951 .445 
[OCL_1=1) 'INTERFCN .351 .375 .936 .350 -.386 1.088 
[OCL_1=2)' INTERFCN ·.495 .530 ·.934 .351 ·1.538 .548 
[OCL_1=3)' INTERFCN ·.313 .377 ·.831 .407 ·1.055 .428 
[OCL_1 =4) ' INTERFCN .590 .436 1.352 177 -.268 1.448 
[OCL_1 =5) ' INTERFCN .842 .434 1.938 .053 ·1.252E·02 1.696 
CUSTORTN oa 
COMPORTN O' 
SUPPORTN 0' 
LTERMOBJ 0' 
INTERFCN O' 
[OCL_1=1) ·Cl .518 .580 .926 355 ·.583 1.619 
[OCL_1 =2) ' Cl ·.226 .395 ·.572 .568 -1.001 .550 
[OCL_1 =3) ' Cl ·.515 .599 -.860 .390 ·1.694 .684 
[OCL_1 =4) • Cl .147 .479 .307 .759 ·.795 1.090 
[OCL_1 =5) ' Cl .337 .628 .537 .592 ·.899 1.573 
CUSTORTN ' Cl ·1.231E·02 .138 -.089 .929 ·.284 .259 
COMPORTN ' Cl 8.546E-02 .055 1.560 .120 ·2.226E-02 .193 
SUPPORTN ' Cl -4.398E·02 .080 -.553 .581 ·.200 .112 
LTERMOBJ • Cl 9.631E-02 .097 .992 .322 ·9.464E·02 .287 
INTERFCN ' Cl ·.192 .116 ·1.653 099 ·.420 3.635E·02 
[OCL_1=1) • CUSTORTN 7.408E·02 .201 .368 .713 ·.321 .470 
'Cl 
[OCL_1 =2) ' CUSTORTN 
-5 278E·02 .197 -.268 .789 ·.440 .335 
·Cl 
[QCL_1 =3) ' CUSTORTN 
-5.714E-02 .201 -.284 .776 ·.453 .338 
'Cl 
[QCL_1=4) • CUSTORTN 
.157 .177 .869 .374 ·.191 .506 
'Cl 
[OCL_1=5). CUSTORTN a 
'Cl 0 
[OCL_I= 1) • COMPORTN 
. 145 090 ·1.612 108 -.321 3.191E·02 
'Cl 
[OCL_1 =2) • COMPORTN 
·1.586E·02 .095 ·.167 .868 -.203 .171 
'Cl 
[OCL_1 =3) ' COMPORTN 
·5.973E·02 .080 ·.750 454 -.216 9.690E-02 
'Cl 
[OCL_1=4)' COMPORTN 
·.202 .107 -1.889 .060 -.412 8.310E-03 
'Cl 
[OCL_1=5)' COMPORTN 0 a 
'Cl 
[OCL_1 = 1) • SUPPORTN 
-1.276E·02 .115 -.111 .912 -.238 .213 
'Cl 
[OCL_1 =2) ' SUPPOATN 5.245E·03 .117 .045 .964 ·.224 .234 
'Cl 
~~~L-1 =3) ' SUPPOATN 
.100 .093 1.076 .283 -8.307E·02 .284 
Parameter Estimates for Environment, Market Orientation Components and 
Strategy Type: All Performance Modes 
Parameter Estimates: Competitive Intensity 
95% Confidence Interval 
Lower Upper 
Dependent Variable Parameter 8 Std. Error t SI g. Bound Bound 
Strategic Performance [QCL_1 =4] ' SUPPORTN 
-2.322E-02 .111 -.210 .834 -.241 .195 
'Cl 
[QCL_1=5]' SUPPORTN 0 ' 
'Cl 
[QCL_1=1]' LTERMOBJ 
-5.656E-02 .144 -.393 .695 -.340 .227 
'Cl 
[QCL_1 =2] ' LTERMOBJ 
- 196 148 -1.326 .186 ·.487 9.465E-02 
'Cl 
[QCL_1 =3] ' L TERMOBJ 
-.127 .120 -1.061 .289 -.364 .109 
'Cl 
[OCL_1 =4] ' L TERMOBJ 9.470E-03 .147 .064 .949 -.280 .299 
'Cl 
[QCL_1 =5] ' LTERMOBJ 0 ' 
'Cl 
[QCL_1=1]' INTERFCN' 5.651E-02 .155 .365 .716 -.248 .361 Cl 
[QCL_1 =2] ' INTERFCN ' 
.370 .194 1.914 .056 -1.021E-02 .751 Cl 
[QCL_1 =3] ' INTERFCN ' 
.339 .164 2.071 .039 1.701E-02 .661 Cl 
[QCL_1=4]. INTERFCN' 4.536E-02 .168 .270 .788 -.286 .376 Cl 
~~CL_ 1=5[ • INTERFCN ' 0 ' . . 
Parameter Estimates for Environment, Market Orientation Components and 
Strategy Type: All Performance Modes 
Parameter Estimates: Competitive Intensity 
95% Confidence Interval 
Lower Upper 
Deoendent Variable Parameter B Std. Error 1 Sigc Bound Bound 
Personal Pertormance Intercept .512 1.973 .259 .796 -3.369 4.392 
[QCL_1=1] -3.567 2.559 -1.394 .164 -8.6aa 1.465 
[QCL_1=2] .927 2.239 .414 .679 -3.476 5.331 
[OCL_1=3] .69a 2.551 .27a .787 -4.327 5.7a7 
[QCL_1=4] -3.986 2.367 -1.664 .a93 -8.642 .67a 
[QCL_1=5] 0" 
[OCL_1=1]" CUSTORTN -.252 .434 -.581 .562 -1.1a6 .6a2 
[QCL_1 =2] • CUSTORTN 8.537E-a2 .411 .2a8 .835 -.722 .893 
[QCL_1 =3] • CUSTORTN -6.7a8E-a2 .414 -.162 .871 -.882 .748 
[QCL_1 =4] • CUSTORTN -.679 .3a7 -2.213 .028 -1.282 -7.540E-a2 
[OCL_1 =5] • CUSTORTN -.569 .413 -1.377 .169 -1.381 .243 
[OCL_1=1]" COMPORTN 
.375 233 1.611 .1a8 -8280E-a2 .833 
[OCL_1 =2] • COMPORTN 6.273E-a2 .262 .240 .811 -.452 .577 
[OCL_1 =3] • COMPORTN 
-.151 .153 -.985 .325 -.451 .15a 
[OCL_1 =4] • COMPORTN 1.111 .256 4.344 .ooa .808 1.614 
[QCL_1 =5] • COMPORTN 
-.153 161 -.948 .344 -.47a .164 
[QCL_1=1]" SUPPORTN .355 .264 1.348 .179 -.164 .874 
[OCL_1 =2] • SUPPORTN -.226 .266 -.848 .397 ·.75a .298 
[OCL_1 =3] • SUPPORTN ·1.582E-a2 .135 -.118 .906 ·.28a .249 
[OCL_1 =4] • SUPPORTN -.425 .227 -1.876 .061 -.871 2.a56E-a2 
[OCL_1 =5] • SUPPORTN .166 258 .646 .519 -.340 .673 
[OCL_1=1]" LTERMOBJ -.378 .329 -1.148 .252 ·1.a26 .27a 
[OCL_1 =2] • L TERMOBJ -6.398E-a2 .324 ·.197 .844 -.7a2 .574 
[OCL_1 =3] • L TERMOBJ .158 211 .748 .455 ·.257 .573 
[OCL_1=4]" LTERMOBJ ·.29a .327 -.888 .375 -.933 .353 
[OCL_1 =5] • L TERMOBJ .214 3aa .713 .477 -.377 .8a5 
[OCL_1=1]"1NTERFCN .857 .317 2.7a2 .007 .233 1.481 
[QCL_1 =2] • INTERFCN -5.736E-a2 .449 -.128 .898 -.940 .825 
[OCL_1 =3] • INTERFCN ·8.665E-a2 .319 -.272 .786 -.714 .541 
[QCL_1=4]" INTERFCN 1.289 .369 3.49a .001 .563 2.a15 
[OCL_1=5]" INTERFCN .314 .368 .854 .394 -.409 La37 
CUSTORTN a• 
COMPORTN a• 
SUPPORTN 0" . 
LTERMOBJ a• 
INTERFCN a• 
[OCL_1=1]" Cl .768 .474 1.621 .1a6 -.164 1.699 
[OCL_1 =2] • Cl -.489 .334 -1.465 .144 -1.148 .168 
[QCL_1=3]" Cl -.662 .5a7 -1.304 .193 -1.680 .336 
[OCL_1 =4] • Cl .856 4a6 2 117 .a35 6.a78E-a2 1.656 
[QCL_1 =5] • Cl -.172 .532 -.323 .747 -1.216 .874 
CUSTORTN • Cl .137 .117 1.168 .244 -9 348E-a2 .367 
COMPORTN • Cl 1.661E-02 046 363 .717 -7 437E-a2 .108 
SUPPORTN ·Cl -1.789E-a2 .067 -.266 .791 ·.15a .115 
L TERMOBJ • Cl ·6.352E·02 .082 -.773 .440 -.225 9.811E-a2 
INTERFCN • Cl -2.693E-a2 098 -.295 .768 -.222 .164 
[QCL_1=1]" CUSTORTN 
-7.231E-02 170 -.425 .6_71 -.407 .262 
"Cl 
[QCL_1 =2] • CUSTORTN 
-.154 167 -.925 .356 -.482 .174 
"Cl 
[OCL_ 1 =3] • CUSTORTN 
·9.363E-02 .170 -.550 .583 -.428 .241 
"Cl 
[OCL_ 1 =4] • CUSTORTN 9.717E-02 .150 .648 .517 ·.196 .392 
"Cl 
[QCL_1 =5] • CUSTORTN n 
"Cl 0 
[OCL_1=1]" COMPORTN 
-.146 076 -1.914 .056 • 295 4.005E-03 
"Cl 
[QCL_1 =2] • COMPORTN 
-4.413E-02 .081 ·.548 .584 -.203 .114 
"Cl 
[OCL_1 =3] • COMPORTN 5.430E-02 .067 .808 .421 -7.827E-02 .187 
"Cl 
[OCL_1=4]" COMPORTN 
-.366 .090 -4.046 .000 -.544 -.186 
"Cl 
(QCL_1=5]" COMPORTN 0 a 
"Cl . 
[OCL_1=1]" SUPPORTN 
-3.159E-02 .097 -.325 .745 -.223 .159 
"Cl 
[QCL_1 =2] • SUPPORTN 7.336E-02 .099 .744 .458 -.121 .267 
"Cl 
[QCL_ 1 =3] • SUPPORTN 8.313E-03 .079 .105 .916 ·.147 .163 
"Cl 
Parameter Estimates for Environment, Market Orientation Components and 
Strategy Type: All Performance Modes 
Parameter Estimates: Competitive Intensity 
95% Confidence Interval 
Lower Upper 
Dependent Variable Parameter B Std. Error t Sig. Bound Bound 
Personal Performance [OCL_1 =4[ ' SUPPORTN 
.139 .094 1.485 .138 -4.520E-02 .324 
·er 
[OCL_1=5[' SUPPORTN 0 " 
·er . 
[OCL_1=1[' LTERMOBJ 
.178 .122 1.460 .145 -6.173E-02 .418 
·er 
[OCL_1 =21 • LTERMOBJ 
.114 .125 .913 .362 ·.132 .360 
·er 
[QCL_1 =3[ ' L TERMOBJ 3.481E·02 .102 .342 .732 ·.165 .235 
·er 
[OCL_1=4[' LTERMOBJ 
.145 .125 1.167 .244 -9.967E-02 .391 
·er 
[QCL_1 =5] ' L TERMOBJ 0 ' 
·Cl 
[QCL_1=1]'1NTERFCN' 
·.185 .131 ·1.410 .159 ·.443 7.303E·02 er 
[OCL_1=2]' INTERFCN ' 7.535E·02 .164 .460 .646 ·.247 .398 er 
[OCL_1 =31 ' INTERFCN ' 
.105 .139 .755 .451 ·.168 .377 er 
[OCL_1=4] ' INTERFCN ' 
·.301 .142 ·2.115 .035 ·581 ·2.113E·02 Cl 
[OCL_1 =5] ' INTERFCN ' a 
er 0 
Parameter Estimates for Environment, Market Orientation Components and 
Strategy Type: All Performance Modes 
Parameter Estimates: Competitive Intensity 
95% Confidence Interval 
Lower Upper 
Dependent Variable Parameter B Std. Error I Siq. Bound Bound 
Commercial Performance Intercept -3.079 2.272 -1.355 176 -7.548 1.391 
(OCL_1=1) 1.310 2.947 .444 .657 ·4.487 7.106 
(QCL_1=2) 3.448 2.579 1.337 .182 -1.624 8.520 
(OCL_1=3) 1.781 2.938 .606 .545 -3.997 7.559 
(OCL_1=4) .758 2.726 .278 .781 -4.605 6.120 
(QCL_ho5) o• 
(QCL_1=1) • CUSTORTN -.297 .500 -.593 .553 -1.280 .687 
(OCL_1 =2) • CUSTORTN .201 .473 .426 .671 -.729 1.131 
(OCL_1 =3) • CUSTORTN .826 .477 1.730 .065 ·.113 1.764 
(QCL_1=4) • CUSTORTN -.388 .353 -1.098 .273 -1.083 .307 
(OCL_1 =5) " CUSTORTN .519 .476 1.091 .276 -.417 1.455 
(QCL_1=1)" COMPORTN 
.365 .268 1.436 .152 -.142 .913 
(OCL_1 =2) • COMPOATN 
-.318 .301 -1.055 .292 -.911 .275 
(QCL_1 =3) " COMPORTN 
.129 .176 .733 .464 -.217 .475 
(OCL_1 =4) • COMPORTN 
.552 .295 1.875 .062 -2.712E-02 1.132 
(OCL_1=5)" COMPORTN 
-.168 .186 -.905 .366 -.533 .197 
(OCL_1=1)" SUPPORTN .458 .304 1.505 .133 -.140 1.056 
(OCL_1=2) • SUPPORTN .132 .307 ,431 .667 -.471 .736 
(OCL_1 =3) • SUPPORTN -.187 .155 -1.208 228 -.492 .118 
(OCL_ 1 =4) " SUPPORTN .330 .261 1.265 .207 -.183 .643 
(OCL_1=5)' SUPPORTN .167 .297 .563 .574 -.417 .751 
(OCL_1=1)" LTERMOBJ ·.537 .379 -1.416 .158 -1.263 209 
(OCL_1 =2) " L TERMOBJ .134 .373 .360 .719 -.600 .869 
(OCL_1 =3) " L TERMOBJ -8.287E-02 .243 -.341 734 -.561 .396 
(QCL_1=4)" LTERMOBJ 2.559E-02 .376 .068 .946 -.715 766 
(OCL_ 1 =5) " L TERMOBJ -.296 .346 -.656 .392 -.976 .364 
(QCL_1=1)" INTERFCN .664 .365 1.818 .070 -5.426E-02 1.383 
(QCL_ 1 =2) " INTERFCN ·.144 .517 -.279 780 -1.161 .872 
(QCL_1 =3) ' INTERFCN -.292 .368 -.794 .428 -1.015 .431 
(QCL_1=4)" INTERFCN .379 425 .890 .374 -.458 1.215 
(OCL_1=5) "INTERFCN .537 .423 1.268 .206 - 296 1.370 
CUSTORTN 0" 
COMPORTN 0" 
SUPPORTN 0" 
LTERMOBJ o• 
INTERFCN 0" 
(OCL_1=1) ·Cl .565 546 1.036 301 -508 1.638 
(QCL_1=2) ·Cl -6.502E-02 .365 -.169 .866 -.822 .691 
(QCL_1=3) ·Cl .353 564 .605 .546 -.796 1.503 
(OCL_1=4)" Cl .613 467 1.312 .190 -.306 1.532 
(QCL_1=5]" Cl .943 .613 1.539 .125 -.262 2.148 
CUSTORTN ' Cl -.164 .135 -1.217 .224 -.429 .101 
COMPORTN " Cl 5.710E-03 .053 .107 .915 -9.932E-02 .111 
SUPPORTN " Cl 1.649E-03 .078 .021 .983 -.151 .154 
L TERMOBJ " Cl .115 .095 1.218 .224 -7.090E-02 .301 
INTERFCN " Cl -.160 .113 -1.418 .157 -.383 6.203E-02 
(QCL_1=1)" CUSTORTN 
.220 .196 1.121 .263 -.166 .605 
·Cl 
(OCL_ 1 =2) " CUSTORTN 
.110 .192 .574 .566 -.268 .488 
'Cl 
(OCL_1=3)" CUSTORTN 
-7.408E-02 196 -.378 706 -.460 .312 
"Cl 
(OCL_1=4)" CUSTORTN 
.326 .173 1.887 .060 -1.383E-02 .665 
·Cl 
(OCL_1=5) "CUSTORTN 0 ' 
"Cl 
(QCL_1=1)" COMPORTN 
-.134 .088 ·1.533 126 -.307 3.796E-02 
'Cl 
(QCL_1=2) • COMPORTN 6.301E-02 .093 .679 .498 -.120 .246 
·Cl 
(QCL_1 =3) • COMPORTN 
-5.177E-02 .078 -.667 .505 -.204 .101 
·Cl 
[QCL_ 1 =4) " COMPORTN 
-.213 .104 -2.046 .042 -.418 -8.250E-03 
·et 
[OCL_1=5) "COMPORTN 0 • 
'Cl 
(QCL_1=1)" SUPPORTN 
-9.323E-02 .112 -.833 .405 ·.313 .127 
·et 
(QCL_ 1 =2) • SUPPORTN 
-4.622E-02 .114 ·.407 .664 -.270 .177 
·et 
[OCL_1=3) • SUPPORTN 6.231E·02 091 .686 .493 -.116 .241 
• Cl 
Parameter Estimates for Environment, Market Orientation Components and 
Strategy Type: All Performance Modes 
Parameter Estimates: Competitive Intensity 
95% Confidence Interval 
Lower Upper 
Dependent Variable Parameter B Std. Error t Si g. Bound Bound 
Commercial Performance [QCL_1-4[ • SUPPORTN 
·8.6t3E·02 .108 -.797 .426 -.299 .126 
"Cl 
[OCL_1 =5[ • SUPPORTN o• 
"Cl 
[OCL_1=1[ • LTERMOBJ 7 435E-02 .140 .530 597 -202 .350 
"Cl 
[OCL_1=2[. LTERMOBJ 
-.117 .144 -.811 .418 -.400 .167 
"Cl 
[QCL_1=3[ • LTERMOBJ 
-.104 .117 -.689 .375 -.334 .126 
"Cl 
[QCL_1=4[ • LTERMOBJ 
-.117 .144 -.816 .415 -.399 .165 
·Cl 
[QCL_1=5[ • LTERMOBJ 0 a 
·Cl 
[QCL_1=1[ "INTERFCN • 
-3.163E-02 .151 -.209 .834 -.329 .265 Cl 
[OCL_1=2[ • INTERFCN • 
.210 .189 1.112 .267 ·.161 .581 Cl 
[OCL_1=3[ • INTERFCN • 
.286 .160 1.790 074 -2.829E-02 .600 Cl 
[OCL_1=4[ • INTERFCN • 6015E-02 .164 .367 714 -.262 .383 Cl 
~CL_1=5[ • INTERFCN • a 0 
.. 
a. ThiS parameter •s set to zero because IllS redundant. 
G6 
Parameter Estimates for Environment, Market Orientation Components and 
Strategy Type: All Performance Modes 
Parameter Estimates: Local Market Conditions 
95% Confidence Interval 
Lower Upper 
DependentVartab~ Parameter 8 Std. Error I Si g. Bound Bound 
Strategic Per1ormance Intercept 1.551 1.422 1.091 276 -1.245 4.347 
[QCL_1=1[ .672 2.053 .327 .744 ·3.366 4.710 
[QCL_1=2] -1.465 2.040 -.716 .473 -5.477 2.546 
[OCL_1=3] -3.506 2.156 -1.627 105 -7.749 .732 
[OCL_1=4] -3.381 1.760 -1.922 .055 -6.643 7.977E-02 
[QCL_1=5] o• 
[OCL_1=1]" CUSTQRTN ·.550 .393 -1.399 .163 -1.324 .223 
[QCL_ 1 =2] • CUSTORTN -1 715E-02 .365 -045 965 -.775 .740 
[QCL_1 =3]" CUSTORTN .496 .370 1.341 .181 ·.232 1.224 
[QCL_1 =4]" CUSTORTN 6.391E-02 .241 .265 .791 -.410 .538 
[OCL_1 =5] • CUSTORTN -2.547E-02 .291 -.087 930 ·.599 .546 
[OCL_1=1]" COMPORTN 
·.179 .225 -.793 428 -.622 .265 
[OCL_1 =2] • COMPORTN 
-1120E-02 .180 -.062 950 -.365 .343 
[OCL_1 =3]" COMPORTN 
.135 .145 .928 .354 -.151 .420 
[OCL_1=4]" COMPORTN 
.364 .186 1.956 .051 -2.074E-03 .730 
[OCL_ 1 =5] • COMPORTN 
·2.926E-02 .151 ·.193 .847 -.327 .269 
[OCL_1=1]" SUPPORTN 183 .242 .758 .449 -.292 .658 
[OCL_1 =2] • SUPPORTN -.205 .245 -.837 .403 -.688 .277 
[OCL_1=3]" SUPPORTN -.245 .130 -1.860 061 -.502 1. 138E-02 
[OCL_1=4] • SUPPORTN -.145 .169 -.655 .393 -.478 .188 
[OCL_1 =5] • SUPPORTN .113 .203 .559 .577 ·.286 .513 
[OCL_1=1]" LTERMOBJ .219 .353 .619 .536 -.476 .913 
[OCL_1 =2] • L TERMOBJ .578 .257 2.250 .025 7.271E-02 1.084 
[OCL_1 =3] • L TERMOBJ '173 .262 .660 .510 -.342 .688 
[OCL_1 =4] • L TERMOBJ -.129 .246 -.522 .602 -.617 .358 
[OCL_1 =5] • L TERMOBJ 136 .235 .576 .565 -.327 .599 
[QCL_1 = 1] • INTERFCN ·4.975E-02 .460 -.108 .914 -.954 .655 
[OCL_1 =2] • INTERFCN -.224 .349 -.642 .522 -.911 .463 
[OCL_1 =3] • INTERFCN -3.301E·02 .276 ·.120 .905 -.576 .510 
[QCL_1 =4] " INTERFCN .358 .279 1.265 .200 -.190 .906 
[OCL_1=5]"1NTERFCN -402 310 -1.297 .196 ·1.012 .208 
CUSTORTN 0" 
COMPORTN 0" 
SUPPQRTN o• . 
LTERMOBJ o• 
INTERFCN o• 
[QCL_1=1]" LMC -.591 .409 -1.446 .149 -1.395 .213 
[OCL_1 =2] • LMC 4.257E-02 .458 .093 .926 -.659 .944 
[QCL_ 1 =3] • LMC .328 .502 .653 .514 -.660 1.316 
[QCL_ 1 =4] • LMC .461 .335 1.434 .153 ·, 179 1.140 
[QCL_ 1 =5] • LMC -.434 .426 -1.019 .309 -1.271 .403 
CUSTORTN • LMC -6.597E-02 .065 -.779 .437 -.233 '101 
COMPORTN • LMC 5.084E-Q3 .049 .105 .917 ·9.031E-02 .100 
SUPPORTN • LMC -6 910E-03 .056 -.154 678 -.123 .105 
LTERMOBJ • LMC -2.025E-02 .066 -.307 .759 -.150 .109 
INTERFCN • LMC .170 .097 1.752 .081 -2.081E-02 .360 
[OCL_1=1]" CUSTORTN 
.204 .141 1.447 .149 -7.324E-02 .461 
• LMC 
[OCL_1=2] • CUSTORTN 3.114E-02 .140 .222 .824 -.245 .307 
"LMC 
[OCL_ 1 =3] • CUSTORTN 
-8.929E-02 .137 ·.651 .515 -.359 .180 
"LMC 
[OCL_1=4] • CUSTORTN 8.464E-02 .110 .769 .443 -.132 .301 
"LMC 
[QCL_1=5] • CUSTORTN a 
"LMC 0 
[OCL_1=1]" COMPORTN 2.036E-02 .075 .272 .786 -.127 167 
"LMC 
[OCL_1=2] • COMPORTN 7 510E-03 .066 .114 .909 -.122 137 
"LMC 
[OCL_1=3) • COMPORTN 
-4.225E-02 .062 -.677 .499 -.165 8.047E-02 
"LMC 
[OCL_1=4) • COMPORTN 
-.146 .073 -2.021 .044 -.292 -3.981E-03 
"LMC 
[OCL_ 1 =5) • COMPORTN 0 ' 
"LMC 
[OCL_1=1). SUPPORTN 
-1.367E-02 .065 -.161 .872 ·.160 .153 
"LMC 
[QCL_1 =2) • SUPPORTN 5.905E-02 .088 .674 .501 -.113 .231 
"LMC 
[OCL_1 =3] • SUPPORTN 9.476E-02 .069 1.365 .173 ·4.180E-02 .231 
"LMC 
Parameter Estimates for Environment, Market Orientation Components and 
Strategy Type: All Performance Modes 
Parameter Estimates: Local Market Conditions 
95% Confidence Interval 
Lower Upper 
Dependent Variable Parameter B Std. Error I SiQ. Bound Bound 
Strategic Performance [QCL_1 =4] • SUPPORTN 8.012E·02 .078 1.030 .304 ·7.283E·02 .233 
"LMC 
[QCL_1 =5] • SUPPORTN 0 a 
"LMC 
[OCL_1=1]. LTERMOBJ 3.751E-02 .113 .332 .740 -.185 .280 
"LMC 
[QCL_1 =2] • L TERMOBJ 
·.130 .100 -1.304 193 -.327 6.628E-02 
"LMC 
[OCL_1 =3] • L TERMOBJ 
-1573E-02 .099 -.159 873 -210 .178 
"LMC 
[QCL_1 =4] • L TERMOBJ 2.071E-02 .091 .229 819 -.157 .199 
"LMC 
[QCL_ 1 =5] • L TERMOBJ • 
• LMC 0 
[QCL_1=1] "INTERFCN • 
-.199 .152 -1312 .190 -.499 9.962E-02 LMC 
[QCL_1 =2] • INTERFCN • 
-6.454E-02 .142 -.456 .649 -.343 .214 LMC 
[QCL_1 =3] • INTERFCN • 
-.100 .129 -.780 436 -.353 .153 LMC 
[QCL_1=4] • INTERFCN • 
-.250 .123 -2.030 .043 -.492 -7.797E-03 LMC 
[QCL 1 =5] • INTERFCN • 
LMC- o• 
Parameter Estimates for Environment, Market Orientation Components and 
Strategy Type: All Performance Modes 
Parameter Estimates: Local Market Conditions 
95% Confidence Interval 
Lower Upper 
Dependent Variable Parameter B Std. Error I Sic. Bound Bound 
Personal Performance Intercept 2.358 1.211 1.947 .052 -2.375E·a2 4.74a 
[OCL_1=1) ·1.399 1.749 ·.BOO .424 -4.839 2.041 
[OCL_1=2) .368 1.737 .212 .832 ·3.049 3.785 
[OCL_1=3) ·3.241 1.837 ·1.765 .a78 ·6.854 .371 
[OCL_1=4) ·3.49a 1.499 -2.328 .a2a ·6.438 ·.542 
[OCL_1=5) a• 
[OCL_1=1) • CUSTORTN ·.455 .335 ·1.358 .175 ·1.113 .2a4 
[OCL_1 =2) • CUSTORTN ·.549 .328 -1.674 .a95 ·1.194 9.62aE-a2 
[OCL_1=3) • CUSTORTN .140 .315 .445 .656 ·.480 .761 
[OCL_1 =4) • CUSTORTN -.488 .2a5 ·2.379 .a18 ·.892 ·8.467E-a2 
[OCL_1=5]' CUSTORTN ·.375 .248 -1.509 132 ·.863 .114 
[OCL_1=1) • COMPORTN 
·2.9a9E.Q2 .192 ·.151 .86a -.407 .349 
[OCL_1 =2) • COMPORTN 2.678E.Q2 .153 175 861 ·.275 .328 
[OCL_1=3)' COMPORTN 9.311E-a2 .124 .753 .452 -.15a .336 
[OCL_1=4)' COMPORTN 
.765 .159 4.825 .ooa .453 t.a77 
[OCL_1 =5] ' COMPORTN 
-.143 .129 ·1.1a6 .269 ·.396 111 
[OCL_1=1) 'SUPPORTN .290 .2a6 1.4a9 .160 ·.115 .695 
[OCL_1 =2) ' SUPPORTN ·.16a .2a9 -.765 .445 ·.571 .251 
[OCL_1 =3) • SUPPORTN ·4.25aE-a2 .111 ·.382 .7a2 -.261 .176 
[OCL_1=4) • SUPPORTN ·.489 .144 -3.388 .001 ·.773 ·.205 
[OCL_1 =5) • SUPPORTN 1.445E·a2 .173 .a84 .933 -.326 .354 
[OCL_1=1) • LTERMOBJ ·.735 .301 -2.444 .a15 ·1.327 ·.144 
[OCL_ 1 =2) • L TERMOBJ .1a5 .219 .478 .633 ·.326 .535 
[OCL_1=3)' LTERMOBJ ·8.17aE-a2 .223 ·.366 .714 -.52a .357 
[OCL_1=4) • LTERMOBJ ·22a .211 ·1.a40 299 ·.635 .196 
[OCL_ 1 =5) • LTERMOBJ -7.9a6E-a2 .2a1 -.394 .694 -.474 .315 
[OCL_1=1) 'INTERFCN 823 .392 2.100 .a36 5.234E·a2 1.593 
[OCL_1 =2) ' INTERFCN 142 297 .477 .633 ·.443 .727 
[OCL_1=3) • INTERFCN .221 .235 .939 348 ·.242 .683 
[OCL_1=4) • INTERFCN .786 .237 3.309 .aa1 .319 1.253 
[OCL_1 =5) • INTERFCN .113 .264 429 668 -.4a6 .633 
CUSTORTN a• 
COMPORTN 0" 
SUPPORTN a• 
LTERMOBJ 0" 
INTERFCN 0" 
[OCL_1=1)' LMC ·.453 .348 -1.300 194 ·1.137 .232 
[OCL_1 =2) • LMC ·.862 .39a ·2.2a6 .a28 -1.630 -9.352E-a2 
[OCL_1=3) • LMC -1.333E-a2 .428 ._a31 .975 ·.855 .828 
[OCL_1 =4) • LMC .19a .286 .667 5a5 ·.371 .752 
[OCL_1=5)" LMC ·.763 .363 ·2.1a5 .a36 ·1.477 -5 OOaE-a2 
CUSTORTN ' LMC 8.51aE-a2 .a72 1.179 .239 ·5.681E-a2 .227 
COMPORTN • LMC 2 484E-a2 .041 .6a1 .548 ·5.641E.Q2 .106 
SUPPORTN • LMC 2.221E·a2 .a49 .451 .652 ·7.457E·a2 .119 
LTERMOBJ ' LMC 2 055E-a2 .a56 .366 .714 ·8.9BaE-02 .131 
INTERFCN ' LMC 3.232E.Q2 .a82 .392 .695 -.13a .195 
[OCL_1=1)' CUSTORTN 4.845E-02 .12a .404 .687 ·.188 .285 
'LMC 
[OCL_1 =2) • CUSTORTN 7.879E·02 .119 .660 .510 ·.156 .314 
'LMC 
[OCL_1 =3) ' CUSTORTN 
-.113 .117 ·.964 .336 ·.342 .117 
'LMC 
[OCL_1=4) • CUSTORTN 9.780E-02 .094 1.043 .298 -8.671E-a2 .282 
'LMC 
]OCL_1 =5] ' CUSTORTN 0 • 
'LMC 
[OCL_1=1)' COMPORTN 
·4.327E·02 .064 -.679 .498 ·.169 8.207E·02 
'LMC 
[OCL_1 =2) ' COMPORTN 
·3.792E·02 a56 ·675 .500 ·.148 7.260E.Q2 
'LMC 
JOCL_1 =3) • COMPORTN 
·3.47BE·02 .053 ·.654 .513 ·. 139 6.976E·02 
'LMC 
[OCL_1 =4) • COMPORTN 
·.263 .062 ·4.208 .000 ·.385 ·.140 
• LMC 
[OCL_1=5) • COMPORTN 0 • 
'LMC 
[OCL_1=1)' SUPPORTN 
·6. 170E·02 .072 -.854 .394 -.204 8.036E-a2 
'LMC 
[OCL_1=2)' SUPPORTN 2.056E·02 .075 .276 .783 ·.126 .167 
'LMC 
[OCL_1=3) • SUPPORTN 
·1.55BE·02 .059 ·.263 .792 ·.132 .101 
'LMC 
Parameter Estimates for Environment, Market Orientation Components and 
Strategy Type: All Performance Modes 
Parameter Estimates: Local Market Conditions 
95% Confidence Interval 
Lower Upper 
Dependent Variable Parameter B Std. Error I Sig. Bound Bound 
Personal Performance [OCL_1=4). SUPPORTN 
.121 .066 1.830 .068 ·9.078E·03 .251 
"LMC 
[QCL_1=5)" SUPPORTN 0 ' 
"LMC 
[QCL_1=1). LTEAMQBJ 
.196 .096 2.037 .042 6.805E-03 .386 
"LMC 
[OCL_ 1 =2) " L TERMOBJ 
·3.465E-02 .085 ·.407 .684 ·.202 .133 
"LMC 
[OCL_ 1 =3) ' L TEAMOBJ 1.799E-02 .084 .214 .831 ·. 147 .183 
"LMC 
[OCL_ 1=4) • LTEAMOBJ 2.396E·02 .077 .311 .756 ·.128 .176 
"LMC 
[OCL_ 1=5)" LTEAMOBJ 
' 
"LMC 0 
[OCL_1=1)" INTEAFCN" 
·.223 .130 ·1.725 .085 -.478 3.135E·02 LMC 
[QCL_ 1=2). INTEAFCN . 
·3.459E-02 .121 ·.287 .774 ·.272 .203 LMC 
[QCL_1=3) "INTEAFCN • 
·4.101E·02 .109 ·.375 .708 ·.256 .174 LMC 
[QCL_1=4) "INTEAFCN. 
·.219 105 ·2.092 .037 ·426 -1.314E-02 LMC 
[QCL_1 =5] " INTEAFCN " 
' LMC 0 
10 . 
Parameter Estimates for Environment, Market Orientation Components and 
Strategy Type: All Performance Modes 
Parameter Estimates: Local Market Conditions 
95% Confidence Interval 
Lower Upper 
Dependent Variable Parameter B Std. Error I Sic. Bound Bound 
Commercial Performance Intercept 1.0!19 1.414 .777 .438 -1.882 3.B81 
[QCL_1=1] .808 2.043 .396 .693 -3.209 4.826 
[QCL_1=2) -1.701 2.029 -.838 .403 -5.692 2.290 
)QCL_1=3] -1.181 2.145 -.550 .582 -5.400 3.039 
[OCL_1=4) -2.530 1.751 -1.445 .149 -5.974 .913 
[QCL_1=5] 0" 
[OCL_1=1]" CUSTORTN -.615 .391 -1.572 .117 -1.384 .155 
)OCL_1=2)' CUSTORTN .106 .383 .276 .783 -.648 .859 
)QCL_1=3]' CUSTORTN .337 .368 .916 .360 -.387 1.062 
[OCL_1=4]' CUSTORTN -.148 .240 -.617 .538 -.619 .324 
[QCL_1 =5) • CUSTORTN .347 .290 1.199 .231 -.223 918 
[QCL_1=1]' COMPORTN 
·4.539E-03 .224 -020 .984 -.446 437 
[QCL_1 =2] ' COMPORTN 1.415E-02 .179 .079 .937 -.338 366 
[OCL_1=3]" COMPORTN 
-9.181E-03 .144 -.064 .949 -.293 275 
[QCL_1 =4] ' COMPORTN 445 .185 2.405 .017 8.107E-02 .809 
[QCL_1 =5] " COMPORTN 1.055E-02 .151 070 944 -.286 .307 
(QCL_1=1]" SUPPORTN 566 .240 2.356 .019 9.349E-02 1.039 
(QCL_1 =2] ' SUPPORTN -.204 .244 -.837 .403 -.684 276 
(QCL_1 =3] ' SUPPORTN -5.647E-02 .130 -.435 .664 -.312 .199 
(OCL_1 =4] ' SUPPORTN -.136 .169 -.80!1 .419 -.488 .195 
(QCL_1 =5] ' SUPPORTN .157 202 .780 .438 -240 .555 
(OCL_1=1]" LTERMOBJ -.106 .351 -.300 .764 -.797 .586 
(QCL_1 =2] ' LTERMOBJ .239 .256 .935 .350 -.264 .742 
(QCL_1 =3] ' LTERMOBJ 9.095E-02 260 .349 .727 -.421 .603 
(QCL_1=4(" LTERMOBJ -.181 .247 -.732 .465 -.666 .304 
(OCL_ 1 =5] ' LTERMOBJ 4.981E-03 .234 .021 .983 -.458 .486 
(QCL_1=1]'1NTERFCN -2.551E-Q2 .457 -.056 .956 -.925 .874 
(QCL_1=2]"1NTERFCN 8.471E-02 .347 .244 .808 -.599 .768 
(QCL_1 =3] ' INTERFCN -.224 .275 -.816 .415 -.764 .316 
(OCL_1 =4] • INTERFCN 474 277 1.708 .OBB -7 16BE-02 1.019 
(QCL_1 =5] ' INTERFCN -.597 .308 -1.935 .054 -1.203 9 936E-03 
CUSTORTN 0" 
COMPORTN 0" . 
SUPPORTN 0" 
LTERMOBJ 0" 
INTERFCN 0" 
(OCL_1=1]' LMC -.593 .407 -1.458 .148 -1.393 .207 
[OCL_1=2(' LMC .262 .456 .574 .567 -.635 1.159 
(QCL_1 =3) ' LMC -.109 .500 -.219 .827 -1.092 .873 
[OCL_1=4)' LMC .390 .334 1.170 .243 -.266 1.046 
(QCL_1 =5) ' LMC -.226 .424 -.534 .594 -1.060 .607 
CUSTORTN • LMC -.112 .084 -1.328 .185 -.278 5.385E-02 
COMPORTN ' LMC -5 016E-02 .046 -1.039 299 -.145 4.475E-02 
SUPPORTN ' LMC -1.247E-03 .057 -.022 .983 -.114 .112 
L TERMOBJ ' LMC 2.327E-02 .066 .355 .723 -.106 .152 
INTERFCN ' LMC .170 .096 1.761 .079 -1.987E-02 .359 
(QCL_1=1) • CUSTORTN 
.281 .140 2.003 .046 5.115E·03 .557 
'LMC 
[QCL_1 =2) ' CUSTORTN 7 463E-02 140 .535 .593 -.200 .349 
'LMC 
(OCL_1=3]" CUSTORTN 2.487E-02 136 .182 .855 -.243 .293 
'LMC 
(OCL_1 =4) • CUSTORTN 197 .110 1.794 .074 -1.893E-02 .412 
'LMC 
(OCL_1=5)' CUSTORTN 0 • 
'LMC 
(OCL_1 = 1) • COMPORTN 2.985E-02 .074 .401 .689 - 117 .176 
"LMC 
(OCL_1 =2) • COMPORTN 3.759E-02 .066 .573 .567 -9.149E-02 .167 
'LMC 
(OCL_1 =3) ' COMPORTN 4.716E-02 .062 .760 .448 -7.494E-02 .169 
'LMC 
(OCL_1=4]' COMPORTN 
-.108 .073 -1.478 .140 -251 3.56BE-02 
'LMC 
(OCL_1=5]" COMPORTN o' 
"LMC 
(QCL_1=1]' SUPPORTN 
-.124 .084 -1.475 .141 -.290 4.149E-02 
'LMC 
(QCL_1 =2] ' SUPPORTN 4.539E-02 .087 .521 .603 -.126 .217 
'LMC 
(OCL_1 =3] ' SUPPORTN 2.297E-02 .069 .332 .740 -.113 .159 
'LMC 
71 
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Strategy Type: All Performance Modes 
Parameter Estimates: Local Market Conditions 
95% Confidence Interval 
Lower Upper 
Dependent Variable Parameter B Std. Error t Sio. Bound Bound 
Commercial Performance (QCL_1=4J" SUPPORTN 4.203E-02 .077 .543 587 -.110 .194 
"LMC 
[OCL_1=5]" SUPPORTN 0 • 
"LMC 
(QCL_1=1). LTERMOBJ 6.189E-02 .113 .550 .583 -.159 .283 
"LMC 
(QCL_1 =2) • L TERMOBJ 
·5.63QE-Q2 .099 -.566 .572 ·.252 .139 
"LMC 
(OCL_1 =3) • LTERMOBJ 
·4.886E-02 .098 ·.497 .619 -.242 .144 
"LMC 
(OCL_1=4)" LTERMOBJ 2.879E-02 .090 .320 750 -.148 .206 
"LMC 
(QCL_1=5)" LTERMOBJ 0 ' 
"LMC 
[OCL_1=1)" INTERFCN" 
-.177 .151 -1.171 .242 -.475 .120 LMC 
(QCL_1 =2) • INTERFCN • 
·.188 .141 ·1.338 .182 ·.465 8.860E-02 LMC 
(QCL_1 =3) " INTERFCN " 
-6 079E-02 .128 -475 635 -.312 .191 LMC 
(QCL_1 =4) " INTERFCN •· 
-.301 .123 -2.458 014 ·.542 ·6.023E·02 LMC 
~~c;.,L_t =5] " INTERFCN " o' 
.. 
a. Thts parameter IS set to zero because 11 •s redundant. 
Parameter Estimates for Environment, Market Orientation Components and 
Strategy Type: All Performance Modes 
Parameter Estimates: Market Turbulence 
95% Confidence Interval 
Lower Upper 
Dependent Variable Parameter B Std. Error I Sig. Bound Bound 
Strategic Performance Intercept -1.601 1.385 -1.156 .248 -4.325 1.122 
[OCL_1=1) 2.291 2.253 1.017 .310 -2.140 6.721 
[OCL_1=2) 3.909 1.595 2.451 .015 .773 7.046 
[OCL_1=3) 6.754 2.686 2.514 .012 1.470 12.037 
[OCL_1=4) -.540 1.840 -.294 .769 -4.159 3.078 
[OCL_1=5) o• 
[OCL_1=1). CUSTORTN -.265 .461 -.574 .566 -1.172 .643 
[OCL_1 =2) • CUSTORTN -.790 .550 -1.435 .152 -1.872 .293 
[QCL_1 =3) • CUSTORTN -.647 .380 -1.700 .090 -1.395 .102 
[QCL_1=4) • CUSTORTN -.399 .348 -1.155 .249 -1.079 .281 
[QCL_1 =5) • CUSTORTN -.172 .411 -.420 .675 -.980 .636 
[QCL_1=1) • COMPORTN 
-.216 .275 -.764 .433 -.758 .326 
[QCL_1 =2) • COMPORTN 
.545 .345 1.579 .115 -.134 1.224 
[QCL_1 =3) • COMPORTN 
-1.220E-02 .181 -.067 .946 -.369 .345 
[QCL_1 =4J • COMPORTN 
.462 .254 1.821 .069 -3.692E-02 .961 
[QCL_1 =5] • COMPORTN 3.0BOE-02 .219 .140 .BBB -.401 .462 
[OCL_1=1) • SUPPORTN .553 .331 1.671 .096 ·9.799E-02 1.203 
[QCL_1 =2) • SUPPORTN ·.840 .290 -2.894 .004 -1.412 -.269 
[OCL_1 =3) • SUPPORTN -4.404E-03 .180 -.024 .980 -.358 .350 
[OCL_1 =4) • SUPPORTN -5.520E-02 .247 -.223 .824 ·.542 .431 
[QCL_ 1 =5) • SUPPORTN .218 .245 .888 .375 -.265 .700 
[OCL_1=1) • LTERMOBJ .361 .409 .883 .378 -.443 1.165 
[QCL_1 =2) • L TERMOBJ 2.013E-02 .305 .066 .947 -.579 .620 
[QCL_ 1 =3) • L TERMOBJ .138 .279 .496 .621 -.410 .687 
[QCL_1=4) • LTERMOBJ -.319 375 -.651 .395 ·1.057 .419 
[QCL_1=5) • LTERMOBJ .186 .314 .594 .553 ·.431 .803 
[QCL_1=1) • INTERFCN -.360 .450 ·.BOO .424 ·1.246 .525 
[OCL_1=2) • INTERFCN .656 562 1.168 .244 -.449 1.761 
[QCL_1 =3) • INTERFCN -.533 430 -1.239 .216 -1.380 .313 
[QCL_1 =4) • INTERFCN .957 .364 2.633 .009 .242 1.673 
[QCL_1=5) • INTERFCN .231 384 .601 .548 -.524 .985 
CUSTORTN O' 
COMPORTN O' 
SUPPORTN 0' . 
LTERMOBJ 0' 
INTERFCN o• 
[OCL_1=1). MTURB -.162 .499 ·.324 .746 ·1.142 .819 
[QCL_1 =2) • MTURB ·.560 230 -2.429 .016 -1.013 ·.106 
[QCL_1=3) • MTURB ·1.727 .624 -2.765 .006 -2.955 ·.499 
[QCL_1=4) • MTURB .512 .377 1.359 .175 -.229 1.254 
[QCL_1=5) • MTURB .533 .403 1.323 .187 ·.259 1.325 
CUSTORTN • MTURB ·2.724E·02 .115 ·.237 .813 ·.253 .199 
COMPORTN • MTURB ·2.163E-02 059 -.364 .716 -.139 9.536E-02 
SUPPORTN • MTURB -2.357E-02 .064 -.366 .714 -.150 .103 
LTERMOBJ • MTURB ·2.638E-02 .082 ·.320 .749 -.188 .136 
INTERFCN • MTURB -3.260E-02 .106 -.309 .758 -.240 .175 
[OCL_1=1). CUSTORTN 9.070E·02 .162 .500 .618 ·.266 .448 
• MTURB 
[QCL_1 =2) • CUSTORTN 
.215 179 1195 .233 -.138 .568 
• MTURB 
[QCL_1 =3) • CUSTORTN 
.225 .156 1.441 .150 -8.220E-02 .533 
• MTURB 
[QCL_1=4) • CUSTORTN 
.184 158 1.168 .244 -.126 .494 
• MTURB 
[QCL_1=5) • CUSTORTN 0 ' 
• MTURB 
[QCL_1=1) • COMPORTN 5.941E·02 .096 .619 .536 -.129 .248 
• MTURB 
[QCL_1 =2) • COMPORTN 
-.102 .103 -.997 .319 -.304 9.948E-02 
• MTURB 
[QCL_1 =3) • COMPORTN 4.256E-02 .077 .556 .578 -.108 .193 
• MTURB 
[QCL_1 =4) • COMPORTN 
-.143 .093 -1.537 .125 -.325 3.991E·02 
• MTURB 
[QCL_1 =5) • COMPORTN o' 
. . 
• MTURB 
[OCL_1=1) • SUPPORTN 
·9.303E-02 .108 -.858 .392 -.306 .120 
• MTURB 
[OCL_1 =2) • SUPPORTN 
.210 .094 2.229 .026 2.466E·02 .395 
• MTURB 
[QCL 1=3) • SUPPORTN 
; MTURB 2.681E-02 .081 .330 .741 ·.133 .186 
Parameter Estimates for Environment, Market Orientation Components and 
Strategy Type: All Performance Modes 
Parameter Estimates: Market Turbulence 
95% Confidence lnteNal 
Lower Upper 
Dependent Variable Parameter B Std. Error I Si g. Bound Bound 
Strategic Performance [OCL_1=4[ • SUPPORTN 6.497E-02 .094 .694 .488 ·.119 .249 
• MTURB 
[OCL_1=5] • SUPPORTN 0 • 
• MTURB 
[OCL_1=1]. LTERMOBJ 3.957E-03 .134 .029 .977 ·.260 268 
• MTURB 
[OCL_1=2] • LTERMOBJ 6.477E-02 .114 .571 .569 -.158 .288 
• MTURB 
[OCL_1=3] • LTERMOBJ 
-5. 122E-03 '117 ·.044 .965 ·.235 .225 
• MTURB 
[OCL_1=4] • LTERMOBJ 9.412E-Q2 .131 .720 472 ·.163 .351 
• MTURB 
[OCL_1 =5] • L TERMOBJ 0 • 
• MTURB 
[OCL_1=1] • INTERFCN • 7.600E-02 .154 .495 621 ·.226 378 MTURB 
[OCL_1=2] • INTERFCN • 
-.130 .173 -.754 .451 -.470 .209 MTURB 
[OCL_1=3]" INTERFCN " 
.229 .156 1.464 .144 -7.658E·02 .536 MTURB 
[QCL_1 =4] • INTERFCN • 
-.226 .143 ·1.578 .116 ·.507 5.569E-02 MTURB 
~.g~ii~=5] • INTERFCN " 0 • 
Parameter Estimates for Environment, Market Orientation Components and 
Strategy Type: All Performance Modes 
Parameter Estimates: Market Turbulence 
95% Confidence Interval 
Lower Upper 
Dependent Variable Parameter B Std. Error t Sio. Bound Bound 
Personal Performance Intercept -5.657E-02 1.228 -.046 .963 -2.472 2.359 
[OCL_1=11 -.615 1.998 -.308 .758 -4.545 3.315 
[OCL_1=21 .393 1.414 .278 .781 -2.389 3.175 
[OCL_1=31 1.629 2.383 .684 .495 -3.057 6.316 
[OCL_1=41 .196 1.632 .120 904 -3013 3.406 
[OCL_1=51 0" 
[OCL_1=11 • CUSTORTN -.251 .409 -.613 .540 -1.056 .554 
[OCL_1 =21 • CUSTORTN -.828 .488 -1.697 .091 ·1.789 .132 
[OCL_1 =31 • CUSTORTN .374 .337 1.108 .269 -.290 1.038 
[OCL_1 =41 • CUSTORTN -.680 .307 -2.152 .032 -1.263 -5.690E-Q2 
[OCL_1 =51 • CUSTORTN -.603 .364 -1.655 .099 -1.320 .114 
[OCL_1=11. COMPORTN 
-6.835E-02 .244 -.280 .780 -.549 .412 
[OCL_1 =21 • COMPORTN 
-.116 .306 -.380 .704 -.718 .486 
[OCL_1 =31 • COMPORTN 
-4.934E-03 .161 -.031 .976 -.321 .312 
[QCL_1 =41 • COMPORTN 
.645 .225 2.867 .004 .203 1.088 
[OCL_1 =51 • COMPORTN 
-.175 .195 -.901 .368 -.558 .207 
[OCL_1=11 • SUPPORTN .410 .293 1.397 .163 -.167 .987 
[OCL_1 =21 • SUPPORTN .132 .258 .514 .608 -.374 .639 
[OCL_ 1 =31 • SUPPORTN -.250 .160 -1.565 118 -.564 6.409E-02 
[OCL_1=41 • SUPPORTN -.367 .219 ·1.674 .095 -.799 6.426E-Q2 
[OCL_1 =51 • SUPPORTN 9.049E-02 .218 .416 678 -.338 .519 
[OCL_ 1 = 1 I • L TERMOBJ .229 .363 .631 528 -.484 .942 
[OCL_1=21 • LTERMOBJ -.163 .270 -.601 .548 -.694 .369 
[OCL_1=31 • LTERMOBJ .205 .247 .829 .408 -.281 .692 
[OCL_1=4I • LTERMOBJ -.340 .333 ·1.021 .308 -.994 .315 
[OCL_1=51 • LTERMOBJ .420 .278 1.511 .132 -.127 .967 
[OCL_1=11 • INTERFCN 7.599E-02 .399 .190 .849 -.709 .861 
[OCL_1=21 • INTERFCN .980 .498 1.968 .050 3.535E-Q4 1.960 
[OCL_1 =31 • INTERFCN -.607 382 -1.590 .113 -1.358 .144 
[OCL_1 =41 • INTERFCN 752 .323 2.331 .020 .117 1.386 
[OCL_1=51 • INTERFCN 354 .340 1.039 .300 -.316 1.023 
CUSTORTN 0" . 
COMPORTN 0" 
SUPPORTN o• 
LTERMOBJ 0" . 
INTERFCN o• 
[OCL_1=11 • MTURB 2.664E-02 .442 .060 .952 -.843 .897 
[OCL_1 =21 • MTURB - 140 204 -.683 .495 -.541 .262 
[OCL_1 =31 • MTURB -.688 .554 -1.242 .215 -1.777 .401 
[OCL_1=41 • MTURB -.238 .334 ·.711 .477 -.895 .420 
[OCL_1=51 • MTURB 2.929E-02 .357 082 .935 -.673 .732 
CUSTORTN • MTURB .130 .102 1.277 .202 -7.039E-02 .331 
COMPORTN • MTURB 2.378E-02 .053 .451 .652 -7.999E-02 .128 
SUPPORTN • MTURB 4.538E-03 .057 .079 .937 -.108 .117 
LTERMOBJ • MTURB -.115 .073 ·1.577 .116 -.259 2.851E-02 
INTERFCN • MTURB -4.086E-02 .094 -.436 .663 -.225 .143 
[OCL_1=11 • CUSTORTN 
-4.010E-02 .161 -.249 .803 -.357 .277 
• MTURB 
[OCL_1=21 • CUSTORTN 8.912E-02 .159 .560 .576 -.224 .402 
• MTURB 
[OCL_1=31 • CUSTORTN 
-.212 .139 -1.527 .128 -.485 6.097E-02 
• MTURB 
[OCL_1=41 • CUSTORTN 9.643E-02 .140 .690 .491 -.179 .371 
• MTURB 
[OCL_1=51 • CUSTORTN 0 a 
'MTURB 
[QCL_1=11 • COMPORTN 
-3.372E-02 .085 -.396 .692 -.201 .134 
• MTURB 
[OCL_1 =21 • COMPORTN 
-2.937E-03 .091 -.032 .974 -.182 176 
• MTURB 
[OCL_1 =31 • COMPORTN 
·1.483E-04 .068 -.002 .998 -.134 .133 
• MTURB 
[OCL_1=4J" COMPORTN 
·.211 .082 -2.568 .011 -.373 -4.946E-02 
• MTURB 
[OCL_1=5J" COMPORTN o• 
• MTURB 
JOCL_1=1J" SUPPORTN 
-7058E-02 .096 ·.733 464 -.260 119 
• MTURB 
[OCL_ 1 =21 • SUPPORTN 
-4.155E-02 .084 ·.497 .619 -.206 .123 
• MTURB 
JOCL_1=3J • SUPPORTN 5.454E-02 .072 .758 .449 -8.705E-02 .196 
• MTURB 
Parameter Estimates for Environment, Market Orientation Components and 
Strategy Type: All Performance Modes 
Parameter Estimates: Market Turbulence 
95% Confidence Interval 
Lower Upper 
Dependent Variable Parameter B Std. Error I s;q. Bound Bound 
Personal Pertormance [OCL_1-4[ 0 SUPPORTN 8.990E-02 .083 1.083 .280 -7.341E-Q2 .253 0 MTURB 
[OCL_ 1 =5) 0 SUPPORTN o' 
0 MTURB 
[OCL_1=1) 0 LTERMOBJ 7.226E-02 .119 .606 .545 -.162 307 0 MTURB 
[OCL_1=2[ 0 LTERMOBJ 
.184 .101 1.823 .069 -1.446E-02 .382 0 MTURB 
[OCL_1=3) 0 L TERMOBJ 6.408E-02 .104 .619 .536 -.140 .268 0 MTURB 
(OCL_1=4) 0 LTERMOBJ 
.204 .116 1.761 .079 ·2.389E-02 .432 0 MTURB 
(QCL_ I =5) · L TERMOBJ a 
0 MTURB 0 
(QCL_1=1) • INTERFCN ° 2.849E-02 .136 .209 .834 -.239 .296 MTURB 
[OCL_1=2) 0 INTERFCN ° 
·.190 .153 ·1.241 .215 ·.492 .111 MTURB 
(OCL_1=3) 0 INTERFCN ° 
.259 .139 1.872 .062 -1.311E-02 .532 MTURB 
[OCL_1=4) 0 INTERFCN • 
-.128 .127 -1012 312 -.378 .121 MTURB 
~~R~=5) 0 INTERFCN ° a 0 
Parameter Estimates for Environment, Market Orientation Components and 
Strategy Type: All Performance Modes 
Parameter Estimates: Market Turbulence 
95% Confidence Interval 
Lower Upper 
Dependent Variable Parameter B Std. Error I Si a. Bound Bound 
Commercial Performance Intercept -2.672 1.368 -1.954 .052 -5.362 1.772E-02 
[QCL_1=1] 4.133 2.225 1.658 .064 -.243 8.508 
]OCL_1=2] 4.160 1.575 2.641 .009 1.062 7.257 
[OCL_1=3] 4.132 2.653 1.558 .120 -1.086 9.350 
]OCL_1=4] .903 1.817 .497 .620 -2.671 4.477 
]QCL_1=5] 0" 
]QCL_1=1]" CUSTORTN -.387 .456 -.650 .396 -1.283 .509 
]OCL_1=2] " CUSTORTN 5.358E-03 .544 .010 .992 -1.064 1.075 
]OCL_1=3] "CUSTORTN 4.366E-02 .376 .116 .908 -.695 .783 
]OCL_1=4] " CUSTORTN -.132 .341 -.388 .699 -.604 .539 
[QCL_1 =5] " CUSTORTN .143 406 .353 .724 -.655 .941 
[QCL_1=1]' COMPORTN 
-.278 .272 -1.021 .308 -.813 .257 
[QCL_ 1 =2] ' COMPORTN 
.238 .341 .698 .486 -.433 .908 
[OCL_ 1 =3] ' COMPORTN 
-.125 .179 -.695 .488 -.477 .228 
[OCL_1=4] ' COMPORTN 
.729 .251 2.910 .004 .236 1.222 
[QCL_1 =5] ' COMPORTN 
.156 .217 .718 .473 -.271 .582 
[QCL_1 = 1] ' SUPPORTN .653 .327 2.610 .009 .210 1.495 
[QCL_1 =2] ' SUPPORTN -.586 .287 -2.045 .042 -1.151 -2.239E-02 
[OCL_1 =3] ' SUPPORTN -4.282E-02 .178 -.241 .810 -.392 .307 
[OCL_1 =4] ' SUPPORTN 3.775E-02 .244 .155 .877 -.443 .518 
[OCL_ 1 =5] ' SUPPORTN .315 .242 1.301 .194 -.161 .792 
[OCL_1 = 1] • L TERMOBJ 2.097E-02 .404 .052 .959 -.773 .815 
[QCL_1 =2] ' L TERMOBJ -4.669E-02 .301 -.155 .877 -.639 .545 
[OCL_ 1 =3] ' L TERMOBJ -.118 .275 -.428 .669 -.660 .424 
[OCL_1 =4] ' L TERMOBJ -.488 .370 -1.318 .188 -1.217 .240 
[QCL_1 =5] ' L TERMOBJ .227 .310 .734 .463 -.382 .837 
[OCL_1=1]' INTERFCN -.295 .445 -.663 .508 -1.169 .580 
[OCL_1 =2] ' INTERFCN 9.927E-02 .555 .179 .658 -.992 1.190 
[OCL_1 =3] ' INTERFCN ·4.762E-Q2 .425 -.112 911 -.664 .788 
[OCL_1 =4] ' INTERFCN .503 .359 1.399 .163 -.204 1.209 
[QCL_1 =5] ' INTERFCN -2.671E-02 .379 -.070 .944 -.772 .719 
CUSTORTN oa 
COMPOATN oa 
SUPPORTN 0" 
LTEAMOBJ 0" 
INTERFCN 0" 
[OCL_1=1]' MTUAB -.372 .493 -.755 .451 -1.340 .597 
[OCL_1=2]' MTURB -.297 227 -1.309 192 -.745 .150 
[QCL_1=3]' MTUAB -.518 .617 -.641 .401 -1.731 .695 
[QCL_1=4]' MTUAB .476 .372 1.277 .202 -.257 1.208 
[QCL_1=5]' MTUAB .879 398 2.210 028 9.681E-02 1.661 
CUSTOATN " MTUAB -5.136E-02 .114 -.452 .651 -.275 .172 
COMPOATN ' MTURB -9.115E-02 .059 -1.552 .122 -.207 2.439E-02 
SUPPORTN ' MTURB -3.206E-02 .064 -.505 .614 -.157 9.297E-02 
L TEAMOBJ • MTURB -3252E-02 081 -.400 .690 -.193 .128 
INTERFCN ' MTURB -1.642E-02 104 -.177 .860 -.223 .187 
[QCL_1=1]' CUSTORTN 
.162 .179 .903 .367 -.191 .514 
'MTUAB 
[QCL_1 =2] ' CUSTORTN 4.755E-02 .177 .268 .789 -.301 .396 
'MTUAB 
[QCL_1=3]' CUSTORTN 6.467E-02 .154 .419 676 -.239 .369 
"MTUAB 
[QCL_1 =4] ' CUSTORTN 
.134 156 .864 388 -.172 .441 
'MTUAB 
[OCL_1=5]' CUSTORTN a 
'MTUAB 0 
[OCL_1=1] • COMPOATN 
.140 095 1.461 .139 -4.600E-02 .327 
"MTUAB 
[OCL_1 =2] • COMPOATN 2.799E-02 .101 .276 782 -.171 227 
'MTUAB 
[OCL_1 =3] ' COMPOATN 
.127 .076 1.681 .094 -2. 157E-02 .276 
'MTUAB 
[OCL_1 =4] ' COMPOATN 
-.142 .092 -1.546 .123 -.322 3.654E-02 
'MTUAB 
[OCL_1=5] 'COMPOATN 0 a 
'MTUAB 
[OCL_1=1]' SUPPORTN 
-.164 .107 -1.528 127 -.374 4.703E-02 
'MTURB 
[OCL_1 =2] ' SUPPORTN 
.166 .093 1.788 .075 -1.661E-02 .350 
'MTURB 
[OCL_ 1 =3] • SUPPORTN 
; MTURB 4.534E-02 .080 .566 .572 -.112 .203 
Parameter Estimates for Environment, Market Orientation Components and 
Strategy Type: All Performance Modes 
Parameter Estimates: Market Turbulence 
95% Confidence Interval 
Lower Upper 
Dependent Variable Parameter B Std. Error I Sio. Bound Bound 
Commercial Performance [QCL_1-4] • SUPPORTN 2.4S2E·02 .092 .. 265 .791 -.157 .206 
• MTURB 
]OCL_1=5]" SUPPORTN 0 a 
• MTURB 
]QCL_1=1]" LTERMOBJ 7 089E-02 .133 534 594 -.190 .332 
• MTURB 
]QCL_1=2]" LTERMOBJ 7.923E-02 .112 .707 480 -.141 .300 
• MTURB 
[OCL_1=3]" LTERMOBJ 6.389E-02 .115 .554 .580 -.183 .291 
• MTURB 
[QCL_1 =4] • L TERMOBJ 
.176 .129 1.366 .173 -7.754E-02 .430 
• MTURB 
[OCL_1 =5] • L TERMOBJ 0 ' 
• MTURB 
[QCL_1 = 1] • INTERFCN • 6.752E-02 .152 .445 656 -.231 .366 MTURB 
[QCL_1 =2] • INTERFCN • 
-1.178E-02 .171 ·.069 .945 ·.347 .324 MTURB 
[QCL_1 =3] • INTERFCN • 5.674E-02 .154 .388 .713 -.247 .360 MTURB 
[QCL_1 =4] • INTERFCN • 
-.130 .141 -.921 .358 -.408 .148 MTURB 
~~R~=5]"1NTERFCN • o' 
. 
. . 
a. Thts parameter rs set to zero because 11 rs redundant. 
Parameter Estimates for Environment, Market Orientation Components and 
Strategy Type: All Performance Modes 
Parameter Estimates: Market Development 
95% Confidence Interval 
Lower Upper 
Oenendent Variable Parameter 8 Std. Error 1 Sig, Bound Bound 
Strategic Performance Intercept ·1.011 1.746 -.579 .563 -4.446 2.424 
[OCL_1=1) 1.842 2.444 .754 .452 -2.964 6.646 
[OCL_1=2) 2.385 2.022 1.180 .239 -1.591 6.362 
[QCL_1=3) 1.353 2.806 .462 .630 -4.165 6.872 
[OCL_1=4) -6.303E-03 2.153 -.003 .998 -4.241 4.228 
[OCL_1=5) O' 
[OCL_1=1) "CUSTORTN -.164 .478 -.343 .732 -1.104 .776 
[QCL_1 =2) " CUSTORTN -9.847E-02 .437 -.225 .822 -.958 .761 
[OCL_1 =3) " CUSTORTN .431 .555 .776 .439 -.662 1.523 
[QCL_1=4) • CUSTORTN -.283 .344 ·.824 .411 -.960 .393 
[OCL_1 =5) • CUSTORTN -.444 .402 -1.104 .270 -1.234 .347 
[QCL_1=1)" COMPORTN 7.075E-02 .202 .350 .727 ·.327 .468 
[OCL_1 =2) • COMPORTN 
.323 .347 .931 .352 -.359 1.005 
[QCL_1=3) "COMPORTN 
-.185 .158 -1.168 .244 -.496 .126 
[OCL_1=4) "COMPORTN 
-1.366E-02 .277 -.049 961 -.559 .532 
[OCL_1=5) "COMPORTN 
-.293 .184 -1.591 .112 -.655 6.909E-02 
[OCL_1=1)" SUPPORTN .122 .252 .484 .629 -.374 .618 
[OCL_1=2)" SUPPORTN -6.230E-02 .277 -.225 .822 -.608 .463 
[OCL_ 1=3) • SUPPORTN -.114 .182 -.628 .531 -.472 .243 
[OCL_1=4) • SUPPORTN .165 .273 604 546 -372 .701 
[OCL_ 1=5) • SUPPORTN 6.142E-02 .221 .278 782 -.374 .497 
[QCL_1=1)" LTERMOBJ -.220 .335 -.657 512 -.879 .439 
[OCL_1=2). LTERMOBJ -.226 .380 -.594 553 -.974 .522 
[OCL_1 =3) " L TERMOBJ -.162 .333 -.486 .628 -.817 .493 
[QCL_1=4)" LTERMOBJ 2.201E-02 .436 .050 .960 -.836 .880 
[OCL_ 1=5) • LTERMOBJ .315 .295 1.068 286 -.265 .895 
[OCL_1=1) "INTERFCN 5.304E-02 .359 .148 .883 -.653 .759 
[QCL_1=2)" INTERFCN -.242 .449 -.539 590 -1.124 .641 
[OCL_1=3)" INTERFCN -.100 .415 -.241 .810 -.916 .716 
[QCL_1=4)" INTERFCN .338 .376 .898 370 -.401 1.077 
[OCL_1=5). INTERFCN .595 .325 1.833 .068 -4.355E-02 1.235 
CUSTORTN O' . 
COMPORTN O' 
SUPPORTN 0' 
LTERMQBJ O' 
INTERFCN o• 
[QCL_1=1)" MDEV -.169 .549 ·.308 .758 -1.249 .911 
[OCL_1=2)" MDEV -.482 .326 ·1.482 139 -1.123 .158 
[QCL_1=3)" MDEV -.373 .641 -.592 .561 -1.634 .888 
[QCL_1=4)" MDEV .227 .441 .515 .607 -.641 1.095 
[QCL_1=5)" MDEV .385 .538 .716 .474 -.673 1.443 
CUSTQRTN " MDEV 7.271E-02 .131 .554 .580 -.185 .331 
COMPORTN " MDEV 8.941E-02 .059 1.520 .130 -2.631E-02 .205 
SUPPORTN • MDEV 5.333E-03 .069 .078 .938 -.129 .140 
L TERMOBJ " MDEV -8.594E-02 .095 -.900 369 -.274 .102 
INTERFCN " MDEV ·.145 .097 -1.497 135 -.336 4.556E-02 
[QCL_1=1)" CUSTORTN 
-5.635E-02 .197 -.286 .775 ·.443 .331 
"MDEV 
[OCL_1=2) • CUSTORTN 
-7.106E-02 .183 ·.387 .699 -.432 .290 
"MDEV 
[OCL_1 =3[ • CUSTORTN 
·.202 209 -.969 .333 -.613 .208 
"MDEV 
[OCL_1=4) "CUSTORTN 6.906E-02 .178 .388 .698 -.281 419 
"MDEV 
[OCL_ 1 =5) " CUSTORTN 0 ' 
• MDEV 
JOCL_1=1)" COMPORTN 
·.129 .085 -1.517 .130 -.297 3.838E-02 
"MDEV 
[OCL_1 =2) • COMPORTN 
·.169 .113 -1.499 .135 ·.390 5.269E-02 
• MDEV 
[QCL_1 =3) " COMPORTN 
-2.290E-02 .075 -.305 .760 -.171 .125 
• MDEV 
[QCL_ 1 =4) " COMPORTN 
-.123 .119 -1.031 .303 -.358 .112 
"MDEV 
[OCL_1=5)" COMPORTN 0 ' 
"MDEV 
[OCL_1=1)" SUPPORTN 
-5.075E-03 .100 -.051 .960 -.202 192 
"MDEV 
[OCL_1 =2) • SUPPORTN 
·2.546E-02 .107 -.238 .812 ·.236 .185 
• MDEV 
[OCL_1 =3) • SUPPORTN 3.252E-02 .085 .383 .702 -.135 .200 
• MDEV 
Parameter Estimates for Environment, Market Orientation Components and 
Strategy Type: All Performance Modes 
Parameter Estimates: Market Development 
95% Confidence Interval 
Lower Upper 
Deoendent Variable Parameter B Std. Error t Si g. Bound Bound 
Strategic Performance [QCL_1-4] • SUPPORTN 
-4.739E-02 .117 -.405 .686 -.278 .183 
• MDEV 
[QCL_1=5]. SUPPORTN a 
• MDEV 0 
[QCL_1=1] • LTERMOBJ 
.227 .137 1.661 .098 -4.179E-02 .496 
• MDEV 
[QCL_1=2] • LTERMOBJ 204 139 1.483 .144 -7.029E-02 .478 
• MDEV 
[QCL_1=3] • LTERMOBJ 
.152 136 1.116 .265 -.116 .419 
• MDEV 
[QCL_1=4J" LTERMOBJ 7.958E-02 .169 .470 .638 -.253 .412 
• MDEV 
[OCL_1=5] • LTERMOBJ a 
• MDEV 0 
[QCL_1=1] "INTERFCN • 8.558E-02 .147 .582 .561 -.204 .375 MDEV 
[QCL_1=2] • INTERFCN • 
.262 .165 1.591 .113 -6.191E-02 .566 MDEV 
[QCL_1 =3] • INTERFCN • 
.231 .157 1.476 .141 -7.693E-02 .540 MDEV 
[QCL_1=4] "INTERFCN • 4.264E-02 .155 .277 .782 -.261 .347 MDEV 
~giv1=5] "INTERFCN • 0 a 
Parameter Estimates for Environment, Market Orientation Components and 
Strategy Type: All Performance Modes 
Parameter Estimates: Market Development 
95% Confidence Interval 
Lower Upper 
Deoendent Variable Parameter 8 Std. Error I Sia. Bound Bound 
Personal Performance Intercept :179 1.563 .115 .909 -2.895 3.253 
[QCL_1=1) -1.167 2.187 -.534 .594 -5.469 3.134 
[QCL_1=2) 1.213 1.809 .670 .503 -2.348 4.772 
[QCL_1=3) -1.314 2511 -.523 .601 -6.253 3.625 
[QCL_1=4) -.868 1.927 -.450 .653 ·4.657 2.922 
[QCL_1=5) oa 
[QCL_1=1) • CUSTORTN .822 .428 1.923 .055 -1.887E-02 1.663 
[QCL_1 =2) • CUSTORTN .520 .391 1.329 .185 -.250 1.290 
[QCL_1 =3) • CUSTORTN .377 .497 757 .449 -.601 1.354 
[QCL_1=4) • CUSTORTN -.662 .308 -2.151 .032 -1.268 -5.663E-02 
[QCL_1 =5) • CUSTORTN -.512 .360 -1.424 .155 -1.220 .195 
[QCL_1=1) • COMPORTN 
-9.399E-03 .181 ·.052 .959 -.365 .346 
[QCL_1 =2) • COMPORTN 
-.362 .310 -1.165 .245 -.972 .249 
[QCL_1 =3) • COMPORTN 
-.236 .142 -1.685 .097 -514 4.277E-02 
[QCL_1=4)" COMPORTN 
.342 .248 1.378 .169 -.146 .830 
[QCL_1 =5) • COMPORTN 
·.223 .185 -1.352 .177 -.546 .101 
[QCL_1=1) • SUPPORTN .342 .225 1.516 .131 -.102 785 
[QCL_1 =2) • SUPPORTN -9.072E-02 .248 -.385 .715 -.579 .398 
[QCL_ 1 =3) • SUPPORTN 8.395E-02 .163 .516 .606 -.236 404 
[QCL_1 =4) • SUPPORTN -4.518E-02 .244 -.185 .853 -.525 .435 
[QCL_ 1 =5) • SUPPORTN .169 .198 .851 .395 -.221 558 
[QCL_1 = 1) • L TERMOBJ -.759 .300 -2.531 012 -1.349 -.169 
[QCL_ 1 =2) • L TERMOBJ .232 .341 .682 .496 -.437 .902 
[QCL_ 1 =3) • L TERMOBJ 6.823E-03 .298 .023 .982 -.579 .593 
[QCL_1 =4) • L TERMOBJ .290 .391 .742 .459 -.479 1.058 
[QCL_ 1 =5) • L TERMOBJ -8.722E-02 .264 ·.330 .741 -.607 .432 
[QCL_1=1) • INTERFCN -7.014E-02 .321 -.218 .827 -.702 .562 
[QCL_1 =2) • INTERFCN -.554 .402 -1.380 169 ·1.344 236 
[QCL_1 =3) • INTERFCN 7.178E-02 .371 .193 .847 -.659 .802 
[QCL_ 1 =4) • INTERFCN .389 .336 1.156 .248 -.273 1.050 
[QCL_1 =5) • INTERFCN .662 .291 2.276 .023 8.991 E-02 1.234 
CUSTORTN oa 
COMPORTN O' 
SUPPORTN oa 
LTERMOBJ oa 
INTERFCN 0' 
[QCL_1=1) • MDEV .200 .492 .407 .684 -.767 1.167 
[QCL_1 =2) • MDEV -.453 .291 -1.554 .121 -1.026 .120 
[QCL_1 =3) • MDEV 9.267E-02 .574 .161 .872 -1.036 1.221 
[QCL_1=4). MDEV 3.833E-02 .395 .097 .923 -.739 .815 
[QCL_1 =5) • MDEV -9.555E-02 .481 -.198 .843 -1043 .851 
CUSTORTN • MDEV .141 .117 1.202 .230 -8.978E-02 .372 
COMPORTN • MDEV 5.321E-02 .053 1.011 .313 -5.036E-02 .157 
SUPPORTN • MDEV -3.440E-02 061 -.561 .575 -.155 8.625E-02 
L TERMOBJ " MDEV 1.811E-02 .085 .212 .832 -.150 .186 
INTERFCN • MDEV -.140 087 -1.609 .109 -.310 3.106E-02 
[QCL_1 = 1 J • CUSTORTN 
-.406 .176 -2.305 .022 -.752 -5.955E-02 
"MDEV 
[QCL_1 =2) • CUSTORTN 
-.274 .164 -1.668 .096 -.597 4.908E-02 
• MDEV 
[QCL_1 =3) • CUSTORTN 
-.248 .187 -1.329 .185 -.615 .119 
• MDEV 
[QCL_1 =4) • CUSTORTN 
.121 .159 .761 .447 -.192 .435 
• MDEV 
[QCL_1=5) • CUSTORTN a 
"MDEV 0 . 
[QCL_1=1) • COMPORTN 
-7.737E-02 .076 -1.013 .312 ·.228 7.284E-Q2 
• MDEV 
[QCL_1 =2) • COMPORTN 3.193E-02 .101 .317 .751 -.166 .230 
• MDEV 
[QCL_1 =3) • COMPORTN 3.818E-02 .067 .566 .570 -9.394E-02 .170 
• MDEV 
[QCL_1 =4) • COMPORTN 
-.182 .107 -1.705 .089 -.392 2 803E-02 
• MDEV 
[QCL_1 =5) • COMPORTN 0 a 
• MDEV 
[QCL_1=1) • SUPPORTN 
-1.834E-02 .090 -.204 .838 -.195 .158 
• MDEV 
[QCL_1=2) • SUPPORTN 5.059E-02 .096 .528 .598 -.138 .239 
• MDEV 
[Q.~~~/3) • SUPPORTN 
"M 3.205E-03 .076 .042 .966 -.146 .153 
Parameter Estimates for Environment, Market Orientation Components and 
Strategy Type: All Performance Modes 
Parameter Estimates: Market Development 
95% Confidence Interval 
Lower Upper 
Dependent Variable Parameter 8 Std. Error I Si g. Bound Bound 
Personal Performance (OCL_1=4(" SUPPORTN 3.477E·02 .105 .332 .740 -.171 .241 
"MDEV 
(OCL_1 =5) • SUPPQRTN 0 ' 
• MDEV 
(OCL_ 1 = 1) • L TERMQBJ 
.229 .122 1.870 082 -1188E-02 .470 
• MDEV 
(OCL_ 1=2) • LTERMQBJ 
-4.316E-02 .125 -.346 730 -.289 .202 
"MDEV 
(QCL_1=3) • LTERMQBJ 
-9. 121E-03 .122 -.075 .940 -.248 .230 
"MDEV 
(OCL_1=4) • LTERMOBJ 
-9.882E-02 .151 -.653 .514 -.397 .199 
"MDEV 
(OCL_1 =5) • LTERMOBJ 
' 
"MDEV 0 
(QCL_1=1) • INTERFCN • 
.193 .132 1.469 .143 ·6.54BE-02 .452 MDEV 
(QCL_1 =2) • INTERFCN • 
.315 .147 2.137 .033 2.509E-02 .605 MDEV 
(QCL_1 =3) " INTERFCN " 
.178 .140 1.272 .204 -9.758E-02 454 MDEV 
(QCL_1=4). INTERFCN" 4.66BE-02 .138 .337 .736 -.225 .319 MDEV 
~~,;;; 1=5) • INTERFCN • 0 ' 
Parameter Estimates for Environment, Market Orientation Components and 
Strategy Type: All Performance Modes 
Parameter Estimates: Market Development 
95a;., Confidence Interval 
Lower Upper 
Dependent Variable Parameter B Std. Error I SiQ. Bound Bound 
Commercial Performance Intercept -.186 1.763 -.105 .916 -3.654 3.282 
[OCL_1=1) -.878 2.467 -.356 .722 -5.730 3.975 
[OCL_1=2) .452 2.041 .222 .625 -3.563 4.467 
i0CL_1=3) -1.234 2.833 ·.435 664 -6.805 4.336 
i0Cl_1=4) -.315 2.174 -.145 885 -4.590 3.960 
[OCL_1=5) o• 
[OCL_1=1) • CUSTORTN .317 .462 .658 .511 -.631 1.266 
[OCL_1 =2) " CUSTOATN .321 .441 .727 .468 -.547 1.189 
[OCL_1 =3) " CUSTORTN 1.054 .561 1.880 .061 -4.883E-02 2.157 
[OCL_1 =4) • CUSTORTN -.282 .347 -.811 .418 -.965 .401 
[OCL_1=5) • CUSTOATN -.249 .406 -.615 .539 -1.046 .549 
[OCL_1=1) • COMPORTN 
-1.376E-02 .204 -.067 .946 -.415 .388 
[OCL_1 =2) • COMPOATN 
-.265 .350 -.813 417 -.974 .404 
[OCL_1 =3) • COMPORTN 
-.169 .160 -1.057 291 -.483 145 
[OCL_1 =4) • COMPORTN 
-.135 .280 -.483 .630 -.886 416 
[OCL_1 =5) • COMPORTN 
-.457 .186 -2.460 .014 -.822 -9.154E-02 
[OCL_1 = 1) • SUPPORTN .199 .254 .781 .435 -.302 .699 
[OCL_1 =2) • SUPPORTN .129 .280 .461 .645 -.422 .660 
[OCL_1 =3) • SUPPOATN -3.454E-02 .184 -.188 651 -.396 326 
[OCL_1 =4) • SUPPORTN .413 .275 1.500 .135 -.129 .955 
[OCL_1=5) • SUPPOATN .219 .223 .981 .327 -.220 .659 
[OCL_1=1) • LTERMOBJ -.443 .338 -1.311 191 -1.109 .222 
[OCL_1 =2) • L TERMOBJ .299 .384 .776 .437 -.457 1.054 
[OCL_1 =3) • LTERMOBJ -.411 .336 -1.221 .223 -1.072 .251 
[OCL_1=4) • LTERMOBJ 2.023E-02 .441 046 963 ·.846 887 
[OCL_1=5). LTERMOBJ 7222E-02 .298 .242 .809 -.514 .658 
IOCL_1=1) •tNTERFCN .266 .362 .734 .463 -.447 .979 
[OCL_ 1 =2) • INTERFCN -.528 .453 -1165 245 -1.419 363 
[OCL_1 =3) • INTERFCN -.137 .419 -.327 .744 -.961 .667 
[OCL_1 =4) • INTERFCN .166 .379 491 .624 -.560 .933 
[OCL_1 =5) • INTEAFCN .485 .328 1.478 .140 -.160 1.130 
CUSTORTN oa 
COMPORTN oa 
SUPPOATN o• 
LTERMOBJ oa 
INTERFCN oa 
[OCL_1=1) • MDEV .425 .555 .767 .444 -.665 1.516 
[OCL_ 1 =2) • MDEV -5913E-02 .329 -180 .657 -.706 587 
[OCL_1 =3) • MDEV .337 .847 520 .603 -.937 1.610 
[OCL_1=4) • MDEV .128 .446 .266 .774 -.748 1.005 
[OCL_ 1 =5) • MDEV 190 .543 350 .727 -.878 1.258 
CUSTORTN • MDEV 7.813E-02 .132 .590 .556 ·.182 .339 
COMPORTN • MDEV .101 .059 1.697 .091 -1.604E-02 .218 
SUPPORTN • MDEV -2.546E-02 .069 ·.366 .713 -.162 .111 
L TERMOBJ • MDEV 2.253E-04 .096 002 .996 -.189 .190 
tNTERFCN • MDEV -.174 .096 -1.780 .076 -.367 1.627E-02 
[OCL_1=1) • CUSTORTN 
·.199 .199 -1.001 .318 -.590 .192 
• MDEV 
[OCL_1 =2) • CUSTORTN 
-.168 .185 -.908 .384 ·.532 .196 
• MDEV 
[OCL_1 =3) • CUSTORTN 
-.377 .211 -1791 .074 -.791 3 715E-02 
• MDEV 
[OCL_1 =4) • CUSTORTN 5.784E-02 .180 .321 .749 -.296 .411 
• MDEV 
[OCL_1 =5) • CUSTOATN • 
• MDEV 0 
[OCL_1=1) • COMPORTN 
-.122 .086 -1.420 .156 -.292 4.710E-02 
• MDEV 
[OCL_1 =2) • COMPORTN 
·2.773E-02 .114 -.244 .607 ·.251 .196 
• MDEV 
[OCL_1 =3) • COMPORTN 
-4.767E-02 .076 -.629 .530 -.197 '101 
• MDEV 
[OCL_1=4) • COMPORTN 
-7.744E-02 .121 -.842 .521 -.314 160 
• MDEV 
[OCL_1=5) • COMPORTN 0 a 
• MDEV 
[OCL_1=1). SUPPORTN 4404E-03 .101 .044 .965 ·.195 .203 
• MDEV 
[OCL_1 =2) • SUPPOATN 
-4.144E-02 .106 -.363 .702 ·.254 .171 
• MDEV 
[OCL 1 =3) • SUPPOATN 
• MDEv 3.617E-02 .086 421 .674 -.133 .205 
Parameter Estimates for Environment, Market Orientation Components and 
Strategy Type: All Performance Modes 
Parameter Estimates: Market Development 
95% Confidence Interval 
Lower Upper 
Deoendent Variable Parameter B Std. Error I Sio. Bound Bound 
Commercial Performance (OCL_ 1=4] • SUPPORTN 
·.128 .118 -1.085 .278 -.381 .104 
• MDEV 
(OCL_1=5] • SUPPQRTN 0 • 
• MDEV 
(OCL_1=1]. LTERMOBJ 
.181 .138 1.308 .192 -9.094E-02 452 
• MDEV 
(OCL_1 =2] • LTERMOBJ 
-3.016E-02 .141 ·.214 .631 -.307 .247 
• MDEV 
(QCL_1 =3] • L TERMOBJ 
.118 .137 .858 .392 -.152 .368 
• MDEV 
(OCL_1 =4] • L TERMOBJ 1.994E-02 .171 .117 .907 -.316 .356 
• MDEV 
(QCL_1 =5] • L TERMOBJ • 
• MDEV 0 
(OCL_1=1]. INTERFCN • 7.331E-02 .148 .494 .622 -.219 .365 MDEV 
(OCL_1 =2] • INTERFCN • 
.333 .166 2.002 .048 5.896E-03 .660 MDEV 
(QCL_1 =3] • INTERFCN • 
.249 .158 1.575 .116 -6.208E-02 .561 MDEV 
(QCL_1 =4] • INTERFCN • 
.109 .156 .698 .466 -.198 .416 MDEV 
~~,;;, 1 =5] • INTERFCN • 0 • 
.. 
a. This parameter is set to zero because 11 IS redundant 
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